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Speak thou the Truth. Let others fence,

And trim their words for pay ;

In pleasant sunshine of pretence

Let others bask their day.

Guard thou the Fact : though clouds of night

Down on thy watch-tower stoop ;

Though thou shouldst see thine heart's delight

Borne from thee by their swoop.

Face thou the wind. Though safer seem

lti shelter to abide,

We were not made to sit and dream ;

The tqfe must first be tried.

Dean Alfokd.

I



ADVERTISEMENT

TO

THE PEOPLE'S EDITION,

In this edition of my work on the Pentateuch, I have desired to

place, in a clear and intelligible form, before the eyes of the

general reader, the main arguments which have been advanced in

my first four Parts, as proving the unhistorical character, the later

origin, and the compound authorship, of the five books usually
attributed to Moses.

Hitherto I have addressed myself only to the Clergy and to the

more highly-educated among the Laity ;
and the difficulties, con-

nected with the strict scientific treatment of the subject, have

confined, of course, the study of my work to a comparatively

limited, though still in itself extensive, circle. But now I address

the general public. I should feel, indeed, that, unless I had

first stated at length, for the consideration and examination of

the learned, the grounds on which my conclusions are based, I

should not be justified in bringing the discussion of these ques-
tions in this form within the reach of the People at large. But a

long interval has now elapsed, since my First Part was published ;

and I have sufficiently tested the validity of my arguments by the

character of the answers, which have been given to some of them.

Being thus satisfied of the soundness of my position, and the

general truth of the main results of my critical labours, I here

lay my work before the many, corrected and condensed, without

any loss of real substance, but stripped of the Hebrew quota-
tions and some more difficult details, for which reference may be

made to the larger volumes. And I have the less hesitation in

doing this, inasmuch as the subjects here treated of have been

of late, and are still, discussed freely in the public journals; so

that no thoughtful person can fail to see that we have here before

us one of the great questions of the time, of which this generation
must give account to future ages.

Further, the violent denunciations which in so many instances

have taken the place of argument, and the course adopted by the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, in circulating a
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'

People's Edition
' of the late Dr. M'Catjl's '

Reply,' which has

been conmiended by the Bishop (Bickersteth) of Ripon in his

recent Charge as having given to my work 'a decisive and

complete refutation,' have made it the more desirable that the
'

People
'

themselves, that is, all persons of common sense,

whether learned or otherwise, should have the opportimity of

seeing with their own eyes what is the real state of the case. And

especially I must desire that the inhabitants of Natal and of South

Africa, generally, who have heard me condemned in very violent

terms by the Metropolitan Bishop of Capetown, and who cannot

be expected to have made much acquaintance with my books in

their larger form, should be able to judge for themselves as to the

contents, and as to the whole tone and spirit, of my work.

Lastly, when I find the Bishop of Ripon, urging his Clergy to

impress upon their flocks that

the whole Bible is the infallible record of the Mind and Will of God. . . . The Bible,
like its Author, is pure unchangeable truth truth, without admixture of error,

when I find the Bishop (Hampden) of Hereford asserting in like

manner (Guardian, June 15th, 1864) that, to i

deny the infallible

authority of the Bible,
1

that is, I presume, of every line and letter

of the Bible, is to '

departfrom the faith,'
1 and the Bishop of Cape-

town maintaining, in his Judgment on my (so called)
'

Trial,'

that ' in the belief of the Church'

the whole Bible is the unerring Word of the Living Ood, p.382

the Church regards, and expects all its officers to regard, the Holy Scriptures aa

teaching pure and simple truth it is nothing to reply that they teach what is true in

all things necessary to salvation, p.Z90

I hold it to be my duty, as a servant of God and a lover

of the souls of men, to do my utmost to counteract a system of

teaching, which I believe to be erroneous and mischievous, and one

of the greatest hindrances to the progress of true Religion in the

land.

J. W. NATAL.

London: August 18, 1864.



PREFACE TO PART I.

The ctrctjmstances, under which this book has been written, will

be best indicated by the following extracts from a letter, which I

addressed some time ago, (though I did not forward it,) to a

Professor of Divinity in one of our English Universities, (Prof.

Haeold Browne, now Bishop of Ely.)

'My remembrance of the friendly intercourse, which I have

enjoyed with you in former days, would be enough to assure me
that you will excuse my troubling you on the present occasion,

were I not also certain that, on far higher grounds, you will

gladly lend what aid you can to a brother in distress, and in very

great need of advice and assistance, such as few are better able to

give than yourself. You will easily understand that, in this

distant colony, I am far removed from the possibility of converse

with those, who would be capable of appreciating my difficulties,

and helping me with friendly sympathy and counsel. I have

many friends in England; but there are few, to whom I would

look more readily than to yourself, for the help which I need, from

regard both to your public position and private character
;
and you

have given evidence, moreover, in your published works, of that

extensive reading and sound judgment, the aid of which I specially

require under my present circumstances.
' You will, of course, expect that, since I have had the charge

of this Diocese, I have been closely occupied in the study of the

Zulu tongue, and in translating the Scriptures into it. Through
the blessing of God, I have now translated the New Testament

completely, and several parts of the Old, among the rest the books

of Genesis and Exodus. In this work I have been aided by

intelligent natives
; and, having also published a Zulu Grammar

and Dictionary, I have acquired sufficient knowledge of the lan-

guage, to be able to have intimate communion with the native

mind, while thus engaged with them, so as not only to avail

myself freely of their criticisms, but to appreciate fully their

obiections and difficulties. Thus, however, it has happened that
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I have been brought again face to face with questions, which
caused me some uneasiness in former days, but with respect to

which I was then enabled to satisfy my mind sufficiently for

practical purposes, and I had fondly hoped to have laid the

ghosts of them at last for ever. Engrossed with parochial and
other work in England, I did what, probably, many other clergy-
men have done under similar circumstances, I contented myself
with silencing, by means of the specious explanations, which are

given in most commentaries, the ordinary objections against the

historical character of the early portions of the Old Testament, and
settled down into a willing acquiescence in the general truth of the

narrative, whatever difficulties might still hang about particular
parts of it. In short, the doctrinal and devotional portions of the
Bible were what were needed most in parochial duty. And, if a

passage of the Old Testament formed at any time the subject of a

sermon, it was easy to draw from it practical lessons of daily life,
without examining closely into the historical truth of the narra-
tive. It is true, there were one or two stories, which presented
great difficulties, too prominent not to be noticed, and which were

brought every now and then before us in the Lessons of the Church,
such, for instance, as the account of the Creation and the Deluge.
But, on the whole, I found so much of Divine Light and Life in
these and other parts of the Sacred Book, so much wherewith to feed

my own soul and the souls of others, that I was content to take all

this for granted, as being true in the main, however wonderful,
and as being at least capable, in an extreme case, of some sufficient

explanation.
'

Here, however, as I have said, amidst my work in this land, I
have been brought face to face with the very questions which
I then put by. While translating the story of the Flood, I have
had a simple-minded, bat intelligent, native, one with the docility
of a child, but the reasoning powers of mature age, look up, and
ask,

' Is all that true ? Do you really believe that all this happened
thus, that all the beasts, and birds, and creeping things, upon the

earth, large and small, from hot countries and cold, came thus by
pairs, and entered into the ark with Noah ? And did Noah gather
food for them all, for the beasts and birds of prey, as well as the
rest ?

'

My heart answered in the words of the Prophet,
< Shall a

man speak lies in the name of the Lord ?
'

Zech.xiii.3. I dared
not do so. My own knowledge of some branches of science, of

Geology in particular, had been much increased since I left

England ;
and I now knew for certain, on geological grounds, a

fact, of which I had only had misgivings before, viz. that a
Universal Deluge, such as the Bible manifestly speaks of, coidd
not possibly have taken place in the way described in the Book of

Genesis, not to mention other difficulties which the story contains.
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l refer especially to the circumstance, well lmown to all geologists,

that volcanic hills of immense extent exist in Auvergne and Lan-

guedoc, which must have been formed ages before the Noachian

Deluge, and which are covered with light and loose substances,

pumice-stone, &c, that must have been swept away by a Flood,
but do not exhibit the slightest sign of having ever been so

disturbed. Of course, I am well aware that some hava attempted
to show that Noah's Deluge was only a partial one. But such

attempts have ever seemed to me to be made in the very teeth of

the Scripture statements, which are as plain and explicit as words

can possibly be. Nor is anything really gained by supposing the

Deluge to have been partial. For, as waters must find their own
level on the Earth's surface, without a special miracle, of which

the Bible says nothing, a Flood, which should begin by covering
the top of Ararat, (if that were conceivable,) or a much lower

mountain, must necessarily become universal, and in due time

sweep over the hills of Auvergne. Knowing this, I felt that I

dared not, as a servant of the God of Truth, urge my brother man
to believe that, which I did not myself believe, which I knew
to be untrue, as a matter-of-fact, historical, narrative. I gave

him, however, such a reply as satisfied him for the time, without

throwing any discredit upon the general veracity of the Bible

history.
' But I was thus driven, against my will at first, I may truly

say, to search more deeply into these questions; and I have

since done so, to the best of my power, with the means at my
disposal in this colony. And now I tremble at the result of my
enquiries, rather, I should do so, were it not that I believe

firmly in a God of Righteousness and Truth and Love, who both
'
IS, and is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him.' Should

all else give way beneath me, I feel that His Everlasting Arms
are still under me. I am sure that the solid ground is there, on

which my feet can rest, in the knowledge of Him,
' in whom I

live, and move, and have my being,' who is my ' faithful Creator,'

my 'Almighty and most Merciful Father,' That Truth I see

with my spirit's eyes, once opened to the light of it, as plainly as

I see the Sun in the heavens. And that Truth, I know, more
or less distinctly apprehended, has been the food of living men,
the strength of brave souls that '

yearn for light,' and battle for

the right and the true, the support of struggling and sorrow-

stricken hearts, in all ages of the world, in all climes, under all

religions.'

[The letter then proceeded to state some of the principal diffi-

culties in the account of the Exodus, which are set forth at full

length in the present work, and concluded as follows.]
' "Will you oblige me by telling me if you know of any books,
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which to your own mind deal with these questions satisfactorily,

or, rather, will you kindly direct Messrs. to send to me the

book or books you may recommend, with others which I have

ordered from them ? Among the rest, I have sent for Hengsten-

berg's book on the Pentateuch, which I see commended in a

remarkable article in the Quarterly on '

Essays and Reviews.'

That article, however, appears to me to shrink from touching the

real question at issue, and, instead of meeting the Essayists with

argument, to be chiefly occupied with pitying or censuring them.

Certainly, there are not a few points, on which I differ strongly

from those writers. But I cannot think it to be a fair way of

proceeding to point out, as the apparent consequence of the course

they are pursuing, that it will necessarily lead to infidelity or

atheism. It may be so with some
;
must it, therefore, be so with

all ? The same, of course, might have been said, and probably

was said, freely, and just as truly, by the Jews of St. Paul and

others, and, in later times, by members of the Romish Church of

our own Eeformers. Our duty, surely, is to follow the Truth,

wherever it leads us, and to leave the consequences in the hand3

of God. Moreover, in the only instance, where the writer in the

Quarterly does attempt to remove a difficulty, he explains away a

miracle by a piece of thorough
'

neologianism,' 1 mean, where he

accounts for the sun <

standing still,' at the word of Joshua, by

referring to 'one of the thousand other modes, by which God's

mio-hty power could have accomplished that miracle, rather than

by the actual suspension of the unbroken career of the motion of

the heavenly bodies in their appointed courses,' which last the

Bible plainly speaks of to a common understanding, though the

writer seems not to believe in it.*

* So, too, Archd. Pratt writes. Scripture and Science not at variance, p. 25,' The

accomplishment of this [miracle] is supposed by some [N.B.] to have been by the

arresting of the earth in its rotation. In what other words, then, could the miracle

have been expressed ? Should it have been said,
' So the earth ceased to revolve, and

made the sun appear to stand still in the midst of heaven ?
'

This is not the language

we should use, even in these days of scientific light. Were so great a wonder again

to appear, would even an astronomer, as he looked into the heavens, exclaim,
' The

earth stands still !

'

? Would he not be laughed at as a pedant ? Whereas, to use the

language of appearances, and thus to imitate the style of the Holy Scriptures them-

selves, would be most natural and intelligible.'

It will be observed that Archd. Pratt does not commit himself to maintaining the

above view : he says,
'
it is supposed by some '

to have been accomplished thus. But

he argues as if this explanation were possible, and not improbable ; that is to say, he

lends the weight of his high position and mathematical celebrity to the support of a

view, which every natural philosopher will know to be wholly untenable. For, not

to speak of the fact, that, if the earth's motion were suddenly stopped, a man's feet

would be arrested, while his body was moving at the rate (on the equator) of 1.000

miles an hour, (or, rather, 1,000 miles a minute, since not only must the earth's

diurnal rotation on its axis be stopped, but its annual motion also through space), so

that every human being and animal would be dashed to pieces in a moment, and a

mighty deluge overwhelm the earth, unless all this were prevented by a profusion of

miraculous interferences, one point is at once fatal to the above solution. Archd.

Pratt quotes only the words,
' So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and

hasted not to go down about a whole day ;

'

and, although this is surely one of the

most prominent questions, in respect of which it is asserted that '

Scripture and
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' After reading that article, I felt more hopelessly than ever how

hollow is the ground upon which we have so long been standing,

with reference to the subject of the Inspiration of Scripture. I

eee that there is a very general demand made upon the clerical

authors of 'Essays and Reviews,' that they should leave the

Church of England, or, at least, resign their preferments. For my
own part, however much I may dissent, as I do, from some of their

dews, I am very far indeed from judging them for remaining, as

they still do, as ministers within her pale, knowing too well, by

my own feelings, how dreadful would be the wrench, to be torn

from all one has loved and revered, by going out of the Church.

Perhaps, they may feel it to be their duty to the Church itself,

and to that which they hold to be the Truth, to abide in their

stations, unless they are formally and legally excluded from them,

and to claim for all her members, clerical as well as lay, that

freedom of thought and utterance, which is the very essence of

our Protestant religion, and without which, indeed, in this age

of advancing science, the Church of England would soon become a

mere dark prison-house, in which the mind both of the teacher and

the taught woidd be fettered still with the chains of past ignorance,

instead of being, as we fondly believed, the very home of religious

liberty, and the centre of life and light for all the land. But,

whatever may be the fate of that book or its authors, it is surely

impossible to put down, in these days, the spirit of honest, truth-

seeking, investigation into such matters as these. To attempt to

do this, would only be like the futile endeavour to sweep back the

tide, which is rising at our very doors. This is assuredly no time

for such trifling. Instead of trying to do this, or to throw up

sandbanks, which may serve for the present moment to hide from

our view the swelling waters, it is plainly our duty before God and

Man to see that the foundations of our faith are sound, and deeply

laid in the very Truth itself.

' For myself, if I cannot find the means of doing away with my
present difficulties, I see not how I can retain my Episcopal Office,

in the discharge of which I must require from others a solemn

declaration, that they
' do unfeignedly believe all the Canonical

Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,' which, with the

evidence now before me, it is impossible wholly to believe.*

Science are at variance,' he dismisses the whole subject in a short note, and never
even mentions the moon. But the Bible says,

' The sun stood still, and the moon
stayed,' Jo.x.13 ; and the arresting of the earth's motion, while it might cause the ap-

pearance of the sun '

standing still,' would not account for the moon '

staying.'
It is impossible not to feel the force of Archd. Pratt's own observation, p.30,

' The lesson we learn from this example is this : How possible it is that, even while
we are contending for truth, our minds may be enslaved to error by long-cherished

prepossessions !

'

* This was written before the recent decision of the Court of Arches, viz. that the

above words must be held only to imply
' a bona fide belief that the Holy Scriptures
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1 1 need not say to you that, whatever support and comfort I

may feel in the consciousness of doing what appears to be right, it

would be no light thing for me, at my time of life, to be cast

adrift upon the world, and have to begin life again under heavy

pressure and amidst all unfavourable circumstances, to be sepa-

rated from many of my old friends, to have my name cast out as

evil even by some of them, and to have it trodden under foot,

as an unclean thing, by others, who do not know me, not to

speak of the pain it would cause me to leave a work like this,

which has been committed to me in this land, to which my whole

heart and soul have been devoted, and for which, as it seemed,

God had fitted me in some measure more than for others, a

work in which I would joyfully still, if it please God, spend and

be spent.
' But God's Will must be done. The Law of Truth must be

obeyed. I shall await your reply, before I take any course, which

may commit me in so serious a matter. And I feel that I shall do

right to take time for careful deliberation. Should my difficulties

not be removed, I shall, if God will, come to England, and there

again consult some of my friends. But then, if the step must

be taken, in God's Name I must take it
;
and He Himself will

provide for me future work on earth, of some kind or other, if He
has work for me to do.'

The above letter I wrote, but did not forward, in the early part
of 1861. I had not then gone so deeply into the question as I

have done since. And, as I do not wish to be misunderstood by
some, whom I truly esteem and love, to whom I owe all duty
and respect, but allegiance to the Truth above all, I may here

say that, at the time when I took counsel with my Episcopal
Brethren at the Capetown Conference in January, 1861, I had
not even begun to enter on these enquiries, though I fully in-

tended to do so on my return to Natal. Then, however, I had
not the most distant idea of the results at which I have now
arrived. I am sensible, of course, that, in stating this, I lay

myself open to the objection, that the views, which I now hold,
are comparatively of recent date, and, having been adopted within
less than two years, may be foimd after a while untenable, and be
as quickly abandoned. I do not myself see any probability or

possibility of this, so far as the main question is concerned, viz.

the unhistorical character of the story of the Exodus, which ia

exhibited in the First Part of this work. But, however this may
be, I have thought it right to state the simple truth. And, though

contain everything necessary to salvation, and that to that extent they have the
direct sanction of the Almighty,' by which, of course, the above conclusion is mate-
rially affected.
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these views are, comparatively speaking, new to me, and will be

new, as I believe, to most of my English readers, even to many of

the Clergy, of whom, probably, few have examined the Pentateuch

closely since they took Orders, while parts of it some of them may
have never really studied at all, yet I am by this time well aware
that most of the points here considered have been already brought

forward, though not exactly in the present form, by various

continental writers, with whom the critical and scientific study
of the Scriptures has made more progress than it has yet done

in England.*

Some, indeed, may be ready to say of this book, as the Quarterly

says of the Essayists,
' the whole apparatus is drawn bodily from

the German Rationalists.' This, however, is not the case
;
and

I will, at once, state plainly to what extent I have been indebted
to German sources, in the original composition of this work.

Having determined that it was my duty, without loss of time, to

engage myself thoroughly in the task, of examining into the

foundations of the current belief in the historical credibility of

the Mosaic story, I wrote to a friend in England, and requested
him to send me some of the best books for entering

1 on such a

course of study, begging him to forward to me books on both sides

of the question,
' both the bane and the antidote.' He sent me

two German works, Ewald (Geschichte des Volkes Israel, 7 vols.)

and Kurtz (History of the Old Covenant, 3 vols.), the former in

German, the latter in an English translation ( Clark's Theol. Libr.),
and a book, which maintains the traditionary view, of the Mosaic

origin and historical accuracy of the Pentateuch, with great zeal and

ability, as will be seen by the numerous extracts which I have made
from it in the body of this work. On receiving these books, I laid,

for the present, Ewald on the shelf, and devoted myself to the close

etudy of Kurtz's work, with what result the contents of this

volume will show. I then grappled with Ewald's book, and
studied it diligently, the parts of it, at least, which concern the

0. T. history. It certainly displays an immense amount of erudi-

tion, such as may well entitle it to be called, as in the Ed. Review
on 'Essays and Reviews,' a 'noble work.' But, with respect to

the Pentateuch, anyone, who is well acquainted with it, will

perceive that my conclusions, on many important points, differ

materially from Ewald's. Besides these, I had, at first, two
books of Hengstenbebg, on the Psalms and on the Christology of

* Hen'gstexberg is very fond of representing almost all his opponents as followers
of De Wette :

'

They supply themselves very freely from his stores, and have made
scarcely the least addition to them.' Pent.ii.p.S. This is, of course, intended to
diminish the force of their multiplied testimony, and to reduce it to the single voice
of De Wette. But the same difficulties, if they really exist, must, of course, occur to

all, who bring a fair and searclung criticism to bear upon the subject, however they
may differ in their mode of stating them
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the O.T. And these comprised the whole of my stock of German

Theology, when the substance of my First Part was written. Since

then, however, and while rewriting it with a view to publication,

De Wette's Einleitung, and Bleek's excellent posthumous work,

Einleitung in das A. T., have come into my hands. I have also

carefully studied the most able modern works, written in defence

of the ordinary view, such as Hengstenberg's Dissertations on the

Genuineness of the Pentateuch, Havernick's Introduction to the 0. T.
f

&c, with what effect the contents of the present work will show.

At a still later period, I have been able to compare my results

with those of Ktjenen, in his Historisch-Kritisch Onderzoeh, of

which Part I, on the Historical Books of the 0. T., has just been

published at Leyden, (Sept. 1861,) a work of rare merit, but

occupied wholly with critical and historical questions, such as do

not come into consideration at all in the First Part of the present
work. And, since my return to England, I have had an oppor-

tunity of consulting Dr. Davidson's Introduction to the O. T.
f

"Vols. I and II, the most able work which has yet appeared in

England on the subject of Biblical Criticism.

It will be observed that I have quoted repeatedly from Kurtz,
Hengstenberg, &c, as well as from English works of eminence,
written in support of the ordinary view. I have made these

quotations on principle, in order that the reader may have before

him all that, as far as I am aware, can be said by the best writers

on that side of the question, and may perceive also that I have

myself carefully considered the arguments of such writers, and
have not hastily and lightly adopted my present views

;
and I have

often availed myself of their language, in illustration of some

point occurring in the course of the enquiry, as being not only
valuable on account of the information given on good authority,
but liable also to no suspicion of having been composed from my
own point of view, for the purpose of mamtaining my argument.

Being naturally unwilling in my present position, as a Bishop
of the Church, to commit myself even to a friend on so grave a

subject, if it could possibly be avoided, ^determined to detain my
letter when written, for a time, to see what effect further study
and consideration would have upon my views. At the end of

that time, in a great measure, by my being made more fully
aware of the utter helplessness of Kurtz and Hengstenberg,
in their endeavours to meet the difficulties, which are raised

by a closer study of the Pentateuch, I became so convinced
of the unhistorical* character of very considerable portions of

*
I use the expression

'
unhistoricai

'

or 'not historically true
'

throughout, rather
than '

fictitious,' since the word '

fiction' is frequently understood to imply a fun-
iculus ilUho/asty on the part of the writer, an intention to deceive. Yet, in writing the
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the Mosaic narrative, that I decided not to forward my letter

at all. I did not now need counsel or assistance to relieve my
own personal doubts

;
I had no longer any doubts

; my former

misgivings had been changed to certainties. The matter was

become much more serious. I saw that it concerned the whole

Church, not myself, and a few more only, whose minds might
have been disturbed, by making too much of minor difficulties and

contradictions, the force of which might be less felt by others. It

was clear to me that difficulties, such as those which are set forth

in the First Part of this book, would be felt, and realised in their

full force, by most intelligent Englishmen, whether of the Clergy
or Laity, who should once have had them clearly brought before

their eyes, and have allowed their minds to rest upon them. I

considered, therefore, that I had not a right to ask of my friend

privately beforehand a reply to my objections, with respect to

which, as a Divinity Professor, he might, perhaps, ere long be

required to express his opinion in his public capacity.

That the phenomena in the Pentateuch, to which I have drawn

attention in the first instance, and which show so decisively its

unhistorical character, have not yet, as far as I am aware, been set

forth, in this form, before the eyes of English readers, may, perhaps,

be explained as follows :

(i) Some of these difficulties would only be likely to occur to

one in the same position as myself, engaged as a Missionary in

translating the Scriptures, and, therefore, compelled to discuss all

the minutest details with intelligent natives, whose mode of life

and habits, and even the nature of their country, so nearly corre-

spond to those of the ancient Israelites, that the very same scenes

are brought continually, as it were, before their eyes, and vividly

realised in a practical point of view, in a way in which an English

student would scarcely think of looking at them.

(ii) Such studies as these have made very little progress as yet

among the Clergy and Laity of England ;
and so the English mind,

with its practical common-sense, has scarcely yet been brought to

bear upon them. Add to which, that the study of the Hebrew

language has, till of late years, been very much neglected in

England in modern times.

(iii) The difficulties which have been usually brought forward

in England, as affecting the historical character of the Pentateuch,

are those which concern the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge ;

and many, who feel these difficulties very strongly, are able to get

story of the Exodus, from the ancient legends of his people, the Scripture writer may
have had no more consciousness of doing wrong or of practising historical deception,
than Homer, Herodotus, or Livy. It is we, who do him wrong, and do wrong to

the real excellence of the Scripture story, by maintaining that it must be historically

true, and that the writer meant it to be received and believed as such, not only by his

own countrymen, but by all mankind to the end of time.
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over them, by supposing the first two to embody some kind of

allegorical teaching, and the last to be a report of some dread

catastrophe, handed down in the form of a legend from hoar

antiquity, without questioning at all the general historical truth of

the story of the Exodus, upon which such important consequences

depend. Hence such minds are little impressed by discussions

mooted upon these points, and, indeed, are rather irritated by

having these questions brought before them at all, when, as they

think, they can be fairly disposed of.

(iv) Thus it is that English books, upon the historical credibility

of the Mosaic narrative, are at present very few, and still fewer

those, which treat the subject with the reverence due to a question,

which involves the dearest hopes, and fondest beliefs, of so many ;

while others again, as the essays in 'Aids to Faith ' and '

Replies
to Essays and Reviews,' which are written in defence of the

traditionary view, while professing a desire for candid and free,

though reverential, examination of the subject, yet pass by entirely

the main points of difficulty, as if they were wholly unknown to

the writers.

(v) It is not unlikely that the works of the (so-called) orthodox

German writers, Havekntck, Kurtz, Hengstenberg, Keil, &c,
which are now being translated, and published in Clark's Theo-

logical Library, might before long have effected indirectly a con-

siderable change in the current theology of England, by its being
seen how feebly they reply to some of the more striking objections,
which occur on a close study of the Pentateuch, and which many
an English reader will often learn first from these very attempts
to answer them, and also how often they are obliged, by the force

of the Truth itself, to abandon ground long held sacred in England,
of which several instances will appear in the body of this book.

But, even then, these portions of their works are often so overlaid

with a mass of German erudition, in illustration of other questions
of no consequence, about which there is no doubt or dispute, that

the reader is carried on from one real difficulty to another, without

being exactly satisfied on each point as he passes, but yet without

feeling very forcibly the failure in each particular instance, his

attention being distracted, and his patience and perseverance often

rather painfully tasked, in the labour of going through the inter-

mediate matter.

(vi) On the other hand, writers of the liberal school in Germany
take so completely for granted, either on mere critical grounds,
or because they assume from the first the utter impossibility of

miracles or supernatural revelations, the unhistorical character

and non-Mosaic origin of the greater portion, at least, if not the

whole, of the Pentateuch, that they do not generally take the
trouble to test the credibility of the story, by entering into such
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matter-of-fact enquiries, as are here made the basis of the whole

argument.
There can be no doubt, however, that a very wide-spread distrust

does exist among the intelligent Laity in England, as to the sound-

ness of the traditionary view of Scripture Inspiration. But such

distrust is generally grounded on one or two objections, felt

strongly, perhaps, but yet imperfectly apprehended, not on a

devout and careful study of the whole question, with deliberate

consideration of all that can he said on both sides of it. Hence

it is rather secretly felt, than openly expressed; though it is

sufficiently exhibited to the eye of a reflecting man in many
outward signs of the times, and in none more painfully than in

the fact, which has been lamented by more than one of the

English Bench of Bishops, and which every Colonial Bishop must

still more sorrowfully confess, that the great body of the more

intelligent students of our Universities no longer come forward to

devote themselves to the service of the Church, but are drafted off

into other professions. The Church of England must fall to the

ground by its own internal weakness, by losing its hold upon the

growing intelligence of all classes, unless some remedy be very

soon applied to this state of things. It is a miserable policy, which

now prevails, unworthy of the Truth itself, and one which cannot

long be maintained, to 'keep things quiet.'

Meanwhile, a restraint is put upon scientific enquiry* of every

* Note to
'

People's Edition,' 1864. I commend to the reader's attention the admira-
ble

' Exeter Hall Lecture
' on ' The Power of God in His Animal Creation,' lately

delivered by Prof. Owen before ' The Young Men's Christian Association,' from
which I copy the following extracts.

' Did time permit, I could open out to you another field of the Power of God, as
manifested in the law of the geographical distribution of plants and animals, and
show you how the peculiar life-forms, for example, which now respectively charac-

terise South America, Australia, and New Zealand, are closely allied to, or identical

with, the forms represented by fossils that characterised those parts of the dry land,
before Niagara began to cut back its channel in the platform of rock, over the face

of which, when uplifted 50,000 years ago, it first began to fall. And such knowledge
is incompatible with the notion of the divergence of all existing, air-breathing, or drown-
able, animal speciesfrom one Asiatic centre within a period o/4,000 years.

' But to how many in this hall might such bodies of fact and inference be distaste-

ful, such enlargement of their knowledge of the Power unwelcome ? May I suppose
that there are any here who would arrest the course of Science if they could, would
gladly fetter its diffusion ? .... I would fain believe that there are not among the

representatives of the Christian world, whom I am now honoured in addressing, any
to whom the expositions of the Power, teaching the world's vast age, the co-relation

and concomitancy of death with life, the nnintermittance of creative acts, may be
abhorrent, who look with suspicion, dislike, or dread, upon the evidences, reason-

tags, proofs, of Geology, Palaeontology, Geographical Zoology, who have ears to

hear, and will not listen, who have eyes to see, and will not behold. But, if such
there be, let me remind them that their mental condition is the same as that of the
devout Christians, when the discoveries of the shape, the motions, and cosmical rela-

tions, of our small planet were first propounded. They know not, or they refuse to

receive, the later evidences of the Power of God :
'

They think they know the
Scriptures, and they do err.'

' Not but that, for all that is essential to the right life here and in the life to .come.
Scripture alone sufficeth : the eternal truths are plainly told. ... It is the human
element, mingling with the divine, or meddling with it, which the discoveries of
science expose : it is the fence, set up about some narrowed and exclusive view, which
they break down. Beware, therefore, of logically precise and definite theologies,
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kind, by the fear of transgressing in some way the bounds, which
the Scripture statements are supposed to have set to such specula-
tions, and by the necessity of propitiating to some extent the

popular religious feeling on the subject. Men of science, generally,
have not the leisure to pursue very far for themselves such inves-

tigations as these. And, if men of devout minds, they will feel

obliged to acquiesce, more or less, in the dicta of the Church and
the Clergy, while conscious oftentimes that such dicta are painfully
at variance with truths, which they have begun to glimpse at as

the results of their own researches. They may proceed, and,
probably, very many do proceed, far enough to see that there is

something hollow in the popular belief, and that the modern view
of Scripture Inspiration cannot possibly be true in all points. But
the work of examining into its truth or falsehood is a work for

theologians, not for natural philosophers, and, to be done tho-

roughly, it requires great labour and a special training. Hence
they will probably drop the subject altogether, some sinking into

practical, if even unavowed, unbelief of the whole Mosaic story,
as told in the Pentateuch, others smothering up their misgivins
with a general assumption that the account must be substantially
true; while there are very many, who appreciate to some extent
the difficulties of the traditionary view, but yet are unable to satisfy
themselves that it is wholly untenable, and live in a state of

painful uncertainty, which they would gladly have terminated,
though even by the sharp pang of one decisive stroke, which shall
sever their connection with it once and for ever.

I believe that there are not a few among the more highly
educated classes of society in England, and multitudes among the
more intelligent operatives, who are in danger of drifting into

irreligion and practical atheism, under this dim sense of the
unsoundness of the popular view, combined with a feeling of
distrust of their spiritual teachers, as if these must be either igno-
rant of facts, which to themselves are patent, or, at least, in-
sensible to the difficulties which those facts involve, or else, being
aware of their existence, and feeling their importance, are con-

accounting, from their point of view, for all things and cases, natural and preter-
natural, claiming to be final and all-sufficient.

'

Systems of Doctrine,'
' Schemes of

Christianity,
'

Dogmatic Formularies.' are of human fabrication, the works of man's
brain, of which he is as proud and jealous as of the works of his hands. Thai for-
sooth, must not be meddled with ! Any ray of light, exposing a hole or a bad" jointin them, must be shut out the light-bringer, perhaps, anathematised ! Theu must
be the exception to the common lot awaiting all mortal constructions ! . . . Eman-
cipate yourselves from notions of textual meanings, which may have been early im-
pressed upon your plastic understanding. Cljur away the film or medium, which has
been systematically screwed upon your mind's eye by your early teacher, with best in-
tentions, and in best faith, whether Anglican or Athanasian, Lutheran, Wesleyan,fresbytenan, &c. As much as may be, become again

' as little children,' in seeking
guidance from Holy Writ. Above all, square your actions by Christian ethics mid
De assured that, as you do so, the essential truths will become plainer to yourlntcdect :

toj^He,
that doeth of the will, shall know of the doctrine, whether 'it be
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sciously ignoring them. It has heen said by some,
' Why make

this disturbance ? Why publish to the world matters like these,

about -which theologians may have doubts ?
' I answer, that they

are not theologians only, who are troubled with such doubts, and

that we have a duty to discharge towards that large body of our

brethren, how large it is impossible to say, but, probably, much

larger than is commonly imagined, who not only doubt, but dis-

believe, many important parts of the Mosaic narrative, as well a?

to those, whose faith may be more simple and unenquiring, though
not, therefore, necessarily, more deep and sincere, than theirs.

We cannot expect such as these to look to us for comfort and help
in their religious perplexities, if they cannot place entiie confidence

in our honesty of purpose and good faith, if they have any reason

to suppose that we are willing to keep back any part of the truth,

and are afraid to state the plain facts of the case, as we know them.

On this subject I commend to the reader's attention the follow-

ing admirable remarks of Archbishop Whatoslx, (Bacon's Essays,
with Annotations, p.ll) :

We are bound never to countenance any erroneous opinion, however seemingly
beneficial in its results, never to connive at any salutary delusion (as it may
appear), but to open the eyes (when opportunity offers, and in proportion as it

offers) of those we are instructing, to any mistake they may labour under, though it

may be one which leads them ultimately to a true result, and to one of which they
might otherwise fail. The temptation to depart from this principle is sometimes

excessively strong, because it will often be the case that men will be in some danger,
in parting with a long-admitted error, of abandoning, at the same time, some truth

they have been accustomed to connect with it. Accordingly, censures have been

passed on the endeavours to enlighten the adherents of some erroneous churches, on
the ground that many of them thence become atheists, and many, the wildest of

fanatics. That this should have been in some instances the case, is highly probable ;

it is a natural result of the pernicious effects on the mind of any system of blind

unenquiring acquiescence. Such a system is an evil spirit, which, we must expect,
will cruelly rend and mangle the patient as it comes out of him, and will leave him
half dead at its departure. There will often be, and oftener appear to be, danger in

removing a mistake, the danger that those, who have been long used to act rightly
on erroneous principles, may fail of the desired conclusions when undeceived. In
such cases, it requires a thorough love of truth, and a firm reliance on Divine

support, to adhere steadily to the straight course. If we give way to a dread of

danger from the inculcation of any truth, physical, moral, or religious, we manifest
a want of faith in God's power, or in the will to maintain His own cause. There

may be danger attendant on every truth, since there is none that may not be

perverted by some, or that may not give offence to others
; but, in the case of any-

thing which plainly appears to be truth, every danger must be braved. We must
maintain the truth as we have received it, and trust to Him, who is

' the Truth,' to

prosper and defend it.

That we shall indeed best further His cause by fearless perseverance in an open
and straight course, I am firmly persuaded. But i-t is not only when we perceive
the mischiefs of falsehood and disguise, and the beneficial tendency of fairness and
candour, that we are to be followers of truth. The trial of our faith is when we
cannot perceive this ; and the part of a lover of truth is, to follow her at all seeming
hazards, after the example of Him, who ' came into the world, that He should, bear
witness to the Truth.'

For such persons especially, as I have indicated above, I have

written this book, and for all, who would really see and know how
the case actually stands in this matter. T have desired to set before

the reader at full length the arguments, by which I have been myself
convinced upon the subject, and to take him with me, as it were,

along the Ddth. which I have followed in the search after the

2
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Truth. It ifl not sufficient merely to make general statements, or

to refer to this or that writer, as having irrefragably proved the

truth of certain results. I have wished to enable the reader to

satisfy his own mind on each point as it arises, precisely as I have

satisfied mine, by a thorough discussion of all that can be said on

both sides of the question.

I have here confined my enquiries chiefly to the Pentateuch

and book of Joshua, though, in so doing, I have found myself

compelled to take more or less into consideration the other books

of the Old Testament also. Should God in his Providence call

me to the work, I shall not shrink from the duty of examining on

behalf of others into the question, in what way the doctrines,

usually drawn from the New Testament, are affected by the un-

historical character of the Pentateuch. Of course, for the satis-

faction of my own mind, and in the discharge of my duties to

those more immediately dependent on me, I cannot avoid doing

so, if health and strength are granted me, as soon as I have com-

pleted the present work, and ascertained that the ground is sure,

on which I here take my stand. For the present, I have desired

to follow the leading of the truth itself, and not to distract my
attention, or incur the temptation of falsifying the conclusions, to

which the argument would honestly lead me, by taking account

a priori of the consequences ;
and I would gladly leave to other

hands the work of conducting the above enquiry at greater length
for the general reader.

On one point, however, it may be well to make here a few

observations. There may be some, who will say that such words
as those in John vi.46,47,

' For had ye believed Moses, ye would
have believed Me, for he wrote of Me. But, if ye believe not his

writings, how shall ye believe my words ?
'

or in Luke xx.37,
' Now that the dead are raised, even Moses showed at the bush,
[i.e. in the passage about the '

bush,'] when he called the Lord,
the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob,'

or iu Luke xvi.29,
<

They have Moses and the Prophets ;
let

them hear them,' and v. 31, 'If they hear not Moses and the

Prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from
the dead,' are at once decisive upon the point of Moses' author-

ship of the Pentateuch, since they imply that our Lord Himself
believed in it, and, consequently, to assert that Moses did not

write these books, would be to contradict the words of Christ, and
to impugn His veracity.
To make use of such an argument is, indeed, to bring the

Sacred Ark itself into the battle-field, and to make belief in

Christianity itself depend entirely upon the question whether
Moses wrote the Pentateuch, or not. There is, however, no force
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in this particular objection, as will appear from the following

considerations.

(i) First, such words as the above, if understood in their most

literal sense, can only be supposed, at all events, to apply to certain

parts of the Pentateuch ;
since most devout Christians will admit

that the last chapter of Deuteronomy, which records the death of

Moses, could not have been written by his hand, and the mosf

orthodox commentators are obliged also to concede the probability

of some other interpolations having been made in the original

story.* It would become, therefore, even thus, a question for a

reverent criticism to determine what passages give signs of not

having been written by Moses.

(ii) But, secondly, and more generally, it may be said that, in

making use of such expressions, our Lord did but accommodate

His words to the current popular language of the day, as when

* Note to People's Edition, 1864. Thus in a book recently published, and dedicated

by permission to the Archbishop of York, we find the following statements :

' We entered the discussion unbiassed by any theory, but prepared to adopt what-

ever conclusions the facts of the case, fairly considered, might seem to require. . . .

And it must be confessed that the results we have thus arrived at do differ very materially

from the views commonly held. The pre-Mosaic origin of large portions of Genesis,

the existence of two records of the Exodus, one certainly, therefore, non-Mosaic, the in-

corporation of narratives of foreign origin, the numerous additions and occasional

alterations made by a later writer after the Conquest these are facts very strongly at

variance with the notions generally entertained. Facts they are, however not mere theo-

retic fancies or unfounded assumptions; and in accordance with them must we frame

our final view of the true origin of the Pentateuch.
' Much of it is certainly un-Mosaic, some earlier, some contemporary, some later than

Moses. Many portions of the Pentateuch cofjld not have proceededfrom his pen, or even

have been written under his direction.
' The materials, of which the first four books are composed, appear thus to be or

very various dates and characters, the larger portion, however, being almost certainly

Mosaic. They may be arranged as follows :

'

(i) A series of '

Annals,' embracing the chief features of primeval and patriarchal

history down to the death of Joseph date and authorship unknown, but some pro-

bably written in Egypt, and all certainly pre-Mosaic ;

(ii) Additional matter referring to the same periods, from the pen of Moses,

variously inserted among these, to enlarge, supplement, or replace, different portions

of them ;

'

(iii) An Elohistic narrative of the sojourn in Egypt and the Exodus date and

authorship unknown ;

'
(iv) A Jehovistic narrative of the Exodus and passage through the wilderness, up

to the erection of the Tabernacle, including the earlier portion of the Sinaitic laws,

also a list of the journeyings in the wilderness, written by Moses ;

'

(v) A series of laws delivered during the last thirty-nine years of the journey

through the wilderness, recorded probably by Moses ;

'

(vi) A narrative of the events of the second and fortieth years, with which these

laws have been incorporated, written shortly after the conquest of Canaan ;

'

(vii) Three isolated narratives, concerning Abraham's war with the four Kings,

Jethro's visit to Moses, and Balaam's prophecies -probably (in part at least) of

foreign origin ;

'

(viii) A variety of explanatory notes, additions, and occasional alterations, with a

few passages of greater length, chiefly from other ancient narratives, introduced by a

tcritar of much later date very probably in the days of Saul.
' Out of these diverse materials we believe the first four books of the Pentateuch to

have been compiled. The proportion in which they are to be found may be roughly

expressed as follows :
.

* If these four books were divided into 1,000 equal parts, then (1), the pre-Mosaic

annals would make up 164 of them ; (ii), (iv), and (v), the Mosaic portions, 576 ;

(vi), the later narrative, 214 ; (vii), the foreign records, 26 ; (iii) and (viii), the Elo-

histic Exodus, and the last revision, 10 each.' The Mosaic Origin of the Pentateuch

considered, pp. 141-151.

I do not agree with many of the critical conclusions above stated. But the reader will

observe what very important admissions are here made, in a book published under

euch auspices, though His Grace has since said that he ' does not concur
'

in them.
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He speaks of God '

making His sun to rise/ Matt.v.45, or of the

'stars falling from heaven/ Matt.xxiv.29, or of Lazarus being
' carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom/ Luke xvi.22, or of

the woman ' with a spirit of infirmity/ whom
' Satan had bound

eighteen years/ Luke xiii.16, &c, without our being at all

authorised in drawing from them scientific or psychological
conclusions.

(iii) Lastly, it is perfectly consistent with the most entire and

sincere belief in our Lord's Divinity, to hold, as many do, that,

when He vouchsafed to become a ' Son of Man/ He took our

nature fully, and voluntarily entered into all the conditions of

humanity, and, among others, into that which makes our growth
in all ordinary knowledge gradual and limited. We are expressly

told, in Luke ii.52, that 'Jesus increased in wisdom,
1

as well as in
' stature.' It is not supposed that, in His human nature, He was

acquainted, more than any educated Jew of the age, with the

mysteries of all modern sciences ; nor, with the above statement of

St. Luke before us, can it be seriously maintained that, as an infant
or young child, He possessed a knowledge, surpassing that of the

most pious and learned adults of His nation, upon the subject of

the authorship and age of the different portions of the Pentateuch,

At what period, then, of His life upon earth, is it to be supposed
that He had granted to Him, as the Son of Man, mpernaturaUy,
full and accurate information on these points, so that He should

be expected to speak about the Pentateuch in other terms, than

any other devout Jew of that day would have employed ? "Why
should it be thought that He would speak with certain Divine

knowledge on this matter, more than upon other matters of

ordinary science or history ?

Finally, I am not aware of any breach of the Law of the

Church of England, as declared by the recent judgment in the

Court of Arches, which is involved in this publication. It is now
ruled that the words in the Ordination Service for Deacons,

' I

do unfeignedly believe all the Canonical Scriptures/ must be

understood to mean simply the expression of a bond fide belief,

that 'the Holy Scriptures contain everything necessary to sal-

vation/ and ' to that extent they have the direct sanction of the

Almighty.'
I am not conscious of having said anything here, which contra-

venes this decision. Should it be otherwise, and should the strange

phenomenon be witnessed, of a Bishop of the Protestant Church of

England, more especially one, who has been expressly occupied
in translating the Scriptures into a foreign tongue, being pre-
cluded by the Law of that Church from entering upon a close,

critical, examination of them, and from bringing before the great

body of the Church, (not the Clergy only, but the Clergy and
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Laity,) the plain, honest, results of such criticism, I must, of

course, bear the consequences of my act.

But, meanwhile, I cannot but believe that our Church, repre-

senting, as it is supposed to do, the religious feeling of a free, Pro-

testant, nation, requires us now, as in the days of the Reformation,
to protest against all perversion of the Truth, and all suppression
of it, for the sake of Peace, or by mere Authority. As a 3ishop
of that Church, I dissent entirely from the principle laid down by
6ome, that such a question, as that which is here discussed, is not

even an open question for an English clergyman, that we are

bound by solemn obligations to maintain certain views, on the

points here involved, to our lives' end, or, at least, to resign our

sacred office in the Church, as soon as ever we feel it impossible

any longer to hold them.

On the contrary, I hold that the foundations of our National

Church are laid upon the Truth itself, and not upon mere human

prescriptions, and that the spirit of our Church, as declared in the

days of the Reformation, fully recognises my right to use all the

weight of that office, with which the Providence of God has in-

vested me, in declaring the Truth, and recommending the subject
of this work to the thoughtful consideration of English Church-

men. Nine years ago, I was deemed not unworthy to be called to

this high office. I trust that the labours of those years may be

accepted as an evidence that, to the best of my power, I have

striven to discharge faithfully the duties entrusted to me, and may
serve also as a guarantee, that, in putting forward this book, I am

acting in no bight spirit, but with the serious earnestness of one,
who believes that he owes it as a duty to the Church itself, of

which he is a minister, to do his part to secure for the Bible its

due honour and authority, and save its devout readers from

ascribing to it attributes of perfection and infallibility, which

belong to God only, and which the Bible never claims for itself.

More than all others, I believe, is a Bishop bound to do this, if his

conscience impels him to
it, inasmuch as he, above others, is

bound to be an example to the Flock of that walking in the

Light, without which there cannot be true Life in a Church, any
more than in an individual soul,

'

renouncing the hidden things
of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness nor handling the word of

God deceitfully, but, by manifestation of the Truth, commending
himself to every man's conscience in the sight of God.'

IS the arguments, on which the conclusions of these first

chapters rest, shall be found, upon a thorough examination, to

be substantially well-grounded and true, I trust that we shall not

rest until the system of our Church be reformed, and her bounda-

ries at the same time enlarged, to make her what a National

Church should be, the Mother of spiritual life to all within the

realm, embracing, as far as possible, all the piety, and learning,
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and earnestness, and goodness, of the nation. Then, at last, would

a stop be put to that internecine war between the servants of one

God and the professed followers of the same religion, which now
is a reproach to our Christian name, and seriously impedes the

progress of truth and charity, both at home and abroad. Should

the reception of this book, by the more thoughtful portion of the

community, indicate that such a Keform is possible and probable,

and will be but a question of time, so that, being able meanwhile

to speak out plainly the truth, we shall have only to bear with the

inconveniences and inconsistencies, which must attend a state of

transition, it would not be necessary for me, or for those who think

with me, to leave the Church of England voluntarily, and abandon

the work to which we have devoted ourselves for life.

In conclusion, I commend this subject more especially to the

attention of the Laity. They are happy enough to be able to lay
aside such questions as these, if they will, while still continuing
members of the National Church. I implore them to consider the

position, in which the Clergy will be placed, if the facts, brought
forward in this book, are found to be substantially true. Let

them examine their own hearts solemnly, in the sight of God, on

these points. Would they have the Clergy bound by Subscrip-
tions and Declarations, to which they would not on any account

commit themselves ? Are they willing that their own sons, who

may feel the Divine call to devote themselves to the ministry of

souls, should be entangled in these trammels, so galling to the con-

science, so injurious to their sense of truth and honesty, so

impeding to the freedom and heartiness of then- ministrations ?

We, indeed, who are already under the yoke, may have for a time

to bear it, however painful it may be, while we struggle and hope
on for deliverance. But what youth of noble mind, with a deep

yearning for truth, and an ardent desire to tell out the love of

God to man, will consent to put himself voluntarily into such

fetters ? It may be possible to represent some of the arguments
in this book as invalid, others as unimportant. But, if the main
result of it be true, as I believe it will be found to be, it seems to

me impossible that, five years hence, unless liberty of speech on
these matters be frankly acknowledged to belong to the Clergy as

well as to the Laity, any of the more hopeful and intelligent of

our young men will be able, with clear consciences, to enter the

ministry of the Church of England.

I now commit this First Part of my work into the Hands of

Almighty God, beseeching Him mercifully to accept and bless it,

as a feeble effort to advance the knowledge of His Truth in the

world.

J. W. NATAL.
Londok: Oct 4, 1862.



PART I.

THE PENTATEUCH EXAMINED AS AN

HISTOEICAL NAEEATIVE.

CHAPTEE L
INTRODUCTORY EEMAKKS.

1. The first five books of the Bible,

commonly called the Pentateuch, or

Book of Five Volumes, are supposed

by most English readers of the Bible

to have been written by Moses, except
the last chapter of Deuteronomy, which

records the death of Moses, and which,

of course, it is generally allowed, must

have been added by another hand, per-

haps that of Joshua. It is believed

that Moses wrote under such special

guidance and teaching of the Holy

Spirit, that he was preserved from

making any error in recording those

matters, which came within his own

cognisance, and was instructed also

supernaturally in respect of events,

which took place before he was born,

before, indeed, there was a human

being on the earth to take note of what

was passing. He was in this way, it is

supposed, enabled to write a true ac-

count of the Creation. And, though
the accounts of the Fall and of the

Flood, as well as of later events, which

happened in the time ofAbraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, may have been handed
down by tradition from one generation
to another and even, some of them,

perhaps, written down in words, or re-

presented in hieroglyphics, and Moses

may, probably, have derived assistance

from these sources also in the composi-
tion of his narrative, yet in all his state-

ments, it is believed, he was under such

constant control and superintendence

of the Spirit of God, that he was kept
from making any serious error, and

certainly from writing anything alto-

gether untrue. We may rely with un-

doubting confidence such is the state-

ment usually made on the historical

veracity, and infallible accuracy, of the

Mosaic narrative in all its main par-
ticulars.

2. There was a time, in my own life,

before my attention had been drawn
to the facts, which make such a view

impossible for most reflecting and en-

quiring minds, when I thought thus,
and could have heartily assented to such

language as the following, which Bur-

gon, Inspiration, &c. p.89, asserts to

be the creed of orthodox believers, and

which, probably, expresses the belief of

many English Christians at the present

day:
The Bible is none other than the Voice of

Him that sitteth upon the Throne ! Every boob
of it every chapter of it every verse of it

every word of it every syllable of it (where
are we to stop ?) every letter of it is the direct
utterance of the Most High! The Bible is

none other than the Word of God not some
part of it more, some part of it less, but all

alike, the utterance of Him who sitteth upon
the Throne absolute faultless unerring
supreme.

3. Such was the creed ofthe School in

which I was educated. God is my wit-

ness ! what hours of wretchedness have
I spent at times, while reading the Bible

devoutly from day to day, and reveren-

cing every word of it as the Word of

God, when petty contradictions met me,
which seemed to my reason to conflict

with the notion of the absolute histori-
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cal veracity of every part of Scripture,

and which, as I felt, in the studyof any
other book, we should honestly treat as

errors or misstatements, without in the

least detracting from the real value of

the book ! But, in those days, I was

taught that it was my duty to fling the

suggestion from me at once,
' as if it

were a loaded shell, shot into the for-

tress: of the soul,' or to stamp out des-

perately, as with an iron heel, each

spark of honest doubt, which God's own

gift, the love of Truth, had kindled in

my bosom. And by many a painful
effort I succeeded in doing so for a

season.

4. But my labours, as a translator of

the Bible, and a teacher of intelligent

converts from heathenism, have brought
me face to face withquestions, from which

I had hitherto shrunk, bui from which,

under the circumstances, I felt it would
be a sinful abandonment of duty any

longer to turn away. I have, there-

fore, as in the sight of Ood Most High,
set myself deliberately to find the

answer to such questions, with, I trust

and believe, a sincere desire to know
the Truth, as God wills us to know it,

and with a humble dependence on that

Divine Teacher, who alone can guide
us into that knowledge, and help us to

use the light of our minds aright. The
result of my enquiry is this, that I

have arrived at the conviction, as

painful to myself at first as it may be

to my reader, though painful now no

longer under the clear shining of the

Light of Truth, that the Pentateuch,
as a whole, cannot possibly have been
written by Moses, or by any one ac-

quainted personally with the facts

which it professes to describe, and,

further, that the (so-called) Mosaic

narrative, by whomsoever written, and

though imparting to us, as I fully be-

lieve it does, revelations of the Divine
Will and Character, cannot be regarded
as historically true.

5. Let it be observed that I am not

here speaking of a number of petty
variations and contradictions, such as,

on closer examination, are found to

exist throughout the books, but which

may be in many eases sufficiently ex-

plained, by alleging our ignorance of

all the circumstances of the case, or by
supposing some misplacement, or loss,

or corruption, of the original manu-

script, or by suggesting that a later

writer has inserted his own gloss here

and there, or even whole passages,
which may contain facts or expressions
at variance with the true Mosaic Books,
and throwing an unmerited suspicion

upon them. However perplexing such

contradictions are, when found in a

book which is believed to be divinely

infallible, yet a humble and pious
faith will gladly welcome the aid of a

friendly criticism, tc relieve it in this

way of its doubts. I can truly say
that I would do so h( artily myself.

6. Nor are the difficulties, to which
I am now referring, of the same kind

as those, which arise from considering
the accounts of the Creation and the

Deluge, (though these of themselves

are very formidable,) or the stupen-
dous character of certain miracles, as

that of the sun and moon standing

still, or the waters of the river Jordan

standing in heaps as solid walls, while

the stream, we must suppose, was still

running, or the ass speaking with

human voice, or the miracles wrought
by the magicians of Egypt, such as

the conversion of a rod into a snake,
and the latter being endowed with life.

7. They are not such, again, as arise,

when we regard the trivial nature of a
vast number of conversations and com-

mands, ascribed directly to Jehovah,

especially the multiplied ceremonial

minutiae, laid down in the Levitical

Law. They are not such, even, as

must be started at once in most pious

minds, when such words as these are

read, professedly coming from the

Holy and Blessed One, the Father and
' Faithful Creator

'

of all mankind :

'
If the master (of a Hebrew servant) have

given him a wife, and she have borne him sona
or daughters, the wife and her children shall bt

her master's, and he shall go out free by him-
self,' E.xsi.4 :

the wife and children in such a ease

being placed under the protection of

such other words as these,
'
If a man smite his servant, or his maid,

with a rod, and he die under his hand, he shall

be surely punished. Notwithstanding, if he
continue a day or two, he shall not ha

punished : for he is his money.' E.xxi.20,21.
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8. I shall never forget the revulsion

of feeling, with which a very intelligent
Christian native, with whose help I

was translating these lastwords into the

Zulu tongue, first heard them as words
said to be uttered by the same great and

gracious Being, whom I was teaching
him to trust in and adore. His whole
soul revolted against the notion, that

the Great and Blessed God, the Merciful

Father of all mankind, would speak of

a servant" or maid as mere 'money,' and
aHow a horrible crime to go unpunished,
because the victim of the brutal usage
had survived a few hours !

9. But I wish, before proceeding, to

repeat here most distinctly that my
reason, for no longer receiving the

Pentateuch as historically true, is not

that I find insuperable difficulties

with regard to the miracles, or super-
natural revelations of Almighty God,
recorded in it, but solely that I cannot,
as a true man, consent any longer to

shut my eyes to the absolute, palpable,
self-contradictions of the narrative.

We need only consider well the state-

ments made in the books themselves,

by whomsoever written, about matters

which they profess to narrate as facts of

common history, statements, which

every Clergyman, at all events, and

every Sunday-School Teacher, not to

say, every Christian, is surely bound to

examine thoroughly, and try to under-

stand rightly, comparing one passage
with another, until he comprehends
their actual meaning, and is able to

explain that meaning to others. If we
do this, we shall find them to contain

a series of manifest contradictions and

inconsistencies, which leave us, it would

seem, no alternative but to conclude

that main portions of the story of the

Exodus, though based, probably, on
some real historical foundation, yet are

certainly not to be regarded as histori-

cally true.

10. The proofs, which seem to me to

be conclusive on this point, I feel it to

be my duty, in the service of God and
the Truth, to lay before my fellow-men,
not without a solemn sense of the re-

sponsibility which I am thus incurring,
and not without a painful foreboding of

the serious consequences which, in many

cases, may ensue from such a publica-
tion. There will be some now, as ill

the time of the first preaching ot Chris-

tianity, or in thedaysofthe Reformation,
who will seek to turn their liberty into

a ' cloke of lasciviousness.'
' The un-

righteous will be unrighteous still ;
the

filthy will be filthy still.' The heart,

that is unclean and impure, will not

fail to find excuse for indulging its

lusts, from the notion that somehow
the very principle of a living faith in

God is shaken, because belief in the

Pentateuch is shaken. But it is not so.

Our belief in the Living God would
remain as sure as ever though not

the Pentateuch only, but the whole

Bible, were removed. It is written on
our hearts by God's own Finger, as

surely as by the hand of the Apostle
in the Bible, that ' GOD IS, and is a
rewarder of them that diligently seek

Him.' It is written there also, as

plainly as in the Bible, that 'God is

not mocked,' that,
' whatsoever a man

soweth, that shall he also reap,' and
that ' he that soweth to the flesh, shall

of the flesh reap corruption.'
11. But there will be others of a

different stamp, meek, lowly, loving

souls, who are walking daily with God,
and have been taught to consider a

belief in the historical veracity of the

story of the Exodus an essential part of

their religion, upon which, indeed, as

it seems to them, the whole fabric of

their faith and hope in God is based.

It is not really so : the Light of God's

Love did not shine less truly on pious

minds, when Enoch ' walked with God '

of old, though there was then no Bible

in existence, than it does now. And
it is, perhaps, God's Will that we shall

be taught in this our day, among other

precious lessons, not to build up our

faith upon a Book, though it be the

Bible itself, but to realise more truly
the blessedness of knowing that He
Himself, the Living God, our Father

and Friend, is nearer and closer to us

than any book can be, that His Voice

within the heart may be heard con-

tinually by the obedient child that

listens for it, and that shall be our

Teacher and Guide, in the path of duty,
which is the path of life, when all other
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helpers even the words of the Best of

Books may fail us.

12. In discharging, however, my pre-
sent duty to God and to the Church, I

trust that I shall be preserved from

saying a single word that may cause

unnecessary pain to those, who now em-
brace with all their hearts, as a primary
article of Faith, the traditionary view of

Scripture Inspiration. Pain, I know,
I must cause to some. But I feel very

deeply that it behoves every one, who
would write on such a subject as this,

to remember how closely the belief in

the historical truth of every portion of

the Bible is interwoven, at the present

time, in England, with the faith of

many, whose piety and charity may far

surpass his own. He must beware lest,

even by rudeness or carelessness of

speech, he 'offend one of these little

ones' ; while yet he may feel it to be
his duty, as I do now, to tell out plainly
the truth, as God, he believes, has en-

abled him to see it. And that truth in

the present instance, I repeat, is this,

that the Pentateuch, as a whole, was
not written by Moses, and that, with

respect to some, at least, of the chief

portions of the story, it cannot be re-

garded as historically true.

13. But the Bible does not, therefore,
cease to 'contain the trueWord of God,'
to enjoin 'things necessary for salvation,'
to be 'profitable for doctrine, reproof,
correction, instruction in righteousness.'
It still remains for us that Book, which,
whatever intermixture it may show of
human elements, of error, infirmity,

passion, and ignorance, has yet,

through God's Providence, and the

special working of His Spirit on the
minds of its writers, been the means
of revealing to us His True Name, the
Name of the only Living and True
God, and has all along been, and, as
far as we know, will never cease to be,
the mightiest instrument in the hand
f the Divine Teacher, for awakening

in our minds just conceptions of His
Character, and of His gracious and mer-
ciful dealings with the children of men.
Only we must not attempt to put into
the Bible what we think ought to be
there : we must not lay it down as cer-
tain beforehand that God could only

reveal Himself to us by means of an

infallible Book. We must be content to

take the Bible as it is, and draw from it

those Lessons which it really contains.

14. Accordingly, that which I shall

do, or endeavour to do, in this work, is

to make out from the Bible at least,

from the first part of it what account it

gives of itself, what it really is, what, if

we love the truth, we must understand

and believe it to be, what, if we will

speak the truth, we must represent it to

be. I believe assuredly that the time is
,

come, in the ordering of God's Provi-

dence and in the history of the world,
when such a task as this must be taken
in hand, not in a lightand scoffing spirit,

but in that of a devout and living faith,

which seeks only Truth, and follows fear-

lessly its footsteps, when such ques-
tions as these must be asked, be
asked reverently, as by those who feel

that they are treading on hallowed

ground, but be asked firmly, as by
those who would be able to give au
account of the hope which is in them,
and to know that the grounds are sure,
on which they rest their trust for time
and for Eternity.

15. The spirit, indeed, in which such
a work should be carried on, cannot be
better described than in the words of

Mr. Bukgon, who says, Inspiration,
&c. ^i.cxli:

Approach the volume of Holy Scripture with
the same candour, and in the same unprej u-
diced spirit, with which you would approach
any other famous book of high antiquity.
Study it with, at least, the same attention.

Give, at least, equal heed to all its statements.

Acquaint yourself at least as industriously
with its method and principle, employing and
applying either with at least equal fidelity in
its interpretation. Above all, beware ofplaying
tricks with its plain language. Beware of sup-
pressing any part of the evidence which it

supplies to its own meaning. Be truthful, and
unprejudiced, and honest, and consistent, and
logical, and exact throughout, in your work
of interpretation.

And again he writes, commending a
closer attention to Biblical studies to the

youngermembers of the University,p. 1 2,
I contemplate the continued exercise of a

most curious and prying, as well as a most
vigilant and observing, eye. No difficulty is to
be neglected ; no peculiarity of expression is

to be disregarded ; no minute detail is to be
overlooked. The hint, let fall in an earlier

chapter, is to be compared with a hint let fall

in the later place. Do they tally or not ? And
what/ollowst
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CHAPTER II.

THE FAMILIES OF JUDAH AND MOSES.

16. I shall first show, by means of a
few prominent instances, that the books
of the Pentateuch, in their own account
of the story which they profess to re-

late, contain such remarkable contra-

dictions, and involve such plain impos-
sibilities, that they cannot be regarded
as true narratives of actual, historical,
matters of fact.

17. The Family of Jttdah.
'And the sons of Judah, Er, and Onan, and

Slielah, and Pharez, and Zarah; but Er and
Onan died in the land of Canaan; and the sons

of Pharez wereHezron and Hamul.' G-.xlvi.12.

It appears to be certain that the
writer here means to say that Hezron
and Hamul were born in the land of
Canaan, and were among the seventy
persons, (including Jacob himself, and

Joseph, and his two sons,) who came
into Egypt with Jacob.

' These are the names of the children of

Israel, which came into Egypt,' v.8.
' All the souls, that came with Jacob into

Egypt, which came out of his loins, besides
Jacob's son's wives, were threescore and six,'

.26, which they would not be without
Hezron and Hamul.

' And the sons of Joseph, which were born
him in Egypt, were two souls : all the souls of
the house of Jacob, which came into Egypt,
were threescore and ten.' .27.

' These are the names of the children of
Israel, which came into Egypt ; every man and
tis household came with Jacob. And all the
souls, that came out of the loins of Jacob,
were seventy souls ; for Joseph was in Egypt
already.' E.i.1,5.

'

Thy fathers went down into Egypt with
threescore and ten persons ;

and now the
Lord thy God hath made thee as the stars of
heaven for multitude.' D.x.22.

I assume, then, that the narrative of
the Exodus distinctly involves the state-

ment, that the sixty-six persons,
' out

of the loins of Jacob,' who are men-
tioned in G.xlvi, and no others, went
down with him into Egypt.

18. Now Judah wasforty-two
*
years

* Joseph was thirty years old, when he
'stood before Pharaoh,' as governor of the
land of Egypt, G.xli.46 ; and from that time
nine years elapsed, (seven of plenty and two of

famine,) before Jacob came down to Egypt.
At that time, therefore, Joseph was thirty-
nine years old. But Judah was about three
years older than Joseph ; for Judah was born
in the fourth year of Jacob's double marriage,
G.xxix.3.5, and Joseph in the seventh, G.xxx.
24-26, xxxi.41. Hence Judah was forty-two
years old when Jacob went down to Egypt.

old, according to the story, when he
went down with Jacob into Egypt.

But, if we turn to G.xxxviii, we shall

find that, in the course of these forty-
two years of Judah's life, the following
events are recorded to have happened.

(i) Judah grows up, marries a wife,

and has, separately, three sons by her.

(ii) The eldest of these three sons

grows up, is married, and dies.

The second grows to maturity, (sup-

pose in another year,) marries his

brother's widow, and dies.

The third grows to maturity, (sup-

pose in another year still,) but declines

to take his brother's widow to wife

She then deceives Judah himself,
conceives by him, and in due time bears

him twins, Pharez and Zarah.

(iii) One of these twins also grows
to maturity, and has two sons, Hezron
and Hamul, born to him, before Jacob

goes down into Egypt.
19. The above being certainly incre-

dible, we are obliged to conclude that one
of the two accounts must be untrue. Yet
the statement, that Hezron and Ha-
mul were born in the land of Canaan,
is vouched so positively by the many
passages above quoted, which sum up
the 'seventy souls,' that, to give up
this point, is to give up an essential

part of the whole story. But then,
this point cannot be maintained, how-
ever essential to the narrative, without

supposing that the other series of events

had taken place beforehand, which we
have seen to be incredible.

20. The Family of Moses.
And Moses was content to dwell with

the man
;
and he gave Moses Zipporah hi3

daughter, and she bare him a son, and he
called his name Gershom ; for he said, I have
been a stranger in a strange land.' E.ii.21,22.

Proceeding a step further in the his-

tory, we find here also, apparently, a

great inconsistency. Moses 'was grown,'
E.ii.ll 'full forty years old,' Acts vii.

23, when he slew the Egyptian, im-

mediately after which event he fled to

Midian, where he ' was content to dwell
with the man,' Jethro, and married his

daughter. "When, however, he returned
to Egypt, we are told that he was eighty
years old, E.vii.7, and then he had two
sons, E.xviii.3, young children, whom
he 'set upon an ass' with their mother,
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E.iv.20, And one of whom their mother

circumcised by the way, E.iv.25.

21. We must, consequently, suppose

either that Moses, though already forty

years old, lived nearly forty years with

Jethro before he took Zipporah to wife,

although the story would lead us to

conclude that she was one of the ' seven

daughters' of Jethro, whom Moses, at

his first coming to Midian,
'

helped
'^

at the well, and ' watered their flock,'

E.ii.17, or else that Moses lived with

Zipporah nearly forty years before she

bare him her first child. But these

suppositions are both of them at vari-

ance with the plain, natural, meaning of

E.ii.21,22, as quoted above, from which

we should infer, unless we choose to

force another meaning upon it, that

Moses married Zipporah soon after he

had consented to dwell with Jethro, and

that Gershom was born to him in due

course of time after his marriage. And
so the name of his second son,

' Eliezer
'

' God is a help,' is expressly said to have

been given,
' because the God of my Father, said /ie, was

mine help, and delivered mefrom the sword of

Pharaoh,' E.xviii.4,

which also points to a recent escape

from danger in Egypt, and not to a

deliverance wrought for him nearly forty

years ago.

CHAPTER III.

THE NUMBER OF THE CONGREGATION.

22.
* And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying,

. . . Gather thou all the Congregation together

unto the door of the Tabernacle of the Congrega-
tion. And Moses did as Jehovah commanded
him. And the Assembly teas gathered together

unto the door of the Tabernacle of the Congrega-
tion.' L.viii.1-4.

First, it appears to be certain that

by the expressions used so often, here

and elsewhere, 'the Assembly,' 'the

whole Assembly,'
'
all the Congrega-

tion,' is meant the whole body of the

peopls -or, at all events, the adult

males in the prime of life among them
and not merely the elders or heads

of the people, as some have supposed,
in order to escape from such difficulties

a; that which we are about to consider.
: The ichole Assembly of the Congregation of

Israel shall kill it in the evening,' E.xii.6.

The u-hole Congregation of the Children of

Israel murmured against Moses and Aaron in

the wilderness ;
and the children of Israel said

unto them, ... Ye have brought us forth

into this wilderness, to kill this u-hole Assembly

with hunger.' E.xvi.2,3. _

' Take ye the sum of all the Congregation or

the children of Israel.' N.i.2.

Kirah '

gathered all the Congregation against

Moses and "Aaron, unto the door of the Taber-

nacle of the Congregation ;
and the glory of

Jehovah appeared unto all the Congregation.

. . . And Moses rose up, and went unto Da-

than and Abiram, and the elders of Israel fol-

lowed him,' N.xvi.19,25,

where the ' elders
'

are plainly dis-

tinguished from 'all the Congrega-

tion,' as are the 'princes' from 'all the
_

Assembly,' in the following passage :

*

' When they shall blow with them (the two

trumpets), all the Assembly shall assemble

themselves to thee at the door of the Taber-

nacle of the Congregation ; and, if thou blow

but with one trumpet, then the princes, which

are heads of the thousands of Israel, shall

gather themselves unto thee.' N.x.3,4.

23. Now the men in the prime of

life,
' above twenty years of age,' N.i.3,

were more than 600,000 in number.

We may reckon that the women in the

prime of life were about as many, the

males under twenty years, 300,000,

the femalesundertwenty years, 300,000,

and the old people, male and female

together, 200,000, making the whole

number about two millions. This

number is, indeed, a very moderate es-

timate. In Horne's Introd. ii.j7.205,

they are reckoned to have formed
' an

aggregate of upwards of three millions.'

Accordingly, Cjesar, Bell. Gall 1.29, says

that the Helvetii numbered 92,000 men

capable of bearing arms, whilst their

wholepopulation'includingchildren.old

men, and women,' amounted to 368,000

souls, or exactly four times the formei

number. In short, for general purposes,

we may fairly compare the whole body
of Israelites, together with the ' mixed

multitude,' E.xii.38, to the entire popu-
lation of London, which was 2,362.236,

by the census of 1851, increased to

2,803,035, by that of 1861.

24. This vast body of people, then,

received on this occasion, and on other

similar occasions, as we are told, an

express command from Jehovah Him-

self, to assemble 'at the door of the

Tabernacle of the Congregation.' Of

course, no one would suppose that every

individual would be able to attend sueb

a summons, or would be expected to dc
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so. Many might be prevented by sick-

ness, many by accidental circumstances,

and others by other claims of duty.
Yet still the number of persons implied
in the expression, 'all the Congrega-

tion,' the
' whole Assembly,' must surely

be understood to btar some reasonable

proportion to the whole number. At all

<>vents, the great body of the 603.550

warriors ought, we must believe, to have

obeyed such a Divine command, and

hastened to present themselves at the
' door of the Tabernacle of the Congre-

gation.'
25. And so says Dr. McCatjl, Ex-

amination of Part I, p. 17,
The whole congregation was convoked or

summoned [j'.e.
' not merely the 600,000 aduH

males, but women and children,' as he '

freely

admits.'] And all thus convoked, who were
not prevented, turned out of their tents to

assist at a great national cremony, the con-

secration of Aaron's Priesthood.

Supposing, then, with him, p.18,
that as many as could of this great multi-

tude stood at the door, that the princes,

elders, and officers, had the precedency, that

the rest stood behind and about,with their faces

turned to the Tabernacle, knowing what was

going on, and expecting some manifestation

of the Lord's Presence,

let us try to realise more distinctly, by
the aid of a numerical example, to what

this statement amounts, the prodigi-
ous number of people here concerned,

and the incredibility of the fact whieh

i6 here narrated.

26. Now the whole width of the

Tabernacle was 10 cubits or 18 feet,

reckoning the cubit at 1-824 feet, and

its length was 30 cubits or 54 feet.

Allowing two feet in width for each

full-grown man, nine men could just
have stood in front of it. Supposing,
then, that '

all the Congregation
'

of

adult males in the prime of life

had given due heed to the Divine

Summons, and had hastened to take

their stand, side by side, as closely as

possible, in front of the whole end of

the Tabernacle, in which the door or

entrance was, they would have reached,

allowing 18 inches between each rank

of nine men, for a distance of more
than 100.000 feet, in fact, nearly

twenty miles', or, if we reckon, with

Dr. McCaul, the old men, women, and
children, for a distance of more than

vixty miles! It ia sirely inconceivable

that such an enormous congregation
the warriors alone being nearly twice

the whole population of Manchester,
should have been summoned expressly

by Jehovah Himself, to attend for the

purpose of witnessing a ceremony,
taking place in a tent eighteen paces
long and six wide, which could only
have been seen by a few standing at

the door.

27. ' These be the word* which Mose3 spa/ie unto
all Israel.' Dj.l.

' And Moses called all Israel, and said unto
them.' D.v.l.

' And afterward he read all the words of the

Law. tlte blessings and the eirrsmgs, according to
all that whichis written in the Book of the Law,
Tliere was not a word of all that Moses com-
manded, whieh Joshua read net before all the

Congregation of Israel, with the women, and the
little ones, and the strangers thai were eonversaul

among them.' Jo.viii.34,35.

We have just seen that 'all the Con-

gregation of Israel, with the women,
and the little ones, and the strangers
that were conversant among them/
may be reasonably compared to the
whole population of London. How,
then, is it conceivable that a man should
do what Joshua is here said to have

done, unless, indeed, the reading every
' word of all that Moses commanded,'
with 'the blessings and cursings, ac-

cording to all that is written in the
book of the Law,' was a mere dumb
show, without the least idea of those
most solemn words being heard by those
to whom they were addressed ? For,

surely, no human roice, unless strength-
ened by a miracle of which the Scrip-
ture tells us nothing, could have reached
the ears of such an enormous body of

people, however theymight be arranged.
Under favourable circumstances, many
thousands, perhaps, might hear the
voice of a speaker. Eut imagine the
whole population of London addressed
at one time by one man !

28. It may be said, indeed, that

only a portion of this great host was
really present, though 'all Israel' is

spoken of. And this might have been
allowed without derogating from the

general historical value of the book,

though, of course, not without impeach-
ing the literal accuracy of the Scripture
narrative, which by some is so strenu-

ously maintained. Eut the words above
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quoted from Joshua are so comprehen-

sive, as to imply that, at least, the

great body of the Congregation was

present, and not only present, but able

to hear the words of awful moment
which Joshua addressed to them. And
the expressions of D.xxix.10,11, are

still more decisive on this point :

' Ye stand this day, all of you, before Je-

hovah your God,- your captains of your tribes,

your elders, and your officers, all the men of

Israel, your little ones, your wives, and the

stranger that is in thy Camp, from the

hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of thy
water.'

29. Thus in the '

Morning Herald
'

report of the entrance of Gakibaldi

into London there occurs the following

passage:
London turned out to a man and a woman
and a child along the route from Nine

Elms to Stafford House.

We accept this as a fair rhetorical

description of the immense mass of

people, which welcomed the Italian

hero : though even that enormous

crowd was after all but a small fraction

of '
all London ;

' and we will suppose

that, when Moses ' called all Israel,'

D.xxix.2. to hear his last words, the

numbers who attended at the summons,
andwho are recognised in the above pass-

age, D.xxix.10,11, as actually standing
before him, did not in reality exceed

some such small fraction of the whole

population of Israel. Yet who could

believe that Garibaldi addressed at

one time the multitude of human

beings, that crowded the roads for

three miles, from Nine Elms to St.

James's Park? or that a host like

this, large enough to throng Hyde
Park from one end to the other, could

have assembled -much less, could have
been summoned to assemble in order

that a few standing in front might
witness what was passing at the door
of his host's house in Prince's Gate?
In short, while it is conceivable that

a later writer, imagining such scenes

as these, may have employed such ex-

aggerated expressions as occur in the

above passages, it cannot be believed

that an eye-witness, with the actual

facts of the case brfore him, could have

expressed himself in such extravagant

language.

CHAPTER TV.

THE CAMP AND THE PBIEST's DfTrES.

30. 'And the skin of the bullock, and all hit

flesh, with his head, and with his legs, and hit

inwards, and his dung, even the whole bullock,
shall he (the Priest) carry forth without the

Camp, unto a clean place, where the ashes are

poured out, and burn him on the wood with fire.
Where the ashes are poured out, there shall he

be burnt.' L.iv.11,12.
' And the Priest shall puton his linen garmerJ,

and his linen breeches shall he put upon his

flesh, and take up (he ashes which the Are hath

consumed with the bur/it offering on the Altar,
and he shall put them beside the Altar. And he

shall put off his garments, and put on other gar-

ments, and carry forth the ashes without the

Camp unto a clean place.' L.vi.10,11.

We have seen (23) that the whole

population of Israel at the Exodus

may be reckoned at two millions. Now
we cannot well allow for a living man,
with room for his cooking, sleeping, and

other necessaries and conveniences of

life, less than three or four times the

space required for a dead o*je in his

grave. And even then the different

ages and sexes would be very disagree-

ably crowded together. Let us allow,

however, for each person on the average
three times 6 feet by 2 feet, the size of a

coffin for a full-grown man, that is,

let us allow for each person 36 square
feet or four square yards. Then it fol-

lows that for two millions of people,

(without making any allowance for the

Tabernacle itself, and its Court, and the

44,000 Levites, male and female, N.iii.

39, 'who pitched round about it,' N.i.

53,) the Camp must have covered, the

people being crowded as thickly as

possible, an area of 8,000,000 square

yards, or more than 1,652 acres of

ground.
31. Uponthis very moderate estimate,

then, (which in truth is far within the

mark,) we must imagine a vast encamp-
ment of this extent, swarming with

people, more than a mile and a half
across in each direction, with the Taber-
nacle in the centre. And so says Jose-

phus, Ant. III.xii.5 :

It was like a well-appointed market ; and
everything was there ready for sale in due
order

;
and all sorts of artificers were in the

shops ;
and it resembled nothing so much as a

city, that sometimes was moveable, and some-
times was fixed.

Thus the refuse and ashes of these
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sacrifices would have had to be carried

out for a distance of three-quarters of a
mile. And it would seem, from the

second of the passages above quoted,
that the Priest himself in person was to

do this, or, at least, to superintend the
business of doing it. From the outside

ahsp of this great camp, wood and
water would have had to be fetched

for all purposes, if, indeed, such sup-

plies of wood or water, for the wants of

such a multitude as this, could have
been found at all in the wilderness,
under Sinai, for instance, where they
are said to have encamped for nearly
twelve months together. How much
wood would remain in such a neigh-
bourhood, after a month's consumption
of the city of London, even at mid-
summer? And the 'ashes,' &c, of

the whole camp, for a population like

that of London, would have had to be
carried out in like manner, through
the midst of the crowded mass of

people. They could not surely all

have gone outside the camp for the

necessities of nature. There were the

aged and infirm, women in childbirth,
eick persons, and young children, who
could not have done this.

32. But, indeed, the very fact, that

provisions for ensuring cleanliness, such
as that laid down in D.xxiii. 12-14,

' for Jehovah thy God walketh in the midst
of thy camp ;

therefore shall thy camp be
holy, that He see no unclean thing in thee,
and turn away from thee,'

would have been so limited in their

application, is itself a very convincing

proof of the unhistorical character of

the whole narrative. It is true that this

particular direction is laid down, as

appears from the context, with special
reference to a moveable camp of soldiers

engaged in a military expedition. Yet
how much more necessary must some
tcuch a provision have been, for the

vast stationary camp of two millions ?

Or, rather, how is it conceivable that

such a camp could have existed with-

out any sewage arrangements, without
even the assistance for this purpose of

a small running stream of water? And
what would such a stream have been
to the whole population of London ?

33. But how huge does this difficulty

become, if, instead of taking the exces-

sively cramped area of 1652 acres, lesst

than three square miles, for such a
Camp as this, we take the more reason-
able allowance ofthe Kev, T. Scott, who
says,

'
this encampment is computed to

have formed a moveable city of twelve

miles square' that is, about the size of
London itself, as it might well be,

considering that the population was as

large as that of London, and that in
the Hebrew tents there were no first,

second, third, and fourth stories, no
crowded garrets and underground cel-

lars ! In that case, the offal of these
sacrifices would have had to be carried
a distance of six miles

; and the same

difficulty would have attended each of
the other transactions above-mentioned.
In fact, we have to imagine the Priest *

having himself to convey, we may
suppose, with the help or by the hands
of others, from St. Paul's to the out-
skirts of the Metropolis, the '

skin, and
flesh, and head, and legs, and inwards,
and dung, even the whole bullock,' and
the people having to carry out their

rubbish in like manner, and bring in

their daily supplies of water and fuel,
after first cutting down the latter

where they could find it ! Further, we

* There probably was at Jerusalem some
place

' outside the camp,' i.e. outside the wall
of the city, where

' the ashes were poured out,'
and whither, in David's or Solomon's time and
afterwards, the remains of certain sacrifices
were actually carried, by one or more of the
officiating priests or their attendants. See
2Ch.xxix.lt>, 'and the priests went into the
inner part of the House of Jehovah, and
brought out all the uncleanness that theyfound
in the Temple of Jehovah into the court of the
House of Jehovah. And the Levites took it,
to carry it abroad into the brook Kidron.' And
compare Heb.xiii.11,12,

' For the bodies of
those beasts, whose blood is brought into the
sanctuary by the High Priest for sin, are
burned without the camp. Wherefore Jesus also,
that He might sanctify the people with His
own blood, suffered without the gate.'

It is inconceivable that any lawgiver, with
the actual camp before him, as large and popu-
lous as London, could have laid down such
directions as those in L.iv.ll,12.vi.l0,ll, for
the priest. It is, however, conceivable that
a writer, living (suppose) in David's or
Solomon's days, and wishing to connect the
practices which actually existed in those times
with those which might be supposed to have
existed in the wilderness, not having, there-

fore, the Camp itself before his eyes, but
only imagining the state of things in question

should, for want of due consideration, bare
committed such an inadvertence as this.

C
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have to imagine half a million of men

going out daily, the 22,000 Levites

for a distance of six miles, from St.

Paul's to the suburbs, for the common
necessities of nature !

CHAPTER V.

the israelites numbered, dwelling
in tents, and armed.

34. The Israelites numbered.
' And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying,

When thou takest the sum ofthe children ofIsrael

after their number, then shall they give everyman
a ransom for his soul unto Jehovah when thou

numberest them, that there be no plague among
them when thou numberest them. This they shall

give, every one thatpasseth among them that are

numbered, half a shekel after the shekel of the

tianctuary; (a shekel is twenty gerahs ;) an half
thekel shall be the offering of Jehovah.' E.xxx.
11-13.

The expression,
' shekel of the Sanc-

tuary,' in the above passage, or, as

some render it, 'sacred shekel,' could

hardly have been used in this way
until there was a Sanctuary or sacred

system in existence, or, rather, until it

had been some time in existence, and
such a phrase had become familiar in

the mouths of the people. Whereas
here it is put into the mouth of Jehovah,

speaking to Moses on Mount Sinai, six

or seven months before the Tabernacle
was made. Some, however, suppose
that the words ' a shekel is twenty
gerahs,' which appear like a later note
of explanation, are a Divine definition

of the shekel for the first time.

35. But these words direct that,
whenever a numbering of the people
should take place, each one that is

numbered should pay a ' ransom for his
soul' ofhalf a shekel. Now in E.xxxviii.
26 we read of such a tribute being
paid,

' A bekah for every man, that is, half a
shekel after the shekel of the Sanctuary, for
every one that went to be numbered, from
twenty years old and upward.'

Here, then, it seems, the atonement-

money is collected; but nothing is

said of any census being taken. On
the other hand, in N.i.1-46, more than
eix months after the date of the former
occasion, we have an account of a very
formal numbering of the people, the
result being given for each particular

tribe, and the total number summed
up at the end. And here, therefore,
the census is made, but there is no in-

dication of any atonement-money being

paid. The omission in each case might
be considered, of course, as accidental,
it being supposed that, in the first in-

stance, the numbering really took plaee,
and in the second the tribute was paid,

though neither circumstance is men-
tioned.

36. But then it is surprising that

the number of adult males should have
been identically the same (603,650) on
the first occasion as it was half a year
afterwards. And each account pro-
fesses to be a strictly accurate account
of the numbers in question, the first

being checked, as it were, and verified,

thrice over, in E.xxxviii, viz. in i>.25,

where the silver paid is reckoned in

talents and shekels, in #.26, where the

number of men is given, and in y.27,28,
where the separate portions of silver

are specified, which were devoted to

different purposes, and the second

being verified, in like manner, by the

numbers of the tribes being repeated
twice over, and summed up in differ-

ent ways, N.i,ii.

37. In this interval of six months, had
none arrived at maturity, i.e.

'

twenty
years,' N.i.3, who would be numbered
at the census, but would not have paid
the atonement-money ? Or, of those

who had died or become superannuated
in this interval, out of a population as

large as that of London, where the

mortality (of all ages) is 1250 weekly,
were there none who had paid the

'atonement-money,' but would not be
numbered at the census ? Or must
we suppose that the number of super-
numeraries in the one case was miracu-

lously ordered so as to exactly balance

that in the other ?

38. The Israelites dwelling in
tents.

' Take ye every man for them which are in
his tents.' E.xvi.16.

Here we find that, immediately after

their coming out of Egypt, the people
were provided with tents, cumbrous
articles to have been carried, when
they fled out in haste,

'

Taking their dough before it was leavened,
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their kneadiftg-troughs being bound up in

their clothes upon their shoulders,' E.xii.34.

It is true, this statement conflicts

6trangely with that in L.xxiii.42,43,
where it is assigned as a reason for

their '

dwelling in booths
'

for seven

days at the Feast of Tabernacles,
'That your generations may know that I

made the children of Israel to dwell in booths,
when I brought them out of the land of

Egypt.'

39. There is no indication, however,
in the story that they ever did live in

booths, nor is it conceivable when they
could have done so. For it cannot

surely be supposed that, in the hurry
and confusion of this flight, they had
time to cut down '

boughs and bushes
'

to make booths of, if even there were
trees from which to cut them. But,
however this may be, they must have
needed from the fi/st some kind of

shelter from the heat and cold, and

privacy in some way or other for the

necessities of social life. And we are

required to believe that they had tents,

at all events, as these are repeatedly
mentioned in the story; whereas booths

are only spoken of in this single passage
of the book of Leviticus.

40. Now, allowing ten persons for

each tent, (a Zidu hut in Natal contains

on an average only three and a half,)
two millions of people would require
200,000 tents. How then did they ac-

quire these ? Had they provided this

enormous number in expectation of

marching, when all their request was
to be allowed to go

'

for three days into

the wilderness,' E.v.3 ? For they were
not living in tents in the land of Egypt,
as we gather from the fact, that they
were to take of the blood of the paschal
lamb, and '

strike it on the two side-

posts, and on the lintel or upper door-

post,' of their houses, E.xii.7, and none
of them was to '

go out at the door of
his house until the morning' v.2'2.

41. But, further, if they had had
these tents, how could they have carried

them? They could not have borne
them on their shoulders, since these

were already occupied with other
burdens. And these burdens them-
selves were by no means insignifi-
cant. For, besides their 'kneading
troughs,' with the dough unleavened,

35

' bound up in their clothes upon their

shoulders,' as well as all other neces-

saries for daily domestic use, for sleep-

ing, cooking, &c, there were the in-

fants and young children, who could

scarcely have gone on foot twenty miles

a day as the story requires ;
there were

the aged and infirm persons, who must
have likewise needed assistance

; they
must have carried also those goods of

various kinds, which they brought out

of their treasures so plentifully for the

making of the Tabernacle
; and, above

all this, they must have taken with them

grain or four enough for at least a

month's use, since they had no manna

given to them till they came into the

wilderness of Sin,
' On the fifteenth day of the second month

after their departing out of the land of Egypt,'
E.xvi.l.

42. There were the cattle certainly,
which might have been turned to some
account for this purpose, if trained to

act as pack-oxen. But then what a

prodigious number of trained oxen
would have been needed to carry these

200,000 tents! One ox will carry
120 lbs., and a can vas tent, 'that will

hold two people and a fair quantity of

luggage,' weighs from 25 to 40 lbs.

(Gal-ton's Art of Travel, ^.33,177).
Of such tents as the above, with poles,

pegs, &c, a single ox might, possibly,

carry four, and even this would require

50,000 oxen. But these would be of

the lightest modern material, whereas
the Hebrew tents, we may suppose,
were made of hair, E.xxvi.7, xxxvi.14,

or, rather, of skin, E.xxvi.14, xxxvi.19,
and were, therefore, of course, much
heavier. Also, these latter were family
tents, not made merely for soldiers or

travellers, and required to be very much

larger for purposes of common decency
and convenience. One ox, perhaps,

might have carried one such a tent,

large enough to accomodate ten per
sons, with its apparatus of pole and
cords: and thus they woidd have needed

for this purpose 200,000 oxen. But
oxen are not usually trained to carry

goods upon their backs as pack-oxen,
and will by no means do so if untrained.

43. The Israelites armed.
' The children of Israel went up harnessed

out of the land of Egypt.' E.xiii.18.

C2
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The Hebrew -word -which is here

rendered 'harnessed,' appears to mean
' armed '

or ' in battle array,' in all the

other passages where it occurs, viz.

Jo.i.14,
' But ye shall pass before your

brethren armed, all the mighty men of valour,
and help them ;

Jo.iv.12,
' And the children of Reuben, and

the children of Gad, and half the tribe of

Manasseh, passed over armed before the chil-

dren of Israel, as Moses spake unto them ;

Ju.vii.ll, 'Then went he down, with
Phurah his servant, unto the outside of the

armed men that were in the host.'

44. It is, however, inconceivable that

this down-trodden, oppressed people
ehould have been allowed by Pharaoh
to possess arms, so as to turn out

at a moment's notice 600,000 armed
men. If such a mighty host, nearly
nine times as great as the whole

of Wellington's army at "Waterloo,

(69,686 men, Axison's History ofEu-

rope, xix.p.401), had had arms in

their hands, would they not have risen

long ago for their liberty, or, at all

events, would there have been no

danger of their rising? Besides, the

warriors formed a distinct caste in

Egypt, as Herodotus tells us, ii. 165,

'being in number, when they are most
numerous, 160,000, none of whom learn any
mechanical art, but apply themselves wholly
to military affairs.'

Are we to suppose, then, that the Israel-

ites acquired their arms by 'borrowing'
on the night of the Exodus ? Nothing
whatever is said of this, and the idea

itself is an extravagant one. But, if

even in this, or in any other, way they
had come to be possessed of arms, is it

to be believed that 600,000 armed men,
in the prime of life, would have cried out

in panic terror, 'sore afraid,' E.xiv.10,
when they saw that they were being
pursued ?

45. The difficulty of believing this

has led many commentators to endea-

vour to explain otherwise, if possible,
the meaning of the word. Accordingly,
in the margin of the English Bible we
find suggested, instead of ' harnessed

'

or 'armed,' in all the above passages

except Jo.iv.12, 'by five in a rank.'

And others again explain it to mean
'

by fifties,' as the five thousand were

arranged in the wilderness of Bethsaida,
Markvi.40.

46. It will be seen, however, that

these meanings of the word will not at

all suit those other passages. And,

indeed, by adopting the first ofthem, we
should only get rid of one difficulty to

introduce another quite as formidable.

For, if 600,000 men marched out of

Egypt
'
five in a rank,' allowing a yard

for marching room between each rank,

they must have formed a column 68

miles long, and it woidd have taken

several days to have started them all

off, instead of their going out alto-

gether 'that self-same day,' E.xii.

41,42,51. On the second supposition,

they might have formed a column"

seven miles long, which was certainly

possible in the open, undulating, desert

between Cairo and Suez. But it can-

not surely be supposed that the strong,

able-bodied, men kept regular ranks,
as if marching for war, when they
were only hasting out of Egypt,
and when their services must have

been so much required for the assist-

ance of the weaker members of their

families, the women and children, the

sick, infirm, and aged.
47- It has been suggested, indeed,

that the Hebrew word may have been

used originally of warriors, with refer-

ence to their marching in ranks of

five or fifty, but may here be used in a

metaphorical sense, to express the idea

that they went out of Egypt
' with a

high hand,' E.xiv.8, in a spirited and

orderly manner, not as a mere hurry-

ing, confused, rabble.

48. But, if this be admitted, we must
still ask where did they get the armour,
with which, about a month afterwards,

they fought the Amalekites, E.xvii.

8-13, and 'discomfited them with the

edge of the sword'? And whence
came the ' swords

' and '

weapons
' men-

tioned in E.xxxii.27, D.i.41 ? It may,

perhaps, be said that they had stripped
the Egyptians, whom they saw '

lying
dead upon the sea-shore,' E.xiv.30.

And so writes JosEPHus^i!.II.xvi.6 :

On the next day, Moses gathered together
the weapons of the Egyptians, which were
brought to the camp of the Hebrews by the
current of the sea and the force of the winda

assisting it. And he conjectured that this

also happened by Divine Providence, that so

they might not be destitute of weapons.

It is plain that Josephus had per-
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ceived the difficulty. The Bible-story,

however, says nothing about this strip-

ping of the dead, as surely it must have

done, if it really took place. And,
though body-armour might have been
obtained in this way, would swords,
and spears, and shields, in any number,
have been washed upon the shore by
the waves, or have been retained, still

grasped in the hands ofdrowning men ?

49. If, then, the historical veracity of

this part of the Pentateuch is to be main-

tained, we must believe that 600,000
men in the prime of life, of whom some

portion at least were armed, had,

by reason of their long servitude, be-

come so debased and inhuman in their

cowardice, -

(and yet they fought

bravely enough with Amalek a month

afterwards,) that they could not strike

a single blow for their wives and chil-

dren, if not for their own lives and

liberties, but could only weakly wail,

and murmur against Moses, saying,
'It had been better for us to serve the

Egyptians, than that we should die in the
wilderness.' E.xiv.12.

CHAPTER VI.

THE INSTITUTION OF THE PASSOVER.

50.
' Then Moses called for all the elders of

Israel, and said unto them, Draw out, and take

you a lamb according to yourfamilies, and kill

the Passover. And ye shall take a bunch of
hyssop, and dip it in the blood that is in thebason,
and strike the lintel and the two side-posts with
the blood that is in the bason ; and none of you
shall go out at the door of his house until the

morning. . . . And the children of Israel went

away, and did as Jehovah had commanded Moses
and Aaron : so did they.' E.xii.21-28.

That is to say, in one single day, the

whole immense population of Israel, as

large as that of London, was instructed

to keep the Passover, and actually did

keep it. I have said '
in one single

day
'

;
for the first notice of any such

Feast to be kept is given in v.Z of this

very chapter, and we find it written in

.12,
' I will pass through the land of Egypt this

night, and will smite all the first-born in the
land of Egypt, both man and beast.'

51. It is true that the story, as it

now stands, with the directions about

'taking' the lamb on the tenth day,
and 'keeping' it till the fourteenth,
is perplexing and contradictory. But
this is only one of many similar *jhe-
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nomena, arising, as will appear here-

after, from interpolations having been
made by a later writer in the original
document.
Let us now see what the above state-

ment really implies, when translated

into simple every-day matter of fact.

52.
' Moses called for all the elders

of Israel.'

We must suppose, then, that the
' elders

' must have lived somewhere
near at hand. But where did the two
millions live ? And how could the

order, to keep the Passover, have been

conveyed, with its minutest particulars,
to each individual household in this

vast community, in one day, rather,
in twelve hours, since Moses received

the command on the very same day,
on which they were to kill the Pass-

over at even, E.xii.6 ?

53. It must be observed that it was

absolutely necessary that the notice

should be distinctly given to each

separate family. For it was a matter
of life and death. Upon the due per-
formance of the Divine command it

depended whether Jehovah should
'

pass-over,' i. e.
' stride across,' the

threshold, (Is.xxxi.5,) and protect the

house from the angel of death, or not.

54. And yet the whole matter was

perfectly new to them. The specific

directions, about choosing the lamb,

killing it at even, sprinkling its blood,

eating it with unleavened bread,
'not raw, nor sodden at all with water,
but roast with fire,'

' with their loins girded,
their shoes on their feet, and their staff in
their hand,'

werenow for thefirst time communicated
to Moses, by him to the elders, and by
them to the people. These directions,

therefore, could not have been conveyed
by any mere sign, intimating that they
were now to carry into execution some-

thing about which they had been in-

formed before. They must be plainly
and fully delivered to each individual
head of a family, or to a number of

them gathered together ; though these,
of course, might be ordered to assist in

spreading the intelligence to others,
but so that no single household should
be left uninformed upon the matter.

54. This would, of course, be done
most easily, if we could suppose that
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the whole Hebrew community lived as

closely together as possible, in one

great city. In that case, we should

have to imagine a message of this

nature, upon which life and death de-

pended, conveyed, without fail, to every

single family in a population as large
as that of London, between sunrise and

sunset, and that, too, without their

having had any previous notice what-

ever on the subject, and without any

preparations having been made before-

hand to facilitate such a communica-

tion.

55. Further, we are told that
'

Every woman was to borrow of her neigh-

bour, and of her that sojourned in her house,

jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and rai-

ment.' E.iii.2-2.

From this it would seem to follow

that the Hebrews were regarded as

living in the midst of the Egyptians,
mixed up freely with them in their

dwellings. And this appears to be

confirmed by the statement, E.xii. 35,36,

that, when suddenly summoned to de-

part, they hastened, at a moment's no-

tice, to ' borrow
'

in all directions from

the Egyptians, and collected such a

vast amount of treasure, in a very short

space of time, that they
'

spoiled the

Egyptians.'
56. But the supposition of their bor-

rowing in this way, even if they lived

in such a city, involves prodigious diffi-

culties. For the city, in that case,

could have been no other than Rameses

itself, from which they started, E.xii. 37,

a '

treasure-city,' which they had
' built

for Pharaoh,' E.i. 1 1 doubtless, there-

fore, a well-built city, not a mere
collection of mud-hovels. But, if the

Israelites lived in such a city together
with the Egyptians, it must have been

even larger than London, and the

difficulty of communication would have

been thereby greatly increased. For
we cannot suppose that the humble

dwellings of these despised slaves were

in closest contiguity with the mansions
of their masters. And, in fact, several

of the miracles, especially that of the

thick darkness,' imply that the abodes

of the Hebrews were wholly apart from

those of the Egyptians, however difficult

it may be to conceive how, under such

circumstances, each woman could have

borrowed from her that '

sojourned in

her house.' Thus we should have now
to imagine the time that would be

required for the poorer half of London

going hurriedly to borrow from the

richer half, in addition to their other

anxieties in starting upon such a sudden

and momentous expedition.
57. The story, however, willnot allow

us to suppose that they were living in

any such city at all. Having so large

flocks and herds,
' even very much

cattle,' E.xii.38, many of them must

have lived scattered over the large extent

of grazing-ground, required under their

circumstances; and, accordingly, they
are represented as still living in

' the

land of Goshen,' E.ix.26. But how

large must have been the extent of this

land? We can form some judgment
on this point by considering the num-

ber of lambs, which (according to the

story) must have been killed for the

Passover, for which the command was,
'

They shall take to them every man a

lamb, according to the house of their fathers,

a lamb for an house : and, if the household be

too little for the lamb, let him and his neigh-

bour, nest unto his house, take it according
to the number of the souls ; every man, ac-

cording to his eating, shall make your count,

for the lamb, E.xii.3,4.

58. Now Josephus (Jew. War, VI.

ix.3) reckons ten persons on an average
for each lamb ; but, he says,

'

many of

us are twenty in a company.' Kvbtz
allows fifteen or twenty. Taking ten as

the average number, two millions of

people would require about 200,000

lambs; taking twenty, they would re-

quire 100,000. Let us take the mean
of these, and suppose that they re-

quired 150,000. And these were to be

all 'male lambs of the first year,' E.xii.5.

"We may assume that there were as many
female lambs of the first year, making
300,000 lambs of the first year alto-

gether.
59. But these were not all. For, if

the 150,000 lambs that were killed for

the Passover comprised all the males

of that year, there would have been no

rams left of that year for the increase

of the flock. And, as the same thing
would take place in each successive

year, there would never be any rams

or wethers, but ewe-sheep innumerable.
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Instead, then, of 150,000, we may sup-

pose 200,000 male lambs of the first

year, and 200,000 female lambs, making
400,000 lambs of the first year alto-

gether. Now a sheepmaster, experi-
enced in Australia and Natal, informs

me that the total number of sheep, in

an average flock of all ages, will be

about five times that of the increase in

one season of lambing. So that 400,000
lambs of the first year implies a flock

of 2,000,000 sheep" and lambs of all

ages. Taking, then, into account the

fact, that they had also large herds,
' even very much cattle,' we may fairly

reckon that the Hebrews, though so

much oppressed, must have possessed at

this time, according to the story, more

than two millions of sheep and oxen.

60. What extent of land, then, would
all these have required for pasturage ?

Having made enquiries on the subject
from experienced sheepmasters, I find

that in New Zealand there are a few

spots, where sheep can be kept two to

the acre
;
in other places, one can be

kept per acre ; but, generally, two acres

are obliged to be allowed for one sheep.
Another writes as follows :

In Australia, some sheep-runs are estimated

to carry one sheep to an acre, and these, I

think, are of the best quality. Others are esti-

mated at different numbers of acres to a sheep,
until as many as five acres are allowed for one

sheep by the Government, for the purposes of

assessment. Natal is able to support a much
greater number, principally from its climate,

as well as from the fact that the proportion of

good land is incomparably greater with refer-

ence to the extent of poor land. But I think

that I am within the mark, when I say that

three sheep will hereafter be found to be sup-

ported by an acre of land.

Let us allow five sheep, or goats,

E.xii.5, to an acre. Then the flocks

alone of the Israelites would have re-

quired 400,000 acres of grazing land,

an extent of country considerably

larger than the whole county of Hert-

fordshire or Bedfordshire, and more

than twice the size of Middlesex,

besides that which would have been

required for the herds of oxen.

61. We must, then, abandon alto-

gether the idea of the people living

together in one city, and must suppose
a great body of them to have been

scattered about in towns and villages,

throughout thewho] e land of Goshen, in a

district of 400,000 acres, that is, twenty-
five miles square, larger than Hertford-

shire (391,141 acres). But then the diffi-

cidty of informing such a population
would be enormously increased, as well

as that of their borrowing, when sum-
moned in the dead of night, E.xii.29-36,
to the extent implied in the story. For,
even if we supposed the first message,
to prepare, kill, and eat the Paschal

lamb, communicated to the whole

people within the twelve hours, and
acted on, when they were abroad in

full daylight, or that they actually
had had a previous order, several days
before as some suppose, to ' take' the

lambs on the tenth day, and 'keep'
them to the fourteenth, yet how
could the second notice, to start, have

been so suddenly and completely cir-

culated ?

62. Let us look at this matter more

closely. We are told that not one

was 'to go out at the door of his

house until the morning,' E.xii.22.

Consequently, they could not have

known anything of what had happened
in Pharaoh's house and city, as also

among his people throughout the whole

'land of Egypt,' E.xii.29, until the

summons from Moses, or, at least, the

news of the event, reached each in-

dividual house. The whole popula-
tion of Hertfordshire, by the census of

1851, was considerably under 200,000

(167,298). We are to imagine then

its towns and villages increased more
than tenfold in size or in number.

And then we are to believe that every

single household, throughout the entire

county, was warned in twelve hours to

keep the Feast of the Passover, was

taught how to keep it, and actually did

keep it !

63. Or, even if we suppose that they
were warned and taught to keep the

Passover seme days previously, yet
still the story represents that this vast

population, spread over a large extent

of country,* was warned again suddenly
at midnight, to start in hurried flight

* Allowing even that one lamb or kid suf-

ficed for a hundred persons, as some have
asserted, it would still follow, as above, that

the people would bespread over 53,333 acres of

land.
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for the wilderness, and started in obedi-

ence to the order, after '

borrowing
'

of

their masters 'jewels
' and 'raiment,'

when each family was shut up closely
in its own house, and strictly forbidden

to come out of it till summoned, and

they could not, therefore, communicate
the tidings freely, as by day, from one

person to a number of others. That

they did start suddenly in 'hurried

flight,' according to the story, is mani-
fest from the statement in E.xii.39,

'

They baked unleavened cakes of the dough
which they brought forth out of Egypt, for it

was not leavened
;
because they were thrust

out of Egypt, and could not tarry, neither had
they prepared themselves any victual.'

CHAPTER VII.

THE MAECH OUT OF EGYPT.

64.
' And the children of Israel journeyed

from Barneses to Succoth, about six hundred
thousand on foot that were men, besides children.

And a mixed multitude went up also with them,
and flocks and herds, even very much cattle.' E.

xii.37,38.

It appears from N.i.3,ii.32, that these

'six hundred thousand on foot, were the
men in the prime of life,

' Prom twenty years old and upward, all

that were able to go forth to war in Israel.'

And, (as we have seen,) this large
number of able-bodied warriors implies
a total population of, at least, two mil-

lions. Here, then, we have this vast

body of people of all ages, summoned
to start, according to the story, at a
moment's notice, and actually started,
not one being left behind, together with
all their multitudinous flocks and herds,
which must (60) have been spread out
over a district as large as a good-sized
English county. I do not hesitate to
declare this statement to be utterly in-

credible and impossible. Were an

English village of (say) two thousand

people to be called suddenly to set out in
this way, with old people, women, young
children, and infants, what indescrib-
able distress there would be! But
what shall be said of a thousand times
as many ? And what of the sick and
infirm, or the women in recent, or im-
minent childbirth, in a population like

that of London, where the births* are

* The births in London, for a week taken
at random (Times, Sept. 3, 1862), were 1,852,
and the deaths, 1,147.

264 a day, or about one every five
minutes?

65. But this is but a very small part
of the difficulty. We are required to

believe that, in one single day, the
order to start was communicated sud-

denly, at midnight, to every single

family of every town and village,

throughout a tract of country as large
as Hertfordshire, but ten times as

thickly peopled ; that, in obedience to

such order, having first 'borrowed'

very largely from their Egyptian neigh-
bours in all directions, (though, if we
are to suppose Egyptians occupying the
same territory with the Hebrews, the
extent of it must be very much in-

creased,) they then came in from all

parts of the land of Goshen to Eameses,
bringing with them the sick and in-

firm, the young and the aged ; further,

that, since receiving the summons, they
had sent out to gather in all their flocks

and herds, spread over so wide a dis-

trict, and had driven them also to

Eameses
; and, lastly, that having

done all this, since they were roused at

midnight, they were started again from
Eameses that very same day, and
marched on to Succoth, not leaving a

single sick or infirm person, a single
woman in childbirth, or even a '

single
hoof,' E.x.26, behind them !

66. And now let us see them on the
march itself. If we imagine the people
to have travelled through the open
desert, in a wide body, fifty men
abreast, as some suppose to have been
the practice in the Hebrew armies,
then, allowing an interval of a yard
between each rank, the able-bodied
warriors alone would have filled up the
road for about seven miles, and the
whole multitude would have formed a
dense column more than twenty-two
miles long, so that the last of thebody
could not have been started till the front
had advanced that distance, more than
two days' journey for such a mixed
company as this.

67. And the sheep and cattle these
must have formed another vast column,
but obviously covering a much greater
tract of ground in proportion to their

number, as they would not march, of

course, in compact order. Hence tks
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drove must hare been lengthened out

for many long miles. And such grass
as there was, if not eaten down by the

first ranks, must have been trodden

under foot at once and destroyed, by
those that followed them mile after

mile. What, then, did those two millions

of sheep and oxen live upon, during
this journey from Rameses to Suceoth,

and from Suceoth to Etham, and from

Etham to the Red Sea?

68. Even if we supposed with some,

contrary to the plain meaning of the

Scripture, that they did not all ren-

dezvous at Rameses, but fell into the

line farther on, on the first day or the

second, still this would not in reality

in any way relieve the difficulty, of so

many miles of people marching with

so many miles of sheep and oxen. It

would only throw it on to a farther stage

of the journey. For when, on the third

day, they turned aside and '

encamped

by the Sea,' E.xiv.2, what then did

this enormous multitude of cattle

whether 2,000,000 or (say) 200,000 or

even 20,000 feed upon ? Kitto, Hist.

of the Jews, p.177, says,
The journey to this point had been for the

most part over a desert, the surface of which
is composed of hard gravel, often strewed

with pebbles.

What, again, did they eat the next

day, when they crossed the Sea ? What
on the next three days, when they
marched through the wilderness of

Shur, and 'found no water,' E.xv.22?

Of this last stage Kitto says, ib.p.191:
Their road lay over a desert region, sandy,

gravelly, and stony, alternately. In about

nine miles they entered a boundless desert

plain, called El Ati, white and painfully

glaring to the eye. Proceeding beyond this,

the ground became hilly, with sand-hills near

the coast.

69. They had not '

prepared for them-

selves any victual,' E.xii.39 : much

less, we must believe, had they pre-

pared food for their cattle. Who, in-

deed, could suppose that, when they
started with 'their kneading-troughs
bound up in their clothes upon their

shoulders,' (showing their want of

carts, &c, to convey their common

necessaries,) they carried also bundles

of forage for their flocks and herds?

Or were the oxen so laden with forage,

that they could not also carry the
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kneading-troughs ? Afterwards, indeed,

as they advanced into the wilderness,

we are told how the peop'e were sup-

plied with manna, E.xvi.35. But there

was no miraculous provision of food for

the herds and flocks. They were left to

gather sustenance, as they could, in

that inhospitable wilderness. We will

now go on to consider the possibility
of such a multitude of cattle finding any
means of support, for forty years, under

these circumstances.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE FLOCKS AND HERDS IN" THE DESEBT.

70. And, first, it is certain that the

stoiy represents them as possessing
these flocks and herds during the

whole of the forty years which they

spent in the wilderness. Thus, in the

second year, Moses asks,
' Shall the flocks and the herds be slain for

them to suffice them ?
'
N.xi.22.

And in the fortieth year we read,
' The children of Beuben and the children of

Gad had a very great multitude of cattle,'

N.xxxii.l.

This, it is true, is said immediately
after the capture of a great number of

cattle and sheep from the Midianites,

N.xxxi. But the spoil in that case wa3
divided among all the people. And,

therefore, if the tribes of Reuben and

Gad could still be distinguished among
the rest, as having a great multitude

of cattle, they must have been so noted

before the plunder of the Midianites.

Accordingly, we find that, at the end

of the first year, they kept the second

Passover under Sinai, N.ix.o, and,

therefore, we may presume, had at that

time, as before, 200,000 male lambs or

kids of the first year (59) at their com-

mand, and two millions of sheep and

oxen close at hand.

71. Again, it cannot be supposed, as

some have suggested, that the flocks

and herds were scattered far and wide,

during the sojourn of the people in the

wilderness, and so were able the more

easily to find pasture. The story says

nothing, and implies nothing, whatever

of this; but, as far as it proves any-

thing, it proves the contrary, since we
find the whole body of the people to-

gether, on all occasions specified in the
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history. If, indeed, they had beeii so

dispersed, they would surely have re-

quired to be guarded, by large bodies

of armed men, from the attacks of the

Amalekites, Midianites, and others.

72. But, even if this was the case dur-

ing the thirty-seven years, about which
the story is silent altogether, yet, at all

events, during nearly twelve months,

they were all collected under Sinai,

while the Tabernacle was in process of

building, at the end of which time the

second Passover was kept. We must,

therefore, conclude that they came to

Sinai with those immense bodies of

sheep and oxen, with which, three

months before, they had set out from

Egypt. Hence we find the command
in E.xxxiv.3,

' Neither let the flocks nor herds feed before

that mount.'

73. Lastly, it cannot be said that the

state of the country, through which

they travelled, has undergone any ma-
terial change from that time to this.

It is described as being then what it is

now, a ' desert land,' a ' waste howling
wilderness,' D.xxxii.10.

' Why have ye brought up the Congregation
of Jehovah into this wilderness, that we and
our cattle should die there ? And wherefore
have ye made us to come up out of Egypt, to

bring us unto this evil place ? It is no place
of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or of pome-
granates ;

neither is there any water to drink,'

N.xx.4,5.

From the above passage it appears
also that the water from the rock did

not follow them in all places, as si/me

have supposed.
' Beware that thou forget not Jehovah, thy

God, who led thee through that great and
terrible wilderness, wherein were fiery ser-

pents, and scorpions, and drought, where there

teas no water, who brought thee forth water
out of the rock of flint.' D.viii.15.

' Neither said they,
' Where is Jehovah, that

brought us up out of the land of Egypt, that
led us through the wilderness, through a land
of deserts and of pits, through a land of

drought and of the shadow of death, through
a land that no man passed through, and where
no man dwelt ?

'
Jer.ii.6.

74. Let us now see what Dean
Stanley tells us, first, as to the nature

of the country, through which the host
of Israel must have marched from the

Red Sea to Sinai. (Sinai and Pales-

tine.)
The wind drove us to shore the shore of

Arabia and Asia. We landed in a driving
BanU-storm, and reached this place, Ayun-

Musa, the wells of Moses. It is a strange spot,
this plot of tamarisks, with its seventeen

wells, literally an island in the desert, and now
used as the Richmond of Suez, a comparison
which chiefly serves to show what a place
Suez itself must be. Behind that African

range lay Egypt, with all its wonders, the

green fields of the Nile, the immense cities,
the greatest monuments of human power and
wisdom. On this Asiatic side begins immediately
a tcide circle of level desert, stone, and sand,
free as air, but with no trace of human
habitation or art, where they might wander,
as far as they saw, for ever and ever. And,
between the two, rolled the deep waters of the
Bed Sea, rising and falling with the tides,

which, except on its shores, none of them
could haveseen, the tides of the great Indian

Ocean, unlike the still dead waters of the
Mediterranean Sea.
The day after leaving Aytm-Musa was at

first within sight of the blue channel of the
Bed Sea. But soon Bed Sea and all were lost

in a sand-storm, which lasted the whole day.
(I have retained this account of the sand-

storm, chiefly because it seems to be a pheno-
menon peculiar to this special region. Van
Egmont, Niebuhr, Miss Martineau, all

noticed it ; and it was just as violent at the

passage of a friend in 1841, and again of
another two months after ourselves in 1853.)

Imagine all distant objects entirely lost to

view, the sheets of sand floating along the
surface of the desert, like streams of water,
the whole air filled with a tempest of sand,
driving in your face like sleet.

We were, undoubtedly, on the track of the
Israelites ; and we saw the spring, which
most travellei-s believe to be Marah, and the
two valleys, one of which must almost cer-

tainlyboth perhaps be Elim. The general
scenery is either immense plains, [i.e bare and
barren plains of sand, as described below,] or,

latterly, a succession of watercourses, [without
water, see below,] exactly like the dry bed of a

Spanish river. These gullies gradually bring
you into the heart of strange black and white
mountains. For the most part the desert was
absolutely bare. But the two rivals for Elim
are fringed with trees and shrubs, the first

vegetation we have met in the desert. First, there
are the wild palms, successors of the ' three-
score and ten,' not like those of Egypt or of pic-

tures, but either dwarf, that is, trunkless, or
else with savage, hairy trunks, and branches
all dishevelled. Then there are the feathery
tamarisks, here assuming gnarled boughs and
hoary heads, on whose leaves is found what
the Arabs call manna. Thirdly, there is the
wild acacia, but this is also tangled by its

desert growth into a thicket, the tree of the

Burning Bush and the Shittim-wood of the
Tabernacle. . . A stair of rock brought us
into a glorious wady, enclosed between red

granite mountains, descending precipitously
upon the sands. I cannot too often repeat
that these wadys are exactly like rivers, ex-

cept in having no water ; and it is this appear-
ance of torrent-bed and banks, and clefts in
the rocks for tributary streams, and at times
even rushes and shrubs fringing their course,
which gives to the whole wilderness a doubly dry
ami thirsty aspect, signs of

'

Water, water,
tv&'uwhere, and not a drop to drink,'
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Here too began the curious sight of the

mountains, streaked from head to foot, as if

with boiling streams of dark red matter

poured over chem really, the igneous fluid

spurted upwards, as they were heaved from
the ground. The road lay through what
seemed to be the ruins, the cinders, of moun-
tains calcined to ashes, like the heaps of a

gigantic foundry, p.96 71.

There are at first sight many appearances,
which, to an unpractised eye, seem indications
of volcanic agency. But they are all, it is

believed, illusory. The vast heaps, as of
calcined mountains, are only the detritus of

iron in the sandstone formation. The traces

of igneous action in the granite rocks belong
to their first upheaving, not to any subse-

quent convulsions. Everywhere there are

signs of the action of water, nowhere of fire.

p.22.

75. Such, then, is the track, along
which, according to the story, the two
millions of Israelites had to pass with
their two millions of sheep and oxen.

Let us now see what Dean Stanley
tells us about the vegetation generally
in the Siuaitic peninsula.
Another feature [of the mountains of this

peninsula] is the infinite complication of

jagged peaks and varied ridges. This is the
characteristic described by Sir F. Henniker,
with a slight exaggeration of expression, when
he says that the view from Jebel Musa is

'
as

if Arabia Petaea were an ocean of lava,
which, while its waves were running moun-
tains high, had suddenly stood still.' It is an
equally striking and more accurate expression
of the same, when he speaks of the whole
range as being the '

Alps unclothed.' This
their union ofgrandeur with desolation is the

point of their scenery absolutely unrivalled.

They are the Alps of Arabia, but the Alps
planted in the desert, and, therefore, stripped
of all the clothing which goes to make up
our notions of Swiss or English mountains,
stripped of the variegated drapery of oak, and
birch, and pine, and fir, of moss, and grass,
and fern, which to landscapes of European
'rills are almost as essential as the rocks and
peaks themselves. The very name of Alp is

strictly applied only to the green pasture-
lands, enclosed by rocks or glaciers, a sight
in the European Alps so common, in these
Arabian Alps so wholly unknoion. p.\Z.
The general character of the wadys, as well

as of the mountains, of Sinai is entire desola-

tion. If the mountains are naked Alps, the

valleys are dry rivers, p.16. For a few
weeks or days in the winter, these wadys
present, it is said, the appearance of rushing
streams. But their usual aspect is absolutely
bare and waste, only presenting the image of

thirsty desolation the more strikingly, from
the constant indications of water, which is no
longer there, p. 15.
There is nearly everywhere a thin, it might

almost be said, a transparent, coating of vege-
tation. There are occasional spots of verdure,
which escape notice in a general view, but for

that very reason are the more remarkable,
when observed. Not, perhaps, every single |

tree, but every group of trees, lives in tba
traveller's recollection, as distinctly as the
towns and spires of civilized countries. . . .

The more definitely marked spots of verdure,
however, are the accompaniments, not of the
empty beds of winter torrents, but of the few
living, perhaps perennial, springs, which, by
the mere fact of their rarity, assume an im-
portance difficult to be understood in the moist
scenery of the West and North. The springs,
whose sources are for the most part high up
in the mountain clefts, occasionally send down
into the wadys rills of water, which, however
scanty, however little deserving of the name
even of brooks, yet become immediately the
nucleus of whatever vegetation the desert

produces. (Ruppell notices four perennial
brooks.) Often their course can be traced, not
by visible water, but by a track of moss here,
a fringe of rushes there, a solitary palm, a
group of acacias, which at once denote that
an unseen life is at work. p.lo-\8.
The highest of these [peaks of Mount

Serbal] is a huge block of granite. On this

you stand, and overlook the whole peninsula
of Sinai. Every feature of the extraordinary
conformation lies before you, the wadys,
coursing and winding in every direction, the

long crescent of the Wady es Sheikh, the in-
finite number of mountains like a model, their
colours all clearly displayed, the dark granite,
the brown sandstone, the yellow desert, the
dots of vegetation along the Wady Feiran, and
the one green spot of the great palm-grove (if

so it be) of Rephidim. p.72.

76. We thus see the character of the

desert of Sinai, in which this immense
number of cattle was sustained, accord-

ing to the story, for the space of forty

years. Dean Stanley will not, how-

ever, evade the difficult question, which
is thus raised

;
and this is his comment

upon it, p. 23-27, with the replies which
must be made to the different parts of

his argument.
(i)

' The question is asked,
' How could a

tribe, so numerous and powerful, as on any (?)

hypothesis the Israelites must have been, be
maintained in this inhospitable desert ? It is

no answer to say that they were maintained

by miracles. For, except the manna, the

quails, and the three interventions with regard
to water, none such are mentioned in the
Mosaic history ; and, if we have no warrant to
take away, we have no warrant to add.'

Ans. But, even if the people were supported
by miracles, yet there is no provision what-
ever made in the Scripture for the support
of the cattle. And these would need water
as well as green food ; and from N.xx.5 it

appears that the miraculous supply of water
was not permanent.

(ii)
' Nor is it any answer to say that this

difficulty is a proof of the impossibility, and,
therefore, of the unhistorical character, of the
narrative. For, as Ewald has well shown,
the general truth of the wanderings in the
wilderness is an essential preliminary to the
whole of the subsequent history of Israel.'

Ans. Ewald certainly asserts this ; but
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where doe* he show it ? The story of the Exo-
dus is, no doubt, an '

essential preliminary
'

to
certain recorded parts of the subsequent his-

tory of Israel, but not to the whole, even of
the recorded history. If that story be shown
to be untrue, those parts may also have to be
abandoned as untrue, but not the whole
Jewish history.

(iii)
' Much may be allowed for the spread

of the tribes of Israel far and wide through
the whole peninsula, and also for the con-
stant means of support from their own flocks

and herds.'

Ans. Can any allowance be made for such

spreading (71)? The Mosaic narrative says
nothing of any such a dispersion of the

people. And, surely, the whole tone of it im-

plies that they were kept constantly together,
under the direct personal control of Moses.
As before observed, if the cattle had been
scattered in the way here supposed, they
would have needed to be guarded by large
bodies of armed men, from the attacks of
other hostile tribes. But the numbers of the
warriors of each tribe are carefully summed
up in N.i,ii ;

and the position of each camp is

assigned in N.x, with distinct directions how
they were to march, in front, and in the rear,
and on either side of the Levites bearing the
Tabernacle. How otherwise, indeed, could
the different camps have been started by the
mere blowing an ' alarm '

upon a silver

trumpet, N.x.5,6,orthe
' whole congregation

'

have been '

gathered together
'

by blowing
simply without an '

alarm,' u.7 ?

Besides which, it seems to be clearly im-
plied in N.ix.17-23 that they travelled all

together, and were not separated into different
bullies.

' When the cloud was taken up from
thfi Tabernacle, then after that the children

of Israel journeyed ; and in the place, where
the cloud abode, there the children of Israel

pitched their tents.'
' "Whether it were two

days, or a month, or a year, that the cloud tar-
ried upon the Tabernacle, remaining thereon,
the children of Israel abode ii? their tents, and
journeyed not; but, when it was taken up,
they journeyed." Who, in these verses, are
meant by

' the children of Israel
'

? Plainly,
the same who, a few verses before, in the same
chapter, are ordered to keep the second Pass-
over in the wilderness of Sinai, N.ix.1,2,
that is, the whole body of the people. Such
words as the above cannot surely be under-
stood only of Moses and Aaron and the Taber-
nacle, guarded, perhaps, by a troop of armed
men, going about in circuit continually to
visit the different scattered knots of families.

But, at all events, they were all, according
to the story, assembled together under Mount
Sinai, in one of the most desolate parts of the
whole peninsula ; and they continued there for

nearly twelve months, and had their flocks

there, since at the end of that time they kept
the second Passover, N.ix. 5.

Doubtless, they may be supposed to have
derived some support from the slaughter of
their flocks and herds. The question is, how
were the flocks and herds themselves sup-
ported ?

(iv) Something, too, might be elicited from
the undoubted fact, that a population nearly,
if not quite, equal to the whole permanent
population of the peninsula, does actually pass 1

through the desert, in the caravan of the five

thousand African pilgrims on their way to
Mecca.'
Ans. But the population, which we are now

considering, was two millions, not five thou-
sand.
And these two millions of all ages had been

driven out of Egypt in haste, and
' had no'

prepared for themselves any victual,' and had
no means of carrying food, if they had had it.

Whereas the Mecca caravan will, no doubt,
have made all due preparation for the journey
long beforehand, and will carry with it, we
must suppose, ample store of provisions on the
backs of its camels.

Again, the two millions remain twelve
months at a time in one most desolate spot,
and wander forty years in the dry and weary-
land. Whereas the caravan merely passes
through in a few days at the most.

Lastly, the Israelites had, according to the

story, vast multitudes of cattle, which had to
be sustained in the desert without miraculous

help. But the caravan has no flocks or herds,
and travels with camels, which can go for
weeks without water.

(v)
'

But, among these considerations, it is

important to observe what indications there

may be of the mountains of Sinai having ever
been able to furnish greater resources than at

present. These indications are well summed
up by Kitter.'
Ans. Whatever they may be, they cannot

do away with the plain language of the Bible

already quoted, which shows that the general
character of the desert was as desolate and
barren then as now.

(vi)
' There is no doubt that the vegetation

of the wadys has considerably decreased. In
part, this would be an inevitable effect of the
violence of the winter-torrents. The trunks
of palm-trees washed up on the shore of the
Dead Sea, from which the living tree has now
for many centuries disappeared, show what
mayhavebeen the devastation produced among
these mountains, where the floods, especially
in earlier times, must have been violent to a
degree unknown in Palestine ; whilst the

peculiar cause, the impregnation of salt,
which has preserved the vestiges of the older

vegetation there, has here, of course, no exist-
ence. The traces of such destruction were
pointed out to Burckhardt on the eastern
side of Mount Sinai, as having occurred within
half a century before his visit ; also to Well-
STED, as having occurred near Tur in 1832.'

Ans. That palm-trees are found, washed up
on the shores of the Dead Sea, into which
they found their way, no doubt, from the river

Jordan, gives surely no shadow of ground for

believing that such trees, or any other, grew
in the wilderness of Sinai. Dean STANLEY
himself writes of the Dead Sea, p.29S,

' Strewn along its desolate margin, lie the
most striking memorials of this last conflict

of life and death, trunks and branches of
trees, torn down from the thickets of the river-

jungle by the violence of the Jordan, thrust
out into the sea, and thrown up again by its

waves.'
It does not appear ichy the floods are sup-

posed to have been more violent in earlier
times than now. But, supposing that they
were, and much more violent than in Pales-
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tine, and that Btjuckhardt and Wellsted
saw the traces of the devastation caused by
them, it is notorious that the flood of one

year, by the deposit which it leaves, rather
assists than otherwise the vegetation of the
nest year. A few trees may be washed away ;

but the general verdure, which concerns most
the present question of the cattle, would be

promoted by a heavy fall of rain.

(vii)
' In fact, the same result has followed

from the reckless waste of the Bedouin tribes

reckless in destroying, and careless in re-

plenishing. A fire, a pipe, lit under a grove
of desert trees, may clear away the vegetation
of a whole valley. . . . Again, it is mentioned

by Kuppell, that the acacia trees have been
of late years ruthlessly destroyed by the
Bedouins for the sake of charcoal

; especially
since they have been compelled by the Pasha
of Egypt to pay a tribute in charcoal, for an
assault committed on the Mecca caravan in
the year 1823. Charcoal is, in fact, the chief

perhaps, it might be said, the only traffic

of the peninsula. Camels are constantly met,
loaded with this wood, on the way between
Cairo and Suez. And, as this probably has been
carried on to a great degree by the monks of

the convent, it may account for the fact, that,
whereas in the valleys of the eastern clusters

this tree abounds more or less, yet in the
central cluster itself, to which modern tradi-
tion certainly, and geographical considera-
tions probably, point as the mountain of the
'

burning thorn,' and the scene of the building
of the Ark and all the utensils of the Taber-

nacle, from this very icood, there is now not a

single acacia to be seen.'

Ans. It is possible that the Ark may have
been made of the wood of this acacia, of
which the Hebrews may have found a few
trees in the desert. But it is certainly a very
noticeable fact, that ' not a single acacia' is

now to be seen in the very region, where, ac-

cording to the story, not merely the Ark, with
the vessels of the Tabernacle, but the Taber-
nacle itself, was built, with its forty-eight
boards of shittim (acacia) wood, each 10
cubits by H cubit, that is, 1SJ ft. long by 2J
ft. broad, E.xxxvi.20 30. It may be doubted
if the 'probable' labours of the monks, in

burning charcoal during late years, are enough
to account for such a complete disappearance
of the tree. In Katal, trees of this kind are
cut down for firewood ; and, by wasteful
or excessive cutting, a piece of good bush-
land may be stripped of all the trees, ichich

are fitfor such a purpose. But there will still

remain a multitude of young trees and small

saplings, which have sprung up from the seed

shed by the old ones, and have not been cut
down, because utterly useless as firewood.

Besides, the destruction of trees would not
affect directly the growth of grass, on which
the flocks and herds depended in the case of

the Israelites, however (as Dean Stanley
suggests in the next passage) it might, perhaps,
affect it indirectly, but surely to a very slight
and almost inappreciable degree, by diminish-

ing the quantity of moisture attracted to the
land.

(viii)
' If this be so, the greater abundance

of vegetation would, as is well-known, have
furnished a greater abundance of water ; and
this again would react on the vegetation,

from which the means of subsistence would
be procured.'

Ans. The general answer to the above is,

that the Bible speaks of the desert in exactly
the same terms as those, which would even
now be used to describe it. Especially, the

extreme scarcity of water is expressly noticed.

It is plain, therefore, that the removal of a few
acacias has not materially changed the face

and character of the country.
(ix)

' How much may be done by a careful

use of such water and such soil as the desert

supplies, may be seen by the only two spots,
to which, now, a diligent and provident at-

tention is paid, namely the gardens at the

Wells of Moses, under the care of the French
and English agents from Suez, and the gardens
in the valleys of Jebel Musa, under the care of

the Greek monks of the convent of St. Cathe-
rine. Even so late as the seventeenth century,
if we may trust the expression of Moncoxys,
the Wady-er-Rahah, in front of the convent,
now entirely bare, was a vast green plain,
une grande champagne verte.'

And so writes Shaw, Travels to the Holy
Land, ch.ii :

'

Tlwugh nothing that can be properly called

soil is to be found in these parts of Arabia,
these monks have, in a long process of time

(N.B.) covered over, with dung and the

sweepings of their convent, near four acres

of these naked rocks, which produce as good
cabbages, salads, roots, and all kinds of pot-

herbs, as any soil and climate whatsoever.

They have likewise raised apple, pear, plum,
almond, and olive trees, not only in great

numbers, but also of excellent kinds. Their

grasses also are not inferior, either in size or

flavour, to any whatsoever. Thus this little

garden demonstrates how far an indefatigable

industry may prevail over nature.'

Ans. But "the fact, that, in a few favoured

spots, by great care and industry, and in a

long process of time,
'
little gardens

'

like this

have been raised, is no proof that in the

peninsula generally, for forty years, and
in particular at the foot of Sinai, for

twelve months together, at a moment's notice,

such an immense body of cattle could have
been provided with the food and water they
required. The expression of Moxcoxys,

'
if

we may trust it,' may have reference to the
' thin transparent coating of vegetation,' of

which Stajsxey himself speaks (75). But,
whatever it may mean, the desert was then, as

it is now, a '

great and terrible wilderness,' a
' land of drought and of the shadow of death.'

(x)
' And that there was, in ancient times, a

greater population than at present, which
would again, by thus furnishing heads and
hands to consider and to cultivate these spots
of vegetation, tend to increase and preserve

them, may be inferred from several indica-

tions.
' The Amalekites, who contested the passage

of the desert with Israel, were if we may
draw an inference from this very fact, as well

as from their wide-spread name and power,
even to the time of Saul and David, and from
the allusion to them in Balaam's prophecy, as
' the first of the nations,' something more
than a mere handful of Bedouins.'

Ans. If the Pentateuch be mainly unhis-

torical, we can take no account of the power
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of the Amalekites, as described in it. In the

story of Saul's dealing with them, lS.xv, and
David's, IS.xxx, there is nothing to show that

they were any other than a powerful Arab
tribe, between which and Israel there was a

deadly feud.

Besides, did the Amalekites live in the desert

of Sinai? On the contrary, we have the

express statement of the Prophet, that it was
' a land that no man passed through, and
where no man dwelt,' Jer.ii.6.

(xi)
' The Egyptian copper-mines, and

monuments, and hieroglyphics, in Surabit-
cl-Khadim and the Wady Mughareh, imply a

degree of intercourse between Egypt and the

peninsula in the earliest days of Egypt, of

which all other traces have long ceased.'

Ans. This does not help to prove in any way
that two millions of people, with their two
millions of sheep and oxen, could have lived
under Sinai for twelve months, and could
have been maintained for forty years in a

country, which was then described as ' a
desert land, a waste howling wilderness.'

Supplies of corn were, no doubt, forwarded

regularly by the king of Egypt, for his work-
men

;
and they had no vast flocks and herds

that we know of.

(xii)
' The ruined city of Edom, in the

mountains east of the Arabah, and the re-

mains and history of Petra itself, indicate a
traffic and a population in these remote
regions, which now seem to us almost incon-
ceivable.'

Ans. Dean Stanley himself writes,^. 87 :

' The first thing that struck me, in turning
out of the Arabah, up the defiles that lead to

Petra, was that we had suddenly left the desert.

Instead of the absolute nakedness of the
Sinaitic valleys, we found ourselves walking
on grass, sprinkled with flowers, and the
level platforms on each side were filled with
sprouting corn. And this continues through
the whole descent to Petra, and in Petra
itself.'

He elsewhere describes Petra, p.M, as ' an
oasis of vegetation in the desert hills.'

There was a reason, therefore, for Petra

maintaining a certain amount of population
in former days, as it might do now, which
does not exist for the valleys of Sinai. But,
even then, Petra had no population to support
like that of Israel, and no such multitudinous
flocks and herds.

(xiii)
' And even much later times, extend-

ing to the sixth and seventh centuries of our
era, exhibit signs both of movements and
habitations, which have long ago ceased, such
as the writings of Christian pilgrims on the

rocks, whether in the Sinaitic character, in

Greek, or in Arabic, as well as the numerous
remains of cells, gardens, chapels, and
churches, now deserted and ruined, both in
the neighbourhood of Jebel Musa and
Serbal.'

Ans. But the fact of a few thousand pil-

grims paying a passing visit to such places,

bringing, probably, supplies of food with
them, or of a number of monks and hermits

contriving to live in the neighbourhood of
one or two favoured spots, avails little to
show how Israel could have lived under Sinai
itself for so many months together, with
such immense flocks and herds, or how

they could have marched to and fro in the

peninsula, from station to station, journeying
'by day or by night, when the cloud was
taken up,' and abiding in their tents,

' whe-
ther it were two days, or a month, or a
year,' when the cloud rested, N.ix. 18-23,
but finding all along the necessary supplies of

food, and wood, and water, for themselves
and their cattle. The pilgrims and hermits
needed only to find their own scanty fare :

they had no flocks and herds as the Israelites.

Dean Stanley adds in conclusion,
' It

must be confessed that none of these changes
solve the difficulty, though they may mitigate
its force. But they, at least, help to meet it :

and they must under any circumstances be
borne in mind, to modify the image, which
we form to ourselves, of what must have
always been as it is even thus early de-.
scribed to be ' a great and terrible wilder-
ness.'

77. I have the more closely examined
and carefully weighed the above argu-

ments, because we may be certain that,

by so able and earnest an advocate,

every thing has been said, that well

could be said, to make it in any way
credible, that the means of support
could have been found for so large a

body of cattle in the peninsula of Sinai,

without a special miracle, of which the

Bible says nothing. The reader will

be able to judge for himself to what
these arguments really amount, even

when most fully and favourably stated.

78. But it may be well now to quote
one or two passages from other writers,

which yet more plainly develope the

absolute barrenness of this wild and
desolate region, as it now appears, and

as, we have every ground from the

Bible itself to believe, it must then

have appeared also.

In winter, when the whole of the upper
Sinai is deeply covered with snow, and many of
the passes are choked up, the mountains of

Moses and Saint Catherine are often inac-

cessible. Mr. Fazakerly, who ascended
them in the month of February, found a

great deal of snow, and the ascent was severe.
' It is difficult,' he says,

' to imagine a scene
more desolate and terrific, than that which is

discovered from the summit of Sinai. A
haze limited the prospect, and, except a

glimpse of the sea in one direction, nothing
was within sight but snow, huge peaks, and
crags of naked granite.' Of the view from
Mount Saint Catherine, he says, 'The view
from hence is of the same kind, only much
more extensive than from the top of Sinai.

It commands the two gulfs of Akaba and
Suez ;

the island of Tiran and the village of
Tur were pointed out to us ; Sinai was far

below us ; all the rest, wherever the eye could

reach, was a vast wilderness, and a confusion

of granite mountains and valleys destitute of
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verdure.' Conder's Modern Traveller, Arabia,

p.159,160.

79. We have here another question

raised, which is not generally taken

into consideration at all. The Israel-

ites, according to the story, were under
Sinai for nearly twelve months together,
and they kept the second Passover

under the mountain before they left it,

N.ix.l. As this was in the first month
of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, corre-

sponding to the latter part of March
and beginning of April, they must
have passed the whole of the winter

months under Sinai, and must have

found it bitterly cold.

In the mountainous districts it is very cold

in the winter nights. Sometimes the water
in the garden of the monastery at Saint
Catherine freezes even in February. And, on
the contrary, in the summer months, the sun

pours down his rays burning hot from
heaven, and in reflection from the naked

rocky precipices, into the sandy valleys.

Ruppell, quoted in Hengstenberg's Ba-
laam, Clark's Theol. Library, p.338.

80. Where, then, amidst the scanty

vegetation of the neighbourhood, where
at the present time there seems not to

grow a single tree fit for firewood,
and there is no reason to suppose that

it was ever otherwise, did the Israel-

ites obtain supplies of fuel, not only for

the daily cooking necessities of a

population like that of London, but

also for relief against the piercing cold

of the winter season, or when, as

Josephus says, Ant.llY.xiiA, 'the wea-
ther was inclined to snow '

? And
the cattle, unless supplied with arti-

ficial food must they not also have

perished in multitudes from cold and
starvation under such circumstances?

We find this to be the case even in the

fertile colony of Natal, where in some
winter seasons they die from these

joint causes in great numbers, when
the grass, though abundant, is dried

up, and the cold happens to be more
severe than usual, though not severe

enough for ice and snow, except in the

higher districts, and then only for

a month or six weeks in the year.
81. If the last quotations describe

the state of things in the depth of

winter, the following, (in addition to

the words of Ruppell, above quoted,)
will convey some idea of the general

aspect of the country in the height of

the summer season. It would seem
that travellers generally choose the
most favourable season of the year for

visiting these desert regions. We must
make due allowance for this fact also,

in considering even their accounts of

the desolate barrenness of the whole

district, with reference to the story told

in the Pentateuch.
Btjrckhardt visited Um Shaumer, the

loftiest mountain in the peninsula, and
writes of the scene as follows. ' The devas-
tations of torrents are everywhere visible, the
sides of the mountains being rent by them in
numberless directions. The surface of the

sharp rocks is blackened by the sun
; all ve-

getation is dry and withered ; and the whole
scene presents nothing but utter desolation
and hopeless barrenness.' Conder's Arabia,
p.199.
He afterwards travelled from the neigh-

bourhood of Sinai eastward, across the pe-
ninsula, to the gulf of Akaba. But, he says,
' the barrenness of this district exceeded any-
thing we had yet witnessed, except some parts
of the desert of El Tih [that is, the desert of

Sinai]. The Nubian valleys might be called

pleasure-grounds in comparison. Not the
smallest green leaf could be discovered. And
the thorny mimosa, which retains its verdure
in the tropical deserts of Nubia with very
little supplies of moisture, was here entirely
withered, and so dry that it caught fire from
the lighted ashes which fell from our pipes as
we passed.' Jbid.p.204.

Burckhardt also says, Syria, p.
560:

I believe that the population of the entire

peninsula does not exceed 4,000 souls. In
years of dearth, even this small number is

sometimes at a loss to find pasturage for
their cattle. . . . Their herds are scanty, and
they have few camels.

82. As to the little spots of greater
luxuriance, which are found here and
there in the Sinaitic peninsula, the

above traveller says of one of them,
It affords good pasturage in spring, but has

no water, and is therefore little frequented by
the Bedouins;

and of another,

I was told that very good water is found
at about two miles to the east of this valley;

and of a third,

The owners seldom visit this place, except
in the date-harvest.

What provision would such as these

afford for the vast herds and flocks of
the Israelites, in the drought of summer,
or in the cold winter season ?

83. But, indeed, we may form some
idea of their character, and of the fitness

of any one of them to sustain even for a
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tingle day such a vast multitude of

cattle, from the following description

by Bubgkhardt of Wady Kyd,
' one

of the most noted date-valleys of the

Sinai Arabs.' This valley he entered,
and pursued its windings, till he came
in an hour's time to a small rivulet,

two feet across and six inches in

depth,
' which is lost immediately below

in the sands of the Wady.'
It drips down a granite rock, which blocks

up the valley, there only twenty paces broad,
and forms at the foot of the rock a small

pond, overshadowed by trees, with fine ver-
dure on its banks. The rocks, which over-

hang it on both sides, almost meet, and give
to the whole the appearance of a grotto, most
delightful to the traveller, after passing
through these dreary valleys. . . . Beyond it

we continued in the same narrow valley, along
the rivulet, amidst groves of date, nebek, and
some tamarisk trees, until [in half an hour]
we reached the source of the rivulet. The
contrast of its deep verdure with the glaring
rocks, by which it is closely hemmed in, is

very striking, and shows that, wherever water
passes in these districts, however barren the

ground, vegetation is invariably found
Beyond the spot, where the rivulet oozes out
of the ground, vegetation ceases, and the valley
widens. . . . Notwithstanding its verdure,
however, Wady Kyd is an uncomfortable
halting-place, on account of the great number
of gnats and ticks, with which it is infested.

Ibid.p.21S.

84. Bearing in mind that two millions

of sheep and oxen, allowing a space of

three feet by two feet as standing
ground for each, would require, when

packed together as closely as in a pen
in a cattle-market, nearly 300 acres of

land, it seems idle to expend more
time in discussing the question, whether

these, or a much smaller number, could

have been supported in the wilderness

by the help of such wadies as these,
which a hundred oxen would have

trampled down into mud in an hour.

CHAPTER IX.
the land of canaan : the number of

firstborns.
85. The Land of Canaan.

' / will send my fear before thee, and will

destroy all the people to wlwm thou shalt come,
and I will make all thine enemies turn their

backs unto thee. And I will send hornets before
thee, which shall drive out the Hivite, the Ca-

naanite, and the Hittite, from before thee. I
will not drive them out from before thee in one

year, lest the land become desolate, and the beast

of the field multiply against thee. By little and
little I will drive them outfrom before thee, until
thou be increased and inherit the land,' J3.

xxiii.28-30.

The whole land, which was divided

among the tribes in the time of Joshua,

including the countries beyond the

Jordan, was in extent about 11,000

square miles, or 7,000,000 acres.

(Kitto's Gcogr. of the Holy Land,

Knight's series, p.7.) And, according
to the story, this was occupied by
more than two millions of people.

86. Now the following is the extent of

the three English agricultural counties

of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, with the

population according to the census of

1851:
Acres. Pop. in 1851.

Norfolk contains. 1,354,301 . . 442,714
Suffolk .... 947,681 . . 337,215
Essex 1,060,549 . . 369,318

3,362,531 1,149,247

By doubling the above results, we
find that these counties of England
were, at that time, about as thickly

peopled as the land of Canaan would
have been with its population of Is-

raelites only, without reckoning the

aboriginal Canaanites, who already
filled the land. And surely it cannot be
said that these three Eastern Counties,
with their flourishing towns and in-

numerable villages, are in any danger
of lying 'desolate,' with the beasts of

the field multiplying against the human
inhabitants.

87. But, perhaps, a still better com-

parison may be instituted with a coun-

try, which resembles in many respects,
in its natural features and other cir-

cumstances, the state of Canaan in

those early days. The colony of Natal
has an extent of 18,000 square miles,
and a population, white and black in-

cluded, probably not exceeding 200,000
altogether. This population is, of

course, very scanty, and the land will

allow of a much larger one. Yet the
human inhabitants are perfectly weil

able to maintain their ground against
the beasts of the field. And, in fact, the

lions, elephauts, rhinoceroses, and hip-

popotami, which once abounded in the

country, have long ago disappeared.

Leopards, wild boars, hysenas, and

jackals are killed occasionally in the
bush. But many a white man may have
lived for years in the colony, as I have
done, and travelled about in all parts of
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it, without seeing or hearing one. But
the population of the land of Canaan,

(2,000,000 inhabitants within less than

12,000 square miles, equivalent to

3,000,000 within 18,000 square miles,)
would have been fifteen times as thick

as that of Natal, (200,000 within

18,000 square miles,) and this, with-

out reckoning the old inhabitants,' seven

nations, greater and mightier, than,
Israel itself, D.iv.38,vii.l,ix.l,xi.23.

88. The Number of First-borns.
' All the first-born males, from a month old,

and upwards, of those that were numbered, were

22,273.' N.iii.43.

Let us see what this statement im-

plies, when treated as a simple matter
of fact. For this purpose I quote the

words of Dr. Kurtz, who strenuously
maintains the traditionary view of the

strict historical veracity of the Penta-

teuch.

If there were 600,000 males of twenty years
and upwards, the whole number of males

may be reckoned at 900,000, [he elsewhere
reckons 1,000,000,} in which case there would
be only one first born to forty-two [forty-four]
males. In other words, the number of boys
in every family must have been on the

average forty-two. Hist, of the Old Covenant,

iii#.209.

This will be seen at once if we con-

sider that the rest of the 900,000 males
were not first-borns, and. therefore,

each of these must have nad one or

other of the 22,273 as the first-born

of his own family, except, of course,

any cases where the first-born of any
family was a daughter, or was dead, of

which we shall speak presently.
89. And these were not the first-born

on the father's side, as Michaelis sup-

poses, so that a man might have many
wives and many children, but only one

first-born, as was the case with Jacob
himself. They are expressly stated to

have been the first-born on the mother's

6ide
'

all the first-born that openeth
the matrix,' N.iii.12. So that, ac-

cording to the story in the Pentateuch,

every mother of Israel must have had
on the average forty-two sons!

90. How then is this difficulty to be

explained ? Kurtz says :

' We must enquire whether there are no
other means (than that suggested by Mi-
chaelis, which the Scripture will not allow,
as Kurtz admits, ) of explaining the fact,

that, on an average, there was only one first-
born to forty-two males.'

And Kurtz is bold enough to say,
' There are plenty ;

' and proceeds to
state them as follows.

(i) 'The first is the rarity of polygamy,
which lessened the proportion of the first-
born.'

Ans. Kurtz means to say that, if poly-
gamy had prevailed among them, the diffi-

culty would have been enormously increased,
and, as he says himself, 'rendered perfectly
colossal.' For, in that case, if a man had had
four wives, and had had children by each of

them, he must have had on the average forty-
two sons by each. So, then, the rarity of

polygamy, (which, indeed, Kurtz assumes
without proof,) does not at all help to lessen

the difficulty already existing in the in-
credible statement, that every mother in
Israel had, on the average, forty-two male
children.

(ii)
' A second is the large number of chil-

dren to whom the Israelitish mothers gave
birth.'

Ans. This, again, is assumed without
proof, or, rather, directly in the face of
all the facts which are given us, by which to

judge of the size of the Hebrew families. We
have no reason whatever to suppose, from the
data which we find in the Pentateuch, that
the mothers of Israel were prolific in any un-
usual degree. We read of one, two, three,
&c. sons, just as in ordinary families, occa-

sionally of six or seven, once of ten, G.xlvi.

21, but not of an average of ten, or fifteen, or
twenty. The average in G.xlvi is Jive sons,
and in E.vi it is three. And, as regards
daughters, all the indications are against their

being as numerous even as the sons. Jacob
had only one daughter, G.xlvi.15

; Asher had
only one, G.xlvi.17 ; Amram had only one, N.
xxvi.59 ; Zelophehad had five, but no sons, N.
xxvi. 33.

(iii)
'

Thirdly, the constantly recurring ex-

pression, 'Every first-born that openeth the
womb,' warrants the conclusion, that the
first-born of the father was not reckoned,
unless he was also the first-born of the
mother.'
Ans. This would only apply to a very small

number of cases, where a man had married a
woman, who had borne children before he
married her, and who had, therefore, been a
widow or a harlot.

But, in point of fact, it does not affect the

present question at all. The woman's first-

born will still have been numbered, whoever
the father was. And the result is, as before,
that there are reckoned only 22,273 first-borr.

sons of all the mothers of Israel, after one or
other of whom the other males must all be
ranged in their respective families, (except,
as before, cases, -where the first-born of a
family was either a female or was dead,) so
that each mother must have had on the
average forty-two sons.

(iv)
'

Fourthly, it leads also to the still more
important assumption, that, if the first-born
was a daughter, any son, that would be born
afterwards, would not be reckoned at all

among the first-borns. Now statistical tables
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really of any use whatever for that

purpose. There is, indeed, one point,

show that the first-born is more frequently a

female than a male.'

Ans. But in the case of the Hebrews, accor-

ding to the story in the Pentateuch, (what-

ever may be the case generally,) the first-born

was much more frequently a male than a

female. We have the instances of Abraham,
and Isaac, and Jacob, and Jacob's twelve

sons, (except Asher who had a daughter

before going into Egypt, and she may have

been his first-born child,) in each of winch

the first-born was a male. Amram's first-

born, indeed, was a daughter, and Zelophehad

had only daughters. As far, however, as we
have any data to guide us, we should be jus-

tified in assuming that the number of the first-

born malesfar exceeded that of the females.

But let us suppose that they were even equal

in number, that, in short, besides the 22,273

first-born males, there were also 22,273 first-

born females. This, however, will not by

any means get rid of, or at all diminish, the

essential difficulty of the question now before

us : it will only change the form of it. For,

having now brought in the idea of the

daughters, we must remember that, if there

were 900,000 [1,000,000] males, there must
have been about as many females. And

44,546 first-born children among a population
of 1,800,000, would imply that each mother

had, on the average, forty-two children, as

before, but twenty-one sons and twenty-one

daughters.
(v)

'

Lastly, such of the first-born, as were

themselves heads of families, were not reck-

oned at all as first-born, who had to be re-

deemed, but only their sons.'

Ans. This is a pure assumption, and un-

warranted by anything that is found in the

Scripture. The command in N.iii.40 is this,
' Number all the first-born of the males, from
a month old and upward.' Hence, says

Kubtz, very justly, 'if there had been any
age, beyond which the numbering was not to

go, [or, we may add, any class of persons,
such as heads of families, who were to be ex-

cepted from it.] it would undoubtedly have
been mentioned here. But there is nothing
of the kind.'

Have we any reason to suppose that the first-

born son of an Egyptian was exempt from

death, because he was the head of a family?
He was the first-born to his father, and there-

lore died, according to the story in Exodus,
from the first-born of Pharaoh that sat on

his throne, unto the first-born of the captive
that was in the dungeon,' so that ' there was
not a house where there was not one dead.'

E.xii.29,30.

Besides, there is one fact, which seems

by itself to imply that the 22,273 first-borns

were intended to include all the first-born

males of all ages, whether married men and
heads of families or not, viz. this, that the

22,000 male Levites, of all ages and conditions,
from a month old and upward,' whether
heads of families or not, were substituted for

22,000 of the first-borns 'from a month old

and upward,' the remaining 273 first-borns

being redeemed with money, N.iii.39,45,46.

91. Thus not one of Kurtz's 'many
ways' of relieving this difficulty is

though he has not noticed it, which

might help slightly to diminish it. In

some families the first-born may have

died before the numbering ; some, too,

who were born about the time of the

birth of Moses, may have been killed

by the order of Pharaoh. And, if all

those, who may have thus died, be

reckoned with the 22,273, the propor-
tion of the remaining males, to be

placed under each of the first-born,

will be somewhat altered. Still, we
cannot suppose any unusual mortality
of this kind, without checking, in the

same degree, the increase of the people.
Let us, however, reckon that one out

of four first-borns died, so that instead

of 44,546 first-borns, male and female,

there would have been, if all had

lived, about 60,000. But even this

number of first-borns, for a population
of 1,800,000, would imply that each

mother had on the average thirty chil-

dren, fifteen sons and fifteen daughters.
Besides which, the number of mothers

must have been the same as that of

the first-horns, male and female, in-

cluding also any that had died. Hence

there would have been only 60,000

child-bearing women to 600,000 men,
so that only about one man in ten had

a wife or children !

92. By this time, surely, great doubt

must have arisen, in the minds of most

readers, as to the historical veracity of

some considerable portions of the Pen-

tateuch. That doubt, I believe, will

be confirmed into certainty, when it is

seen to follow, as a direct consequence
from the data of the Pentateuch itself,

that there could not have been any
such population as this, to come out of

Egypt, in other words, that the chil-

dren of Israel, at the time of the

Exodus, if only we attend carefully to

the distinct statements of the narra-

tive, could not possibly have amounted

to two millions, that, in fact, the

whole body of warriors could not have

been two thousand.

In order, however, to show this more

clearly, we must first premise a few

considerations, which are set forth in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTER X.

the sojourning in egypt, and the
exodus in the fourth generation.

93. The Sojourning in Egypt.
' Now the sojourning of the children of Israel,

who dwelt in Egypt, wasfour hundred and thirty

years' E.xii.40.

The question, which we have here to

consider, is this, To what 'sojourning'
do the above words refer? Do they
refer to that of Jacob and his descen-
dants in the land of Egypt only, or to

the entire sojourning of them and their

forefathers, Abraham and Isaac,
' in a

strange land,' both in Canaan and

Egypt, from the time when the promise
of old was given to Abraham, and he
'

sojourned in the land of promise, as
in a strange country,' Heb.xi.9 ?

94. The verse above quoted, as it

6tands in theE. V., does not decide the

question. But there is evidently some-

thing unusual and awkward in the man-
ner, in which the phrase,

' who dwelt in

Egypt,' enters into the above passage.
And, in fact, the original words would
be more naturally translated, (as in the

Vulgate, Chald., Syr., and Arab. Ver-

sions,)
'the sojourning of the children of Israel,

which they sojourned in Egypt,'

but for the serious difficulties which
would thus arise.

95. In the first place, St. Paul, re-

ferring to 'the covenant, that was
confirmed before of God' unto Abra-
ham, says,
'The Law, which was four hundred and

thirty years after, cannot disannul it.' Gal.
iii.17.

It is plain, then, that St. Paul in this

passage dates the beginning of the four
hundred and thirty years, not from the

going down into Egypt, but from the
time of the promise made to Abraham.

_

96. Again, in E.vi.16-20, we have

given the genealogy of Moses and
Aaron, as follows :

' These are the names of the sons of Levi,
according to their generations, Gershon, and
Kohath, and Merari. And the years oj the life

of Levi were a hundred thirty and seven years.'
' And the sons of Kohath, Amram, and Izhar,

and Hebron, and Uzziel. And the years of the

life of Kohath were a hundred thirty and three
years.'
'And Amram tookMm Jochebed,his father's

sister, to wife ; and she bare him Aaron and
Moses. And the years of the life of Amram
were a hundred thirty anil seven years.'

Now supposing that Kohath was

only an infant, when brought down
by his father to Egypt with Jacob,
G.xlvi.ll, and that he begat Amram
at the very end of his life, when 133

years old, and that Amram, in like

manner, begat Moses, when he was
137 years old, still these two numbers
added to 80 years, the age of Moses
at the time of -the Exodus, E.vii.7,

would only amount to 350 years, instead

of 430.

97. Once more, it is stated in the

above passage, that 'Amram took him
Jochebed, his father's sister,' Kohath's

sister, and therefore, Levi's daughter,
' to wife.' And so also we read,

' The name of Amram's wife was Jochebed,
the daughter of Levi, whom (her mother) bare to

him in Egypt.' N.xxvi.59.

Now Levi was one year older than

Judah, and was, therefore, 43 years
old (18), when he went down with
Jacob into Egypt ;

and we are told

above that he was 137 years old, when
he died. Levi, therefore, must have

lived, according to the story, 94 years
in Egypt. Making here again the

extreme supposition of his begetting
Jochebed in the last year of his life,

she may have been an infant 94 years
after the migration of Jacob and his

sons into Egypt. Hence it follows

that, if the sojourn in Egypt was 430

years, Moses, who was 80 years old at

the time of the Exodus, must have been
born 350 years after the migration into

Egypt, when his mother, even on the

above extravagant supposition, would
have been at the very least 256 years
old!

98. It is plain, then, that the 430years
are meant, as St. Paul understood, to

be reckoned from the time of the call

of Abraham, when he yet lived in the
land of Haran. Thus, reckoning 25

years from his leaving Haran, G.xii.4,

to the birth of Isaac, xxi.5, 60 years to

the birth of Jacob, xxv.26, 130 years
to the migration into Egypt, xlvii.9,

we have 215 years of sojourning in the

land of Canaan, leaving just the same

length of time, 215 years, for the sojourn
in the land oj Egypt.

D 2
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We conclude, therefore, that the

translation in the English Bible of

E.xii.40, however awkwardly it reads,

is correct as it stands, if the Hebrew

words themselves are correct, as they

appear in all manuscript and printed

copies of the Pentateuch.

99. The Septuagint and Samaritan

Versions, however, insert a few words,

which are either a gloss to make the

meaning of the passage more plain, or

else are a translation of words, which

existed in those copies of the Hebrew

Bible, that were used for those Ver-

sions, though they are not found in our

own. The Vatican copy of the Septua-

gint renders the passage thus :

The sojourning of the children of Israel,

which they sojourned in Egypt and in the land

of Canaan, was 430 years.'

The Alexandrian has,
' The sojourning of the children of Israel,

which they and their fathers sojourned in Egypt
and in the land of Canaan, was 430 years.'

The Samaritan has,
' The sojourning of the children of Israel

and of their fathers, which they sojourned in

the land of Canaan and in the land of Egypt,
was 430 years.'

In fact, during all those 430 years,

Abraham and his seed were, according

to the story, sojourning as strangers
' in the land of promise as in a strange

land,' in a land which ' was not their

own,' but for the present
' the posses-

sion of the Gentiles.'

100. And this agrees also substan-

tially with the promise in G.xv.13-16,

which is quoted by Stephen, Acts vii.6 :

' Know of a surety that thy seed shall be a

stranger, in a land that is not theirs, and shall

serve them, and they shall afflict them, four
hundred years. And also that nation, whom
they shall serve, will I judge ;

and afterwards

they shall come out with great substance.

And thou shalt go to thy fathers in peace ;

thou shalt be buried in a good old age. But
m the fourth generation they shall come hither

again ; for the iniquity of the Amorites is not

yet full."

At first sight, indeed, it would seem

from the above that Abraham's de-

scendants were to be afflicted for 400

years, in one land, such as Egypt, by
one nation. But it is certain that they
were not afflicted, according to the

6tory, during all the time of their so-

journ in Egypt. And hence it appears
that the time here specified, 400 years,

is meant to refer to the time during

which the ' Seed of Abraham '

should

be sojourners in a strange land, rather

than to the oppression, which they
were to suffer during some part of that

sojourning. They lived as 'pilgrims
and strangers

'

in the land of Canaan ;

and they were at times, no doubt,

much more uncomfortable among the

people of that land,G.xxvi.l5-21,xxxiv,
than they were in Egypt during the

seventy years while Joseph yet lived

(103), and, we may suppose, for some

time after his death.

We believe, then, that the 400 years
in the above passage are meant to date

from the birth of Isaac, 'Abraham's

seed,' from which to the Exodus there

may be reckoned, as in (98), 405, or,

in round numbers, 400, years.

101. The Exodus in the Fourth
Generation.

Again when it is said, G.xv.16, 'in

the fourth generation they shall come
hither again,' this seems to mean 'in

the fourth generation,' reckoning from

the time when they should leave the

land of Canaan, and go down into

Egypt. Thus we find Moses and Aaron

in the fourth generation from the mi-

gration, viz.

Jacob begat Levi,

Levi begat Kohath,
Kohath begat Amram,
Amram begat Aaron.

Or, as Jacob was so aged at the time

of his descent into Egypt, and Moses

and Aaron also, at the time of the

Exodus, were advanced in life beyond
the military age, we may reckon from

those, as Levi, who went down into

Egypt in the prime of life; and then

the generation of Joshua, Eleazar, &c,
in the prime of life, will be the fourth

generation.
102. Accordingly, if we examine the

different genealogiesof remarkable men,

which are given in various places of

the Pentateuch, we shall find that, as a

rule, the contemporaries of Moses and

Aaron are descendants in the third,

and those of Joshua and Eleazar in

the fourth, generation, from some one

of the sons, or adult grandsons, of

Jacob, who went down with him into

Egypt. Thus we have :
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then married again, and had a son, Beriah,
Who was the ancestor of Joshua !

Kjtto remarks upon this point, Hist, of
the Jews,p.l46 :

'It is impossible that Ephraim should have
been then alive to mourn over the seventh gene-
ration of his descendants. Read ' Zabad '

for
'

Ephraim,' and all becomes intelligible.'
This is, of course, mere conjecture, and it

does not by any means dispose of the difficulty :

for, by this correction, as a little consideration
will show, Joshua will be made a descendant
in the seventeenth generation from Joseph, to
associate with Eleazarin the fourth generation
from Levi.

Bertheau suggests that the whole passage
in v.20, 'and Bered his son, and Tahath his
son, and Eladah his son,' may be parenthetical,
carrying on the line of the first Shuthelah, so

that, omitting this parenthesis, the words
would run,

' and the sons of Ephraim Shu-
thelah, and Ezer, and Elead,' &c, in which
case Ezer and Elead, for whom Ephraim
'mourned,' would be the sons of Ephraim,
cider brothers of Beriah, and younger brothers
of the first Shuthelah, instead of the second.
But why is not this important son of Ephraim,
Beriah, the ancestor of so illustrious a per-
son as Joshua, mentioned in the list of the
sons of Ephraim which is given in the Penta-
teuch itself, N.xxvi.35 ?

108. Upon the whole we are justified
in dismissing this statement in the book
of Chronicles, about the genealogy of

Joshua, as in its present form uncer-
tain or erroneous, and as being of no

consequence at all in reference to the

question before us, since it is found in

a book written more than a thousand

years 'after the time of the Exodus,
and it stands alone even in that book,

directly at variance with so many tes-

timonies from the Pentateuch and from
the book of Chronicles itself, all tending
to a different conclusion.

109. We believe, then, that the story,
as told in the Pentateuch, intends it

to be understood

(i) that the children of Israel came
out of Egypt about 215 years after

they went down thither in the time
of Jacob,

(ii) that they came out in the fourth
generation from the adults in the prime
of life, who went down with Jacob.
But the reader is requested to ob-

serve that the second of these conclu-
sions does not in any way depend upon
the correctness of the former.
And this is the view of Josephus,

Ant.II.xv.2 :

They left Egypt four hundred and thirty
years after our forefatherAbraham came into

Canaan, but two hundred and fifteen years
only after Jacob removed into Egypt.
And hesays of Moses, Ant.II.ix.6 :

Abraham was his ancestor of the seventh

generation.

And of Joseph, Against Apion,i.3S :

He died four generations before Moses, which
four generations make almost 170 years.

So, too, Archd. Pratt observes, Sci-

ence and Scripture, &c.p.78 :

It was to be in the fourth generation that
his seed were to return to Canaan. But 430, or
even 400, years is very much longer than four
generations, and therefore must include some-
thing besides the bondage in Egypt, viz. the
sojourning in Canaan. This prediction regard*
ing the ' fourth generation

' was literally ful-
filled. Moses and Aaron were sons of Jochebed,
who was the daughter of Levi, N.xxvi.59, a
text which incidentally confirms the correct-
ness of our general outline. Eleazar. the
Priest, the son of Aaron, was, therefore, of
thefourth generation from Jacob.

110. From this it will appear that
it is impossible that there should have
been such a number of the people of
Israel in Egypt, at the time of the

Exodus, as to have furnished 600,000
warriors in the prime of life, represent-

ing, at least, two millions of persons,
of all ages and sexes, that is to say,
it is impossible, if we will take the data

of the Pentateuch itself in their plain
natural meaning, and not force into

them a meaning of our own.

CHAPTER XI.

THE NUMBER OF ISRAELITES AT THB
TIME OF THE EXODUS.

111. In the first place, it must be ob-

served, as already noted, that we no-
where read of any very large families

among the children of Jacob or their

descendants to the time of the Exodus.
We may suppose, in order to have the

population as large as possible, that

very few died prematurely, and that

those, who were born, almost all lived

and multiplied. But we have no rea-

son whatever, looking only at the data
which are furnished by the Pentateuch

itself, to assume that they had families

materially larger than those of the

present day. Thus we are told in

G-.xlvi that Reuben had 4 sons, Simeon
6, Levi 3, Judah 5, Issachar 4. Zebulun
3, Gad 7, Asher 4, Joseph 2, Benjamin
10, Dan 1, Naphtali 4. And the list

of families at the end of the Exodus,
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as given in N.xxvi, so nearly agrees
with the list of males in G.xlvi, as to

prove that, according to the writer, if

any more sons were born to the sons

or grandsons of Jacob, after the de-

scent into Egypt, (except in the ease of

Ephraim and Manasseh,) they did not

survive or did not fructify, so as to be

reckoned as heads of families.

112. The twelve sons of Jacob, then,
as appears from the above, had be-

tween them 53 sons, that is, on the

average, 4^- each. Let us suppose that

they increased in this way from gene-
ration to generation. Then in the first

generation, that of Kohath, there would
be 54 males, (according to the story,
there were only 53, or, rather, 51, since

Er and Onan died in the land of

Canaan, v.\2, without issue,) in the

second, that of Amram, 243, in the

third, that of Moses and Aaron, 1,094,
and in the fourth, that of Joshua

and Eleazar, 4,923 ; that is to say,
instead of 600,000 warriors in the

prime of life, there could not have
been 5,000.

113. Further, if the numbers of all

the males in the four generations be
added together, (which supposes that

they were all living at the time of the

Exodus,) they would only amount to

6,311. If we even add to these the

number of the fifth generation, 22,154,
who would be mostly children, the

sum-total of males of all generations
could not, according to these data,
have exceeded 28,465, instead of being
1,000,000.

114. But in the above we have tacitly
assumed that each man had daughters
as well as sons. There must have
been females born in the family of

Jacob as well as males
;

and the

females must have been as numerous
as the males, if we are to suppose that

all the males had families as above.
' Jacob's sons' wives,' it is true, are

spoken of in G.xlvi. 26, as not being
out of his loins. But, with the story
of Isaac's and Esau's and Jacob's mar-

riages before us, we cannot suppose
that the wives of the sons of Jacob,

generally, wer6 mere heathens. Judah,

indeed, took a Canaanitish woman for

his wife or concubine, G.xxxviii.2.

But we must not infer that all the
other brothers did likewise, since we
find it noted, as a special fac-t, that

Simeon had, besides his other five

sons,
'

Shaul, the son of a Canaanitish

woman,' G.xlvi. 10. Joseph, again,

compelled by the peculiarity of his

situation, married an Egyptian lady,
whom Pharaoh gave him to wife,
G.xli.45. The other brothers, we may
suppose, obtained their wives, as their

fathers, Isaac and Jacob, did before

them, from their relations in Haran.
115. But, however this may have

been, we must suppose that in Egypt,
at all events, in their later days, for

a hundred years or more, from the
time that their afflictions began, such
friends were not accessible. We must

conclude, then, that they either took

as wives, generally, Egyptian heathen

women, or else intermarried with one
another. The former alternative is

precluded by the whole tone and tenor

of the narrative. As the object of the

king was to keep down their numbers,
it is not to be supposed that he would
allow them to take wives freely from

among his own people, or that the
women of Egypt, (at least, those of

the generation of Amram, which gave
birth to Moses, and after it,) would be

willing, generally, to associate their lot

with a people so abject and oppressed
as the Hebrews. Besides, we are told

expressly that, in childbirth,
' The Hebrew women were not as the Egyp-

tian women,' E.i.19,

By which it is plainly implied that
the wives of the Hebrews were also

Hebrews. The narrative itself, there-

fore, requires us to suppose that the
Hebrew families intermarried, and
that girls, as well as boys, were born
to them freely in Egypt.

116. Yet we have no ground for sup-

posing, from any data which we find

in the narrative, that the whole num-
ber of the family was on that account
increased. On the contrary, Zelophe-
had had five daughters, but no sons,

N.xxvii.l; Amram had two sons and
one daughter, N.xxvi.59 ; Moses had
two sons and wo daughter, E.xviii. 3,4;
Aaron had four sons and no daughter,
N.xxvi.60

; Izhar, Amram's brother, had
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three sons, E.vi.21, Uzziel had three

sons, E.vi.22, Korah had three sons,

E.vi.24, Eleazar had one son, E.vi.25.
In the last four eases we cannot say
whether, or not, there were any
daughters. But, if we take all the
families given in E.vi.14-25, together
with the two sons of Moses, we shall

find that there are 13 persons, who
nave between them 39 sons, which

gives an average of 3 sons each. This

average is a fairer one to take for our

purpose than the former
;

because
these persons lived at all different

times in the interval, between the

migration into Egypt and the Exodus.
We may suppose, also, that the average
of children is still as large as before,
or even larger, so that each man may
have had on the average six children,
three sons and three daughters.

117. Supposing, now, the 51 males

(112) of the first generation (Kohath's)
to have had each on the average three

sons, and so on, we shall find the num-
ber of males in the second generation

(Amram's) 153, in the third (Aaron's)
459, and in the fourth (Eleazar's)
1,377, instead of 600,000.

In fact, in order that the 51 males
of Kohath's generation might produce
600,000 fighting men in Eleazar's, we
must suppose that each man had 46
children (23 of each sex), and each of

these 23 sons had 46 children, and so

on! of which prolific increase, it

need hardly be said, there is not the

slightest indication in the Bible, ex-

cept, indeed, in the statement of the

number of the first-borns, which has

been already considered.

118. Bishop Patrick suggests, (note
on E.i.7,) that the Hebrew women
might, by 'extraordinary blessing of

God,' have brought forth ' six children

at a time
'

! It is plain that he felt

very strongly the difficulty raised by
the Scripture statement, and did not

consider how this fecundity would
affect the Hebrew women, as regards
either the birth, or the rearing, of the

children.

But the Scripture implies no such

fecundity among the Hebrews, either

in G.xlvi, or in E.vi, or in E.i.19,

where the midwives say of the Hebrew

OF ISRAELITES

women, 'they are delivered ere ihd
midwives come in unto them,' which
could hardly have been said, if three or
more children were often born at a time.

119. In lCh.ii.34,35, we read that

Sheshan, a descendant of Judah in the
ninth generation,
'had a servant, an Egyptian, whose name

was Jarha ; and Sheshan gave his daugnter
to Jarha his servant to wife, and she bare him
Attai,'

whose descendants are then traced
down through twelve generations, and
are reckoned, apparently, as Israelites
of the tribe of Judah. From this it

would seem that Hebrew girls might
be married to foreigners, we may
suppose, proselytes, and their children
would then be reckoned as 'children
of Israel.' It is obvious that such
cases would be comparatively rare.

But let us suppose that each man had
six children as in (116), three sons and
three daughters, and that even half the

daughters of Israel were married to

foreign proselytes, a most extravagant
supposition. This would be equivalent
to reckoning that each man had on the

average not 3 sons, but 4|, as in

(112). And the total number of war-
riors in the fourth generation, resulting
from 51 progenitors, would, as before,
not amount to 5,000.

120. When, however, we go on fur-

ther to examine into the details of this

large number of male adults, the re-

sults will be found yet more extra-

ordinary.
Thus Dan in the first generation has

one son, Hushim, G.xlvi. 23; and, that

he had no more born to him in the

land of Egypt, and, therefore, had only
one son, appears from N.xxvi.42, where
the sons of Dan consist of only one

family. Hence we may reckon that in

the fourth generation he would have
had 27 warriors descended from him,
instead of 62,700, as stated in N.ii.26,
which number is increased to 64,400 in

N.xxvi.43.

121. In order to have had this num-
ber born to him, we must suppose that

Dan's one son, and each of his sons

and grandsons, must have had about
80 children of both sexes.
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We may observe also that the off-

spring of the one son of Dan, 62,700,

is represented as nearly double that of

the ten sons of Benjamin, 35,400,

N.ii.23.

122. Again we have in E.vi the gene-

alogy, before quoted, of the three sons

of Levi, who came with Jacob into

Egypt, Gershon, Kohath, Merari.

(i) These three increased in the

second (Amram's) generation only to

8, (not to 9, as it would have been, on

our supposition, that they had had
each three sons on the average,) viz.

the sons of Kohath 4, of Gershon 2, of

Merari 2, E.vi.17-19.

(ii) The 4 sons of Kohath increased

in the third (Aaron's) generation only
to 8, (not to 12, as on our supposition,)
viz. the sons of Amram (Moses and

Aaron) 2, of Izhar 3, of Uzziel 3,

E.vi.20-22. If we now assume that

the two sons of Gershon and the two
6ons of Merari increased in the same

proportion, that is, to 4 and 4 re-

spectively, then all the male Levites

of the third generation would have

been 16.

(iii) The two sons of Amram in-

creased in the fourth (Eleazar's) gene-
ration to 6, viz. the sons of Aaron 4,

(of whom, however, 2 died, N.iii.2,4,)

and of Moses 2. Assuming that all

the 16 of the third generation in-

creased in the same proportion, then

all the male Levites of the generation
of Eleazar would have been 48, or

rather 44, if we omit the 4 sons of

Aaron, who were reckoned as Priests.

Thus the whole number of Levites,
who woixld be numbered at the first

census, would be only 44, viz. 20 Ko-

hathitcs, 12 Gershonites, 12 Merarites ;

whereas in N.iv.48 they are numbered
as 8,580, viz. 2,750 Kohathites, 2,630

Gershonites, and 3,200 Merarites.

123. Or we may put the matter in

another, and a yet stronger, light, using

only the express data of Scripture, and

omitting all reference to the 215 years'

sojourn in Egypt and to the four gene-
rations, in fact, making no assump-
tiojis of our own whatever.

The Amramites, numbered as Le-
vites in the fourth (Eleazar's) genera-
tion, were, as above, only two, viz. the

two sons of Moses, the sons of Aaron

being reckoned as Priests. Hence the

rest of the Kohathites of this genera-
tion must have been made up of the

descendants of Izhar and Uzziel, each

of whom had three sons, E.vi.21,22.

Consequently, since all the Kohathites

of Eleazar's generation were numbered
at 2,750, N.iv.36, it follows that these

six men must have had between them,

according to the Scripture story, 2,748

sons, and we must suppose about the

same number of daughters !

124. It must now, surely, be suffi-

ciently plain that the account of these

numbers is of no statistical value

whatever.

But then what are we to say of the

whole story of the Exodus, of the

camping and marching of the Is-

raelites, of their fighting with Amalek
and Midian, of the 44 Levites (122)

slaying 3,000 of the ' children of Israel,'

E.xxxii.28, of the people dying by
pestilence, 14,700 at one time, N.xvi.49,

24,000 at another, N.xxv.9, as well as

of the whole body of 600,000 fighting
men being swept away during the

forty years' sojourn in the wilderness ?

Several chapters of the book of Num-
bers are occupied in laying down the

duties of the Levites, not of the

Levites, as they were to be in after

years, when their numbers might be.

multiplied, but as they were to be then,
in the wilderness, in attendance upon
the Tabernacle. How were the 20

Kohathites, the 12 Gershonites, and
the 12 Merarites, to discharge the

offices assigned to them in N.iii,iv, in

carrying the Tabernacle and its vessels,

to do, in short, the work of 8580

men, N.iv.48 ? What were these forty-
four people, with the two Priests, and
their families, to do with the forty-

eight cities assigned to them, N.xxxv.7?
How could the Tabernacle itself have
been erected, when the silver spent

upon it was contributed, as we are

expressly told, by a poll-tax of half a

shekel, E.xxxviii.26, levied upon the

whole body of 603,550 warriors, who
did not exist ?

125. In fact, the consequences of ad-

mitting the reality of the above results
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are obviously so important, that, of

course, the most strenuous efforts have
been made to

'

reconcile
'

these dis-

crepancies, if possible, by those theo-

logians, who support the traditionary
view, and who have studied the Pen-
tateuch sufficiently to be aware of the

difficulties thus raised. The nature of

the attempt will be best seen, by stating
the contrivances resorted to for this

purpose, to the sacrifice of i^b^orical

truth and consistency.
126. Thus says Kurtz, ii.149,
It is a gross mistake to suppose that the

two millions were all the direct descendants
of Jacob. When Jacob and his sons went
down to Egypt, they must certainly have taken
with them all their menservants and maid-

servants, as well as all their cattle. We know
that Abraham had 318 servants, fit for war,
and trained to arms : his nomadic household
must have contained, therefore, more than a
thousand souls. Jacob, again, who inherited
all these, brought with him from Syria so

many menservants and maidservants, and so

much cattle, that, when he was afraid of an
attack from Esau, he divided them into two
armies. With such data as these, then, we
are justified in assuming that the number of

those, who went down with Jacob into Egypt,
was not limited to his sixty-six children and
grand-children, but consisted of several thou-
sand menservants and maidservants. But,
according to G.xvii. 12,13, these had all been
circumcised ; and in Egypt the descendants
of Jacob will, no doubt, have married the de-
scendants of his servants. Hence we regard
the two million souls, who left Egypt at the

Exodus, as the posterity of the whole of the

people, who went down into Egypt with Jacob.

127. We might reply as follows:

(i) There is no indication of any such a

cortege having accompanied Jacob into Egypt.
(ii) There is no sign even in G.xxxii,xxxiii,

where Jacob meets with Esau, of his having
any such a large body of servants. Twenty
or thirty would suffico for all the wants of
the story.

(iii) If he had had so many at his command,
can we suppose that he would have sent his

darling Joseph, without a single attendant,
to wander about in search of his brethren, in a
country where not only human foes, G.xxxiv.

30, but wild beasts, G.xxxvii.20,33, were to be
dreaded ?

(iv) These also are spoken of as 'feeding
their flocks,' and seem to have had none of
these 'thousands' of servants with them, to
witness their brother's arrival, and their ill-

treatment of him, and report it to their father.

(v) Nothing is said about any of these ser-

vants coming down with the sons of Jacob to

buy corn in Egypt, on either of their expe-
ditions. Itather, the whole story implies the

contrary,' they speedily took down every
man his sack to the ground, and opened every
ms,n his sack,'

' then they rent their clothes,
and laded every man his ass, and returned to
the city,' 'we are brought in, that he may-

seek occasion against us, and take us for bond-
men and our asses,' not a word being said
about servant*,

(vi) In fact, their eleven sacks would have
held but a very scanty supply of food for tfte

relief of so many starving
'

thousands.'

(vii) If Jacob had so many
'

servants,' and
not only

'
flocks' and 'herds,' G.xlvii.l, but

'camels' and 'asses,' G.xxxii.l.r>, it is strango
that he did not send some of these servants with
.ii 1. 1 i tional camels and asses, instead of sending
merely his suns with their :i,sses, to bring
food for his people. If it be said, the corn
was only needed for the use of Jacob and his
sons, not for the thousands of servants, who
might live upon such coarse and scanty food
as the land of Canaan still supplied, yet the
language used on each occasion,

' that wo may
live and not die,' G.xlii.2, xliii.8, and the fact
that Jacob parted at last with Benjamin,
imply that the corn was a necessary for I hem,
and therefore also lor their servants, and not
merely a superfluity.

128. But, besides all this, it is evident
that the whole stress of the story is laid

upon this very point, that the multitude,
the males, at all events, who went

up out of Egypt at the Exodus, had come
out of the loins of Jacob, and increased

from the '

seventy souls,' who went
down at first.

'

Thy fathers went down with threescore
and ten persons ; and now the LORD thy God
hath made thee as the stars of heaven for
multitude.' D.x.22.

Could this have been written, if, be-

sides the 'threescore and ten' out of

Jacob's loins, there went down with
him some thousands, or even hundreds,
of servants, whose offspring constituted

the great bulk of the future people,
in fact, more than 000,000 of the

warriors, since the Israelites proper
(117) numbered less than 2,000?

If, then, we supposed that all the

women were obtained from strangers, it

is certain that the Pentateuch repre-
sents the 600,000 fighting men as

Jacob's actual descendants, and 62,700
of these as the offspring of Dan at the

time of the Exodus. And we have
the same difficulty as before, to ex-

plain how this could have happened
in 215 years and four generations.

129. But, says Kuktz, ii./j.l33, for

215 years, we must reckon 430 years,
and ' four generations

'

must mean
'four centuries.' Even then, lie admits
the increase would be '

unparalleled in

history.' Even then also there would
remain other insuperable difficulties,

as, for instance, that connected with
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the question of the first-born (90),

namely, that every Hebrew mother
must have had, on the average, more
than forty children.

But here the genealogies of Moses
and Aaron, and the others quoted in

(103), come in the way, and show

distinctly what is meant by the 'fourth

generation.' And the ages of Kohath
and Arnrarn are both given, so as to

make it impossible, as we have

(97), to extend the sojourn in Egypt
to 430 years.

130. Then, Kurtz suggests, in the

pedigree of Moses and Aaron there

must be some names omitted.
The four members which commonly appear,

Levi, Kohath, Amram, Moses, are intended

merely to represent the four generations, who
dwelt in Egypt, ii. 141.

But, as the pedigree of Moses and
Aaron is repeated again and again,
in a very precise and formal manner,
without the least intimation being given
that it is meant to be less histori 'ally true

than any of the other genealogies, we
must accept it as it stands. And, indeed,
it would be strange, that we should have
accurate genealogies given us for a
number of persons of very second-rate

importance in the story, and none at

all for Moses and Aaron. And, even if

we supposed that some names may
have been omitted in this particular

g< nealogy, how is it that so many
other genealogies, as quoted in (103;,
contain only the same number of

names ? Besides, it is expressly stated,
as a matter of bond fide domestic his-

tory, (as much so as that of Abraham
marrying Sarah, or Isaac, Rebecca, or

Jacob, Leah and Rachel,) that Amram
married ' Jochebed his father's sister,'

E.vi.20,
'

the daughter of Levi, whom
(his wife) bare to Levi in Egypt,'
N.xxvi.59.

131. But then, says Kurtz, the word
here rendered '

father's sister' may only
mean ' blood-relative on the father's

side.' And there is one instance in the

Scripture (Jer.xxxii.12 compared with

v.7) where the Hebrew word seems to

be used in this sense, though the other
is the common and proper one.

Jochebed, then, may be called a 'daughter
of Levi

'

in the same sense in which Christ is

called a ' eon of David.' And tin'- very phrase
itself,

' whom ( his w ife ) bare to Levi in Egypt,'

has the appearance of a gloss appended to th

preceding words 'daughter of Levi,' which
the author of the gloss seems to have under-

; in their literal sense, as denoting an
actual daughter of Levi, and then to bare

-often downtheimprobability
of Moses' mother being a daughter of Levi,

[as no daughter oi Levi is mentioned in G.

xlvi,] by appending a clause to the effect that
the daughter in question was born in Egypt.
This gloss, we admit, must have been intro-

duced at a very early period, as it is found in

every codex and version, ii. 141.

But, even if these words are a gloss,

and Jochebed was not an actual daughter
of Levi, (which, however, is a mere

conjecture of the above commentator,)
the main fact would remain the same,
viz. that the pedigree of Moses and
Aaron is undoubtedly meant to be
understood as a bona, fide pedigree.

And, as we have seen, it brings with it,

as a necessary consequence, a number
of absolute impossibilities, among
others, that six men must have had
between them 2,748 sons (123).

132. Accordingly we find Kurtz
himself almost driven to despair in his

attempts to get over this difficulty.

Are we to believe, then, that Kohath's de-

scendants through Amram consisted of no
more than 6 males at the time of the census
recorded in N.iii, (viz. Moses and his two
sons, Aaron and his two sons,) whilst his

descendants through the other three .-/

Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel. consisted at the

very same period of 8,656 males [? 8,594,

N.iii.28] at the very same time, that is, 2,885
for each ? This, certainly, is a large demand
upon our faith. Still, as we cannot say that
it is impossible, we submit and believe. But
we are further required to believe, N.iii.27,
that at this census the 6 Amramites what
am I saying ? there could really have been

only two included in the census, namely, the
two sons of Moses ; for Aaron and his sons
were Priests, to whom the Levites were to be

assigned as a present ; and, as it was for this

very purpose that the census was taken, they
would certainly not be included in it, any
more than Moses himself: hence, then, we
are required to believe that the two remaining
Amramites formed a distinct family, with

precisely the same privileges and duties, as
the 2,885 Izharites, the 2,885 Hebronites, and
the 2,885 TJzzielites. We must candidly con-
fess that our faith will not reach bo far as
this. U.144.

CHAPTER XII.

THE NUMBER OF PRIESTS AT THE EXODTT8.

133. The book of Leviticus is chiefly

occupied in giving directions to the
Priests for the proper discharge of the

different duties of their office, and
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further directions are given in theare given in

book of Numbers.
(i) In the case of '

every burnt-offering,
which any man shall offer,' whether bullock,
or sheep, or goat, or turtle-dove,

' the Priests,

Aaron's sons, shall sprinkle the blood upon the

altar, and put fire upon the altar, and lay the
wood in order on the fire, and lay the parts,
the head and the fat, in order upon the wood ;'

and ' the Priest shall burn all on the altar, to

be a burnt-sacrifice.' L.i.

(ii) So in the case of a meat-offering, L.ii,

peace-offering, L.iii, sin-offering, L.iv, or tres-

pass-offering,L.Y,Yi, thePriesthas special duties

assigned to him as before.

(iii) Every woman after childbirth is to

bring a lamb for a burnt-offering, and a pigeon
or turtle-dove for a sin-offering, or two young
pigeons for the two offerings, and the Priest

is to officiate, as before, L.xii.

(iv) Every case of leprosy is to be brought
again and again to the Priest, and carefully

inspected by him till it is cured, L.xiii.

(v) Any one, cured of leprosy, is to bring a

burnt-offering and a sin-offering, and the
Priest is to officiate, as before, L.xiv.

( vi) For certain ceremonial pollutions,which
are specified, the Priest is to offer sacrifice, L.

xv.15,30.

(vii) For a male or female Nazarite, when
the days of separation are fulfilled, the Priest

is to offer a burnt-offering, a sin-offering, and
a peace-offering, N.vi.

(viii) Every day, morning and evening, the
Priest is to offer a lamb for a continual burnt-

offering, besides additional sacrifices on the

Sabbath, the New Moon, at the Feast of Un-
leavened Bread, and at the Feast of the First-

fruits, N.xxviii.

(ix) Lastly, if it-should be thought that the
above sacrificial system was not meant, gene-
rally, to be in full operation in the wilderness,
we may call attention to the frequent refer-

ences made, in the enunciation of these laws,
to the Camp, L.iv.l2,21,vi.ll,xiii.46,xiv.3,8,
as well as to the words of the prophet Amos
v.25, 'Have ye offered unto Me sacrifices

and offerings in the wilderness, forty years,
O House of Israel ?

' which show that, in
the prophet's view, at all events, such sacri-

fices were required and expected of them.
And, indeed, why was the Tabernacle, with
the Brazen Altar, erected in the wilderness at

all, or why were the Priests consecrated, if

the laws of sacrifice were not meant to be
carried out generally, at once, in the wilder-
ness?

134. And now let us ask, for all

these multifarious duties, during the

forty years' sojourn in the wilderness,
for all the burnt-offerings, meat-

offerings, peace-offerings, sin-offerings,

trespass-offerings, thank-offerings, &c,
of a population like that of the city of

London, besides the daily and extra-

ordinary sacrifices, how many Priests

were there ?

The answer is very simple. There
were only three, Aaron, (till his

death,) and his two sons, Eleazar and
Ithamar. And it is laid down very

solemnly in N.iii.10,
' Thou shalt appoint Aaron and his sons,

and they shall wait in the Priest's office ; and
the stranger, that cometh nigh, shall be put to

death.'

135. Yet how was it possible that

these two or three men should have

discharged all these duties for such a

vast multitude ? The single work, of

offering the double sacrifice for women
after child-birth, must have utterly

overpowered three Priests, though en-

gaged without cessation from morning
to night. As we have seen (64), the

births among two millions of people

may be reckoned as, at least, 250 a

day, for which, consequently, 500 sa-

crifices (250 burnt-offerings and 250

sin-offerings) would have had to be

offered daily. Looking at the direc-

tions in L.i,ix, we can scarcely allow

less than five minutes for each sacrifice ;

so that these sacrifices alone, if offered

separately, would have taken 2,500
minutes or nearly 42 hours, and could

not have been offered in a single day of

twelve hours, though each of the three

Priests had been employed in the one

sole incessant labour of offering them,
without a moment's rest or inter-

mission.

136. It may, perhaps, be said that

many such sacrifices might have been
offered at the same time. This is,

surely, somewhat contrary to the notion

of a sacrifice, as derived from the book
of Leviticus ;

nor is there the slightest

intimation, in the whole Pentateuch,
of any such heaping together of sacri-

fices
;
and it must be borne in mind

that there was but one altar, five cubits

(about 9 feet) square, E.xxvii.l, at

which we have already supposed all

the three Priests to be officiating at the

same moment, actually offering, there-

fore, upon the altar three sacrifices at

once, ofwhich the fowwzS-offerings would,

except in the case of poor women,
L.xii.8, be lambs, and not pigeons.

137. But then we must ask further,
where could they have obtained these

250 ' turtle-doves or young pigeons
'

daily, that is 90,000 annually, in the

wilderness ? There might be two offered

for each birth
;
there must, according
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to the Law, be one, L.xii.6,8. Did the

people, then, carry with them turtle-

doves and young pigeons out of Egypt,
when they fled in such haste, and so

heavily laden, and as yet knew nothing
of any such law ? Or how could they
have had them at all under Sinai ?

138. It cannot be said that the par-
ticular laws, which require the sacrifice

of such birds, were intended only to

suit the circumstances of a later time,

when the people should be finally

settled in the land of Canaan. For we
have one of these very laws, in which

manifest reference is made to their life

in the wilderness, L.xiii,xiv. In this

passage after it has been ordered that

the leper
' shall dwell alone, without the

Camp,' xiii.46, and that 'the Priest shall

go forth out of the Camp to look at

the leper.' xiv.3, and that the leper duly
cleansed shall 'after that come into the

Camp, and shall tarry abroad out of his

tent seven days,' v.8, and on the eighth

day shall offer 'two he-lambs and one

ewe-lamb,' &c. t\10, it is added, .21,

'And, if he be poor, and cannot get so

much, then he shall take one lamb, &c, and
two turtle-doves or two young pigeons, such as

he is able to get.'

139. Here, then, the 'turtle-doves' or

'young pigeons' are prescribed as a

lighter and easier offering for the poor
to bring. They are spoken of, therefore,

as being so common, as to be within

the reach of the poorest, as being in

abundance, so as to be offered at the

rate of 90,000 a year, in the wilder-

ness, under Sinai! But can any one

believe that pigeons or turtle-doves,

even if found on the rocks of Sinai at

all, are found there in such numbers,
as to make a pair of them a cheap

offering for a poor man? It would

6eem, then, to follow that such laws as

these could not have been written by
Moses, much less have been laid

down by Jehovah Himself, but must

have been composed at a later age,

as, for instance, in the days of David
or Solomon, or afterwards, when the

people were already settled in Canaan,
and the poor, who could not afford a

lamb, could easily provide themselves

with pigeons.

140. Again we have in N.xviii.9-11

the following commands, addressed to

Aaron by Jehovah Himself.
'

Every oblation of theirs, every meat-offer-

ing of theirs, and every sin-offering of theirs,
and every trespass-offering of theirs, which

they shall render unto Me, shall be most holy
for thee and for thy sons. In the most holy

place shalt thou eat it; every male shall eat it/

it shall be holy unto thee.
' This also is thine, the heave-offering of

their gift, with all the wave-offerings of the

children of Israel. I have given them unto

thee, and to thy sons, and to thy daughters
with thee, by a statute for ever

; every one
that is clean in thy house shall eat of it.'

Then follow other directions, by
which it is provided that the Priest

should have also
'

the best of the oil,

and all the best of the wine, and of the

wheat, the first-fruits of them, which

they shall offer unto Jehovah,' and
' whatsoever is first ripe in the land ;

'

which laws we may suppose were in-

tended only to be applied, when the

people had become settled on their farms

in the land of Canaan, as also the

law, w.25-29, for their receiving also a

tenth of the tithes of corn and wine
and oil, which were to be given for the

support of the Levites.

141. But in y.14-18 we have again
these provisions :

'

Every thing devoted in Israel shall be thine.

Every thing that openeth the matrix in all

flesh, which they bring unto Jehovah, whether
it be of men or beasts, shall be thine : never-

theless, the first-born of man shalt thou

surely redeem, and the firstling of unclean
beasts shalt thou redeem.

' But the firstling of a cow, or the firstling
of a sheep, or the firstling of a goat, thou
shalt not redeem ; they are holy ; thou shalt

sprinkle their blood upon the altar, and shalt

burn their fat for an offering made by fire,

for a sweet savour unto Jehovah.
' And the flesh of them shall be thine, as the

wave-breast and as the right shoulder are thine.'

Similar directions are also laid down
in L.vii :

' As the n-offering is, so is the trespass-

offering ;
there is one law for them : the

Priest ,
that maketh atonement therewith , shall

have it. And the Priest, which offereth any
man's burnt-oSermg, even the Priest shall

have to himself the skin of the burnl-o&erhxg
which he hath offered. And all the meat-

offering that is baked in the oven, and all that

is dressed in the frying-pan and in the pan,
shall be the Priest's that offereth it. And
every meatoffering, mingled with oil, and dry,
shall all the sons of Aaron have, one as much
as another.' t>.7-10.

' For the wave-breast and the heave-shoulder

have I taken of the children of Israel from off

the sacrifices of their peace-offerings, and have

given them unto Aaron the Priest and unto
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his sons, by a statute for ever, from among
the children of Israel.' v.3i.

142. These last directions are given
in the story before Aaron and his sons

were consecrated. Hence they must
be considered as intended to apply to

them, while the Camp was in the

wilderness, as well as to the ' sons of

Aaron
'

in future generations. But
what an enormous provision was this

for Aaron and his four, afterwards two,
sons and their families! They were

to have the skins of the burnt-offer'mgs,
and the shoulder and breast (that is,

double-breast) of the ^>eace-offerings, of

a congregation of two millions of people,
for the general use of their three

families ! But, besides these, they
were to have the whole of the sin-

offerings, and trespass-offerings, except
the suet, which was to be burnt upon
the Altar, L.iv.31,35,v.6 ; and the whole

of the meat-offerings, except a handful,
to be burnt as a memorial, L.ii.2

;
and

all this was to be eaten only by the

three males, in the most holy place,

N.xviii.10!

143. And itwould seem that they were

not at liberty to burn the sin-offerings,

or consume them in some other way
than by eating : they must be ' eaten in

the holy place.' At all events, we find

it recorded that, on one occasion,
' Moses diligently sought the goat of the sin-

offering, and, behold, it was burnt! and he
was angry with Eleazar and Ithamar, the

eons of Aaron, saying, Wherefore have ye not
eaten the sin-offering in the holy place,

seeing it is most holy, and God hath given it

you to bear the iniquity of the Congregation,
to make atonement for them before Jehovah ?

Ye, should indeed have eaten it in the holy place,
as I commanded.' L.x.16-20.

The very pigeons, to be brought as

sm-offerings for the birth of children,

would have averaged, according to the

story, more than 250 a day ;
and each

Priest would have had to eat daily
more than 80, for his own portion,

' in

the most holy place
'

!

Can it be believed that such a system
was really laid down by Jehovah Him-

self, which, if properly carried out by
pious Israelites according to the Divine

Command, would have involved imme-

diately absurd impossibilities like the

above, and required instant modifica-

tion?

144. Hengstenbebg, in fact, Pent.

ii.p.QO, recognises, unawares, the force

of the above argument, when he insists

upon there having been a multitude of

Priests in attendance on the Taber-

nacle in Eli's time, besides Eli him-

self and his two sons, Hophni and

Phinehas.

Let it be considered that an extensive supply
of Priests and sacrifices was required by the

great reverence, in which, according to IS.

iv-vii, the Ark of the Covenant was held at

this period. In the address of theman of God
to Eli, lS.ii.28, it is represented as the pre-

rogative of the Priesthood to place the sacri-

fices on the Altar, to burn incense, and to

receive all the offerings made by fire of

the children of Israel. An order, possessed
of such prerogatives, must have been held in

high esteem, and must have contained a con-

siderable number of members. For what
could one or two isolated Priests do with the

sacrifices of all Israel f

And again he writes, ii.52 :

Since all Israel at that time offered their

sacrifices at the Sanctuary in Shiloh, how was
it possiblefor two or three Priests to perform the

requisite service ?

145. Hengstenbeeg does not appear
to see how strongly this argument bears

against the historical veracity of the

Pentateuch itself. For, if it was im-

possible for two or three Priests to

suffice at Shiloh, for the Israelites who
lived scattered about the land of

Canaan, and who, therefore, could not

possibly have all come continually to

offer sacrifice, how was it possible for

Aaron and his two sons to have 'per-
formed the requisite service' for the

whole assembled host in the wilder-

ness?

146. Further, in Jo.xxi we have an

account of the forty-eight Levitical

cities; and we read v.19,

'All the cities of the children of Aaron,
the Priests, were thirteen cities, with their

suburbs.'

At this time, according to the story,

there was certainly one son of Aaron,

Eleazar, and one grandson, Phinehas,
and his family. Ithamar, Aaron's

other son, may have been alive
; but

no mention whatever is made of him.

We may suppose, however, that he
had sons and daughters. For this

small number of persons, then, there

are provided here thirteen cities and

their suburbs, and all, let it be ob-
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served, in the immediate neighbourhood

of Jerusalem, where the Temple was

built, and where the presence of the

Priests was especially required, hut in

a later age.
147. The Rev. T. Scott notes as

follows :

The family of Aaron could not at this time
have been very numerous (!), though it had
increased considerably (!) since his appoint-
ment to the Priesthood. Yet thirteen cities

were allotted to it as a patrimony, in the
divine knowledge of its future enlargement.
For we have reason to think that no other

family increased so much in proportion, after

Israel's departure from Egypt, as that of
Aaron.

The only concei vable ' reason '

for so
'

thinking
'

is the fact now before us, viz.

that thirteen cities were assigned to

them. We do not find the sons of

Aaron numerous in the time of the

Judges, or in Eli's time, or Samuel's
or David's, or Solomon's (except, in-

deed, in the record of the Chronicler).
Aaron himself had at most only two

sons living and one of these had only
one son.

148. Once more, how did these three

Priests manage at the celebration of

the Passover ?

We are told, 2Ch.xxx.16, xxxv.ll,
that the people killed the Passover,

but,
' The Priests sprinkled the blood from their

hands, and the Levites flayed them.'

Hence, when they kept the second

passover under Sinai, N.ix.5, where we
must suppose that 150,000 lambs (59)
were killed at one time ' between the

two evenings,' E.xii.6, for the two mil-

lions of people, at which time, cer-

tainly, there were only three Priests,

Aaron, Eleazar, and Ithamar, L.viii.2,

N.iii.4, each Priest must have had to

sprinkle the blood of 50,000 lambs in

about two *
hours, that is, at the rate

* Kurtz allows, ii.301, that the Caraites
and Samaritans are right in explaining the
expression

' between the two evenings
'

to
mean ' the period between the disappearance
of the sun below the horizon and the time
when it is quite dark, that is, from six o'clock
till about half-past seven. Thus the first

evening begins with the disappearance of the
6un, the second with the cessation of daylight.
Aeen-Ezra gives the same explanation.'
Hence the time allowed for the killing of the

Passover was, in fact, the time of twilight, and

of about four hundred lambs every
minutefor two hours together/

149. Dr. McCaul has supposed, Ex-

amination, cfc, jp. 137-9, that one lamb
or kid may have sufficed for a hundred

persons or more, and also that only
the adult males kept the Passover, &c. ;

and he has thus reduced the number
of lambs required to 8,000. Yet even
this would have made it necessary that

each of the three Priests should sprinkle
the blood of more than twenty-two
lambs a minute for two hours, without
a moment's intermission.

150. Dr. McCaul again says, Exami-

nation, cfr. p.141, that the phrase 'be-
tween the two evenings' means 'soon
after noon until six o'clock, at least

5| hours.' Be it so : let us allow six

hours, and suppose with Dr. McCatjl
that only the ' adult males '

ate the

Passover, and that one lamb sufficed

for a hundred persons. Then, at this

second Passover, three Priests, with

8,000 lambs to be killed in six hours,
would still have had to sprinkle the
blood of about eight a minute, for six

hours (!) together, without a moment's

intermission, quite as impossible a

performance, surely, as the former.

151. Further, in the time of Heze-
kiah and Josiah, when it was desired
to keep the Passover very strictly,
'in such sort as it was written,'

2Ch.xxx.5, the lambs were manifestly
killed in the Court of the Temple. We
must suppose, then, that the Paschal
lambs in the wilderness were killed in
the Court of the Tabernacle, in accord-

ance, in fact, with the strict injunctions
of the Levitical Law, that all burnt-

offerings, peace-offerings, sin-offerings,
and trespass-offerings, should be killed
' before Jehovah,' at the door of the
Tabernacle of the Congregation.

152. Thus we read in the case of a

burnt-offering, L.i.3,5,
' He shall offer it of his own voluntary wilj

at the door of the Tabernacle of the Congrega-
tion. And he shall kill the bullock before Je-

hovah; and the Priests, Aaron's sons, shall

cannot, therefore, have been more than two
hours, as we have reckoned it. And so writes
Josephus (Jewish War, VI.ix.3),

'

They slay
their sacrifices at the Passover from the nintb
hour to the eleventh.'
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bring the blood, and sprinkle the blood round
about upon the Altar, that is by the door of the

Tabernacle of the Congregation.'

Sointhatofapeace-offering,L.iii.2,
' He shall lay his hand upon the head of his

offering, and kill it at the door of the Taber-

nacle of the Congregation ; and Aaron's sons,
the Priests, shall sprinkle the blood upon the

Altar round about,' See L.i. 3,5,11, 15, iii.2,8,

13,iv.4,6,&c.

Besides all which, we have this most
solemn command, laid down in L.xvii.

2-6, with the penalty of death attached

for disobedience.

'This is the thing which Jehovah hath

commanded, saying, What man soever there

be of the House of Israel, that killeth an ox,
or lamb, or goat, in the Camp, or that killeth

it out of the Camp, and bringeth it not unto the

door of the Tabernacle of the Congregation, to

offer an offering unto Jehovah, blood shall be

imputed unto that man, he hath shed blood,
and that man shall be cut off from among his

people ;
to the end that the children of Israel

may bring their sacrifices, which they offer in

the open field, even that they may bring
them unto Jehovah, unto the door of the

Tabernacle of the Congregation, unto the Priest,

and offer them for peace-offerings unto Jeho-
vah. And the Priest shall sprinkle the blood

upon the Altar of Jehovah, at the door of the

Tabernacle of the Congregation, and burn the
fat (suet) for a sweet savour unto Jehovah.'

153. How, in fact, could the Priests

have sprinkled the blood at all, if this

were not the case, that the animals

were killed in the Court of the Taber-

nacle ?

But the area of the Court contained,
as we have seen (30), only 1,692 square

yards, and could only have held, when

thronged to the uttermost, about 5,000

people. How then are we to conceive

of 150,000 lambs being killed within

it, by, at least, 150,000 people, in the

space of two hours, that is, at the rate

of 1,250 lambs a minute? Or, taking
even Dr. McOattl's estimate, how can

we believe that within one-third of an
acre of ground more than a thousand

lambs an hour were killed for six hours

together ?

154. The only way, in short, of

getting over the difficulties of the ease

is to say, with Dr. McCaul, Examina-

tion, cfc. p. 143-6, that the blood of

the lambs was not sprinkled by the

Priests at the Passover.

The Passover is neither a burnt-offering,
nor a peace-offering, nor a sin-offering, nor a

trespass-offering : it is an offering per se, and
therefore these strict injunctions do not apply
to it.

Yet the Chronicler says, speaking of

the Passover kept in the days of

Josiah, 2Ch.xxx.16,
'

They stood in their place, after their man-
ner, according to the Laic of Moses, the man
of God : the Priests sprinkled the blood from
the hand of the Levites.'

Either, therefore, this statement of

the Chronicler is not true, and in

that case the main question at issue is

given up, as to the infallibility of the

book of Chronicles, and, therefore, of

the Bible generally, or it must be ad-

mitted that the Priests did sprinkle
the blood at the Passover,

'

according
to the law of Moses,' that is, accord-

ing to the whole spirit of that Law, and

according to the express command, as

quoted above from L.xvii 2-6, that all

sacrifices of every kind nay, that all

animals killed for common food,

should be killed at the entrance of the

Tabernacle, and their blood sprinkled
or poured out by the Priests. Is it to

be believed that the Passover was to

be the only exception in this respect,
and this directly in the teeth of the

whole spirit of the Law, of its express

directions, and of the Chronicler's plain
statement ?

CHAPTER XIII.

THE WAR ON MIDIAN.

155. From the above considerations

it seems to follow, that the account of

the Exodus of the Israelites, as given
in the Pentateuch, whatever real foun-

dation it may have had in the ancient

history of the people, is mixed up, at

all events, with so great an amount
of contradictory matter, that it cannot

be regarded as historically true, so as

to be appealed to, as absolute, incon-

testable matter of fact. For the objec-

tions, which have been produced, are

not such as touch only one or two points
of the story. They affect the entire

substance of it
; and, until they are

removed, they make it impossible for a

thoughtful person to receive, without

further enquiry, any considerable por-
tion of it, as certainly true in an his-

torical point of view.

156. We cannot here have recourse

to the ordinary supposition, that there

may be something wrong in the Hebrew
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numerah. First, the number '

600,000
on foot, that were male beside children,'

is given distinctly in E.xii. 37, at the time

of their leaving Egypt ;
then we have it

recorded again, as we have said, thrice

over, in different forms, in E.xxxviii.

25-28, at the beginning of the forty

years' wanderings, when the number
of all that ' went to be numbered, from

twenty years old and upward,' is rec-

koned at 603,550 ;
and this is repeated

again in N.i.46 ; and it is modified once

more, at the end of the wanderings, to

601,730, Kxxvi.51. Besides which, on

each occasion of numbering, each sepa-
rate tribe is numbered, and the sum of

the separate results makes up the whole.

156. Thus this number is woven, as

a kind of thread, into the whole story of

the Exodus, and cannot be taken out,

without tearing the whole fabric to

pieces. It affects, directly, the account

of the construction of the Tabernacle,
E.xxxviii. 25-28, and, therefore, also

the account of the institutions, whether

of the Priesthood or of Sacrifice, con-

nected with it. And the multiplied

impossibibties introduced by this num-
ber alone, independently of all other

considerations, are enough to throw

discredit upon the historical character

of the general narrative.

157. These things we have all along
been looking at, as it were, from a

distant point of view, through a misty

atmosphere, dreading, it may be, some
of us, to approach and gaze more

closely upon the truth itself, which,
once clearly seen, must dissipate
some of our most cherished convic-

tions, and hardly daring, indeed, to

engage in (what many would consider)
an irreverent and impious undertaking.
To those of my readers, however, who
have followed me thus far, I hope it

will now be apparent that there is no

longer any cause for superstitious ter-

ror, in respect of the enquiries which

we are making. Rather, it is our duty,
as servants of God, the very God of

Truth, and in dependence on His help
and blessing, to pursue them yet far-

ther, whatever the result may be,

fearing no evil, for what shall harm us,

if we are followers of that which is

right, and good, and true ?

158. But how thankful we must be,
that we are no longer obliged to be-

lieve, as a matter of fact, of vital con-

sequence to our eternal hope, each separ-
ate statement contained in the Penta-

teuch, such, for instance, as the story
related in N.xxxi ! where we are told

that a force of 12,000 Israelites slew

all the males of the Midianites, took

captive all the females and children,
seized all their cattle and flocks,

(72,000 oxen, 61,000 asses, 675,000

sheep), and all their goods, and ' burnt
all their cities, and all their goodly
castles,' without the loss of a single

man, and then, by command of

Moses, butchered in cold blood all the

women and children, except
' All the women-children, who have not

known a man by lying with him,' p.IS.

159. These last they were to 'keep
alive for themselves.' They amouuted,
to 32,000, u35, mostly, we must sup-

pose, under the age of sixteen or

eighteen. We may fairly reckon that

there were as many more under the

age of forty, and half as many more
above forty, making altogether 80,000

females, of whom, according to the

story, Moses ordered 48,000 to be

killed, besides (say) 20,000 young
boys. The tragedy of Cawnpore. where
300 were butchered, would sink into

nothing, compared with such a massacre,
if, indeed, we were required to believe it.

And these 48,000 females must have

represented 48,000 men, all of whom,
in that case, we must also believe to

have been killed, their property pillaged,
their castles demolished, and towns

destroyed, by 12,000 Israelites, who,
in addition, must have carried off

100,000 captives, (more than eight

persons to each man,) and driven

before them 808,000 head of cattle,

(more than sixty-seven for each man,)
and all without the loss of a single
man ! How is it possible to quote
the Bible as in any way condemning

slavery, when we read here, vAO, of
' Jehovah's tribute

'

of slaves, thirty-
two persons, who were given to Eleazar

the Priest, while three-hundred-and-

twenty were given to the Levites,

v.46,47?
160. Who is it that really dishonours
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the Word, and blasphemes the Name,
of God Most High ? he who believes,

and teaches others to believe, that such

acts, as those above recorded, were

really perpetrated by Moses under

express Divine sanction and command,
or he who declares that such com-
mands as these could never have
emanated from the Holy and Blessed

One, the All-Just and All-Loving, the

Father of the spirits of all flesh, that

we must not, dare not, believe this,

that we are bound not to do so by the

express authority of that Divine Law,
which we hear in our hearts, which is

written in our consciences, and answers

there to the voice which speaks to us

from without, D.xiii.1-3, that we
must not ' hear

'

such doctrine as this,

no, not though all the Doctors and
Divines in the world should assert it,

and appeal to any number of pro-

phecies or miracles to prove it, nay,
not though

' the signs or wonders,
whereof they spake to us,' should
' come to pass

'

before our very eyes.

For, when we hear these things from
our fellow-men, however great in

learning or high in authority, however
near and dear to us, even the ' friend

which is as our own soul,' we must
consider in our hearts that at such

times
' the Living God, our God, is

proving us, to know whether we love

the Living God, our God,' His Truth,
His Righteousness, and the honour of

His Holy Name, more than all the

precepts and teachings of men,
' with

all our heart and with all our soul.'

161. It may be well, however, at

once to show that, besides involving
the above incredible statements, the

narrative itself, as it now stands, is

unhistorical here as elsewhere.

(i) We are told that Aaron died on 'the

first day of the fifth month' of the fortieth

year of the wanderings, N.xxxiii.38, and they
mourned for him a month, N.xx.29.

(ii) After this, 'king Arad the Canaanite
fought against Israel, and took some of them
prisoners ;' whereupon the Israelites attacked
these Canaanites, and utterly destroyed them
and their cities, N.xxi.1-3, for which two
transactions we may allow another month.

(iii) Then they
'

journeyed from Mount
Hor, by the way of the Red Sea, to compass
the land of Eden,' N.xxi.4, and the people
murmured, and were plagued with fiery ser-

pents, ard Mow ; srt up the serpent of brass,

N.xxi.5-9, for all which we must allow, at

least, a, fortnight.

(iv) They now marched, and made nine

encampments, N.xxi.10-20, for which we
cannot well allow less than a month.
'We believe that at every station, at least

three days' rest must have been required."
Kurtz, iii.p.251.

(v) Then they sent messengers to Sihon,
who '

gathered all his people together, and
fought against Israel,' and 'Israel smote him
with the edge of the sword,' and '

possessed
his land from Arnon unto Jabbok,' and ' took
all these cities, and dwelt in all the cities of
the Amorites, in Heshbon and all the villages
thereof,' N.xxi.21-25, for which we may
allow another month.

(vi) After that ' Moses sent to spy out
Jaazer, and they took the villages thereof, .

and drove out the Amorites that were there,'
N.xxi.32, say, in another fortnight.

(vii) Then they
' turned up by the way of

Bashan, and Og, the king of Bashan, went
out against them, and they smote him, and
his sons, and all his people, until there was
none left him alive, and they possessed his
land.' N.xxi.33-35. For all this work of

capturing
' threescore cities, fenced with

high walls, gates, and bars, besides unwalled

towns, a great many,' D.iii.4,5, we must
allow, at the very least, a month.

162. Thus, then, from the 'first day
of the fifth month,' on which Aaron

died, to the completion of the conquest
of Og, king of Bashan, we cannot
reckon less altogether than six months,

(and, indeed, even then the events will

have been crowded one upon another

in a most astonishing, and really im-

possible, manner, )
and are thus brought

down to the first day of the eleventh

month, the very day on which Moses is

stated to have addressed the people in

the plains of Moab. D.i.3.

163. And now what room is there for

the other events, which are recorded in

the book ofNumbers as having occurred

between the conquest of Bashan and
the address of Moses? The chief of

these were

(1) The march forward to the plains ot

Moab, N.xxii.l ;

(2) Balak's sending twice to Balaam, his

journey, and prophesyings, xxii.2-xxiv ;

(3) Israel's
'

abiding
'

in Shittim, and com-
mitting whoredom with the daughters of

Moab, xxv.1-3
;

(4) The death of 24,000 by the plague,
xxv.9;

(5) The second numbering of the people,
xxvi ;

(6) The war upon Midian, above consi-

dered, during which they
' burnt all their

cities, and all their goodly castles,' &c, and
surely must have required a month or six

weeks for such a transaction.
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164. The obvious inference from all

the above facts is, that such a narrative

as that of the Exodus could never, in

its present form, and, as a whole, at all

events, have been written by Moses,

or by any one who had actually taken

part in the scenes which it professes to

describe. As Havernick says, while

defending the traditionary view, Pent.

j>.90 :

If the Pentateuch -would fully maintain its

right to the position which it claims, as the

work of Moses and the commencement of the

sacred records of the covenant-people, it must
fulfil the requisition of showing itself to be a

work historically true, containing a history
which shall vindicate itself by critical ex-

amination, as maintaining invariably the

character of perfect truth, in reference to the

assumed period of its composition.

AndsoHENGSTENBERG,Pew.ii.283 :

It is the unavoidable fate of a spurious
historical work of any length, to be involved

in contradictions. This must be the case to

a very great extent with the Pentateuch, if it

be not genuine. ... If the Pentateuch is

spurious, its histories and laws have been
fabricated iu successive portions, and were
committed to writing in the course of cen-

turies by different individuals. From such a
mode of origination a mass of contradictions

is inseparable, and the improving hand of a

later editor would never be capable of en-

tirely obliterating them. From these remarks
it appears that freedom from contradictions

is much more than the conditio sine qud non
of the genuineness of the Pentateuch. ... It

may be thought that Moses, in the history of

ancient times, found contradictions, and re-

peated the tradition without removing them.

Where, however, Moses narrates what he
himself spoke, did, or saw, there every real

contradiction becomes a witness against the

genuineness.

165. Hereafter we shall consider the

many other clear signs, which the

books of the Pentateuch give, upon
close inspection, of the manner, as well

as of the age or ages, in which they
have been composed.

But, meanwhile, if we would give
due honour to the Bible, as containing
a message from God to our souls, it is

surely necessary that we take ourselves,

in the first place, and teach others to

take, a right and true view, both of the

contents of the Book and of the nature

of its Inspiration.
166. Thus, instead of looking to
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the Bible for revelations of scientific

or historical facts, which God has

never promised to disclose in this way,

by sudden supernatural communica-

tions, without the use of human powers
of intellect, and without due labour

spent in the search after truth, we
shall have recourse to it for that which

God has there in His Providence laid

up in store for our use, food for the

inner man, supplies of spiritual strength
and consolation, living words of power
to speak to our hearts and consciences,

and wake us up to daily earnestness of

faith and duty. The very Book of

Truth will then cheer us with the as-

surance of Divine help and blessing,

while we engage ourselves devoutly
and faithfully in such a work as that

which now lies before us, and diligently

exercise the best faculties of mind,
which God has given us, in searching
into the true origin and meaning of

the Bible narrative, and its relation

to other facts of science or history.

167. And this may be the step,

which God in His Providence calls us

to take in the present age, in advance

of the past generation, with refer-

ence to the subject now before us. In

the time of Galileo it was heresy to

say that the sun stood still and the

earth went round it. In far later

times, the days of the childhood of

many now living, it was thought by

many heresy to say that the fossil

bones, dug up within the earth, were

not the signs of Noah's Flood, or to

maintain that Death was in the world,

and pain, and multiplied destruction of

living creatures by fire and flood, mil-

lions of years before the first man had

sinned. Yet all these are now recog-
nised as facts, which cannot be dis-

puted, which our very children should

be taught to know. And good men
will even set themselves down to wrest

the plain meaning of the Scriptures
into a forced conformity with these ad-

mitted results of modern science.

168. But, in this our day, by the

Gracious Favour of the 'Father of

Lights, the Giver of every good and

perfect gift,' other sciences, besides

astronomy and geology, have sprung
into sudden growth, and have attained
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already a 'wonderful development. And
though many of these were scarcely
known even by name to the men of the

last generation, their elements are now
taught, as first principles, in the insti-

tutions of our great towns, and in

many a well-ordered village-school.

And, in like manner, we may be sure,
the results of criticism, applied to the

examination of the letter of the Scrip-

tures, will also soon be acknowledged
as facts, which must be laid as the

basis of all sound religious teaching.
169. In view of this change, which, I

believe, is near at hand, and in order to

avert the shock, which our children's

faith must otherwise experience, when

they find, as they certainly will before

long, that the Bible can no longer be

regarded as infallibly true in matters of

history as well as science,-- as we value

their reverence and love for the Sacred

Book, let us teach them at once to

know that they are not to look for the

inspiration of the Holy One, which
breathes through its pages, in respect
of any such matters as these, which
the writers wrote as men, with the

same liability to error from any cause

as other men, and where they must be

judged as men, as all other writers

would be, by the just laws of criticism.

170. Let us rather teach them to look

for and discern the sign of God's Spirit,

speaking to them in the Bible, in that

of which their own hearts alone can be

the judges, of which the heart of the

simple child canjudge as well as often,

alas ! better than that of the self-

willed philosopher, critic, or sage, in

that which speaks to the witness for

God within them, the Reason and Con-

science, to which alone, under God
Himself, whose voice it utters in the

secrets of his inner being, each man is

ultimately responsible. Let us bid

them look for it in that within the

Bible, which tells them of what is pure
and good, holy and loving, faithful and

true, which speaks from God's Spirit

directly to their spirits, though clothed

with the outward form of a law, or

parable, or proverb, or narrative, in

that which they will feel and know in

themselves to be righteous and excel-

lent, however they may perversely

choose the base and evil, in that,

which makes the living man leap up,
as it were, in the strength of sure con-

viction, which no arguments could

bring, no dogmas of Church or Council

enforce, saying, as the Scripture words

are uttered, which answer to the Voice

of Truth within,
' These words are

God's, not the flesh, the outward

matter, the mere letter, but the inward

core and meaning of them, for they
are spirit, they are life.'

171. But then, too, let us teach them
to recognise the voice of God's Spirit, in

whatever way, by whatever ministry,
He vouchsafes to speak to the children

of men
;
and to realise the solid com-

fort of the thought, that, not only
in the Bible, but also out of the

Bible, not to us Christians only,

but to our fellow-men of all climes and

countries, ages and religions, the same

Gracious Teacher is revealing, in dif-

ferent measures, according to His own

good pleasure, the hidden things of God.

172. Thus, for instance, we have the

noble words of Cicero, preserved by
Lactantius, Biv. Inst. vi.8.

Law, properly understood, is no other than

right reason, agreeing with nature, spread
abroad among all men, ever consistent with

itself, eternal, whose office is to summon to

duty by its commands, to deter from vice by
its prohibitions, which, however, to the

good never commands or forbids in vain,
never influences the wicked either by com-

manding or forbidding. In contradiction to

this Law nothing can be laid down, nor does

it admit of partial or entire repeal. Nor can

we be released from this Law either by vote

of the senate or decree of the .people.
_

Nor
does it require any commentator or inter-

preter besides itself. Nor will there be one

Law at Athens, and another at Rome, one

now, and another hereafter : but one eternal,

immutable, Law will both embrace all na-

tions and at all times. And there will be one

common Master, as it were, and Kuler of all,

namely, God, the Great Originator, Exposi-

tor, Enactor, of this Law ;
which Law who-

ever will not obey, will be flying from himself,

and, having treated with contempt his human
nature, will in that very fact pay the greatest

penalty ,
even if he shall have escaped other pun-

ishments, as they are commonly considered.

Well might the Christian philoso-

pher observe that the heathen has here

depicted, 'that holy, heavenly, Law
with a voice almost divine,' and that

he regards such persons, 'speaking thus

the truth without design,' as 'divining

by some kind of Inspiration.'
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173. And the same divine Teacher,
we cannot doubt, revealed also to the

Sikh Gooroos such truths as these : (Cun-
ningham's Hist, of the Sikhs, p.355-6.)

The True Name is God, without fear, with-
out enmity, the Being without Death, the

Giver of Salvation.
Remember the primal Truth, Truth which

was before the world began, Truth which is,

and Truth, NanukO .which will remain.
How can Truth be told ? How can false-

hood be unravelled ?

O Nanuk, by following the Will of God, as

by Him ordained.
One Self-existent, Himself the Creator,

Nanuk, One continueth, another never was,
and never will be.

My mind dwells upon One, Him who gave
the soul and the body.
Numerous Mahomets have there been,

and multitudes of Brahmas, Vishnus, and

Sivas, thousands of Peers and Prophets, and
tens of thousands of Saints and Holy men ;

But the Chief of Lords is the One Lord, the

true name of God.
Nanuk! the qualities of God, without

end, beyond reckoning, who can understand ?

174. Here, again are prayers in use

among the Gallas of North-Eastern

Africa, as taken down from their lips.

(Ttjtschek's Diet, of the Galla Lan-

guage, pM.)
Good God of this earth, my Lord ! Thou

art above me, I am below Thee.

When misfortune comes to me, as trees keep
off the sun from me, mayest Thou keep off

misfortune! My Lord, be Thou my shadow!

Calling upon Thee, I pass the day : calling

upon Thee, I pass the night : when this moon
rises, do not forsake me.

God, thou goest holding the bad and the

good in Thy hand : my Lord, let us not be

killed : we, Thy worms, are praying to Thee.

A man, who knows not evil and good, may
not anger Thee : if once he knew it, and was
not willing to know it, this is wicked, treat

him as it pleases Thee. H he formerly did

not learn, do Thou, God, my Lord, teach
him : if he hears not the language of men, he
learns Thy language.
God, Thou hast made all the animals and

men that live upon the earth : the corn also

upon this earth, on which we are to live, hast

Thou made, we have not made it. Thou hast

given us strength, Thou hast given us cattle

and corn ; we worked with them, and the seed

grew up for us.

With the corn, which Thou didst let grow
for us, men were satisfied. The corn in the
house has been burnt up : who has burnt the

corn in the house ? Thou knowest 1

A single man has chased away all our people
from their houses

;
the children and their

mother hashe scattered, like a flock of turkeys,
hither and thither. The murderous enemy
took the curly-headed child out of his mother's
hand and killed him. Thou hast permitted
all this to be done. Why hast thou done this ?

Thouknovsst!

The corn which thou lettest grow, dost

Thou show to our eyes : the hungry man looks

at it and is comforted. When the corn blooms,
Thou sendest butterflies and locusts into it,

locusts and doves : all this comes from Thy
hand, Thou hast caused this to be done. Why
hast Thou done this ? Thou knowest !

My Lord, spare these who pray to Thee!

As a thief, stealing a man's corn, is bound by
the owner of the corn, thus do not thou bind,

O Lord! Binding the beloved one, Thou
settest free with love [=whom Thou lovest

Thou chastenest, but in mercy pardonest.]

If I am beloved by Thee, so set me free, I

entreat Thee from my heart! If I do not

pray to Thee from my heart, Thou hearest

me not. If I pray to Thee with my heart.

Thou knowest it, and art gracious unto me.

Morning Prayer.
O God, Thou hast let me pass the night in

peace : let me pass the day in peace! Where-

ever I may go, upon my way, which Thou
madest peaceable for me, O God, lead my
steps. When I have spoken, keep off calumny
from me : when I am hungry, keep me from

murmuring: when I am satisfied, keep me
from pride. Calling upon Thee, I pass the

day, O Lord, who hast no Lord !

Evening Prater.

God, Thou hast let me pass the day in

peace : let me pass the night in peace, Lord,
who hast no Lord! There is no strength but

in Thee: Thou alone hast no obligation.

Under Thy hand I pass the day ! under Thy
hand I pass the night ! Thou art my Mother,
Thou my Father !

175. These words, also, were written

by one who had no Pentateuch or

Bible to teach him, but who must have

learned such living truths as these by
the secret teaching of the Spirit of

God. (Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, vi.p.484-487.750-756, quoted
in H. H. Wilson's Works.)

Thou, God, art the Author of all things

which have been made, and from Thee will

originate all things which are to be made.

Thou art the Maker and the Cause of all things
made. There is none other but Thee.

He is my God, who maketh all things per-

fect. Meditate upon Him, in whose hands

are life and death.

1 believe that God made man, and that He
maketh every thing. He is my Friend.

Let faith in God characterise all your
thoughts, words, and actions. He, who serveth

God, places confidence in nothing else.

If the remembrance of God be in your
hearts, ye will be able to accomplish things
which are impracticable. But thosewho seek

the paths of God are few !

foolish one ! God is not far from you :

He is near you. You are ignorant ;
but he

knoweth every thing, and is careful in be-

stowing.
Care can avail nothing : it devoureth life :

for those things shall happen, which God
shall direct.

Remember God, for He endued your body
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with life : remember that Beloved One, who
placed you in the womb, reared and nourished

you.
O God, thou art, as it were, exceeding

riches; Thy regulations are without com-
pare ; Thou art the chief of every world, yet
remainest invisible.

Take such food and raiment as it may
please 3-od to provide you with : you require
naught besides.

What hope can those have elsewhere, even
if they wandered over the whole earth, who
abandon God ?

It will be impossible for you to profit any-
thing, if you are not with God, even if you
were to wander from country to country.
Have no desires, but accept what circum-

stances may bring before you ; because,
whatever God pleaseth to direct, can never
be wrong.

All things are exceeding sweet to those
who love God ; they would never style them
bitter, even if filled with poison ;

on the con-

trary, they would accept them as if they were
ambrosia.

Adversity is good, if on account of God ;

but it is useless to pain the body. Without
God, the comforts of wealth are unprofitable.
Do unto me, O God, as Thou thinkest best:

I am obedient to Thee. My disciples ! behold
no other God ; go nowhere but to Him.
Condemn none of those things, which the

Creator hath made. Those are His holy ser-

vants, who are satisfied with them.
We are not creators : the Creator is a dis-

tinct Being ; He can make whatever He de-

sireth, but we can make nothing.
God ever fostereth His creatures, even as a

mother serves her offspring, and keepeth it

from harm.
O God, Thou who art the Truth, grant me

contentment, love, devotion, and faith. Thy
servant prayeth for true patience, and that
he may be devoted to Thee.

He, that formed the mind, made it as it

were a temple for Himself to dwell in ; for

God liveth in the mind, and none other but
God.
O my friend, recognise that Being, with

whom thou art so intimately connected ;

think not that God is distant, but believe

that, like thy own shadow, He is ever near
thee.
H you call upon God, you will be able to

subdue your imperfections, and the evil in-

clinations of your mind will depart from you;
but they will return to you again, when you
cease to call upon Him.

176. Many other like passages might
be quoted from the writings of pious
heathens. And surely it may be said

of the writers of such words,
' These

men were not far from the Kingdom of

God.' Rather, let us say, they had

already entered the Kingdom: with

their earnest 'violence' they had 'taken

it by force,' Matt.xi.t2. The Living
Word had been speaking in their hearts,

and they had heard the Divine Voice,

and believed, and obeyed it. The

Light had been shining in their dark-

ness
'The True Light, which lighteth every

man that cometh into the world,' St.John i.9

and they had received it, and rejoiced
in it

;
while as yet no Gospel message

had reached them from the lips of

Apostles, or by the labours of Christian

Missionaries. It is, I repeat, one of

the strongest confirmations of our faith

and hope in God to know this that in

all ages of the world, among all nations,

there are signs, like these, that one and

the self-same Spirit of Grace has been

enlightening, strengthening, and com-

forting the minds of our fellow-men.

177. Yet, with all this, we cannot be

blind to the supreme excellence of that

Book, which tells us God's Truth, and

declares the Divine Will, more fully

and authoritatively than any other,

and which we therefore call the ' Word
of God '

the Bible. Laying aside the

notion of its infallible accuracy, in mat-

ters of scientific or historical truth,

admitting, as we must, that it contains

many legendary narratives, and even

much, in the Hebrew Scriptures, which,

considered in the light of Christianity,

we must pronounce to be defective in

a moral and religious point of view,

unworthy of that Divine Author, to

whom by so many the whole has been

directly ascribed, yet still, throughout
the sacred writings, both of the Old

and New Testament, there breathes a

Divine Spirit of life and holiness, such

as we find nowhere else in the whole

compass of heathen literature.

178. Thus, then, while we are sure

that the
' Word of God '

will be heard

oftentimes by the pious heart in the

utterances of heathen men, just as, we

know, there are passages in the apoery<

phal writings, e.g. in Ecclesiasticus,

which, though not parts of the canoni-

cal Scriptures, we yet feel to be living
words of Truth, and, as such, divinely

inspired, yet still, in all the writing!
of heathen men that we know of, there is

nothing to compare with the devotional

Psalms, or with the prophecies of Isaiah

or Jeremiah, still less, with the teach-

ings of St. Paul and St. John. Whatever

may be thought of its inspiration and
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authority, the Bible must be confessed

to be a Book sui generis, unlike any
other book or collection of books what-

ever, which have originated among
heathen nations, unique in the history
of the world.

179. But, further, knowing what we
do of the gross and frightful idolatries,

which were practised by the Israelites

generally down to the very time of the

Captivity, if not even during the

exile, the spirituality of the Hebrew

Scriptures, and the clear views ex-

pressed in them as to the Unity, the

Majesty, the Holiness, the Goodness,
of God, and the perfect purity of the

Divine Law, are indeed amazing, and
afford to the unprejudiced mind an

overwhelming proof, that the writers

were divinely inspired.
180. We know, for instance, that be-

fore the Captivity in Judah, as well as

in Israel human sacrifices were freely

offered, nay, that Jerusalem itself was

habitually profaned with the ' innocent

blood
'

of firstborn children, who were
made to 'pass through' the fire, in

other words, were burnt to death, as

victims, in honour of the idol whom
they worshipped, Moloch or Baal.

But this strange fact is of so much

importance, and is so little considered

in judging of the moral and religious
6tate of Israel before the Captivity, that

it may be well to produce at once the

proofs of the truth of this statement.

181. Let the reader, then, consider

well the following passages.
' The children of Judah have done evil in

my sight, saith Jehovah : they have set their

abominations in the House which is called by
my Name, to pollute it. And they have built

the high places of Tophet, which is in the

valley of the son of Hinnom, to burn their

sons and their daughters in the fire, which I

commanded them not, neither came it into

my heart.' Jer.vii.30,31.
'

They have forsaken me, and have estranged
this place, and have burned incense in it

unto other gods, whom neither they nor their

fathers have known, nor the kings of Judah,
and have filled this place with the blood of inno-

cents : they have built also the high places of

Baal, to burn their sons with fire for burnt-

offerings unto Baal, which I commanded no ,,

nor spake it, neither came it into my mind.'

Jer.xix.4,5.
'

Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their

daughters unto devils, and shed innocent blood,
the blood of their sons and of their daughters.

whom they sacrificed unto (he idols of Canaan,
and the land was polluted with blood.' Ps.cvi.

37,38.

182. It is plain that in the above

passages the phrase, 'to shed innocent

blood,' is used with express reference

to the sacrifice of young children
;
and

it appears also that the expression,
'

pass through,' = '

pass through the

fire,' is only an euphemism for 'burning
alive.' Thus we read

L.xviii.21,
' Thou shall not (let) make any

of thy seed pass through to Molech,' comp.
L.xx.2,

' Whosoever he be of the children of
Israel . . . that giveth his seed unto Molech, he
shall surely be put to death :

'

comp. also Jer.

xxxii.35,
' and they built the high places of

Baal, which are in the valley of the son of

Hinnom, to cause their sons and their dauyhters
to pass through unto Molech, which I com-
manded them not, neither came it into my
mind, that they should do this abomination,
to cause Judah to sin.'

D.xviii.9,10,
' Thou shalt not learn to do

after the abominations of those nations ; there
shall not be found among you any one that
maketh his son or his daughter to pass through
the fire:' comp. D.xii.31,

' Thou shalt not do
so unto Jehovah thy God : for every abomina-
tion to Jehovah, which He hateth, have they
done unto their gods ; for even their sons and
their daughters theyhaveburnt in the fire totheir

gods.'

And so we read of the king of Moab,
that in his distress

' He took his eldest son, that should have
reigned in his stead, and offered him for a
burnt-offering upon the wall,' 2K.iii.27

;

and of the people of Sepharvaimthat,
'

They burnt their children in fire to Adram-
melech, and Anammelech, the gods of Sephar-
vaim,' 2K.xvii.31.

183. So, too, the fact that the children

were actually sacrificed and burnt to

death, not merely dedicated to the

idol, as many suppose, is plainly
shown by the following passages:

' Are ye not children of transgression, a
seed of falsehood, enflaming yourselves with
idols under every green tree, slaying the children
in the valleys under the clefts of the rocks ?

'

Is.lvii.4,5.
'

Moreover, thou hast taken thy sons and thy

daughters, whom thou hast borne unto me,
and these hast thou sacrificed unto them to be

devoured. Is this of thy whoredoms a small

matter, that thou hast slain my children, and
delivered them to cause them to pass through
for them ?

'

Ez.xvi.20,21 .

'

Yea, declare unto them their abominations,
that they have committed adultery, and blood
is in their hands, and with their idols have
they committed adultery, and have also caused
their sons, whom they bare unto me, to pass
through for them to devour. . . . For when
they had slain their children to their idols, then

they came the same day into my Sanctuary
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to profane it ; and lo, thus have they done in

the midst of my House.' Ez.xxiii.37,39.

184. From the above instances we

may see what is really meant by
'

pass-

ing through the fire
'

in other passages,

e.g. where it is said of Ahaz, 2K.xvi.3,
' He walked in the ways of the kings of Israel,

yea, and made his son to pass through the fire,

according to the abominations of the heathen,
whom Jehovah cast out from before the chil-

dren of Israel
;

'

and of Manasseh, 2K.xxi.6
' He made his son to pass through the fire ;

'

and of the people, 2K.xvii.17
'

They caused their sons and their daughters
to pass through thefire:

'

while of Josiah it is told 2K.xxiii.10
' He defiled Tophet, which is in the valley of

the children of Hinnom, that no man might
make his son or his daughter to pass through the

fire to Molech.'

185. It will be seen that Ahaz and

Manasseh are stated to have offered

each his son, not his sons, and so, in

the last passage, we have ' his son or

his daughter.' These expressions cor-

respond with the following, from which

it would seem that only the first-born

child, that 'openeth the womb,' whether

male or female, was thus offered :

' I polluted them in their own gifts, in that

they caused to pass through all that openeth the

womb, that I might make them desolate, to

the end that they might know that I am
Jehovah.' Ez.xx.26.

And from the following it would

appear that the practice continued even

after the Captivity :

' Wherefore say unto the House of Israel,

Thus saith the Lord God, Are ye polluted

after the manner of your fathers, and commit

ye whoredom after their abominations ? For

when ye offer your gifts, when ye make your
sons to pass through the fire, ye pollute your-
selves with your idols, even unto this day: and

Shall I be enquired of by you, House of

Israel?' Ez.xx.30,31.

186. From all the above instances it

is sufficiently plain that the Israelites,

like the nations around them, practised

habitually, in the days of the later

kings, the horrid rites of human sacri-

fice. And, when we also read, lK.xi.7
' Then did Solomon build an high place for

Chemosh, the abomination of Moab, in the

hill that is before Jerusalem, and for Molech,
the abomination of the children of Amnion '

it can scarcely be doubted that Solomon,

too, connived, at all events, at the usual

rites, with which these gods were wor-

shipped, and amongwhich are specially

reckoned, as we have seen, 2K.iii.27,

xxiii.10, human sacrifices. We shall

find these observations of considerable

importance, as we advance further in

our critical enquiries.

187. But, for the present, it will

be enough to note that this was the

state of Judah and Israel, when the

great Prophets of the Old Testament

lived, and witnessed for God among
their people. With such fearful prac-

tices, and all the kindred vices of

heathenism, the grossest impurities,
and most loathsome abominations, pre-

vailing amongst them, even in their

most sacred places, 2K.xiv.24, xxiii.7,

the language of Isaiah and Jeremiah,

breathing the spirit of holy fear and
trust and love, of meek piety and

patient faith, and pure self-sacrificing

devotion to the cause of truth and

righteousness, can only be regarded as

inspired and Divine.

188. We conclude with the following

very important words of Bishop Thiel-

wall in his recent Charge, p. 123.

A great part of the events related in the Old
Testament has no more apparent connection with

our religion than those of Greek and Roman
history. . . . The history, so far as it is a
narrative of civil and political transactions,
has no essential connection with any religious
truth ; and if it had been lost, though we
should have been left in ignorance of much
that we desired to know, our treasure of

Christian doctrine would have remained
whole and unimpaired. The numbers, migra-
tions, wars, battles, conquests, and reverses, of
Israel, have nothing in common with the teach-

ing of Christ, with the way of salvation, with

the fruits of the Spirit. They belong to a

totally different order of subjects. They are

not to be confounded with the spiritual reve-

lation contained in the Old Testament, much
less with that fulness of grace and truth,
which came by Jesus Christ. Whatever
knowledge we may obtain of them is, in a re-

ligious point of view, a matter of absolute

indifference to us
;
and if they were placed

on a level with the saving truths of the

Gospel, they would gain nothing in intrinsic

dignity, but would only degrade that with
which they are thus associated. Such an as-

sociation may indeed exist in the minds of

pious and even learned men : but it is only by
means of an artificial chain of reasoning,
which does not carry conviction to all beside.

Such questions must be left to every one's private

judgment and feeling, which have the fullest

right to decide for each, but not to impose their

decisions, as the dictates ofan infallible authority,
on the consciences of others. Any attempt to

erect such facts into articles of faith, would be

fraught with danger of irreparable evil to the

Church, as well as with immediate hurt to

numberless souls.
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The Hebrew Scriptures I have examinee* and appreciated, as I would any other

writings of antiquity; and I have bluntly and honestly delivered my sentiments of

their merit and demerit, their beauties or imperfections, as becomes a free and

impartial examiner. I am well aware that this freedom will, by the many, be

considered as an audacious licence, and the cry of heresy 1 infidelity ! irreligion ! will

resound from shore to shore. But my peaceful mind has been long prepared for, and

indeed accustomed to, such harsh Cerberean barkings ; and experience has made me

(not naturally insensible) callous to every injury, that ignorance or malice may have

in store for me.

I only enter my protest against downright misrepresentation and calumny. I

disclaim and spurn the imputation of irreligion and infidelity. I believe as much as

I find sufficient motives of credibility for believing : and without sufficient motives

of credibility there can be no rational belief. Indeed, the great mass of mankind

have no rational belief. Thecommon Papist and the common Protestant are here on

almost equal terms. . . .

The common Papist rests his faith on the supposed infallibility of his Church. . . .

He reads in his catechism, or is told by his catechist, that the Church cannot err in

what she teaches, and then he is told that this unerring Church is composed only of

those, who hold communion with the Bishop of Rome, and believe precisely as he,

and the Bishops who hold communion with him, believe. From that moment reason

is set aside ; authority usurps its place, and implicit faith is the necessary con-

sequence. ... He dares not doubt : for in his table of sins, which he is obliged

to confess, he finds doubting in matters offaith to be a grievous crime.

But, on the other hand, is the faith of the common Protestant better founded ?

He rests it on a Book, called the Holy Bible, which he believes to be the infallible

Word of God. . . . He is taught to believe the Bible to be the infallible Word of

God, before he has read or can read it
;
aud he sits down to read it, with this pre-

possession in his mind, that he is reading the infallible Word of God. . . His

belief, then, is as implicit as that of the common Papist, and his motives of believing

even less specious.

On the whole, then, I think, it may be laid down as an axiom, that the bulk of

Christians, whether Papists or Protestants, cannot be said to have a rational faith ;

because their motives of credibility are not rational motives, but the positive asser-

tions of an assumed authority, which they have never discussed, or durst not

question. Their religion is the fruit of unenlightened credulity. Rev. Dr. A.

Geddes (Rom. Catu. Priest), Critical Remarks on the Hebrew Scripture*. 1800,

vol.I,p.v.
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It will be seen that, in this Second Part of my work, the argu-

ment to prove the non-Mosaic and unhistorical character of the

Pentateuch is removed altogether from the ground on which the

question was discussed in Part I, and is treated upon other, chiefly

philological, grounds. My former hook has had, I believe, the efl'ect

which I desired, having met with such a reception, generally, at

the hands of English readers, as satisfies me that there will now

exist a very general feeling among them, that there is certainly

something in. the story of the Exodus, as recorded in the Pentateuch,

which needs to be explained, and assures me that the requisite attention

will be given to the further examination of this important subject.

It was my earnest desire and hope to secure such attention from

the more thoughtful and intelligent of the Laity, without whose

aid nothing, I knew, could be done to deliver the Church of Eng-
land from the restraints of those time-honoured traditions, which

have hitherto checked freedom of thought and speech among her

members, and sealed, to a very great extent, the mouths of her

doctors and clergy. But, in order to do this, it was absolutely

necessary to awaken their interest in the question to be discussed,

by treating it, in the first instance, in the most plain and popular

manner, and using chiefly such reasoning as would require in the

reader no extensive scholarship, no knowledge of the Hebrew

tongue or acquaintance with the higher departments of Biblical

criticism, nothing but an honest, English, practical common-

eense, with a determination to knoiv, if possible, the real truth upon
the points at issue, where the argument turns upon matters of

every-day life, lying completely within his cognisance, and, when

known, to embrace and avow it.

I must now take a step forward with those, who are resolved to

investigate thoroughly the question which has been raised, as to

the real origin, age, and authorship of the different portions of the

Pentateuch. I shall still, however, bear constantly in mind that

my book, to produce the effect which I desire, must be brought
within the grasp of an intelligent layman, though unskilled in
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Hebrew learning. The difficulty, no doubt, is great, which must
be here encountered, if it is to satisfy at once the demands of the

scholar and the requirements of the unlearned. But the vital im-

portance of the subject under consideration is such as to leave me
no alternative but to make this attempt ;

and I can have no excuse

for sparing any labour, which may help to simplify, as far a3

possible, the unavoidable difficulties of the case. This will account

for the endeavour, which I have made throughout, to make each

step of the reasoning plain to the apprehension of the general

reader, though a critical scholar may, perhaps, complain that time

and space are occupied in clearing ground, which has been cleared

for him long ago, and in fortifying a position, which, he may think,
needs no defence. I have gone upon the principle of taking nothing

for granted, of assuming that my reader will desire to see for him-
self every step of the argument, and to have each point cleared up
completely as he goes. Where, therefore, it has been necessary to

appeal to some knowledge of the Hebrew language, I have sought

by means of a translation, or in some other way, to supply the infor-

mation needed to produce conviction in the mind ofthe unlearned,

sufficiently strong, at all events, to enable him to go on confidently
with the train of reasoning, which is followed throughout this

Second Part, if less certain than that which would arise from

actual acquaintance with the original tongue.

A few words may here be said in reply to my Reviewers. T

desire to acknowledge thankfully the hearty welcome and encou-

ragement, which my book has met with from many influential

quarters. And I am too well aware of the pain, which its publi-
cation must have caused to many excellent persons, to be surprised
at receiving some hard words from others. I am sure, however,
that the truth will prevail at last, and I shall abide patiently and

hopefully the issue of the contest.

Some of my critics have complained that I have set forth nothing
new in the First Part, that the objections, which I have stated,

had all been heard and answered before. I made, however, no

pretence of bringing forward novelties. The very point, indeed, of

my argument in Part I was this, that these difficulties were not

neio, though many of them were new to me, when I first began to

engage in these investigations, as, I believe, notwithstanding the

assertions of not a few of my critics, they were new to veiy many
of my readers, lay and clerical, when first laid before them. But
I expressly said that these contradictions, generally, had been
noticed by others, and mvst be noticed by every one who would

carefully study the Pentateuch, comparing one statement with
another. I said, also, that they have never been satisfactorily ex-

plained j
and I say. so stili. Having carefully considered the
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various replies which have hitherto been made to the First Part of

my work, I find no occasion to modify any of its main conclusions ;

though I have gladly availed myself of suggestions, whether from

friends or opponents, which have enabled me to amend, and, not

unfrequently, to strengthen, some of my arguments.
But the line of reasoning pursued in the present portion ofmywork

is that, probably, which with many minds will produce a more de-

cided effect. It will be seen that all the elaborate attempts, which

have been made to '

explain away
'

difficulties and ' reconcile
'

contradictions, are but as breath spent in vain, when the composite

character of .the story of the Exodus is once distinctly recognised,

and the Pentateuch falls to pieces, as it were, in the reader's hands,

the different ages of the different writers being established beyond
a doubt, and clearly exhibited. It was, perhaps, my knowledge of

the overwhelming amount and weight of this evidence, and of

much more of the same kind to be produced hereafter, which led

me to express myself in the First Part with an assured confidence

in the certainty of my conclusions, which some of my reviewers

have condemned, as scarcely warranted, in their opinion, by the

premisses, even if they were admitted to be true.

Others, again, have said that such a work as mine was unneces-

sary, because in these days the notion of literal inspiration is

generally abandoned. ' It is but fighting, therefore, with a shadow,

to attack the doctrine of Scripture infallibility, which is a thing of

the past, and has either already died away, or is fast dying away,

under the influence of modern science, and amidst the growing

intelligence of the age.' But is this statement true ? I quoted in the

Introduction to Part I, words addressed to the junior members of

the University of Oxford by one of their select preachers. Could

any language have set forth more explicitly the duty of regarding

the Bible, as in its every
'

sentence, word, syllable, letter where

shall we stop ?
'

infallible and Divine ? But many of that writer's

best friends, it is said, regret the delivery and publication of those

sermons. ' It is not to be supposed that such views are at all

widely entertained within the Church in the present day.' What,

then, shall be said of the following extracts ?

The Rev. E. Gaebett, M.A.,
' Select Preacher and Boyle Lec-

turer,' in a sermon also preached before the University of Oxford,

Nov. 16, 1862, writes as follows :

But this notion of an infallible Bible, and of the historical truth of its contents, is

no more, it is replied, than the mistake of a popular religion, of which the severer

criticism and more accurate habits of modern thought have undermined the very

foundations It is the clear teaching of those doctrinal formularies, to which we

of the Church of England have expressed our solemn assent, and no honest interpretation

of her language can get rid of it. p.9.
If the belief in the infallibility of the Scripture be a falsehood, the Church founded

upon it must be a living fraud ; ... in all consistent reason, we must accept the

whole of the inspired autographs or reject t?te whole, asfrom end toend unauthoritative and

worthless, p.10.
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The Rev. Dr. Baylee, the Principal of St. Aidan's College,

Birkenhead, which, as the Bishop of Winchester states, Charge,

1862, p. 23
now contributes the twentieth part of the candidates for the whole English Church

Ministry,

writes as follows in his Manual 'Baylee's Verbal Inspiration'

published
'

chiefly for the use of the students of St. Aidan's College.'
The whole Bible, as a revelation, is a declaration of the Mind of God towards His

creatures, on all the subjects of which the Bible treats, p.6.
What I believe to be the truth is this, the Eible is God's Word, in the same sense as

if He had made use ef no human agent, but had Himself spoken it, as we know He did

the Decalogue. p.ZS.
Modern Science, with all its wonderful advances, has discovered not one single in-

accurate allusion to physical truth, in all the countless illustrations employed in the Bible.

pA2.
The Bible cannot be less than verbally inspired. Every word, every syllable, every

letter, isjust what it would be, had God spokenfrom heaven without any human interven-

tion. pAS.
Every scientific statement is infallibly accurate, all its history and narrations of every

kind are without any inaccuracy. The words and phrases have a grammatical and phi-

lological accuracy, such as is possessed by no human composition, p.62.

[We have similar language from the Bishop (Bickersteth) of

Ripon in his recent Charge, 1864 : see the Adv. to this edition.

Let me implore of you to aim at establishing the flock committed to your charge in

the well-grounded assurance, that the whole Bible is the infallible record of the Mind
and Will of God, conveyed by direct inspiration to holy men of old, who spake as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost. The Bible, like its Author, is pure, unchangeable, truth

truth without admixture of error.

And so says the Bishop (Gray) of Capetown, see my (so-called)
'
Trial,' p. 390:
The Church regards, and expects all its officers to regard, the Holy Scriptures aa

teaching pure and simple truth.}

After considering the above facts, will anyone say that there is

no cause for the publication of such a work as mine ?

Again, very grave censure has been passed by some upon the lan-

guage which I have used, with reference to the manner in which the

' books of Moses '
are referred to in the New Testament. On this

point I shall say no more at present, than that I believe that, in

presence of the plain facts of the case, I have supported the

orthodox faith by those suggestions, which I have made in the

Preface to Part I, in the only way in which it can be supported,

as far as this particular question is concerned.

I am, of course, aware that some serious questions are raised,

with respect to the popular views of Christianity, by the consider-

ation of the facts, which are here, as I believe, proved in reference

to the Pentateuch
;
and many of my Reviewers, as well as some

private correspondents, have urged upon me the desirableness of

stating at once in what way the usual elements of Christian doc-

trine appear to be affected by the unhistorical character of the

Pentateuch. But, however I may wish to satisfy my own mind

upon this point, it is impossible to do so, till it is seen what residuum

of real fact is left behind, when the Pentateuch is thoroughly ex-

mained. This only I repeat once more, whatever difficulties may
be raised by such criticism, yet the recognition of the gradual
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growth of Jesus, as the Son of Man, in human knowledge and

science of all kinds, such as that which concerns the question 01

the age and authorship of the Pentateuch, is perfectly compa-
tible with rather, is absolutely required by the most orthodox

faith in His Divinity, as the Eternal Son of God. And I believe

that this view of the case is far more reverent and becoming than

that which is so very commonly adopted, viz. that, knowing how the

case really stood, He yet adopted the popular language of the day,

and so left His countrymen and disciples in total ignorance of the

facts of history and criticism, of which He Himself was fully cog-

nisant, and by His silence, at all events or even by direct state-

ments confirmed their mistaken notions on so important a question.

But leaving these Replies and Reviews, most of which are by
anonymous authors, I am naturally most anxious to see what the

Bishops and Doctors of the Church of England will say upon the

subject of my book, and how they will act in the present emer-

gency. At the time when I write, only one of the English Bench
of Bishops, the Bishop of Rochestee, has, as far as I am aware,

expressed himself at any length with reference to the present ques-
tion. And he has stated, in his published letter to the clergy of

his Diocese, that he is 'no Hebrew or German scholar,' and, there-

fore, being necessarily ignorant, at present, of the real facts of the

case, he can scarcely be regarded as a fair and competent judge in

the mattter.

The Bishop of London in his recent Charge admirable in re-

spect of the liberal and charitable spirit which it breathes through-

out, while saying that

it would never do to lay down that a clergyman is bound not to inquire,

and that

we cannot for a moment admit any theory, which, teaching that as clergymen they
were bound to an unquestioning adherence to the Church's standards, removes tha

Clergy out of the category of inquiring honest men, thus robbing the Church of all

that weight of testimony in favour of its doctrines, which is derived from the heart-

felt free adherence of so many of the most intelligent and best men of each genera-
tion, who have found their highest happiness as its ministers,

and while further saying that

a clergyman cannot altogether avoid such questions he is called every day, in his
common occupations, to announce that he has an opinion on one side or the other of,
at least, some of them he cannot, therefore, shut his eyes to them,

yet adds that

if such inquiry leads to doubt, and if the doubt ends in disbelief of the Chnrch'3

doctrines, of course he will resign his offics as one of the Church's authorised
teachers.

Now let us consider what this leads to. Let us suppose a cler-

gyman to begin to '

inquire,' having a difficulty about the Deluge

put before him by some intelligent layman of his flock. If he does

this, he will assuredly soon learn that the results of geological

science forbid our believing in an Universal Deluge, such as the

Bible manifestly speaks of. He will find also that mathematical
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and physical science, as well as the plain texts of Scripture, equally
forbid our believing in ^partial Deluge, such as some have supposed,
since that involves an Universal Flood. Rather, without any appeal
to science at all, if only he allows himself to ' think' upon the

subject, and to realise to his own mind the necessary conditions of

the supposed event, he will need only a common practicaljudgment
to convince him that the story, which is told in the book of Ge-

nesis, is utterly incredible.

It is extremely probable, then, that any such clergyman, if he

once begins to '

inquire,' must needs come very soon to doubt, and

before long to disbelieve, the literal historical truth of the Scripture
accoimt of the Deluge. Rather, let me ask, does any intelligent

clergyman at this day anyone who has allowed himself to ' think'

upon the subject, as he would think about any other recorded fact

of ancient history really believe in the historical truth of that

story ? Do the Bishops and Doctors of the English Church believe

in it ? If they do not, then do not these Divines, one and all,

'disbelieve the Church's doctrine' on this particular point, whilst

yet, in common with all their fellow-clergy, they use habitually
that solemn form of address to Almighty God in the Baptismal

Service, which expressly assumes the reality and historical truth-

fulness of the story of the Noachian Deluge
Almighty and everlasting God, who of thy great mercy didst save Noah and his

family in the Ark from perishing by water ?

It may, indeed, be said,
' There was a Deluge of some kind or

other, and this is only a legendary reminiscence of it.' But the

Church Prayer-Book does not mean this. When those formularies

were laid down, and the Clergy were bound by a solemn subscrip-
tion to declare their '

unfeigned assent and consent to all things
written in the Book of Common Prayer,' it was assuredly meant to

bind them to express an unfeigned belief in the story of the Deluge,
as it is told in these chapters of Genesis, and not to some imaginary
Flood of any kind, which anyone may choose at his pleasure to

substitute for it. Are, then, all these Prelates, as well as ordinary

Clergy to resign at once their sacred offices, because they disbelieve

the Church's doctrine on this point ?

But what are they to do under these circumstances those, I

mean, who have their eyes open to the real facts of the case, andwho
cannot bear to utter what they know to be untrue in the face of

God and the Congregation ? Many perhaps, most will get rid of

the difficulty, with satisfaction to their own minds in some way, by

falling back upon the notion above referred to, that the account in

Genesis is a legendary narrative, however incorrect and unhistorical,

of some real matter of fact in ancient days. Others will justify

themselves in still using such a form of Prayer, by considering that

they are acting in a merely official capacity, as ministers of the
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National Church, and administrators of the laws which the main

body of the Church has approved, and has not yet rescinded.

But what shall he said to those, who cannot conscientiously adopt
either of the above methods of relieving themselves from the bur-

den of the present difficulty, and yet feel it to be impossible to

continue any longer to use such words in a solemn address to the

Almighty ? I see no remedy for these, but to omit such words-
to disobey the law of the Church on this point, and take the con-

sequences of the act.

Is not this the way by which, in England, all laws become dis-

used and practically abrogated, long before they are formally and

legally annulled ? At this moment, how many are there of the

Clergy who never read the Athanasian Creed ? And how many
are there of the Bishops, who make no enquiry as to whether, or

not, their clergy do use this creed, who do not therefore, compel
them to use it ?

And the circumstances of the times are such, that those, who
know the facts of the case, dare not be silent any longer, while yet
it is possible, by a timely recognition of the truth, and by adopting
wise and liberal measures suited to the present emergency, to save

the Church of England from the ruin which threatens her by the

depreciation of the standard of learning among the Clergy. It is a

fact well known that the ablest minds are being daily excluded

from her ministry, and men of inferior attainments, from St. Aidan's

and other similar institutions, admitted in large numbers to it to

such an extent, indeed, that in 1861, according to the statement of

the Bishop of Winchester, out of G70 candidates for Holy orders,

considerably more than one-third, viz. 241, were 'Literates' [a

phrase which, as the Bishop of St. David's has told us,
* often means

the same thing
'

as '

illiterates']. It was only a question of time

whether these results of critical inquiry should be brought to the

knowledge of English Churchmen in this our own day or in the

days of the next generation. There is yet a season in which we

may work together, to open the barriers, which at present shut out

from the National Church so many men of learning and genius
and piety, who might be numbered among her strongest friends,

and to get rid of those stringent fetters of subscription, by which
the young men of promise, at each of our Universities, refuse any
longer to be bound.

It is our duty at such a time as this to speak out plainly what
we know, even though, in so doing, we should be charged with

disobeying the written law of the Church. More especially are

we bound to do so, when we know that her voice has for a long
time not been heard that it cannot now be heard that the

Church, as a Body, is not allowed to speak ;
for no one can suppose
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that the present Houses of Convocation, where the Clergy are most;

imperfectly represented and the Laity not at all, can be regarded

as in any sense expressing the mind of the National Church. Her

hands, we know, are tied, and her whole frame cramped with for-

mulae of bygone days, which she once adopted, as suited to her

then state of development, but which she has now outgrown. But

we know also what her voice would be, if she could only freely

utter it this day, as she did in the days of the Reformation. We
are sure that she would bid her children '

buy the Truth' at all

cost, without respect to Church censures or formularies, that, if

she could only now express her mind, and the whole spirit of her

teaching, her language would be in full accordance with those

words of one of her most distinguished modern prelates, (Arch-

bishop Whatelt on Bacon's Essays, p. 10) :

He who propagates a delusion, and he who connives at it when already existing,

both alike tamper with truth. We must neither lead nor leave men to mistake

falsehood for truth. Not to undeceive, is to deceive. The giving, or not correcting,

false reasons for right conclusions, false grounds for right belief, false principles for

right practice, the holding forth, or fostering, false consolations, false encourage-

ments, or false sanctions, or conniving at their being held forth, or believed, are all

pious frauds. This springs from, and it will foster and increase, a want of veneration

for Truth : it is an affront put on the '

Spirit of Truth.'

It is true, the above passage was probably not written with the

remotest idea of its being applied to the present controversy. It

was written, as we may suppose, with a more direct reference to

what the Archbishop considered to be our duty, as Members and

Ministers of a Protestant Church, in our relations with Romanism.

But not the less truly or forcibly because undesignedly does it

express the very spirit of Protestantism, the spirit of our National

Church. In such words as these we hear the very tone in which

she would speak to us now, if she could only make her voice to be

heard, and would exhort her children, and enjoin her Clergy, to

search after and to speak the Truth, since thus only can they be

true children and servants of God. And, indeed, the Bishop of

London, in his recent Charge, distinctly recognises free inquiry

after Truth, as the very principle of our Protestant Church :

As to free inquiry, what shall we do with it? Shall we frown upon it, denounce

It, try to stifle it ? This will do no good, even if it be right. But after all we are

Protestants. We have been accustomed to speak a good deal of the right and duty
of private judgment. It was by the exercise of this right, and the discharge of this duty,

that our fathers freed their and our souls from Home's time-honoured falsehoods.

If this be true, it is impossible to suppose that she would en-

courage and enjoin
' free inquiry

'

as a duty on the one hand, and,

on the other, check it in the very outset, by requiring that any of

her Clergy, who, in these days of progress in learning and science

of every kind, should arrive by means of such '

inquiry
'
at any

conclusions different from those, which were thought right three

centuries ago, must at once abdicate their sacred functions, and go

out of her Ministry.
I assert, however, without fear of contradiction, that there are
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multitudes now of the more intelligent Clergy, who do not believe

in the historical truth of the Noachian Deluge, as recorded in the

book of Genesis. Yet did ever a layman hear his clergyman speak
out distinctly what he thought, and say plainly from the pulpit

what he himself believed, and wbat he would have them to believe,

on this point ? Did ever a Doctor or Bishop of the Church do this

at least, in the present day ? I doubt not that cases may be

found, where such '

plainness of speech
' has been exercised by the

Clergy. But I appeal to the Laity, generally, with confidence.

Have you ever heard your Minister able, earnest, excellent, as

you know him to be tell out plainly to his people the truth which

he knows himself about these things ? Or if not to the congrega-
tion at large for fear lest the '

ignorant and unlearned
' should

' wrest it to their own destruction
'

has he ever told these things

to you in private, to you, men and women of education and intelli-

gence, parents of families, teachers of youth, and so helped you
to lay wisely from the first, in the minds of your children and

pupils, in order to meet the necessities of this age of advancing
science and ' free inquiry,' the foundation of a right understanding
in respect of these matters? As before, I doubt not that here

also exceptions may be found to the general rule. But is not the

case notoriously otherwise in the vast majority of instances ?

But how can a clergyman be expected to indulge free thought,
on some of the most interesting and important questions of physical,

historical, and critical science, when he knows that, for arriving at

any conclusions on certain points of Biblical criticism, which con-

tradict the notions of our forefathers, living in days of comparative
darkness and ignorance in respect of all matters of scientific re-

search, he is in danger of being dragged into the Court of Arches,
and of being there ejected, or, if not ejected, at least suspended,
from his living, and saddled, it may be, with a crushing weight of

debt? Is it any wonder that a young man of University distinction

and intellectual activity, however ready he may be, for the love

of God and his fellow-men, to engage himself in the holy and

blessed, though in respect to this world's goods often ill-rewarded,

labours of the ministry of souls, should yet be found unwilling to

subject himself to the ' tender mercies
'

of such a system as this,

and so, perhaps, suddenly, in the middle of his life, when the

fire and energy of youth are spent, and the day is too far gone for

him to begin work again, and devote his powers to the heavy toil

of mastering the details of some new profession, (if even such a

profession were open to him, which by the present law of England
is not the case,) find himself deprived of the moderate competence
which he had earned by having

'

spumed delights, and lived labo-

rious days,' and stripped at a stroke of all his means of livelihood,

as one of the pains and penalties of thinking ?
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Ihave felt obliged to express dissent from one expression in the late

Charge of the Bishop of London. But I cannot deny myself the

satisfaction of quoting other words of the same Prelate, which

ehow how well he appreciated, at the time when he spoke them,
the special needs of the present day.

Wherever a general suspicion is engendered, however unfounded it may be, that

something is amiss in our system of religion, which from policy or cowardice we are
anxious to conceal, there hidden infidelity will make rapid progress, and many a man
of honest mind will in secret be tortured with anxiety, having no leisure to examine
for himself the difficulties he has heard of, and be distressed by a painful impression
that those, who ought to examine for him, are deliberately or unwittingly banded
together to mislead. Thus, as is usual, wherever men take upon themselves to act

against God's purposes, that very infidelity, the fear of whiuh scared them from their

duty, will grow with tenfold vigour because they have neglected to perform it.

And here it seems well to remark that the critical study of the Bible is more than
ever necessary to be encouraged now, from the particular circumstances of our own
age and country. Whatever may be thought of the honesty or policy of endeavouring
to conceal difficulties and stifle inquiry formerly, the days, when such methods of

propping up the truth of God were possible, are at an end. . . . The old times,
with their mingled good and evil the old ideas of the paternal duty of government
both in Church and State to lead the mass of men, as it were, blindfold, and to shut

up knowledge within the privileged caste of those who were thought likely to make a
good use of it, have passed. . . . The old state of things can never be brought
back. It is in our own generation and amid the men of our own generation amid
their thoughts, bad as well as good, their questionings and doubtings and shallow

disputations, as well as their energetic impatience of concealment and hatred of all

formalism, that God has placed the scene of our responsibilities; and it is vain to

think that we can do any good amongst them by attempting to teach them on the

principles of a departed state of society, and not as their own characters and circum-
stances require. Dangers and Safeguards, p. 83-87.

Can we not trust God's Truth to take care of itself in this world ?

Must we seek, in our ignorant feeble way, to prop it up by lesral

enactments, and fence it round by a system of lines and forfeitures

and Church anathemas, lest the rude step of some ' free inquirer
'

should approach too near, and do some fatal injury to the Eternal

Truth of God ? Have we no faith in God, the Living God? And
do we not believe that He himself is willing, and surely able as

willing, to protect his own honour and to keep in safety the souls

of His children, and, amidst the conflict of opinion that will ever

be waged in this world in the search after truth, which may be

vehement but need not be uncharitable, to maintain in each

humble, prayerful, heart the essential substance of that Truth

which ' maketh wise unto salvation
'

? Surely, as a friend writes

To suppose that we can serve God's cause by shutting our eyes to the light, much-
more to suppose that we can serve it by asserting that we sea what we do-not- see,,

because we wish to see it, is simply intellectual Atheism.

And when men declare, as some have done, that there can. be no

belief in God, no Religion, no laws binding on the conscience, no

principles to purify the heart, no authoritative sanetisn for the

most sacred duties of private, social, and public life,, unless thsse

old stories of the Pentateuch are received with implicit faith at

least, in their main features as literally and historically true,, is not

this really, in however disguised a form,, the very depth of Infidelity ?

J. W. NATAL.
London: Jan. 24, 1863.



PART II.

THE AGE AND AUTHOESHIP OF THE

PENTATEUCH CONSIDEEED.

CHAPTER I.

6IGNS OF DTFFEBENT ATTTHOBS IN THE
PENTATEUCH.

189. In the First Part of this work we
have been considering some of the most

remarkable inconsistencies and contra-

dictory statements, which a closer

examination of the Pentateuch, as it

now lies before us, reveals to the atten-

tive reader. Most of these are of an

arithmetical character, and some of

them might be greatly diminished, or,

perhaps, got rid of altogether, if it

were possible to suppose that the

number of warriors in the wilderness

was only 6,000, instead of 600,000.
But the story itself, as we have seen,

forbids such a supposition. Not only
is the number of warriors,

'

600,000
on foot that were men, besides children,'

given in round numbers in E.xii.37,

N.xi.21, but it is stated more accu-

rately, as 603,550, thrice over in dif-

ferent forms, in E.xxxviii.25-28. And,
besides this, the numbers of the armed
men of the separate tribes are given on

two different occasions, and the sum-
total of these twelve tribe-numbers is,

in the one ease, 603,550, N.i.46, and in

the other, 601,730, Kxxvi.51 ; and, on

the first occasion, the separate tribe-

numbers and the sum-total are again,
a second time, accurately repeated in

N.ii, nay, are repeated carefully twice

over, for the three tribes constituting
each of the four camps are numbered
and summed up together separately,
and then these four sum-totals or camp-

numbers, 186,400, 151,450, 108,100,

157,600, are added together, and make

up the same total as before, 603,550.
190. These numbers, indeed, are all

round numbers, each ending with a

cipher ;
and it has been suggested that

there may be a clerical error, extend-

ing through the whole set of them, and

that, if these ciphers be struck out,

(which is equivalent to dividing all the

numbers by ten,) the sum-total will be
reduced to a more manageable number.

But, in fact, most of the difficulties

will remain really as formidable, with
a camp of 60,000 warriors, that is, with

a population of 200,000 or 3u0,000

people, as with the larger camp of

600,000. We should only have to sub-

stitute in our imaginations the town of

Liverpool or Manchesteb for the

city of London. Could the total

number be reduced to about 6,000,
some of the difficulties might, indeed,

as we have said, disappear, but, ever,

then, not all of them ; for we should

still have to imagine a town of 20,000
or 30,000 people, as Oxford or Cam-
bbidge. But the separate numbers of

the tribes in N.i,ii,xxvi, forbid this last

reduction, as the numbers do not all

consist of so many round hundreds.

191. Besides, the number of the

Levites is expressly fixed by its rela-

tion to the number of firstborns,

Niii.39-51. These latter were 22,273,
a number without a cipher, which

cannot, therefore, be ' reduced
'

; and
it is stated that these exceeded the

male Levites by 273, vA6, for each
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one of whom a tax of five shekels was

paid, and the whole number of shekels

so paid is reckoned, v.50, as 1,365.

Hence there can be no room for sup-

posing that the whole number of male
Levites was any other than 22,000,

N.iii.39, numbered separately as Ger-

shonites, 7,500, v.22, Kohathites, 8,600,

.28, Merarites, 6,200, -y.34, the sum
of which three numbers, however, is

actually 22,300 instead of 22,000,
where we have a remarkable inaccuracy,
which has to be ' reconciled.' And of

these, we are told, 8,580, N.iv.48, viz.

Kohathites, 2,750, v. 36, Gershonites,

2,630, vAO, Merarites, 3,200,* v.te

were ' from thirty years old and up-
ward, even unto fifty years old,' repre-

senting (say) 10,000 above the age of

twenty, at which the census of the

other tribes was taken, N.i.3. But, if

there were 10,000 Levites ' from twenty

years old and upward,' it is absurd to

imagine that there were only 6,000
warriors of all the twelve tribes, and

very unreasonable to suppose that

there were only 60,000, even if the

difficulties of the story would really be

relieved by such a supposition.
192. If, therefore, it were still

possible to believe that a whole series

of numbers, such as the tribe-numbers

and totals, had been systematically

corrupted and exaggerated in conse-

quence of clerical errors, yet it would
then follow that all the above particu-
lars about the Levites and first-borns

must have been a pure invention of a

later date, implying that the interpo-

lating inventor had no particular rever-

ence for the original text. Besides

which, the '

corruption
'

of the text, re-

quired to produce the numbers of the

* The whole number of the male Kohath-
ites, as above given, 8,600, is more than one-

fourth as large again as that of the Merarites,
6,200 ; whereas the converse is the case with
the adults, since the number of Merarite
males from thirty to fifty years old, 3,200, is

just one-sixth as large again as that of the

Kohathites, 2,750. Besides this palpable in-

consistency, the Merarite males ' from thirty
to fifty' are more than half the whole number
of males of that family,

' from a month old

and upward,' contrary to all the data of

modern statistical science. It is obvious that,
with all the appearance of extreme accuracy,
there is no real historical truth in any of these

numbers.

Pentateuch, must have been of a very
peculiar kind. For not only are th*

twelve tribe-numbers in the first two

instances, N.i,ii, so fixed that their

sums, taken in different ways, give

accurately the first sum-total, 603,550,
but in the third case, N.xxvi, they are

all changed, each being either in-

creased or diminished by a certain

amount, yet so judiciously changed,
that the result is obtained, which was

apparently desired, of having the to-

tal nearly the same as before, 601,730.
It is very plain that this Hebrew
author, whoever he may have been,
was not so ignorant and helpless in

matters of arithmetic as some have

imagined.
193. We are thus, it would seem,

compelled to adhere to the Scripture
number of 600,000 warriors, as that

which was intended by the sacred

writer, whatever contradictions and

impossibilities it introduces into the

story ; and, therefore, these '

arith-

metical' arguments are really of the

greatest importance, in the considera-

tion of the present question. And they
have this special advantage, that they
can be clearly stated in definite terms,
so as to be readily appreciated by
practical men, and are notmixedup with
those other difficulties of a moral

nature, which, however strongly felt

by very many, are not realised in the

same degree by all devout readers of

the Bible.

194. Thus, then, whatever process of

reduction may be applicable to the im-

mense Hebrew numbers which occur

everywhere throughout the Bible,

(and my belief is that these numbers
are merely set down loosely at random,
in oriental fashion, not exaggerated

systematically by mistake, or design,
or accident, as some suppose,) yet
with regard to these particular num-
bers in the story of the Exodus, there

can be no mistake, and no uncertainty.
There can be no uncertainty, because

the number, 603,550, is checked in

so many ways, by so many different

statements, especially by the state-

ment of the amount of silver contri-

buted for the Tabernacle,* that there
* Suppose it were stated on authority that
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can be no doubt as to the number of

warriors actually intended by the

writer of the story. There can be no

mistake at least, if Moses wrote the

story of the Exodus; because, we are

told, he himself personally took a care-

ful census of the people, the results of

which, for each tribe, are set down

exactly in N.i, repeated carefully in

N.ii, and again, with variations, in

N.xxvi.

195. It remains only to suppose that

Moses did not write these chapters at

all, (as we believe,) or did not write

them as they now stand, so that these

passages, and all the others, where
these numbers are involved, have been

systematically and deliberately falsified
in later days, which would indicate

that they were not regarded as so un-

speakably sacred and divine, as to be

secured from such '

free handling.' I

confidently challenge investigation on

this point ;
and I call upon any, who

are prepared to maintain the possibility
of the story being true, although these

numbers may be wrong, not merely to

suggest that the numbers mayhave to be

reduced, but to point out in what way it

is conceivable that they can be reduced,
so as to get rid of the contradictions

and impossibilities which they involve,

without, at the same time, introducing
other difficulties into the question, as

grave as any which the numbers them-
selves occasion. Until this is done, I

must assume that I have proved above
that such a reduction is impossible,
without sacrificing some of the most
essential details of the story, and, in

fact, its general historical character.

196. But the reasonings, adduced in

Part I, are by no means all arithmeti-

cal, though they are all of a practical
character.

Thus, for instance, it requires only
the application of common sense, and
no arithmetical calculation whatever,

the receipts at the International Exhibition
for ten days, at a shilling a head, amounted to

30,177?.10s., would any one doubt that it

follows as a necessary consequence that the

number of persons, who entered on those

days at a shilling a head, was 603,550 ? This
Is exactly the inference to be drawn from
E.xxxviii.25-28.

to see that even a small boiy of men,
women, and children, must have needed

water during the long interval of nearly

forty years between the miracles at

Horeb, E.xvii, and Meribah, N.xx.

They wanted also firewood for daily

use, and must have certainly perished,
if exposed to the bitter cold of the

desert of Sinai during the severe winter

months without such constant supplies
of fuel, as were not to be obtained in

that desolate waste. Further, their

sheep and cattle, however few in

number, must have needed grass, as

well as water
;
and the rules for en-

suring perfect cleanliness, by carry-

ing out the refuse of the sacrifices, and

all their rubbish, &c, to a place with-

out the camp, would have been futile,

if laid down for the population of an

ordinary English town, as well as for

a much greater multitude. Nor would
a small body of such fugitives any
more than a large one, have been able

to carry tents with them ;
and it would

have been just as impossible for ten

poor men, as for ten thousand, to have

supplied themselves easily -withpigeons
or turtle-doves under Sinai.

197. Once more, therefore, I repeat,
it is vain to argue that the story is in

the main correct and historically true,

though marred by the mistake, so com-

mon among Eastern writers, of exag-

gerating, perhaps a hundredfold, the

numbers of the people, and placing
this large body under laws, and in

circumstances, which were only possi-
ble for a small community. In fact,

we have only to realise for once to

our minds the idea of a city, as large
and as populous as modern London,
set down, if that be conceivable or

possible, in the midst of the Sinaitic

waste, and set down, not at one place

only in that Desert, but at more than

forty different places, N.xxxiii, if so

many places can be imagined in the

wilderness, where such a city could

have been planted, without any kind

of drainage, with no supplies of water,

for purposes of cooking or cleanliness,

brought round, as in a modern town,

by running streams or waterpipes to

the neighbourhood, at least, of every

house, nay. with no supplies of water

G
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at all, except on three special occasions,

with no supplies of fuel for warmth,

during the frost and snow of forty

winters, even allowing that the mira-

culous 'manna,' together with the flesh

of their flocks and herds, (which must

have been supported, however, without

water or pasturage), may have sufficed

for all their* wants as food, allowing
also that they needed no salt, nor re-

quired fresh stores of raiment, for

' Their clothes waxed not old upon them,
nor their shoes upon their feet,' D.xxix.5

we have only, I repeat, once for all,

deliberately to face this question, and

to try to realise to ourselves such a

state of things as this, and we shall

see the utter impossibility of receiving

any longer this story of the Exodus as

literally and historically true, whatever

real facts may lie at the basis of the

narrative.

198. The one only cause, indeed, for

astonishment is this not that a Bishop
of the Church of England should now
be stating that impossibility but that

it should be stated now, by a Bishop of

the Church, as far as I am aware, for
the first time that such a belief should

have been so long acquiesced in by mul-

titudes, both of the Clergy and the Laity,
with an unquestioning, unreasoning,

credulity, that up to this very hour,

in this enlightened age of free thought,
in this highly-civilised land, so many
persons of liberal education actually

still receive this story in all its details

at least, in all its main details as

historical matter-of-fact, and insist on

the paramount duty of believing in the

account of the Exodus, among the

'things necessary to salvation' con-

tained in the Bible, as essential to an

orthodox faith in the True and Living
God. Still more strange is it, and sad,

that our Missionaries have been sent to

teach in our name such a faith as this

to the heathen, and to require them

also, on the pain of eternal perdition,

to believe that this history, in all its

parts, with all its contradictions and

impossibilities, has the seal of Divine

Authority set upon it, as truly as those

words, D.vi.5,
' Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy might.'

199. Now, however, that we are able

to feel that we stand on sure ground,
when we assert that these books, what-

ever be their value, with whatever pious

purpose they were written, and what-

ever excellent lessons they may teach,

are not removed from the sphere of

critical enquiry, by possessing any such

Divine infallibility, as has been usually
ascribed to them, there is a multitude

of other difficulties, inconsistencies,

and impossibilities, which will be at

once apparent, if we examine carefully
the Scripture narrative, and no longer
suffer our eyes to be blinded, by the

mere force of habit, to the actual

meaning of the words which we read.

Without, at present, stopping to con-

sider those, which arise from examining
the story of the Creation and the Fall,

as given in the first chapters of Genesis,

by the light of modern Science, we will

here notice the contradictions, which
exist between the first account of the

Creation in G.i.l-ii.3, and the second

account in G.ii.4-25.

200. Upon this latter passage I will

quote the words of Kalisch
( Genesis,

/>.83), one of the most able modern

commentators on the Hebrew text of

Genesis :

The Creation was finished. We might
imagine that we see the blooming meadow*,
the finny tribes of the sea, and the number-
less beasts of the field, and, in the midst of

all this beauty and life, man with his help-

mate, as princes and sovereigns. But more :

the Creation was not only finished; it had
been approved of also in all its parts. And, as

the symbol of the perfect completion of His

task, God was i
-

epresented to rest, and to bless

that day, which marked the conclusion of his

labours.
But now the narrative seems not only to

pause, but to go backward. The grand and

powerful climax seems at once broken off,

and a languid repetition appears to follow.

Another cosmogony is introduced, which, to

complete the perplexity, is, in many impor-
tant features, in direct contradiction to the

former.
It would be dishonesty to conceal these dif-

ficulties. It would be weakmindedness and
cowardice. It would be flight, instead of com-
bat. It would be an ignoble retreat, instutd

of victory. We confess there is an apparent
dissonanse.

201. The following are some of the

more noticeable points of difference

between the two cosmogonies, which

we shall consider more at length here-

after.
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(I) In the first, the earth emerges from the
ivaters. and is, therefore, saturated with mois-

ture, i.9,10.
In the second

,
the ' whole face of the ground

'

requires to be moistened, ii.6.

(ii) In the first, the birds and beasts are
created before man, i.20,24,26.
In the second, man is created before the

birds and beasts, ii.7,19.

(iii) In the first, man and woman are
created together, as the closing and completing
work of the whole Creation, created also, as
is evidently implied, in the same kind of way,
to be the complement of one another ; and,
thus created, they are blessed together, i.28.

In the second, the beasts and birds are
created between the man and the woman,
the man being made first, of the dust of the

ground, then the beasts and the birds, to
which the man gives names, and, after all

this, the woman being made last, out of one
of the man's ribs, but merely as a helpmate
for the man. ii.7,8,15,22.

202. The fact is, that the second ac-

count of the Creation, ii.4-25, together
with the story of the Fall, iii. 1-24, is

the work of a different writer altogether
from him who wrote the frst, i.l-ii.3.

The proof of this will be given in due

time, as we proceed. But the fact itself

is suggested at once by the circumstance

that, throughout the first narrative, the

Creator is always spoken of by the

name Elohtm, God ; whereas, through-
out the second acount, as well as in the

story of the Fall, He is always called

Jehovah Elohtm, Lord God, except
in iii.1,3,5, where the writer seems to

abstain, for some reason, from placing
the name 'Jehovah' in the mouth of
the Serpent.

This accounts naturally for the above
contradictions. It seems that, by some
means, the productions of two pens
have been here united, without refer-

ence to their inconsistencies.

203. A similar contradiction exists

also in the account of the Deluge, as it

now stands in the Bible.

Thus in G.vi.19,20, we read:
' Of every living thing of all flesh, two of

every sort shalt thou bring into the Ark, to

keep them alive with thee ; they shall be male
and female. Of fowls after their kind, and of
cattle after their kind, of every creeping thing
of the earth after his kind, two of every sort
Bhall come unto thee, to keep them alive.'

But in G.vii.2,3, the command is

given thus :

' Of every clean beast thou shalt take to
thee by sevens, the male and his female, and
of beasts that are not clean by two, the male
and his female- of fowls, also of the air by

sevens, the male and the female, to keep seed
alive upon the face of all the earth.'

It is impossible to reconcile the con-

tradiction here observed, in the numbers
of living creatures to be taken into the

Ark, especially in the case of the fowls,
of which one pair of every kind is to

be taken, according to the first direction,
and seven pairs, according to the second.

204. But here also the matter explains
itself easily, when we observe that the

former passage is by the hand of that

writer, who uses only Elohtm, and the
latter passage by the other writer, whv
uses Jehovah, as well as Elohim,
though he does not now use the com-

pound phrase, Jehovah Elohtm. It

did not occur to the one, whether

aware, or not, of the distinction be-

tween clean and unclean beasts, to

make any provision for sacrificing im

mediately after the Flood. The lattei

bethinks himself of the necessity of a

sacrifice, G.viii.20, when Noah and his

family come out of the Ark
;
and he

provides, therefore, the mystical num-
ber of seven pairs of clean beasts and
fowls for that purpose.

205. We shall produce hereafter the
full proof of the above statement. For
the present it will be sufficient to quote
the following remarks of the Eev. J.

J. S. Perowne, B.D., Vice-Principal
of St. David's College, Lampeter, and

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of

Norwich, in Smith's Dictionary of the

Bible, II.p.774-8.

If, without any theory casting its shadow
upon us, and without any fear of consequences
before our eyes, we read thoughtfully only the
Book of Genesis, we can hardly escape the
conviction, that it partakes of the nature of a
compilation. It has, indeed, a unity of plan,
a coherence of parts, a shapeliness and an
order, which satisfy us that, as it stands, it is

the creation of a single mind. But it bears
also manifest traces of having been based
upon an earlier work

; and that earlier work
itself seems to have had embedded in it frag-
ments of still more ancient documents. . . .

_

At the very opening of the book, peculiari-
ties of style and manner are discernible,
which can scarcely escape the notice of a care-
ful reader even of a translation, which cer-

tainly are no sooner pointed out, than we are
compelled to admit their existence. The lan-

guage of chap.i.l-ii.3, (where the tirst chapter
ought to have been made to end), is totally un-
like that of the section which follows, ii.4-iii.
23. This last is not only distinguished by a pe-
culiar use of the Divine Names. for here, and
nowhere else in the whole Pentateuch, except

G 2
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E.ix.30 have we the combination of the two,
Jehovah-Elohim [in other places we have
such expressions as,

'

Jehovah, the Elohim of

Heaven,' Gen.xxiv.3,7,
'

Jehovah, the Elohim
of my master,' 0.12,27,42,48, &c. but not
'Jehovah-Elohim' simply], but also by a
mode of expression peculiar to itself. It is

also remarkable for preserving an account of
the Creation, distinct from that contained in
the first chapter. It may be said, indeed, that
this account does not contradict the former
[?], and might, therefore, have proceeded
from the same pen. But, fully admitting that
there is no contradiction, the representation
is so different, that it is far more natural to
conclude that it was derived from some other,
though not antagonistic, source. . . . Still,
in any case, it cannot be denied that this
second account has the character of a supple-
ment, that it is designed, if not to correct,
at least to explain, the other. And this fact
taken in connection with the peculiarities of
the phraseology, and the use of the Divine
Names in the same section, is quite sufficient
to justify the supposition, that we have here
an instance, not of independent narrative, but
of compilation from different sources. . . .

CHAPTER II.

THE ELOHISTIC AND JEHOVISTIC WRITERS.

206. It will be seen hereafter, when
we proceed to examine critically the
whole book of Genesis, that throughout
the book the two different hands, which
we have already detected, are distinctly
visible

;
and the recognition of this fact

will explain at once a number of

strange and otherwise unaccountable
contradictions and repetitions. One of
these two writers, it will be found, is

distinguished by the constant use of the
word Elohim, the other by the inter-

mixture with it of the name Jehovah,
which two words appear as God and

Lord, (not 'Lord,' Adonai,) in our

English translation. Sometimes the
latter writer uses only Jehovah as the

Divine Name for considerable intervals,
as the other uses only Elohim : thus, in

i.l-ii.3 we have only Elohim, 35 times,
in xxiv, only Jehovah, 19 times; and

though in this latter chapter the word
Elohim is used, it is not employed as

the Name of the Deity, but He is de-

scribed as '

Jehovah, the Elohim of

Heaven,' v.3,7,
'

Jehovah, the Elohim of

Earth,' v.3, 'Jehovah, the Elohim of

my master,' t/.12,27,42,48.

207. Hence these two parts of the
book are generally known as the Elo-
histic and Jehovistic portions. And,

besides the peculiarity in the use of

the Divine Name, there are, as might
be expected, certain other marked dif-

ferences in style and language, which
are found to distinguish the two writers.

Of these two documents, as Mr.
Perowne observes, 'there can be no
doubt that theElohistic is the earlier' :

and we shall show in Part IV. that the

Elohistic passages, which occur in the

First Eleven Chapters of Genesis, form
when put together, a complete, con-

nected, whole. Whether the Jehovistic

passages are also portions of an inde-

pendent narrative, which have been"

extracted by some later compiler, and
blended by him with the Elohistic story,
or whether the Jehovist himself, instead

of writing a connected history, merely
interpolated his own additions into the

original work of the Elohist, is a ques-
tion which must be reserved for further

consideration at a more advanced stage
of this work.

208. For the present we content our-

selves with producing the following ad-

ditional quotation from Mr. Perowne.
We come now to a more ample examination

of the question, as to the distinctive use of
the Divine Name. Is it a fact, as Astruc
was the first to surmise, that this early por-
tion of the Pentateuch, extending from G.i
to E.vi, does contain two original documents,
characterised by their separate use of the
Divine Names, and by other peculiarities of

style ? Of this there can be no reasonable
doubt. We do find, not only scattered verses,
but whole sections thus characterised. . . .

And we find, moreover, that in connection
with this use of the Divine Names, there is also
a distinctive and characteristic phraseology.
The style and idiom of the Jehovah sections
is not the same as the style and idiom of the
Elohim sections. . . . The alleged design in
the use of the Divine Names will not bear a
close examination. How, on the hypothesis of

Hengstenberg, can we satisfactorily account
for its being said in vi.22,

' Thus did Noah,
according to all that God (Elohim) commanded
him, so did he,' and in vii.5,

' and Noah did

according to all that Jehovah commanded
him,' while again, in vii.9, Elohim occurs in
the same phrase ? The elaborate ingenuity, by
means of which Hengstenberg, Drechsler,
and others, attempt to account for the specific
use of the several names in these instances,
is, in fact, its own refutation. The stern
constraint of a theory could alone have sug-
gested it. . . .

Still this phenomenon of the distinct use of
the Divine Names would scarcely of itself

prove the point, that there are two docu-
ments which form the groundwork of the

existing Pentateuch. But there is other
evidence pointing the same way :
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(i) We find, for instance, the same story
told by the two writers, and their two ac-

counts manifestly interwoven ; and we find

also certain favourite words and phrases,
which distinguish the one writer from the

other. . . .

(ii) But, again, we find that these dupli-
cate narratives are characterised by peculiar
modes of expresssion. and that, generally, the
Elohistic and Jehovistic sections have their

own distinct and individual colouring.

209. It may be well here, before we

proceed further, to insert a few quota-
tions from Dr. Kurtz, which will show
the gradual progress of an honest mind,
in the investigation of the matter now
before us, from the most decided ortho-

doxy at starting, to a very considerable

change of opinion at the conclusion of

his work.

I quote first from vol.i.p. 56-65.

It is a historical fact, better established

than any other in antiquarian research, that

the Pentateuch is the basis and the necessary

preliminary of all Old Testament history and
literature, both of which and with them
Christianity as their fruit and perfection
would resemble a tree without roots, a river

without a source, or a building which, instead

of resting on a firm foundation, was suspended
in the air, if the composition of the Penta-
teuch were relegated to a later period in

Jewish history. The references to the Penta-

teuch, occurring in the history and literature

of the Old Testament, are so numerous and

comprehensive, and they bear on so many dif-

ferent points, that we cannot even rest satis-

fied with the admission, which Bertheau
himself would readily make, that many por-
tions of the present Pentateuch date, indeed,
from the time of Moses, but were only collated

and elaborated by a later editor. We go fur-

ther, and maintain that the whole Pentateuch

its five books, and all the portions of which
it is at present made up is the basis and the

necessary antecedent of the history of the

Jewish people, commonwealth, religion, man-
ners, and literature.

But this principle may be held in a narrower,
and in a wider, acceptation of it. In the

former case, the whole Pentateuch, as at present

existing, is held to be from the pen of Moses,
of course, regarding the passage D.xxxii.48-

xxxiv as a later addition and conclusion,
written by a contemporary who survived

Moses. In the latter case, it is thought that

only certain portions of the Pentateuch had
been written by Moses himself, and the rest

by his contemporaries or survivors (collabora-
tors or disciples), either at his own behest,
and under his own superintendence, or, at

least, in the same spirit, and that with them
the sections and fragments, left by Moses

himself, had been combined into one work.
The latter opinion has of late been advocated

by Delttzsch; theformer, (which is also the old

one,) has latterly been set forth by Hexgstex-
berg,Raxke,Havermck,Drech'sler,Welte,
Herbst, Scholz, Keil, and the Author, in

his ' Contribution towards proving and de-

fending the Unity of the Pentateuch,' and in
his '

Unity of Genesis.' The same view will be

maintained ami defended by the Author in the

Introduction which is soon to appear.
We have not indeed at any time concealed

from ourselves or from others that, not-

withstanding the able works of Hexgstex-
bero, Raxke, Drechsler, and our own at-

tempts, the argument, which upholds the

original unity of Genesis, and of the Penta-

teuch, was not wholly free from difficul-

ties. . . .

But, despite these difficulties, which at the
time we knew we had not perfectly removed,
we thought with a good conscience to main-
tain and defend the unity of Genesis.

210. L^t us now see how Kuetz is

obliged to modify his view, when he
has reached the end of his werk,

iii.p.502-522.
We cannot conceal the fact that our exam-

ination of the middle books of the Pentateuch
has brought us more and more to the con-

clusion, that several authors have taken part in

the composition of the Pentateuch. . . .

In the historical portions of the Pentateuch,
we must admit the existence of two distinct

sources, which may be described as the
'

groundwork
'

and the '

supplementary work.'
Whether the groundwork consisted originally
of historical matter only, or contained from
the very outset the groups of laws in the
central books, whether it was written by the
author who compiled the central groups of

laws, or not, these, and other questions of a
similar character, we are utterly unable to
determine. . . .

In addition to the fact, that it is not stated

that the whole of the Pentateuch was written

by Moses himself, but only a (considerable)

portion of it, throughout those portions which
are not so attested we constantly meet with
data, which are apparently altogether irrecon-

cilable with such a view. Notwithstanding
all that Haverxick, Hexgstexberg, Welte,
and Keil, have said to the contrary, (and
what they have said is to a great extent very
important and convincing), it appears to b?

indisputable, that, ever apart from D.xxxiv,
there are portions of the Pentateuch which are

post-Mosaic, or, at all events,Non-Mosaic, though
by far the largest part of what critics adduce
does not come under this head at all.

211. It will be seen that Dr. Kurtz
has been compelled, by a conscientious

regard to the truth, to abandon a great

part of the ground which he once

maintained, and which is still main-

tained so strenuously by those who

cling to the ordinary view. He still

believes, however, that large portions
of the Pentateuch were written down

by Moses himself, and the '

groups of

laws in the central books,' by the
' direction of Moses,' at all events, and
' under his supervision.' And, in fact,

it has been argued, 'Admitting the
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existence of the Elohistic and Jehovistic

documents of the hook of Genesis,

why may not Moses have had before

him those narratives, which describe

the patriarchal times before and after

the Flood, handed down, perhaps,

traditionally from a hoar antiquity,
from Adam to Noah, from Shem to

Abraham, &c. and at last, by some
unknown hand, reduced to writing ?

And why may he not have combined
them into one record, as we now find

them in this book, as a preface to his

own personal narrative, contained in

the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Num-
bers, and Deuteronomy?'

212. We reply as follows.

(i) These accounts in Genesis conflict with
each other, as we have seen already in the
case of the accounts of the Creation and the

Deluge. Hence, even if Moses compiled the
book of Genesis froni documents already ex-

isting, he was not under infallible guidance in

the selection of his materials.

(ii) The difference of style, &c. which
shows a difference of authorship, is not con-
fined to the book of Genesis, as we shall see,
and as Kurtz himself implies, when he says
that the examination of the middle books of

the Pentateuch has '

compelled him more and
more to the conclusion, that several authors
have taken part in its composition.'

(iii) And, in fact, the phenomena, which we
have considered in Part I, are irreconcilable

with the notion that these middle books, from
which they are all with one exception taken,
can have been written by one sole author,
much less by Moses, or any contemporary of

Moses, who had actually been concerned in

the transactions described.

(iv) It is only thus that the character of

Moses himself is relieved from the charges of

absurd exaggerations and self-contradictions,
which would otherwise be fastened upon him,
if we were obliged to believe that he wrote

every portion of the Pentateuch ;
whereas

they are due to the circumstance, that in the

Pentateuch we have a composite work, made
up of different writings, of different persons
in different ages, from which cause such con-
tradictions would naturally and inevitably

arise, more especially when we take into ac-

count the difficulty of harmonising completely
all parts of such a work, which would be
caused by the mere material construction and
other peculiarities of a roll of Hebrew manu-
script.

CHAPTER III.

THE HISTORICAL BOOKS OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

213. "We must next endeavour to

arrive at some clearer notion, from an

examination of the books of the Penta-

teuch themselves, as to the time when,

the persons by whom, and the circum-
stances under which, they were most

probably written. And, in pursuing
our investigations, we need not now be
restrained by any fear of trespassing

upon divine and holy ground. The
writers of these books, whatever pious
intentions they may have had in com-

posing them, cannot now be regarded
as having been under such constant

infallible supernatural guidance, as the

traditionary doctrine of Scripture In-

spiration supposes. We are at liberty,

therefore, to draw such inferences from
"

the matter which lies before us, and to

make such conjectures, as we should be

readily allowed to do, in a critical

examination of any other ancient

writings.
214. Here, then, first, it should be

noted that the books of the Pentateuch
are never ascribed to Moses in the in-

scriptions of Hebrew manuscripts, or

in printed copies of the Hebrew Bible.

Nor are they even styled the 'Books
of Moses' in the Greek Septuagint or

Latin Vulgate, but only in our modern

translations, after the example of many
eminent Fathers of the Church, who,
with the exception of Jerome, and,

perhaps, Origen, were, one and all of

them, very little acquainted with the
Hebrew language, and still less with its

criticism. But, in fact, these very titles,
' Books of Moses,' Book of Joshua,'

may mean only 'Books about Moses
and Joshua,' and do not at all imply
that the Books in question were sup-

posed to have been written by Moses
and Joshua. We might as well infer

from their titles that the 'Book of

Judges' was written by the Judges,
and the ' Book of Ruth' by Ruth.

215. Again, it is probable that the

Pentateuch existed originally not as

Jive books, but as one. Bishop Tomline
writes :

Though Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Num-
bers, Deuteronomy, stood as separate books in
the private copies, used by the Jews in trie

time of Josephus, they were written by their

author, Moses, in one continued work, and
still remain in that form in the public copies
read in the Jewish synagogues. It is not known
when the division into five books took place.

But, probably, it was first adopted in the

Septuagint Version (B.C. 277). as the Titles,

prefixed to the different books, are of Greek
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derivation. The beginnings of Exodus, Levi-

ticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, are very

abrupt, and plainly show that these books

were formerly joined on to Genesis.

Notwithstanding the support given

to the above conjecture, as to the time

when the whole work was divided into

five books, by the fact that each book

is now called by a Greek name, there

is reason for believing that the di-

vision may have been made at a

much earlier date, when the Jews had

returned from Babylon, and their

Sacred Books were collected and set

in order by Ezra about b.c. 450.

216. For we have an instance of

similar quintuple division in the

Psalms, which also consist of five

books, each ending with a Doxology,

xli.l3,lxxii.l8,19,lxxxix.52,cvi.48,cl.6,

or, rather, the whole of Ps.cl may be

regarded as a closing Doxology. Now,
that the whole collection of Psalms, as

it now stands, or, rather, to the end

of Book IV, existed before the time

of the composition of the Book of

Chronicles, is indicated by the fact,

that in lCh.xvi.7-36, we have a

Psalm ascribed to David, which is evi-

dently made up of portions of different

Psalms of Book IV. This will appear

plainly by comparing a.8-22 with

Ps.cv.1-15, fl.23-33 with Ps.xcvi, v.te

withPs.cvi.l, 0.35,36, with Ps.cvi.47,48,

which last two verses are the Doxology
at the end of Book IV, so that Book

IV must then have been completed,
and closed up as a separate collection.

Hence it follows that, if the Book of

Chronicles was composed, (as almost

all Commentators of all classes main-

tain), at an age earlier than that of the

LXX, this division of the Psalms must

have existed previously to the Greek

translation ;
and it is very possible

that the quintuple division, both of

the Psalms and of the Pentateuch,

may have been made in the time of

Ezra.

217. And, indeed, that something of

importance was done by Ezra in re-

editing and copying the Sacred Books,
seems to be affirmed by a very strong
tradition among the Jews, and especi-

ally by the curious apocryphal story in

2Esdr.xiv, to which Jeeosie and other
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Fathers * seem to have attached some

belief., Here Ezra is introduced as

saying, w.21,22,
' Thy law is burnt ;

therefore no man
knoweth the things that are done of Thee, or

the works that shall begin. But, if I have
found grace before Thee, send the Holy Ghost
into me, and I shall write all that hath been
done in the world since the beginning, which
were written in Thy Law, that men may find

Thy path, and that they, which live in the

latter days, may live.'

And Ezra says that his prayer was

heard, and he received a command, to

retire into a private place with five

men,
'

ready to write swiftly,' and
'

many box-tables to write upon.'
' So I took the five men, as He commanded

me, and we went into the field, and remainec
there. And the next day, behold, a voice

called me, saying, Esdras, open thy mouth,
and drink that I give thee to drink. Then
opened I my mouth, and, behold, He reached

me a full cup, which was full as it were with

water, but the colour of it was like fire. And
I took it, and drank ; and, when I had drunk
of it, my heart uttered vmderstanding, and
wisdom grew in my breast, for my spirit

strengthened my memory ; and my mouth
was opened, and shut no more. The Highest
gave understanding unto the fivemen, and they
wrote the wonderful visions of the night that

were told, which they knew not ; and they sat

forty days, and they wrote in the day, and at

night they ate bread.' v.37-42.

218. In the Pentateuch and book of

Joshua we find recorded the history of

mankind, with special reference to its

bearing upon the Hebrew people, in

one continuous narrative, with only one

considerable break, (viz. of about 215

years (109) between the end of Genesis

and the beginning of Exodus,) until the

death of Joshua, after the Hebrew
tribes were settled, according to the

story, in the possession of the promised
land of Canaan.

* 'Whether you choose to say that Moses
was the author of the Pentateuch or Elras
the renewer of that work, I have no objection.'
JER. Hebr.c.Z.

The earlier Fathers, Clemexs Alex, and
Irex.eus speak yet more positively :

'

And, when the Scriptures had been da

stroyed in the Captivity of Nebuchadnezzar,
in the times of Artaxerxes the king of the

Persians, Esdras the Levite the Priest, having
become inspired, renewed again and produced
prophetically all the ancient Scriptures.'
Clem. Alex. Strom.I.xxii.149.

' Then, in the time of Artaxerxes, the king
of the Persians, He inspired Esdras the Priest

of the tribe of Levi, to set in order again all

the words of the former Prophets, and restore

to the people the legislation by Moses,' Jxzs.
iii.25.
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The history of the people is con-

tinued in the books of Judges, Euth,

Samuel, and Kings, through the reigns
of the different kings, into the middle

of the Babylonish Captivity, the last

notice in the book of Kings being that
' in the seven and thirtieth year of the

captivity of Jehoiachin, king of Judah,'

that is, about twenty-seven years after

the destruction of Jerusalem,
'
Evil-Merodach, the king of Babylon, in

the year that he began to reign, did lift up
the head of Jehoiachin, king of Judah, out of

prison ; and he spake kindly to him, and set

his throne above the throne of the kings that

were with him in Babylon, and changed his

prison-garments ;
and he did eat bread con-

tinually before him all the days of his life.

And his allowance was a continual allowance

given him of the king, a daily rate for every

day, all the days of his life.' 2K.xxv.27-30.

219. We have no occasion at present
to consider more particularly the age
of each of these books. It will be

sufficient to observe that the last por-
tion of the book of Kings must have

been written, as the words italicised in

the above text seem to indicate, after
the death of Jehoiachin. But Evil-

Merodach reigned but two years, and
came to the throne b.c.561. Hence
this portion must have been written

after b.c.560, which date is twenty-

eight years after the Captivity, b.c.588,

and twenty-four years before the decree

of Cyrus for the return of the Jews,
b.c.536.

It is very possible, therefore, and,
from the full details given in 2K.xxv,
it seems not at all improbable, that

this part of the story, and, perhaps, the

account of the last two or three reigns,

may have been written by an actual

eye-witness, who had himself taken

part in the proceedings, and shared in

the sorrows, of the time.

220. The books of Chronicles, how-

ever, which, after giving a series of

genealogical tables, go over much the

eame ground as the books of Samuel
and Kings, and often in the very same

Words, were unquestionably written at

a much later date. We may arrive at

some certain conclusions, as to the time

at which these books were written, from

the following considerations.

(i) In lCh.iii.17-21 we have the fol-

lowing genealogy, Jeconiah, Assir,

Pedaiah, Zerubbabel, Hananiah, Peln-

tiah; so that this book was written

after the birth of ZerubbabeVs grandson,
and Zerubbabel was the leader of the

expedition, which returned to Jerusalem
after the decree of Cyrus, b.c.536.

(ii) Again in lCh.xxix.7 we find the
Persian coin, Daric, referred to fami-

liarly, as if it had been long in use

among the Jews. They 'gave for

the service of the House of God five

thousand talents and ten thousand

drams, Heb. darics.' This coin, how-
ever, could not have been freely em- "

ployed among the Jews till some time
after its first introduction, which is

supposed to have been in the reign of

Darius Hystaspes, b.c.521-486. It ap-

pears, therefore, that the Jews must
have been for some time under Persian

government, before these books could

have been written.

221. Hence there are many who
ascribe the composition of the Chroni-
cles to Ezra, who arrived at Jerusalem
b.c.456. Thus Tomline writes :

The books of Chronicles are generally, and
with much probability, attributed to Ezra,
whose book, which bears his name, is written
with a similar style of expression, and appears
to be a continuation of them.

Bather, the books of Chronicles are

probably due to the very same hand,
which wrote the two books of Ezra
and Nehemiah. And the writer, from
the special interest which he shows
on all matters which concern the Le-

vites, and from the great length at

which he gives the genealogies of the

Priestly and Levitical families, and,

especially, of the Levitical singers of

the time of David, was, in all proba-
bility, himself a Priest or Levite, it

would rather seem, a Levite chorister*

who lived after the time of Nehemiah,
b.c.409, or even, it may be, so late

(223) as about b.c.332.

222. For our present purpose, how-

* The Chronicler treats of the Levitical
choristers and doorkeepers,in the following pass-

ages, lCh.vi.16, &c. ix.14-29. xv.16- 24,27,28,
xvi.4-42, xxiii.5, xxv, xxvi.1,12-19, 2Ch.v.l2,
&c. vii.6, viii.14, xx.19.21, xxiii.4,13,18, &c.
xxix.25-28,30,xxx.21,&c. xxxi.2,ll-18,xxxiv.
12,13, xxxv.15. This array of passages indi-

cates his partiality for these bodies, and (as
an examination of them will show) especially
for the former.
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ever, it is sufficient to observe that thf
author of the book of Chronicles must
have been, to all appearance, a Priest or

Levite, who wrote not before b.c.400,
about two centuries after the Captivity,
B.c.588, and six hundred and fifty years
after David came to the throne, B.C. 1055.

This must be borne in mind, when
we come to consider the peculiarities of

this book, and the points in which the
narrative differs from, and often contra-

dicts, the facts recorded in the books of

Samuel and Kings. We have already
had occasion to point out some of its

inaccuracies
; and we shall see, as we

proceed, further reason for believing
that the Chronicler's statements, when
not supported by other evidence, are
not certainly to be relied on.

223. The books of Ezra and Nehe-
miah cannot, of course, have been
written till after the transactions in

which these eminent persons took so
active a part. Ezra arrived at Jerusa-
lem b.c.456, and Nehemiah's last act
of reformation was in b.c.409. But in

Neh.xii.ll we have given the genealogy
of Jaddua, who was High-Priest in

Alexander's time, b.c.332.

The book of Esther refers to events
in the reign of Ahasuerus, supposed by
some to have been the same Artaxerxes

by whom Ezra was sent to Jerusalem,
but more probably his father Xerxes,
who reigned in Persia from b.c.486 to

b.c.465, from which we see the earliest

date at which this book could have
been written.

CHAPTER IV.

SIGNS OF LATER DATE IN THE
PENTATEUCH.

224. Fbom the phenomena considered
in Part I it is rather inferred, than

proved, that the account of the Exodus,

generally, as narrated in the Pentateuch,
could not have been written by Moses, or

by any one of his contemporaries. The

following instances will tend to confirm
the above conclusion, by showing plainly
that large portions, at all events, of the

Pentateuch, and with it, also, of the
book of Joshua, were written at a much
later date than the age of Moses and
the Exodus.
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225. (i) In E.xxx.13, xxxviii.24,25,
26 as already remarked, we have men-
tion made of a '

shekel after the shekel

of the Sanctuary,' or, as some render
the words, a 'sacred shekel,' before

there was, according to the story, any
Sanctuary in existence, or any sacred

system established in Israel. This ap-

pears to be an oversight, as is also the

command to sacrifice
' turtle-doves or

young pigeons
'

in L.xiv.22, with express

reference to thdr life in the wilderness,

arising from a writer in a later age
employing inadvertently an expression,
which was in common use in his own
days, and forgetting the circumstances

of the times which he was describing.
226. These passages show also plainly

the unhistorical character of the narra-

tive, since in the first and last of them
the phrases in question are put into the

mouth of Jehovah Himself. The story,

therefore, could not have been written

by Moses, or by one of his age, unless

it be supposed that such a writer could

be guilty of a deliberate intention to

deceive. But it is quite conceivable

that a pious writer of later days, (when
the Tabernacle or the Temple was

standing,) might have inserted such

passages in a narrative already existing,
which had been composed as a work of

devout imagination, in the attempt to

reproduce, from the floating legends of

the time, the early history of the

Hebrew tribes, for the instruction of an

ignorant people.

227. (ii) 'And Jehovah fumed a mighty strong
west-wind which took away the locusts, and cast

them into the Red Sea.' B.x.19.

For west-wind the original Hebrew
of this passage has wind of the sea,

that is, of course, the Mediterranean

Sea, from which westerly winds blew
over the land of Canaan, but not over

Egypt. This expression, obvioiisly,
could not have been familiarly used in

this way, till some time after the people
were settled in the land of Canaan,
when they would naturally employ the

phrases,
' wind of the sea,'

'

seaward,'
to express

'

west-wind,'
'

westward,'

lK.vii.25, lCh.ix.24. 2Chiv.4, though
they had also other ways of expressing
the west, Jo.xxiii.4, lCh.xii.15, Is.xlv.6.
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It is evident that neither Moses, nor
one of his age, coald have invented
this form of expression, either while

wandering in the wilderness, or even

when, in the last year, according to the

6tory, they had reached the borders of
the promised land, and the Mediter-
ranean lay then actually to the west of
their position. Still less could he have
used the phrase

' wind of the sea
'

to

express a westerly wind, with reference

to an event occurring in the land of

Egypt, where the Mediterranean lay
to the north, and the Eed Sea to the
east. And the same exjiression occurs
in many other places of the Pentateuch,
as G.xii.8, xiii.14, xxviii.14, E.xxvi.22,
27, xxvii.12, xxxvi.27,32, N.ii.18, iii.

23, xi.31, xxxiv.6, xxxv.5, D.i.7, iii.27,

xxxiii.23.

228. It may, perhaps, be said that the

Hebrews retained their own language,
and their old forms of expression, after

they went down to Egypt, and so used

mechanically, as it were, theword '
sea'

for
'

west,' though so inappropriate.
If this were the only difficulty to be

met, such an explanation might be
admitted. As it is, the phenomenon in

question is but one of many like

phenomena, very strongly suggestive
of a later date of composition for those

parts, at least, of the narrative in

which they occur. So, for instance, in

G.xli.6,23,27, the east-wind is spoken
of as a peirching-wvaA, which it cer-

tainly is in Palestine, but not in

Egypt, where the east-wind is the most
wholesome and refreshing breeze that

blows, and the west and south-west
winds are dreaded as parching winds.

229. (iii)
' Thou shalt put the blessing upon

Mount Gerizim,and the curse upon Mount Bbal.
Are they not on the other side Jordan, by the way
where the sun goelh down in the land of the

Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over

against Gilgal, beside the plains of Moreh ?
'

D.xi.29,30.

These words are attributed to Moses.
It must seem strange, however, that

Moses, who had never been in the land
of Canaan, should know all these

places, and be able to describe them
so accurately. But it is still more

strange that he should know the name
Gilgal, which, according to the book of

Joshua, was not given to the -place till

IN THE PENTATEUCH.
the people had' been circumcised after

entering the land of Canaan :*
' And Jehovah said unto Joshua, This day

have I rolled away the reproach of Kgypt
from off you. Wherefore the name of the

place is called Gilgal unto this day.' Jo.v.9.

It is plain that the text in Deuter-

onomy was written at a later age, when
these places and their names were

familiarly known.
230. (iv) 'And pursued them unto Dan.'

G.xiv.14.
' Jehovah showed him (Moses) all the land of

Gilead unto Dan.' D.xxxiv.l.

But the place was not named Dan
till long after the time of Moses. For
we read,

' The coasts of the children of Dan went out
too little for them. Therefore the children of
Ban went up to fight against Leshem, and
took it, and smote it with the edge of thn
sword, and possessed it, and dwelt therein,
and called Leshem, Dan, after the name of Dan,
theirfather.' Jo.xix.47.

Further, in Ju.xviii we have the
whole transaction detailed at length.
And at the end it is added, y.29,

' And they called the name of the city, Dan,
after the name of Dan their father

; howbeit,
the name of the city was Laish at the first.'

231. Now, as we are told in v.l of this

chapter, that these events took place
when '

there was no king in Israel,
and '

every man did that which was

right in his own eyes,' xxi.25, they
must have occurred, not only after the
death of Moses, but after the death of
Joshua. Hence the book of Joshua, of
which the chapter, xix, from which the
above quotation is made, is an integral

portion, could not have been written

by Joshua.

232. A fortiori, the narratives in

Genesis and Deuteronomy, where refer-

ences are made to this place, and
where the name, Dan, occurs, not as the
mere modern representative of an older

name, (as
'

Bela, which is Zoar,'
' the

vale of Siddim, which is the Salt Sea,'
&c. G.xiv 2,3,) in which case it might
have been explained as being possibly
a note, inserted by a later writer but
as a substantial part of the very body
of the story, cannot have been written

by Moses, or by any contemporary of
Moses.

* It has been said that the Gilgal mentioned
in Deut.xi.30 must have been a different

Gilgal from that which Joshua named. But
see this theory examined at length and dis.

proved in Part 111.^.460-5.
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233. Kurtz admits the force of this

argument, and says, iii.jp.522 :

In i.p.216 I adopted Hengstexberg's ex-

planation that the Dan of G-.xiv.14 and
D.xxxiv.1 was the same as the Dan-Jaan
of 2S.xxiv.6, and denoted a very different

place from the ancient Laish. But a closer

examination has convinced me that the

very same Dan is alluded to in the Penta-

teuch and 2 Samuel, as in Jo.xix.47 and Ju.

zviii.29.

234. (v) 'And these are the kings that reigned
in the land of Edorn, before there reigned any
king over the children of Israel.' G.xxxvi.31.

The phrase, 'before there reigned any
king over the children of Israel,' is here

used in such a way as to imply that

one king, at least, had reigned, or was

reigning, over ' the children of Israel,'

that is, apparently, not over one of

the separate kingdoms of Judah or

Israel, but over the united people, at

the time when it was written. In other

words, it could not have been written

before the time of Samuel.

235. (vi)
'

Beforetime in Israel, when a man
vent to inquire of God, thus he spake,

' Come
and let us go to the Seer' ; for he, that is note
called a Prophet (Nabi), was beforetime called
a Seer (Roeh).' lS.ix.9.

This being the case, it is remarkable

that, throughout the Pentateuch and tin-

books of Joshua and Judges, the word
Roeh is never once used, but always
Nabi. From this it follows that those

portions of these books, which contain

this later word, as G.xx 7, E.vii.l,

xv.20, N.xi.29, xii.6, D.xiii. 1,3,5, xviii.

15,18,20,22, xxxiv.10, Ju.iv.4,vi.8,
can hardly have been written before the

days of Samuel. In that age the word
Nabi may have been known, and em-

ployed by some, though Roeh was, it

seems, the word in popular use. But
in still older times, as those of Moses
and Joshua, we should expect to find

Roeh generally employed, and certainly
not Nabi exclusively. Nay, in 2S.xv.27,
we read, 'The king said also unto
Zadok the Priest, Art not thou a Seer

(Roeh)?' Hence we may infer that the
word Roeh was in use, at all events, till

the latter part of David's reign, though,
it would seem, no longer exclusively, as
in the older time, since Nabi was the
Word now commonly employed.

236. (vii) 'And the sun stood still, and the

nwon stayed, until the people had avenged them-

selves upon their enemies. Is not this written in

the book of Jasher f
'

Jo.x.13.

First, it would be very strange that, if

Joshua really wrote this book, he should

have referred for the details of such an

extraordinary miracle, in which he him-
self was primarily and personally con-

cerned, to another book, as the book of

Jasher. But in 2S.L18 we read,
' Also he (David) bade them teach the

children of Judah the use of the bow, (or
' teach it,' that is, the song in question,
'

thoroughly to the children of Israel,' Ewald).
Behold, it is written in the book of Jasher.'

Here, then, we have a fact in the life

of David recorded in this same 'book
of Jasher.' The natural inference is,

that this 'book of Jasher,' which

probably means the ' book of the

righteous,' that is, of Israel or Jeshu-

run, the righteous one, the 'righteous

people, that keepeth the truth,' and
contained a number of notable passages
in their history, was written not earlier

than the time of David, and the above

passage in the book of Joshua was
written, of course, after that.

237. (viii)
' For Arnon is the border of Moab,

between Moab and the Amoriies; wherefore it is

said in the Book of the Wars of Jehovah,
' What he did 'in the Red Sea,
And in the brooks ofArnon,
And at the stream of the brooks,
That goeth down to the dwelling of Ar,
And lieth upon the border of Moab.'

N.xxi.l3-n.

Clearly this passage could not have
been written by Moses or by one of his

contemporaries. A writer of that age
would not have stated in this way a

fact, 'Anion is the border of Moab,
between Moab and the Amorites,'
which must have been notorious to those
for whom he was writing. Nor would he
have used this statement, to illustrate

the words of a song, which could only
by any possibility have just been com-

posed, since it refers to events which
had happened, according to the story,

only a week or so before (162). In

fact, the language of the song itself

implies that the transactions at the
' brooks of Arnon,' as well as at the
Red Sea, were long past. And, conse-

quently, the ' Book of the Wars of

Jehovah,' which contained this song,
must have been written long after the

days of Moses.
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238. (Ix) 'See, he hath brought in an Hebrew

unto us to mock us.' G.xxxix.14.
' The Hebrew servant, which thou hast brought

un'o us.' G-.xxxix.17.
4 For indeed I was stolen away out of the land

of the Hebrews.' G-.xl.15.
' There was with us a young man, an Hebrew.'

G.xli.12.

In the above passages, the word
' Hebrew' is used in a familiar way, as

if it were a well-known appellation of

a whole people, well-known even in

Egypt, nay, as if the land of Canaan
could really be spoken of by Joseph, as

the ' land of the Hebrews,' so as to be

readily understood by the Egyptians
with whom he was speaking. It seems

plain that here also expressions, which
were current in a later age, have been

allowed inadvertently to slip into the

narrative.

239. (x) So also, in Deuteronomy,
transactions, in which Moses himself

was concerned, are detailed at fall

length, as by one referring to events

long past, when, according to the story,

only a very short time could by any
possibility have elapsed since they took

place, and, therefore, all the circum-

stances must have been quite fresh in

the memory of those, to whom Moses
is supposed to be speaking. See

D.i,ii,iii, and especially such a passage
as the following.

' And we took all his cities at that time ;

there was not a city, which we took not from
them, threescore cities, all the region of Argob,
the kingdom of Og in Bashan. All these

cities were fenced with high walls, gates, and

bars, beside unwalled towns, a great many.
And we utterly destroyed them, as we did

unto Sihon, king of Heshbon, utterly destroy-

ing the men, women, and children, of every

city.
But all the cattle, and the spoil of the

cities, we took to ourselves. And we took at

that time, out of the hand of the two kings of

the Amorites, the land that was on this side

[on the other side] Jordan, from the river of

Amon unto Mount Hermon, which Hermon
the Sidonians call Sirion. and the Amorites
call it Shenir, all the cities of the plain, and
all Gilead, and all Bashan, unto Salchah and

Edrei, cities of the kingdom of Og in Bashan.
For only Og, king of Bashan, remained of the
remnant of the giants; behold, his bedstead

was a bedstead of iron ;
is it not in Rabbath of

the children of Amnion ? nine oubits was the

length thereof, and four cubits the breadth of

it, after the cubit of a man.' D.iii.4-11.

Now we have already seen (162) that-

only a week or two at the outside could

have elapsed since the time when these

transactions, according to the story,

took place. Even if they had happened
within the last few years, Moses could

hardly have spoken of them as events

of a bygone time in this way. But,

with an interval only of a few days,
when they had hardly yet breathed

from the conflict, it seems impossible
that he should have thus addressed

them.

240. Thus it is obvious that large

portions of the Pentateuch, including
the account of the Exodus itself, (see,

E.x.19, where the word 'sea' is used

for
'

west'), must have been composed
long after the times of Moses and
Joshua.

Further, it cannot be supposed that

any later writers would have presumed
to mix up, without distinction, large
and important sections of history of

their own composition, with writings so

venerable and sacred, as any must have

been, which had been handed down
from the time of Moses, still less, if

they were really believed to have been

written by his hand, and, chiefly, from
the very mouth of Jehovah Himself. It

is hardly conceivable that any pious

Israelite, much less a Prophet or Priest,

would have dared to commit an act

of such profanity, under any circum-

stances. But, certainly, we must be-

lieve, he could not have done so, without

distinguishing in some way the Divine

words, as written down by Moses, from

his own.
241. There is not, however, a single

instance of any such distinction being
drawn throughout the books of Exodus,

Leviticus, and Numbers ; though in one

or two places of Deuteronomy, xxxi.30,

xxxiii.l, xxxiv, the expressions imply
that a later writer is professedly setting

forth the words or acts of Moses. And

many of the signs of a later date, which

we have just been considering, occur in

passages, which must, if any, have

been written by Moses himself, record-

ing the words which Jehovah had

spoken to him. We are compelled,

therefore, it would seem, to the conclu-

sion, that the later writer or writers

did not believe in the unspeakably
sacred character of any older docu-
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ments. which may have come down to

them, that they did not receive them,
as really written by the hand of Moses,
and conveying, on his own authority,
the astonishing facts of his awful com-

munion with God.
242. While, therefore, it is possible,

as far as we know at present, that laws,

songs, &c, may be included in the

Pentateuch, which are of very ancient

date, and may have even been handed
down from the times of Moses, we can

scarcely suppose that even these were

actually written by his hand, any more
than we can believe that the whole

story of the Exodus, containing, as we
have sesn, such strange contradictions,

could have had Moses for its author.

In short, without anticipating here the

result of closer enquiry, observing only
that the instances above adduced occur

in so many different places as to cover,

so to speak, the whole ground of the

Mosaic story, we are warranted already
in asserting that the Pentateuch and
book of Joshua, generally, must have

been composed in a later age than that

of Moses and Joshua, and some parts
of them, at all events, not earlier than

the time of Samuel (234) or of David

(236).

CHAPTER V.

ADDITIONAL SIGNS OF LATER DATE IN

THE PENTATEUCH.

243. Besides those already produced,
however, there are a number of minor

indications, all pointing to the same

result; though, perhaps, if they stood

alone, an ingenious criticism might
dispose of some of them, by suggesting
that glosses of later writers may have

crept in by accident, or may, possibly,
have been designedly interpolated in

the original text.

244. We may notice, for instance,

the frequent occurrence of the expres-
sion

' unto this day,' in places where
it could have had no meaning, unless

the 'day' referred to was considerably
later than the time of Moses or Joshua.

'

Jair, the son of Manasseh, took all the

country of Argob unto the coasts of Geshuri
and Maachathi.and called them after his own
name Bashan-Havoth-Jair, unto this day.'
D.iii.14.

But this took place after the conquest of

Bashan, t\13, and, therefore, could only have
happened (162) a few days before the death of
Moses.

' No man knoweth of his (Moses's) sepul-
chre unto this day.' D.xxxiv.6.
'And Joshua set up twelve stones in the

midst of Jordan, in the place where the feet

of the Priests, which bare the Ark of the

Covenant, stood ; and they are there unto this

day.' Jo.iv.9.

Wherefore the name of the place is called

Gilgal unto this day.' Jo.v.9.
' And they raised over him a great heap of

stones unto this day. . . Wherefore the name
of that place was called the valley of Achor,
unto this day.' Jo.vii.26.

' And Joshua burnt Ai, and made it a heap
for ever, even a desolation unto this day.' Jo.
viii.28. So viii.29,x.27.

' And Joshua made them that day hewers
of wood and drawers of water for the Con-
gregation, and for the Altar of Jehovah, even
unto this day, in the place which He should
choose.' Jo.ix.27.

'

Nevertheless, the children of Israel ex-

pelled not the Geshurites nor the Maacha-
thitea ; but the Geshurites and the Maacha-
thites dwell among the Israelites unto this

day.' Jo.xiii.13. So xv.63,xvi.l0.
'

Hebron, therefore, became the inheritance
of Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, the Kenezite,
unto this day.' Jo.xiv.14.

245. There are other passages in the

Pentateuch, in which the phrase
' unto

this day' occurs, as G.xix.37,38, xxii.14,

xxvi.33, xxxii.32, xxxv.20, xlvii.26,

D.ii.22, x.8, where, however, the phrase
might have been used even by a writer

of the age of Moses, as the events
referred to were either ancient in his

days, or, in the case of D.x.8, (which
refers to the separation of the Levites
for religious offices,) had taken place,

according to the story, nearly forty

years before.

246. Again, such expressions as the

following indicate a later date than
that of Moses.

' And the Canaanite teas then in the land.'
G.xii.6.

' Aud the Canaanite and Perizzite dwelt then
in the land.' G.xiii.7.

These words seem to imply that, at

the time when they were written, the

Canaanite was no longer dwelling in

the land, as its owner and lord.

247.
' And when the inhabitants of the

land, the Canaanites, saw the mourning in
the floor of Atad, they said, This is a grievous
mourning to the Egyptians. Wherefore the
name of it was called Abel-Mizraim, which
is beyond Jordan. G.l.ll.

The story in G-.l. 7-11 seems to intimate

that Joseph cume with the funeral train
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of his father to the '

threshing-floor of

Atad, which is beyond Jordan,' u.10,

where 'he made a mourning for his

father for seven days;' after which,

Joseph and his brethren 'carried into

the land of Canaan' the corpse of their

father, and buried it
'

in the cave of the

field of Machpelah,' while the Egyptian?-
still remained on the other side of the

river. If so, the use of the phrase

beyond Jordan
'

would imply a writer

who lived in the land of Canaan.
But the remark made above holds

good, at all events, of the other pas-

sages, in which the same expression,
'

beyond,'
' on the other side,' occurs.

' These be the words, which Moses spake
unto all Israel on the other side (the E.V. has
here, erroneously,

' on this side ') Jordan, in
the wilderness.' D.i.l.

' On the other side Jordan, in the land of

Moab, began Moses to declare this law.' D.i.5.

248. On this point Bleek writes as

follows, jp.205 :

These words could only have been written

oy one who found himself on this side Jordan,
and, therefore, after the death of Moses
and the possession of the land of Canaan.
Some translate the expression

' on this side

Jordan '

; but this the usage of the Hebrew
tongue will not allow. One might rather

say that the above formula was a standing de-

signation for the country east of Jordan, which
might be used in this sense without any re-

gard to the position of the writer. So it is

often employed in later times, [even as we
ourselves employ it in the present day, when
speaking, as it were, from the stand-point of

the Hebrews in Canaan, we talk of the ' trans-

Jordanic land.'] But it is most probable
that this phrase first formed itself among
the Hebrews after they were settled in

Canaan, and the greater part of them on the
west of Jordan. In that case, Moses, or a
writer of his age, would not have expressed
himself about it in this way, so long as he
himself was on the eastern bank. In Deuter-

onomy this use of the expression is the less

likely, since frequently, in the words of Moses,
the phrase is used distinctly for the land of

Canaan, icestoi Jordan, that is, on the other side

from the stand-point of the speaker, iii. 20,25,
xi.30

; although it also stands in a speech of
Moses for the eastern side, iii.8, and so too in
the history itself, iv.41 ,46,47,49. If, however,
Moses himself had been the writer, who found
himself on the eastern side, he would certainly
only have used the expression of the land west
of Jordan, the land of Canaan.

249. Thus, for example, the expres-
sion '

Transalpine Gaul '

might have
been used by a Roman writer when
that term had become the recognised

description of that part of Gaul, which

lay on the other side of ihe Alps with

reference to the city of Rome, whether
he lived on the North, or the South, of

the Alps. But it could not have been
so used, by a person living North of
the Alps, for the country lying North of
the Alps, until the phrase had come
into common use. and. a fortiori, not
until Rome itself had been built, to

which the reference is made.
250. 'And the children of Israel did eat

manna forty years, until they came to a land
inhabited

; they did eat manna, until they
came unto the borders of the land of Canaan.'
E.xvi.35.

This verse could not have been
written till after they had ceased eating
manna, which, we are told, took place
' on the morrow after they had eaten of

the old corn of the land.' Jo.v.12.

251.
' That the land spue not you out also,

when ye defile it, as it spued out the nations
which were before you.' L.xviii.28.

This implies that the Canaanites
were already exterminated, when these
words were written.

252.
'

And, while the children of Israel were
in the wilderness, they found a man that ga-
thered sticks upon the sabbath-day.' N.xv.32.

This, according to its natural inter-

pretation, would seem to have been
written when the people were no longer
in the wilderness, that is, it could not
have been written by Moses.

253.
' The Horims also dwelt in Seir before-

time ;
but the children of Esau succeeded

them, when they had destroyed them from
before them, and dwelt in their stead ; as
Israel did unto the land of his possession, which
Jehovah gave unto them.' D.ii.12.

These words are a mere parenthetical

interruption of the narrative. But, in

the time of Moses, Israel had not done
this unto the land of Canaan, which,

surely, and not the country on the
other side of the Jordan, is meant

by the ' land of his possession/as is in-

dicated distinctly in D.iv.l,
' Now, therefore, hearken, O Israel, that ye

may live, and go in, and possess the land, which
Jehovah the God of your fathers giveth you.'

254. 'Which Hermon the Sidonians call

Sirion, and the Amorites call it Shenir.'
D.iii.9.

In David's time, and afterwards, the
Sidonians were well kuown to the

people of Israel. But what could they
have known of them in the days of

Moses, that such a note as this should
have been inserted in the middle of a

speech of the great lawgiver ?
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2.55. 'For onlj Og, king of Bashan, re-

mained of the remnant of the giants ; behold !

his bedstead was a bedstead of iron ; is it not
In Eabbath of the children of Amnion ? Nine
cubits (Hit feet) was the length thereof, and
four cubits (7J feet) the breadth of it, after
the cubit of a man.' D.iii.ll.

But only a very short time, according
to the story (162), could have elapsed
since the conquest of Og. How, then,
could his ' bedstead

'

have been re-

moved in that interval to Rabbath-
Ammon ? There was not cue of his

people left alive, D.iii.3, to bear off in

safety this cumbrous relic of their lord.

Or how could Moses, so soon after the

event, have spoken of Og at all in such
terms as these ?

256. It may be said, indeed, that it

was not captured by the Israelites

with the other spoils of Og, but had
been taken to Rabbath-Ammon before
the death of Og, perhaps, captured
by the Ammonites in some former

war, or, perhaps, sent by Og himself
for preservation. The first of these

suppositions, however, is hardly con-
sistent with the fact that Og, at the

time of his overthrow by the Israelites,
is said to have had his 'threescore

cities, all fenced with high walls, gates.
and bars, beside unwalled towns a

great many,' D.iii.o ; aud, as to the

second, it is very unlikely that an ' iron

bedstead
'

of this kind should have
been deemed by Og himself so valuable
a treasure, as to have been sent to the

Ammonites fur safe-keeping on the ap-
proach of the Israelites. In fact, it

was most probably a stone cotfin. made
of the dark basalt of the district.

257. Aciain, names of places areoften
used familiarly, which could scarcely
have been known to Moses, much less

to the Israelites generally, at the time
of the Exodus, some of which, indeed,
are modern names, which, according to

the story itself, did not even exist in

the time of Moses.
' Then Abram removed his tent, and came

and dwelt in the plain of Mamre, which is in
Hebron.' G.xiii.18.

Yet in Jo.xiv.lo, xv.13, we are in-

formed that the name of this city, till

its conquest by Caleb in the days of

Joshua, was Kirjath-Arba. It is said

plainly in Jo.xiv.15, 'The name of th*
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city before was Kirjath-Arba ;

'

so that
Moses could not have known the name
'Hebron.'

' And he removed from thence unto a moun-
tain on the east of Bethel, and pitched his
tent, having Bethel on the west, and Hai on
the east.' G.xii.8.

The familiar use of the name Bethel
in this passage, and in G.xiii.3, in the

story of Abraham's life, a name
which was not given to the place till

Jacob's day, G.xxviii.19, betrays the
later hand of one, who wrote when the

place was spoken of naturally by this

name, as a well-known town.
' And Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all

the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered
everywhere, even as tbs garden of Jehovah,
like the land of Egypt, as thou contest unto
Zoar.' G.xiii.10.

This is supposed to have been written

for the instruction, in the first instance,
of the Hebrews in the wilderness. But
what could they have known of the
nature of the country in the land of

Canaan,
'

as thou comest unto Zoar,'
G.xix.22?

258. Sometimes, the modern name of

a town or place is given, as well as the
ancient one.

' And Sarah died in Kirjath-Arba ; the same
is Hebron, in the land of Canaan.' G xxiii.2.

'

Ephrath, which is Bethlehem,' G.xxxv.19,
'

Kirjath-Arba, which is Hebron,' p.27.
'

Bela, which is Zoar,' G.xiv.2,
' the vale of

Siddim, which is the Salt Sea,' v.3, 'En-
Mishpat, which is Kadesh,' v.7, 'the valley
of Shaveh, which is the king's dale,' v.n.

259. The 'king,' who is referred to

in the above expression,
'

king's dale,'

may have been Melchizedek, or some
other of the ancient kings of Canaan.
But it seems more probable that the

expression points to king David, who
was the first to make Jerusalem the

seat of government for the children of

Israel. And so we read, 2S.xviii.18,

'Absalom, in his lifetime, had taken and
reared up for himself a pillar, which is in the

king's dale.'

He would be most likely to have
done this near the royal city. Accord-

ingly, Josephus writes, Ant.VII.x.3 :

Now Absalom had erected for himself a
marble pillar in the king's dale, two furlongs
distant from Jerusalem, which he named Ab-
salom's Hand.

This also would accord with he
statement that '

Melchizedek, king of

Salem,' came out to the 'valley of

Shaveh,' to meet Abraham. For it can
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scarcely be doubted that Salem here

means Jerusalem, as in Ps.lxxvi.2,
' In

Salem also is His Tabernacle.' And it

is noticeable that the name Melchizedck,

'king of righteousness,' means the same
as Adonizedek, 'lord of righteousness,'
who is spoken of in Jo.x, as having
been king of Jerusalem in Joshua's

time. And so Josephus understands it,

Ant.l.x.2.

If this view be correct, then the use

of the word Salem also, occurring in

the substance of the main story, would
indicate a writer living in later times

;

since the Canaanitish name of the city
was Jebus, Jo.xviii.28, Ju.xix.10,11,
and there can be little doubt that the

name Jerusalem, 'possession of peace,'
was first given to it by David, after its

capture by him from the Jebusites.

2S.V.6-9.

260. 'Now an omer is a tenth part of an
ephah.' E.xvi.36.

These words imply that, at the time
when they were written, the 'omer'
had gone out of use, and was not likely
to be known to the ordinary reader.

In fact, this word,
'

omer,' is found no-

where else in the Bible as the name of

a measure. The '

homer,' which con-

tained ten ephahs, Ez.xlv. 11, and, there-

fore, a hundred 'omers,' E.xvi.36, was

quite another vessel.

261. So, too, in Deuteronomy, there

are little pieces of information given,
about the ancient history of the land of

Canaan, which we cannot conceive to

have been spoken or written down by
Moses, but must ascribe to the pen of a

later archaeologist.
' There are eleven days' journey from Horeb,

by the way of Mount Seir, unto Kadesh-
Barnea.' D.i.2.

One glance at the connection, in

which this verse stands, will show that

it is simply a note of distance, which

interrupts awkwardly the course of

the narrative, and never certainly could

have been introduced by Moses himself

into the story.
262. Again we have the following

notices of a similar kind.
' And Jehovah said unto me, Distress not

the Moabites, neither contend with them in
battle. For I will not give thee of their land
for a possession; because I have given Ar unto

the children of Lot for a possession. The
Emims dwelt therein in times past, a people
great, and many, and tall, as the Anakims;
which also were accounted giants, as the Ana-
kims; but the Moabites call them Emims. The
Horims also dwelt in Seir beforetime ; but the

children of Esau succeeded them.' D.ii.9-12.
'

I will not give thee of the land of the
children of Ammou any possession ; because
I have given it unto the children of Lot for a
possession. That also was accounted a land of
giants; giants dwelt therein, in old time; and
the Ammonites called them Zamzummims, a
people many, and great, and tall, as the

Anakims; but Jehovah destroyed them before
them ; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in
their stead ; as He did to the children of Esau,
which dwelt in Seir, when He destroyed the

Horims from before them; and they succeeded

them and dwelt in their stead, even unto thii

day: and the Avims, which dwelt in Hazerim,
even unto Azzah, the Caphtorims, which came
out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt in

their stead.' D.ii.19-23.

263. Here the Eev. Thos. Scott

says :

These fragments of ancient history were
introduced to encourage the Israelites. If

the Lord destroyed these gigantic people before
the posterity of Lot and of Esau what cause
had the posterity of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, his chosen servants and friends, to

fear the Anakims or the Canaanites ?

especially as Israel acted by commission from
God, and had His promise as their security of

success, and the pledge of it in His Presence,
and the wonders which He had already
wrought for them, and as they were the only
nation of worshippers of the Lord, in the
ordinances of His institution, which could
be found on earth.

It will be plain, however, to an un-

prejudiced leader that this is not the

special reason, for which these notices

of ancient times are introduced. They
occur only as pieces of interesting
information on the points in question,
without a word to intimate that they
are expressly meant for the encourage-
ment of the people.

264. It is generally admitted that

D.xxxiv, which relates the death and
burial of Moses, and contains the

statements,
' but no man knoweth of his sepulchre

unto this day,' v.G,
' and there arose not a prophet since in

Israel like unto Moses,' v.W

must have been MTitten by a later hand.

But so, too, the 'Blessing of Moses,'

contained in D.xxxiii, bears on its very
face unmistakable signs of having been

inserted, at all events, if not originally

composed, by a later writer. For we

read,
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' This is the blessing, wherewith Moses, the

man of God, blessed the children of Israel be-

fore his death,' v.\.

And the expressions here used,

Moses, the man of God,' and ' before
his death,' are sufficient to satisfy us,

unless we have recourse to some forced

interpretation, that this '

Blessing,' even
if originally composed and spoken by
Moses, could not have been inserted by
himself into the narrative.

265. Also such passages as the fol-

lowing could hardly have been written

by Moses himself:
'

Moreover, the man Moses was very great
in the land of Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh's
servants, and in the sight of his people.'
E.xi.3.

' Now the man Moses was very meek, above
all the men which were upon the face of the
earth.' N.xii.3.

' These are that Aaron and Moses, to whom
Jehovah said, Bring out the children of Israel
from the land of Egypt according to their
armies. These are they which spake to

Pharaoh, king of Egypt, to bring out the
children of Israel from Egypt : these are that
Moses and Aaron.' E.vi.26,27.

'

And, if ye have erred and not observed all

these commandments, which Jehovah hath
spoken unto Moses, even all that Jehovah
hath commanded you by the hand of Moses,
from the day that Jehovah commanded
Moses, and henceforward among your gene-
rations,' &c. N.xv.22,23.

It can scarcely be doubted that such
statements as the above must have been
written by some one, who lived in an

age after that of Moses.

CHAP. VI.

EEPETITIOKS IX THE PENTATEUCH.

266. Again, there are several in-

stances in the Pentateuch of identical

repetitions of the same or very similar

incidents, such as could never have
been recorded by one and the same
hand in an original work. Thus we
have the following :

G.xxviii.18,19.
' And Jacob rose up early in the morning,

and took the stone that he had put for his

pillows, and set it up for a pillar, and poured
oil upon the top of it. And he called the
name of that place Bethel

; but the name of
that city was called Luz at the first.'

G.xxxv.14,15.
And Jacob set up a pillar at the place

where He talked with him, a pillar of stone,
and he poured a drink-offering thereon, and he
poured oil thereon. And Jacob called the name
of the place where God spake with him Bethel.

Thus we have two different accounts

of the origin of the name '

Bethel,'
and the second incident is dated,

according to the story, twenty years
after the first.

267. And here it cannot be said that,
on the second occasion, Jacob merely
revived the name, which he had given
to the place twenty years before; for

the latter passage plainly implies that

Jacob then gave the name for the first

time to the place where God spake
with him. And, besides, in G.xxxv.1,3,

a passage very probably due to the

same author as G.xxviii.18,19, the

place is treated as already familiarly
known to Jacob, and to his house-

hold (!), as 'Bethel': nay, in xxxv.7,
we read

' And he built there an altar, and called the

place El-Bethel, because there God appeared
to him, when he fled from the face of his
brother

'

as recorded in xxviii. 18,19 ; whereas

afterwards we read, v.\5,
' And Jacob called the name of the place,

where God spake with him, Bethel.'

268. G.xxxii.27,28.
' And he said unto him, what is thy name ?

and he said, Jacob. And he said, Thy name
shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel, for
as a prince hast thou power with God and
with men, and hast prevailed.'

G.xxxv.9,10.
' And God appeared unto Jacob again, when

he came out of Padan-aram and blessed him.
And God said unto him, Thy name shall not
be called any more Jacob, but Israel shall be

thy name : and He called his name Israel.'

Here, likewise, we have two differ-

ent accounts of the origin of tho

name Israel. The second distinctly

says that God '
called Jacob's name

Israel
'

at a later period than that

referred to in the former passage,
where the name is also said to have
been given to him by the mysterious

person who 'wrestled' with him: and
in xxxiii.20, we find Jacob himself

using the name
' And he erected there an altar, and called

it El-Elohe-yrae?,'

not to speak of xxxiv.7, where we
read

'They were very wroth, because he had
wrought folly in Israel,' &c.

where the use of the word might be
accounted for by the writer using an

expression, which was familiar in the

age in which he himself lived.
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269.. Again, in G.xii.10-20, we have

an account of Abram's going into

Egypt because of a famine, of his per-

suading his wife Sarah to call herself

his
'

sister,' because he dreaded the

consequences of her beauty, of Pha-

raoh's taking her into his harem, being

'plagued,' &c, and at length dismissing
him honourably.
But in G.xx.1-18, we have almost

identically the same account though
detailed at greater length, of a similar

visit paid by Abraham to Abimelech,
the king of Gerar, about thirty years
afterwards. Abraham shows the same

weakness, #.2,11,13, and, to save his

own life, exposes his wife, though

pregnant with the long-desired child,

xvii.21,xviii.l4, to the same danger
as before; Sarah, though now 'well

stricken in age,' xviii.ll,
'

ninety years

old,' xvii.17, is taken into the harem
of Abimelech, #,2, as before into that

of Pharaoh : Abimelech is visited with

dreams, #.3,6, and is plagued, #.17,18,

and finally dismisses Abraham with

honour, #.16.

And then, once more, in G.xxvi.

6-11, we have a very similar story
told of Isaac and Eebekah. Isaac

goes to Abimelech, king of Gerar,
because of a famine :

' And the men of the place asked him of his

wife, and he said, She is my sister; for he
feared to say, She is my wife,

'

lest the men
of the place should kill me for Rebekah :

'

for

she was fair to look upon.'

Abimelech, however, discovers ac-

cidentally that Eebekah is Isaac's

wife, and prevents any mischief, #.10;
and Isaac thrives in the land of Gerar,

#.13,14.

270. In like manner, we have in E.xvi

an account of the miracle of the quails,
which are here spoken of as given at

the same time with the manna, #.12,13,

after murmurings of the people, #.2,3,

at the beginning of the forty years'

wanderings. But in N.xi we have a

very similar account of a miracle of

quails, at the end of the forty years'

wanderings ; and, that this is not re-

garded by the writer as a second

miracle, a repetition of the former, is

shown by the language ascribed to

Moses, which implies that he had no

idea how the people could be supplied

with 'ftesh,' and had therefore not

witnessed the former miracle. Thus
he says, #.13,

'Whence should I have flesh to give unto all

this people ? for they weep unto me, saying,
Give us flesh, that we may eat ?

'

And when Jehovah himself had pro-
mised to supply them, #.16-20,

' Therefore Jehovah will give you flesh, and
ye shall eat : ye shall not eat one day, nor
two days, nor five days, neither ten days, nor

twenty days, but even a whole month, until

it come out at your nostrils, and it be loath-
some unto you,'

Moses distrusts altogether the possi-

bility of this, and says, #.21,22,
' The people among whom I am, are six

hundred thousand footmen ;
and thou hast

said, I will give them flesh, that they may eat
a whole month. Shall the flocks and the herds
be slain for them to suffice them ? or shall all

the fish of the sea be gathered together for
them to suffice them ?

'

The writer in this ease could hardly
have ascribed such words to Moses, if

he had supposed him to have already
witnessed the former miracle, under

very similar circumstances, when, in

reply to the murmurings of the people,

nearly forty years before,

'At even the quails came up and covered
the camp.' E.xvi.13.

271. So, again, there are two ac-

counts of the '

smiting of the rock
'

for

water, and of the giving to the place the

name '

Meribah,' one at the begin-

ning, and the other at the end, of the

forty years' wanderings.
E.xvii.l-7.

' And all the congregation of the children

of Israel journeyed from the wilderness of Sin,
after their journeys, according to the com-
mandment of Jehovah, and pitched in Rephi-
dim

;
and there was no water for the people

to drink. Wherefore the people strove with

Moses, and said, Give us water that we may
drink. And Moses said unto them, Why
strive ye with me ? Wherefore do ye tempt
Jehovah ? And the people thirsted there for

water ;
and the people murmured against

Moses, and said, Wherefore is this that thou

hast brought us up out of Egypt, to kill us and
our children and our cattle with thirst ? And
Moses cried unto Jehovah, saying, What shall

I do unto the people ? They be almost ready
to stone me. And Jehovah said unto Moes,
Go on before the people, and take with thee

of the elders of Israel, and thy rod, wherewith
thou smotest the river, take it in thine hand,
and go. Behold ! I will stand before thee

thei
-e upon the rock in Horeb : and thoushalt

smite the rock, and there shall come water out
of it, that the people may drink. And Moses
did so in the sight of the elders of Israel.
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And he called the name of the place Massah
(temptation) and Meribah (strife), because
of the striving of the children of Israel,
and because they tempted Jehovah, saying,
Is Jehovah among us, or not ?

'

N.xx.1-13.
' And the children of Israel, the whole con-

gregation, came into the wilderness of Sin in

the first month, and the people abode in
Kadesh. . . . And there was no water for the

congregation. And the people strove with

Moses, and spake saying, Would God that we
had died when our brethren died before

Jehovah ! And why have ye brought up the

congregation of Jehovah into this wilderness,
ti.at we and our cattle should die there ? And
wherefore have ye made us to come out of

Egypt, to bring us unto this evil place ? It

is no place of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or
of pomegranates ;

neither is there any water
to drink, . . . And Jehovah spake unto

Hoses, saying, Take the rod, and gather thou
the assembly together, thou, and Aaron, thy
brother, and speak ye unto the rock before

their eyes, and it shall give forth its water,
and thou shalt bring forth to them water out
of the rock ; so shalt thou give the congrega-
tion and their beasts drink. And Hoses took
t <e rod from before Jehovah, as He com-
manded him. And Moses and Aaron gathered
the congregation together before this rock,
and he said unto them, Hear now, ye rebels !

must we fetch you water out of the rock?
And Moses lifted up his hand, and with his

rod he smote the rock twice, and the water
came out abundantly, and the congregation
drank and their beasts also. . . . This is the
water of Meribah, because the children of

Israel strove with Jehovah, and He was sanc-
tified in them.

In the first of the above accounts,
the 'rod' is the 'rod of Moses,' with

which he ' smote the river,' E.xvii.5,
and did such wonders in Egypt: in

the second, it is the 'rod of Aaron,'
which was 'laid up before Jehovah,'

N.xvii.7,10, and which Moses was
commanded to

'

take from before Je-

hovah.' But the statements in E.xvii.

7, N.xx. 13, which explain the origin
of the name '

Meribah,' show plainly
that the two accounts probably by
different writers refer to one and the

same transaction.

272. Again, in the narrative of

E.xix-xxiv, as it now stands, there is

great confusion, in consequence, no

doubt, of some interference with the

original story.

(i) In xix.9, the last words of v.8

are repeated
' and Moses told the words of the people unto
Jehovah

'

in a connection where they can have no

possible meaning, since no ' words of

the people' are recorded after the corre-

sponding statement in v.8, that 'Moses
returned the words of the people unto

Jehovah.' It may be that some words
have been omitted, which would ex-

plain the matter.

(ii) In v.22,24, are mentioned ' the

Priests, which come near to Jehovah,'
when as yet there were no Priests,

according to the story.

(iii) In .20 Moses is summoned to
' come up to the top

'

of Sinai, an opera-
tion thus described by Bubckhardt,
Conder's Arabia, ^3.1534 :

'After ascending for about twenty-five minutes,
we breathed a short time under a large im-

pending rock, close by which is a small w-e!l

of water, as cold as ice. At the end of three

quarters of an hour's steep ascent, we came to
a small plain. According to the Koran and
Moslem traditions, it was in this part of the

mountain, which is called Diebel Oreb, or

Horeb, that Moses communicated with Je-
hovah. From hence a still steeper ascent of

half an hour leads to the summit.'

(iv) But no sooner has he reached

the summit, after all this labour, than

he is commanded to go down again,

v.21,22, with a message to the people ;

and though he himself seems to object
to take it, or, at least, somewhat irre-

verently, as it appears to us, reminds
Jehovah of His own previous command,
which rendered it needless to do so,

v.23, yet he is ordered to go down,
' Away ! get thee down ! and thou shalt

come up, thou and Aaron with thee. So
Moses went down unto the people, and spake
unto them,' i>.24,25.

(v) Then, most abruptly, without

any introduction, and without any
notice of his going up with Aaron, the
' Ten Commandments are delivered,'

xx.1-17.

(vi) We must suppose, therefore,

that he has not ascended, but is stand-

ing with the terrified people below,
v. 18-20.

(vii) Then, when the people
'
re-

moved and stood afar off,' Moses,
we are told,

' drew near to the thick

darkness, where God was,' v.21, and
Jehovah delivered laws to Moses, xx.22-

xxiii.33.

(viii) Hence Jehovah spake with

Moses at the foot of the Mount. For
what purpose, then, was Moses sum-
moned to the top of the Mount m
xx.20? Was it only to be sent down

h 2
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at once with the message as in xix.

21,22?

(ix) Immediately at the close of the

laws thus delivered, we read, xxiv.l
'And he said unto Moses, Come up unto

Jehovah, thou, and Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu,
and seventy of the elders of Israel.'

(x) But what now has become of the

command in xix.24?
' Come up, thou, and Aaron with thee : but

let not the Priests and the people break through
to come up to Jehovah, lest He break forth

upon them.'

It is plain that in this verse Aaron
is meant to come up alone with Moses :

and, in fact, Nadab, Abihu, and the

seventy elders, are by the express words
of this very command forbidden to
" come up unto Jehovah,' whether we
reckon the two sons of Aaron among
the 'priests' of that time or among the
'

people.'

(xi) However, the account proceeds
in xxiv.9-11:

' Then went up Moses and Aaron, Nadab
and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel;
and they saw the God of Israel

;
and there

was under His feet, as it were, a paved work
of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body
of heaven in its clearness. And upon the
nobles of the children of Israel He laid not
his hand ; also they saw God, and did eat and
drink.'

(xii) But then follows another com-
mand to Moses, v.Vl,

' Come up to me into the Mount, and be
there ;

and I will give thee tables of stone
and the law, and the commandments which I

have written, that thou mayest teach them.'

But Moses had already 'gone up,' v.9,

and was now on the Mount, in the place
where he and Aaron, Nadab, &c. had
'seen God.' We may suppose that

this was not the top of the Mount, and
that Moses was to go up higher.

(xiii) Then Moses and Joshua ' went

up into the Mount of God,' -y.13,

charging the elders thus, -y.14 :

'Tarry ye here for us, until we come again
unto you ; and behold, Aaron and Hur are
with you ;

if any man have any matters to

do, let him come unto them.'

But where were the elders at this time?

On the Mount, at all events, if not on
the top of it in the place where they
had ' seen God '; they had not gone
down, for then Moses would not have

said,
'

Tarry ye here for us, until we
come again.' Were the people, then, who
were not to dare even to draw near the

Mount, to go up to Aaron and Hur

with all their cases if not for the forty
days of Moses' absence, which (it may
he said) he had not anticipated, yet
at least for the day on which he charged
them to '

tarry here
'

for him ?

(xiv) But Joshua also 'went up'
with Moses, y.13, and remained with

him all the forty days, for he came
down with him at the end of them,
xxxii.17. Howthen was Joshua occupied

during all this time ? Did he also fast

forty days and forty nights,
' neither

eating bread nor drinking water
' an

act which is noted as so remarkable in

Moses, xxxiv.28, but which is seldom

spoken of in connection with his
'

minister,' Joshua ?

It is easy to see that the original
narrative has been disturbed by inter-

polations: thus xxiv.l, 2 seem plainly
to be inserted between the laws in

xx. 2 2 xxiii, and xxiv.3-8, and xxiv.

9-11 seems properly to follow after

xxiv. 2.

CHAPTER VII.

WAS SAMUEL THE ELOHISTIC WRITEB OV
THE PENTATEUCH ?

273. Thus in all these different

ways we have a corroboration of the

results, to which we had already ar-

rived on quite other grounds, viz. that

the Pentateuch is the wurk of more
than one hand, and that considerable

portions of it, at all events, must have
been written at a time later than the

age of Moses or Joshua.

But, if so, there is no one indicated

in the whole history, before the time of

Samuel, who could be supposed to

have written any part of it. We have
no sign of any other great Prophet in

that age, except Deborah, nor of any
'School of the Prophets' existing be-

fore his time.

274. That Samuel did occupy him-
self with historical labours we read in

lCh.xxix.29,
' Now the acts of David the king, first and

last, behold they are written in the Book of

Samuel the Seer, and in the Book of Nathan
the Prophet, and in the Book of Gad the
Seer.'

This, however, is from the pen of

the Chronicler, and, from the experience
which we have already had of the in-
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accuracy of his data (107-8), we cannot

rely upon his statements, when un-

supported by other evidence. And, in

point of fact, very little of David's life,

and none whatever of ' the acts of

David as king,' could possibly have
been written by Samuel, since he died

three years after anointing David, and
five years before the time when David
came to the throne of Israel.

275. It has been suggested, how-

ever, that the terms,
' Book of Samuel,'

'Book of Nathan,' &c. may only be
meant to apply to certain portions of

the present books of Samuel, viz. those

in which the respective Prophets play
a somewhat conspicuous part, and
shade, as it were, the historical ground
with their presence. Thus the ' Book
of Samuel' may be lS.i.l-xxv.l, and
the ' Book of Nathan '

may be the middle

part of the narrative, 2S.vii, together
with the sections before and after, i.e.

lS.xxv.2-2S.xxiii, and the ' Book of

Gad' may be 2S.xxiv. This supposi-
tion is very plausible, and certainly not
to be hastily rejected. But the 'acts

of David, first and last,' are not con-
tained in the two books of Samuel, but
are carried on in lK.i,ii; and in the

first of these two chapters Nathan is

very prominent, so that we should have
to consider this also as a part of the

'Book of Nathan.'

276. If, however, we adhere to the

more usual notion, that by these three

Books
'

of Samuel, Nathan, and Gad,
are meant books either written or sup-

posed to have been written, by the

Prophets whose names they bear, then,
in this mention by the Chronicler of

the 'Book of Samuel the Seer,' we
should have a sign of the activity of
Samuel in this direction. Either the

Chronicler might have actually seen
the Book in question, or, at least, a
vivid tradition might have come down
to him of the Seer's historical labours
in the olden time, six or seven cen-

turi3S before his own. This may also

seem to be confirmed by that other

fact recorded about him in lS.x.25,
viz. that; on the election of Saul to the

royal dignity,
' Samuel told the people the manner of the

kingdom, and wrote it in a Book, and laid it

before Jehovah.'

277. And, certainly, it is very con-
ceivable that, when he gave up to Saul
the reins of government, and, during the

last thirty-five years of his life, more

especially, during the last twenty
years, when he ' came no more to see

Saul,' but lived retired from public
life, presiding over the school of the

Prophets at Ramah, where at one
time he had David staying with him,
lS.xix.18-24, (see also lS.x.5,6,) he

may have devoted himself to such
labours as these, for the instruction

and advancement of his people.
278. And so, Tuch observes, Genesis,

2>.xciii, where, after recapitulating the
'

signs of time,' which he finds in the

Elohistic document, he states his con-

clusion as follows :

It is, consequently, the first fruit of the

progress, out of the condition of religious and
political indifference, to a settled state of order
and regulated social life, which the people
made chiefly through the activity of Sajiuel.
. . . Who the writer may have been cannot
[? with certainty] be conjectured. We might
imagine Samuel, and consider the primary
document to be the last service which he,
withdrawn from public occupations in the

.

evening of his life, rendered to his people
rescued by his activity.

279. In such a work as this, Samuel

may have been aided by the ' sons of

the Prophets,' who clearly must have
had some sort of occupation, besides

that of merely
'

prophesying,' i.e. pro-

bably, chantingpsalms, see lCh.xxv.l,
where we read of

'the sons of Asaph and of Heman and of

Jeduthun, who should prophesy with harps,
with psalteries, and with cymbals,

and joining in religious processions, as

in lS.x.5. They could not have been

engaged in the study of the Scriptures,
as in a modern theological Institution,
when such Scriptures, even those of the

Pentateuch, did not exist, at least, in

their present form. It is very possible
that Samuel may have gathered in these
' Schools

' some of the more promising
young men of his time, and may have
endeavoured to train them, to the best

of his power, in such knowledge of

every kind as he himself had acquired,

among the rest, it may be, the art of

writing, lately learned from the Phoe-

nicians.

280. In short, these ' Schools
'

may
have resembled somewhat a modern
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'

college,' -where the old Seer and Pa-

triot sought to impart, as he best could,

the rudiments, at least, of
_'

sound

learning and religious education,' in

advance of the general spirit of the

rough age in which he lived, to a class

of choice youths, such as Nathan and

Gad. For their use, in the first in-

stance, he may have composed, from

whatever resources he had at his com-

mand, from the traditions of the peo-

ple, or, it may be, as far as we know
at present, even with the help of written

documents handed down from an earlier

time, some account of the early history

of Israel, as Bede wrote that of the

Anglo Saxons.

281. It is, indeed, (it may be said,)

a rare combination for the same person
to be an historian, and, at the same time,

a great political character. Yet we have

seen such instances even in our own

days. And from lS.viii it would almost

seem that Samuel was not, perhaps, a

first-rate politician ;
and in the latter

part of his life, at all events, he dis-

played less personal activity, and was

not wholly successful in his government.
It is possible, in fact, that, at the time

when his sons, set up by himself as

judges in Beersheba,
' turned aside after lucre, and took bribes, and

perverted judgment,' lS.viii.3,

Samuel may have been too closely

engaged, and his attention too much

absorbed, in such matters as these, to

correct such disorders. Among his

pupils, probably, as we have just said,

were Nathan and Gad themselves, who

thus may have had their first lessons in

the writing of history.

282. Hithertowe had been advancing

upon certain ground. It seemed to follow

as a necessary conclusion, from the facts

which we had already had before us,

(i) tha-t the account of the Exodus,

generally, is not historically true,

(ii) that it is the work of more than

one writer, (iii)
that it must have been

written, at least, a great part of it,

in a later age than that of Moses.

But we are now entering on the

field of conjecture. And, though it will

be seen that there are some reasons,

which seem to warrant us in ascribing

the primary Elohistic document, the

groundwork of these books, to the age,

and, therefore, also to the hand, of

Samuel, yet this is a question merely
of probability, and our views in this

respect may be shewn to be erroneous,

and be set aside by a more sagacious

criticism, without at all affecting the

positive results, to which we have al-

ready arrived. For myself, at all events,

it would be a sinful shutting of my eyes
to the plain light of Truth, if I ven-

tured any longer to maintain the usual

opinion, as to the origin and composi-
tion of the Pentateuch.

283. Prof. Kawlinson expresses his

view of the composition of the Pen-

tateuch, as follows, Aids to Faith,

p.251:
(i) It is not intended to assert that Moses

was the original composer of all the docu-

ments contained in his volume. The Book of

Genesis bears marks of being to some extent

a compilation. Moses probably possessed a.

number of records, some of greater, some of

less, antiquity, whereof, under Divine guid-

ance, he made use in writing the history of

mankind up to his own time. It is possible

that the Book of Genesis may have been, even

mainly, composed in this way from ancient

narratives, registers, biographies, in part tne

property of the Hebrew race, in part a posses-

sion common to that race with others. Moses,

guided by God's Spirit, would choose among
such documents those which were historically

true, and which bore on the religious history

of the human race. He would not be bound

slavishly to follow, much less to transcribe,

them, but would curtail, expand, adorn, com-

plete, them, and so make them thoroughly
his own, infusing into them the religions

tone of his own mind, and at the same time

rewriting them in his own language. Thus
it would seem that Genesis was produced.
With regard to the remainder of his history,

he would have no occasion to use the labours

of others, but would write from his own
knowledge.

(ii) It is not intended to deny that the

Pentateuch may have undergone an authori-

tative revision 'by Ezra, when the language

may have been to some extent modernised,
and a certain number of parenthetic inser-

tions may have been made into the text.

And this authoritative revision would account

at once for the language not being more
archaic than it is, and for the occasional in-

sertion of parentheses of the nature of a

comment. It would also explain the occur-

rence of ' Chaldaisms' in the text.

(iii) It is, of course, not intended to in-

clude in the Pentateuch the last chapter of

Deuteronomy, which was evidently added

after Moses's death, probably by the writer

of the Book of Joshua.

284. The above view, we must sup-
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pose has the deliberate sanction of the

Editor of ' Aids to Faith,' the present

Archbishop (Thomson) of York. It is

needless to observe how very much
even this differs from the traditionary
view as t3 the composition of the Pen-

tateuch. The idea of Ezra under-

taking to revise, in a later age, words

believed to have been written down by
Moses, and to have been uttered by
Jehovah Himself, of his modernising

language so venerable and sacred,

must surely seem very strange to many
an English reader.

285. The following admissions are

made in another work,
' The Mosaic

Origin of the Pentateuch considered, &c.

by a Layman, dedicated by permission
to the Archbishop of York,' in addition

tothose which have been already quoted
from this work in the Preface to Part I,

People's Edition,p.21.

So far as the latter part of the Book of

Numbers is concerned, the order of laws and
narrative is regular and accurate enough,

although the two are everywhere perfectly dis-

tinct, and easily separable. In the former

part, however, considerable confusion exists
;

and not only are laws and narrative irregu-

larly disposed, but even different sections of

the latter transposed in the most unaccount-

able manner. . . . All that we wish to point
out is the striking contrast between this part
of the history and that immediately preceding,
recorded in the Book of Exodus, as a proof
that they must have proceeded from different

authors, and that the latter is, so far as its

narrative is concerned, most certainly un-

Mosaic. jy.Ul-S.
We are certainly not warranted in supposing

that the Book [of Deuteronomy] in its present

form is to be ascribed to Moses' pen. It con-

tains the account of his death, which (as

already remarked) we cannot, without the

most extravagant and unjustifiable assump-

tions, regard as written by himself. Some

part of the narrative, then, is clearly due to

another hand
; and, as there is no appearance

of this being a later addition, the same is

probably the case with all the narrative sections.

p.156.

286. As the attention of the Arch-

bishop ofYork hadbeen distinctly called,

1 oth privately and publicly, by one of

the Clergy ot his Province, to these and

similar extracts from the book in ques-

tion, long before he withdrew his

patronage from it, it must, I presume,
be inferred that His Grace deliberately

allowed the circulation of these state-

ments under the authority of his name.

Whatever may be thought of the sound-

ness of the above conclusions, (which,

probably, a more close and deep study
of the subject will materially modify,)

yet at all events the ordinary Eng-
lish reader has here sufficient evi-

dence of the general nature of the

results, to which a serious examination
of the facts will inevitably lead any
candid and truth-seeking enquirer,

as, indeed, we have seen already in the

case of Dr. Kurtz and Mr. Peeowne.
But after the above examples of the con-

sequences of applying a searching and
honest criticism to the contents of

the Pentateuch, with the most devout
intention of maintaining as far as pos-
sible the traditionary views of the

Origin and Authority of the Pentateuch,
it is obvious that a work, such as that in

which we are now engaged, so far from

deserving censure and refutation at the

hands of theologians, is laid upon us
as a primary necessity of the present

age, and as a positive duty.

CHAPTER VIII.

INTRODUCTION OF THE NAME JEHOVAH.

287. In the story of the Exodus we
read as follows :

' And God spake unto Moses, and said unto
him, I am Jehovah. And / appeared unto

Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the

Name of God Almighty (El Shaddai) ;
but by

my Name Jehovah was I not known to them.
And I have also established my covenant with
them, to give them the land of Canaan, the
land of their pilgrimage, wherein they were
strangers. And I have also heard the groan-
ing of the children of Israel, whom the Egyp-
tians keep in bondage ; and I have remem-
bered my covenant. Wherefore say unto the
children of Israel, I am Jehovah. And I
will bring you out from under the burdens of
the Egyptians, and I will rid you out of their

bondage, and I will redeem you with a
stretched-out arm and with great judgments.
And I will take you to me for a people, and I

will be to you a God. And ye shall know
that I am Jehovah your God, which bringeth
you out from under the burdens of the Egyp-
tians. And I will bring you in unto the land,
concerning the which I did swear to give it,

to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob
; and I

will give it to you for an heritage. I am
Jehovah.' E.vi.2-8.

288. The above passage cannot,
without a distortion of its obvious

meaning, the meaning which would
be ascribed to it by the great body of

simple-minded readers, who have never
had their attention awakened to the
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difficulties, in which the whole narra-

tive becomes involved thereby, be

explained to say anything else than

this, that the Name, Jehovah, was not

known at all to the Patriarchs, but
was now for the first time revealed, as

the name by which the God of Israel

would be henceforth distinguished from
all other Gods.

So Prof. Lee admits, who in his He-
brew Lexicon explains Jehovah to be
the most sacred and unalienable name of God,
unknown, however, to the Patriarchs : it is

not, therefore, more ancient in all probability
than the time of Moses.

And so says JosEPHUs,^^.II.xii.4,
Wherefore God declared to him (Moses)

His holy Name, which had never been dis-

covered to men before.

289. But then we come at once upon
the contradictory fact, that the name,
Jehovah, is repeatedly used in the
earlier parts of the story, throughout
the whole book of Genesis. And it is

not merely employed by the writer,
when relating simply, as an historian,
in his own person, events of a more
ancient date, in which case he might be

supposed to have introduced the word,
as having become, in his own day, after

having been thus revealed, familiar to

himself and his readers
; but it is put

into the mouth of the patriarchs them-

selves, as Abraham, xiv.22, Isaac,

xxvi.22, Jacob, xxviii.16.

290. Nay, according to the story, it

was not only known to these, but to a

mnltitude of others, to Eve, iv.l, and

Lamech, v. 29, before the Flood, and to

Noah, after it, ix.26, to Sarai, xvi.2,

Rebekah, xxvii.7, Leah, xxix.35, Ra-
chel, xxx.24, to Laban also, xxiv.31,

Bethuel, xxiv.50,51, and Abraham's

servant, xxiv.27, even to heathens,
as Abimelech, the Philistine king of

Gerar, his friend, and his chief captain,
xxvi.28,29. And, generally, we are
told that, as early as the time of Enos,
the son of Seth, iv.26,

' Then began men to call upon the Name of
Jehovah.'

But the name was already known to

Eve, according to the narrative, iv.l,
more than two centuries before.

291. The recognition of the plain

meaning of E.vi.2-8, such as that

quoted above from Prof. Lee, (a writer
of undoubted orthodoxy,) would be

enough at once to decide the question
as to the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch. If the Name was ' not

more ancient than the time of Moses,'
then Moses himself, in writing the

story of the ancient Patriarchs, would

surely not have put the Name into

their mouths, much less into those of

heathen men, nor could he have
found it so ascribed to them in an
older document. Prof. Lee's view,

therefore, would require us to suppose
that, if Moses wrote the main story of

the Exodus, and of his own awful

communications with God, as well as

the Elohistic portions of Genesis, yet
some other writer must have inserted

the Jehovistic passages. But then it

can hardly be believed that any other

writer should have dared to mix up,
without any distinction, his own addi-

tions with a narrative so venerable and

sacred, as one which had actually been
written by the hand of Moses. The

interpolator must have known that the

older document was not written by
Moses, and had no such sacred charac-

ter attached to it.

292. The ordinary mode of ' recon-

ciling
'

these discrepancies is exhibited

in the following passage from Dr.

Kuetz, ii.p.101 :

It is not expressly said that the Name,
Jehovah, was unknown before the time of

Moses, but merely that, in the patriarchal
age, God had not revealed the fulness and
depths of His Nature, to which that Name
particularly belonged.

But this is, evidently, an assumption
made only to get over a difficulty. If

Abraham made use of the Name Je-

hovah at all, then God was known to

him in some measure in some sense

or other -by that Name, if not known
so perfectly as by the Israelites in

later days. If the Patriarchs employed
the Name at all, it could scarcely have
been said,

' I appeared unto them by the Name, El
Bhaddai ; but by my Name, Jehovah, was I
not known to them,' E.vi.3.

293. And, surely, we cannot doubt
of this, when we read such words as

these :

' Abram believed in Jehovah, and He counted
it to him for righteousness, ind He said
unto him, I am Jehovah, that brought thee
out of Ur of the Chaldees, to give thee this
land to inherit it.' G.xv.6,7.
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I am Jehovah, the God of Abraham thy
lather, and the God of Isaac ;

the land,
whereon thou liest, to thee will I give it, and
to thy seed, &c. And Jacob vowed a vow,
Baying, If God will be with me, &c. then shall

Jehovah be my God,' G.xxviii. 13-21.
' O God of my father Abraham, and God of

my father Isaac, Jehovah, which saidst unto

me, &c.' G.xxxii.9.

CouJd Abram hare 'believed in Je-

hovan,' and God Himself have declared

this Name to Abram, saying, 'I am
Jehovah, that brought thee out of Ur
of the Chaldees,' and yet Abram after

all be said not to ' know God '

by this

Name ? Could Jacob have said,
' Je-

hovah shall be my God,' if God was
'not known' to him by the name
Jehovah ? And what is the meaning
of Abraham's servant repeatedly speak-

ing of '

Jehovah,' as ' the God of his

master Abraham' ? G.xxiv. 12,27,42,48.
294. Like the other contradictions,

however, which appear in the accounts

of the Creation and the Deluge, the

whole is easily explained, when we
know that different writers were con-

Ct-ned in composing the narrative of

the ^nok of Genesis. The Jehovist, as

we have seen, uses the name Jehovah

habitually in G.ii.4-iv. 26. The Elo-

hist, as has been said, never uses the

name Jehovah at all, throughout the

book of Genesis, even when narrating
facts of history : much less does he
allow it to be uttered by any one of the

personages, whose story he is telling.

295. We have, for instance, the Elo-

histic passage, G.xlvi.2,3,
' And Israel took his journey with all that

he had, and came to Beersheba, and offered

sacrifices unto the Elohim of his father Isaac.
And Elohim spake unto Israel in the visions
of the night, and said,

'

Jacob, Jacob.' And
he said,

' Here am I.' And He said,
' / am

Elohim, the Elohim of thyfather.'
'

Comp. this with the Jehovistic, xxviii.

13:
'And, behold, Jehovah stood above it, and

said, '1 am Jehovah, the Elohim of Abraham
thy father, and the Elohim oj Isaac.'

'

So, again, in G.xlviii, where Jacob
blesses Manasseh and Ephraim, and

especially in y.15,16, where he accu-

mulates, as it were, Divine titles,
'

Elohim, before whom my fathers, Abraham
and Isaac, did walk, Elohim, which fed me
all my life long unto this day, the Angel
which redeemed me from all evil, bless the
lads,'

and where the writer could hardly

have failed to have put the word Je-

hovah in the patriarch's mouth, if he
had supposed it known to him, it does

not once occur.

296. Further, in different parts of

the book of Genesis, a multitude of

names occurs, many of which are com-

pounded with the Divine Name in the

form El
; whereas there is not a single

one compounded with the Name Je-

hovah, in the form either of the prefix
Jeho or Jo, or the termination Jah,
both of which were so commonly em-

ployed in later times. Thus there are

thirteen names in G.v, sixteen in

G.xi. 10-32, fifteen in G.xxii.20-24,

thirty-three in G.xxv.1-15, seventy in

G.xlvi, in all one hundred and forty-
seven names ; and in the last of these

passages we have Israel, Jemue,
Jnhleel, Malchie/, Jahzeel; but in not a

single instance is any of these names

compounded with the word Jehovah.

297. Again, in N.i.5-lo, among
twenty-four new names, there are nine

compounded with Elohim, /izur,

Shelumh7, Nethanee^, 7iab, 7ishama,

Gamalif/, Pagie/, 7iasaph, Deuf/,
not one with Jehovah. Again, in the

list of spies, N.xiii.4-15, out of twenty-
four other new names, four are com-

pounded with Elohim, Gaddu/, A ra-

mi^, Michael, Geut^, none with Je-

hovah. And in the list of those, who
are to divide the land by lot, N.xxxiv.

19-28, we have seven other names

compounded with El, Sheniw7, Eli-

dad, Hannif/, Kemue^, /izaphan,

Paltirf, Pedahe/, none with Jehovah.

Also in Jo.xv we have six names of

towns compounded with El, Jabnee^,

Kabzee/, Zdktecl, Jezretl, AYtoled, El-

tekon, besides the man, Othnit/, but
not one with Jehovah.

298. Some of the passages just

quoted are, undoubtedly, Elohistic ;

others may be, and in fact, as we shall

see hereafter, are, most probably,
Jehovistic. But, however this may be,

the argument derived from them is

decisive against the historical veracity
of those portions of Genesis, which

represent the name Jehovah as being
all along as familiar in the mouths of

men, even of heathen men, as Elohim.
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299. But they seem to do more than

this. They suggest also that even in

the time of the Jt hovist, if he lived in a

later age than the Elohist, the word
Jehovah was not in very common use

among the people, so as to be frequently

employed in the composition of the

names of their children. Otherwise, as

he has introduced this Divine Name so

freely from the first in his narrative,

without apparently perceiving the in-

congruity which he was committing, we

might expect that he would have just as

inadvertently have introduced, here and

there, such names as were common in his

own time, compounded with Jehovah.

300. The above is said, assuming
that it has been already sufficiently
shown that there is no reason to sup-

pose that the details of the story of

the Exodus, including the lists of

names, &c, are historically true.

Otherwise, it might, of course, be

argued that the very fact, that no

such Jehovistic names occur in the

whole narrative, is itself a strong indi-

cation of the truthfulness and his-

torical reality of the record.

301. But since no such names, of

course, would be formed till the age of

Moses, if the name was then first re-

vealed, how can the absence of such

names be reconciled with the statement

that in the time of Enos, men '

began to

call upon the name of Jehovah,' or with

the perfect familiarity with that name,

which, according to the Jehovistic por-
tions of Genesis, existed in all ages ?

If so many names were formed, before

the time of Moses, compounded with

El, how is it that not one, throughout
the whole book of Genesis, is com-

pounded with Jehovah, on the suppo-
sition that this Name was known and
used so freely from the first ? In fact,

if only one such name, e.g. Jochebed,

really existed in the age before Moses,
it is obvious that it would only have

been a type of a multitude of others,

which must have been in use in those

days, but of which we find no sign in

the Pentateuch.

302. As it is, there are only two

names of persons throughout the whole

Pentateuch and book of Joshua, which
are compounded with Jehovah, viz.

that of Joshua himself, (of whom we
find it expressly recorded, N.xiii.l 6, that

Moses changed his name from Oshea
to Jehoshua), and, probably, that of

Jochebed, the mother of Moses. But
the very fact of the occurrence of this

latter name, as a solitary instance of

the forms so common in later days

being used in these early times, is

itself a very strong indication that the

passages in which it occurs, E.vi.20,

N.xxvi.59, may be later interpolations.
For the present it is enough to say that

it seems very strange that, if the names
of the father and mother of Moses
were known to the writer of the ac-

count of his birth in E.ii, they should

not have been there mentioned at the

first, instead of its being stated quito

vaguely,
' There went a man of the house of Levi,

and took to wife a daughter of Levi.'

303. Very different is the result,

however, if we examine the Chronicles,

and quite in consistency with what we
have observed already of the character

of this book. Here we find Az&viah,

lCh.ii.8, in the third generation from

Judah. Nay, the wife of Judah's

grandson, Hezron, who went down
with Jacob into Egypt, is Abiah, ii.24,

and Hezron's grandson is Ahijah, ii.25,

and Judah's grandson is ~Re&iah, iv.2,

and another of his early descendants

is Jonathan, ii.32. So Issachar's

grandson is BephafaA, vii.2, and his

great-grandson, Izr&hiah, and his sons,

Oba&iah, Joel, Ishiah, v.3 ; and Ben-

jamin's grandson is Abiah, v.8 ;
and

among the early descendants of Levi

are Joel, xxiii.8, Reh&hiah, y.17, Jeriah

and Amzriah, v. 19, and Jesiah, f.20,

the first cousins of Moses, Jesiah's son

Zech&riah, xxiv.25, and Jaaz/aA, v.Tl ;

and we have actually BithiaA, the

daughter of Pharaoh, iv.18, appa-

rently the Egyptian king. So among
the ancestors of Samuel himself are

Joel, Az&viah, Zepham'a^, vi.36, which,

however, appear as Shaul, Uzziah,

Uriel, in v.2 ; and among those of

Asaph and Ethan, David's contempo-
raries, are seven others, whose names
are compounded with Jehovah.

304. In short, such names abounded
in these early days, according to the
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Chronicler, from the age of Jacob's

great-grandchildren downwards, just
as freely as in later days. Before that

age no such names are given even by
the Chronicler ; while, among the hun-
dreds of names mentioned in the Pen-
tateuch and book of Joshua, down to

the time of the Conquest of Canaan,
there are only two names of this kind,
Joshua and Jochebed. It is scarcely

possible to doubt that the Chronicler

has simply invented these names. He
has, apparently, copied the earlier

names from the Pentateuch itself,

down to the age of Jacob's grandsons,
and a few of their children. But there,

it would seem, his authority failed

him, and for the rest he had to draw

upon his own resources
; and, accord-

ingly, he has inserted many names

compounded with Jehovah, which were
familiar to himself in later days.

305. In fact, the argument obviously
stands thus. Either the Name, Jeho-

vah, was first revealed, according to

the story, in the time of Moses, or it

was known long before that age, from
the very first, from the time of Eve,

Civ.l, or of Enos, when 'men began
to call upon the Name of Jehovah,'
G.iv.26. If, then, it was first made
known in the time of Moses, how can

we account for so many names appear-

ing in the Chronicles, of persons who
lived before that age, which are com-

pounded with Jehovah, to say nothing
of the Name itself being so freely put
into the mouths of all kinds of persons,
in the Jehovistic portions of the book
of Genesis ? If, on the other hand,
the statements in G.iv.1.26, are true,

then, as names compounded with Elo-

him were common enough, how is it

that none are found compounded with

Jehovah till more than two thousand

years after the time of Enos, appear-

ing first, but then, according to the

Chronicler, as plentifully as in far

later times, in the age of Jacob's great-

grandchildren ?

306. If, indeed, such names had
first appeared after the time referred

to in E.vi, we might have supposed
that then, by the repttblication of the

Name, a fresh impulse was given to its

being freely used among the people.

But the Chronicler's data forbid such a

supposition. According to him, the

name first began to be used freely, and
then it was used very freely, in the

composition of names, among Jacob's

great-grandchildren, while they were,
we must suppose, miserable slaves in

the land of Egypt. However, the

character of the Chronicler's state-

ments is sufficiently shown by the fact,

that in the very age, in which he gives
so many of these names, the Pentateuch

and book of Joshua, amidst their nu-

merous additional names, furnish not

one single instance of this kind, except,
as before, Joshua and Jochebed.

307. It should be observed that the

inference, which, as it seems to us, may
be fairly drawn from the fact above

stated, is two-fold :

(i) That main portions of the Pen-
tateuch and book of Joshua were com-

posed before the name Jehovah had
been long in such familiar use, as to

be freely employed in the formation of

Proper Names
;

(ii) That they were, probably, not

written in the later ages, to which

many eminent critics are disposed to

assign them, were not written, for

instance, long after the age of Solomon,
or even long after the latter part of

David's life, when Proper Names com-

pounded with Jehovah began to be

common, as the history shows, and,

therefore, such names would most

likely have crept into the text. Thus
we have David's sons, AdonyaA, and

ShephatzaA, 2S.iii.4, Jedidiah, Solo-

mon's other name, xii.25, Jonadab,
David's nephew, xiii.3, Jonathan, the

son of Abiathar, xv.27, Benaaa^, Je-

^oiada, and JfAoshaphat, xx.23,24,
another Henaiah, Jonathan, Vriah the

Hittite, xxiii.30,32,39.

CHAPTER IX.

THE DERIVATION OF THE NAME
MORIAH.

308. There is, however, one word
in Genesis, the name of a place,

Moriah, G.xxii.2, which appears at

first sight to be compounded with
Jehovah. Hengstekberg, i.274-277,
insists very strongly on this point ; and,
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for the sake of the Hebrew student

and critic, we have considered his

arguments at length in (Part 11.312).
309. For the ordinary English reader,

however, it will be sufficient to say :

(i) This is the only instance in the

whole book of Genesis, where any
name of place or person is (apparently)

compounded with the name Jehovah
;

it is, therefore, highly probable from
the first, that the derivation main-
tained by Hengstenberg is erroneous.

(ii) It is most unlikely that this

place was generally known (as the

Divine command in v.2,
' Get thee

into the land of Moriah,' evidently

implies) known, therefore, to the

idolatrous Canaanites, by a name

compounded with Jehovah, when there

is not a single other instance, in the

whole Bible, of the existence of another

name, so compounded, in that age.

(iii) It is impossible that the place
could have been already known fami-

liarly as '

Moriah,' which means, accor-

ding to Hengstenberg, 'appearance
of Jehovah,' before that very

'

appear-
ance of Jehovah

'

took place, described

in the story, G.xxii, to which the

giving of the name itself is ascribed :

that is to say, it is impossible that

when God said to Abraham, ' Get
thee into the land of Moriah,' He
could have commanded Abraham to go
to a land which was not yet known by
the name by which He called it.

310. It remains now to be consi-

dered what may, perhaps, be the real

meaning and origin of the name Moriah.

The argument of Hengstenberg
rests mainly on one assumption, viz.

that the 'mount,' which he supposes to

be indicated by the name ' Moriah '

in

G.xxii. 2, is the same as that ' mount

Moriah,' which is actually mentioned
in the Hebrew text of 2Ch.iii.l, as the

hill at Jerusalem on which the Temple
was built, and where an 'appearance of

Jehovah' took place, according to the

Chronicler, in the time of David, cor-

responding to this first
'

appearance of

Jehovah '

to Abraham.
311. Now first, let it be observed that

G.xxii. 2 does not speak of any 'mount

Moriah,' but of the 'land of Moriah,'
which is supposed to have been well-

known to Abraham
;

whereas the

mount, on which he was to sacrifice

his son, was not as yet known to him,
but was to be pointed out to him by
God Himself: -

' Take now thy son, thine only son, Isaaf

whom thou lovest, and get thee into the land,

of Moriah, and offer him there for a burnt-

offering, upon one of the mountains which 1
will tell thee of.'

312. Again, the narrative says, -y.14,

that Abraham called the place of sacri-

fice, that is, this very mount by the

name ' Jehovah-Jireh.' It is very arbi-

trary to suppose that the writer meant it

to be understood that he did not really
call it by this name, but by another

name, 'Moriah,' by which name, how-

ever, the whole district round was,

according to the story in G.xxii.2,

already generally known !

313. Hence it is not surprising to

find that some of the principal ancient

versions say nothing whatever of the
' land of Moriah,' but translate the

corresponding Hebrew word by
'

high,'
'

conspicuous,'
'

visible,' &c. Thus the

LXX. have ' into the high land,'

Aqutla,
'

into the conspicuous land,'

Symmachus,
' into the land of the

vision,' not (N.B.) 'into the land of

the vision of Jehovah,' the Vidgate, in

terrain visionis, 'into the land of vision.'

314. But the fact is, that in only one

single place of the 0. T., viz. in the above

passage of the Chronicles, written (222)
two hundred years after the Captivity,
is the name Moriah, whatever may
be its meaning, applied to the Temple
Hill at all. In all earlier writings
after the time of Solomon, in the later

Psalms, and in the Prophets, the hill,

on which the Temple stood, is without

exception called Zion. Wherever men-
tion is made of the Sanctuary, Jeho-

vah's earthly dwelling-place, Zion is

invariably named, never once Moriah.

315. The following are some of the

passages of Scripture, which prove
that the Temple, as well as the Taber-

nacle, was built on Mount Zion. We
omit many, where ' Zion

'

may be un-

derstood as standing for the whole city
of Jerusalem, and also a multitude of

passages which occur in the Psalms,
since it might be disputed whether
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these were written before or after the

days of David. But Thkupp truly
observes, Ancient Jerusalem, p.24 :

It cannot be denied that the idea of ' holi-
ness' is inseparably connected with the name
Zion ; and, if Zion was the Temple-Hill, it is

easily seen why Jerusalem, as the holy city,
should be called by this name ; but, had Zion
been exactly the part of the city in which the
Temple did not stand, then the use of the
name Zion to convey the idea of holiness, be-
comes absolutely inexplicable.

316. The following passages from
the Prophets were certainly written
while the Temple was still standing,
and they refer plainly to the Sacred
Hill itself, and not to the city.

' Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound
an alarm in my holy mountain.' Joelii.l.

' So shall ye know that I am Jehovah your
God, dwelling in Zion, my holy mountain.'
Joel iii.17.

'

Upon Mount Zion shall be deliverance, and
there shall be holiness.' Ob.17.

' Jehovah of Hosts, which dwelleth in Mount
Zion.' Is.viii.18.

' Theplace of the Name of Jehovah of Hosts,
the Mount Zion.' Is.xviii.7.

'Jehovah shall reign over them in Mount
Zion from henceforth, even for ever.' Mic.iv.7.

317. In the following passages Mount
Zion is expressly distinguished from
the whole city of Jerusalem.

' In Mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be
deliverance.' Joel ii.32.

' When Jehovah hath performed His whole
work upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem.'
Is.x.12.

' When Jehovah of Hosts shall reign in
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem.' Is.xxiv.23.

So, too, after the return from the

Captivity and the rebuilding of the

Temple, we read, Zech.viii.3

'Thus saith Jehovah, I am returned unto
Zion, and will dwell in the midst of Jeru-
salem

; and Jerusalem shall be called a city of
truth, and the mountain of Jehovah of Hosts,
the holy mountain :

'

where the parallelism of the Hebrew
poetry shows that 'Zion' is the 'moun-
tain of Jehovah, the holy mountain.'

318. Again, in the time of the Mac-
cabees we read :

'

Upon this all the host assembled them-
selves together, and went up into Mount Sion

;

and when they saw the sanctuary desolate
and the altar profaned, and the gates burned
up, and shrubs growing up in the courts, as in
a forest, or in one of the mountains, yea, and
the Priests' chambers pulled down, &c.' 1M.
iv.37,38.

' So they went up to Mount Sion with joy
and gladness, where they offered burnt-offer-
ings. &c.' lM.v.54.

' After this went Nicanor up to Mount Sion,
and there came out of the Sanctuary certain
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see also 'Iof the Priests, &c.' lM.vii.33
;

will burn up this House,' v.Zh.
' So then they wrote it on tables of brass,

which they set upon pillars in Mount Sion,'
lM.xiv.27

; comp. .48,
' So they commanded

that this writing should be put in tables of
brass, and that they should be set up within
the compass of the Sanctuary in a conspicuous
place.'

319. It is true that in this age the
'

city of David ' was evidently distin-

guished from ' mount Zion
'

; since the

Syrian king's forces held a strong
'tower' in the 'city of David,' lM.ii.

31,vi.26,vii.32, xiii.49,52,xiv.7,36, while
the Jews fortified the 'mount Zion,'

lM.iv.60, vi.7,26,48,51,54,61,62, x.ll,
xiii.52; whereas Zion is called the

'city of David,' in 2S.V.7, lK.viii.l,
lCh.xi.5. Perhaps, the 'city of David'
with its 'tower' occupied the site of
the old Jebusite fortress upon the north-
ern end of Mount Zion

; whereas the
'

Sanctuary
'

was built upon the southern
eminence ofthe same Mount ; and hence
we read, lM.xiii.52, of the '

hill of the

temple that was by the tower.' But, how-
ever this apparent discrepancy may be
explained, and whatever view may be
taken of the Chronicler's solitary note
of the name ' Moriah '

being given to
the Temple-Hill, it may be considered
as certain, from the above evidence,
that both the Tabernacle and Temple
were built on mount Zion, which fact
we shall find to be of some importance,
in considering the age of certain of the
Psalms.

320. Although, therefore, the name
Moriah may have been commonly used
for the Temple-Hill in the Chronicler's

days, (though this must be considered

doubtful,) yet the fact above stated
leads us at once to two conclusions :

(i) That no writer of later days,
before the Captivity, could have
written this story of Abraham's sacri-

fice, introducing the name Moriah, in
order to attach celebrity to the Temple-
Hill

; since such a writer would surely
have sought to attach such honour to
the name of Zion

;

(ii) That the Jews, from David's
time and downwards, never could have
understood the hill of Abraham's sacri-
fice to have been mount Moriah, the

Temple-Hill ; since then the Psalmists
and Prophets would surely have made
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free use, or made use occasionally, of

this name Moriah, and not of Zion ex-

clusively. As it is, there is no indica-

tion in the Bible, except in this one

Tery late notice of the untrustworthy
Chronicler, that the Temple-Hill was
ever really called by this name.

321. The reader's attention may
now be called to the following extract

from Dean Stanley's Sinai and Pales-

tine, 2>.250-253.
What is affirmed by the Gentile tradition,

with regard to the connection of Gerizim
with Melchizedek, is affirmed by the Samaritan
tradition, with regard to its connection with
the sacrifice of Isaac.

'

Beyond all doubt,'

(this is the form in which the story is told

amongst the Samaritans themselves,)
' Isaac

was offered on Ar-Gerizim. Abraham said,
' Let us go up, and sacrifice on the mountain.'
He took out a rope to fasten his son

;
but

Isaac said,
' No ! I will lie stiD.' Thrice the

knife refused to cut. Then God from heaven
called to Gabriel,

' Go down, and save Isaac,
or I will destroy thee from among the angels.'
From the seventh heaven Gabriel called, and

pointed to the ram.' The place of the ram's

capture is still shown near the Holy Place.

The Jewish tradition, as represented by Jo-

sephus, transfers the scene to the hill, on
which the Temple was afterwards erected at

Jerusalem ;
and this belief has been per-

petnated in Christian times, as attached to a

spot in the garden of the Abyssinian Convent,
not, indeed, on Mount Moriah, but imme-
diately to the east of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, with the intention of connecting
the sacrifice of Isaac with the Crucifixion.

An ancient thorn tree, covered with the rags
of pilgrims, is still shown as the thicket in

which the ram was caught.
But the Samaritan tradition is confirmed

by the circumstances of the story. Abraham
was ' in the land of the Philistines,' probably
at the extreme south. From Beersheba to

Gaza he would probably be conceived to move
along the Philistine plain ; and then on the

morning of the third day he would arrive in

the plain of Sharon, exactly where the mas-
sive height of Gerizim is visible

' afar off ;'

and from thence half a day would bring him
to its summit. Exactly such a view is to be
had in that plain ; and, on the other hand,
no such view or impression can fairly be said

to exist on the road from Beersheba to Jeru-

salem, even if what is at most a journey of

two days could be extended to three. The
towers of Jerusalem are, indeed, seen from
the ridge of Mar Elias, at the distance of

three miles. But there is no elevation,

nothing corresponding to the '

place afar off,'

to which Abraham '

lifted up his eyes.' And
the special locality, which Jewish tradition

has assigned for the place, and whose name is

the chief guarantee for the tradition, Mount
Moriah, the Hill of the Temple, is not visible,

till the traveller is close upon it, at the southern

edge of the valley of Hinnom, from whence

he looks down upon it, as <m a lower eminence.

322. The same author writes as fol-

lows, Lectures on the Jewish Church,

/j.48,49 :

From the tents of Beersheba, he set forth
at the rising of the sun, and went unto the

place of which God had told him. It was not
the place which Jewish tradition has selected

on Mount Moriah in Jerusalem, still less that
which Christian tradition shows, even to the
thicket in which the ram was caught, hard

by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, still

less that which Mussulman tradition indicates
on Mount Arafat, at Mecca . Rather we must
look to that ancient Sanctuary of which I

have already spoken, the natural altar on the
summit of Mount Gerizim. On that spot, at
that time the holiest in Palestine, the crisis

was to take place. One, two, three days'

journey from Beersheba, in the distance the

high crest of the mountain appears. And
' Abraham lifted up his eyes and saw the place
afar off.'

323. To the above I will add the

following remarks.

(i) It is mui'h more probable that

the site of such a sacrifice would be
laid upon the ' smooth sheet of rock

'

upon the top of Mount Gerizim, in a

central situation, visible, as the Table

Mountain near Maritzburg in Natal,
like a huge natural altar, to all the

country round, yet where the transac-

tion would be private and concealed

from men's eyes, than on the low hill

of the Temple, in the southern district

of Judah, and in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the Jebusite city of Jeru-

salem, if not, indeed, actually included

within its circuit, for Araunah the

Jebusite lived upon it in David's days,
and his family may have lived there in

Samuel's.

(ii) In D.xi.30 we read of Mount
Gerizim and Mount Ebal :

' Are they not on the other side Jordan, by
the way where the sun goeth down, in the
land of the Canaanites, which dwell in the

champaign over against Gilgal, beside the
terebinths (E.V.

'

plains ') of Moreh 1
'

But there was evidently one very
remarkable hill or mountain in that

land, since in Ju.vii.l we read of the

host of the Midianites being 'on the

north side of the hill of Moreh, in the

valley.' Now Gerizim was noted, both
as the //////xst, and also as one of the

most fertile, of the hills of that district.

May not Gerizim and Ebal have been
' the mountains' of the 'land of Moreh,'
one of which was to be pointed out to

Abraham ?

(ai) Moreh was already distin-
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guished and hallowed as the place
where Abram first halted, after his

entrance into the land of Canaan,
G.xii.6

' And Abram passed through the land unto
the place of Sichem, unto the terebinth (E.V.
'plain ') of Moreh.'

It was, therefore, closely connected with
the life of Abraham,whereas the ' mount '

at Jerusalem was wholly strange to it.

324. The later Jews may have had the
same reason for corrupting this passage
in Genesis, by changing

' Moreh '

into
'

Moriah,' so as to draw awav attention

and honour from the famous, or, in

their view, infamous, Samaritan moun-
tain to their own Temple-hill, as they
had for making the change inD.xxvii.4,
Jo.viii.30, where, according to Ken-
nicott, Diss.ii.c.l, they have really

changed the original Gerisim, which
still stands in the Samaritan copies of

the Pentateuch, into Ebal. By this

change, instead of Gerizim. the mount
of blessing, D.xxvii.12, on which Joshua
himself, with the royal tribe of Judah,
the priestly tribe of Levi, and his

own tribe of Joseph, were to stand
' to bless the people,' v. 12 they have
made Ebal, the mount of cursing,
D.xxvii.13, to be the mount, on which
Joshua and all Israel were to build an

altar, and offer peace-offerings, and eat

there, and rejoice before Jehovah their

God, and set up great stones, with the
Law engraved upon them, to remain as

a record for all future ages.

CHAPTER X.

THE NAMES ELOHIM AND JEHOVAH.

325. The word Elohim is a plural
noun, derived, it is supposed, from a

root, which still exists in Arabic, mean-

ing
'

to fear, dread, tremble.' Hence
the word means properly

'

fear,' then

'object of fear': comp. G.xxxi.42,53,
where God is called ' the Fear of Isaac'
Hence it follows that Elohim, by virtue

of its original meaning, is the general
name for Deity in Hebrew, and may
be used, accordingly, for a heathen
God.

326. It is, therefore, quite a mistake
to think of proving the doctrine of the

Trinity, as some do, from the fact, that

Elohim is a plural name. It is true,
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this plural noun is generally used with
a singular verb, but not always ;

for

it occurs with a plural verb in G.xx.13,
and with a plural adjective or participle
inJo.xxiv.l9,Ps.lviii.l2. And, as above

mentioned, itisused of an idol, Dagon,
lS.v.7, Astarte, lK.xi.5, Baalzebub,
2K.i.2,3,6, as well as of the True God
It is, therefore, most probably, njrfuralu
excellenticB, according to the very com-
mon Hebrew idiom, by which a plural
noun is used to express a superlative

degree of excellence of any kind. Thus
we have
' A cruel lords,' Is.xix.4,

' If I am a lords,
where is my fear ?

'

Mal.i.6,
' the Holy Ones,

Pr.xi.10, Hos.xi.r2,' God my Makers,' Job
xxxv.10, 'Remember thy Creators,' Ecc.xii.

1, 'thy Husbands is thy Makers,' Is.liv.5,
'Jehovah is thy Keepers,' Ps.cxxi.5.

So, too, Adonai,
'

Lord,' so often used
for God, is plural; and in D.x.17 we
have the double plural, 'Lords of

lords.'

327. The name 'Jehovah,' however,
is never used of a heathen god. It is

the proper Personal Name of Him, who
is declared to be emphatically the cove-
nant God of the Hebrew people,

' Jehovah the God of your fathers, the God of

Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob,' E.iii.16,
'Jehovah, the God of the Hebrews,' ^.18,
'

Jehovah, your God,' vi.7.

Hence it is never used as an appella-
live, as Elohim often is. Thus we may
find it written,

'

thy Elohim,'
'

Jehovah,

your Elohim,' &c.but not 'thy Jehovah,'
'

Elohim, our Jehovah.'

328. In E.iii.14, 'I am that I am,'
we find explained, apparently, the deri-

vation of the name,
'

Jehovah,' according
to the writer's view, from the Hebrew
word havah,

' to be.' Whether this be
the true origin of the Sacred Name
or not, it appears to have been that
which approved itself to the writer of

E.iii.14.

And, thus derived, the name ' Jehovah*

maybe considered to mean 'HE IS,' in

opposition to the gods of the Gentiles,
' which are not,' which are ' no gods,'

Is.xxxvii.19, and to represent, in the
mouths of men, the 'self-existentBeinff,'
the '

Eternal,' the '

Living God,'
' Who

was, and is, and is to come,' Eev.i.8 .

whereas ' I am '

could only properly be

used, as in E.iii.14, by the Divine Being
Himself.
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329. The Elohist, then, represents

this name 'Jehovah' as having been

first announced to Moses and the

Israelites at the time of the Exodus.

And he carefully avoids using it in all

the foregoing part of the story from
Adam downwards, through the times

of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph,
to that of Moses. The Jehovist uses it

freely all along. And, without giving

any account of its first introduction, he

puts it in the mouth of Eve, G.iv.l,

and remarks incidentally that, as

early as the time of Enos,
' men began

to call upon the Name of Jehovah,'
t*.iv.26.

330. The question now to be con-

sidered is, which of these two writers

gives the true account, or, rather, is

either statement correct ? Does not the

very existence of this discrepancy sug-

gest the probability of neither version of

the story being the right one ? May it

not be possible that the Elohist wrote at

a time when the word was new, when
it had only been recently introduced,
as the national Personal Name for the

Divine Being, with the view of drawing
more distinctly the line of demarcation

between the people of Israel, now first

gathered under a king, and no longer

living in scattered, separate, tribes,

and the idolatrous nations round
them?

331. May not the Elohistic writer,

wishing to enforce the adoption of this

Name, have composed for the purpose
this portion of the Mosaic story, while

the later Jehovist, writing when the

Name, though not, perhaps, even yet in

common every-day use, was beginning
to be more generally known, and was, at

all events, familiar to himself, uses it

freely from the first? And may not

these later passages have been blended
into one with the original narrative,
either by the Jehovist himself, if he
was merely an interpolator, or by some
later editor, if the Jehovist was an in-

dependent writer, without its being per-

ceived, or, at least, without its beingfelt

very strongly, that a contradiction was

thereby imported into the narrative, as,

in fact, it was not perceived that G.ii

contradicted G.i, and that G.vii con-

tradicted G.vi, and so in manj other

instances, of which we shall have to

take account hereafter?

332. In suggesting this, we assume,
of course, that, from what we have al-

ready seen of the unhistorical character,

generally, of the account of the Exodus,
it is no longer necessary to believe that

the name Jehovah really originated in

the way described in E.vi. Yet it must,

have originated in some way, at some
time or other, in the real history of

the Hebrew people, just as the Zulu
Name for the Creator, Unkulunkulu,
' the Great-Great-One,' must have been
first used by some deep-thinking person
in some part or other of their past his-

tory. Is it not possible, then, that the

Name Jehovah may have been first

employed by such a man as Samuel,
in order to mark more distinctly the

difference between the Elohim of the

Hebrews and the Elohim of the nations

round them, and make it more difficult

for them to fall away to the practice of

idolatry ?

333. Certainly, it would be much
more easy and natural to suppose, if

that were supported by the actual

evidence in the case before us, that

Samuel, or whoever else composed the

Elohistic document, found the Name
already in use among his people, and

with some legendary traditions attached

to it, as to the way in which it was first

made known to them by Moses, during
their march through the wilderness. If

it were right to wish any fact of history
to be other than it really is, one would
rather chsire such a solution of the pre-
sent difficulty, and gladly embrace it.

But a firm and honest adherence to the

results of critical enquiry, as set forth

in the following chapters, does not, in

our judgment, allow of our making this

supposition. They seem to compel us

to the conclusion, that the Name wa.s

really new to the Hebrew people in

the days of Samuel
; and, if so, we can

scarcely avoid the inference that he
himself must have first adopted it.

334. In that case, he may have

written the account of the revelation

to Moses in E.vi, with the view of

accounting for the origin of the Name,
and may have carefully abstained from

using it in his narrative, until it was
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thus, as it were, introduced with autho-

rity. We may conceive that the sheets

of parchment or papyrus, on which the

old Seer had inscribed, as best he could,

the early annals of the Hebrew history,

were left at his death, unfinished, pro-

bably, in the hands of the members of

his
'

School,' for whose instruction, in

fact, they were, as we suppose, com-

posed in the first instance, though their

Teacher's large and patriotic mindwould

embrace, no doubt, the whole population
of the land, whom he hoped gradually
to reach by means of their influence.

335. This unfinished work, then,

would fall naturally, after the Seer's

death, into the custody of some disciple

of Samuel, one of the 'Prophets' of his
'

School,' such, for instance, as Nathan

or Gad, not exactly, therefore, a con-

temporary of the Seer, so as to have

shared in his counsels from the first,

and to have taken a deep personal in-

terest in the original plan, and yet

living at a time so near to his time,

that the Name, Jehovah, though well-

known to those of higher mind, such as

David and the Prophets and Priests of

his age, was not yet thoroughly popu-
larised, was not, therefore, used as

familiarly as the old name Elohim, in

the common speech of the people at

large, nor compounded freely in their

Proper Names. And he, who had al-

ready, perhaps, witnessed the actual

growth of the history under his mas-
ter's hands, and had imbibed, we may
suppose, some portion of his spirit,

might very properly seek to carry on

and perfect so interesting and useful

a work
;

he might even have been

charged by the dying Seer himself to

do so.

336. Accordingly, he may have done

his best to this end, either by writing
a separate narrative, which at first

existed in an independent form, but

was incorporated by a later editor with

the Elohistic document, or by directly

interpolating the original story, making
addition s here and there fromany sources

at his command, illustrating, amending,

enlarging, and, perhaps, at times abridg-

ing it, and filling up the latter portion of

the narrative, which was left, perhaps,

altogether incomplete. Such a writer

as this, accustomed from his youth up-
wards, as one of Samuel's pupils, to use

habitually, in his common discourse, the

name Jehovah, as the Proper Name of

the God of Israel, might not adhere to

this peculiarity of the earlier narrative,

but might use the name Jehovah freely
from the first, and might, indeed, desire,

or think it best, to represent it as a

Name known to pious worshippers from
a very early age.

337. Should it further appear, as I

believe it will, that there is very little

in the Pentateuch after E.vi which

really belongs to the Elohist, who seems
to have either brought his story to a
close very abruptly, or to have left it,

towards the conclusion, in a very im-

perfect and defective state, there would
have been the less reason for this se-

cond writer to have considered it in-

cumbent on him to adhere strictly to

the plan of the Elohist. He may,
therefore, have determined altogether
to abandon it in his own composition,
and to represent the name Jehovah, as

used commonly among men from the

days of Enos downwards.
338. In that case, however, and sup-

posing that he did not compose an ori-

ginal, independent, narrative, but wrote

only to supplement the primary story,
he must have retained deliberately the

grand Elohistic chapter, E.vi, as too

interesting and important to be omitted

in the story of the Exodus, though aware

of the inconsistency thus occasioned, or,

it may be, as above suggested, because

he did not feel very strongly the contra-

diction thus involved, any more than

those which exist between his own ac-

counts of the Creation and the Flood,
and those of his predecessor. And so

there are multitudes of devout and

thoughtful readers, who have studied

the Bible closely in our own days,
without perceiving these obvious dis-

crepancies.
339. It would be very natural, how-

ever, for a writer such as this, upon
first introducing the Name Jehovah into

the story, a Name, as we suppose, not

yet thoroughly popularised, to couple
it with the familiar Name Elohim, so

making the transition, as it were, more

easy. In this way, perhaps, we may ac-

T
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count tor the fact that in G.ii.4 iii.24,

fhe first Jehovistic section of the Bible,
the Name 'Jehovah' occurs twenty
times, and always in the form ' Jehovah

Elohim,' Loed God, not 'Jehovah'

only, as in the subsequent section,

which, however, as will be shewn here-

after, is due to the same writer.

340. This circumstance also rather

tends to confirm the idea, that the writer

composed it at a time, when the Name,
though already familiar to himself, was
not yet universally employed, and that
he wished in this way to commend it

to popular acceptance, instead of merely
adopting it as a word already common
in the mouths of the people.

In like manner, the Zulus can speak
of the Unkulunkulu of this, or that,

person, or people. In the Church of

England Missions, however, the word
uDio has been introduced for the Name
of God, as specially set forth in Chris-

tian teaching. And it is not uncommon
for a missionary to join the two together,
in speaking to the natives, in the form
uDio-Nkulunkulu.

341. At present, however, the sug-

gestions, which we have made above,
are only conjectural, except to this ex-

tent, that

(i) We have seen reason already to

conclude with certainty (240) that

large portions, at least, of the story of

the Exodus must have been written

long after the time of Moses and

Joshua, whatever relics of that earlier

age may still, perhaps, be retained in

the narrative ;

(ii) We can scarcely doubt that the

age of Samuel is the earliest age, after

the time of the Exodus, at which such
a history can be conceived to have been
written ;

(iii) We have observed some indica-

tions (234), which seem to point to the

age of Samuel, as the time at which
some portions of the Pentateuch may
have been written

;

(iv) We have reason to believe (276)
that Samuel and his pupils did actually

employ themselves in historical compo-
sition.

Let us now see if we can bring any
proofs to bear more directly on this

question.

CHAPTER XL
THE ELOHISTIC PSALMS OF DAVID.

342. Let it first be observed that, in

the Pentateuch, and Book of Joshua,
so soon as the Name Jehovah is pro-
claimed, it appears constantly in every
page as the ruling Name, the word

habitually and most commonly em-

ployed for the Divine Being. This
continues also through the books of

Judges, Ruth, Samuel, and Kings.
The Name Elohim is also used, but far
more frequently the Name Jehovah.

343. Thus a careful examination of

each book gives the following result,

reckoning only those instances in which
the Name El or Elohim is applied to

the True God, and not to human beings
or idols.
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tain evidence, that the Name Jehovah
was thus habitually employed by men,

who, beyond all doubt, lived and wrote

within the period embraced by these

Books, we shall have so far an agree-
ment with the Mosaic story, that there

is here no contradiction to it, though,
in face of the evidence, already pro-

duced, of the unhistorical character of

the narrative, even such an agreement
as this would not, of course, avail to es-

tablish its historical veracity.
346. But if, on the other hand, we

find the exact contrary,- if we find

that, so far from the Name Jehovah

being habitually used, it was used very

rarely, much less freely than Elohim,
and often not at all, by most eminent

writers, who must have been familiar

with the Name, and must have used it,

if it was really common in their days,
we shall have here a direct and palpable
contradiction to the intimations of the

Mosaic Books, and a strong independent

proof, in addition to what we have ob-

served already, of the unhistorical cha-

racter of the Mosaic story.

347. Let us examine, then, for this

purpose, the Book of Psalms, and those

Psalms especially, in the first instance,
which appear by their titles to have
been written in the earlier part of

David's life. And let us see if David
makes use of the Name Jehovah, as

freely as we should expect him to use

it, from what we find in the Pentateuch,
as freely as he must have used it, if

the word was in common use in his

days, and believed to have had set upon
it the seal, as it were, of Jehovah Him-
self, as the Name by which He would
be known as the Covenant God of

Israel. It is true that the titles of

the Psalms may be and most pro-

bably are in many cases, of much
later date than the Psalms themselves,
and are not to be depended on, when

unsupported by internal evidence of

their truthfulness. But the contents

of a Psalm will sometimes confirm the

statement in the title, as to the oc-

casion on which it was composed, and
be sufficient to satisfy us both as to its

having been written by David, or, at

least, in David's lifetime, and as to the

part of his life, in which it was, most

probably, written.

348 . Of the hundred and fifty Psalms
contained in the Bible, nearly half, viz.

seventy-three, are, by their titles at-

tributed to David in the Hebrew text,

while the LXX assign eleven others to

him. Of the above seventy-three, four-

teen have inscriptions which specify the

event in David's life, with reference to

which the Psalm was composed. Eight
of these inscriptions refer to events in

his earlier years, before he was king.
349. Of these eight, six, when ex-

amined, give the following results :

(i) In Ps.lii, when '

Doeg, the Edomitr,
came and told Saul, and said unto him, David
is come to the house of Ahimelech,' we have
Elohim five times, Jehovah not once,

(ii) In Ps.liv, when ' the Ziphims came and
said to Saul, doth not David hide himself with
us ?

' we have Elohim four times, Adonai
(Lord) once, Jehovah (Lord) once.

(iii) In Ps.lvi, when
' the Philistines took

David in G-ath,' at the court of Achish, we
have Elohim nine times, Jehovah once.

(iv) In Ps.lvii, when
' David fled from Sam

in the cave,' we have Elohim seven times, Lord
once, Jehovah not once.

(v) In Ps.lix, when ' Saul sent, and they
watched the house to kill him,' we have
Elohim nine times, Lord once, Jehovah three

times. But, in this Psalm, the expression in

,11,
'

Slay them not, lest mp people forget it.'

would seem to imply that the writer was king
at the time, and, therefore, that, if written

by David at all, it was composed at a later

date than that which the title ascribes to it.

(vi) In Ps.lxiii, when ' David was in the
wilderness of Judah,' we have Elohim three

times. Jehovah not once.

350. The above are all the Psalms
ascribed to David (with two exceptions,

Ps.xxxiv,P.exliii, to be considered pre-

sently), whose early age is distinctly
intimated in their titles

;
and in each

instance we see a phenomenon the very

opposite to that, which the Pentateuch
and other historical books would lead

us to expect. And let. it be observed

that this is true, supposing that these

Psalms were really written by David,
whether he wrote them on the occasions

mentioned in the titles, or not, and
even if they were not written by David
at all, but by some other person of that

age. But, if the titles can be relied on,

(as some writers so strenuotisly main-

tain), it would follow from this that in

David's earlier days, at a time whew
he was in close intimacy with the

venerable Prophet Samuel, with whom,
1 2
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CHAPTER XII.

THE PSALMS OF THE SECOND BOOK.

355. But it may be said ' It is very

possible nay, highly probable that

very many of these Titles are erroneous,

and that very many of these Psalms,

though ascribi d to David, were not really
written by David at all.' We grant this

fully, and we wish it to be distinctly
observed that our argument does not in

the hast depend on the accuracy of the

Titles. For our own purposes, indeed,

we should gladly at once set aside the

Titles altogether, and try to make out

the age of any particular Psalm from

its internal e\idence. But as Heng-

stenberg, one of the chief defenders of

the traditionary view, is so very de-

cided in maintaining their correctness,

it seems best,with Dr. Davidson, ii.255,

to
' assume the alleged Davidic author-

ship
'

as being possibly true,
'

till in-

ternal evidence proves the contrary.'
In order, therefore, to make sure of our

ground, it is necessary to examine care-

fully, one by one, the Psalms of the

Second Book, and see if they con-

tain sufficient internal evidence to

enable us to fix them, either upon
David himself as their author, or else

upon the age of David.

356. In Part II (362-428) we have

gone through at full length a minute

examination of the Psalms of Book II,

the result of which is as follows :

(i) There are three of these Psalms,
viz. Ps.l, Ps.lx, Ps.lxviii, which, as it

appears to us, may be assigned from

their internal evidence, with very great

probability and, in the case of Ps.lx

and Ps.lxviii, with a near approach to

certainty to the age of David
;

(ii) There is no strong internal evi-

dence, such as to compel us to a similar

conclusion, in the case of any other of

the Psalms of this Book
;

(iii) But, on the other hand, there is

no decisive evidence to the contrary ;

and it is possible that all of them may
have been written in David's time, and
even by David himself, some of them,
as the Titles imply, in the earlier por-
tion of his life, some in the middle, and
gome in the lattir years of it, and, at

all events, by some one of that age.

357. "With respect, however, to th

above three Psalms, li,lx, lxviii, and

especially the last two of them, on
which the whole stress of our argument
will be laid, it seems highly probable
that they were actually written by or

for David, and, adopting the Bible chro-

nology, in thefifty-first, forty-fifth, and

fin-tiith, years of his life, respectively.

Now, in the first two of these Psalms,
Jehovah is not used at all ;

in the third,

Jehovah or Jah occurs four times, but

Elohim and Adonai thirty-eight times.

The inference from this fact would seem
to be irresistible, viz. that Jehovah was
not in common use with one, at least,

of the most devout and able writers of

that age, unless it can be met by con-

trary evidence of a very decisive cha-

racter, showing as certainly that some
Psalms were composed, by or for David
in the early part of his life, which con-

tain the name Jehovah as predomi-

nantly as Ps.lxviii contains Elohim.

358. Wemustnow proceed to examine

carefully the internal contents of each

of these three Psalms. Few English
readers, indeed and, certainly, none of

the traditionary school would be in-

clined to doubt the fact of these three

Psalms being really David's. But
such merely conventional belief will

not suffice for our present purposes.
We must endeavour to make out, if

possible, how the truth really stands

in this matter.

359. Ps.li (E.6,J.O) is generally be-

lieved to be the genuine utterance of

David's ' broken spirit,' when he came
to repentance after his grievous sin. It

appears to me that this Psalm is as-

signed in the Title to its true occasion.

The writer does not once use in it the

name ' Jehovah.' May it have been

that, in the anguish of his soul, he
had recourse to the old familiar name,
Elohim, as a more real name, a name
dear to him from old associations, one

which he had used all along in his

childhood and youth, and in the better

days of his ripened manhood, rather

than to the more modern name, Je-

hovah ?

360. Dr. Davidson, however, ob-

serves as follows, ii.253 :
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The fifty-first psalm is post-Davidic. as the

two last verses prove.
' Do good in Thy good

pleasure unto Zion : build Thou the walls of
Jerusalem. Then shale Thou be pleased with
the sacrifices of righteousness, with burnt-

offering and whole burnt-offering ;
then shall

they offer bullocks upon Thine altar.' It is

true that they are but loosely appended to the

preceding context,and are therefore considered,
by many, a later addition. That hypothesis is

probably groundless. The psalm was written
at a time when the City and Temple of Jeru-
salem were thrown down. Both Zion and the
walls of the capital are expressly mentioned.
Hence the attempts, that have been made to
force the meaning into union with David's
crime in relation to Bathsheba, are unworthy
of notice. The psalm shows a right sense of
sin as committed mainly against God, and a
thorough feeling of the worthlessness of ex-
ternal sacrifices, apart from purity of heart
or rectitude of motive. Whether views so
near the Christian ones were entertained by
any Jew as early as David's time is doubtful.
A later than David seems to be required by
the apprehension of sin, as well as the state of

Jerusalem, implied in the poem. The begin-
ning of the Babylonish Capitivity is the pro-
bable date.

361. Hengstenbeeg says, ii.^.182:
That the Psalm was composed by David on

the occasion [of his sin with Bathsheba],
appears from the superscription, and also
from the wonderful agreement of the con-
tents with 2S.xi,xii. That we have to do
here with a sinner of high rank, is probable
even from v.VZ,

' Then will I teach trans-

gressors Thy ways, and sinners shall be con-
verted unto Thee,' according to which the

compassion to be shown to the Psalmist shall

operate beneficially through an extensive

circle, but quite certain from the conclu-

sion, t',18,19. That the Psalmist there passes
on to pray for the salvation of the wholepeople,
pre-supposes that tins salvation was personally
connected with himself, that the people stood
and fell with him. In .14 the Psalmist prays
for deliverance from blood-guiltiness. Such
guilt David had incurred through the death
of Uriah occasioned by him, and Nathan had
threatened him in the name of God with the
divine vengeance for it. This is the more
remarkable from the circumstances of the
case being so singular. Of a true worshipper
of God [much less of a pious king] the
whole history of the Old Testament contains
nothing similar.

362. Ewald, p. 247, assigns this

Psalm to some time after the destruc-

tion of the Temple ; Olshatjsen, ^j.226,
to the times of the Maccabees. Hup-
feld writes as follows, m.p.% :

Against the reference [to David's sin with
Bathsheba] may be urged the manner in

which, v.o, &c, the fundamental idea is ex-

pressed of more spiritual sins, punishable by
God and not by man, and the inner unclean-
ness of human nature. The phenomena
usually produced by those who deny this
reference (e.g. De Wette, Hitzig, Ewald),

as the '

disjointed, abrupt, language,' the
multitude of sins, and that here we find the
first entreaty for forgiveness of sin, which
was already disclosed to David, the obviously
later idea of ' the original sinfulness of man,'

are partly without any foundation, resting
only on narrow views of interpretation, and
partly not decisive. Only the prayer i>.18,

'/or the building of the walls o/ Jerusalem,'
which assumes their destruction

,
is manifestly

irreconcilable with the notion o/ its having been

composed by David. Yet is this conclusion
very loosely appended, and hence it is ex-

plained by several interpreters as a later addi-
tion. If it is genuine, then the Psalm must
belong to the time after the Babylonish
Captivity.

363. But we have no reason to sup-

pose a priori that such a man as David

may not have had a deep spiritual ap-

prehension of the evil of sin, sufficient

to account for his language in this

Psalm
; and, if so, surely, the connec-

tion between v. 17 and v. 18, 19, is most
natural and intimate. The only

'

sacri-

fice,' which he can presume to bring, in

the consciousness of his great crime,
and in the deep sense of God's forgiving

mercy, is
' a broken spirit

'

:

' A broken and a contrite heart, O God,
Thou wilt not despise.'

Yet, if God will bless His chosen City,
not for its guilty king's sake, but of His
own free grace, and in His own '

good
pleasure' will 'do good to Zion,' then
would abundant and acceptable offer-

ings be made by the righteous zeal of
its inhabitants, such as his sorrowful

and shame -stricken spirit could not
think of bringing.

364. The fact, that the writer was a
; man of rank,' v.13, who had been

guilty of 'murder,' a. 14, seems to point

very strongly to David : and the whole

language of the Psalm suits thoroughly
the story of his sin and of his repent-
ance. In ?'.18 there seems to be no
reference to the 'walls of Jerusalem'

being broken down and in ruins, but

only to their being feeble, needing to be
'

built up
' and strengthened. The lan-

guage appears to be used metaphorically,
(as in Ps.cxlvii.2, 'Jehovah doth build

up Jerusalem,' compared with v. 13, 'For
He hath strengthened the bars of thy
gates,') with reference to the fact that
David had taken the stronghold of

Zion, and made Jerusalem his royal

city, only twelve years before, and that

there were still powerful enemies by
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whom his kingdom was threatened, as,

e.g. the Ammonites, 2S.xii.26-31.

365. Ps.lx(E.5,J.O), however, is, be-

yond all reasonable doubt, as it appears

to us, referred by its title, to the true oc-

casion on which it was composed, and of

which we read the account in 2S.viii.3,

13, in the.forty-fifth year of David's life.

The fact that in v.7 the writer speaks of

his authority as extending over
' Gilead

and Manasseh,' i.e. the trans-Jordanic

tribes, as well as that of his calling

Ephraim 'the strength of his head,' and

Judah his own royal tribe,
' his lawgiver,'

seems to point, in our judgment, almost

with certainty, to David as its author.

366. Dr. Davidson, however, ii.252,

considers that this Psalm also
'

is much
later than David's time,' grounding his

conclusion upon these two points :

(i) 0.1-3 shew a very unprosperous state of

affairs. The people had experienced great

disasters, and were discomfited. The marks

of the Divine displeasure were palpable. But

the country was not in so disordered a state, at

the time of the Syrian war, as is here repre-

sented.
Ans. It is very possible that David's forces

were not always victorious, in the deadly

struggles in which he was engaged while

establishing his empire, though such defeats

may not have been recorded in the rapid

summary of hisexploits in 2S.viii. The whole

account in 2S.x shows that this time of the

Syrian war was a most critical time for him,

as, indeed, Joab's words intimate, r.12,
' Be

of good courage, and let us play the men, for
our people, and for the cities of our God ;

and

Jehovah do that which seemeth Him good !

'

(ii) Besides, David already possessed the

whole land of Canaan. He could not, there-

fore, appeal in 0.6-8, to the promise of

Jehovah, that his people should conquer and

possess it.

Ans. The language of these verses may only

express David's confidence that his kingdom
should be permanently confirmed over the

tribes of Israel, in accordance with the words

of Nathan, 2S.vii.4,17, where theprophet says

to him, in the name of Jehovah,
' Thine house

and thy kingdom shall be established for ever

before thee ; thy throne shall be established

for ever.' And, as above observed, the words

of 0.7 seem only applicable to the time of

David.

367. Hengstenberg observes on this

Psalm, ii.p.276 :

' The sketch of the historical circumstances,

by which this Psalm was called forth shews

that it moves within the same domain as

Ps.xliv. Ps.xliv is the earlier of the two ;

the sons of Korah sang [that Psalm] in the

midst of distress, probably whilst David was
absent at the Euphrates; David followed
them [in this] after succour had been in

some measure obtained. The warlike, con-

fident tone, the triumphant contempt of the

enemy expressed in 0.8, point to a time of

highest prosperity in the state. And, in par'

ticular, the reign of David is indicated by the

circumstances that the three hostile neigh-

bouring nations, mentioned in this verse,

were all singularly defeated by David, and

that in r.6,7, the countries on both sides of

Jordan, and also Ephraim and Judah, appear
as united in one kingdom, of which kingdom
Judah was the head a state of matters which

ceased to exist immediately after Solomon, to

whose time, however, it is impossible to refer

the Psalm, on account of the prevailing war-

like character by which it is distinguished.

Finally, it is evident, from 0.9-13, that the

Psalm was composed in view of an expedition

against Edom.

368. Even EwALD,p.374, who places

the date of its composition after the

Captivity, considers that portions of it

are of the Davidic age :

Ps.ix shows at once that poetry in these

sorrowful times (of the Captivity) calls to its

help also the force and expression of the

ancient poetical science : for, on close exam-

ination, there can be no doubt that the words

from 0.5(7), as far as the first half of 0.10(12),

are borroiced from an older, and, no doubt,

Davidic song. While all the other words quite

fall in with the language and state of affairsof

this later time, those on the contrary are

quite distinct in kind and colouring, subject-

matter and meaning ;
the dissimilarity strikes

the eye at the first glance. The old passage

proceeds in the following strain : at the time of

great pressure in the latter part of David's life,

when the Philistines fiercely threatened, comp,

2S.V.17-25, xxiii.9, &c, and the king in the

Sanctuary had besought counsel and strength

from Jehovah, he records here thankfully the

cheering response which he received while

struggling with his doubts and distress. How
easily a later writer might apply this to the

needy and oppressed circumstances of his own
time, is obvious ;

if at that time, it is true,

Philistines were not exactly the enemies to be

dreaded, yet they were heathens, and ' Philis-

tines
'

are treated as equivalent to ' heathens."

While, however, the later poet repeated the

oracle, as the very centre and life of the

whole, untouched and completely unaltered,

and even produces something of the context,

(0.9(11), and the first three words of 0.10(12),)

he adds quite a new introduction, and the

chief part of the conclusion, in his own words,

incontestably because the beginning and
the remainder of the conclusion of the old

song did not sufficiently suit this later time.

369. Olshatjsen assigns this Psalm

to the time of the Maccabees, but re-

marks, ^.263 :

That the oracle quoted by the Poet in

0.6-S is only borroiced, must in any case

be assumed. That it contained, however, a
revelation then generally known, perhaps,

resting on the authority of the High Priest,

and referring to the relations of the time, is

much more probable than that it is derived

from a Davidic song, as Ewajld supposes.
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Hupfeld says, iii. p.122 :

This Psalm seems to point to the times of
the still-existing kingdom, but to a later
time [than that indicated by the Title], since
the promise in the oracle expresses the idea
so common in the Prophets, of the restoration

of the unity of the kingdom, which is preceded
by an account of the division of the kingdom
and its sorrowful consequences.

Upon careful consideration, however,
of its contents, and for the reasons
above stated, I cannot doubt that the
Psalm in its entirety is, as Hengsten-
berg maintains, a product of the Da-
vidic age, and, probably, from the hand
of David himself.

370. In fact, the idea that the words
in v.6-8 are supposed to be spoken not

t>y David, but by Jehovah Himself, in

the character of a mighty conqueror or

ruler, asserting his supremacy over all

the countries named, seems inadmis-

sible, for the following reasons :

(i) Although some of the expressions in
v.6-8 might be explained thus, yet such
phrases as ' Moab is my washpot, over Edom
will I cast my shoe,' seem hardly such as
would be ascribed to Jehovah.

(ii) Why should the '

I,'
'

my,'
'

me,' in i>.6,

7,8, not refer to the same speaker as the '

me,'
in 0.9,

' Who will bring me into the strong
city ? Who will lead me into Edom ? 'or in
0.5, 'That Thy beloved may be delivered,
save with Thy right hand, and hear me,'
which last expressions (be it observed) plainly
imply that a king, or person in authority
is speaking ?

(iii) Is not the expression in v.6,
' Elohim

hath spoken in His Holiness,' inconsistent
with the notion of His speaking the words
following merely as a warrior or sovereign ?
Does not the phrase 'Elohim hath spoken'
correspond exactly with the common prophe-
tical formula,

' Jehovah hath spoken,' Is.xxii.
25, Jer.xiii.15, Ez.v.15,17, while the addition
of the words ' in His Holiness

'

is equivalent
to saying, 'and He will not depart from it,'

so that the whole sentence corresponds to
N.xiv.35, 'I, Jehovah, have spoken, I will
surely do it,' or to N.xxiii.19,

' Hath He said,
and shall He not do it ? or hath He not spoken^
and shall He not make it good ?

'

or to Is.xlvi.
11, 'I have spoken, I will also bring it to
pass

'

: comp. especially the change of persons
in Is.xlviii.15, 'I, even I, have spoken . . .

and he shall make his way prosperous,' with
' Elohim hath spoken . . . /will rejoice.'

(iv) Is not, in short, the argument in this
Psalm precisely like that employed in Ps.
lxxxix.19-37, comp. v. 38-45, and see especially,
0.49,

'

Lord, where are Thy former lovingkind-
nesses, which Thou swarest unto David in Thy
Truth (=i Thy Holiness)

1

}'

371. For the above reasons, it appears
tome that the expressions in v.6-8 of this
Psalm are the utterances of thePsalmist
himself, who relies firmly on the Divine
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word which has been pledged to him,
and in the midst of all his present dis-
tress and alarm, from the disasters ex-

perienced in the Edomite war, v. 1-3,
yet trusts in the faithfulness of God,
who ' has given a banner to them that
fear Him, to rally to before the bow,'

(Hupf., Ew., Ols.) vA, i.e. who has

given them a sure ground of confidence
in the certainty that His word will not
fail them in the end.

CHAPTEE XIII.
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372. Ps.lxviii (E.31.J.4), is also, as it

appears to us, undoubtedly a Psalm of
David's age, as the Title declares, and
we must call attention specially to it,
as one of paramount importance xvith

reference to the question now before us.

373. That this Psalm is a Psalm of
David's age appears as follows :

(i) In 0.I6,
' This is the hill which God de-

sireth to dwell in, yea, Jehovah will dwell in
it for ever,' we have a plain reference to the
hill of Zion

; but this, as we have seen (325),
does not necessarily point to the Tabernacle,
and so to the age of David.

(ii) Again, in 0.29,
'

Because of Thy Tem-
ple at Jerusalem,' we have a reference either
to the Tabernacle, lS.i.9, or to the Temple ;and so in c.24 mention is made of the ' Sanc-
tuary,' and in 0.35 we read,

'

God, Thou art
terrible out of Thy holy places.'

(iii) In 0.34,35, we read, 'Ascribe ye strength
unto God

; His excellency is over Israel,' and' the God of Israel is He that giveth strength
and power unto His people.'
This language seems to belong clearly to

the time of the undivided kingdom, so that
the Psalm was composed in the days of Da-
vid or Solomon.

(iv) But the martial tone which pervades
the Psalm, 0.1,12,14,30,35, corresponds to the
age of David, not to that of Solomon.

(v) The expressions in .27,
' There is little

Benjamin their ruler, the princes of Judah
with their company, the princes of Zebulun
the princes of Naphtali.' belong also to the
undivided kingdom, and correspond to the
time when Benjamin, which, as the tribe of
Saul, had been the ruling tribe in Israel, andhad afterwards been ruling again in the per-
son of Saul's son, Ishbosheth, had now sub-
mitted itself to David. It may be, therefore,
in a politic manner, spoken of here, as being
still a tribe of royal dignity.

374. This Psalm contains Elohim
thirty-one times, and Adonai, Lord,
seven times, as well as the ancient name
Shaddai in y.14

; while Jehovah ap-
pears only tivice and Jah twice. Mani-
festly, therefore, the last Name was
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fcss familiar to the writer at the time
when he wrote, than Elohim, at all

vents, we might almost say, than
Adonai also

; but it would not be safe

to infer this last from a single instance.

375. In vA we hare
'

Sing unto God, sing praises to His Name :

extol Him that rideth upon the heavens by
His Name Jah, and rejoice before Him ;'

or, (French and Skinner),
'

Ping ye unto Ood, hymn His Name !

Raise a highway for Him, who rideth

through the desert !

Jehovah is His Name ;

Exult at His Presence !

'

It is plain that a special stress is here

laid upon the fact that God's Name is

Jehovah. Setting aside, as we must,
from what we have seen already, the
Mosaic story as unhistorical, this seems
also rather to imply that the Name had
been newly introduced.

376. In v.l we read

'Let Elohim arise, let His enemies be
scattered

;

And let them, that hate Him, flee before
Him.'

And here we have almost the identical

words, which are found in N.x.35.

'And it came to pass, when the Ark set for-

ward, that Moses said,
'

Arise, Jehovah, and let Thine enemies be
scattered ;

And let them, that hate Thee, flee before
Thee.'

But let it be noted that the Name
Jehovah, in this passage of Numbers,
appears as Elohim in the Psalm.

Now, from the general identity of
the two passages, either in the E.V., or

when compared in the original, it is

certain that one of them has been copied
from the other.

377. Upon which we note as fol-

lows :

(i) Surely, if the Psalmist drew his language
from so sacred a book as the Pentateuch, ac-

cording to the traditionary view, must have
been, he would not have changed the Name
from Jehovah to Elohim.

(ii) Besides, the Name Jehovah, if it had
really originated in the way described in the
Pentateuch, would have been the very Name
required for this Psalm, considering its cha-
racter, as the Name of the Covenant God of
Israel.

(iii) Moreover, v.l of the Psalm is closely
connected with the words that follow, and
has all the appearance of being an original
utterance, poured forth by the same impulse
which gave birth to them.

(iv) But, if the passage from Numbers, as
we believe, was written at a later date than

the Psalm, at a time when the Name Jehovah
was in common use, (which, apparency, was
not the case when the Psalm was written ,) it is

easy to understand how David's words in this

Psalm might have been first used, as most
commentators suppose, when the Ark was
brought up to Mount Zion, and might after-

wards have been adapted by the writer of the

passage in Numbers, with the change of the
Divine Name, as fit words to be used with
every movement of the Ark in the wilderness.

378. Upon the whole, we conclude

that this Elohistic Psalm was written

nrst, and that in a later day the writer

in the Pentateuch adapted the first

words of it, which, he may have even

himself helped to chant, when the pro-
cession with the Ark wound its way up
the hill of Zion, to the story, which
he was writing, of the movements of

the host of Israel in the wilderness.

379- The following expressions of

this Psalm are also noticeable :

' O God, when Thou wentest forth before Thy
people,

When Thou didst march through the wilder-

ness,
The earth trembled,
Yea, the heavens dropped rain, at the Pre-

sence of God,
Sinai itself trembled,
At the Presence of God, the God of Israel.*

i>.7,8.

' The chariots of God are thousands on thou-
sands (E.V. twenty thousand, even thou-
sands of angels) ;

The Lord (Adonai) is among them, as at

Sinai, in the Sanctuary.' v.M.
' The Lord (Adonai) hath said, I will bring

again from Bashan,
I will bring again from the depths of the

sea.' .22.

The references in the above verses

to the passage of the Red Sea, the

transactions at Sinai, and, perhaps, the

conquest of Bashan, show that the

Psalmist was acquainted with certain

portions of the story of Exodus, which

might have been already written by
Samuel, since he died fifteen years be-

fore the bringing up of the Ark, and

might have composed his narrative

many years previously.
380. The above references, however,

occurring in a Psalm intended for a

public occasion, imply also that those,
who would be likely to join in chant-

ing it, must likewise have been familiar,

to some, extent, with the story of the

Exodus. These would not, of course,
be the people generally, but only those

who would take part in the procession,
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the ' sons of Heman, and Asaph, and

Jeduthun,' it may be, 'who should

prophesy with harps and psalteries and

cymbals,' lCh.xxv 1,6, and who, doubt-

less, had had their training in the
' School of the Prophets' under Samuel's

direction, where they
'

prophesied
'

in

Samuel's time, as well as in David's,
that is, evidently, sang or chanted their

psalms of praise,
' with a psaltery and

tabret and pipe and harp before them,'
lS.x.o.

381. These 'sons of the Prophets,'

then, as well as any Priests, &c, taking

part in the ceremonies, may have been

quite familiar with the facts of the

Elohistic story, and even have helped

already, by mixing with their own
families and in other ways, to com-
municate them in some measure to the

people. And, indeed, it is very con-

ceivable that the people may have had

among them, in a more imperfect form,
the same traditionary remnants of past

history, which the Prophet Samuel and
his School may have used as the basis of

their 'Elohistic story;' e.g. Ps.lxviii.8,
' the heavens also dropped,' and Ju.v.4,
' the heavens dropped, the clouds also

dropped water,' and the references to

the storm of thunder and lightning at

the passage of the Red Sea, Ps.lxxvii.

16-19, and Ps.lxxviii.9,
' The children of Ephraim, being armed and
carrying bows, turned back in the day of

battle,'

of which facts we have no record in

the Pentateuch, unless, indeed, a refer-

ence may be made to the last in D.i.44.

382. The E.V. of t;.15,16, of this

Psalm, is as follows :

The hill of God is as the hill of Bashan,
An high hill as the hill of Bashan.

Why leap ye, ye high hills ?

This is the hill which God desireth to dwell in,

Yea, Jehovah will dwell in it for ever.

Thus translated, the '
hill of God '

can

only be understood to mean Mount
Zion. But this hill was not remarkably
high, and was not even the highest of

the two hills of Jerusalem. Probably,
the passage should be rendered thus :

A lofty mountain (lit. mountain of God) is

the mountain of Bashan,
A mountain of many heights it the mountain

of Bashan.

Why leap ye (in your pride), ye mountains of

many heights ?

This mountain (Zion~i hath God chosen to
dwell in,

Yea, Jehovah will tabernacle in it for ever.

383. It is probable, as we have said,

that few English readers will be dis-

posed to doubt that this Psalm, as well

as Ps.li and Ps.lx, is really a Psalm of

David's age, or that it was composed
for the occasion to which it is usually

referred, the bringing up of the Ark tn

Mount Zion. Hengstenberg, of course,

maintains strongly its Davidic origin, in

common with the great body ofcommen-

tators, ancient and modern. Neverthe-

less, there are some very eminent critics,

as Hupfeld, Ewald, Olshausen, who

assign to it a much later date ; and, as

it is a Psalm of so much importance
in our present inquiry, it will be neces-

sary to examine the grounds upon which

they have come to this conclusion.

384. The matter has been treated of

most fully by Hupfeld in his recent

work, Die Pscdmen, of which vol.iii,

containing Ps.lxviii, was published at

Gotha in 1860. As this work has been

so lately issued, and the author has

discussed in it at length the opinions
of his predecessors, and has, in fact,

exhausted the subject, it may be re-

garded as representing, generally, the

views of this school of critics ;
so

that, having duly weighed his argu-
ments we may assume that we have

fairly mastered all that can be said on

that side of the question. I will annex,

however, all the additional remarks,

deserving notice, which I find in Ewald
and Olshausen.

385. Hupfeld observes as fol-

lows :

' This is a hymn in lofty lyrical style, treat-

ing of the entrance of God into His Sanctuary
on Zion, (under the figure of the triumphal
progress of a King, who, after conquest of

the country, chooses and takes possession of
his place of residence, this being introduced
with a retrospective glance at the first leading
of the people through the Arabian waste, and
the conquest of the land of Canaan, but with
allusion to ordinary victories and triumphal
processions), His revenge upon the enemies
of His people, and His lordship over the na-
tions of the earth, who in conclusion are

required to join in the praise of God. Thus
much is in general clear, and is admitted by
most modern interpreters.' p. 194.

' The occasion, which most immediately
presents itself for this Psalm, is the removal

of the Ark by David to Mount Zion, 2S.vi ; and
this is adopted by most of the ancient and
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later interpreters, to the time of Rosen-
muller. It gives incontestably the best sense,

rather, it is the only one, which suits notonly
the choice of Zion in opposition to Sinai and
the heights of Bashan, 0.15, lfi, and the his-

torical retrospective glance at the earlier

leading of God from Sinai onwards, as intro-

ductory to the triumphal entrance, but also

the lofty expressions and sentiments connected
with it. This is not at all contradicted by the

signs of a warlike character, which some con-
sider an objection ; since God. as Leader and
Guardian of His people, is above all things
Warrior and Conqueror over its foes, and, in

fact, must first make the conquest of its place
of settlement in Canaan. However, it is con-
tradicted (i) by the mention of the '

Temple'
and '

Jerusalem,' 0.29, (ii) by that of '

Egypt
'

and '

Ethiopia,' as lands conquered and paying
homage, t\30, (iii) by the denunciation of ven-

geance upon enemies in all parts of the world,
0.22-24. and (iv) by the whole later character
Of the Psalm.' p.196.
And Hupfeld expresses his own view, p.199,

that ' in this Psalm we have the hope or pro-
mise of the return of the Jewish people from
the Babylonish captivity, and the reestablish-

ment of the kingdom of God on Zion in a state

of great power, as it is announced in the later

Isaiah, and in close correspondence therewith,
perhaps, by thevery same author, in the form
of a lyrical utterance, such as frequently occurs
in the later Isaiah, in single spirited outbursts,
in the midst of the prophetical discourse, but
here formed into a complete hymn, the most

spirited, lively, and powerful, which we have in

the whole collection of the Psalms.'

Ans. (i) The very fact that this Psalm is

admitted to be ' the most spirited, lively, and
powerful,' Hupf. 'the grandest, most splen-

did, most artistic,' Ew. y>.297,
' one of the most

able and powerful,' Ols. p.2S<>, in the whole
book of Psalms, makes it highly improbable

almost incredible that its author, evi-

dently an original poet of great eminence,
' in whom,' says Ols. p.288, who considers it

to be a Maccabean Psalm, in '

spite of the
difficulties which meet us in the attempt to

understand it, one cannot but recognise a poet
of remarkable genius,' should have been will-

ing to borrow two sentences from two other
ancient documents, viz. v.l from N.x.35, and
0.7,8, from Ju.v.4. If we explain his intro-

duction of the former by the fact, that the
words quoted are said to have been used of

old at every movement of the Ark in the wil-

derness, though the Ark appears to have
vanished after the Captivity, and, therefore,
it is not easy to understand how even the
former passage could have been quoted by the
later writer, supposed by those critics, yet
how can we account for his introducing the
latter ? Both these passages, however, as they
occur in the Psalm, are in close connexion
with the context, and have all the appearance
of being part of the original effusion.

We have shown, in fact, in (440-447), that
the Psalm was, in all probability, writtenfirst,
and the passages in question copied from it by
the later writers of N.x.3-5 and Ju.v.4.

(ii) In d.29, according to our view, re-

ference is not made to the Temple, but to the
Tabernacle just erected by David. We may

assume that this was a building of some archi.

tectural pretensions, to which the term ' tem-

ple,' might be applied, as here a word whicn
is only used with reference to buildings of
some importance, as the palace of Aliab,
lK.xxi.l, or that of the king of Babylon,
ZK.xx.I8, Is.xxxix.7, and. constantly, of the

Temple. But it is also used of the Taber-
nacle at Shiloh, lS.i.9, iii.3, by the writer of
the story of Eli, though in lS.ii.22 it is called

by the usual appellation,
'
tent of the Congrega-

tion.' which is the only one used throughout
the Pentateuch. This suggests that the writer
of 1 S.ii.22. may have actually seen with his

own eyes the Tabernacle of David, and may
have been accustomed to hear it commonly
spoken of by the name '

temple," which he
here, accordingly, applies to the Mosaic Ta-
bernacle.

(iii) It is hardly to be thought that the
writer of this Psalm, living, as is supposed,
amidst the woes of the Captivity, should be

predicting here the conquest of Egypt and
Ethiopia. But the fact is that in r.31 there
seems to be no reference to any conquest,
but only to the princes of these regions showing
respect and reverence for the glorious, trium-

phant, God of Israel, and sending gifts to His
Temple. We know that Solomon married
Pharoah's daughter, IK. iii. 1

; and it is very
probable that relations of some kind, not al-

together unfriendly, may haveexisted between
his father and the Court of Egypt. If not, it

is easy to understand how expressions of this

kind might be used with reference to these
two great powers in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the kingdom of Israel.

(iv) There surely is no reason why a Psalm
composed at the time when David was bring-
ing up the Ark to Mount Zion, should not
have contained such words as those in e.21-

23, denouncing God's judgments upon the
enemies of Himself and His people. The
many foes of David's rising empire, with
whom he was at war both before and after

the bringing up the Ark, would abundantly
explain such language.

(v) So far from the Psalm giving signs of
a '

later character,' it seems to contain very
strong indications of an archaic style and a

very early origin.

(a) Its language is often very rough and
abrupt, and in some places almost unintelli-

gible, for want of those connecting links, and
that polish and fulness of expression, which
would have characterised a Post-Captivity
Psalm : e.g. 0.10,11.13,14,17,18, &c.

(6) It has the phrases,
'

Sing unto Elohim.'

0.4,32, 'Bless ye Elohim,' 0.26, 'Praise ye
Adonai,'0.32, 'Blessed be Adonai,' 0.19, 'Bless-

ed be Elohim,' instead of the '

Hallelu-jah,'
' Praise ye Jehovah,' which would certainly
have been found in a later Psalm, more espe-

cially at the end, as in Ps.civ,cv,cvi.cxiii.cxv,

cxvi.cxxxv,cxlvi,cxlvii,cxlviii,cxlix.el; where-
as the last of the above four expressions occurs

only once more in the whole Bible, viz. in r.20
of the Elohistic Psalm, Ps.lxvi (E.S.J.O), and
the first, third, and fourth, are only found in
the Psalm before us.

(c) As Hupfeld says, ?>.197, 'the choice
and possession of Mount Zion is the very
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centre, the essential and characteristic fea-

ture, of the Psalm,' which suits well with the
occasion in David's time, to which it is usually-
referred.

(tf) The mention of '
little Benjamin, their

ruler,' #.27, seems to correspond best, as we
have said (379.v), to the time when the tribe
of Benjamin had only just been deprived of the

royal dignity, by the death of Saul, and, after

supporting for a time the cause of Saul's son,
Ishbosheth, 2S.ii.9,15,25,31, had yielded to the
counsel of Abner, 2S.iii.19, and taken part
with David. It is difficult to see how this
allusion could well have been made by one
writing after the Captivity.

(e) The mention offour tribes only in v.27,

'Benjamin and Judah,' 'Zebulon and Naph-
tali,' as '

representatives of all Israel,' Hup-
feld, >.233, is intelligible in David's time,
when we observe that the former two were
the chief Southern tribes, and the latter two,
the chief Northern, while the great tribe of

Ephraim occupied the central part between
them, but is not so easily explained on Hup-
feld's supposition, ibid, that we have here ' a
prophetical idea of the reunion of the severed

brother-kingdoms, and the restoration of the
united kingdom of Israel.' Surely, Zebulon
and Naphtali could not have been taken to re-

present, as Hupfeld supposes, the 'kingdom
of Israel,' of which the only proper exponent
was the tribe of Ephraim. In Is.ix.l,

' the
land of Zebulon and the land of Naphtali

'

is not used of the whole kingdom of Israel,
but only of the northern parts wliich suffered

in the first Assyrian invasion, 2K.xv.29,
whereas '

Samaria,' or '
Israel

'

generally, was
carried captive in the second invasion, 2K.
xvii.6. Further, the omission of any reference
in this Psalm to the tribe of Ephraim, as at-

tending the grand ceremony of the bringing
up of the Ark, may be due to the fact, that
no representatives of that tribe were present at

all on that occasion. They may, in fact, have
resented the act, as an attempt to centralise
both the government and worship in the tribe

of Judah, and as a slight passed upon their

own sacred place of Shiloh, even if Shiloh it-

self was at the time in ruins. This would not
be inconsistent with, their afterwardsmarching
under David's command, like turbulent barons
under a sovereign prince, to attack the com-
mon foe in the great Syrian war, when the
national safety and existence were at stake,
and when David wrote, as we believe, so

warmly of that powerful and populous tribe,
'

Ephraim is the strength of my head,' Ps.lx.

7. We see evident signs of such a dissatis-

fied spirit among them in the language as-

cribed to Jeroboam, at the time of the rebellion

of the Ten Tribes and their separation from
the house of David :

' And Jeroboam said in

his heart, Now shall the kingdom return to

the house of David. If this people go up to

do sacrifice in the house of Jehovah at Jeru-

salem, then shall the heart of this people turn

again unto the Lord, even unto Rehoboain,
king of Judah,' lK.xii.26,27.

(/) In D.22 we read
Adonai said, I will bring again from Ba-

shan,
I will bring again from the depths of the

Beau'

And these words are supposed by some, aa

Olshausen,p.294, to contain a promise that
God would bring back the eailes from their

wanderings in the East (beyond the hills of

Bashan) and in Egypt (over the deep sea).
Hupfeld, however, and Ewald explain them
of bringing back into the power of Israel
their fugitive enemies from all their places of

refuge, from Basuan eastward and the Sea
westward, and delivering them up into their
hands for condign punishment,

' that their
foot may be dipped in the blood of their ene-

mies, and the tongue of their clogs in the

same,' #.23, an explanation which, of course,
suits well with David's time, but hardly with
the days of the Captivity.

386. Hupfeld's arguments, there-

fore, to prove the later origin of this

Psalm, are in our judgment to be re-

versed, as indicating rather its earlier

composition. And we may now recur

with more confidence to the usual sup-

position, which connects it with the

removal of the Ark in David's time to

Mount Zion, the occasion which, as

Hupfeld himself says,
' most im-

mediately presents itself,' and 'gives

incontestably the best sense' for it,

nay,
'

is the only one which suits
'

cer-

tain features of the Psalm. Not without

reason, then, as it seems to us, De
Wette ' reckons this Psalm among the

oldest relics of Hebrew Poetry, of the

highest originality.'

387. Ewald, who supposes Ps.lxviii

to have been written 'at the dedication

of the second Temple,' observes as

follows :

' It bears all the marks of a song not flowing
out of an instantaneous impulse and inspira-

tion, but composed with design and mucll
skill for a certain end' [the bringing up of

the Ark?], p.297. 'It seems as if the poet
had felt himself unequal to produce so lofty a

song from his own resources ; for the most
beautiful and forcible passages in it are, as it

were, flowers picked from old songs, which
we in part find elsewhere in the 0. T., and in

part must suppose to have been once in ex-

istence. The whole is rather compiled out
of a number of striking passages of older

songs, as a new work firmly put together ;

and since many ancient passages are very
abrupt, (as being known, perhaps, to the

singers,) the explanation is often difficult.

Where, however, we have the easily-recog-
nised peculiar additions of the poet himself,
there we see generally this later time plainly

appear in the ideas, #.4,6,20,32, as well as in

the language. So that whoever considers this

double nature of the contents, and then the
whole character of the Psalm, will not easily

persuade himself that it dates from the time
of the first dedication of the Temple under
Solomon, or, generally, that it was composed
earlier than the time when the second Temple
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was built. In an historical point of view
ulso it is worthy of note that in 0.28 only

four lay-tribes are named as coming to the

Temple, which in Solomon's time has no
meaning. And we learn from this that al-

ready, 511 B.C.. not only Benjamin and Judah,
but alsoZebulon and Naphtali.that is, inhabi-

tants of northern Palestine and Galilee, at-

tended the Temple on Zion.' p.'298.

Ans. As to the latter point, the explanation,
which we have given above (391,v.e) seems
much more natural. But, with respect to the
later

' ideas
'

and '

language,' for which Ewald
gives cen ain references, the following are the

passages in question as translated by himself.

(i) v.i,
'

Sing unto Elohim, sing praises to

His Name
;

Make a path for Him who travels through
the desert,

Named Jah, and rejoice before Him.'

Here a reference is supposed to the later

Isaiah, who writes :

xl.3,
'

Prepare ye the way of Jehovah,
Make straight in the desert a highway for

our God,'

where the Hebrew words for '

path
'

and
'
highway

' come from the same root.

lvii.14,
' Cast ye up, cast ye up, prepare ye

the way ;

Take up the stumbling-block out of the

way of my people.'

lxii.10,
' Cast up, cast up, the highway.

Gather up the stones, lift up a standard for

the people.'

But in these two passages the path is to be
made for the people, in the Psalm for Elohim.
The expression seems to have been proverbial ;

but, if copied at all, the later Isaiah may have
copied from the Psalm.

(ii) 0.6,
' Elohim brings again home the dis-

persed ;

The prisoners B? sets free in gladness and
wealth ;

The rebellious only abide in the waste.'

Here again, a reference is supposed to

Is.lviii.7,
' And that thou bring home the

poor that are cast out.'

(iii) 0.20,
' Elohim is to us an Elohim for

salvation ;

And Jehovah Adonai has even from death
a way of escape [for us].'

(iv) o.32,33,
' Ye kingdoms of the earth, sing

unto Elohim !

Sing praises to Adonai !

'

It is difficult to see what signs of a later

date are contained in these words. I have
shown above (385,v.6) that the expressions in

o.32 rather indicate the contrary.
The only other additional argument which

Ewald produces, to fix the composition of

this Psalm in a late age, is that the expression
first quoted from o.20,

' Jehovah Adonai has
even a way of escape from death,' can only
refer to the deliverance from the Captivity.
But surely such a reference is neither neces-

Barv in this case, nor probable.

388. Ewald translates v.30.31, thus:
' Restrain the beast of the reeds(E.V. marg.),
The host of bulls with the calves of the

people.
That hastens on with pieces of silver ;

Scatter the people that delight in war ;

That so nobles may come out of Egypt,
And Cush (Ethiopia) in haste lift up his

hands unto God.'
And he observes, p.304, 'The wild reed-

beast {lion or tiger, that is, the great King),
who with the host of bulls (mighty ones,

I chiefs), and the calves (weaker forces) of the

| people, hastens through fear to bring homage
in silver pieces, but, whilst he does this simply
from fear, must first be punished and in-

structed, is, perhaps, a description of the then

existing warlike Persian kingdom, whose sym-
bol is the Euphrates and Tigris, rivers on
whose reedy banks lions abound.'
But it can scarcely be thought that this

Psalmist, writing during the Captivity, was
thinking of the vast Persian Empire being
subjected in this way to the restored kingdom
of Israel. If the ' beast of the reeds' is really
the lion of the Euphrates and Tigris, it seems
more reasonable to suppose that David was
thinking of the forces of the Assyrian Empire,
to the borders of which his own dominions
are supposed to have reached, since Solomon
is said to have ' had dominion over all on this

side of the river (Euphrates),' lK.iv.24, and
we do not read of his making the conquest of

these regions himself, so that he must have
inherited the sovereignty, such as it was,
from his father David. In that case,

' the

troop of bulls
'

might very well represent the

Assyrian captains. But it is hardly conceiv-
able that even David, in the height of his

glory, should have thought of Assyria be-

coming tributary to himself, or hurrying in

fear to bring silver-pieces to the Temple.
Accordingly, Hupfeld draws attention to

the fact, that the above translation disturbs

completely the parallelism of the Hebrew
poetry of the third and fourth lines, in which,
in fact, there exists no parallelism of expres-
sion at present. He understands, also, (with
Ols. and others), the 'reed-beast' to be the

crocodile, or, perhaps, the hippopotamus, as

the symbol of Egypt, and translates the two
lines in question as follows :

'

Subject to thyself the rapacious of silver ;

Scatter the people that delight in war.'

But o.31, as we have said, seems rather to

imply that the princes of Egypt and Ethiopia
would come with their presents to the Temple
in a, friendly way. However this may be, and
whether the Egyptian, or Assyrian king be
meant by the 'reed-beast,' or, perhaps, the

Syrian king of Zobah, Hadadezer,
' whom Da-

vid smote, as he went to recover his border at
the river Euphrates,' 2S.viii.3, the reference
is certainly quite as intelligible, if written
in the days of David, as in the time of the

Captivity, or rather, much more natural and
intelligible.
In o.9, the '

plentiful rain
'

seems to refer to
the ' manna,' which was ' rained from heaven

'

upon them, E.xvi.4,Ps.lxxviii.24; and in y.10,
instead of ' Thy congregation hath dwelt
therein,' with Hdtfeld should be read,

'

Thy
creatures (' the quails ') settled down among
it (the host).'

389. Hengstenberg makes the fol-

lowing remarks :

Modern criticism has attacked also this
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Psalm. Many, with Ewald at their head,
would bring it down to a period after the

Captivity, a mistake which may well nil the
mind with astonishment I The character of
the language, and of the description, is suffi-

cient to prove this. Bottcher says,
' From

its archaic language, its impressive descrip-
tions, its fresh, powerful, tone of poetry, it

belongs assuredly to the most remote age of

Hebrew poetry ;

' and Hitzig remarks,
' Be-

fore everything else thePsalm, to an attentive

reader, conveys the impression of the highest
originality. . . The poem may be pronounced
with confidence to be as remarkable for its

antiquity as for its originality.' The idea of

Ewald, which he makes use of to counteract
these considerations, viz. that the Psalm is

made up of a series of splendid passages from
poems now lost, must be characterised as

merely an arbitrary one, at least so long as
not one single passage can be pointed out, as
borrowed from any of those pieces at present
in our possession, which were composed after

the time of David.
But the reasons drawn from the matters of

fact, referred to in the Psalm are much more
decisive. Here it is of great importance to
note that, v.11

,
Zabulon and Naphtali take

part in the procession, next after Judah and

Benjamin. After the Captivity, some of the
descendants of the ten tribes might be found
united with Judah ; but assuredly there could
be no such thing as the distinct tribes of

Zabulon and Naphtali with their '

princes.'

During the whole period, when the two di-

vided kingdoms existed in a state of juxta-
position to each other, there could have been
no union between Benjamin and Judah and
Zabulon and Naphtali ; and, even supposing
that they were sometimes united, by which
Hitzig would interpret v.27, yet, apart from
the consideration that, next to Judah, Ephraim
was the tribe that would have been named, and
that the naming of the northern and southern
tribes is equivalent to naming apart instead of

the whole, especially when Ps.lx.7 is compared,
' Gilead is mine, Manassehis mine; Ephraim

also is the strength of my head ; Judah is my
lawgiver,' it is utterly impossible that these

tribes could ever have marched m company as

part of a triumphal procession to the Temple
at Jerusalem.
We must, moreover, go higher than the di-

vision of the kingdom, to the time of David.
For under Solomon there was no such war
and victory as the Psalm before us refers to.

Further, tlie epithets applied to Judah and Ben-

jamin in v.il can be explained only from the
relations which existed in the time of David.
The mention also of Egypt, as representing
the power of the heathen world, shows that
the Psalm was composed before the rise of the

great Asiatic monarchies, especially the Assy-
rian [rather before their coming into oontact
with Israel, for Semiramis reigned 1209 B.C.,
160 years before David came to the throne].
Israel, too, appears everywhere as a warlike
and victorious nation, comp. especially v.21-23;
and an event such as that which, according to

e.18, formed the subject-matter of the Psalm,
could not have taken place subsequent to the

Captivity.
The reasons which have been urged against

the Davidic authorship of the Psalm are very
trifling. By

'

temple
'

is here meant, in the
first instance, the holy tabernacle on Zion ;

and the temple of Solomon is to be considered
as its continuation. Comp. Ps.v.7,xlviii.9,
lxv.4. That in tt.30,31, there are no traces
whatever of a hostile relation to Egypt, which
did not exist in David's time, and that Egypt
is named simply as representing the might of
the World as separated from God, which it

still did in David's time, and continued to do
until the rise [or extension] of the great Assy-
rian monarchy, is evident from the circum-
stance that Cush, which never was in a state of
hostility to Israel, is named next after Egypt.

390. "With reference to the strong
Elohistic character of this Psalm,
Hengstenberg observes, and this is

all that he observes, ii./>.339,
Instead of Jehovah, David uses Elohim

;
and

this name is the one which is generally used
throughout the Psalm. Jehovah occurs only
twice, v. 16,20, and Jah twice, v.i,\$. The reason
of this lies in the misuse of the name Jeho-
vah, which changed the name, that was itself
the stronger, into the weaker (!) In such pas-
sages Jehovah is in the back-ground, and the
simple Elohim is equivalent to Jehovah Elohim;
comp. the Jah Elohim in .18 (!)

391. We have now shown that in

these three Psalms, which there is good
reason for assigning, from the internal

evidence of their contents, to the ear-

lier part of David's life, the Name
' Jehovah '

is either not used at all, or

not. used as the common, popular,
familiar name for the Deity.

Surely our own explanation of the

phenomenon, which is too remarkable
not to be noticed, is the most natural,

and, indeed, as it seems to us, the only
rational explanation of it.

392. We have next to consider whe-
ther there are any Psalms, which are

apparently to be ascribed to the same

part of David's life, and which do con-

tain the name Jehovah, employed freely
as the common name for the Deity.

Here, then, we are met by the two

excepted cases to which reference has
been already made in (350) viz. Ps.

xxxiv and Ps.exlii.

393. Ps.xxxiv is entitled 'A Psalm of

David, when he changed his behaviour
before Abimelech, who drove him away,
and he departed.' Abimelech here

stands, no doubt, for Achish : and this

Psalm, supposing the title to be cor-

rect, would have been written in the

twenty-seventh year of David's life, and

yet it contains Jehovah sixteen times,
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and Elohim not once, contrary to all

our other experience.
394. Upon this I remark as follows :

(i) As already observed, we cannot depend
upon the Title in any case, unless it be sup-

ported by the contents of the Psalm.

(ii) Hexgstexberg, who insists very
jtrongly upon the general

' correctness and

originality of the Titles,' (see his note on Ps.

xxx. 1,) comments, however, in this case as

follows, note on Ps.xxxiv.l:
' It is not, however, to be imagined that

David composed the Psalm, when immediately
threatened by danger. In opposition to any
such idea we have the quiet tone which per-
vades it ; whereas all the Psalms, which were

immediately called forth by a particular occa-

sion, are characterised by a great deal more of

emotion. Besides which, we have the un-

questionably predominant effort to draw con-
solation and instruction for the Church from
his own personal experience. Finally, we have
the alphabetical arrangement, which never
occurs in those Psalms, which consist of an

expression of feelings immediately called forth

by a particular object, but always in those, in

which the prevailing design is to edify others.

The fact is, that David, when on some oc-

casion, in the subsequent pare of his history,
his mind became filled with lively emotions,

arising from the recollections of his wonder-
ful escape, in reference to which he even here

says,
'
I will praise Jehovah at all times. His

praise shall be continually in my lips,' made it

the groundwork of a treasure of edification

for the use of the godly in all ages.'

Hengstenbeeg has here admitted all

that is necessary to confirm our view of

the case, vis. that this Psalm, if written

by David at all, must have been written

at a later period it may be a much
later period of his life than the title

would imply.
395. But there seems no reason to

believe that this Psalm was written

with any reference at all to David's

escape from Abimelech or Achish.

There is nothing whatever in its con-

tents to bear out such a supposition.
As Hengstenberg says, so calm and

artificial a Psalm could not possibly
have been written at a moment of ex-

treme peril. And David passed through
so many dangers in the course of his

life, that it is very unlikely, to say the

least of it, that he would be still refer-

ring back in later days to this particular

occasion, as one of special peril and de-

liverance, even if the Title would allow

of such an explanation of its meaning,
which, honestly interpreted, it certainly
will not.

396. The Title being thus shown to

be inaccurate, we can only form con-

jectures as to the authorship of this

Psalm, from its actual contents ;
and

these give us no reason for ascribing it

to David at all. It may well be the

thanksgiving of any pious writer of

any age, probably, however, of a man
well advanced in years, since we read,

0.11,
' Come ye children, hearken unto me, I will

teach you the fear of Jehovah,'

which would have hardly suited David
at the age of twenty-seven, or for many
years after. And we actually have a

Psalm composed by David, according to

its Title, on this very occasion, Ps.lvi,

and in a very different tone, one of

anguish and fear, quite suitable to it
;

and in this we have, as we might ex-

pect, Elohim nine times, Jehovah once.

397. Again Ps.cxiii is entitled 'Mas-

chil of David, a prayer when he was in

the cave ;

'

and it contains Jehovah
three times, Elohim not once.

On this I remark :

(i) There is nothing whatever in the con-
tents of this Psalm, which helps to fix it to

this occasion.

(ii) We have here also a Psalm composed
by David ' while in the cave,' Ps.lvii, and
this, as we might expect, contains Elohim
seven times, Jehovah not once.

(iii) It is most unlikely that, on the very
same occasion, David should have written two
Psalms, in one of which he never uses the
word Jehovah, while in the other he never
uses Elohim.

(iv) As we have good reason to suppose
that in the earlier part of his reign he did
write Psalms without Jehovah, e.g., Ps.lx. and

Ps.lxviii, we conclude, until other evidence is

produced to the contrary, that the title of

Ps.lvii is most likely to be genuine, and that

of Ps.cxiii fictitious.

398. And so writes Hengstenbeeg,
the great defender of the genuineness
of the Titles, ih>.517.
That the situation indicated in the super-

scription was not the proper occasion of the

Psalm, but that David here only applies what
he then experienced for the edification of

others, appears not simply from the expression
Maschil = ' an instruction,' in the front of the

superscription, out of which the following

words,
' when he was in the cave,' derive

their more definite import, but still more
from the fact, that the Psalm stands in close

contact with the rest of the cycle of which it

forms a part.
David sees in his desperate condition,

' when
he was in the cave,' a type of the future con-

dition of his race and of the Church. His
cave-reflections he sets before them as an in-

struction. Mlien it might come with them to
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an extremity, (this is the posture of affairs

contemplated) and such must come, for it

cannot go otherwise with the son than with
the father, they too must have their Saul

to withstand) they should still not despair,
but pour out their complaint before the

Lord.

399. In short, the very circumstance,

that these two Psalms contain the name
Jehovah so often, to the absolute exclu-

sion of Elohim, is surely a clear indica-

tion that they cannot he ranked with

the Psalms which we have been hitherto

considering, and which were written at

an earlier period of David's life. If

written by David at all, of which there

is no sign whatever, they must, we may
conclude, have been written towards

the close of his life.

400. For it cannot be said that the

peculiarity, which we have noticed in

certain earlier Psalms of David, arose

from some idiosyncrasy of his own

mind, so that, while his predecessors
and contemporaries and successors used

freely the name Jehovah, David him-

self, for some reason, refrained from

using it as frequently as the name
Elohim all his life long. At least, we
shall find that certain Psalms, appa-

rently composed by him, according to

their contents, as well as their titles,

towards the end. of his life, exhibit a

phenomenon the exact reverse of that

which we have already observed, and

are decidedly Jehovistic, so that some-

times the name Elohim does not even

occur at all in them.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE REMAINING ELOHISTIC PSALMS.

401. That the reader may have the

whole case before him, we shall now

give a table of the five books of Psalms,

marking, as before, with an asterisk

those Psalms which are ascribed by
their Titles to David. We use, also,

as before, the letters E. for Elohim,

God, J. for Jehovah, LORD, and A.

for Adonai, Lord : but we do not

reckon any instances, where Elohim is

evidently used for '

gods
'

or '

princes,'

or where it is used in cases in which
Jehovah could not have been used, as
'

my Elohim.'
'

thy Elohim,' &c, or

where both Jehovah and Elohim are

used together, as 'Je'rovah Elohim,'

'Jehovah my Elohim.' We here take

account only of those which show that

the writers made choice of the name
which they would use for the Deity.

BOOK I.

Ps.
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during the Babylonian Captivity,' and
as to Ps.lxxxi,

' the most probable
opinion is that it was sung at the dedi-
cation of the Second Temple.'

406. We may demur, however, to

the above conclusions with respect to
some of the above Psalms.

Ps.lxxiv was probably written after the
destruction of Jerusalem, to which event the
expressions in v.3-7 seem very plainly to
refer' The enemy hath done wickedly in the
Sanctuary,'' They have cast fire into Thy
Sanctuary ; they have denied the dwelling-
place of Thy Name to the ground.' That
these words cannot be referred to the destruc-
tion of the Tabernacle at Shiloh appears from
v.2, 'this Mount Zion, wherein Thou hast
dwelt.'

So, too, Ps.lxxix must have been written
after the destruction of Jerusalem, as appears
by the language of .l-3,

'

God, the heathen
are come into Thine inheritance; Thy holy
Temple have they denied

; they have laid Jeru-
salem on heaps. The dead bodies of Thy ser-
vants have they given to be meat unto the
fowls of the heaven, the flesh of Thy saints
unto the beasts of the earth. Their blood have
they shed like water round about Jerusalem

;

and there was none to bury them.' These
words are quoted in llfacc.vii.17.
On the other hand, Ps.lxxv contains no dis-

tinct signs of time, but may possibly have
been written by David before he came to the
throne, as some expressions seem to imply, e.g.
t>.2,

' When I shall receive the Congregation,
1 shall judge uprightly,' v.10,

' All the horns
of the wicked also will I cut off.*

Ps.lxxvi may also have been written by Da-
vid. The phrases in v.l,

' His name is great
in Israel,' and v.6,

' O God of Jacob,' seem to
imply a time when the people was undivided

;

while the language in v.l,
' In Judah is God

known,' and in v.2,
' In Salem also is His Ta-

bernacle, and His dwelling-place in Zion,' show
that it could not have been written before the
time of David. Lastly, the martial tone of

t>.3,5,6,12, restricts it to his days, rather than
Solomon's.

407. As some of the above are pri-
vate Psalms, written, it would seem,
by some royal personage, and written

certainly at a very different age from
others of this collection, which refer to
the Captivity, it would rather appear
that this set is called ' The Psalms of

Asaph,' because the collection belonged
to the Asaph family, though some of
them may have been written by their
ancestor Asaph, who lived in the days
of David. We find here, however, in
this Asaph collection, some very late

Psalms, in which the same phenomenon
occurs as in those Psalms of David
which we have just been considering,

viz. a preponderance of the name

Elohim, though not in the same de-

gree.
408. This accords also with the fact

that, in the book of Ezra we have
Elohim 97 times, Jehovah 37 times,
and in that of Nehemiah, Elohim 74
times, Jehovah 17 times, contrary to
all the data of the other historical
books. It would almost seem as if,

after their long sojourn as captives in
a strange land, when Israel no longer
existed as a nation, they had begun to
discontinue the use of the national
Name for the Divine Being. However
this may be, we find the later Prophets
using the word freely again, Haggai
(J.35.E.3), Zechariah(J.132.E.12), Ma-
lachi (J.47.E.8). At a still later date,

superstitious scruples prevailed so far,
as to prevent the name Jehovah from
being used at all. It is not found in
the whole book of Ecclesiastes, and
only in one chapter of Daniel, chap.ix.

_

409. There are some critics who as-

sign many of the Psalms to the age of
the Maccabees. But, at present, we see
no sufficient reason for believing that

any of these Psalms of Asaph, or any
others in the whole book of Psalms,
are later than the time of Nehemiah,
who probably first edited them in their

present form, in accordance with the
statement in 2Macc.ii.13, that he,

'

Founding a library, gathered together the
acts of the Kings, and of the Prophets, and of
David, &c.'

410. It is remarkable that not one of
the Psalms is ascribed to one of the

great Prophets, as Samuel, Isaiah, or

Jeremiah, the latter of whom must
surely have written many in his time,
which are very probably preserved in
the collection, though not assigned to
him by name. Thus, Ps.xxxi may be
one of Jeremiah's, as appears from the

following resemblances :

(i) v.13, Magor missabib = ' fear on every
side,' as in Jer.vi.25, xx.3,4,10, xM.5, xlix.
29, Lam.ii.22, nowhere else in the Bible ;

(iij e.13,
' I have heard the slander of

many : fear is on every side,' as in Jer.xx,10 ;

(iii) r.1,17, 'I shall not be ashamed,' as in
Jer.xvii.ls

;

(iv) v.2,
' Bow down the ear,' as in Jer.

vn.24,2G,xi.8,xvii.23,xxv.4, xxxiv.14, xxxv.15,
xliv.5 ;

(v) v.5,
'

Jehovah, God of Truth,' as in
Jer.x.10, nowhere else in the Bible ;

(vi) jj.io,
'

Grief,' the same Heb. word as
in Jer.vrii.l8,xx.l3, xxxi.l3,xlv.3 ;
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(vii) t\10, 'Sighing,' the same Heb, word
as in Jer.xlv.3, Lam.i.22 ;

(viii) v.W,
' My strength faileth me,' as in

Lam.i.14;
(ix) .12, 'Like a broken vessel,' as in Jer.

Xxii.28,li.34 ;

(x) r.22, 'Supplications,' the same Heb.
word as in Jer.iii.21, xxxi.9.

CHAPTER XV.

THE JEHOVISTIC PSALMS CONSIDERED.

411. We have seen that all the

Psalms in Book II, together with the

eleven Psalms of Asaph in Book III,

are decidedly Elohistic. All the re-

maining Psalms appear to be Jehovistic

with one single exception, Ps.cviii

(E.6.J.1). But this is evidently com-

pounded of parts of the two Elohistic

Psalms, lvii and lx, with one or two

slight -variations, the most noticeable

being that Adonai, in Ps.lvii.9, is

changed to Jehovah in Ps.cviii. 3, that

is, in the later edition, since, of course,

the two complete Psalms existed be-

fore probably long before the com-

posite Psalm was constructed.

412. Of the Jehovistic Psalms, fifty-

five are ascribed to David ; and it will

be found, on reference to the Table in

(401), that in these the name Jehovah

occurs ten times to Elohim once, while

in thirty-eight of them Elohim does

not occur at all, as the distinctive

Name, employed by choice for the Deity.

Now, as already observed, it is in-

credible, according to the ordinary laws

of the human mind, that David should,

in the very same part of his life, have

written a number of Psalms with

Elohim occurring on the average six

times to Jehovah once, in several of

which Jehovah does not occur at all,

and another number of Psalms, in

which Jehovah occurs on the average
ten times to Elohim once, and in very

many of which Elohim does not occur

at all. Allowing that in either set

there may be many Psalms, which have

been incorrectly ascribed to David, the

argument holds good with regard to

the remainder. As some Elohistic

Psalms at all events Ps.lxandPs.lxviii

were very probably written by David
in the earlier and middle parts of his life,

we may reasonably conclude that, if any
of these Jehovistic Psalms really belong

to him, they can only have been writ-

ten in the last part of his life, when, ac-

cording to our view, the name Jehovah

had become more familiar to himself,

and better known to the people.

413. Accordingly, as far as we can

depend upon the Titles, supported by
the consideration of the contents, we
find this to be the case. The following

four Psalms are ascribed by their Titles

to the latter part of David's life.

(i) Ps.iii (J.6,E.l) when David 'fled from

Absalom,' in the sixty-third year of his life.

Hengstenberg, however, agrees with Lu-
ther in considering, that, from the artificial

construction of this Psalm, it must have been

written at even a later date than the event to

which it is supposed to refer. It speaks in

vA of ' Jehovah's holy hill,' which points
either to the Tabernacle or the Temple on
Mount Zion, and, therefore, does not fix the

Psalm to David's time.

(ii) Ps.vii (J.5,E.4), 'concerning the words
of Cush the Benjamite,' whom Luther and
others identify with Shimei, the son of Gera,
the Benjamite, who insulted David on the

same occasion, 2S.xvi.7,8, and whom David

charged his son Solomon ' not to hold guilt-

less,' but to
'

bring down his hoar hair to the

grave with blood,' lK.ii.8,9. Hengstenberg,
while he agrees with Luther, and with most
Jewish expositors, in regarding the word
Cush as being not a proper name, but an epi-

thet,
'

Ethiopian,' used metaphorically of a
' man of a black heart,' understands it, how-

ever, of some unknown calumniator of David
in the time of Saul. There is nothing in the

Psalm itself to decide the question.

(iii) Ps.xviii (J.15,E.4), when 'David was
delivered from all Ins enemies and from the

hand of Saul.'

The last words of this title might seem to

point to an earlier period, when he had only
been recently delivered from Saul's hand.

I copy , however, on this point the following
note of Hengstenberg:

' We are told in the superscription that

David sang this Psalm, after that Jehovah
had delivered him from all his enemies. The
Psalm is thus designated, not as having arisen

from some special occasion, but as a general

song of praise, for all the grace and the assis-

tance, which he had received from God all his

life long, as a collection of the thanksgivings
which David had uttered from time to time

on particular occasions, a great Hallelujah,
with which he retired from the theatre of life.

In 2S.xxii this Psalm is expressly connected
with the end of David's life, immediately be-

fore his '

last words,' which are presently after

given in chap.xxiii. With this design the

matter of the Psalm entirely agrees. In it

the Psalmist thanks God, not for any single

deliverance, but having throughout before his

eyes a great whole of gracious administra-

tions, an entire life rich with experience of

the loving-kindness of God.'

Thus this Psalm also, if written by_ David
at all, was written at the close of his life.

(ivj Psjcxx (J.8.E.0) was composed,

K 2
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according to the Title,
' for the dedication of

the House of David.' This Title also might
seem to point to the time, when David erected

the Tabernacle on Mount Zion, and brought
up the Ark to Jerusalem, in the fortieth year
of his life. But on this point again Heng-
stenberg observes :

' The House, clearly, is the House of God,
the Temple. And the Title indicates that this

Psalm was sung at the dedication by David of

the site of the future Temple, as recorded in

2S.xxiv and ICh.xxi.'

He then supports his statement by reference

to the contents of the Psalm, which, certainly
do not at all correspond with the circum-
stances under which David's Tabernacle was
consecrated, but agree with the history in
the above two passages. And he quotes with
reference to the site in question. ICh.xxii.l,
' Then David said, This is the House of Jehovah

Elohim, and this is the Altar for the burnt-

offering for Israel.' Thus, according to Heng-
stenberg, this Psalm also was written in the

sixty-eighth year of David's life.

414. The above are all the Jehovistic

Psalms, ascribed to David, whose Titles

mark the time of their composition,

except Ps.cxlii, the title of which we
have shown to be erroneous (397). As
before observed, it cannot be regarded
as by any means certain that the above

Titles are correct, or that all or any of

the above Psalms are really David's.

It is possible that some of them are.

Still some doubt, as to any of the Jeho-

vistic Psalms being David's, is caused

by the fact, that the ' last words
'

of

David, as given in 2S.xxiii.l-7, which
have all the appearance of being genuine
and which, in tone and character, are

very like those Elohistic Psalms, which
we know to be his, are also Elohistic,

containing Elohim four times and Je-

hovah once.

415. But, as far as these Titles are of

any value, as far as their statements

are confirmed by any internal evidences

from their contents, they help us to

maintain the ground already taken.

They show that all the Psalms in

question, and, therefore, we may justly

infer, in the absence of plain proof to

the contrary, any other decidedly Jeho-

vistic Psalms, which may really belong
to David, whether ascribed to him or

not, were written, not in the earlier or

middle part of his life, when his com-

positions, as we have seen, were de-

cidedly Elohistic, but towards the

close of it.

416. In the larger edition, we have

examined carefully in detail all the

Psalms of Books I,III,IV,V, whether
ascribed to David or not, which ex-

hibit in their contents any indications

of the times at which they were com-

posed. The result of our examination

is that there is not a single Jehovistic

Psalm, which there is any reasonable

ground for assigning to the earlier part
of David's life. There is no evidence

such as that which seems to mark
Ps.lx and Ps.lxviii as really David's

which enables us to say with any ap-

proach to certainty, that any decidedly
Jehovistic Psalm was written by David
at all.

417. But, even admitting many Jeho-

vistic Psalms to be David's on the very
uncertain warrant of their Titles only,

yet all of these may be assigned, and
some of them must be assigned, to the

later part of his reign, at the time of

the rebellion of Absalom, in the sixty-
third year of his life, or at a time still

later. On the other hand, we have had
before us strong, and, as it seems to us,

conclusive, evidence, that in the earlier

and middle parts of his life he wrote

certainly some Psalms and if so, then,

perhaps, many which are decidedly
Elohistic.

418. Hence, whether such Jehovistic

Psalms were composed by David or not,

it is certain that, if David wrote those

earlier Psalms, e.g. Ps.lxviii (E.27.J.3,
A. 7), he could not have had such an
idea of the sacredness of the Name Je-

hovah, and of the paramount privilege
and duty of using it in obedience to

the Divine command, as the Pentateuch,

upon the traditionary view of its his-

torical character, would lead us to ex-

pect, at all events, in the case of a
man so pious and well-trained as David,
and one who had been from his youth

up in closest intimacy with the Prophet
Samuel. It seems absolutely impos-
sible that, while almost all other per-

sons, as the history teaches, Eli, IS.

ii. 24,25, and Samuel, lS.xii, and Jona-

than, lS.xx.12-23 more common per-
sons also, as Naomi and Ruth, R.i, Boaz
and his reapers, R.ii.4, Hannah, IS.

ii.1-10, Abigail, lS.xxv.26-31, nay,
even the heathen Philistines, lS.vi.2,8,

xxix.6, were using freely the sacred
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Name of Jehovah, yet David himself

used it so sparingly that in several of

his Psalms it appears not at all.

419. It is true, the history puts the

name in David's mouth much more

frequently than Elohim, lS.xxiv.6,10,

12, 15(J.8,E.O), xxvi.9-24(J.15,E.O)
that is to say, the history represents
David as using constantly the name
Jehovah, and scarcely the name Elohim
at all, at the very time when he was

hiding in the wilderness, and writing,

apparently, Psalm after Psalm, in which
Elohim occurs continually, and Jehovah

scarcely at all. Nay, the history makes
the Philistine king Achish swear

familiarly by Jehovah, lS.xxix.6,
'

Surely, as Jehovah liveth, thou

hast been upright.'
420. But this can only be regarded

as one sign, among others, that the

history in the Books of Samuel was

composed at a later date, when the

name Jehovah was undoubtedly in

common use, and was, therefore, put

by the writer in the mouth of every
one. David's own Psalms are, surely,
the best possible proof of the actual

state of things at the time when he
lived. And the simple fact that David
wrote one such Psalm as Ps.lx or

Ps.lxviii. in the earlier part of his life,

would be enough to establish the point
now in question, provided that no
Psalm could be produced of opposite
character that is, no decidedly Jeho-

vistic Psalm which contains strong
internal evidence of having been written

by David in the same part of his life.

I have looked for such a Psalm in vain.

421. And let it be observed once
more that the argument would hold

good with respect to any of the Psalms
in Book II, which bear distinct signs
of an early date, even if they had not

been written by David. There are

those Psalms; and they are, as it ap-

pears to me, undeniably early Psalms,
that is to say, such a Psalm as Ps.lx

must, as I conclude from its internal

character, have been written in David's
time. For this was the only time that

can be thought of, in the history of

the Hebrew monarchy, when it could
be said that Gilead and Manasseh,

Ephraim and Judah, were all under

one sway, except the time of Solomon ;

and the references to Moab, Edom, and

Philistia, in v.8, as well as the whole
tone of the Psalm, do not agree with
the age of Solomon, but do with the

age of David.

422. This Psalm, then, viz. Ps.lx, and
the others of a similar kind, must, it

would seem, have been written by some

pious person or persons of those days,
whether David or not. And all those,
who maintain the traditionary view,

will, I imagine, heartily agree in this.

But then the writer, or writers, of these

Psalms, it is plain, could not have been

in the habit, at that time, of using

familiarly the name Jehovah. It could

not, therefore, have been commonly
employed in the devotions of pious
men in those days. And, if so, it

could not have been freely in use be-

fore those days ; and, above all, it could

not have been known and recognised by
these pious men, as the Name which

Almighty God Himself had revealed to

Moses, and had specially sanctioned as

the Name, by which He would be
hereafter known in Israel, saying,
' This is My Name for ever, and this is My
memorial unto all generations.' E.iii.15.

CHAPTEE XVI
THE JEHOVISTIC NAMES IN THE BOOK

OF JUDGES.

423. The inference from the above
seems to be plain, in complete accord-

ance with our previous supposition, viz.

that the word, Jehovah, had been but

newly formed, or, at least, newly
adopted and introduced, by some, great,

wise, and patriotic master-mind very
probably Samuel's at the time when
David came to the throne, with the

special purpose, probably, of conso-

lidating and maintaining the civil

and religious unity of the Hebrew
tribes, under the new experiment of

the kingdom. As the facts, which we
have been here considering, so far from

being in any way at variance with the

conclusion, to which we had already
come on other clear grounds, as to the

unhistorical character of the Mosaic

narrative, are, on the contrary, quite
in accordance -with it, we cannot, as
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before said, suppose that the Name
Jehovah really originated in the way
described in E.iii and E.vi. Yet, we

repeat, it must have been introduced at

some period or other of the history of

the Hebrew tribes, as the word Un-
kulunkulu must have come into use in

some intelligible and natural manner,
if we only knew the story of it, among
the Zulus, or as the word uDio is now

being introduced among them.
424. And this view seems to be con-

firmed, when we examine the names
mentioned in the historical books,
which follow the Pentateuch. We
have already seen (299) that not only
the Elohist, but even the Jehovist

has abstained from introducing names

compounded with Jehovah in the

course of the Mosaic story. They
occur only in two cases, Joshua and
Jochebed. Moses himself is described

as making the change of Hoshea to

Jehoshua in a very marked manner,
N.xii.16; and Jochebed, as we have
seen some reason to believe (302), is,

most probably, a later interpolation.
425. The stories in the Book of

Judges are, apparently, founded upon
some real traditions

; and, though in

some places they are evidently ex-

aggerated, and in others they have

assumed a legendary form, and the

chronology, throughout, is the despair
of the '

reconciling
'

school of theo-

logians, yet the heroes, whose exploits
are there described, seem to have been

real characters, and their names, in

most cases, may be supposed to be

genuine. In this book, we have

OthnH i.13, and Penu^, viii.8, (the
name of a place), and in R.i.2 we
have .EVimelech

;
but among all the nu-

merous Judges and their fathers we
find no other names compounded with

Elohim.
426. There are, however, four names

in the book of Judges, which may be

supposed to be compounded with

Jehovah, viz. Joash, vi.ll, the father,
and Jot-ham, ix.5, the son, of Gideon,

Micah, xvii.l, and Jonathan, xviii.30.

Thus Micah is by some considered to be an

abridged form of Micaiah,
' Who is like Je-

hovah ?
'

while by others it is distinguished
from the latter name, and explained to mean,
'
poor,' or '

smitten,' or ' who is here ?

This last is the explanation of the name in

Bishop Parker's Bible, where also the mean-
ing of Jotham is said to be '

perfect,' but that
of Joash '

fire of Jehovah.' Any Hebrew
scholar, however, will know that the name
' Joash

'

may be formed precisely in the same
way as '

Jotham,' or as '

Joseph,' without any
reference to the name Jehovah.

427. Hence it must be considered

doubtful, whether the first three of the
above four names are really com-

pounded with Jehovah at all, so

doubtful, that no stress can be laid

upon them in argument against such

positive facts as have been already
produced. But the fourth, Jonathan =
'Jehovah gives,' does certainly contain

the name Jehovah
;
and we must ex-

amine how far our theory is affected

by this fact.

428. If we could be reasonably cer-

tain that this was a bona fide historical

name, and that a man, called Jonathan,
was actually

'

Priest to the tribe of

Dan,' Ju.xviii.30, before the time of

Samuel, it would follow, of course, that

the name Jehovah was not first intro-

duced by Samuel. But then we are

met by the fact that this is the only
name in the whole history of the

Judges, with respect to which it can be

confidently maintained that it is com-

pounded with Jehovah. If we joined
with it the three doubtful names above

discussed, we should still be confronted

with the fact that, among the multitude

of names of persons and places, in Num-
bers, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, many of

them compounded with the Divine

Name, we find no trace of other names of

this kind, save Joshua and Jochebed ;

whereas, according to the Jehovist, the

name Jehovah had been used freely
from the first, and, according to another

part of the story, even if it first came
into use at- the time of the Exodus,

yet Moses himself had already set the

example of compounding names with it,

by changing Hoshea to Joshua. Let

us, therefore, consider somewhat more

closely this case of ' Jonathan.'

429. Now, first, it must be observed

that this name does not occur in the

'Book of Judges,' properly so called,

but. only in one of the two episodic

narratives, which are attached to the

end of it, xvii-xxi, appendices, as it

were, to the Book itself, and very pos-
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tribly, therefore, not written by the

6anie hand as that which composed the

main portion of the principal story.

At all events, we have, in these two

episodes, distinct marks of the time at

which they were written, a time later,

at all events, than the days of Saul's

entering on the kingdom. This is im-

plied by the expression in xvii.6,
' In those days there was no king in Israel ;

but every man did that which was right in his

own eyes,'

which is repeated inxviii.l, xix.l,xxi.25;

and more especially by the statement in

xviii.30,31, that
'

Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son of

Manasseh, he and his son were priests to the

tribe of Dan, until the day of the Captivity of

the land. And they set up Micah's graven

image, which he had made, all the time thai

the House of God was in Shiloh.'

430. The 'Captivity' here mentioned

is supposed by some to refer to the time

when the .Ark was taken captive in

Eli's days, after which calamity the

House of God ceased to be any longer

at Shiloh. Even according to this view,

this story must have been written after,

and the language seems to imply, some

time after, that event, and in days when

there was a king ruling
in Israel, and

comparative order under his govern-
ment. In other words, it may have

been written in the latter days of

Samuel, and, in that case, it would

probably be one of the productions of

his historical school; but it was cer-

tainly not composed at an earlier age.

431. If, then, we adopt the above

supposition as to the date of the com-

position of this narrative, the name

Jehovah had, according to our view,

long been published, and had been, in

fact, already introduced into the names

of Samuel's own two sons, Joel and

Ahijah, as well as in some other names,

as AhiaA, Zeraiah, &c, of which we

shall speak presently. It is quite

possible, then, in accordance with our

view, that a writer of this age might
have introduced such a name as the

above, compounded with Jehovah, sup-

posing that it is not a bona fide his-

torical name, the name of a person
who actually lived in an earlier age
than that of Samuel.

432. But is this account of
' Jona-

than to be relied on as historically

true ? We have hitherto taken it for

granted that the above interpretation
of the words '

captivity of the land,' is,

perhaps the true one. But the ex-

pression is a strange one to be used of

the '

capture of the Ark,' as there is no

indication that the land was taken

captive at that time. If even the cen-

tral part about Shiloh was overrun for

a time by the Philistine armies, it

seems very unlikely that the invasion

should have reached the extreme

northern corner, or that even, if it did,

it should have had any effect in stop-

ping the idolatries of the tribe of

Dan.
433. Hence it seems much more na-

tural to interpret the words in their

plain and obvious meaning with refer-

ence to the '

Captivity of the land
'

of

Israel in the time of Pekah, 2K.xv.29,

when Tiglath-Pileser, king of Assyria,

took captive
'

all Gilead and Galilee,

and all the land of Naphtali,' (the dis-

trict in which the town of Dan was

situated, and that part of the tribe of

Dan with which we are here con-

cerned,) more than three centuries and

a half after the capture of the Ark and

the death of Eli. And so say several

eminent critics, who, however, refer

the expression rather to a still later

date, that of the Captivity of the Ten

Tribes by Shalmaneser. In either case

it would follow that this statement in

Ju.xviii.30 is a very much later interpo-

lation in the original story.

434. And that v.ZO is an interpo-

lation seems to be indicated by the

manner in which it is introduced. The

original writer would hardly have re-

peated himself in this way in two con-

secutive verses,
' and the children of Dan set up for themselves

the graven image,' v.'iO,
' and they set up for themselves the graven

image, which Micah had made,' u.31.

It will be observed also that in v. 30

the Levite, whom the Danites had en-

gaged as priest, and of whom the story

has been speaking all along, suddenly

disappears, and without any word

of explanation, Jonathan, the son of

Gershom, the son of Manasseh, (or of

Moses, as in the margin,) abruptly
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takes his place. It may be said that

this Jonathan, if he really was, as the

margin has it, a descendant of Moses,
must have been a Levite, and may
have been the Levite of the story in

Ju.xvii,xviii. But, if so, it is very

strange that he should never have

been named before, but have been

merely introduced as

A young man out of Bethlehem-Judah, of

the family of Judah, who was a Levite,' xvii.7.

435. It would seem then that some
later writer, living after the '

Captivity
'

of the kingdom of Israel, meant to

convey some information as to the

family of priests, who had long con-

ducted the idolatrous worship of the

tribe of Dan, from time immemorial
down to the period of the Captivity. It

can hardly be believed, however, that

from the time of the Judges, down to

that of the Captivity, for four centuries

at least, one family of priests continued

to officiate at Dan, or that the genea-

logy of these idolatrous priests could

be traced up with certainty to so dis-

tant a parentage, far back into the

rude times of the Judges, by one who
wrote nearly a century after the ex-

tinction of their office.

436. It is quite possible, however,
that in some later age, as e.g. in the

time of Jeroboam, who 'made two
calves of gold,' and '

set the one in

Bethel, and the other put he in Dan,'

lK.xii.28,29, and who, therefore, evi-

dently remodelled, at all events, the

idolatrous worship at Dan, such a

priest as Jonathan may really have
been stationed at Dan, and his family

may have retained the priesthood till

the last. The interpolator may have
been aware of the fact that they traced

back their office to such a distant

time, 250 years before the '

Captivity
of the land

'

;
and he may have in-

serted this verse as a record of the

circumstance, connecting this latter

priesthood with the story of the first

establishment of idolatrous worship
at Dan. In the age of Jeroboam, of

course, there is no reason why the

name of the priest at Dan should not

have been Jonathan.

437. The original writer seems to have
meant to say in v.31 that the Danites

continued idolaters all along, neglecting
the worship of the central sanctuary,
while other Israelites frequented the
' House of God in Shiloh.' He does

not say that the children of Dan ceased

to be idolaters, when that ' House of

God' was destroyed. Nor, in fact, is

there any reason to suppose that they
did abandon their idolatrous practices,
or that they were at all likely to have
been affected by that event, as they
lived far away from this central sanc-

tuary, and seem to have had no con-

nection whatever with it.

438. Upon the whole, then, we con-

clude that there is no single instance

in the authentic history, from the time

of Moses downwards to that of Samuel
which can be appealed to, as distinctly

showing that the name Jehovah was
used in the formation of proper names
in those days, except, as before, the

cases of Joshua and Jochebed. And
yet, according to the Jehovist, the one

name was, from the very first, as com-

monly in use as the other
; and, ac-

cording to the Chronicler, names com-

pounded with Jehovah, were common
from the age of Jacob downwards, and
were even given to converts from

heathenism, as in the case of BithyaA,
the daughter of Pharaoh, lCh.iv.18.

439. Even if Samuel, or the Elohist,

whoever he may have been, did not him-
self introduce this Name, yet there must
have been some reason for the earnest-

ness with which he evidently seeks to

commend it to his people by means of

the solemn story of its introduction in

E.vi. It may have been already in use,

introduced, perhaps, first in the time

of Moses, but not very commonly em-

ployed, as the entire absence, or, in any
case, the extremepaucity, of names com-

pounded with it undoubtedly proves ;

and the Elohist may have done his

best in this way to make it a house-

hold word in Israel. My own con-

viction, however, from the accumulated
evidence of various kinds before us, is

that Samuel was the first to introduce

the Name, perhaps from some Egyptian
or, more probably, Phoenician source.

440. In Ju.v, however, which con-

tains the Song of Deborah, we have
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some phenomena which require at-

tentive consideration.
'

Jehovah, when Thou wentest out of Seir,

When Thou marchedst out of the field of

Bdora,
The earth trembled,and the heavens dropped,
The clouds also dropped water :

The mountains melted from before Jehovah,
That Sinai from before Jehovah, the God of

Israel.' vA,5.

441. Here we have a plain reference

to the story, at all events, of the Exodus
and the giving of the Law under Sinai,

if not to the actual record of that story,

which is now in our hands. And in

this passage, as well as throughout
the song, the word Jehovah is familiarly
used. It is important, therefore, to

determine, if we can, in what age this

Song was really written. It professes,
of course, to be the Song actually
uttered by

' Deborah and Barak
;

'

though the very fact, that the two are

joined together in singing it, rather

militates against the notion of its

genuineness, and seems to indicate, at

all events, that it is an artistic com-

position, and not the unpremeditated
effusion of the moment of triumph.

442. And, certainly, there are parts
of the Song, which appear, at first sight,

to imply that it was composed at a very

early date, perhaps in the age to which
its contents refer, and not later, at ail

events, than the days of Samuel.

(i) Judah is not mentioned at all, which
seems to correspond to a time before David's
accession to the throne, before even the

30,000 men of Judah followed the standard of

Saul, lS.xi.8.

(ii) Levi is not named, nor is there any
reference whatever, throughout the Song, to

the Priesthood or the Sanctuary.
This also corresponds to a time, earlier than

the days of David, in whose reign the Levites,
after the bringing up of the Ark, were called

into greater activity, and into a more promi-
nent position, than they appear to have oc-

cupied during the time of the Judges, the

Levites, as a body, being never once mentioned

throughout the ichole book of Judges.
(iii) The expression in u.io,

' Ye that ride

on white asses,' suits the same early time ;

but then, as such asses or mules were used

by chief persons, lS.xxv.20,2S.xvi.2,xvii.23,

xix.26.2S.xiii.29,lK.i.33,3S,44, down even to

the time of Solomon, this argument cannot
be regarded as a proof of the great antiquity
of the Song.

443. On the other hand, we must
observe

(i) The song is thoroughly Jehovistic as re-

gards the use of the Divine Name (E.2.J.13) :

and it is inconceivable that, if the word Jeho-

vah was used so freely at that time, David
should have used it so sparingly, as we have
seen he did, till, at least, a late period of Ids

life.

(ii) The language in v.S,
' Was there a shield

or spear seen among forty thousand in Israel ?'

seems to refer to the early times of Saul and
Samuel, lS.xiii.19-22.

(iii) Some expressions of the story are iden-

tical with those of Ps.lxviii, as is exhibited

below by the italic* of the English version.

Ju.v.

v.Z, To Jehovah I will sing, I will sing praise
to Jehovah.

vA, Jehovah, in Thy going out from Seir,
In thy marching from the field of Edom,
The earth trembled, the heavens also dropped,
The clouds also dropped water.

v.5, Before Jehovah the mountains melted,
That Sinai before Jehovah, the Elohim of

Israel.

Ps.lxviii.

v.4, Sing to Elohim, sing praise to His Name.
v.7, Elohim, in Thy going out before Thy

people,
In Thy marching in the wilderness,

v.S, The earth trembled, the heavens too dropped,
Before Elohim,
That Sinai before Elohim, the Elohim of

Israel.

Compare, also,
' Lead thy captivity captive'

i>.12, with ' Thou hast led captivity captive,'

Ps.lxviii.18.

444. From the above it seems to

be certain that either the Psalmist

was acquainted with the Song of

Deborah, and borrowed expressions
from it, or that the writer of that

song drew his ideas from the Psalms

of David. Which, then, of these two

poems was first written ?

We reply, without hesitation, the

Psalm. For it is far more probable-
that a later writer may have changed
Elohim into Jehovah, than that the

Psalmist as we believe, David should

have changed Jehovah, the covenant-

name of the God of Israel, into Elohim :

more especially in the last clause, in

which he has actually written 'before

Elohim, the Elohim of Israel,' where
the other, has 'before Jehovah, the

Elohim of Israel.'

445. If any say, the Psalm was,

perhaps, written at a very late date,

when pious men for some reason re-

frained from using the name Jehovah

(414), and therefore the Jehovah of

Ju.v. 5 has been changed into Elohim,
we answer that this supposition is at

once negatived by the fact that the

Psalmist does use the name Jehovah,
three times, and does not refrain from
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using it altogether. It is, therefore,

most unlikely that he would change the

formula,
' Jehovah ,

the Elohim of Israel,'

into '

Elohim, the Elohim of Israel.'

He might have written the latter ori-

ginally in the case supposed ;
but it is

very unlikely that he would have modi-

fied the other form, if he actually had

it before him.

446. Besides which, ^.7,8, of the

Psalm are manifestly part of the con-

text. Our argument, therefore, is this.

Of the two phrases, 'Elohim, the

Elohim of Israel,' and 'Jehovah, the

Elohim of Israel,' it seems certain that

the former was the original expression,
and that the latter was derived from

it. But the former belongs to the

Psalm, which was, consequently, older

than the Song.
There is an appearance also in the

Song of an expansion of the words

of the Psalm; thus the expressions
' from Seir,'

' from the field of Edom,'
of the Song, seem equivalent to the

simple words,
' in the wilderness,' of the

Psalmist ;
and so also the phrases

' The
clouds also dropped water,'

' The moun-
tains melted,' are merely amplifications
of the older language.

447. We conclude, then, that the
'

Song of Deborah
'

was written after

Ps.lxviii, that is, after the middle part
of David's life, perhaps towards the

close of it, two or three centuries after

the time of Barak and Deborah, by a

writer who, except in the free use of

the word Jehovah, has produced an ad-

mirable imitation of an ancient song, a

'Lay of Ancient Israel,' and thrown

himself thoroughly into the spirit of the

age which he describes.

CHAPTER XVII.
THE JEHOVISTIC NAMES IN THE BOOKS

OF SAMUEL.

448. We now pass on to the First

Book of Samuel. Here, throughout
the first chapters, we do not meet with

a single name compounded with Je-

hovah
; though we find 7kanah and

Elilm, i.l, Samurf, ii. 18, 7eazar, vii.l.

In vi.18 we read
' which stone remaineth in the field of ,/bshua

the Bethshemite unto this day ;

'

where the name Joshua is compounded

with Jehovah, but evidently belongs to

a man living in the time when this

passage was written, which is shown,

by the expression
' unto this day,' to

have been a considerably later time

than that of the event in question, that

is, than the time of Samuel.

449. Then we read,
' when Samuel was old, he made his sons

judges over Israel ;
now the name of his first-

born was Joel, and the name of his second,

Abiah,' viii.1,2.

It is certainly remarkable that the

name of Samuel's first-born son should

be Joel, which G-esenius explains to

mean,
' Jehovah is Elohim,' and which,

in fact, is merely a contraction of the

compound name, Jehovah-Elohim. This

suits singularly with our view that

Samuel was introducing or, at all

events, commending the new name,
at the very time when his son had this

name given to him. The name of

Samuel's second son was Ahiah, i.e.

'Jehovah is my father.' Then we find

Abie*!, ix.l ;
but Aphiah in the same

verse is not compounded with Jehovah.

450. We next meet with Jonathan,
' Jehovah gave,' the son of Saul, xiii.2.

Now Saul himself was a young man
ix.2, when he sought his father's asses,

and first made acquaintance personally
with Samuel

;
and at that time Samuel

was old, and had already made his sons

judges over Israel, viii.1,2. Hence the

Name Jehovah had been published

certainly, judging only from their

names, for twenty or thirty years at

least
;
and there is no reason why Saul's

son should not have borne a name com-

pounded with it, after the example of

the Prophet's two sons. This is said,

supposing that Jonathan was already

grown up, to be a youth of, at least,

seventeen or eighteen, when he was

placed in command of a thousand of

his father's troops, xiii.2, two years
after Saul came to the throne.

451. But even if he had been then

only seventeen years old, (which we can

hardly suppose), he would have been

twenty-five at the birth of David, and

fifty-Jive, when he fell at Gilboa, and

when David, aged thirty, mourned
over him thus :

' I am distressed for thee, my brother Jona-

than ; very pleasant hast thou been unto me ;
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thy love to me was wonderful, passing the

love of women.' 2S.i. 19-27.

This song has all the appearance of

being genuine. And it can scarcely be

believed that so romantic an attach-

ment would have existed between David

and one old enough to have been his

father.

452. In fact, the chronology of the

earlier part of Saul's life is very con-

fused and uncertain. The account in

lS.ix, of Saul's first meeting with

Samuel, would seem to imply that he

was then but a young man, who could

not have had a son fourteen years old.

Nor is it possible to read the account

of the death of Saul, and the words of

David's lamentation over him,
' Saul and Jonathan were lovely and plea-

sant in their lives, and in their deaths they
were not divided ; they were swifter than

eagles, they were stronger than lions,' 2S.i.2-3

and believe that Saul was then

about seventy-five years old, (as he

must have been if Jonathan was

fifty-five,) and that he was about

seventy, when he hunted David in the

wilderness.

453. It seems plain, then, that the

account of Jonathan's exploit in IS.

xiii.2, &c. must refer to a much later

part of Saul's life than it there ap-

pears to do. And now there is nothing
to prevent our supposing that Saul was

really a young man, when he had his

first interview with Samuel, as the

story throughout seems to imply, and,

probably, unmarried. If. however, we

suppose that Jonathan was born after
Saul's intimacy with the Prophet,

perhaps, even after he had come to the

throne, we shall have Jonathan and
David more nearly contemporaries, and
it will be much more natural and

probable that David should have mar-

ried Jonathan's sister Michal. In that

case, it would be easy to account for

the name of Jonathan having been

given to Saul's eldest son, after Saul's

communications with Samuel, more

especially since Said himself had
'

prophesied
'

amidst the company of

Prophets, x.10, in other words, had

joined in chanting their Psalms, in

which, most probably, the Name itself,

Jehovah, occurred.

454. We next meet with the name

of Ahiah,
' the son of Ahitub, Ichabod's

brother,' xiv.3. Ichabod, we are told,

was born at a time when all Israel

already
' knew that Samuel was estab-

lished to be a Prophet of Jehovah,'

iv.20, when, therefore, Samuel was

grown up to manhood. We have no

means of knowing how much older

Ahitub was than his brother
;
but we

may assume that he was not much

older, and was, consequently, in the

generation junior to that of Samuel,
of about the same age, in fact, as

Samuel's own sons. From the close

relations, in which Samuel lived with

Eli and his family, it can scarcely
be doubted that both Ahitub and

Ichabod, after their parents' death,

came much under his influence. pro-

bably were trained up by himself. Thus
it is easy to account for Ahitub also

giving to his son a name compounded
with the new word Jehovah, and a

name which has a strange resemblance

to that of Samuel's younger son. That

was Abiah,
' Jehovah is my father

'

;

this is Ahiah or, rather, Akhiah,
' Jehovah is my brother,' for, strange
as it may appear, this seems to be the

only meaning that can be assigned to

the word.

455. After this we meet with E/iab,

xvi.6, and Adrift, xviii.19 : and then

we have Jbab, xxvi.6, son of Zeruiak,
David's sister, lCh.ii.16, both of which

names are compoitnded with Jehovah.

Supposing Zeruiah to have been even

ten years older than her youngest
brother, David, still, at the time of her

birth, Samuel's two sons, with the

sacred Name mixed up in their names,
were already old enough to have been

set as judges over Israel. And, if her

name contained Jehovah, it is natural

enough that her son's should contain it.

He may, in fact, have been called Joab

in imitation of his uncle's name E/iab.

456. In 2Samuel we have several

names compounded with Jehovah. We
find fourteen compounded with El, viz.

Phaitirt!, iii.15, four of David's sons,

E/ishua, v. 15, EMshama, E/iada, E/ipha-

let, a. 16, Ammir/, xvii.27, E^eazar,

xxiii.9, Kabzer/, the nameof aplace,i'.20.
Asahel and E/hanan, v.2A, E/ika, .25,

E/iahba, v.32, Efiphelet and E/iam, v.Si.
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But there are also eleven names com-

pounded with Jehovah, viz. Adonijah
and Shephatia^, David's fourth and fifth

eons, iii.4, Jedidiah, a name given to

Solomon, xii.25, Jbnadab, David's ne-

phew, xiii.3, .Jonathan,the son of Abia-

thar, xv.27. Bend/ah, Jehoi&da, and

Jt'Aoshaphat, xx.23,24, another Benaiah,
xxiii. 30, Jonathan, w.32, and Uriah the

Hittite, w.39. These seem all to have
been younger men than David, and of

about the same age as his eldest son,

except Jehoiada, the father of Benaiah,
who may have been about the age of

David.

457. Thus we see that, in the time
of David's manhood, it was not an un-
usual thing for parents to give their

children names compounded with Je-

hovah. Since, therefore, wherever lists

of names occur in the Pentateuch, we
do not find a single name of this kind

(except, as before, Joshua and Jochebed),
it would seem that the author or

authors, to whom such lists are due,
could hardly have lived in a much later

age than this. On the other hand,

since, in David's earlier Psalms, nay,
even in his '

last words,' we have had
clear evidence, as it seems to us, that

the name Jehovah was, at the time of

his writing, not in such free popular
use as the name Elohim, we infer that

all the Jehovistic portions of the Pen-
tateuch were written after the time of

David, or, at least, not before the latter

part of his life.

458. Thus, then, even if it were
conceivable that Moses should have
written a story, about matters in which
he was personally concerned, involving
such contradictions, exaggerations, and

impossibilities, as we have already had
before us, yet the fact above noticed

would alone be decisive against such a

supposition. The great body of the

Pentateuch, and all the other historical

books which follow it, could not have
been compiled until the Name Jehovah
was in common popular use, and that,

as we believe, was not till after, at all

events, the middle of David's reign.
459. Whereas, on the other hand, the

Elohistic portions of the Pentateuch,
which appear to have been composed,
when the Name Jehovah was not in

common use, and with the very pur-

pose of commending it to popular ac-

ceptation, must have been written

during, or shortly before, the earlier

part of David's life, when that word
was only occasionally employed by him.
Hence we may, with very good reason,
abide by our supposition that they were

written, very probably by the hand, or,

at least, under the direction, and cer-

tainly in the time of Samuel.
460. And so writes Hahtmann, His-

torisch-Kritische Forschungen,p. 1 57:

If all these phenomena lead us to assume a
mutual relation between Phoenicia and Pales-
tine in reference to religion, it cannot be
deemed improbable to assume that the name
Jehovah was derived from the same source,
but was stamped with a peculiar, sacred, mean-
ing, through its connection with the holiest
ideas. If this conjecture is well-founded, then
this name, at the earliest, can only have been
transplanted into the religious language of
the Israelites, in the age of David.

461. Hengstenbeeg, i.277, disposes
of the above important point, in a note
as follows :

' What Von Bohlen has adduced, in favour
of his scheme of the first

' Rise of Jehovahism'
in the days of David and Solomon, scarcely de-
serves the name of argument (!). He appeals
to Proper Names compounded with Jehovah,
which first came into use contemporaneously
with, or else after, the days of David. Every
one immediately thinks of Joshua ; and Voir
Bohlen does not forget, but naturally avails
himself of, the fact, that he was originally
called Hoshea. This is, indeed, correct

; but,
if the name of Joshua was not a product of
the Mosaic age, if it had not been given him,
as the Pentateuch informs us, by Moses him-
self, how did it obtain universal acceptance
among the people? It would be carrying
mythical notions to an extravagant length to
maintain that the nation had never retained
the right name of their distinguished com-
mander-in-chief, that he received a new
name in the age of David or Solomon.'
Ans. According to our view, Joshua was

only a mythical or, perhaps, legendary per-
sonage, whose second name, compounded with
Jehovah, certainly originated in an age not
earlier than that of Samuel. At all events,
there is no evidence that this new name teas

popularised, that it ever did ' obtain universal

acceptance,' that Joshua ever was a well-

known, popular hero. His name is never
once mentioned in the later history, or by any
one of the Psalmists or Prophets, except in a
reference to the book of Joshua, lK.xvi.34.

' Yet let us now turn from what the author

thought to that which escaped him, who so

often asserted without examining, and that
with inconceivable confidence. No small num-
ber of Proper Names, in the times preceding
David, are compounded at the beginning with
Jehovah. Thus Jochebed the mother of Moses,
whose name certainly was not (?) of later
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formation, Joash, the father of Gideon, Jo-

thara, Gideon's youngest son, Jonathan, Priest

of the Danltes in the time of the Judges,
another Jonathan, lCh.ii.32, and so several

more [but only in the Chronicles.] Besides

these, there are those names that stand on the

same footing, which have an abbreviated Je-

hovah at the end, as Moriah, Ahijah, the son

of Becher, the grandson of Benjamin [in

Chronicles], Bithiah [in Chronicles], &c.'

Ans. We have already considered all these

instances, that of Jochebed (30S), Joash and

Jotham, as well as Micah, not mentioned by
Hexgstenberg (432), Jonathan (433-442),
Moriah (chap, ix), and the Chronicler's names

(309-312), and we have seen that not one of

them really militates against our theory.
' Thus much, however, is correct, that names

compounded with Jehovah become much more

frequent from the time of Samuel. [This is

true according to the more authentic history,
but not according to the Chronicler, who makes
them quite as numerous long before the time

of Moses.] But this lends no support to Von
Bohlen's view, and is easily explicable from
facts, which the accredited history presents to

us. Owing to the prevalent view in Israel of

the close correspondence of names and things,
it could not be otherwise than that the power-
ful theocratic excitement in the times of

Samuel and David would create a demand for

the composition of Proper Names with the
theocratic name of God, Jehovah

, and, what
at first proceeded from living reasons, would
in aftertimes (which leant upon that period,
so splendid both externally and internally)
be adopted from standing usage. What an
effect the state of the public mind has on
names has been exemplified clearly among
ourselves by the relation of names, in an age
of unbelief, to those of the preceding believing
times. Since the Proper Names, compounded
with Jehovah, had not yet had sufficient time
to become naturalised, and since, in the period
of the Judges, only a few living roots were in

existence from which such names could be

formed [how can this be said, if there were
so many names in the Mosaic age compounded
with Elohim (303, 304) ?], we might expect
beforehand not to find them very numerous
at that time.'

Ans. But, according to the Chronicles, we
do find them common enough from the time
of Jacob downward. Setting aside, however,
the Chronicler's statement as manifestly ficti-

tious, we agree with Hexgstenberg, (though
looking at the matter from a very different

point of view), that the '

powerful theocratic

movement, in the times of Samuel,' did ' create
a demand for such names,' which, according
to our view, that same age originated ;

and
thus we also oelieve with him that such
names had not yet had

'
sufficient time to be-

come naturalised.'

462. We have thus something like

firm ground to stand upon, as the

result of this inquiry, and can at once
account for many of the strange phe-
nomena, which we observe in the

Pentateuch. The earliest portions of

it, including the account of the Exodus

itself, or rather, as we shall see, the

first scanty sketch of it, were written

four hundred years, at least, after the

supposed time of the Exodus, three

hundred of which, according to the

story, passed amidst the stormy and

disorderly period of the Judges, which
can only be compared with the worst

times of Anglo-Saxon England.
463. The chronology, indeed, of the

Judges is, notoriously, very confused and

contradictory ;
and it is quite possible

that a much shorter space of time than

three hundred years may really have

elapsed since the movement took place,

which, as we believe, lay at the basis

of the Elohistic narrative. During
that period, however, it seems very un-

likely that any historical records were

written, or, if written, were preserved,

preserved by whom ? Later writers,

at all events, mention no historians of

earlier date than Samuel, Nathan,
and Gad; so that whoever wrote the

Book of Judges wrote, most probably,
from the mere legends and traditions

of the people.
464. Thus, then, it is not necessary

to suppose that the narrative of Samuel
is a pure fiction, an invention of the

Prophet's own imagination, in short,

merely a '

pious fraud.' It is very

possible that there may have been, as

we have said, floating about in the

memories of the Hebrew tribes, many
legendary stories of their ancestors, and

of former great events in their history,

how they once fled in a large body
out of Egypt, under an eminent leader,

such as Moses, how they had been

led through that 'great and terrible

wilderness,' had encamped under the

dreadful Mount, with its blackened

peaks and precipices, as if they had
been burnt with fire (74), how they
had lost themselves in the dreary waste,

and struggled on through great suffer-

ings, and many died, but the rest fought
their way at last into the land of

Canaan, and made good their footing

among the tribes which they found

there, by whom they were called

Hebrews, that is, people who had
' crossed

'

the Jordan, or, perhaps, the

Euphrates.
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465. In fact, precisely the same ex-

pression is used by the natives of Natal
in speaking of those Zulus who from
time to time have been driven by fear,
or have migrated for other reasons,
from their native land lying to the
north of the British colony, and 'crossed'

the large frontier river, the Tugela,
into the Natal district, either before or

after it came under British rule. It is

quite customary to speak of them, simply
as abawelayo, 'people who have crossed,'

or, perhaps, the movement may be
more closely defined,

' who crossed with

Umpande,' or whoever the principal

person may have been.

466. It is conceivable that the recol-

lections of that terrible march may
have left indelible traces on the minds
of the people, and may thus have been

exaggerated, as is the case with legends
generally, while circulated in their talk,
and passed on by word of mouth, from
sire to son, in the intervening age. In
this way, natural facts may have been

magnified into prodigies, and a few
thousands multiplied into two millions
of people. It is quite possible that the

passage of the Red Sea, the manna, the

quails, and other miracles, may thus
have had a real historical foundation,
as will be shown more fully in our
critical review of the different Books
of the Pentateuch.

467. And Samuel may have desired
to collect these legends, as far as pos-
sible, and make them the basis of a nar-

rative, by which he, being dead, might
yet speak to them with a Prophet's voice,

and, while rejected by them himself, as
a ruler, might yet be able patriotically to

help forward their civil and religious
welfare under kingly government, and
more especially under the rule of his

favourite David, whose deep religious

feeling accorded with his own senti-

ments so much more fully than the

impetuous, arbitrary, character of Saul.
His annual journeys of assize, when
' he went from year to year in circuit to
Bethel, and Gilgal, and Mizpeh, and judged
Israel in all those places,' lS.vii.16,

would have given himgoodopportunities
for gathering such stories, as well as for

knowing thoroughly the different parts
and places of the country to which such

legends were attached. He may have

spent a great part of his life, especially
the latter part of it since Saul came to
the throne (277), and he was himself
relieved from the cares of government,
in the elaboration of such a work as

this, filling up from his own mind, we
may conceive, the blanks left in such

legendary accounts, and certainly im-

parting to them their high religious tone
and spiritual character.

CHAPTER XVIII.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

468. The preceding investigations
have led us to the conclusion that the
Pentateuch most probably originated,

humanly speaking, in a noble effort of
one illustrious man, in an early age of
the Hebrew history, to train his people
in the fear and faith of the Living God.
For this purpose he appears to have

adopted the form of a history, based

upon the floating legends and traditions
of the time, filling up the narrative, we
may believe, perhaps, to a large ex-

tent, out of his own imagination, where
those traditions failed him. In a yet
later day, though still, probably, in the
same age, and within the same circle of

writers, the work thus begun, which
was, perhaps, left in a very unfinished

state, was taken up, as we suppose, and
carried on in a similar spirit, by other

prophetical or priestly writers. To
Samuel, however, we ascribe the Elo-
histic story, which forms the ground-
work of the whole, though comprising,
as we shall show hereafter, but a very
small portion of the present Pentateuch
and book of Joshua.

469. But, in order to realise to our-
selves in some measure the nature of
such a work, as that which we here
ascribe to Samuel, we may imagine
such a man as Asser, in the time of

King Alfred, sitting down to write an
accurate account of events, which had
happened four centuries before, when
different tribes of Saxons, under Hen-
gist and Horsa, and other famous

leaders, the old Saxons, Angles,
Jutes, &c, all kindred tribes, came
over the sea at different times, in larger
csr smaller bodies, and took possession of
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the land of Britain. Yet Samuel's

sources of information, for the compo-
sition of such a history, must have

been far less complete than those which

the Anglo-Saxon author would hare had

before him, when writing was so com-

mon, and, midway between the times

of Hengist and Alfred, Venerable Bede
had composed his history. The Saxon

Chronicler, however, has no difficulty

in filling up a genealogy, and traces up
that of Alfred through Odin and his

progenitors to

Bedwick, who was the son of Sceaf, who
was the son of Noah ; he was born in Noah's
Ark! Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Bonn's Ed. p.350.

470. In short, the same must be said

of these old Hebrew annals as has been

so justly observed of the records of our

Anglo-Saxon times, (Pearson, Early
and Middle Ages of England, p. 52) :

These narratives, even stripped of palpable
additions, are clearly not quite historical . .

The three hundred thousand Saxons of the
British account are like the three keels of the
Saxon narrative, a mythical number, under-

lying, perhaps, a real national division. More-
over, the dates assigned to the battles occur

suspiciously at regular intervals of eight years.
Now eight was a sacred number among the
Saxons. It is probable, therefore, that the
whole chronology of the war was constructed
in the ninth century, or whenever the Saxon
Chronicle was written. But this uncertainty
as to details, and numbers, and dates, throws an
air of doubt over the whole history.

471. It would seem that large ad-

ditions were made to this unfinished

historical sketch of Samuel by his dis-

ciples, such as Nathan and Gad, or

by some other prophetical or priestly
writers of that and the following age ;

and these included the principal Jeho-

vistic portions of Genesis, as well as

the greater part of the present books of

Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers. But

though, as we believe, these portions of

thePentateuch were written in that age,
the history, when carefully examined,

gives no sign of the Pentateuch itself

being in existence in the age of Samuel,
David, or Solomon, much less of the
Levi ical laws being in full operation,
known, honoured, revered, obeyed, even

quoted or referred to, as the contents
of a book, believed to be Mosaic and
Divine, would certainly have been, at

least, by the most pious persons of the

day. We shall have occasion hereafter

fully to discuss this question, and see

how far the actual historical facts,

which may be gathered from the books
of Samuel and Kings, and the writings
of the Prophets, tend to confirm the

above conclusions.

472. I must now, in conclusion, take

account of two classes of objections,
which will undoul itedly be made to the

above results. First, it will be said,
' You will have us then believe that

Samuel, Nathan, &c, were after all

diceivers, who palmed upon their own

countrymen, in the first instance, a

gross fraud, which from that time to

this has been believed to be the true

Word of the Living God.' As one of

my friends has observed,
' I would

rather believe that two and two make
five, than that such a man as Samuel
could possibly have been guilty ot so

foul an offence against the laws of re-

ligious truth and common morality.'
473. I address myself here to those

who believe that they are bound to use

their faculties of mind, as well as of

body, in the service of the God who
gave them, and that they cannot truly

glorify God by setting up a falsehood,
and bowing down and worshipping an
idol of their own making, though it be
in the form of a Book, the best of books,
which they believe to reflect the very
image of the Divine Mind. And to such
as these I reply, in the first place,

'
It is

not /, who require you to abandon the or-

dinary notion of the Mosaic authorship
and antiquity of the Pentateuch. It is

the Tkuth itself which does so.' It is

impossible, as it appears to me, after

a due consideration of the evidence,
which has been brought forward in these

pages independently of that which
will be set before the reader hereafter,
if God spare me strength for the work

to maintain any longer that notion.

474. I believe that God calls upon us
now in this age, in His Providence, as
He did in the days of the Reformation,
or of the first publication of Christi-

anity, to make a complete revision of

our religious views in this respect. And
I believe that we shall best serve Him
by giving ourselves reverently and de-

voutly, but piously and faithfully,
with a humble dependence on His help,
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and a calm and fearless trust in His

guidance, to the consideration of this

great question of our day. It was said

to them of old,
* Thou shalt love Jehovah thy God with all

thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength,' D.vi.5.

It is Christianity which adds,
and with all thy mind, and thy neighbour as

thyself,' Lu. x. 27

ard which teaches us also that from the
' Father of Lights

'

cometh '

every good
and perfect gift,' Ja.i.17, and that He
holds us responsible for using them
all.

475. A true Christian, then, is not

at liberty to lay aside, as inconvenient

or discomforting, any single fact of

science, whether of critical or historical

research, or of any other kind which

God in His gracious Providence is

pleased to bring before him. He dares

not bury this talent in a napkin, and

go about his business, in his own way,
as if he had never heard it, as if it

were nothing. He is bound to turn it

to account in the service of his Great

Creator, to consider carefully how far

it is true, and to what extent it must,

therefore, interfere with notions, which
he had already, perhaps, registered as

certainties, but upon insufficient evi-

dence. This duty is laid especially on

those who have received gifts of other

kinds, education, leisure, opportunity,
and it may be, from peculiar circum-

stances, a special call for the work,
which many of their fellowmen have

not, and which place them in more

prominent positions, as leaders and

guides of others.

476. We are hound, then, to consider

carefully what are the facts, with re-

spect to the composition of the Penta-

teuch, which a close critical investi-

gation of the different books reveals to

us. But here, in the next place, it is

possible that a very wrong estimate

may be formed on some points by a

hasty judgment, from the conclusions

to which our enquiry hitherto has led

us, more especially with regard to the

conduct and moral character of Samuel.
There is not, as has been said repeatedly

already, the slightest reason to believe

that the whole story is a pure fiction

that there was no residence of the

Israelites in Egypt, no deliverance out

of it,

477. Upon consideration of the whole

question, it is impossible not to feel

that some real movement out of Egypt
in former days must lie at the base of

the Elohistic story. It is almost incon-

ceivable that such a narrative should

have been written by Samuel, or any-
one else, without some real tradition

giving the hint for it, What motive,
for instance, could the writer have had
for taking his people down into Egypt,
representing them as miserable slaves

there, and bringing them out of Egypt
into Canaan, unless he derived it from

legendary recollections of some former
residence of the Hebrews in Egypt
under painful circumstances, and of

some great deliverance?

478. If then, some centuries it may
be, after such an event, a great mind,
like that of Samuel, devoted itself to ga-

thering up the legendary reminiscences

of this great movement, which still

survived among his people, greatly
modified, no doubt, exaggerated, and

distorted, as they were passed on from

age to age in the popular talk, and if

to these records of their national prime
he endeavoured to give unity and sub-

stance, by connecting them into a con-

tinuous narrative, and fixing them down
in written words for the use of his

countrymen, is there anything immoral
and dishonest in such an act, whether
it be viewed from a merely literary, or

a strictly religious, point of view,

provided only that we do not insist

upon fastening upon the writer our own
modern notions of what he actually

did, and what he intended and really

professed to do ?

479. Thus, if our view be correct, as

to the true origin of the first sketch of

the story of the Exodus, we shall be

very far indeed from characterising the

act of Samuel, at all events, as an
'

impudent fraud.' Rather, the person
of the aged Seer will loom out from
those ancient times with a grandeur
and distinctness more remarkable than

ever. Like our own king Alfred, he
will have in that case to be regarded
as the great regenerator of his people,
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a model himself of intellectual activity
and vigour, of patriotic zeal and reli-

gious earnestness. Viewed in this light,

the Elohistic narrative must be received

with the respect and admiration of all

ages, even if regarded only as a mere
work of genius. Still more will it de-

mand our veneration as containing the

records of true religion in its earliest

developments, and as having ministered

so largely, in God's Providence, to the

religious education of mankind.
480. It is true that the Elohist has

set the example of introducing in his

narrative the Divine Being Himself, as

conversing with their forefathers and

imparting laws to Moses, though not,

indeed, the minute directions of the

ceremonial laws in Leviticus and Num-
bers

;
for these, as we believe, are all

due to later writers. But, in this re-

spect, he has only acted in conformity
with the spirit of his age, and of his

people, which recognised, in their com-
mon forms of language, a direct Divine

interference with the affairs of men.
The case, indeed, would have been

different, if the writer had stated that

these Divine communications had been
made to himself, that God had spoken
to him, in his own person, instead of to

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and had
revealed laws to him instead of to

Moses. It would have been different

also, if he had claimed, for all he wrote,
DivineInfallibility, if'he had professed
to have received these early records of

the race by special inspiration, so that

every part of the story which he re-

corded must be received with unques-
tioning faith as certainly true.

481. But there is not the slightest
reason to suppose that the first writer

of the story in the Pentateuch ever

professed to be recording infallible

truth, or even actual, historical, truth.

He wrote certainly a narrative. But
what indications are there that he

published it at large, even to the

people of his own time, as a record of

matter-of-fact, veracious, history? Why
may not Samuel have composed this

narrative for the instruction and im-

provement of his pupils, from which
it would gradually find its way, no

doubt, more or less freely, among the

people at large, without ever pre-

tending that it was any other than an

historical experiment, an attempt to

give them some account of the early
annals of their tribes ? In later days,
it is true, this ancient work of Samuel's

came to be regarded as infallibly

Divine. But was it so regarded in the

writer's days, or in the ages immediately

following ?

482. On the contrary, we find no

sign of the Mosaic Law being venerated,

obeyed, or even known, in many of its

most remarkable features, till a much
later time in the history. We shall

enter into a full examination of this

point hereafter, and show the very

strong corroboration which our views

derive from this consideration. For

the present it may be sufficient to note

that even the Ten Commandments,
which one would have supposed would

have been, as it were, household words

in Israel, are never once quoted by any
one of the Psalmists or Prophets. The
Levites are only once mentioned in the

Psalms, Ps.cxxxv.20, and once in (the

later) Isaiah, lxvi.21, thrice in one

chapter of Jeremiah, xxxiii.18,21,22,

and in no other of the Prophets before

the Captivity. Aaron is mentioned

once only, by all the Prophets, Mic.vi.

4 ; Moses is named twice only before

the Captivity, Jer.xv.l, Mic.vi.4, and

referred to, though not named, in Hos.

xii. 1 3
;
Joshua is not mentioned by

them at all.

483. But, if we will lay aside our

own modern notions, of what Samuel

ought to have been, and what he ought
to have done, and merely regard him
as a great statesman and lawgiver, im-

bued from his childhood with deep

religious feelings, and having early
awakened in him the strong conviction

of the distinct Personal Presence of

the Living God, if we think of him
as anxiously striving to convey the

momentous truth, with which his own

spirit was quickened, to the young men
of his school, whom he had taken into

closer intimacy with himself, and whom
he hoped to influence for the permanent
welfare of the whole community, then

the measures, which we suppose him
to have taken for the purpose, will
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appear to be very natural, and quite

undeserving to be styled an 'impudent
fraud.'

484. As we have said, the notion of

his adopting this plan, of referring the

institutions, which he wished to enforce,

to the direct revelation of the Divine

Being, though he did not profess to

have received them himself, but repre-
sented them as made of old to the

fathers or leaders of the Hebrew people,
to Abraham or Moses, is quite at

variance with the traditionary view of

the Divine origin and Infallible autho-

rity of this part of the Scriptures, and
with the modern conceptions which are

formed of the nature of Inspiration and
the proper aim and object of Scripture
writers. But the results of our investi-

gations compel us to the conclusion that

either Samuel himself, or some other

devout writer of that age, did adopt it.

485. In this, however, there is

nothing inconsistent with the belief

that Samuel was a true man, a true

servant of the Living God, in whose
Name he spoke, and of whom he wit-

nessed. Such Divine communications

have been imagined by men of most
devout and reverent minds, actuated by
the highest and holiest motives, in all

ages, whetherwe consider the speeches
ascribed to the Divine Being in the

poems of Milton, or those which we find

introduced in the Book of Enoch, a

Book which is quoted as authentic in

the Canonical Epistle of St. Jude, or

that grand address which is put into

the mouth of Jehovah himself in the

Book of Job, xxxviii-xli, which few,

probably, will maintain to have been

literally uttered 'out of the whirlwind,'
even though believing that the writer

of the Book of Job composed this mag-
nificent poem under special Divine In-

spiration.
486. There is nothing therefore to

prevent our believing that Samuel also,

or the Elohist, whoever he may have

been, was ' moved by the Holy Ghost,'
while he strove to teach his people, by
the examples of their forefathers, set

before them in a life-like story, full of

moral and religious significance, though
not historically true, the duty of fear-

ing God, and trusting in Him, and

loving and serving Him. There is

nothing to prevent our receiving the

narrative as bringing to us lessons of

like significance, as being 'profitable
for doctrine, reproof, correction, and
instruction in righteousness.'

487. With Abraham, we too may be
called to go forth, at the voice of Truth
which is God's voice, into a strange land

which we know not. but where He will

assuredly meet with us and bless us, or

to be ready to sacrifice, if need be, at the

bidding of the same supreme authority,
some dear object of our hope- perhaps,
some cherished tenet of our faith

'

ac-

counting that God is able to raise it up,
even from the dead,' to give us a

brighter hope, and a surer ground of

confidence in His Faithfulness and

Love, than ever. Or, again, with Moses,
we may have to be taught to stand

before the gulf of difficulty, when the

path of duty lies plainly forward, but

there seems no passage in front, no way
of escape to the right or to the left, and
then to be able to say,
' Fear not, stand still, and ye shall see thtt

salvation of God.'

488. These particular acts may never

have occurred : but similar acts have oc-

curred, and are occurring daily. And
these stand forth in the Mosaic narra-

tive, as, indeed, does the whole march

through the wilderness, as records of

the writcj's experience in the past, and

types of the daily experience of man-
kind. In short, the Elohistic nar-

rative may be regarded as a series of
'

parables,' based, as we have said, on

legendary facts, though not historically

true, but pregnant with holy instruc-

tion for all ages.
489. We might have wished, indeed,

that it were possible for us to suppose
that the account of the revelation of the

Name Jehovah, in E.vi, was also based

upon legendary matter of fact, that

there were any clear signs of the exis-

tence of the word among the Hebrew
tribes in an earlier age than that of

Samuel. But the truth compels us to ad-

mit that there seems to be no such indi-

cations. On the contrary, the evidence

before us appears to tend in the opposite

direction, to fix the introduction of the

Name as having occurred in the age,
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and, therefore, we must suppose, by the

act of Samuel. It should be borne in

mind, however, that we very probably
import into that Name, Jehovah, in

the present day, a fulness and depth of

meaning, which the Seer himself did

not ascribe to it. In his mind, it was

only the expression of the idea of the

Living God, the God of Israel, in oppo-
sition to the dead idols of the heathen.

490. If Samuel had once set the ex-

ample of this mode ofcomposing the early

history of the Hebrew people, it would,
of course, be most easy and natural

for his disciples in a later age to follow

him, more especially if, as might very

naturally happen, the unfinished manu-

script was left in their hands by their

dying master, with the permission, or

even the injunction, to complete and

perfect it to the best of their power.
The establishment of the Divine
Service at the Tabernacle in David's

time, and at the Temple in Solomon's,
would give occasion for additions to be

made of a ceremonial and ritualistic

character
; and, perhaps, for a succes-

sion of years, such accretions might
grow to the original document in the

hands of the Priests. Yet is there no

sign that the laws thus laid down were

published for general information, and

actually enforced by the best of kings,
or obeyed by those kings themselves or

by the most devout of their people.
491. The Levitical laws seem rather

to have served as a kind of directory
for the Priests in the discharge of their

duties in the Temple ;
and supplied in-

formation, we may suppose, for the

instruction of pious worshippers, as in

the command for a woman after child-

birth to bring a lamb and a young
pigeon or turtle-dove, L.xii.6, or in that

for a poor man, after recovery from

leprosy, to bring
' two turtle-doves or

two young pigeons' L.xiv.22, a com-
mand which is expressly laid down, as

for the camp in the wilderness, i>.3,8, but
which plainly betrays its character, as

a law laid down in later days, by pre-

scribing this act, which was imprac-
ticable in the wilderness.

492. In this form, the roll of the

Mosaic story seems to have lain for

nearly four centuries, kept, it may be,

in the Temple archives, in the posses-
sion of the Priests, and referred to,

perhaps, occasionally, when information

was desired, or an addition was to be
made to it. But we find no tokens in

the writings of the Prophets of that age,
of any such familiar acquaintance with

the contents of this ancient document,
as would imply that it was well known
and devoutly studied, even by them,
much less by the people, though, ac-

cording to the laws of the Pentateuch,

every king was to copy it with his own
hand, D.xvii.18, and it was to be read

publicly every seven years to the whole
assembled people at the Feast of Taber-

nacles, D.xxxi.10-13. On the contrary,
in Josiah's days, as we learn from

2K.xxii, the pious king himself, as well

as the people, was taken wholly by sur-

prise by the discovery of the ' Book of

the Law '

in the Temple, and evidently
was in complete ignorance of the nature

of its contents, before he heard them.

493. But, some one, perhaps, may
now say,

' Do you then take from us
God's Word, the Bible ?' I must reply

again,
' Whatever is done, it is not /,

but the Tkuth, which does it.' If the

arguments, which I have advanced, are

not really founded upon Truth, let

them be set aside and thrown to the

winds; but, if they are, we dare not,
as servants of God, do this we are

bound to hear and to obey the Truth.
494. It may be then rather, it is, as

I believe undoubtedly the fact, that
God Himself, by the power of the

Truth, will take from us in this age the
Bible as an idol, which we have set up
against His Will, to bow down to it

and worship it. But, while He takes

it away thus with the one hand, does
He not also restore it to us with the

other, not to be put into the place of

God, and served with idolatrousworship,
but to be reverenced as a Book, the
best of books, the work of living men
like ourselves, of men, I mean, in

whose hearts the same human thoughts
were stirring, the same hopes and fears

were dwelling, the same gracious Spirit
was operating, three thousand years
ago, as now ?

495. Is it nothing to know and feel

I 2
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this, that in those remote ages our
fellow-men breathed the same spiritual
breath as we do now, lived the same

spiritual life, and dreaded, as the conse-

quence and judgment of sin, the same

spiritual death ? Is it nothing to know
that whether Adam sinned or not, by
eating the forbidden fruit in Paradise,
whether Noah and his family were
saved in the Ark or not, whether the
cities of the plain were destroyed for

their sins or not, yet in the minds of
our fellow-men, whoever wrote those
stories of old, there was as deep and
true a conviction of the evil of sin, and
its bitter, terrible, consequences, as we
have now ?

496. Andon the other hand, is there

no solid comfort in knowing that, to

the minds of pious men in those days,
as well as now, it was revealed that the
heaven and the earth were the work of

the great Creator, that the blessed light
came forth by the Word of God, and
man himself was made in his Maker's

image ? Do we not feel the bonds of

our common humanity drawn yet more

closely around us, when we see that in

those days, as now, the Presence of God
Himself was realised as near to every
faithful soul, ready to strengthen, com-

fort, bless, or, if need be, to chasten,

nay, that to their eyes, as to ours, the

gracious signs of nature were whisper-

ing of a bond between earth and

heaven, and the bright beauty of the

rainbow after the storm, the simple
fact that, notwithstanding all our sins,

God still gives us power to see and en-

joy His Goodness, was regarded as

a pledge of the continuance of His

loving care for His creatures, an assur-

ance of forgiveness and peace ?

497. In this way, I repeat, the Bible

becomes to us a human book, in which
the thoughts of other hearts are opened
to us, of men who lived in the ages

long ago, and in circumstances very
different from ours. And, for those

who devoutly study it in this spirit,

there will be ever-increasing joy and

consolation, in beholding how the face

of man answereth to face, under the

teaching of the self-same Spirit, how
the heart of the human race is really
one in its religious consciousness, in

its 'feeling after God,' in its deep
desires, which nothing of this world
can satisfy, in its sense of sin, which
can only be relieved by confession andre-

pentance, in its assurance of fatherly,

forgiving mercy, when sin is confessed

and forsaken.
' When I kept silence, my bones waxed old,

through my roaring all the day long ; I ac-

knowledged my sin unto Thee, and mine ini-

quity have I not hid. I said, I will confess

my transgressions unto the Lord, and Thou
forgavest the iniquity of my sin.' Ps.xxxii.

3,5.

498. Is, then, the Bible to be read
like any other common book ? In one

sense, yes. It is to be read, like any
other book, with the '

understanding
'

as

well as with the '

heart.' We must not

blindly shut our eyes to the real history
of the composition of this book, to the

legendary character of its earlier por-
tions, to the manifest contradictions

and impossibilities, which rise up at

once, in every part of the story of the

Exodus, if we persist in maintaining
that it is a simple record of historical

facts. We must regard it, then, as the

work of men, of fellow-men, like our-

selves, fighting the same good fight, on
the side of God, and His Truth, against
all manner of falsehood and evil, though
fighting in their own primitive way,
and without the light of that Christian

teaching, which shines upon our war-
fare of to-day, and makes many things

plain and clear to our eyes, which to

them were still dark and uncertain.

499. But then, on the other hand, we
must study the Bible with the heart, as

well as with the mind. The Bible is

not itself
'

God's Word,' but assuredly
' God's Word '

will be heard in the

Bible, by all who will humbly and de-

voutly listen for it. As the Greeks
have been endowed by the ' Father of

Lights
'

with those special gifts in art

and science and literature, which have
made the works of their great masters

in all ages the models for the imitation of

mankind, as the Roman has been dis-

tinguished in matters of lawand govern-
ment, and other nations have had their

own peculiar endowments, for the com-
mon welfare of the race, so, too, has

the Hebrew mind had its own special

gift from God.
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500. For, while showing itself singu-

larly defective in ancient days, (though
with many grand exceptions in later

times,) with respect to all matters of

science, art, literature, and general poli-

tics, yet has the Hebrew race been

quickened from the first, more than all

others, with higher spiritual life, and
endued with special gifts for the pur-
pose of propagating that life to others.

Throughout the Scriptures is this won-
derful power exhibited, by which, with
a few simple words, the springs of life

within our own hearts are touched, and
the whole inner man is stirred, and we
'
taste the good Word of God, and the

powers of the world to come.' The

mighty voice of some great Prophet is

still heard delivering its burden of

righteous judgment and woe, against
the national sins of modern times, as

well as those of the days of old,
' Shall

I not visit for these things, saith the

Lord ? Shall not my soul be avenged
on such a nation as this ?

' The plain-
tive cries of some unknown Psalmist,
his meek resignation, his patient hope,

or, it may be, his song of praise and

thanksgiving, still find their echoes in

all true hearts, and are breathed afresh,

day by day, from a thousand lips, as

the most natural utterances of human
beings,

' in all times of their wealth,
in all times of their tribulation.'

501. Is it not thus, indeed, with us
all ? Do we not feel that there are

living words in the Bible, which come
home to us with a force, which no
multitude of signs or wonders can

strengthen, no diminution of them can

impair? And are we not sure that
those words, with which our spirits
have been fed from our youth up until

now, are quite independent of all the
results of criticism ? that, as Bishop
Thiriwaxl has said,
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The numbers, migrations, wars, battles,

conquests, and reverses of Israel have no-
thing in common with the teaching of

Christ, with the way of salvation, with the
fruits of the Spirit, they belong to a totally
different order of subjects, they are not to
be confounded with the spiritual revelations
contained in the Old Testament, much less

with that fulness of grace and truth which
came by Jesus Christ ?

502. Yes, truly, as it is written,

ffei.iv.12,

' The Word of God is quick and powerful,
and sharper than any two-edged sword, pierc-
ing even to the dividing asunder of soul and
spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
heart.'

Thank God! we have no need to
' examine the grounds,' and to '

weigh
the evidence

'

of miracle and pro-
phecy, in order to believe that in the
Bible we have a record of a Divine

Revelation, by which God's Word is

spoken to the heart of man. But then
the above apostolic description of the
Word of God cannot possibly be ap-
plied to the mere letter of the his-

tories in Genesis, or of the details of
the construction of the Tabernacle in

Exodus, or the minute directions for

sacrifice in Leviticus, or the records
of the numberings and marchings in

Numbers to the wars and conflicts in

Samuel and Kings, to the genealogies
in Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles.

503. I will here quote the words of
the excellent Dr. Geddes, a Roman
Catholic Divine, in his Critical Re-
marks (a.d. 1800), I. p. vi. :

The Gospel of Jesus is my religious code :

His doctrines are my dearest delight :
' His

yoke (to me) is easy, and His burden is light.'
But this yoke I would not put on, these
doctrines I could not admire, that Gospel I
would not make my law, if Reason, pure
Reason, were not my prompter and precep-
tress. I willingly profess myself a sincere,
though unworthy, disciple of Christ : Chris-
tian is my name, and Catholic niy surname.
Rather than renounce these glorious titles,
I would shed my blood ; but I would not
shed a drop of it for what is neither Catholic
nor Christian. Catholic Christianity I revere
whenever I find it, and in whatsoever sect it

dwells. But I cannot revere the loads of hay
and stubble, which have been blended with its

precious gems, and which still, in every sect
with which I am acquainted, more or less
tarnish or hide their lustre. I cannot revere
metaphysical unintelligible creeds, nor blas-

phemous confessions of faith. I cannot re-
vere persecution for the sake of conscience,
nor tribunals that enforce authority by fire

and faggot. I cannot revere formulas of faith
made the test of loyalty, nor penal laws made
the hedge of Church establishments. In short,
I cannot revere any system of religion, that,
for divine doctrines, teacheth the dictates of

men, and, by the base intermixture of ' human
traditions,' maketh ' the commandments of
God of none effect.' This I say even of Chris-
tian systems ; and shall I giant to systematic
Judaism what I deny to systematic Chris-
tianism ? Shall I disbelieve the pretended
miracles, the spurious deeds, the forged char-

ters, the lying legends, of the one, and give
full credit to those of the other ? May I,
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blameless, examine the works of the Chris-
tian doctors and historians by the common
rules of criticism, explode their sophistry,
combat their rash assertions, arraign them
of credulity, and even sometimes question
their veracity, and yet be obliged to con-
sider every fragment of Hebrew Scripture,
for a series of a thousand years, from Moses
to Malachi, every scrap of prophecy, poesy,
minstrelsy, history, biography, as the in-

fallible communications of Heaven, oracles
of Divine Truth ? Truly, this is to require
too much from credulity itself.

In the Hebrew Scriptures are many beau-
ties, many excellent precepts, much sound
morality, and they deserve the attentive

perusal of eveiy scholar, every person of

curiosity and taste. All those good things I

admit, and admire, and would equally ad-
mire them in the writings of Plato, Tully,
or JIarcus Antoninus. But there are other

things in great abundance, which I can nei-
ther admire nor admit, without renouncing
common sense, and superseding reason, a
sacrifice which I am not disposed to make,
for any writing in this world.

This language will, I doubt not, seem
strange to the systematic Christian, who has
founded his creed not upon reason or com-
mon sense, but on the prejudices of educa-

tion, who is a Papist at Rome, a Lutheran at

Leipsic, and a Calvinist at Geneva, a Prelatist
in England, and a Presbyterian in Scotland, a
Nestorian in Syria, in Armenia an Eutychian.
For such local nominal Christians my ' Re-
marks ' were not intended : they would spurn
them with zealous indignation. But, if there

be, as I trust there are, in each of those com-
munions, men who have learned to think for

themselves, in matters of faith as well as in
matters of philosophy, and who are not
Christians merely because they were born of

Christian parents, and bred up in Christian

principles, but because, on the most serious
and mature examination, they find Chris-

tianity a rational a most rational- religion,
to such I address myself with confidence, and
by such I expect to be listened to with patient
candour.
To such I would say It is time, it is full

time, that Christianity should learn to walk
alone, without Jewish leading-strings or Gen-
tile go-carts. It is time that the pure spi-
ritual religion of Jesus should throw aside
all the tawdry cumbersome load of exotic

ornaments, borrowed either from Judaism or

Paganism, from the temple of Jerusalem or
the temples of Jupiter, and reclothe herself
in the white spotless robes, in which she was
originally invested. It is time for her ra-
tional admirers to vindicate her chaste cha-
racter from the aspersions of her professed
enemies, and from the false praise of her

pretended friends ; for the false praise of her

pretended friends has been often more injn-
rious to her reputation than the obloquy of
her professed enemies ; or, rather, she has
had no enemies, but because her pretended
friends have exhibited her in a dress which
she disclaims and despises. Strip her at once
of this ungainly, meretricious garb ; restore
her to her primitive simplicity ; and she wii.
need only to be seen, to be admired, loved,
idolised 1

504. Reading the Bible in this

spirit, and believing that the Divine
Teacher has been all along, by secret

ways of His Wisdom, leading on
the human race into the clearer

light, into the further knowledge of

Himself, and of their relations to

Him, we receive the Hebrew Scrip-
tures as a gracious gift of God, which
He in His Providence has ' caused to

be written for our learning
'

in Divine

things. And the Hebrew race, it may
be with all their noble qualities, their

patient endurance under injuries, too
often practised upon them by Christian
men in the Name of God, their calm,
unshaken, trust in God's faithfulness,
their steadfast continuance in well-

doing, according to that Law which

they believe to be Divine, may have

yet a great part to act, and a great
work to do, in the regeneration of man-
kind. It may be that they, too, shall

shake off the superstitious belief of

ages, and, reverencing their Scriptures
for the living truths which they declared
to their forefathers, while other nations

layyetwrapt in the darkness of heathen-

ism, shall yield to the demands of
modern science, and give up the story
of the Pentateuch as a record of his-

torical fact. Then, also, may Mission-
aries of their race, as well as ours, go
forth, far and wide, as heralds of sal-

vation, ministering the '

glad tidings of

greatjoy for all people,' proclaiming with
free utterance the Name of the Living
God, whom their fathers ofold knew and

worshipped, telling the nations of His
Grace, His Truth, His Righteousness.
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APPENDIX TO PAET H.

It is possible if not, indeed, highly

probable that the mysterious Hebrew
name for the Deity, which in English
we pronounce

'

Jehovah,' is derived

from a Phoenician source. The irue

pronunciation of this name has long
been lost, the vowel-sounds of ' Jeho-

vah '

being merely those of the word,
which the Jews read instead of the

sacred name. But it occurs also as

Jah, Jahtj, or Jeho
;
and Diod. Sic.

says, ii.333,

It is said that among the Arimaspians
Zathraustes professed Miat the good divinity
had given him his laws . . . and that among
the Jews Moses made a similar claim with re-

spect to the Deity surnamed JAO.

So Clem. Alex, says, Strom.v.p.5Q2
He is called JAOU, which is interpreted to

mean 'Who is and who shall be.'

Now the ancient Phoenician language
was almost identical with the Hebrew,
as is very plainly shown by the series

of Phoenician inscriptions, recently

published from the British Museum.
And this fact, indeed, may be regarded
as one which is now admitted by all

competent scholars. But, this being
the case, it appears further that among
the Phoenicians JAO was the Greek ex-

pression for the mysterious name of

their great Deity, the Sun, regarded as

the Source of all Light and Life. He was
often called Baal, i.e. 'Master,' andAdon
or Adonis, i.e.

'

Lord,' (comp. the Heb.

Adonai (326)) ;
but the greatest name

of all, that which conveyed the highest
idea of his grandeur and dignity as the

Supreme Deity, was that represented in

Greek by JAO. Thus a famous oracle,

quoted by Maceobius, 8at.i.\%, says

It was right that the initiated should hide
the blessed mysteries ;

for in a little deceit

there is prudence and an adroit mind. Ex-

plain that JAO is the Highest God of all.

The other evidences of the existence of

this mysterious name are given at

length by Dr. Movers, in his Phoenicia,

rp.539-558 ;
and he sums up the result

of his investigation as follows :

JAO is the Sun-God at the different times
of the year, with the predominant idea of

Adonis, as the Harveot-Deity. In general,

however, he represents a complex tost of

nature-deities, whose powers he comprehends
in the meaning of his name, which was one
full of mystery, and, according to Sanchonia-
thon, was taught in the priestly mysteries by
the oldest Phoenician hierophants.

Dr. Movers does not himself derive

the Hebrew name from the Phoenician.

He thinks that the latter must have
been originally sounded Jakhveh=' He
makes to live

'

: whereas the former
he supposes, in common with most
modern critics, to have been sounded
Jahveh = either ' He makes to be,' or
' He is.' But, whatever may have been
the form and meaning of the Phoenician

name, it is plain that it must have been

very similar to the Hebrew, which is

expressed by the very same letters in

Greek, JAO. And, accordingly, we find

Phoenician proper names compounded
with Jah, just as in Hebrew, e.g. Ab~

daios, Joseph.c.^4/>.I.18, the name of
a Tyrian Suffete (or public officer),
which in Hebrew would be identical

with Obadiah, = ' Servant of Jah,' and
Bithias, Virg.1.738, = Bithiah, lCh.

iv.18, both of which names appear
also in Hebrew, with 'El' instead of
'

Jah,' in the forms Abdiel, Bethuel.
It seems, then, highly probable that

the Hebrews, soon after their entrance
into Palestine, may have adopted this

name, which must have come to their

ears, just as they notoriously adopted
the worship, and, no doubt, the names, of
so many of the '

lords many and gods
many^ of the tribes of Canaan

; comp.
Gideon's surname, Jerubbaa/, = 'Baal

contends,' Ju.vi.32, &c. ; David's Son,

i?aa/yadah, = ' Baal knows,' lCh.xiv.7,
for which we have .fiZyadah, 2S.V.16, &c.
And the common people, we must be-

lieve, worshipped JAO much after the
same fashion as the people of the

countryworshipped, with bloody andim-

pure rites. Thus even Jephthah could
offer his only daughteras a burnt-offering
to Jehovah, Ju.xi.31,39; and men and
women might even think of bringing the
rewards of whoredom and sodomy 'into

the house of Jehovah,' in fulfilment of

a 'vow' D.xxiii.18.
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Some of higher mind, however, such
as Samuel and his school of prophets,

divinely taught to look
' above nature

unto nature's God,' may have desired

to lift up this name, so august and full

of meaning, from the base usage to

which they saw it exposed, in the wor-

ship of the tribes of Canaan and their

own idolatrous fellow-countrymen, and
to consecrate it to a higher purpose, as

well fitted to express the Self-existent,

Eternal, Life-giving, Being, He Is or

He makes to be, and to be henceforward
the name of the Living God of Israel.

With this view the Elohistic document

may have been composed, in whatever

age it was written. For the Elohist,
who omits the name Jehovah in his

story, as not known to the patriarchs,
until he comes to record the revelation

of that name to Moses, must have had,

obviously, some special object in view
in so doing. And, since the narrative of

the Burning Bush and the revelation to

Moses must be regarded as unhistorical,

there seems every reason to believe that

it was written by one, who desired to

invest this name, not known to the

forefathers of the nation, but acquired

by them since they came out of Egypt,
with a high and holy character, and

a special solemnity.
In this way, also, may be explained,

perhaps, the singular fact, that, whereas

so many other names of heathen gods
are mentioned, as worshipped by the

tribes around and by the Israelites

copying their example Moloch and

Astarte, Baal and Ashera, Chemosh
and Rimmon, &c, yet no name like

to JAO is ever mentioned, as the great-
est name of the chief Phoenician Deity,

though the sacred writers must have

known of its existence. It would almost

seem as if they shrank from mixing up
with dead idols, the ' abominations

'

of

the heathen, a name which had now
been set apart and sanctified, in the

minds of all pious Israelites. The people
still, no doubt, for ages even down to

the time of the Captivity profaned
the name, just as the people of the land

did, in their common speech, and by the

licentious and cruel practices of their

worship. Nay, even for eighteen years
of Josiah's reign, there were vessels iD

the temple at Jerusalem made for Baal

(=the Sun, Adonis), 2K.xxiii.4; there
was an Ashera (E.V. 'grove,' but really
an obscene symbol) in the ' House of

Jehovah,' v.G, and 'houses of sodomites
'

by the ' House of Jehovah,' v.7, &c.
And during all this time those great

prophets of Judah and Israel, who had
been taught from above to glimpse at

the great truth, that
' God is a Spirit, and they that worship Him
must worship Him in spirit and in truth

'

had been striving with their perverse
and stobd fellow-countrymen, seeking
to raise their minds to higher views of

the Divine nature, and to teach them
to invest that Name, which they were

daily using as a common thing, with a

high spiritual meaning.
Just so in Zululand we are now

teaching the natives to invest their own
name for the Supreme Being, Unkulun-

hvlu, = 'The Great-Great-One,' with a

higher, more spiritual meaning than

they would otherwise ascribe to it. Yet

many years perhaps, centuries may
pass before the Zulus generally will

separate the name from all the absurd
notions and legendary stories, which

they may now in their wild heathen
state connect with it. We must long

expect to find that, while those of

higher mind, or more favoured with

opportunities of learning, will embrace
that Name, in all the high significance
which Missionaries attach to it, as the

Name oftheir Great Creator, Father, and
Friend, 'in Whom they live, and move,
and have their being,' yet the great
mass of the people will continue to use

it ignorantly and irreverently, even as

now. Just so, too, in Northern Europe,
for many centuries after Christianity
had been preached among the Scandi-

navian tribes, the orgies of the Feast

of Yule must have often contrasted

painfully, side by side with the joys of

the Christmas Festival
; or, at least,

if the latter was observed in towns,
where the clergy were at hand to stimu-

late and guide the devotions of the

people, yet in the country districts the

Name of Christ must have been long

profaned, and the new religion dese-

crated, by admixture with heathen rites

and most incongruous ceremonies.
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H.E sunt religiones, quas sibl a majoribus suis traditas pertlnacisslm tuerl ac de-

fendere perseverant nee considerant quales sint, sed ex hoc probatas atque veras

esse confidunt, quod eas veteres tradiderunt. Tantaque est auctoritas vetustatis, ut

inquirere in earn scelus ducatur. Lactantius, Inst. ii. 6.

These are religious beliefs, which, having been handed down to them traditionally

by their ancestors, they persist in maintaining, ay, and defending, most pertinaciously ;

nor do they consider of what sort they are, but hold confidently that they are tried and

true, simply for the reason that their elders have transmitted them. And so great is

tlio authority of antiquity that to enquire into it is deemed a crime.
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In this Third Part of my work the course of my argument lead9

me to consider the Book of Deuteronomy. I have here, as I

believe, brought out into view distinctly the following facts.

(1) There are plain signs that Deuteronomy was not written by
the same author or authors, by whom the main portion of the rest

of the Pentateuch was composed.
(i) There is a marked difference in style and tone between the language of

Deuteronomy aud that of the other four books of the Pentateuch
;

(ii) There are various expressions, which are habitually used in the other foul

books, which are never once used by the Deuteronomist ;

(iii) There are more than thirty others, which were evidently familiar to the Deuterono-

mist, as he uses each of them on the average eight times in the course of the book,
not one of which is used even once in the other four books ;

(iv) It cannot be believed that Moses, in the shoi-t interval of a few weeks at most,
between the last act recorded in Numbers and the first in Deuteronomy, should have
so completely changed not only his style and tone, but his very forms of expres-
sion, as these facts would imply, if he had written the whole Pentateuch ;

(v) Hence the above facts prove that, whatever portion of the other four book?
may be ascribed to Moses, he cannot have composed the book of Deuteronomy ;

(vi) And, of course, the same holds good of any other writer or writers, who maj
have composed the main portion of those books.

(2) There are plain signs also that the writer of Deuteronomy
very probably lived about the age of Josiah and Jeremiah.

(i) There are some expressions in Deuteronomy, which are only found in Jeremiah
and the latest writings of the Bible ;

(ii) Almost all the peculiar words and phrases of the Deuteronomist are found also

in Jeremiah
;

(iii) The history, as recorded in the Second Book of Kings, makes it highly pro-
bable that the book of Deuteronomy was first brought to light in the reign of

Josiah.

(3) A close examination of the contents of the book itself

confirms very strongly the above conclusions.

(i) There are distinct references to the other books of the Pentateuch as already
exi-ting ;

(ii) There are numerous and palpable contradictions to the data of those books,
euch as would be likely to be introduced by one writing in later days from a very
different point of view ;

(iii) In particular, there are remarkable modifications of some of the older laws,
which cannot be conceived to have been made by Moses, addressing the people only a
few months after those same older laws were promulgated (as is supposed) by
Jehovah Himself ;

(iv) These modifications correspond to the altered circumstances of much later

times than those, in which the earlier portions of the Pentateuch (as we believe)
were written

;

(v) There are distinct '

signs of time,' which fix the composition of the book in an
8ge subsequent to the Captivity of the Ten Tribes, in the days of Hezekiah ;
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(vi) There are special reasons for believing that it was not composed till the earlp

pnrt of Josiah's reign, at which time Jeremiah lived, and had been already called to

the Prophetic office.

It will be seen, throughout the whole of our enquiry, that the

evidence is constantly pointing towards Jeremiah, as, possibly, the

writer of Deuteronomy. For my present purpose it is sufficient if

it appears that Deuteronomy was very probably written by some

great Prophet, in the latter times of the Jewish monarchy, about

the early part of Josiah's reign, a general conclusion, in which
the greatest critics are almost unanimously agreed, however they

may differ in fixing the exact date of its composition. If the

above point is substantiated, the main object of my work is gained.
The details of my criticisms may be confirmed or rejected on

further examination: but the traditionary view, which regards the

whole Pentateuch as written by Moses, will appear untenable.

If, therefore, this point be established, it will be unnecessary for

me to discuss at length the numerous '

Replies
' which have

appeared in answer to Part I of my work. There are some, which,
from their general fairness and their tone of courtesy and Christian

feeling, demand, and have received, my respectful attention. It is

obvious, however, that, if the arguments produced in this Part

shall appear to be valid, the objections to my reasonings in Part I

may, for the most part, be dismissed at once, as merely ingenious

attempts, like the '

cycles
'

and '

epicycles
'

of the old Ptolemaic

system of Astronomy, to build up a theory, which has no real

foundation in fact, and which falls at last by the weight of its own
cumbrous additions. In short, it will then be plain that the con-

tradictions, which I have noticed, are real contradictions, such as

might a priori be expected to appear in a composite work like this
;

and the cause of religious truth will be relieved from the necessity
of inventing a variety of processes of '

reconciliation,' often in

direct contradiction with one another, which scarcely, I imagine,

satisfy altogether the mind of the 'reconciler,' and still less that

of the general reader.

And this is,
in effect, the conclusion of no less an authority than

Dean Milman, who says, in his recently published work, Hist, of
the Jews, Prefp.xxxii, that '

all further enquiry has confirmed him
in the view,' which he announced ' above thirty years ago,' viz.

Maintain the numbers [ef the story of the Exodns] as they stand, I see no way,
without one vast continuous miracle, out of the difficulties, contradictions, impro-
babilities, impossibilities. Keduce them, and all becomes credible, consistent, and
harmonious.

A reduction of the numbers will make, no doubt, an Exodus

possible and, as I have said elsewhere, perfectly conceivable. But,
as is shown in (189-197), no reduction will make the story of the

Exodus, as recorded in the Pentateuch, consistent and possible.

One set of difficulties may be got rid of in this way, but only to

introduce another equally formidable.
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But, if it be really true, as the Bishop of Oxford has said, that

'much harm has been done among the young by my book,' and

that '
it is doing an amount of evil which it is difficult to estimate,'

and if it be also true, as the same Prelate has written, that my
arguments are 'but the repetition of old and often-answered

cavils,' it would surely be most desirable, rather, I should say,

it would be felt to be imperatively necessary, for the Bishops,

who condemn me, to put forth a '

Reply,' such as to themselves

appeared to be sufficient and satisfactory, such as might be

guaranteed in their name by the authority of the Primate. If

this were done, I should be bound by the sense of honour, as well

as compelled by the love of truth, to consider seriously the argu-
ments adduced in such a document. I should justly be condemned

and disgraced, in the presence of my fellow- countrymen, if I did

not do this, and either admit that I am wrong, or point out the

defective reasonings of the '

Reply.'

Scarcely any
'

Reply
' has been made, as yet, to the more

important critical arguments adduced in the latter portion of my
Second Part. Bishop Ollivant has, indeed, addressed to his

clergy a 'Second Letter' with reference to it. But, though

formerly a Professor of Hebrew literature, and, as I believe, at

this moment the only English Bishop, who has distinguished him-

self in such studies, he distinctly says, p.26,
The task of examining seriatim the Bishop's minute criticisms / must leave to

others.

On one point, however, of these 'minute criticisms' Bishop
Ollivaxt does furnish a reply, and the reader will find it quoted
in (515), and will be able to judge for himself how far it is

satisfactory.

The Rev. W. H. Hoare has also undertaken to make a reply to

my reasonings in Part II. But he, too, says, >.127,

The only omission of which I shall be conscious is, the not having gone into the
critical history [?

' discussion '] of the Psalms, the Book of Judges, and the Books of

Samuel. As it would not help my argument to have done so, and as these are points
which turn purely on criticism, / must leave them to others.

I need hardly say that the critical discussion of the Psalms,*

&c, which fills the latter half of my Second Part, is that portion
of my book, as far as it has yet been published, which appears to

* Since the above was written, Prof, (now Bishop) Browne's ' Five Lectures' have
appeared, upon

' Hie Pentateuch and the Elohistic Psalms.' I find nothing in these
' Lectures

'

requiring me to modify any of my previous conclusions. Prof. Browne'3
treatment of the Psalms is too general and superficial to meet the requirements of the
case. He asserts, on general grounds, that certain Psalms are David's ; but he does
not go through a searching, minute examination of them, so as to prove that they
are, most probably, David's Psalms, or Psalms of the Davidic age. And, until he
does this, his arguments can have no weight against the conclusions to be drawn
from such Psalms as Ps.lx and Ps.lxviii, which I have proved, as I believe, the last

and most important, at all events, to be, in all probability, David's. But this ques-
tion of the Psalms is only of secondary importance ; and if my arguments derived
from them were disproved and set aside altogether, the main results of my criticisms,
as to the Mosaic Origin and Historical Credibility of the Pentateuch, would not be at
all affected.
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me of most importance, and with respect to which I have said in

my Preface to Part II, p.79, and now repeat, with express refer-

ence also to the matter here laid before the reader in Part III,

It was, perhaps, my knowledge of the overwhelming amount and weight of this

evidence, and of much more of the same kind to be produced hereafter, which led mo
to express myself in the First Part with an assured confidence in the certainty of my
conclusions, which some of my Reviewers have condemned, as scarcely warranted in
their opinion, by the premisses, even if they were admitted to be true.

Up to the present time none of my Episcopal Brethren, who
have condemned me, except Bishop Olivant, have taken any
notice of these criticisms, except that some have pronounced them,

generally, as being 'rash and feeble,' 'unfounded, false, and
childish.'*

I said, however, in my last preface, p.81 :

I am naturally anxious to see what the Bishops and Doctors of the Church of
England will say upon the subject of my book, and how they will act in the present
emergency.

Since then I have been answered, and, I confess, in a way which
has disappointed my expectations. For opposition and censure I

had prepared myself, for being misjudged even by many good
men, whom I esteem, and for being misrepresented by others, who
care only for the triumph of a popular opinion, and not for the

truth. I knew from the first that these were the only conditions,
on which such a work as this could be conducted, coming:, as it

does, in direct antagonism with many strong and dear preposses-

sions, and not a few deep-rooted prejudices. But I had confidence

in the power of Truth that it would in the end prevail ;
and that

confidence has been sufficiently justified. To the many correspon-

dents, lay and clerical, who from all parts of the country have

written to cheer me with their sympathy, and strengthen me in

the resolve to carry on and, if God will, complete my labour, I

would here express my heartfelt thanks. It is a source of great
comfort to know that so many earnest and devout minds are

watching with deep interest the conflict, and rejoicing in the

progress and triumph of the Truth. Great service also has been

rendered to the cause of ' free enquiry
'

by that portion of the

Public Press, which, often without expressing agreement with my
views, has yet insisted on afairjield being allowed for the discus-

6ion of these important questions, and for time being given to test

the truth of my arguments
But I have, I confess, been disappointed in' the course which

has been adopted by the great body of my Episcopal Brethren. I

had no reason to suppose that I should receive from all of them

expressions of sympathy, or encouraging help in my work
;
from

* In the single short letter of one of my Episcopal Brethren, forbidding his clergy
to allow me to minister in his diocese, the following expressions appear, applied either
to myself or my work : 'unfounded,' 'false,' 'childish,' 'heretical,' 'blasphemous,'
*
abominable,'

'

unhappy,'
'

blind,'
'

daring,'
'

ignorant self-sufficiency,'
' instrument

of Satan,'
'

poor Bishop Colenso.'
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some I could only expect condemnation
; and, while dissenting

from their judgment, I should yet have respected the religious

feelings, however (as it seemed to me) mistaken, which to their

own miuds justified their censures. But I did not imagine that so

many of the Bishops of England, with the Bishop of Oxford at

their head, would have absolutely ignored the existence of such a

science as Biblical criticism, and its undoubted and undeniable

results, in its application to the earlier Hebrew Scriptures. I be-

lieved that there were men of science and scholars among them,

who, being acquainted generally with these results, would be

aware of their reality and importance, and who would feel it to

be impossible, in this age of enquiry, any longer to bar out their

admission, as facts to be taken account of, like any other facts of

science, by the more intelligent minds of the Church of England.
I had hoped that their influence would have prevailed to check

the hasty judgment of others, less informed than themselves on

these matters
;
and that, if my Episcopal Brethren, generally, did

not think it expedient to hold out to me a brotherly right hand of

fellowship, if they condemned me as going too far in my conclu-

sions, or as reasoning too confidently on insufficient premisses,

they would, at least, have recognised that my arguments were not

altogether without some real foundation, and ought to be judged

upon their merits, ought to be considered, and, if need be, checked

and corrected, not merely thrown aside with contemptuous lan-

guage, as unfounded and ridiculous. I could not have believed,
for instance, that the Bishop of Oxford would have ventured to

eay that my
'

speculations, so rash and feeble in themselves,' are

' in all essential points but the repetition of old and often-answered cavils against
the Word of God ;

'

and still less that His Grace, the Primate of all England, would
have pronounced with the high authority of his office, that my
objections

' are for the most part puerile and trite,'

' so puerile, that an intelligent youth, who read his Bible with care, could draw th6
fitting answers from the Bible itself, so trite, that they have been again and again
refuted, two hundred years ago, by Archbishop Usher, one of the most learned
annalists of this or of any country, more recently by Bishop Watson and others.'

It is hardly necessary for me to repeat what the Public Press has

already said in reply to such assertions as the above, viz. that many
of the criticisms in these volumes have never been answered, and
that the writings of Archbishop Usher and Bishop Watsok will

throw no light whatever upon the most important questions which
are here discussed. As well might we refer to books of the last

century for a refutation of the objections, which are raised to the

historical truth of some portions of the book of Genesis, by recent

discoveries in geological science. But, on behalf of those, who
regard the Bible with a true reverence, as a Divinely-given

Teacher, which God in His Providence has ' caused to be written
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for our learning,' but which He wills us to read with intelligent
discrimination of its contents, not with a blind unreasoning

idolatry of the mere letter, .{ respectfully protest against the

language which the Archbishop of Canterbury has, apparently,

applied to all those who read my books with interest, by summing
them up under three categories, as either '

ignorant,' or ' half-in-

formed/ or else 'rejoicing in anything which can free them from

the troublesome restraints of religion.' The object of my whole
work is to bind the consciences of men more imperatively than

ever by the law of true Religion, which is the law of life and

happiness. But, inasmuch as multitudes have already broken

loose from the restraints of that traditional religious teaching,
which they know to be contradicted by some of the most familiar

results of modern Science, now made the common heritage of

every educated English child, I believe that I have only done my
duty, as a Minister of the National Church, in endeavouring to

reestablish a permanent union between the teachings of Religion
and Science, and to heal effectively that breach between them,
which otherwise will assuredly widen day by day, with infinite

injury to the Church itself, and to the whole community.

And here I think it desirable to correct three mistakes, which

(as I gather from the letters addressed to their Clergy by several

of the Bishops) have been entertained by many with respect to

my work.

(i) It has been stated that I deny the Inspiration of the Bible.

I reply that I have nowhere denied
it, nor have even considered

at all the question of Scripture Inspiration. I have left that sub-

ject wholly untouched : it is no part of my present plan to discuss

it. Doubtless, the plain results of criticism, such as those set forth

iu these volumes, must indirectly affect the views which may be

taken of Inspiration, and must certainly, if seen to be true results,

conflict entirely with the traditional view of the Divine Infallibility

of Scripture. But it is no part of my present object to prove even

this. I have only had in view ' to examine critically the Pentateuch

and book of Joshua,' with the special purpose of determining, as far

as possible, the age and authorship of the different books.

(ii) Again, it has been said that I wish to prove the Pentateuch

and in fact, the whole Bible to be untrue.

Nothing can be further from my wish or purpose than this.

Rather, I desire to know what is true in the Pentateuch history,
and in the Bible generally. I wish to know, if possible, in what

age, by what persons, under what circumstances, the different por-
tions of the Bible were written, that I may be able to judge for

myself, and help others to judge, as to the amount of credibility
to be attached to the different narratives. If I had found reason
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to believe that Moses really wrote the account of the Exodus,

describing what he had himself personally said, and done, and

witnessed, I should have felt bound to believe his statements, as

those of a devout, God-fearing, man ;
and then, whatever miracu-

lous accounts they might have contained, such statements would,

assuredly, not have involved the contradictions, which appear upon
a close inspection of the present Pentateuch. But the process of

critical enquiry, so far from eliciting proofs and confirmations of

the Mosaic origin of these books, leads quite to the opposite con-

clusion. All the arguments, drawn from an examination of the

Pentateuch, point in one direction. It is well to observe this.

There is literally nothing in these books distinctly indicative of

Mosaic authorship. The whole force of the argument for that

authorship rests upon tradition, and may be referred back to the

opinion of the Jews, who lived nearly a thousand years after the

date assigned to Mose3. It is not a question of balanced internal

evidence, but a case where there is a host of indications, all tending

to show diversity of authorship and late date, and none discover-

able, by all the ingenuity yet brought to bear upon the subject,
which tends decidedly the other way ;

and the supporters of the
traditional view will be found to be constantly occupied, not in

producing
' internal evidence

'

to show that Moses did write the

Pentateuch, but in trying to account for the existence, on the

assumption of his authorship, of so much internal evidence of the

contrary. In short, the strength of the resistance to the critical

conclusion lies in the feeling, that we do not like to think that

those books could have grown up in the way, which the ' internal

evidence
'

clearly indicates, the way in which, be it observed, the

religious books of all other nations are known to have been formed,

(iii) Further, it has been stated, by more than one of my Epis-
copal Brethren, that I have charged the Clergy generally with

dishonesty, in concealing their views about the Deluge, and using
the Baptismal Form of Prayer without believing in it. I reply
that I have never charged any with '

dishonesty
'

in this respect ;

and, if I thought that my words justly allowed of such a con-

struction being placed on them, I should express my regret that I

have made use of language that was capable of being so miscon-

strued. Nor did I volunteer to make any reference at all in this

matter to the Clergy. In what I said, I acted strictly in self-

defence. I was accused of being
' dishonest

'

myself, in retaining

my clerical office, while disbelieving many or most of the details

of the story of the Exodus, directly, by many of the Clergy, and

indirectly by one, for whose high character, as a lover of truth and

fair-dealing, and for whose conduct under present circumstances, I

have the most profound esteem. The Bishop of London had stated,
in his Charge to his Clergy, that our National Church was based
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upon the principle of ' free enquiry,' that to enquire was the right

of an English Clergyman in all cases, and frequently his duty,

but that,
'
if such enquiry led to doubt, and if the doubt ended in disbelief of the Church's

doctrines, of course he would resign his office as one of the Church's authorised

teachers.'

I might have replied to such an observation that Wtclif did

not retire from his sacred office, though disbelieving the doctrines,

which he himself believed when he entered the Ministry, and

which were taught by the clergy generally in his day, and that

Ckanmer, Ridley, and Latimer, and other Bishops, though con-

secrated as Bishops of the Roman Church, and bound by the

solemn vows of their ordination in that Church, did not resign their

sees as soon as they became Protestant Bishops, and the National

Church by the National Will had become Protestant also, nor

afterwards, when by the same Will the Church ceased to be Pro-

testant, and once more became Romanised.

But I felt that, in the present instance, there was far less reason

for urging upon me such a course as a plain duty, inasmuch as

very many of the Clergy, I believed, and certainly not a few ofmy
Episcopal Brethren, did not accept the story of the Noachian

Deluge as literally and historically true, and yet justified them-

selves in retaining their offices in the Church. If my conduct was
'

dishonest,' so, too, was theirs; for my '

dishonesty,' surely, could

not consist in openly professing that which others secretly held.

If they were ' honest '

in the course which they were pursuing
and I expressed no doubt whatever of this I felt that it was

unfair and ungenerous to charge upon me, as a crime, the very
same proceeding as their own the same exactly in principle,

though differing, it may be, in degree. I admit fully that any of

the Clergy who do '

unfeignedly believe' as some, I presume,
do in the literal historical truth of the story of the Flood as

told in G.vi,vii,viii, have a right to bring the charge against
me of not believing what they deem essential to a true faith in

the authority of the Bible. And, if there are not, as I said in

my former Preface,
' multitudes of the more intelligent Clergy,'

who, on geological or other grounds, have come to disbelieve in

that narrative as a true piece of history, then I am wrong in my
assumption, and owe my Clerical Brethren an apology for ascribing

such disbelief to them.

But as to those, be they many or few in number, who do not

believe in the literal truth of the Noachian Deluge, I did not

impute to them '

dishonesty
'

in holding those opinions, and yet

retaining their clerical office. On the contrary, I assigned certain

reasons, which, I thought, would satisfy different classes of minds,

and enable them still with a clear conscience to use the Form of

Prayer which referred to that narrative. Being persuaded, how-
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ever, that in this age of advancing Science such Clergymen are

many, and believing also that the Laity have rarely heard from

the pulpit any reference to the account of Noah's Flood, as being

otherwise than literally and historically true, I am obliged to con-

clude that, by some cause or other, such Clergymen have been

prevented from speaking to their people the plain truth upon this

point. And I believe that they have been impeded by the

restraints, real or supposed, of those stringent obligations, which

the Church of England at the present time enforces on her Clergy

at Ordination.

Here, also, I desire to say a few words more plainly in expla-

nation of my present position, with reference to the assumptions

made by some of my Episcopal Brethren, in their recent letters

of inhibition. His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, in a

letter dated March 81, addressed to the Clergy of his Diocese, has

stated that I ' have refused to resign the See of Natal, though I

cannot deny that I am unable to exercise the most important func-

tions of that office.'

I presume His Grace to refer, in these words, to the reply which

I gave to a letter addressed to me by the great majority of the

Archbishops and Bishops of the Church of England. In that

reply, I did not think it necessary to contradict formally the three

assumptions which had been made by my Episcopal Brethren,

considering that anyone acquainted with my books would be

aware that they were not correct statements of the facts of the

case
;
and feeling also that an answer at full length was the less

needed, as the letter of the Bishops appeared in the Times almost

as soon as it had reached my hands, before I had had time to

reply to it, from which circumstance I could only infer that it

was intended rather for the public than for myself, though express-

ing
'

deep brotherly anxiety' for me. As, however, the Archbishop
and several of the Bishops have again referred to this subject, I

think it due to myself to notice this charge; and I do it also

with a view to those of the Clergy and Laity, who agree with me
in believing that the right and duty of free enquiry to its fullest

extent is the very foundation on which not true Religion only,

but our Protestant National Church is based, and that an

honest and fearless statement of the Truth, as the result of such

enquirv, is the only condition of its permanent existence, and the

only ground of hope for its continuance, from age to age, in

healthy and vigorous action, amidst the rapid advances of modern

Science.

The letter of my Episcopal Brethren contained, as I have said,

three assumptions, which are expressly or virtually negatived by
the plain words of my books.

(i) ''VTe understand you to say that you do not now believe that which you
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voluntarily professed to believe, as the indispensable condition of your being en-

trusted with your present office.'

Ans. When I was ordained Deacon and Priest, I professed to ' believe unfeignedly

all the Canonical Scriptures.' I have said that I tken understood those words in their

most obvious and natural sense, the sense in which some of the Bishops, and many
of the Clergy, at this very time receive them, as implying that those Scriptures

were, in matters of historical fact, as well as in statements of moral and religious

truth, divinely and infallibly true. I have said also that I had ceased to believe this,

and that I was pained to find my convictions contradicting, as I conceived, the words

of the Ordination Service, until it was declared, on the highest legal authority of the

Church of England, that my former view I may say, the popular view of the

meaning of those words was mistaken, and that they must be held to mean no more

than a simple expression of a bond fide belief that 'the Holy Scriptures contain

everything necessary to salvation,' and that ' to that extent they have the direct

sanction of the Almighty.' I have stated distinctly, Part I, p.22, and I here re-

peat, that 'I am not conscious of having said anything which contravenes this

decision.

(ii)
' We understand you to say that you have entertained, and have not abandoned,

the conviction, that you could not use the Ordination Service, inasmuch as in it you
must require from others a solemn declaration that they

'

unfeignedly believe all the

Canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,' which, with the evidence now
before you, it is impossible wholly to believe in.'

Ans. I cannot but suppose that His Grace, and others of my Episcopal Brethren

who subscribed the above words, could not have been aware that they are directly

set aside by my own language in the Preface to Part I, where, after showing that at

one time I felt the impossibility of demanding from a candidate for Orders such a

confession of belief in the Holy Scriptures as I then considered and as many still

consider to be required by the formula of the Ordination Service, I have added

(*ince reading in England the judgment of Dr. Lushingto.n) the following note :

' This was written before the recent decision of the Court of Arehes, by which,

of course, the above conclusion is materially affected.'

It would now be possible for me to require such a declaration from a candidate for

Orders, provided that I had first fully explained to him, and to the Congregation, in

what sense the Church intends such a declaration to be made.

(iii)
' We understand you further to intimate that those who think with you are

precluded from using the Baptismal Service, and consequently (as we must infer)

other offices of the Prayer Book, unless they omit all such passages as assume the

truth of the Mosaic History.'

Ans. This assumption, again, is contradicted by my own language already referred

to, in the Preface to Part II, where I have said that many Clergymen, who do not believe

in the historical truth of the Noachian Deluge, will yet be nble to justify themselves in

one of two ways, in using still such a Form of Prayer. If it is perfectly understood

that a Minister is at full liberty to explain to his people freely his opinion respecting

the Biblical account of the Deluge, the unhistorical character of the Mosaic story, or

the age and authorship of Deuteronomy, (and this appears likewise to be decided in

the affirmative by the same legal judgment,) I apprehend that many, who have an

intelligent acquaintance with the results of modern criticism, may still be content to

read the allusions in the Liturgy. But I felt also that there might be others, of more

scrupulous conscience, who would not be satisfied with this mode of meeting the

difficulty, and to whom I could give no other advice than that which I have given,

viz. to omit such expressions, and take the consequences of such omission.* I con-

sider, however, that such passages ought no longer to be retained, as of absolute

obligation, in our Prayer Book ;
and I hold it to be my duty, as a Bishop of the

National Church, to labour for their removal or, at least, for the liberty being

granted of omitting them as soon as possible;

This, then, is what I meant when I contradicted publicly the

assumption of my Episcopal Brethren, that, while holding my
present views, I cannot use the language of the Baptismal and

Ordination Services. I can use that language provided that I

* I need hardly Bay that it is satisfactory to meto find that, in giving such advice as the

above, I am supported by the practice of His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury,

who stated in Sis place 'in the House of Lords, on Monday, Junel, 1863, that ' he

had been consulted frequently
'

by clergymen, who had conscientious scruples against

using certaiia words of the Burial Service in; particular cases, ia which, however, by
the laic and by their ordination vows they were required to use them.' and he had

f-aid this, that nothing would induce him to pronounce these words
'

is. such cases' h*

would stand the risk of all the penalties of the law rather than do so.'
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claim it as my right, as a Minister of the National Church, and

lay it upon myself as a duty, to explain freely and fully to my
people in what sense I use it. And what are others doing in this

respect ? How does my conduct differ essentially, in respect of

honest adherence to the principles of the Church of England, from

theirs ? The Bishop of Oxford was the first to issue a letter of

inhibition, after my reply to the address of the Archbishops and

Bishops. Not, then, in his personal capacity, but as a represen-
tative of those, who have followed him in adopting this extraordi-

nary mode of public Church censure, upon the mere judgment of

each individual Bishop, without any hearing or trial of the

accused, I would ask the Bishop of Oxford before my fellow-

countrymen, Does he, a Fellow of the Royal and other Scientific

Societies, believe unfeignedly in the literal historical truth of the

account of the Creation, the Noachian Deluge, or the numbers of

the Exodus ? If the Bishop will say that he does i

unfeignedly
believe' in all these matters, as related in the Pentateuch, of

course, I have nothing more to say as regards this part of my
argument. But, if he does not, then how, I repeat, does his pre-
sent conduct differ essentially from mine ? He has some way of

explaining these matters, which satisfies his own mind, as I have.

And the only difference is this, that I think it to be my duty, and

shall make it my practice, to tell my people plainly, on such points,

what I believe, and what I know to be true; and the Bishop of

Oxford has not yet, as far as I am aware, thought it necessary to

say what he really thinks upon any one of these subjects.
In fact, judging from their published documents, it is very

difficult to say what many of those, who have so severely con-

demned me, do really believe themselves with respect to the

narratives of the Pentateuch. They have expressed themselves,

indeed, in the strongest terms, as resting their hopes of eternity

upon the ' Word of God.' But that, I trust, I do, as truly and

entirely as they. There is a sense also in which I am quite

ready to speak of the Bible as the 'Word of God,' just as we
call a Church the ' House of God,' without meaning, therefore, to

say that the plan or material of the building is Divine, or that

God meets with us there exclusively. But I prefer the language
of the First Homily,

' In it (Holy Scripture) is contained the true

Word of God;
1 and I agree fully with the language of Dean

Milmaw, who says, Hist, of the Jews, Pref.p.xi :

The moral and religious truth, and this alone, I apprehend, is the ' Word of God*
contained in the- Sacred Writings. I know no passage in which this emphatic term
fc applied to- any sentence or saying, which does not convey or enforce such truth.

On this account I am unwilling to make use of the expression
' Tbe Bible is the Word of God,' though in the sense of tbe

words above explained I can use it, because it is so likely to mis-

lead the uneducated, and induce them to attach a superstitious
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reverence to the mere text of Scripture. But, when my Brethren

use the expression
' Word of God,' the question arises, What do

they mean ? Their language at one time seems to imply that they
attach a Divine Infallibility to every line and letter of the mere
text of the Bible, so that, as the Bishop (Lee) of Manchester

said,
'
all our hopes for eternity, the very foundations of our faith, our nearest and

dearest consolations, are taken from us, if one line of that Sacred Book be declared
to be unfaithful or untrustworthy.'

But, when the writer of the above words is pressed for an

answer, as to one particular statement of the Bible being true on a

point of natural history, he immediately, while maintaining his

position in words, abandons it in point of fact, and retreats behind

the assertion that
'

every line of Scripture will amply bear the pressure of any test applied to it, if
viewed with relation to the svhject it really refers to, the state, mentally and morally,
of those to whom it was addressed, and the effect it was intended to convey

'

a statement, which, whatever may be its precise meaning, at all

events allows of the recognition of the results of my own critical

enquiries. The other inhibiting Bishops, as I have said, with the

single exception of the Bishop of Llandaff, have contented

themselves with simply condemning my book.*

But what do my Episcopal Brethren mean by this proceeding ?

Do they really suppose that, by the obstructions of Church censures

and anathemas, or the mere exercise of authority, they can bar out

the entrance of that light of Critical Science, which God Himself
has given us, as one of the special blessings bestowed upon us by
His Goodness in this day ? May it not be that the Science of

Biblical Criticism is as needful to our true progress and highest

happiness as any other of the Sciences as Geology, Astronomy,
Chemistry, Natural History, &c. all which have been aroused

into new life in this very age, and many of which like that of

Biblical Criticism were almost wholly unknown to our fore-

fathers ? May it not be true that each one of these Sciences is as

truly intended by the Wisdom and Grace of God for the present

stage of human development, as any other of the sisterhood, that

we cannot despise or refuse the help of any one of them, without

'rejecting the counsel of God against ourselves,' that, 'if this

* The venerable Bishop of Exeter has surprised me, as much as any of my
Brethren, by the course which he has taken. In a letter to his Clergy, he has very
justly condemned the practice of '

prejudging matters which must be the subject of
Judicial consideration before our Archbishop,' and not '

adhering' to the very proper
' resolution of a meeting of the Bishops,' viz.

' to avoid any extra-judicial declaration
'

on this subject. And his language bears with special force upon those who may be
called to sit hereafter as judges, but who, by distinct expression of their sentiments
beforehand, in public official documents, have surely gone far to '

endanger the im-
partiality and purity of the tribunal of justice.' In a further address to his Clergy,
the Bishop of Exeteii is reported to have said that he ' has not read the book which
has occasioned so much alarm," and '

cannot, therefore, speak of its real contents,'
and that,

' not having examined the book, he will not condemn it.' Yet he '
is thank-

ful that it has called forth so strong a feeling of indignation against me,' and he, too,
' inhibits me from ministering in his diocese.'
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work be of God, we cannot overthrow it, lest haply we he found

fighting against God' ? In short, may it not he true that this light

of Criticism may be but one of the many-coloured rays of modern

Science, which come to us all from the ' Father of Lights,' in this

our own age of wonderful Illumination, and which are meant to

blend together into the pure, white, Light of Truth, that Light
which our spirits need, and which His "Wisdom and His Love at

this time impart to us ?

Must we, then, English Christians, live on, as men did in former

ages, under strict ecclesiastical restraints, as if there was a ' dark

chamber' in the house, into which we have once looked, but have

shut to the door, and dare not look again, lest we should see some-

thing to frighten us out of our '

hopes for eternity,' and cause us

the loss of ' all our nearest and dearest consolations
'

? How much

better to open wide the door, and let in the blessed light and air of

day, into every part of our spiritual dwelling ! That light, indeed,

may show us that the stories of the six days' Creation, the

Koachian Deluge, the slaughter of 68,000 Midianitish women and

children, are no longer to be spoken of as historical facts. "We may

perceive that it is no longer possible to confound the early legends

of the Hebrew people, and statements contrary to reason and the

facts of nature, or condemned by our moral sense, and by the

Voice which witnesses for God within us, with the Eternal ' "Word

of God.' But we shall find in the Pentateuch, notwithstanding,

precious things without number, of which little or no use is made

at present in the instruction of the people, unquestionable facts

of ancient history, mixed up, no doubt, with much of uncertain or

unreal tradition, and, above all, rich lessons of spiritual Truth,

by which our souls may be cheered and strengthened for the work

of life. "What a day of regenerated life will it be for the Church

of England, when these things shall be spoken of, plainly and

freely, in every pulpit of the land, when the Bible shall be

opened, and the story of its origin explained, and the real value of

its histories discussed, as the records of living men, like ourselves,

written down by living men, with the reverence due to a Book

so venerable, and endeared to the inmost heart of every Christian,

but yet without fear of treading with irreligious feet upon holy

ground, rather, with the deepest and most sincere conviction that

we can only thus serve God acceptably, and discharge our duty
before Him, as Christian men and Ministers, by such free enquiry
after Truth, and such free utterance of it.

But another cry has been raised against my work, and, indeed,

the loudest and most terrible of all, the cry of '

Heresy !

' ' Blas-

phemy!' To my utter amazement, the two Archbishops have

swelled this cry, not to speak of the language used by others of

my Episcopal Brethren, as that of the Bishop of Chichesxeu,
M
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already quoted. The Archbishop of Canterbury has spoken of

my works as '

derogatory to the person, the attributes, and the

work, of our Divine Redeemer/ and as '

charging Him, who knew
what was in man, with ignorance and imposture.' And, in like

manner, the Archbishop of York reproaches me with '

having

imputed, to the Lord of glory ignorance of holy things,' and
'

having described our Lord as a blind guide, quoting, for the very

Word of Life, the baseless fables of men.'

I say that 1 have been amazed at such language being used by
these eminent Prelates

;
because I could not have believed that

persons so high in office and judicial position would, in statements

like these, have branded me publicly, before the whole Church,

with charges of 'heresy' and 'blasphemy,' for the expression?

which I have used in my books on this point. "Whatever they

might have thought of the soundness of my criticism, or however

they might have differed from my views of Inspiration, yet I could

not have imagined that they would either have been unaware of

the fact, that, in using such expressions with respect to our

'Lord's ignorance as the Son of Man,' I was perfectly justified by
the practice of the most eminent theologians, both ancient and

modern, or that, being aware of this, they would have allowed me
to be covered with reproach and censure on this account, nay,

with their own hands would have flung some of the hardest stones

against me. I thought that, of course, the Bishops and Doctors

of the Church, more especially those who, like Archbishop
Thomson and Bishop Ellicott, have gained a reputation for theo-

logical learning, or who, like Dean Axford and Prof. Browne, (as

will be seen below,) have expressed the very same view in sub-

stance as my own, would protect me, at all events, from sucb

accusations. Otherwise, I should have produced farther evidence

in my Second Part, to justify my use of the language so much

condemned. In support of my position I now produce it, in the

contents of the following communication, which has been sent to

me by a clergyman, unknown to me personally at present, though
well-known as the writer of various zoological papers in scientific

journals, and the chief contributor on the Natural History of the

Bible to the second volume of Dr. Smith's Dictionary. I will

only add that I am deeply sensible of the courage aud sincerity

which he has shown, amidst the violent excitement of these times,

in thus coming forward, unsolicited, to bear this testimony in the

service of the Truth.

My Lord,
If there is one passage in your recently published work 011 the Pentateuch,

which more than another has subjected you to very severe condemnation, it is that

which contains the following statement, (Part II,^>.xvii) :

' This only I repeat once more. The recognition of the gradual growth of Jesus,

as the Son of Man, in human knowledge and science of all kinds, such as that which

concerns the question of the ae and authorship of the Pentateuch, is perfectly com.
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patible with rather, is absolutely required by the most orthodox faith in His

Divinity, as the Eternal Son of God.'

Very hard words, my Lord, have been uttered against you for maintaining this

60-called
'
heretical

'

opinion.
The doctrine, which is embodied in the paragraph quoted above from your book,

has lately been occupying my close attention ; and, as the result of my investigations
I shall show

(i) That it is expressly taught by our Lord Himself ;

(ii) That it has the sanction of very many eminent Biblical writers, both ancient

and modern ;

(iii) That it is implied in the language of the formularies of our Church.

(i) Speaking of the destruction of Jerusalem or of the end of the 'World, our Lord

says,
' Of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in

heaven, neither the Son, but the Father,' Mark xiii.32.

Leontcus de Sectis, act. ult. writes as follows :

' One must know that most of the Fathers indeed, almost all appear to say that

He (Christ) was ignorant of some things ; for, if he is said to be in all respects of

the same substance with us, and we are ignorant of some things, it is manifest that

He also was ignorant, and the Scripture says of Him that He increased in age and
wisdom.'

St. Ambrose, De Fide, 5, cap.xviii, 221, though he was somewhat afraid of holding
the doctrine himself, yet admits that it was held by many, when he says :

' There are many, however, not quite so timid as I am, for I had rather fear deep

things, than be wise about them, there are many, I say, relying on what is written,
' And Jesus progressed in wisdom, &c.,' who say confidently that, according to His
Divine Nature, indeed, He could not have been ignorant of those things which are

future, but that, according to His assumption of our condition. He said before His

crucifixion, that He was ignorant as the Son of Man He seems, therefore, to

be ignorant in the same nature in which He progresses.'
Gregory Naz. 0r.xxxvi(xxx).15, writes :

' To whom can it be a matter of doubt that He has a knowledge of that hour,

indeed, as God, but is ignorant of it, as Man ? . . . For, inasmuch as the name
' Son

'

is used in this passage absolutely, and without being referred to any one, and
it is not added, whose Son, on that account a handle is hence afforded to us of so con-

sidering the matter as to interpret this ignorance in the most pious sense, ascribing
it to His Humanity, not to His Divinity.
Theodoret ad IV Cyr. Anathem. says :

' The ignorance, then, does not belong to God the Word, but to the form of the

servant, which knew at that time such things as the indwelling Divinity revealed.'

Athanasius, Disc. II against Arianism, (Pusey's translation, Library of the

Fathers,) ch.xxviii, writes as follows :

'

Why, though He knew, He said '

no, not the Son knows,' this, I think, none of

the faithful is ignorant, viz. that He made this, as those other declarations, as Man,
by reason of the flesh. For this, as before, is not the Word's deficiency, but of that

human nature, whose property it is to be ignorant. . . Not then, when the heaven
was made by Him, nor when He was with the Father Himself, the Word '

disposing
all things,' nor before He became Man, did He say it, but when ' the Word became
flesh.' On this account it is reasonable to ascribe to His Manhood everything which,
lifter He became Man, He speaks humanly. . . .

'

Certainly, when He says in the Gospel, concerning Himself, in His human
character,

'

Father, the hour is come, glorify Thy Son,' it is plain that He knows also

the hour of the end of all things as the Word, though, as Man, He is ignorant of it,

for ignorance is proper to man, and especially ignorance of these things. Moreover,
this is proper to the Saviour's love of man ; for, since He was made man, he is not
ashamed because of the flesh which is ignorant, to say,

' I know not,' that He may
show that, knowing as God, He is but ignorant according to the flesh. And, therefore,
He said not,

'

no, not the Son of God knows,' lest the Godhead should seem ignorant,
but simply,

'

no, not the Son,' that the ignorance might be the Hon's as born among
men

'

For, as on becoming man He hungers and thirsts and suffers with men, so with

men, as Man, He knows not.'

Upon the above Dr. Pusey notes as follows, after stating what he considers to be
the ' doctrine of the Church ' on this point :

' However, this view of the sacred subject was received by the Church after St.

Athanasius's day ; and it cannot be denied that he and others of the most eminent
Fathers use language, which prima facie is inconsistent with it. They certainly
seem to impute ignorance to our Lord as Man, as Athanasius in this passage.'
And Dr. Pusey quotes St. Cyril, Trin.ppS2S~i, 'Why blush -hey at the conditions

of the manhood, and determine to find fault with what especially befits the economy
of the flesh ?

'

and he says,
' Theodoret expresses the same opinion very strongly.'

He adds also in a note on pAG, It is a question to be derided, whether our Lord . . .

6poke of a real ignorance, or of an 'economical' or professed ignorance.' He pro*

K 2
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duces several of the Fathers in support of this latter view. But he quotes also

ThEODORET as '

very severe on the principle of '

economy
'

:

'
If He knew the day,

and, wishing to conceal it, said He was ignorant, see what a blasphemy is the result I

Truth tells an untruth !

'

Cyril of Alexandria, Ed. Migne, Tom.75,p.367, says :

' We ought not, on account of this expression, to accuse the Word of God, and
rashly to impute any ignorance to Him. But we should rather admire His love to-

wards man, who did not refuse, out of His love towards us, to brin'j Himself down
to so great humiliation, as to bear all things that are ours, one of which also is

ignorance.''
And again Cyril says, Thes.p.221 :

' Just as Christ took this upon Himself in common with men, to hunger, thirst,

and suffer the other things which are spoken about Him, exactly in the same way
there is nothing to offend any one, if He be said, as Man, to have been ignorant also in

common with men.'

Chrysostom, Horn, cxvii, says :

' He is ignorant then, according to His human nature, who knows all things
according to the power of His Divinity.'
Augusitn'E himself, however, and the Theologians of his day, interpret the ex-

pression,
' neither the Sou,' to denote, not that Christ, even as Man, was actually

ignorant of the day of judgment, but that he was unwilling to communicate it, an
explanation plainly untenable, as Archbishop Tillotson has shown in his Sermon
cxxix, on the text in question, from which I extract the following :

'

Some, and those of no small account, have understood these words, as if our
Saviour only intended to put off His disciples from a more particular enquiry
about the matter ; not that He was ignorant of the day of judgment, but that
He did not know it, so as to reveal it to them, which is by no means to be ad-

mitted : not only because it looks too like the equivocation of the Jesuits, but like-

wise because the same may be said of the angels, since it is not otherwise denied of the

angels, that they know this time, than it is of the Son. Others sa}
r that His human

nature was not ignorant of the day of judgment, but that it did not know this of

itself, but by virtue of its union with the Divine nature. But our Saviour absolutely

says that the Son did not know it. And, therefore, others more reasonably have dis-

tinguished between His human nature and His Divine
; and, though as God He

could not be ignorant of anything, yet His human understanding did not know it. .

. . . If this be not admitted, how can we understand that passage concerning our

Saviour, Luke ii.52,
' that Jesus grew in wisdom, &c.'? . . . For, if the human

nature of Christ did necessarily know all things by virtue of its union with the

Divinity, He could not then, as Man, be said to grow in wisdom.'

Hammond, on Mark xiii.32, writes :

' But for the doctrine of those which . . . only affirm that, though as God
He knew all, yet as Man He was ignorant of some things, just in the same manner
as He was passible and subject to all human infirmities which had not sin in them,
and that this is His own express affirmation that the Son of Man knetc not that day
and hour, this sure is so far from heresy that . . it is the [almost] unanimous asser-

tion of all the Fathers, to which neither the Council of Chalcedon nor any other hath

taught anything contrary.'

Lightfoot, Exercit. on Mark xiii.32, writes :

' To say that the Second Person in the Trinity knows not something, is blasphe-
mous

;
to say so of the Messias, is not so, who, nevertheless, was the same with the

Second Person in the Trinity.'
Calvin says on Luke ii.40 :

'

Certainly, when the Apostle teaches that (Jesc*)
was like to ua in all things, sin excepted, without doubt he comprehends this also

that His soul was subjected to ignorance. . . . Although the Person of God and
Man was one, yet it does not follow that anything, that was proper to the Divine

nature, was given to the human nature. ... In fine, unless anyone pleases to

deny that Christ was made a true man, let us not be ashamed also to confess that He
voluntarily took upon Himself all things, which cannot be separated from human
nature. The objection, however, is foolishly made that ignorance, as being the

punishment of sin, does not comport with Christ ;
for the same would have to be said

also with respect to death. . . . But, when Luke says that He was strengthened
in spirit, and filled with wisdom, he signifies that whatever wisdom belongs to men,
and daily accrues to them, flows from that one only fountain, viz. the Spirit of God.'

But I need not multiply quotations. Grotius, Clarius, J. Capellus, the elder

Eosenmuller, D'Oyly and Mant, Whitby, Bengel, all maintain the doctrine.

Bishop Horne writes, Disc.LV/.iii.p.20S:
' He [the Son] had also a Soul, endued with the same faculties as ours. His under-

standing was capable of learning and improvement ; for, as Man, He was ignorant of
some things which He might know, and He '

grew,' it is said,
' in Wisdom as well as

Stature.'
'

Waterland, ii.p.162, (Oxf. Ed. 1856,) writes as follows:

'As it may be truly said of the body of man that it is not immortal, though the

Eoul be, so it may be truly said that the Son of Man was not knowing, though the Son
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of God knew everything. ... He denies the knowledge of the day of judgment,
but in respect of His human nature ;

in which respect also He is said to have
' increased in wisdom,' Luke ii.52, the Divine Logos having with the human nature

assumed the ignorance and othei infirmities proper to it.'

Prof. Harold Browne writes, Ari.\.p.9G:

'That He (Jesus) had a perfect human soul appears from His 'increasing in

wisdom, Luke ii..
r
>2, from the possibility of His being ignorant, Mark xiii.32, which

could not be true of Him considered only in his Divine nature.'

(iii) Lastly, this doctrine, lately so violently impugned, but so generally acknow-

ledged hitherto, is implied in the language of our Church's formularies. A few words

will suffice. The loth Article teaches that ' Christ in the truth of our nature waa

made like unto us in all things, sin only except.' In the Athanasian Creed we ac-

knowledge Christ to be '

perfect God and perfect Man,' How can we possibly receive

this doctrine with regard to His human nature, if we deny to that nature one of the

most essential attributes of humanity ?

Thus, my Lord, you have been judged a heretic for promulgating a doctrine, which

is expressly taught by our Lord Himself and by the Evangelist St. Luke, which is

implied in the formularies of the Church of England, and is sanctioned by many of

the most learned and devout writers, both ancient and modern.

And now, my Lord, with respect to the general character of your recent publica-

tions on the Pentateuch, I feel it my positive duty, at whatever cost, to say a few

plain and honest words. I have diligently, conscientiously, and prayerfully, studied

the whole question at issue for the last six months, and am compelled to admit the

general truth of your arguments, though differing in some particulars. You are

aware that I published a pamphlet in reply to your Part I ; I have withdrawn that

reply from circulation. Before the appearance of your Book, however, I was quite

certain that the Bible and Science were opposed to each other. Four years' examina-

tion of almost every word in the Bible relating to its Natural History has convinced

me that, in many essential points, the Biblical and Natural records are, to use the

words of the learned and candid Kalisch,
'

utterly and irreconcilably at variance.'

The more I examine the whole question for myself, the more certain I become that

in the Bible '

legend is mixed up with history, poetic imaginings with prosaic nar-

rative, that no miraculous power has been exerted to preserve it from omissions,

interpolations, and corruptions of the text,' and that the Bible '

is, therefore, not

infallible in the sense in which the popular creed assumes it to be.'

We acknowledge, my Lord, notwithstanding a large admixture of the human, and,

therefore, fallible, element in the Bible, that in that Book there is &jewel of heavenly
lustre and of priceless value. Why are we to suppose that this jewel shines less

brilliantly, or loses one iota of its value, because the gold of its setting has a consider-

able percentage of alloy ? Why will men refuse to drink of the ' water of life,'

because it is offered to them in an earthen vessel ?

Your Lordship is at liberty to make any use you please of this letter.

I remain, my Lord, your faithful and obedient servant,

Preston Rectory, Wellington, Salop : May 20, 1863. W. Houghtox.

But, it is said,
' the same spirit of enquiry will be carried into

the writings of the New Testament.' I answer, undoubtedly it

will, and must be
; and, if there is any part of the Church's

teaching, depending on the New Testament, which will not bear

the test of Truth, we shall, of course, as servants of the God of

Truth, be bound to reject that also. Is there, then, a 'dark

chamber' here too, which we are afraid to examine, into which

we dare not suffer the light of day to enter ? Is this the security

on which we hold our 'hopes for eternity,' our 'nearest and

dearest consolations,' that we must not venture to apply to the

records, on which we build our faith, an honest and searching

criticism, such as we should certainly bring to the examination of

documents of far less vital consequence ? Let not me, or those

who think with me, be blamed for this suggestion. It is not mine,

and I have no dread of such enquiries ;
I know that they will only

tend still more to advance God's Glory, and our eternal welfare,

through the progress of His Truth among men. Let those be

blamed who have put forth this argument, for the purpose of
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keeping men still bound, hand and foot, in the swaddling-clothes
of old traditions, and checking all examination like this into the
historical truth of the Pentateuch, instead of recognising at once,
in the face of the Church, the results of modern criticism, as

established facts, and doing their part to harmonise them with
those doctrinal teachings, which they deem to be part of the sum
and substance of Christianity. One important difficulty, upon
which we have soon stumbled in the very outset of these enquiries,
I have done my best to remove

;
and for so doing I have been

reproached as a 'heretic' and 'blasphemer.' But other difficulties

will, no doubt, arise, and, indeed, have already been raised, not

merely by the progress of criticism, but by recent discoveries in

geological and other sciences, which must tend to modify materially
some of those traditional views, which have been hitherto main-
tained on the assumption of the historical truth of the early

portions of the Pentateuch. I believe that I am doing the best

service to the cause of true Eeligion by showing that we are not

obliged to receive as the Infallible ' Word of God '

these statements,
which conflict with the certain conclusions of Science, and by
asserting that the ' Word of God '

is wholly independent of the

amount of credence which we give to these ancient narratives.

Very striking and important are these words of Dean Milman,
Latin Christianity, vi./>.633, quoted by me in Part I, but little

noticed by those, who have inveighed so severely against me :

As it is my own confident belief that the words of Christ, and His words alone, {the

primal, indefeasible, truths of Christianity,) shall not pass away, so I cannot presume to

say that men may not attain to a clearer, at the same time more full and compre-
hensive and balanced, sense of those words, than has as yet been generally received
in the Christian world. As all else is transient and mutable, these only eternal and
universal, assuredly, whatever light may be thrown on the mental constitution of
man, even on the constitution of nature, and the laws which govern the world, will
be concentrated so as to give a more penetrating vision of those undying truths.

And I commend to the consideration of those of my Eight
Reverend Brethren, who have so strongly condemned me, these

other words of the same eminent writer, History of the Jeios,

jo.xxxiv :

If on such subjects [as those here discussed] some solid ground be not found, on
Which highly educated, reflective, reading, reasoning, men may find firm footing, I
can foresee nothing but a wide a widening I fear, an irreparable breach between
the thought and the religion of England. A comprehensive, all-embracing, Catholic,
Christianity, which knows what is essential to religion, what is temporary and
extraneous to it, may defy the world. Obstinate adherence to things antiquated, and
irreconcilable with advancing knowledge and thought, may repel, and for ever, how
many, I know not, how far, I know still less. Avertat omen Deus !

That portion of the work, however, which concerns the New
Testament, I leave at present to others. The Bishops and Doctors
of our Church are many, and I am but one. Several of them are

learned in matters specially connected with the criticism of the

N.T., with the early records of the history of the Church, and of

the origin, progress, and development of dogmatic teaching within
her pale. I must confine myseli, for the present, at least, to

the special work which I have here undertaken, and in which my
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Brethren have left me hitherto to labour alone, viz. that of setting
before the Laity and Clergy of the National Church, to the best

of my power, the most certain conclusions of modem critics as to

the age and authorship of the different parts of the Pentateuch.

*** Since the above Preface was 'written, the Eeport of the Committee of the
Convocation of the Province of Canterbury, appointed to examine Parts I and II of

my work, has been presented, and endorsed by a vote of ten Bishops of the Province,
at the earnest instance of the Bishop of Oxford, but in opposition to the judgment
of two of the most eminent and learned Bishops of the English Bench, the Bishops
of London and St. David's.

I rejoiced at the appointment of that Committee. For the furtherance of the Truth
I desired nothing more than that my investigations and conclusions should be brought
under review by such a body of English Clergymen, distinguished, most of them, by
high ecclesiastical position, and many of them by eminent literary and theological
attainments. It is true that Archdeacon Denison, who moved for the Committee,
and has acted as its chairman, who expressed the wish to ' avoid the appearance of

approaching to intemperance in thought or language,' and who, therefore, in his

preliminary address to the Convocation, confined himself to speaking of me merely
as ' a sacrilegious person,' one ready to

'

damage the Bible by misrepresentation, to

tear out its leaves, mutilate it, and desecrate what is left,' adding,
' I am going to say,

if any man asserts such things as are asserted in this book, Anathema Esto ! Let
him be put away !

'

took for granted that many members of Convocation had not
read the First Part of my work, and desired, apparently, that they should not read
either Part for themselves, but simply accept the report of his Committee ; for he
said,

' I have no doubt, at all events, I hope, that there are many here, who have not
read the First Part, and I am sure that there are many, who have not- read the Second
Part,' of the book, on which he was about to call them to pass some kind of judgment.
However, I presume that, at all events, those gentlemen, who have been engaged

on this Committee, hare felt it to be their duty to read my two Parts, and have en-
deavoured to divest themselves, as much as possible, of all prejudices, and to deliver

'a just and true verdict according to the evidence,' as in God's sight. I regret, in-

deed, that some of the most distinguished members of the Committee have taken no
part at all in its proceedings, including two professors of Divinity in the Un versity
of Cambridge, and others, from whose learning and honesty of purpose I expected
much advantage for the cause of Truth. Nevertheless, I accept the Report, aa

exhibiting the result of nine days' searching enquiry into the contents of my books,
by fourteen clergymen, many of them eminent for piety and learning, who also,
however strongly animated by the desire to bear witness to the Truth, and do nothing
by partiality, yet had, many or most of them, spoken severely beforehand in censure
of my writings, and would not, therefore, be likely to spare any traces of '

heresy
'

which might fairly be detected in them.
I observe, then, that the Committee has not reported that my criticisms are

unfounded or my critical conclusions false. They do not impeach the scientific truth,
but only the orthodoxy, of my reasonings ; they leave to 'individuals' the business
of replying to my books

; and they say
' the work of a Synod of the Church is of a

different kind.' As Archd. Bickersteth observed,
'

They have simply taken expres-
sions from the book, and placed them side by side with the Bible, and expressions
from the Formularies and Articles.' To me it is of little consequence, comparatively,
whether my conclusions are deemed to be orthodox or not, provided only that they
are true. If so, they are ' orthodox

'

in the best sense the only right sense of the

word, in the only one which is recognised by the whole spirit of our National Church,
based, as it surely is, upon the Truth, and not on authority.
But the Committee of Convocation has reported that,

'

bearing in mind that it is

not their province to pronounce definitely what are, or are not, opinions heretical,

they content themselves with submitting that three propositions, being the main
propositions of the book, involve errors of the gravest and most dangerous character,
subversive of Faith in the Bible as the Word of God.' They then '

proceed to cite

from the book a further proposition,' which they evidently mean to characterise as
'heretical' and 'blasphemous.'
These four points, however, sum up the crimes, of which I am supposed to be

guilty. Never, I presume, was any book subjected to the ordeal of a more searching
scrutiny. And it may be safely concluded that such scrutiny has brought forth fully,
into the strongest light, all the offences, with which, in the opinion of these eminent
divines, my books can justly be charged.

I need hardly say, that I am glad to find that my offences are so few, and that upon
the first three points complained of I am in substantial agreement with cne of the
most learned and distinguished members of Convocation itself, Dean Milman, of St.

Paul's, and upon the fourth with two others, the latter of whom attended all tha
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meetings of this very Committee, Prof. Harold Browne and Dean Alford of

Canterbury. Some passages from these authors have been already quoted in this
Preface : but, under the circumstances of the case, it may be well to produce the
most important of them again, and to contrast them with the charges made against
me.

(i) I have said that ' The Bible is not itself God's Word' it being, however, added
by me that '

assuredly God's Word will be lieard in the Bible, by all who will humbly
and devoutly listen for it.'

Dean Milman says, Hist, of the Jews, p.xi :

' The moral and religious truth, and this alone, I apprehend, is the ' Word of God'
contained in the Sacred Writings.'

(ii) I have said that ' Not Moses, but Samuel, and other persons of a later age,
composed the Pentateuch.'
Dean Milman says, ibid. p.xxvii :

' There are two theories, between which range all the conclusions of what may be
called the critical school :

'

First, that the Pentateuch in its present form is of very late date, the reign of

Hezekiah, Manasseh, Josiah, or even subsequent to these
;

'

Secondly, that the Pentateuch, even in its present form, is of very high antiquity,
as high as the time of Moses, but that it has undergone many interpolations, some
additions, and much modification, extending to the language, in successive ages.

' If I am to choose, I am most decidedly for the second.'

(iii) I have said that ' The story of the Pentateuch, with respect to some, at least, of the

chiefportions of the narrative, cannot be regarded as historically true.'

Dean Milmax says, Unci, p.xxxii :

' Maintain the numbers [of the Pentateuch] as they stand, I see no way, without
one vast continuous miracle, out of the difficulties, contradictions, improbabilities,
impossibilities.'
The judgment of one such learned and devout historian, who gives the above

results as the conclusions of thirty years' careful study of these questions, will weigh
more, I imagine, with most intelligent and candid readers, than the mere denuncia-
tions of others, who have never thoroughly examined the subject, and are not really
aware of its difficulties.

(iv) With respect to the foui'th point, my words are reported as follows:
' Our Lord Jesus Christ, having taken our nature fully, and having voluntarily

entered into all the conditions of humanity, and, among others, into that which
makes our growth in all ordinary knowledge gradual and limited, ... at what
period of his life upon earth is it to be supposed that He had granted to Him, as th

Son of Man, supernaturally, full and accurate information, so that he should be

expected to speak about the Pentateuch in other terms than any other devout Jew
of that day would have employed ? Why should it be thought that He would speak
with certain Divine knowledge on this matter, more than upon other matters of

ordinary science or history ?'

And the Report goes on to say :

' Your Committee observe upon this proposition that it questions our Blessed
Lord's Divine knowledge, as witnessed in Scripture by the Holy Ghost.'

I think that, when my readers take account of the passages, which have been
already quoted on this point in this Preface, among which will be found the words
of Prof. Browne and Dean Alford, they will be surprised at the above statement.

They will be surprised also to find that neither the Bishop of Oxford, nor any one
of the Bishops who voted with him, uttered one syllable to imply that he was aware
of any such passages existing, or expressed a brotherly hope, that on this particular
point, at all events, I might not be altogether so guilty as some have supposed. It is,

I repeat, an amazing fact, that so many Bishops, Doctors, and Divines should have
adopted this Report, without one single voice breaking the dead silence, to intimate
that there was ever the slightest doubt in the Church upon this question, still less,
to give utterance to the simple truth, that here, at least, I am supported by the
consentient opinion of very many of the greatest Divines, both ancient and modern.

J. W. NATAL.

23 Sussex Place, Kensington, London, W.
June 3, 1868.



PART III

THE BOOK OF DEUTEEONOMY.

CHAPTEE I.

THE DETJTERONOMIST DISTINCT FROM THE
OTHER WRITERS OF THE PENTATEUCH.

505. The course of our argument will

lead us to consider next more closely
the age and authorship of the Book
of Deuteronomy. We may now assume
that we are no longer under the neces-

sity of regarding this portion of the

Pentateuch as being an actual authentic

record, by Moses himself or by one of

his contemporaries, of the last ad-

dresses of the great Hebrew lawgiver
to his people. In fact, if it be true,

as we believe, that the other parts of

the Pentateuch are, generally, of far

later date than the time of the Exodus,
there can be no reason a priori for sup-

posing that this Book forms an excep-
tion to the general rule. And, as we
have seen some ground for concluding
that the original Elohistic story has

been very considerably enlarged in later

days, perhaps, by more than one

author, in different ages, it is, from

the first, not improbable that the Book
of Deuteronomy also, which, as we
shall presently see, differs remarkably
from the rest, not only in its style and

tone, but also in its very language, and
verbal forms of expression, may have

been added in a still later age.
506 There can be no doubt that

Deuteronomy is throughout the work of

one and the same hand, with the ex-

ception of the last chapter, and, per-

haps, one or two other short sections,

(such as xxxii.48-52,) which will be

pointed out hereafter. Otherwise, the

Look is complete in itself, and exhibits

a perfect unity of style and subject. It

consists chiefly of addresses ascribed to

Moses shortly before his death ; viz.

(i) An introductory discourse, i.6-

iv.40, in which he is represented as

recounting to the people, by way of

encouragement and warning, a brief

sketch of their past history, after their

escape out of Egypt, which discourse,

however, as we have seen (261, 262), is

interrupted, here and there, with geo-

graphical and archaeological notices,

very ill-suited to such an occasion, and
involves anachronisms, where reference

is made to events of the previous weeks
as to events of a bygone age, which be-

tray at once the later time at which it

was written ;

(ii) The main body of the work,

v.l-xxvi.19, a long and impressive ad-

dress, urging upon the people, by re-

iterated arguments of the most earnest

and affectionate kind, the duty and
blessedness of obeying the Divine com-
mands, and the danger of disobedience;

(iii) Additional addresses, xxvii.l-

xxx.20, expressed in language of great

eloquence, with powerful almost, at

times, appalling energy, in which the

people are warned, again and again, of

the fearful consequences of departing
from Jehovah

;

(iv) The conclusion, xxxi.l-xxxiv.

12, containing the 'Song' and lust

'Blessing' of Moses, with the account
of his death and burial 'in the land of

Moab, over against Bethpeor; but no
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man knoweth of his sepulchre unto

this day,' xxxiv.6.

507. No attentive reader of the Bible

can have failed to remark the striking
difference above referred to, which
exists between the style and contents

of Deuteronomy and those of the other

Books, generally, of the Pentateuch.

These latter are occupied almost en-

tirely with long details of legend or

history, with circumstantial directions

for the construction of the Tabernacle

and its vessels, or with multiplied re-

petitions of the minutiae of the cere-

monial Law ; so that the writers only

very occasionally break forth, from
their usual plain, prosaic, style, into

grand prophetical utterances, or soar

into the higher regions of poetry.
508. But the Book of Deuteronomy,

on the contrary, almost from beginning
to end, is one magnificent poem, or col-

lection of poems, full of noble thoughts
and glowing expressions, containing

scarcely a single lengthy detail of a

purely historical, artistic, or ceremonial,

nature, but wholly devoted to enforcing,
the paramount duties of morality and

religion, in tones of earnest and im-

passioned eloquence, now with the

most persuasive and touching ten-

derness, now with the most impressive
and terrible denunciations.

509. Prof. Rawlinson, indeed,writes,

Aids to Faith, p.245 :

Considered as a literary work, the Penta-
teuch is not the production of an advanced
or refined, but of a simple and rude, age. Its

characteristics are plainness, inartificiality, ab-

sence of rhetorical ornament, and occasional

defective arrangement. . . . We look in vain

through the Pentateuch for the gnomic wisdom
of Solomon, the eloquent denunciations of Ezekiel

or Jeremiah, or the lofty flights of Isaiah.

This, seems, indeed, to be a very strange
assertion. Surely, no ODe, after reading
the glorious rhetoric of D.xxviii or

D xxxii, would hesitate for one moment
to pronounce either of these passages
to be one of the most '

eloquent de-

nunciations,' and one of the most '

lofty

flights
'

of prophetical, as well as of po-

etical, imagination, that can be found

within the whole compass of sacred

and profane literature. Most probably
Prof. Rvwlinson was not really think-

ing, when he wrote the above words,
ox these chapters, or of the Book of

Deuteronomy at all. His language, in

fact applies generally, with sufficient

accuracy, to the other portions of the

Pentateuch. And it is the marked
contrast between the general plainness
of style in these other Books, and the

spirit and energy, the fire of holy zeal,

the warmth of imagination, which
characterize everywhere the Book of

Deuteronomy, by which we are from

the first, before instituting any closer

enquiries, compelled strongly to the

conviction that they cannot have had
the same author or authors.

510. But it may, perhaps, be asked,

'Was not Moses himself capable of

producing such a Book as this ?' At
the close of his long life, after so many
awful communings with God, being

now, as it were, in the very hour of

his own dissolution, with his bodily

eye, indeed, still undimmed, and his

natural force unabated, D.xxxiv.7, but

with his feet already standing on the

verge of the eternal world, and his

spirit's eyesight straining into the

darkness that lay before him, is it

wonderful that he should have felt the

prophetical impulse seize him mightily,
at such a time, with a power unknown

before, and that he should have thus

poured forth his dying utterances, of

mingled laudation and reproof, en-

couragement and warning, blessing and

cursing, in strains of unwonted force

and eloquence?
511. Moses, too, it may be said, like

Jacob of old, G.xlix.1-27, may here have

gathered up the manifold and wonder-

ful experiences of his life, in this last

burst of grand, heart-stirring, oratory.
No longer now occupied with the things
of time, the legends of hoar antiquity,

the historical records of the events in the

wilderness, the ritual of external wor-

ship, the requirements of the Camp and
of the earthly Sanctuary, we may well

believe that he would have wished to

have his last hours occupied, as here,

with the enforcement of eternal realities,

of that worship in spirit and in truth,

ofwhich theseearthly things are but the

symbols, so as to leave lingering in

the ears and in the hearts of his people
the echo of those words, which sum up
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the whole substance of his previous

teaching,
'

Hear, O Israel ! Jehovah our God is One
Jehovah ;

and thou shalt love Jehovah thy
God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy might,' D.vi.4,5,

words, which One greater than Moses
declared to contain the essence of all

the Law and the Prophets, only adding
from L.xix.18 the 'new command' of

the Gospel, Matt.xxii.37-39
' Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.'

512. This argument, might, indeed,

have been employed, with some plausi-

bility, to vindicate to Moses the com-

position of this Book, if we had not

already seen that the story of the

Exodus, generally, cannot be regarded
as historically true, if it were not also

plain that the other Books of the Pen-
tateuch must have been composed in a

later age than that of Moses, if,

lastly, there were not, in the language
of Deuteronomy itself, abundant indi-

cations thatwe have here avery different

author, and one of a very different age,
from those concerned in writing the

main portions of the other books of

the Pentateuch.

513. One very remarkable instance

of this may be seen in the fact that,

whereas in the other Books the Priests

are repeatedly styled the ' sons of Aa-

ron,' L.i.5,7,8,ll,ii.2,iii.2,xiii.2, N.x.8,

comp. L.xxi.21, N.xviii.1,9,11,19, and
are never once called the 'sons of Levij'

yet in Deuteronomy, on the contrary,

they are repeatedly called the ' sons of

Levi' or 'Levites,' D.xvii.9,18,xviii.

l,xxi.5,xxiv.8,xxvii.9,xxxi.9, comp.
xviii.l,5,xxxiii.8-ll, and never once

the ' sons of Aaron.'

514. In fact, a very strong line of dis-

tinction is drawn between the Priests,

the ' sons of Aaron,' and the ' Levites'

or ' sons of Levi,' in the Book of Num-
bers throughout, not only in the first

portions, iii.9,10, iv.l5,19,20,xvi.8-10,

40,xviii,l-3,6,7, &c, but also at the very
end of the forty years' wanderings, see

xxxi.28, 29,41, compared with i;.30,47.

And so, in the fortieth year, we read of
*
Eleazar, the son of Aaron the Priest,'

xxv.7.11,xxvi.l, exactlj as in xvi.37.

It cannot be thought that any writer,
whether Moses or any other, would so

suddenly change his form of expression
in such a case as this, in the very
short interval in question. And let it

be noted that ' the Priests the Levites,'

in D.xxvii.9, and ' the Priests the sons

of Levi,' in D.xxxi.9, are supposed to

be the Priests then living, Eleazar,

&c, the actual ' sons of Aaron.'

515. Bishop Ollivaxt, however,
Second Letter to his Clergy, p.9, tries

to explain the above fact as follows :

When we find that the death of Aaron had
been recorded inN.xxxiii.38, six months before

one word of Deuteronomy was spoken, 1 think
that we may well suppose, either that a sense
of his own loss might have induced Moses to

pass over his brother's name in silence (!), or

that, Aaron being now no more, so that hit

feelings could not possibly be wounded by
the change, the Lawgiver, remembering the

jealousy of certain Levites, which had dictated

the cry against himself and Aaron,
' Ye take

too much upon you,' might deem it good
polic3

r
, or even be directed by Jehovah Him-

self, to endeavour to extinguish a flame,
suppressed, but perhaps not altogether extin-

guished, by henceforth adopting an appellation
which referred rather to the common patri-
archal ancestor of Priests and Levites, than
to the family ancestor of Priests alone.

516. I leave the above to the con-

sideration of my readers, merely obser-

ving that, though the death of Aaron
is referred to in N.xxxiii.38, the full
account of it is given in N.xx. 22-29,

after which we find the name of Aaron

repeatedly mentioned (by Moses, as

is supposed) e.g. in N.xxvi.64. Also

inN.xxv.7,ll,xxvi.l, we have, as above

mentioned, the expression,
'

Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, the son of

Aaron the Priest.'

So that, according to the history,
neither the '

feelings
'

of Moses, nor

his 'policy,' prevented his using the

name of 'Aaron the Priest,' within

six months after his death, in his

writings at all events, for the instruc

tion of the people.

517. Again, the Deuteronomist uses

the word Torah,
'

Law,' invariably of

the w/jofe Law, i.5,iv.8,44,xvii.ll,18,19,

xxvii.3,8,26, xxviii.58,61, xxix.20,28,

xxx.10, xxxi.9,11, 12,24,26, xxxii.46,

xxxiii.4,10, and never of a single parti-
cular precept. But in the other Books
the word is used most frequently,

indeed, almost always, (the exceptiona

being E.xiii.9,xvi.4. xxiv.12,) ofpar-
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ticular laws, E.xii.49,L.vi.9,14,25,vii.l,

7,ll,37,xi.46, xii.7, xiii.59, xiv.2,32,54,

57, xv.32, N.v.29,30, vi. 13,21, xv.16,

29, xix.2,14, xxxi.21.

518. Also the Deuteronomist confines

all sacrifices to oneplace,
' which Jehovah

would choose, to put His Name there,'

xii.5,11, 13,14,18,21,26,xiv.23,24,25,xv.

20, xvi.2,6,7,11,15,16, xvii.8,10, xviii.6,

xxvi.2,xxxi.ll. "Whereas the other four

Books say nothing about this, but ex-

pressly imply the contrary,
' In all places, where I record my Name, I

will come unto thee, and I will bless thee.'

E.xx.24.

519. Further, the Deuteronomist,

though he strictly enjoins the ob-

servance of the three Great Feasts

and of the Passover,* xvi.1-17, yet
makes no mention whatever of the

'Feast of Trumpets,' L.xxiii.23-25,

N.xxix.1-6, or the '

Day of Atone-

ment,' L.xxiii.26-32, N.xxix.7-11, on
each of which days it was expressly
ordered that they should 'do no servile

work,' that they should have ' a holy
convocation,' and that they should
' offer an offering made by fire unto

Jehovah,' just exactly as at the three

Great Feasts, and on the latter of

which they were ' to afflict their souls

by a statute for ever,' and it is added
' Whatsoever soul it be, that shall not be

afflicted in that same day, he shall be cut off

from among his people ;
and whatsoever soul

it be, that doeth any work in that same day,
the same soul will / (Jehovah) destroy from
among his people.' L.xxiii.29,30.

520. Let it be borne in mind that the

directions in N.xxix are. supposed to

have been laid down by Jehovah Him-
self only a few weeks previously to this

address of Moses. Yet here, while

making, as he is represented to be

doing, a final summary of their duties,
as to the observance of their annual
sacred seasons, he omits all mention of

these two important days, upon which
the same stress is laid in L.xxiii as on
the three Great Feasts, and for the

neglect of one of which the punish-
ment of death by the stroke of Divine

judgment is threatened.

* Tne 'Passover' is evidently distinguished
from the ' Feast of Unleavened Bread,' (with
which it was connected,) in L.xxiii.5,6,

N.xxviii.16,17.

&C.

521. Again, there are a number of

sentiments or statements, repeated

again and again by the Deuteronomist,
which occur, most of them rarely, and

many of them not at all, e.g. (v), (ix),

(x),(xi),(xii),(xiv),(xv), in any of the

other Books of the Pentateuch : viz.

(i) That Israel should possess the land of
nations '

greater and mightier
'

than itself,

iv.38, vii.l, ix.l, xi,23 ; comp. i.28, vii.17, and
also G.xviii.l8,N.xiv.l2;

(ii) That Jehovah had ' led them forty

years
'

through the wilderness, viii.2,xxix.5 ;

comp. i.31,ii.7 ;

(iii) That Jehovah is God and ' none else,*

iv.35,39, xxxii.39 ; comp. vi.4 ; whereas in the
other Books this truth is not thus stated in

plain terms, but rather the preeminence and
excellence of Jehovah above all other gods is

magnified, as it is also in D.x.17 ;

(iv) That obedience will be blessed with
long life, and the contrary, iv.1,40, v.16,33,

vi.2, viii.l, xi.21, xvi.20, xxv.15, xxx.6,15-20,
xxxii.47

; comp. E.xx.12, xxiii.26, N.xiv.23,
xxxii.ll ;

(v) That the statutes, &c, which Moses
had taught them, were those which Jehovah
had ' commanded him to teach them,' that

they might
' do them in the land which Jeho-

vah gave them,' iv.5,14, v.31, vi.l, xii.l
;

(vi) That they should ' teach their chil-

dren' about Jehovah's doings, &c, iv.9,10,

vi.7,20,&c, xi.19
; comp. E.xii.26, xiii.8,14 ;

(vii) That Mount Sinai ' burned with fire,'

and Jehovah spake
' out of the midst of the

fire,' iv.11,12,15,33,36, v.4,5,22,23,24,25,26, ix.

10,15, x.4, xviii.16, xxxiii.2 ;
it is mentioned

in E.xix.18 that Jehovah ' descended on the
mount in fire,' and in E.xxiv.17 that ' the

appearance of the glory of Jehovah was like

devouring fire ;

'

but it is said,
' He called unto

Moses out of the midst of the cloud,' and not, as

in Deuteronomy,
' ovt of the midst of the fire

'

;

(viii) That Jehovah would ' inherit Israel,"
iv.20, ix.26,29, xxxii.9 ; comp. E.xxxiv.9 ;

(ix) That they should not, when
'
fat

' and
full with the good tilings of Canaan,

'

corrupt
themselves,' &c, iv.25, vi.l0,&c, viii.l0,&c.,
xi.l5,&.c, xxxi.20, xxxii.l5,&c. ;

(x) That idolatry in every form is specially
' abomination to Jehovah,' iv.25, xi.16, xxvii.

15, xxviii.36,64, xxix.17, xxx.17, xxxi.16,20,
xxxii.16,17 ;

(xi) That Jehovah is to be served with in-

ward, spiritual worship,
' with all the heart,

and with all the soul,' iv.29, vi.5, x.12, xi.13,
xiii.4, xxvi.16, xxx.2,6,10 ;

(xii) That Jehovah had 'chastened' (in-

structed) them, as a father his child, iv.36,
viii.5, xi.2 ;

(xiii) That Jehovah ' would drive out,' iv.

38, ix.4,5, xi.23, xviii.12,
' cast out,' vi.19, vii.

1,22, ix.4, 'deliver,' vii.2,23, xxxi.5, 'destroy,'
vii. 23, viii.20, ix.3, xxxi.3,

' cut off,' xii. 29,
xix. 1

,
the nations before Israel ; comp. E.xxiii.

23,27,30,31, xxxiv.ll, L.xviii.24 ;

(xiv) That Jehovah had brought out Israel

'by temptations, signs, wonders, &c.,' iv.34,

vi.22, vii. 19, xi.3, xxvi.8, xxix.2,3 ;

(xv) That Israel should hear and observe to

do Jehovah's commands,
' that it might be
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well with them,' and that they might be

multiplied, kc, vi.3, vii.13, viii.l, xiii.17,

xxviii.63, xxx. 16
;

(xvi) That Israel should 'fear' Jehovah,
vi.24, viii.6, xiv.23, xxviii.58 ; comp. L.xix.

14,32, xxv.l 7,36,43;

(xvii) That Israel should 'smite,' vii. 2,

'exterminate,' vii.2, xx.17, 'devour,' vii.16,

'destroy with a mighty destruction,' vii.23,
' drive out and destroy,' ix.3,

' leave nothing
alive of,' xx. 16. the nations of Canaan

; comp.
K.xxxiii.52,53;

(xviii) That the nations of Canaan would
be likely to turn the Israelites to idolatrous

practices, vii.4, xii.31, xx.18 ; comp. E.xxiii.32,
33. xxxiv.12-16 ;

(xix) That Israel is 'holy unto Jehovah,'
above all nations upon earth, vii.6, x.15, xiv.

2,21, xxvi.19
; comp. E.xix.6, L.xx.24.26 ;

(xx) That Jehovah would 'bless' them, if

obedient, with plentiful supplies of food and
all earthly blessings, vii. 12-1 5, xi.l3-15,xxviii.
1-14 ; comp. E.xxiii.25, L.xxvi.4,5,10 ;

(xxi) That no man should ' stand
'

before
Israel, vii.24, xi.25 ; comp. ix.2, E.xxiii.27 ;

(xxii) That Jehovah would 'go before'

them, and lead them into the promised land,
ix.3, xxxi.3 ;

(xxiii) That great impression may be ex-

pected to be made by capital punishments,
xiii.12, xvii.13, xix. 20, xxi.21.

CHAPTER II.

CHARACTERISTIC EXPRESSIONS OF THE
BOOK OF DEUTEBONOMY.

522. Besides the above phenomena,
there is a mass of evidence of a similar

kind, but still more satisfactory andcon-

vincing, from which it will appear that

the language of Deuteronomy differs

bo remarkably from that of the other

Books of the Pentateuch, that it cannot
be believed that so great a change, as

is implied by this difference, can have

passed over the mind of Moses, or any
other writer, in the course of a few

days or weeks. We shall find, for in-

stance, several expressions, which occur

frequently and familiarly throughout
the other four Books, but which never
occur at all in Deuteronomy. An d, on the

other hand, we shall find a multitude
of other words and turns of expres-
sion, which are used freely by the

Deuteronomist, and were evidently
favourites with him, but which never

appear in the other four Books of the

Pentateuch.

523. Expressions used freely in the

firstfour Books of the Pentateuch, but

never occurring in Deuteronomy.
(i) akhuzzah,

'

possession, G.xvii.8,xxiii.

4,9,20, xxxvi.43, xlvii.ll, xlviii.4,xlix.30, 1.13,

L.xiv.34.34, xxv.10,13,24,25,27,28,32,33,33,34,

41,45.46, xxvii.16,21,22,24,28, N.xxvii.4,7,
xxxii.5,22,29,32, xxxv.2,8,28, nowhere in Deu-

teronomy, except in xxxii.49, and this verse be-

longs to .48-52, which is evidently a passage
of the older narrative, (referring to the death
of Moses, and corresponding to N.xx. 22-29,
where the death of Aaron is described in

similar terms,) inserted in this place by the

Deuteronomist.
Instead of akhuzzah, the Deut. always uses

ySrushah, for '

possession,' ii. 5,9,9,12, 19, 19, iii.

20, which word is never used in the first four

Books of the Pentateuch.

(ii) ish ish, 'every man,' lit. 'man, man,'

E.xxxvi.4, L.xv.2, xvii.3,8,10, xviii.6, xx.2.9,

xxii.4,18, xxiv.15, N.i.4, iv.19,49, v.12, ix.10,

nowhere in Deuteronomy.
The Deut. alwavs uses ish, only, i. 16,41. iii.

20,xii,8,xvi.l7.xviii.l9,xix.ll,15,16,xxi.l5,18,

22, xxii.13,22,25,26,28, xxiii.10, xxiv.1,5,7,16.

(iii) gavah,
'

die,' G.vi.17, vii.21, xxv.8.17,

xxxv.29, xlix.33, K.xvii.12,13, xx.3,29, no-

where in Deuteronomy.
(ivl matteh, 'tribe,' 96 times in Exodus,

Leviticus, and Numbers, nowhere in Deuter-

onomy.
The Deut. ahcaus uses shevet, for 'tribe,'

i.13.15,15,23. iii.l3,"v.23, x.8, xii.5,14, xvi.18,
xviii. 1,5, xxix.S, 10. 18,21, xxxi.28,xxxiii.5.

(v) 'in the bone of this day,' = ' on the self-

same day,' G.vii.13, xvii.23, 26, E.xii. 17,41,51,

L.xxiii.14,21,28,29,30, nowhere in Deuter-

onomy, except xxxii.48, as above (i).

(vi)
'

gathered to his people
'= die. G.xxv.8,

17, xxxv.29, xlix.29,33, N.xx.24,26, xxvii.13,

13, xxxi.2, nowhere in Deuteronomy, except
xxxii. 50, as above (i).

(vii) 'That soul shall be cut off' from

Israel, from his people, G.xvii.14, E.xii. 15,19,

xxx.33,38, xxxi.14, L.vii.20,21,25,27, xvii.4.9,

xviii. 29, xix.8, xx.17,18, xxii.3, xxiii.29,

N.ix.13, xv.30, xix.13,20 nowhere in Deuter-

onomy.
The Deut. says always

' that man shall die
'

or ' shall be stoned with stones.' and ' thou
shalt put away (lit.

' burn up ') the evil from
the midst of you,' xiii.5, xvii.7,12, xix.13,19,

xxi.9,21, xxii.21,22,24, xxiv.7.

(viii) khok or khukkah, 'ordinance,' in the

singular, E.xv.25,xxx.21, L.vi.11,15, vii. 34,

x.15, N.xviii.8,11,19, -nowhere in Deuteronomy.
(ix) 'land of Canaan,' G. (35 times), E.vi.

4, xvi.35, L.xiv.34, xviii.3,xxv.3S,N.xiii.2,17,

xxvi.19, xxxii.30,32, xxxiii.40,51, xxxiv.2,2,

29, xxxv.10,14, nowhere in Deuteronomy, ex-

cept xxxii.49, as above (i).

The Deut. uses twice the expression
' land

of the Canaanites,' i.7, xi.30 ; but he generally
uses some periphrasis, such as the ' land which
Jehovah sware unto your fathers,' i.8.35,

vi.10,18,23, viii.l. &c, the '

good land,' iii. 25,

iv.21,22, vi.18, viii.7,10, &c, the 'land which
Jehovah giveth thee,' iv.1,21, v.31, &c, the
' land whither ye go over to possess it,' iv.5,

14,26, vi.l, vii. 1, &c, the ' land that floweth

with milk and honey,' vi.3, xi.9, xxvi.15, &c.

(x) par,
'

bullock,' occurs 9 times in Exodus,
29 times in Leviticus, 52 times in Numbers,
nowhere in Deuteronomy.
The Deut. always uses shor, for

'

bullock,'

v.l4,21,xiv.4. xv.l&.xvii.l.xviii.SjXxii.l/t.lO,

xxv.4, xzviii.31, xxxiii.17.
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the employment of other more favourite

forms of expression.

(xi) 'plains of Moab,' N.xxii.l, xxvi.3,63,
xvxi.12, xxxiii.48,49,50, xxxv.l, xxxvi.13,
nowhere in Deuteronomy, except xxxiv.1,8, in
trie last chapter, a fragment of the older nar-
rative.

The Deut. uses ' land of Moab,' i.5, ii.9,xxix.l

(xxviii.69), xxxii.*49, xxxiv.5,6.
(xii) hedah,

'

congregation,' 15 times in

Exodus, 12 times in Leviticus, 83 times in

Numbers, nowhere in Deuteronomy.
The Deut. always uses kahal,

'

assemblv,'
V.22,ix.l0.x.4,xviiU6,xxiii.l,2,2,3,3,8,xxxi.30.

(xiii) nasi,
'

prince,' 71 times in Gen., Ex.,
Lev., and Num., nowhere in Deuteronomy.
The Deut. always uses rosh, 'head,' i. 13,15,

15, v.23(20), xxix.l()(9), xxxiii.5,21.
(xiv) in your (their, &c.) generations,' G.

Xvii.7,9,12, E.xii.14, 17.42, xvi.32,33, xxix.42,
xxx.8,10,31,xxxi.l3, L.iii.l7,vi.l8,x.9, xxii.3.

xxiii.l4.21,41,xxiv.3,xxv.30,N.ix.lO,x.8,xv.l4,
15,21,23,xviii.23,xxxv.29 ; comp. G.vi.9, no-
where in Deuteronomy.

(xv) So ' tent of the congregation' occurs
34 times in Ex., 43 times in Lev., 06 times in
Num. ;

mishcan,
'

Tabernacle,' 56 times in Ex., 3
times in Lev., 38 times in Num.

;

heduih,
'

Testimony,' 35 times in Ex., Lev.,
and Num. ;

korban, 'offering,' 78 times in Lev. and
Num. ;

but not one of these expressions is used by the

Deuteronomist, though
' tent of the congrega-

tion' occurs in D.xxxi. 14,14, and 'tent' in

.15,15, a fragment of the older document.

524. It may, perhaps, be said, with

respect to the instances last quoted,
that the Deuteronomist did not use

them, because he did not require them,
not having occasion to mention the
'

Tabernacle,'
'

Testimony,' &c, in re-

cording the addresses of Moses ; though
certainly, it would be strange that such

long addresses should hare really been

delivered, in the course of which so

many matters of the past history of

the people are referred to, without the

Tabernacle having been once men-
tioned. But this cannot, at all events,
be said of most of the other in-

stances, where we have shown that
the Deuteronomist did require to use

expressions synonymous with those
above quoted, that are used so freely
in the earlier Books, but where he did
not use these latter formulae. It is

plain, therefore, that, if he has every-
where abstained from using them, it

was because they were not familiar to

his pen, as they were to those of the
other writers, and he fell naturally into

* This expression, as will be shown below,
is a Deuteronomistic interpolation in the frag-
ment of the older narrative, xxxii.48-52.

525. Ex2^rcssions used freely in Deu-

teronomy, but never occurring in the

first four Books of the Pentateuch.

(i)
' land of Moab,' i.5, ii.9, xxix.l , xxxii.49,

xxxiv.5,6 ;

(ii)
' make to inherit,' i.38, iii.28, xii.10,

xix.3, xxi.16, xxxi.7, xxxii.8
;

(iii)
'

go in to possess,'
' come in, go in, go

over, and possess,' i. 8, iv.l, 5,14,22.26, vi.l. 18,
vii. 1, viii.l, ix.1,5, x.ll, xi.8,8,10,11,29,31,
xii. 29, xvii.14, xxiii.20, xxvi.l, xxviii. 21,63,
xxx. 16, 18, xxxi.13, xxxii.47

; comp. i.21,39,

ix.4,23, xxx.5 ;

(iv)
' that they may learn to fear Jehovah,'

&c, iv.10, xiv.23, xvii.19, xxxi. 12,13 ;

(v)
' which Jehovah giveth thee for an in-

heritance,' &c. (used of the land of Canaan),
iv.21,38, xv.4, xix.10, xx.16, xxi.23, xxiv.4,
xxv. 19, xxvi.l ;

(vi)
' remember that thou wast a servant

in the land of Egypt,' v.15, xv.15, xvi.12,
xxiv.18,22 ; comp. x.19;

(vii)
' words of this Law,' xvii.19, xxvii.

3,8,26. xxviii. 58, xxix.29, xxxi. 12,24, xxxii.46 ;

(viii)
' written in this Book, in this Book

of the Law,' &c. xxviii.58,61, xxix.20,21 ,27,
xxx.10.

526. It will be seen that the above

expressions hare peculiar reference to

the special circumstances, under which
Moses is supposed to be addressing
the people. And the frequent recur-

rence of some of them might, perhaps,
be explained by the necessity which
then constrained him to remind the

people in his last address, again and

again, while yet beyond Jordan in

the ' land of Moab,' before they
' went

in to possess the land which Jehovah

gare them as an inheritance,' of cer-

tain main facts of their history, of the
cruel '

serrice
'

from which they had
been delirered, of the laws which they
had receired out of ' the midst of the

fire,' and of their duty to ' fear Je-

hovah,' and obey the 'words of the

Law,' which were now ' written in a
Book '

for all future time. But the

following instances are of a more

general kind, and hare no connection

with the particular time at which Moses
is supposed to be speaking. And, there-

fore, as they appear so frequently in

Deuteronomy, it cannot be doubted

that, if the same writer had written

also the other Books, he must have
made use occasionally, at least, of

some of them.

527. Additional Deuteronomistic m"-
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prrssin?is, which never occur in the first

four Books of the Pentateuch.

(i)
' that Jehovah thy God may bless thee,'

&c, ii.7, xii.7, xiv.24,29, xv.4,6,10,U,18, xvi.

10,15, xxiii.20, xxiv.19, xxx.16 ; comp. i.ll,

xxviii.8 ;

(ii)
' work of the hands,' ii.7, xiv.29, xvi.15,

xxiv.19, xxvii. IS, xxviii.!2,xxx.9, xxxi.29;

(iii) 'cleave' to Jehovah, iv.4, x.20, xi.22,

xiii.4. xxx.20 ;

(iv)
'

provoke,' iv.25, ix.18, xxxi.29, xxxii.

16,19,21,21,27;

(v)
' with all the heart and with all the

soul,' iv.29, vi.5, x.12, xi.13, xiii.3, xxvi.16,

xxx.2,6,10 ;

(vi)
' walk in the ways of Jehovah,' v.33,

viii.6, x.12, xi.22, xix.9, xxvi.17, xxviii. 9,

xxx.16;
(vii)

'

forget Jehovah,' vi.12, viii.11,14,19,
xxxii. 18 ; comp. iv.23 ;

(viii)
' abomination to Jehovah,' vii. 25,

xii.31, xvii.l, xviii.12, xxii.5, xxiii.18, xxv.16,

xxvii.15;
(ix)

' which thon knewest not,'
' which thy

fathers knew not,' &c, viii. 3,16, xi.28, xiii.

3,6,13, xxriii.33,36,64, xxix.26, xxxi.13, xxxii.

17 : comp. vii.15, ix.2 ;

(x)
' the stranger and the fatherless and the

widow,' &c., x. 18, xiv.29, xvi. 11,14, xxiv.

17,19,20,21, xxvi.12,13, xxvii.19;

(xi> 'burn up the evil from the midst,'

xiii.5, xvii.7,12, xix.13,19, xxi.9,21, xxii.21,
22.24. xxiv.7;

(xii)
' innocent blood,' xix. 10,13, xxi. 8,9,

xxvii.25.

528. We have given above only a

few of the expressions peculiar to the

Deuteronomist, such as can be tested

at once by the English reader, by a

mere reference to the English Bible

and Concordance. But in the larger
edition we have shown that there are,

at least, thirty-three expressions,
several of which are repeated more

than ten times in Deuteronomy, and

each of which is found on the average

eight times in that Book, not one of
which is found even once in any of the

ether four Books of the Pentateuch.

And we have given also twelve other

expressions, which occur three or four

times in Deuteronomy, and nowhere

else in the Pentateuch, such as these :

(i) 'take good heed,' ii.4, iv.9.15, xxiv.8 ;

(ii)
' be strong and of good courage,' iii.28,

xxxi.6,7,23 ;

(iii)
' hear and fear,' xiii.12, xvii.13, xix.20,

xxi.21 ;

(iv)
' that shall be in those days,' xvii.9,

xix.17, xxvi.3 ;

(v)
'
all that do these things,' xviii.12,

xxii.5, xxv.lt> ;

( vi)
' forsake Jehovah, His Law, &c.'

xxviii.20, xxxi.16, xxix.25.

529. It is remarkable also how

frequently the Deuteronomist uses such

phrases as ' Jehovah thy God,'
' Je-

hovah our God,' &c, compared with

the other writers. The following
Table shows how often the expressions,
'Elohim' or 'El,' 'Jehovah,' and 'Je-

hovah Elohim' the first and third of

these, (i) without, (ii) with, a pronoun
(as

'

thy Elohim,' &c.) occur in each

of the five Books of the Penta-

teuch. Of course, considerable allow-

ance must be made for the fact that in

Deuteronomy Moses is supposed to be

speaking almost throughout, and, there-

fore, such expressions as
' Jehovah thy

God,'
' Jehovah your God,' would natu-

rally be used more frequently than in

the other books. But the preponder-
ance is still very noticeable.

E. J. J.E.

(i) (ii) (i) (ii)

Genesis 200 1 135 28* 1

Exodus 78 3 358 12 27f
Leviticus 5 21 285 .. 26f
Numbers 23 4 390 1 6

Deuteronomy.. 33 3 234 8 308

530. The conclusion to be drawn
from the above facts, in addition to

what has been produced of a similar

character, appears to be irresistible

It seems to us impossible to believe

that either Moses, or any other writer,
could have had his whole tone of

thought and expression so changed
within a few days or weeks at the

outside, as would be necessary to

account for the above phenomena,
unless, indeed, it be supposed that a

special miracle was wrought for the

purpose of so modifying his language.
531. We shall assume it, therefore,

henceforward, as a fact that has been

proved, about which we need no longer
have any doubt or uncertainty, that,

whoever may have composed the Book
of Deuteronomy, he was undoubtedly a,

different person from those, who were
concerned in writing the main portions
of the rest of the Pentateuch. Unless
the preceding evidence be set asidf,
this fact must stand good, whatever
else may be true, and whatever im-

* Of these 20 occur in G.ii,iii, 6 in G.xxiv.

t It is impossible at present to say how
many of these may really be due to the

Deuteronomist, as he may have revised the
older document, and interpolated certain pas-

sages of his own in. it.
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portant consequences may follow from

this conclusion.

532. But thus we find ourselves, at

any rate, in this dilemma. If Moses did

write Deuteronomy, then he did not

write the last part of Numbers, which

recounts the transactions of the last

year of the wanderings, down to the

very day on which the discourses in

Deuteronomy are supposed to be

uttered. And, if he did not write

these chapters of Numbers, then he

did not write a very large portion of

the rest of the four Books
;
since no

critic will deny that the same hand

(hands), which composed the last

seventeen chapters of Numbers, was

(were) concerned also in writing a

great part of the previous history.

Hence, if Moses wrote the book of

Deuteronomy, he certainly did not

write the greater part of the other four

Books. Or, if he did write the last part
of Numbers, and the kindred matter in

the other four Books, then he did not

write the Book of Deuteronomy.

CHAPTER III.

FIRST APPROXIMATION TO THE AGE OF
THE DEUTERONOMIST.

533. The next question would

naturally be, to ask in what age it is

probable that the Deuteronomist lived.

But, for the convenience of our argu-

ment, it will be best to defer for the

present the full consideration of this

part of the subject. Something, how-

ever, may be said at once towards

satisfying the reader's mind on this

point. It is plain that he must have

lived after the other writers, since he

refers throughout to passages in the

etory of the Exodus, which are re-

corded in the other books, and refers

directly in xxiv.8 to the laws about

leprosy in Leviticus. If, therefore, we
are right in supposing from the evi-

dence produced in Part II, that the

Elohistic and Jehovistic portions of the

Pentateuch were written not earlier

than the times of Samuel, David, and

Solomon, it is plain, without further

enquiry, that the Deuteronomist must

havt lived not earlier and, probably,
latei than the age of Solomon,

534. And this agrees with other pro-
minent indications. Thus we have
seen (513) that the Deuteronomist
uses only the phrase 'Levites' or 'sons

of Levi
'

for the Priests, and not ' the

sons of Aaron.' Now the same ex-

pression is used of the Priests in that

part of the book of Kings, which refers

to the times of Jeroboam, lK.xii.31 :

' And he made an house of high places, and
made Priests indiscriminately of the people,
(E.V. ' from the lowest of the people,') which
were not of the sons of Levi.'

it is also the formula invariably
used by Jeremiah, and the other later

Prophets, Jer.xxxiii. 18,21,22, Ez.xliii.

19, xliv.15, xlviii.13, Mal.iii.3 ; comp.
Mal.ii.4,8.

535. Again, the Deuteronomist uses

Torah, in the singular only (517), and
uses it of the whole Law. And so does

Jeremiah, ii.8,vi.l9,viii.8, ix.l3,xvi.ll,

xviii.18, xxvi.4, xxxi.33, xxxii.23, xliv.

10,23, Lam.ii.9.

Also the Deuteronomist confines all

sacrifices to the place, where Jehovah
'would place His Name '

(518). And
so Jeremiah speaks repeatedly of Jeru-

salem or the Temple, as the place called
'

by the Name'' of Jehovah, vii.10,11,

14,30, xxv.29,xxxii.34,xxxiv.l5; comp
iii.17, vii.12.

536. Let us now refer to (523).
(i) The Deuteronomist uses ylrushah, in

stead of akhuzzah, for '

possession ;' and so

does Jeremiah, xxxii.8.

(ii ) The Deuteronomist employs ish
,
and not

ish ish, for
'

every man ;' and so do the Prophets
universally, e.g. Jer.i.15, vi.3, ix.4(3) ,5(4) , xi.8,

xii.lfi, &c. except the post-Captivity Prophet
Ezekiel in two instances, xiv.4,7.

(iii) The Deuteronomist never uses e/ava'h

for
'

die,' although the word is often used in
the older document ;

and the Prophets only
use it in two instances, Lam.i.19, Zech.xiii.S.

It would appear that the above expressions
had become antiquated and nearly obsolete in
the days of the Prophets, and, probably, in
those of the Deuteronomist.

(iv) The same may be true of matfeh for
'

tribe,' which is found in one place only of

all the Prophets, Hab.iii.9, (and even here
the expression is obscure) ; while shevet. the
word used by the Deuteronomist, occtrs in

Hos.v.9, Is.xix.13, xlix.6, lxiii.17, eleven times
in Ezekiel, and in Zech.ix.l.

(v)
' on the self-same day,' is found only in

Ez.ii.3, xxiv.2,2, xl.l.

(vi) 'gathered to his people,' (vii) 'that
soul shall be cut off,' (viii) khukkah,

'
ordi-

nance,' in the singular, (xiii) nasi,
'

prince,'

(xiv)
'
in your &c, generations,' which are not

found in Deuteronomy, occur nowhere in the

Prophets, except the last (37 times) iu Ezekiel.
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(523), as employed in the older docu
ment but not by the Deuteronomist,
seem not to have become antiquated
and out of use in the days of the

Prophets, except those in (xv), which
refer especially to the state of things
in the wilderness, as ' Tent of the Con-

gregation,' 'Tabernacle,' 'Testimony,'
which never occur in their writings,

any more than in that of the Deuter-
onomist : aud this is almost the case,

with korban,
'

offering,' which is found

only in Ez.xx.28, xl.43.

538. Upon the whole, it will be plain
that the evidence just produced, though
we do not press it as conclusive upon
the point under consideration, tends,

however, to establish a connection in

point of time between the Deuterono-
mist and the later Prophets. And in

the larger edition several instances

are given, in which the Deuteronomist
makes use of expressions, which are

either only found in the latest books
of the Bible, as the post-Captivity

prophets and historians, or in none
before the time of Jeremiah, e.g.

(i)
'
to speak rebellion against Jehovah,'

D.xiii.5, Jer.xxviii.16, xxix.32, comp. Is.* lix.

13, nowhere else in the Bible.

(ii)
' for a removing,' D.xxviii.25, Jer.xv.4,

xxiv.9, xxix.18, xxxiv.17, Ez.xxiii.46, 2Ch.
xxix.8.

(iii)
' stubbornness of heart,' D.xxix.l9(18),

Jer.iii.17, vii.24. ix.l4(13), xi.8. xiii.10, xvi.12,
xviii. 12, xxiii. 17, Ps.lxxxi.l2(13), nowhere
else in the Bible.

539. It will be noticed that, in the

above expressions, the Prophet Jere-

miah agrees with the Deuteronomist.

And, in like manner, it will be found
that almost all the expressions in (527),
which are found repeatedly in Deuter-

onomy, but do not occur in any other

Book of the Pentateuch, are also found
more or less freely used in Jeremiah.

(i)
' that Jehovah thy God may bless thee,'

Jer.xxxi.23.

(ii)
' work of the hands,' Jer.i.16, x.3, xxv.

6,7,14, xxxii.30, xliv.8, Lam. iii. 64. iv.2.

(iii) 'cleave' to Jehovah, Jer.xiii.ll.

* We use Is. to denote the writings of the
later Isaiah, the ' unknown Prophet,' to whom
chap.xl-lxvi of the present book of Isaiah
must be assigned. That some, at least, of
these prophecies were uttered after the Cap-
tivity, is obvious from such passages as

lxiii.17-19, lxiv.10,11.

(iv) 'provoke,' Jer.vii. 18,19, viii.19, xi.17,
xxv.6,7, xxxii.29,30,32, xliv.3,8.

(v)
' with all the heart and with all the

soul,' Jer.xxxii.41, comp. iii. 10, xxiv.7, xxix.
13.

(vi)
' walk in the ways of Jehovah,' Jer.vii.

23.

(vii) 'forget Jehovah,' Jer.ii.32, iii. 21, xiii.

25, xviii.15, xxiii.27.

(viii)
' abomination to Jehovah,' not in Jer.,

nor anywhere else in the Bible, except Is.i.13,
and repeatedly in the book of Proverbs ; but
comp. Jer.xliv.4, and see

' abomination '

in

Jer.ii.7, vi.15, vii.10, viii.12, xvi.lS, xxxii.35,
xliv.22.

(ix)
' which thou knewest not, &c.,' Jer.v.

15,vii.9,ix.l6(15),xiv.l8,xv.l4,xvi.l3,xvii.4,
xix.4, xxii.28, xxxiii.3, xliv.3.

(x) 'the stranger, and the fatherless, and
the widow, &c.,' Jer.vii.6, xxii.3, comp. v.28,
xlix.ll.

(xi)
' burn up the evil from the midst,"

not in Jer., but in 2K. xxiii.24, which many
(557. v.) ascribe to Jeremiah.

(xii)
' innocent blood,' Jer.vii.6, xxii.3,17,

xxvi.15, comp. xix.4.

540. So, too, many of those in (525)
find their representatives in his pro-

phecies, though with some of them,
from the nature of the case, it could

hardly have been expected.

(i)
' land of Moab,' Jer.xlviii.24,33.

(ii)
' make to inherit,' Jer.iii.18, xii.14.

(iii)
' which ye go in to possess,' &c, Jer.

xxxii.23.

(iv) that they may ' learn to fear Jehovah,
&c.

,
not in Jer. ;

but comp.
'

to fear me all the

days,' D.iv.10, Jer.xxxii.39.

(v)
' which Jehovah giveth thee for an in-

heritance,' Jer.xvii.4.

(vi)
' remember that thou wast a servant in

the land of Egypt,' not in Jer.

(vii)
' words of this Law,' comp. Jer.vi.19.

(viii)
' written in this Book,' &c, Jer.xxv.

13.

541. The above agreement in phra-

seology is certainly remarkable. And,
if further evidence tends to confirm

the indications, which we have already
observed, of the late origin of the book
of Deuteronomy, there is enough here

to raise a strong suspicion that Jere-

miah may have been its author, or,

at all everts, some later Prophet,

moving in the same circle of religious

ideas, and habitually using the same
forms of expression as Jeremiah.

542. It is plain, however, that the

above phenomena are just what we

might expect to find in documents

differing from one another in age by
some considerable interval of time.

The first four Books of the Pentateuch
were written mainly, as we have seen

reason to believe (468-471) by persons
o
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living nearly in the same age, and in

the same literary circle. While, there-

fore, we should expect to find the

different parts of these Books, which
are due to different writers, exhibiting
characteristic differences in style and

tone, and even betraying, by incidental

allusions, the different circumstances

of the times in which they were written,

yet, if our view be correct, we should

not be able to detect any marked dis-

tinction between the Hebrew of the

Elohistic and Jehovistic authors, any
more than between the English of men
of letters of our own country, who r.iay

have lived in the reigns of George III

and Queen Victoria.

543. On the other hand, we should

expect to perceive a more decided differ-

ence between good English compositions
of the Elizabethan and writings of the

present age, even though the spelling
of the former were modernised. Thus
words and expressions would most pro-

bably have been used by the older

writers, which have now become anti-

quated ;
while the latter would be found

to give signs of the possession of a

more copious vocabulary, would be

likely to employ a more free and flow-

ing style, and to make use of new words
and new expressions, reflecting the

spirit and practices of their time. And
just such a difference as this is found
to exist between the first four Books,

generally, of the Pentateuch and the

book of Deuteronomy.
544. We have said 'the first four

Books, generally.' For it must now be

observed that, besides the numerous for-

mulae above noticed, not one of which
is found in the first four Books of the

Pentateuch, there are several other

similar expressions, which occur freely
in all parts of Deuteronomy, but are

found also in certain well-defined por-
tions of the other Books; that is to

say, they do not appear in all parts of

those Books, as they do in Deuteronomy,
but only in certain particular sections.

which are limited in extent, and which

betray also, when carefully examined,
other close affinities with the style of

the Deuteronomist. We can scarcely
doubt that such passages are interpo-
lations by his hand.

545. And, indeed, it would be very
strange if there were no such insertions

as these. The writer, who could con-

ceive the grand idea of adding the

whole book of Deuteronomy to the

existing roll of the Tetrateuch, would
be almost certain, we may well believe,

to have first revised the work of the

older writers which had come into his

hands, and to have inserted passages,
here and there, if he saw any reason

for so doing, in the original document.
The wonder, we repeat, would be, if

he did not do this.

For the present, however, it is un-

necessary to point out and investigate
these passages, which will come more

properly under consideration hereafter.

It will suffice to have drawn attention

here to the fact of their existence.

CHAPTER IV.

THE BOOK OF THE LAW FOUND IN

THE TEMPLE.

546. In 2K.xxii,xxiii, we find an
account of the following remarkable

occurrence.
' In the eighteenth year of king Josiah. the

king sent Shaphan the scribe to the House of

Jehovah, saying, Go up to Hilkiah the High
Priest, that he may sum the silver which is

brought into the House of Jehovah, which
the keepers of the door have gathered of the

people. . . . And Hilkiah the Priest said unto

Shaphan the scribe, / have found the Book of
the Law in the House of Jehovah. And Hilkiah

gave the Book to Shaphan, and he read it. . .

. . And Shaphan the scribe shewed the king,
saying, Hilkiah the Priest hath delivered me
a Book. And Shaphan read it before the

king. And it came to pass, when the king
had heard the words of the Book of the Law,
that he rent his clothes. And the king com-
manded Hilkiah the Priest, &c. saying, Go ye,

enquire of Jehovah for me, and for the people,
and for all Judah, concerning the words of

this Book that is found
;
for great is the

wrath of Jehovah that is kindled against us,
because our fathers have not hearkened unto
the words of this Book, to do according to all

that which is written concerning us. . . And
the king sent, and they gathered unto him all

the elders of Judah and of Jerusalem. And
the king went up into the House of Jehovah,
and all the men of Judah, and all the inhabi-
tants of Jerusalem with him, and the Priests,
and the Prophets, and all the people, both
small and great ; and he read in their ears all

the words of the Book of the Covenant, which
was found in the House of Jehovah. And the

king stood by a pillar, and made a covenant
before Jehovah, to walk after Jehovah, and to

keep His commandments, and His testimonies,
and His statutes, with all their heart and with
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all their soul, to perform the words of this

Covenant that were written in this Book.
And all the people stood to the Covenant.'

547. If we met with the above

narrative in any other book than the

Bible, it would be natural to wish to

examine more closely into the state-

ment, and see what this occurrence

really means, by which the young king
was influenced to take in hand so stren-

uously the Reformation of Religion

throughout the land. The High-Priest
'
finds

'

this Book of the Law in the

Temple. If it really had been written

by Moses, where, we might ask, had it

been lying all this while, during more
than eight centuries ?

548. It could not have been in the

Ark; for then Hilkiah would not have
' found '

it, as he dared not look into the

Ark : and, besides, we are expressly told

that there was '

nothing in the Ark save

the two tables of stone,' lK.viii.9.

Nor could it have been lying for those

eight centuries beside the ark. For

then, surely, it would have been named

among the things, that were brought
into the Temple by Solomon ; and, at

all events, it would have been well

known to David and Solomon and other

pious kings, as well as to the succes-

sive High Priests, and we should not

find them so regardless of so many of

its plain precepts, as the history shows
them to have been, e.g. with respect to

the worshipping on high places, and
the neglect of the due observance of

the Passover.

549. When, further, we consider

that in this same Book of Deuteronomy
is found also the command, said to have

been given by Moses to the Levites,

xxxi.26,
' Take this Book of the Law, and put it be-

tide (E.V.
' in the side of,' but see R.ii.14,

' she
sat beside the reapers,' lS.vi.8,

' in a coffer by
the side thereof,' &c.) the Ark of the Covenant
of Jehovah your God, that it may be there for

a witness against thee,'

it is scarcely possible to resist the

suspicion that the writing of the Book,
the placing it, and the rinding it, were

pretty nearly contemporaneous events
;

and that, if
' there was no king before

Josiah.' not David, in his best days,
nor Solomon, in his early youth, not

Asa, nor Jehoshaphat, nor Hezekiah, >

' that turned to Jehovah with all his heart,
and with all his soul, and with all his might,
according to all the Law of Moses,' 2K.xxiii.25,

it may have been because there was
no king before him who had ever seen

this portion, at least, of the Penta-

teuch, or had believed that such parts
of it, as had come into his hands, were

really authoritative, and binding upon
himself and his people, as containing
the direct utterances of the Divine Will.

550. And this suspicion seems to be

confirmed into a certainty, when we
call to mind the proofs which we have

already had before us, that Deuter-

onomy was written in a later age than

the rest of the Pentateuch, and when
we consider more closely the account

which is given us of the finding of this
' Book of the Law.' For, first, it could

hardly have been the whole Pentateuch,

that Hilkiah now found. He gave it,

we are told, to Shaphan, and Shaphan
'read it,' perhaps, read only part of it,

or, as the Chronicler says, 'read in it,'

2Ch.xxxiv.18, before he returned to

the king on the business, about which

he had been sent to the Temple. And

Shaphan read it also before the king,
and appears to have read to him all

the words of the Book.

551. But, at all events, the next

day again. perhaps, the same day,
the king himself, we are told, read in

the ears of the people
'
all the words of the Book of the Covenant,
which was found in the House of Jehovah.'

It cannot be supposed that he would

read on this occasion all the histories

in Genesis, the long account of the con-

struction of the Tabernacle and its

vessels, or the details of the Levitical

Law. Besides, the Book found by
Hilkiah is repeatedly called the

' Book

of the Covenant,' 2K.xxiii.2,3,21, which

name can scarcely have been used of the

whole Pentateuch, though it very well

applies to Deuteronomy, or to the chief

portion of that Book, since we find it

written, D.xxix.l,
' These are the words of the Covenant,

which Jehovah commanded Moses to make
with the Children of Israel in the land of

Mi'iab. besiile. the Covenant which He made
with them in Horeb.'

552. Again, this 'Book of the Law,'

which was found by Hilkiah, contained
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also directions about the Passover,

2K.xxiii.21, such as we find in D.xvi.

1-8, and severe denunciations of the

Divine displeasure against all who

transgressed the commands contained
in it, 2Kxxii.l3, such as we find in

D.xi. 1 6, 1 7, xxix. 18-28, xxx. 15-20, and,

especially, in D.xxviii. 15-68. And it

led directly to the putting down, with
a strong hand, of every kind of idola-

trous practice, of all groves, high
places, altars, &c, as we read in 2K.
xxiii.24 :

' Moreover the familiar spirits, and the
wizards, and the images, and the idols, and
all the abominations, that were spied in the
land of Judah and in Jerusalem, did Josiah

put away, that he might perform the words
of the Law, which were written in the Book,
that Hilkiah the Priest found in the House of

Jehovah.'

And this too was in accordance with
the commands of the Book of Deuter-

onomy, xii.2,3, xiii, xvi.21,22, xvii.2-7,
xviii. 10-12.

553. In short, the whole description
of the nature and effect of the words
contained in this ' Book of the Law,'
which was read in the ears of the

people, shows that it must have been
the Book of Deuteronomy. Accordingly,
we have seen already, and shall see yet
more plainly, as we proceed, that there

are internal signs in this Book, which
tend to fix the date of its composition
to somewhere about this period in the

Jewish history.
554. It was, we may believe, the

desire of Hilkiah, and, perhaps, of

men of yet higher mind about the

young king, to take advantage of his

own religious and impressible spirit,

and of the humbled state of the people,
when Judah had been brought low

through the oppressions of Manasseh,
and the ten tribes had been carried

into captivity, to abolish once for all

the idolatrous practices which had so

long prevailed, and to try to bind the

hearts of the remnant of Israel to the

Court and to the Temple at Jerusalem.

And so there ensued at once, upon the

discovery of this 'Book of the Law,'
a complete Beformation of Beligion

throughout the land, with a thorough
and violent rooting up of all idolatrous

practices, as described in 2K.xxiii.

555. And then a great Passover was
held by the king in Jerusalem. For
once, it would seem, the attempt was
made to draw the great body of the

people thither : and never, we are

told,
' from the days of the Judges that judged
Israel, nor in all the days of the Kings of

Israel, nor of the Kings of Judah,'

was such a Passover held, as this that

was held in the eighteenth year of king
Josiah. But we have no sign whatever

of any other such Passover brine/ held

even in the reiffn of Josiah. Perhaps,
after a time, the young king also became
aware of the real facts of the case, and
his zeal may have been damped by this

discovery. At all events, we hear no
more of any such gatherings.

556. Nor is there the least indication

that the other two Feasts were heft by
Josiah with similar solemnity in that

very same year. And yet the Law is

laid down with equal distinctness for all

three Feasts in E.xxiii.17, xxxiv.23,24.
And according to these laws,
' Three times in the year all thy males shall

appear before Jehovah,'

it was just as necessary that they should

go up to Jerusalem at the Feast of Pen-

tecost, and especially at the Feast of

Tabernacles, at which, once in seven

years, the Law was to be read in the

ears of the assembled people, D.xxxi,

10-13, as at the Passover.

CHAPTER V.

THE BOOK FOUND IN JOSIAH's REIGN,
THE BOOK OF DEUTERONOMY.

557. We shall reserve for the pre-
sent the full discussion of the very

interesting question, to which we have

before referred (539-541), and which
was first raised by von Bohlen, viz.,

whether the book of Deuteronomy
is to be ascribed to the hand of Jere-

miah, who was himself a Priest, the

son of Hilkiah, Jer. i.l, and was called

to the Prophetical office in the ' thir-

teenth year' of the reign of king
Josiah, v.2, five years before the dis-

covery of the Book of the Law in

the
'

eighteenth year of his reign.'

2K.xxii.3.

558. But we shall here considerwhat
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Havernick says on the subject of this
]

first four Books of the Pentateuch. But, let

'discovery.' Pen t.p. 107 113.
' De Wette has come to the conclusion that,

' in the discovery of the Book of the Law in

the Temple, the first certain trace of the exist-

ence of a Mosaic Book is to be found.' But the

following considerations speak most decidedly

against this.

(i)
' The very words,

'
I have found the

Book of the Law,' v.S, clearly show the con-

trary. How could the High Priest use these

words in delivering the Book to Shaphan, sup-

posing that the latter knew nothing at all

about it ? Both individuals, on the contrary,
are so well acquainted with it, that it only
requires to be designated by this its known
name, for one to know what it is.'

A?is. We believe that the greater portion of

the first four Books of the Pentateuch had

long been composed, and that the fact was

known, more or less, to the more eminent
men of the day, and even to the people gene-

rally, that seme ' written Law '

at one time
existed. Perhaps, in the time of Josiah's

idolatrous grandfather, Manasseh, or even
before his time, the roll of the Pentateuch, or,

rather, as we believe, the Tetrateuch, had dis-

appeared. It may have been lying, little

heeded or even noticed, among the archives of

the Temple, and so came into the hands of the

successive High Priests, until it reached those

of Hilkiah, and those of the Deuteronomist.

(ii)
' The conduct of the king and of the

Court is inexplicable, supposing that they
now for the first time heard news of this

Book. We find no sign in the narrative of

mistrust or astonishment on their part at the

existence of such a Book. Would the. king
have been seized with such terror, when he
heard the words of this Book ? Would he

immediately have adopted such energetic

measures, if he had not recognised it at once

as authentic ?
'

Ans. No doubt, the king believed it to be
authentic. He, too, was aware that some
such a Book had once existed ; and if, for

sometime past, the Book of Deuteronomy was,
as we suppose, in actual process of composi-
tion, we may be sure that measures would
have been taken to keep alive in his thoughts,
and in the thoughts of others, the remem-
brance of that fact, until the day of the
'

discovery.'
This would explain fully the words of

Hilkiah just considered,
' I have found -the

Book of the Law in the House of Jehovah,'
as well as the apparent want of surprise on
the part both of Shaphan and the king,
apparent, we say, because none, at all events,
is betrayed in the Scripture narrative, what-
ever may have,been really the case.

(iii)
'

Further, the narrative says not a
word of the king's astonishment respecting
the existence of the Book, but only respecting
its contents, and the long non-observance of

the Law and the refractory opposition to it.

When he complains that the fathers had not
acted according to it, it is evident that he
must have been convinced that the Law was
known and accessible to them.'

Ans. No doubt: this precisely agrees with
our own view of the previous existence of the

it be well observed, the contents of those first

four Books are of a very different character from
those of Deuteronomy. They consist mainly, as

we have said, of historical narratives, or cere-

monial directions, while thirteen whole chap-
ters of Exodus are devoted to the minute

description of the details of the construction
and setting up of the Tabernacle. In Deuter-

onomy it is the moral Law which is delivered

throughout, in some of the most impressive
language that has ever been written.

(iv) 'It wyould also, assuredly, be a deci-

dedly false conclusion, to infer a general non-

acquaintance with the Pentateuch from the
circumstance of the king's betraying an ig-
norance of its contents. In such a Court
as must have existed during the long reign of

Manasseh, does not such an ignorance appear
quite probable, and admit of being so ex-

plained ?
'

Ans. Josiah had already reigned seventeen

years, and, when he came to the throne, he
was too young, indeed, only eight years old,

2K.xxii.l, to have been very much influenced

by the state of things in the Court of Manasseh,
laying out of consideration the story, which

the Chronicler gives us, of Manasseh's deep
repentance and reformation, 2Ch.xxxiii.l2-l(J,

according to whieh he must have restored

the Law, (supposed by the Chronicler to have
been in full operation in the days of his father

Hezekiah,2Ch.xxx.5,16,xxxi.3,21,) if he knew
of it. But, according to the more authentic

history of the book of Kings, Josiah from the
first

' did that which was right in the sight of

Jehovah, and walked in all the ways of David
his father,' 2K.xxii.2 ; and from his youth he
must have been, we may believe, in these early

days of his reign, greatly under the influence

of the High Priest, Hilkiah. If, then, during
the first seventeen years of his reign, this pious

young king was all the while ignorant of th

contents of the ' Book of the Law,' as Haver-
nick admits, it is surely inconceivable that

the people generally were better informed
about it, whatever may have been the case

with the few individuals, who were privy to

the present movement. And, indeed, the

whole story of the reading of the Book to the

people, 2K.xxiii, implies this.

(v)
' But the opposite of this conclusion

may he proved convincingly (!) from the nar-

rative itself. The king sends a message to the

Prophetess, Huldah, and makes enquiry of her

respecting the ' Book ' and its declarations.

She then at once confirms the truth of those

words by a Prophetic declaration, and evidently

knows the Book that is spoken of, for she says,
' All the words of this Book, wherein the king
hath read, shall be fulfilled.'

'

Ans. Upon Havernick's supposition, how
could Huldah have known the Book ? If the

knew it, why did not Hilkiah the High Priest,

and the King himself, know it ? It is clear

that the idea cannot be maintained. It would
be more reasonable to say that she recognised
the words of the Book, when she heard them,
(as she might have heard them from the mes-

sengers sent to consult her,) as Divine words,
or that she may have given her attestation to

the Book by "prophetic instinct. But, tc-
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cording to our view, Huldah, most probably,
did know the Book ; for she was in the secret,

and shared the hope of a great Reformation.
And this may seem, at first sight, to be con-

firmed by the fact, that she actually makes
verbal references to favourite expressions of

the Deuteronomist. Thus in 2K.xxii.17 we
read ' that they might provoke me to anger
through all the work of their hands,' as in

D.xxxi.29,
' to provoke Him to anger through

the work of your hands.' And we have also

the following resemblances ;

(a) .17,
' forsake

'

Jehovah (528.vi.) ;

(|3)
' other gods,' D.v.7, vi.14, vii.4, viii.19,

xi.16,28, xiii.2,6,13, xvii.3, xviii.20, xxviii.14,

36,64, xxix.26, xxx.17, xxxi.18,20, and also

E.xx.3, xxiii.13, xxxiv.14 ;

(y) 'provoke' (527. iv.) ;

(6)
' work of the hands

'

(627.ii.) ;

(e) v.19, shammah,
'

desolation,' (E.V.
' as-

tonishment,') D.xxviii.37, nowhere else in the

Pentateuch ;

{) ktlalah,
'

curse,' D.xi.28,29, xxi.23,

xxiii.5, xxvii,13, xxviii.15,45, xxix.27, and
also G.xXvii.12,13.

These coincidences can hardly be accidental.

And, if we could be sure that the text really

records the words of Huldah, they would
show decisively that she must have been
familiar with the Book of Deuteronomy, and,

therefore, as she could not have known it, in

the usual way, as a Book publicly known,
(since then the King and High Priest must
have known it also,) it would follow beyond
a doubt that she knew it privately, that there

U/as some such a course pursued as we have

supposed, and that Huldah was privy to it.

But it is very possible that these are not

really the words of Huldah, but those as-

cribed to her by the writer of the narrative.

We have suggested (539-541) that Jeremiah

may have been the Deuteronomist, and the rea-

sons which lend support to this conjecture shall

be produced in due time
;
and we also believe,

with many critics, that the latter part of the

Seeond Book of Kings may have been written

by this Prophet, who was contemporary with
the events described in it. Thus Dr. Davidson,
ii.37, while not giving his own assent to this

hypothesis, observes
'

According to the Tal-

mudists, followed by many of the older theo-

logians, Jeremiah was the compiler of the

Book of Kings. This opinion has been

adopted in modern times by Havernick and

Graf, &c.'

The many points of coincidence between
this passage, 2K.xxii.l6-20, and Jeremiah, as

well as Deuteronomy, are, indeed, remark-
able, as follows :

(a) ,17,' forsake Jehovah,' Jer.i.l6,ii.l3,17,

19,v.7,19,ix.l3,xvi.ll,ll,xvii.l3,xix.4,xxii.9.

(0)
' other gods,' Jer.i.16, vii.6,9,18, xi.10,

xiii.lO, xvi.11,13, xix.4,13, xxii.9,xxv.6,xxxii.

29, xxxv.15, xliv.3,5,8,15.

(y) 'provoke,' Jer.vii.18,19, viii.19, xi.17,

xxv.6.7, xxxii.29,30,32, xliv.3,8.

(5) 'work of the hands,' (539. ii.)

(<) shammah,
'

desolation,' Jer.ii.15, iv.7,

v.30, &c., twenty-four places.

() kllalah, 'curse,' Jer.xxiv.9, xxv.18,

xxvi.6, xxix.22, xlii.18, xliv.8,12,22, xlix.13.

The full phrase
' burn incense to other gods

'

occurs in Jer.i.16, xix.4, xliv. 5,8,1a, uid no-

where else in the Bible, except in the duplicate
of the passage now before us, 2Ch.xxxiv.25.

Also the complete phrase
' desolation and a

curse' occurs in Jer.xxv.18, xlii.18, xliv.12,22,
and nowhere else in the Bible, though the two
words occur separately in Deuteronomy.

If this second conjecture be true, it would
be easy to account for Jeremiah's putting his

own expressions into the mouth of Huldah.

(vi)
' Hence the Prophetess Huldah must

have had a share in the ' concerted scheme.'

But we meet here with a fresh confirmation

of our view. Not only does the Prophetess
give confirmation to the Book that has been

discovered, but it is also read out of, in pre-
sence of the Priests, the Prophets, and the

whole people ! What a conjoint plot must
this

' concerted scheme ' have been ! Who
were the persons deceived here, since all appear
to have nothing else in view than to deceive ?'

Ans. It is obvious that very few beside th
writer may have been privy to the scheme,

perhaps, only the Priest Hilkiah, and, pos-

sibly, Huldah, and one or two others.

(vii)
' The relations between the Priests

and Prophets of that age were not exactly of

the kind that will allow us to imagine such a

combination, (see Jer.viii.8,) in which both

parties joined hand in favour of falsehood,
which the Prophets on other occasions so un-

sparingly expose and rebuke.'

Ans. Jer.viii.8 does not refer to the time of

Hilkiah. But, as we have said, there is no
reason to suppose that the Priests and Pro-

phets, generally, were privy to the affair.

(viii)
' We must accordingly suppose that,

in the time of Josiah, even according to our

narrative, the ' Book of the Law ' was by no
means generally unknown, and that it is only
the king in particular that betrays an ignor-
ance of its contents, yet without showing a
total ignorance of the existence of the Book.'

Ans. Bather ,
it seems impossible if the

people, generally, had knowledge of the

contents of the Book, that, at the same

time, the king, such a king as Josiah,
who from his youth

' did that which was right
in the sight of Jehovah,' 2K.xxii.2, should

have been totally ignorant of them. It is

probable that both king and people knew of a
written Law having once existed.

(ix)
' This circumstance rises to a still

greater certainty, when we consider that, even

before the finding of that Book, the king had
made reforms with regard to the idolatry
which had prevailed to a great extent.'

Ans. This fact, if true, would only make it

more inconceivable than ever that the king
should have been more ignorant of the con-

tents of the Book than his idolatrous people
were. But the account of this earlier attempt
of Josiah, for the Reformation of Religion in

his land, rests only on the unsupported state-

ment of the Chronicler, who says that ' in his

eighth year he began to seek after the God of

David his father, and in the twelfth year he

began to purge Judah and Jerusalem from
the high places and the groves, and the carved

images, and the molten images,&c.' 2Ch.xxxiv.
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3-7. in fact, carrying out at that early age,
of his own mere motion, the very Reforma-
tion, which, according to the more trust-

worthy Book of Kings, only followed the

finding and reading the ' Book of the Law.'

(x)
' Josiah does know that there is a ' Book

of the Law,' and he is partially acquainted,
probably by tradition, with the matter of its

contents, as is shown by his obeying its Com-
mandments. But now, by a remarkable oc-

currence. the discovery of the Temple copy,
his knowledge of it is not only made com-

plete, but a powerful impression is also

produced on his heart : it now becomes the

purpose of his life to live as far as possible

according to such a Law in its entire extent.

In this way, the whole history of the occur-

rence and the life of the king stand in perfect
accordance with each other.'

Ans. The only reason for supposing that

Josiah was '

partially acquainted with the
contents of the Book,' is, as Haverxick says,
the fact, that he is represented as '

obeying its

commandments '

in the purging of his land
from idolatries. But this, as we have said,
rests only on the authority of the Chronicler,
and is contradicted by the whole tenor of the

story, as told in the book of Kings. If Josiah,

indeed, had been 'partially acquainted' with
the contents of such a Book, we may be sure

that he would have taken care to make him-
self fully acquainted with it ; and, in fact,

Josiah was just the person, if ever king of

Judah was, to have literally fulfilled the com-
mand laiddown for every king in D.xvii.18-20,

to copy out the Law with his own hand.
We believe that both king and people were

'

partially acquainted by tradition
' with the

fact that a Law-Book once existed, and even
with the general nature of its contents. But
we see no signs of their being acquainted with
the details of the present Pentateuch.

(xi)
'

But, apart also from all these argu-
ments, if we only consider the matter more
seriously for a moment, as it appears when
viewed in itself, the inadmissibility of the hy-
pothesis, advanced by the opponents of the

genuineness, is clearly exhibited. A. Book,
which penetrates so deeply into the whole life

of the nation, impressing on it the most pe-
culiar character, which comes forward with
the most direct opposition to an age sunken
in idolatry, and unsparingly denounces war
against it, which is promulgated at a time
when the Prophets, such even as Jeremiah,
were exposed to the mockery of frivolous con-

temporaries, from whom neither Law nor

Prophecy could expect any hearty recogni-
tion. this book is said to make its appearance
suddenly, being a deceptive fabrication of the

Priests, announcing to the people their punish-
ment, and producing the deepest impression
upor them, without anyone raising the cry of

deceit and falsehood, without a voice being
raised against it, when it appears to have been
the interest of all to detect and expose the
falseness of the book, and the deception which
had been practised with it! Yet there was
nothing more simple and easy than the ad-

duction of proof in such a case, which besides
could not but reckon on the accordance and
sympathy of numbers.'

Ans. (a) There was every reason to expect
that, at first, the whole body of the people
would be greatly affected by the discovery,
both because they had a general traditionary
knowledge of the existence of some 6uch a
book in former days, and because of the
earnestness with which the king and leading
men received it, as well as because of the
solemn and impressive character of the lan-

guage of the book itself, especially, that

part of it, Deuteronomy, which we believe to

have been read in their hearing.
(0) But how do we know that no voice was

raised against it, if not immediately, in the
first years of zeal, upon the new discovery,
yet afterwards, at all events, when men's

feelings began to cool, and they began to re-

consider the matter ? We have no record

except from one, who may himself have been
a party to the whole scheme, who may, in-

deed, have been the chief person concerned.

(y)
We do not, In fact, find that even the

thrilling language of this book made any
great permanent impression on the people.
There is no sign, as we have said, that the
Passover was ever kept again with such

solemnity, or that the Feast of Weeks and
the Feast of Tabernacles, respecting which
the command is laid down so distinctly in

E.xxiii.l4-17,xxxiv.22-24,L.xxiii.lo-21 ,33-36,

D.xvi.16, where we find it so strongly en-

joined,
' Three times in a year shall all thy

males appear before Jehovah thy God in the

place which He shall choose, in the Feast of

Unleavened Bread, and in the Feast of Weeks,
and in the Feast of Tabernacles, and they
shall not appear before Jehovah empty,'
were ever kept at all, even by Josiah.

{&) It would seem also that not till the

reign of Zedekiah, the son of Josiah, did ' the

king and princes and all the people,' probably
at the instance of Jeremiah himself, make a

covenant to carry out the law in D.xv.12, for

releasing their Hebrew servants, and this co-

venant they presently broke, Jer.xxxiv.8-11.

So, too, ail the solemn threatenings of the
Law did not prevent the children of Judah
from '

remembering their altars and their

groves by the green trees upon the high hills,'

Jer.xvii.2. from loving and serving, walking
after, seeking, worshipping,

' the sun and the
moon and all the host of heaven,' Jer.viii.2,
from '

having gods according to the number
of their cities, and setting up altars, according
to the number of the streets of Jerusalem, to
that shameful thing, even to burn incense

unto Baal,' Jer.xi.13.

(xii) 'The copy found in the Temple was
beyond dispute the Temple copy. It is quite
an useless question, whether it was the auto-

graph of Moses, or a later transcription instead
of it ;

for even in the latter case it should ba

regarded as being as good as the autograph,
with as much justice as if we should say thai
the Temple, when repaired by Josiah, still

remained Solomon's Temple. ... It is mani-
fest how easily such a copy, unobserved,
might remain

, especially as it did not lie in tha
Ark itself, and be neglected, how easily even,
under Priests who, to please the Kings, fa-

voured, rather than hindered, idolatrous prac-
tices, especially under Josiah's immediate

predecessors, the obnoxious testimony of
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Jehovah against His people might be inten-

tionally put aside ; as, on the other hand, it

is manifest, that just such a copy as this must
also have made a remarkable impression when
it was found. The only thing, concerning
which we are left in the dark by the history,
that is specially occupied by the sequel of this

occurrence, is the way and manner in which
this copy had been lost. This circumstance,
however, is so little essential, and may so

easily and naturally be explained from the
preceding accounts, those of the practices of

Manasseh, in particular, that any unpre-
judiced writer might suitably enough pass it

over. But on that account it is also inad-
missible, to attempt to settle how long that
copy had been missing or unknown

; and the
main point of the whole narrative must still

be regarded as this, that a particularly re-
markable copy of the ' Book of the Law ' was
found in the Temple, the discovery and reading
of which produced an exceedingly beneficial

Impression on the king and the nation, be-
cause it was recognised by all as a sacred

obligatory book and as the Mosaic Law.'
Ans. It is strange that for eighteen years of

Josiah's reign, (not to speak of the penitential
years of Manasseh, which rest upon the very
doubtful authority of the Chronicler,) the
Temple copy should have lain in the Temple
all the while, yet never have been found by
Hilkiah till now. It is also very strange that
the historian should not have given the least
hint anywhere, that the Book now found was
the identical Temple copy, which had been
long mourned as lost.

CHAPTER VI.

DEUTEEONOMY PROBABLY WRITTEN
ABOUT THE TIME OF JOSIAH.

559. Thus there is nothing in the

known facts of the ease to negative
the supposition, that the ' Book of the
Law' was the Book of Deuteronomy,
recently composed, and now for the first

time produced, and read in the ears of

the people, except, of course, the moral

difficulty which we find in attributing
such a proceeding as this to good men,
as Hilkiah and, perhaps, Jeremiah.
But we must not judge of those times

by our own
;
nor must we leave out of

consideration the circumstances, which

may have justified to their minds such
an act as this. The deplorable con-

dition of their people, sunk in the
most debasing idolatries, might be

thought to require some powerful in-

fluence to be brought upon them, be-

yond even an ordinary prophet's voice.

560. Prophets, in fact, had already
spoken, Joel, Hosea, Amos, Isaiah,
Micah

;
but their words had not availed

to keep back the people from those

deadly sins, which had already brought
down upon the Ten Tribes a fearful

judgment, and threatened before long a

yet more terrible woe upon Judah and
Jerusalem. What if the authority of
the great Lawgiver should be brought
to bear upon them ? And, since the

Law-Book, as it then existed, was not
well suited for the present necessity,

with its long details of the lives of
their forefathers, and of the events
which attended the deliverance out of

Egypt and the march through the

wilderness, as well as its minute direc-

tions about artistic and ceremonial

matters, what if the very spirit of
the older Law should be summed up
in a powerful address, adapted to the

present circumstances of the times-
such as Moses would have delivered, if

now present with his people and be

put into the mouth of the departing
Lawgiver ?

561. Let it be remembered that in

the Book of Deuteronomy it is Moses

always, and not Jehovah, who is intro-

duced as speaking, except in xi. 14,15,

xxix.5,6, where the writer seems un-

consciously to have passed from the

person of Moses into that of Jehovah,
' / will give you the rain of your land in

due season . . . and / will send grass in thy
fields for thy cattle.'

' And / have led you
forty years in the wilderness . . . that ye
might know that / am Jehovah your God.'

Otherwise, the writer is only ascribing
to Moses himself such thoughts as he

might naturally be supposed to have,
when taking leave of his people.
And further, though it cannot be

supposed, as we have said, that the old

Law-Book was read out at length by
the king in the ears of his people, yet
it may have been only increased by the

portion newly added to it. Thus, when
the whole Book was found by Hilkiah,
he might have been able to say with

truth that he had found the ' Book of

the Law.'

562. There is also another point of

view from which the matter should be

regarded. Supposing (to fix our ideas)
that Jeremiah really did write the book,
we must not forget that he was a Pro-

phet and, as such, habitually disposed
to regard all the special impulses of his
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mind to religious activity, as direct

inspirations from the Divine Source of

Truth. To us, with our inductive train-

ing and scientific habits of mind, the

correct statement of facts appears of

the first necessity ;
and consciously to

misstate them, or to state as fact what
we do not know or believe from ex-

ternal testimony to be fact, is a crime

against Truth.

563. But to a man like Jeremiah, who
believed himself to be in immediate
communication with the Source of all

Truth, this condition must have been
reversed. The inner Voice, which he
believed to be the Voice of the Divine

Teacher, would become all powerful
would silence at once all doubts and

questionings. What it ordered him to

do, he would do without hesitation, as

by direct command of God : and all

considerations as to morality or im-

morality would either not be enter-

tained at all, or would only take the

form of misgivings as to whether,

possibly, in any particular case, the

command itself was really Divine.

564. Let us imagine, then, that Jere-

miah, or any other contemporary Seer,

meditating upon the condition of his

country, and the means of weaning his

people from idolatry, became possessed
with the idea of writing to them an

address, as in the name of Moses, of

the kind which we have just been con-

sidering, in which the laws ascribed to

him, and handed down from an earlier

age, havingbecome in many respects un-

suitable, should be adapted anew to the

circumstances of the present times, and
re-enforced with solemn prophetical
utterances. This thought, we may be-

lieve, would take in the Prophet's mind
the form of a Divine command. All

question of deception or fraus pia
would vanish. And Huldah, too, in

like manner, if she knew of what was

being done, would consider, not whether
it was right or wrong to speak to the

Jews in the name of Moses, but what
was surely about to happen, since these

threats of coming judgment, thus

6poken, were uttered by Divine Inspira-
tion, and, therefore, were certainly true.

565. And this is very much what
her words imply, if truly reported. She

makes no reference to Moses
; she does

not even refer, as Josiah is said to

have done, to
' our fathers not having

hearkened to the words of this book,
2K.xxii.13. She says only, t/.16,17:

' Thus saith Jehovah, Behold, I will bring
evil upon this place, and upon the inhabitants

thereof, even all the words of the book which
the king of Judah hath read, because they
have forsaken me, and have burned incense
unto other gods,' he.

One might almost say that she

studiously avoids asserting anything
affirmatory of the notion that the book
itself was an old book, the work of

Moses, and confines herself to her pro-

phetic function of declaring that the

evil threatened would surely come to

pass. And this is equally true if this

part of the history was written, as some

suppose, by Jeremiah, and these words
are his words, expressing the tenor,
rather than the actual language, of

Huldah's reply.
566. Again, the effect upon the king's

mind, and the consequent movement

among the people, may have been far

greater than had been even anticipated.
It might have been intended merely to

produce this new work, as a 'prophecy
in disguise,' in the hope that it might
take some strong hold upon the national

mind, and confirm the hands of those

who were labouring to restore the true

Faith in Judah. And, perhaps, at first,

it was felt to be difficult or undesirable

to say or do anything which might act

as a check upon the zeal and energy
which the king himself exhibited, and
in which, as it seems, he was generally

supported by the people, in putting
down by force the gross idolatries which
abounded in his kingdom.

567. That impulsive effort, in fact,

which followed immediately the read-

ing of the '

Book,' might have been

arrested, if Josiah had been told at

once the true origin of those awful

words, which had made so stong an

impression on him. They were not

less awfid, indeed, or less true, because
uttered in the name of Moses by such
a Prophet as Jeremiah. But still it

is obvious that their effect was likely
to be greatly intensified under the
idea that they were the last utterances

of Moses himself. And, as we have
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said, we seem to have an indication

that the real facts of the case subse-

quently became known to the king, if

not to the people generally, in the cir-

cumstance, that no such efforts appear
to have been made afterwards in his

reign to bring the people to Jerusalem

at the other Great Feasts, even in that

same year, and that no other Passover

seems to have been kept with any
such solemnity.

568. At any rate, we may consider

that the following points have now
been sufficiently established :

(i) The Book of Deuteronomy must
have been written chiefly by one
writer ;

(ii) This writer must have been a

different person from the writer or

writ :rs, by whom the rest of the Penta-

teuch, speaking generally, was written
;

(iii) The Deuteronomist, whoever he

may have been, must have lived in a

later age than either the Elohist or

Jehovist, since he takes for granted
facts recorded in their narrative ;

(iv) There are some indications of

this book having been written in a

very late age of the Hebrew history ;

(v) There are historical circum-

stances, which suggest that it may have
been composed in the early part of

Josiah's reign ;

(vi) There is a remarkable corre-

spondence between the peculiar ex-

pressions of the Deuteronomist and the

language of Jeremiah, who did live in

that age.

(vii) The Deuteronomist must have
been either Jeremiah himself, or some
other great Prophet of the later times
of the Jewish Monarchy, whose lan-

guage was closely allied to that of

Jeremiah.

CHAPTEK VII.

DEUT.i.l-n.37.

569. We shall next proceed to show
that this Book contains also many other

very distinct signs of such a later

origin, in the existence of numerous
contradictions to the older narrative,
such as might naturally be expected to

arise under these circumstances, when

a later writer was adding freely from
his own mind, and from his own point
of view, to writings of an older time,
and was not careful to preserve strictly
the unity of the different parts of the

story. This implies, however, that he
did not regard the older document as

so inexpressibly sacred and so infallibly

Divme, as is implied in modern popular
views of inspiration.

570. In order to set these contra-

dictions plainly before the reader, it

will be desirable to pass under review
the whole Book of Deuteronomy, taking
notice only of those passages, which
affect in any way the questions now
under consideration, and carefully

watching for any signs of time, which

may betray themselves in the writer's

expressions. We may assume that we
now know that he lived in a later day
than the other writers of the Penta-
teuch. But we are further seeking to

ascertain, if possible, from the internal

evidence of the book itself, in what
later day he lived. We shall prefix
an asterisk (*) to those passages, which

appear most important in this last

respect, as involving
'

signs of time.'

571. D.i.l.

' These be the words which Moses spake un-
to all Israel on the other [E.V.this] side Jor-

dan, in the wilderness, in the Arabah over

against Znph, between Paran, and Tophel,
and Laban, and Hazeroth, and Dizahab.'

The above words are, of course, per-

fectly intelligible, if we are not obliged
to believe that the Book ofDeuteronomy
is historically true, or, rather, if we are
allowed to suppose (what is, doubtless,
the true state of the case) that it is

merely the product of a devout writer's

imagination, a poem, in short, in

which he puts such words into the
mouth of Moses as he deemed appro-

priate to the occasion. The writer, in

such a case, would not have realised to

himself the full meaning of his own
words,

' Moses spake unto all Israel.'

572. Doubtless, the expression
'

all

Israel
'

may sometimes be used for the
'

elders,' &c. by whom an order might
be communicated to the whole host.

But, that it means certainly in this

passage the assembled host, and is in-

tended to mean it, (and not the '

elders
'
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or ' headmen '

only, as some hare sug-

gested), if the narrative is to be regarded
as literally and historically true, can-

not, as it appears to me, be reasonably
denied. And surely the words in

D.xxix.10,11, are enough to decide the

question :

' Ye stand this day all of you before Jehovah,

your God, your captains of your tribes, your
elders, and your officers, all the men of Israel,

your little ones, your wives, and the stranger
that is in thy camp, from the hewer of thy
wood unto the drawer of thy water.'

573. The writer, however, I repeat,
was not guilty of any such absurdity
as the words, understood in their

natural and proper meaning, would

imply. For he never realised to himself

the thing stated as an historical fact,

any more than Tacitus would have

imagined that the words, which he has

put into the mouth of the barbarian

chief, Galgacus, would be supposed by
any intelligent reader to have been

actually uttered by him. Scott, of

course, takes the literal view of the

matter, and explains it as follows :

' The words,' as here mentioned, seem to

mean the subsequent exhortations, which
Moses delivered to the principal persons in

Israel, that they might make them known in

their several tribes and families. Perhaps he

spake some of the principal passages many
times over to the people in general, assembled
in large companies for that purpose. But
there is no ground to suppose that his voice

was miraculously rendered audible to the

whole nation at once, as some have asserted.

51'4. Knobel observes, Deut.p.207 :

It is not easy to perceive for what reason

the author has denoted this locality in an

extraordinary and unnecessary way with six

names, especially as it has been so often named
already, N.xxii.l,xxvi.3,63,xxxi,12,xxxiii.48,

49,50,xxxv.l,xxxvi.l3, and must have been
well known to the reader.

This circumstance is most naturally
to be accounted for by the fact of a

later rather, a much later writer

wishing to define more accurately in

his own age a locality, which he found

distinguished so remarkably in the

older records, especially as it lay
within reach, as it were, of everyone
who cared to see it, not far away in

the Arabian waste, and he designed to

take it as the scene of the farewell ad-

dresses of Moses. And this is con-

firmed by his adding in a parenthesis,
' There are eleven days' journey from Horeb

by the way of Mount Seir unto Kadesh-

Barnea,' e.2,

words, which surely could never have
been inserted in this way by Moses or

any contemporary writer.

575. D.i.6-18.

The account of the appointment of

officers, as here given, involves more
than one inconsistency. First, the

Deuteronomist loses sight of the fact

that, according to the story, N.xxvi.64,
the whole generation was dead which
received the Law at Horeb ; and so he
makes Moses say, v.6,

' Jehovah our

God spake unto us in Horeb,' and still

more distinctly, v.9, 'I spake unto you
at that time, saying, I am not able to

bear you myself alone,' and v. 14,
' Ye

answered me, and said.'

576. But a more remarkable dis-

crepancy exists in v.\5, where the state-

ment is wholly at variance with that in

E.xviii.25,26. In this latter passage, the

appointment of the officers takes place

before the giving of the Law at Sinai ;

here it takes place nearly twelve months

afterwards, when they are just about to

leave Horeb, v.6. If it be said that we
must extend the meaning of the phrase
'

at that time '

in fl.9,18, to include the

whole twelve months, and must suppose
that the fact stated in i>.6-8 occurred

at a point of time subsequently to that

in t*.9-18, yet both these accounts are

contradictory to that in N.xi.14-17.

For here, after they have left Horeb,
Moses complains of the burden of the

people, (though, according to either of

the other two statements, he had a

multitude of officers to help him,) and
he is commanded then to appoint

seventy elders,
' and they shall bear the burden of the people
with thee, that thou bear it not thyself alone.'

577. Scott attempts to reconcile the

difficulty as follows :

The counsel, here referred to, seems to have
been suggested by Jethro before the giving of

the Law. Moses, in consequence, proposed
it to the Lord, who approved it, and then
with the concurrence of the people it at

length took place, about the time when they
departed from Horeb, and at no grea* distance

from that of the appointment of the seventy
elders.

That is to say, according to Scott,

though Moses was '

wearing away
'
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with the labour of judging the people,
he delayed twelve months to carry out

his father-in-law's advice ! But the

words in E.xviii. 24,25, plainly imply
that he acted at once on Jethro's advice

;

and they state also that ' Moses chose

able men out of all Israel
'

for these

offices, v. 2b, whereas in D.i. 13 we read
" Take you wise men, and understanding,
and known among your tribes, and I will

make them rulers over you.'

578. D.i.22,23.

'And ye came near unto me, every one of

you, and said, We will send men before us,
and they shall search us out the land, and

bring us word again by what way we must
go up, and into what cities we shall come.
And the saying pleased me well ; and I took
twelve men of you, one of a tribe, &c.'

But in N.xiii.1,2, the sending of the

spies is ascribed, not to a suggestion
from the people, but to an express
command of Almighty God :

' And Jehorah spake unto Moses, saying, Send
thou men, that they may search the land of

Canaan, which I give unto the children of

Israel ; of every tribe of their fathers shall

ye send a man, every one a ruler among
them.'

Scott says on this point :

We find elsewhere that the people first pro-
posed to Moses this design of searching the

land, who, not suspecting the distrust and
unbelief which had suggested it, approved the

proposal and asked counsel of the Lord. He,
having been provoked by their former rebel-

lions, permitted it, and gave directions accord-

ingly, in order to a further discovery of their

wickedness, the display of His own glory, and
for the instruction of His Church in all ages.

579. But here again the writer seems
to have forgotten that these things
took place, according to the story, forty

years before, when most of those, whom
he was now addressing, were not even

born, and none of them, except Caleb
and Joshua, were of age to be numbered.
Yet he makes Moses say, 'Ye came near

unto me, every one of you, &c.,' v.2'2,

and the spies
'

brought us word again,'

v.2o, and 'ye would not go up,' y.26,

and 'ye murmured in your tents,' v.27.

So we have in f.29,
' Then I said unto

you, Dread not, neither be afraid of

them,' and v.Z2, 'Yet in this thing ye
did not believe Jehovah your God,'
with many more like instances,
' and ye came near, and stood under the moun-
tain, and Jehovah sp&ke unto you out of the
midst of the fire

; ye heard the voice of the

words, but saw no similitude ; only ye heard
a voice,' iv. 11, 12.

See also the passages quoted in

(604).

Again, in D.i.21, Moses is made to

exhort the people to
'

go up and possess
the land,' before sending the spies ;

whereas the whole account in N.xiii

implies, though it does not exactly state,

the contrary.

580. D.i.37-40.
' Also Jehovah was angry with me for your

sakes, saying, Thou also shalt not go in
thither. But Joshua, the son of Nun, which
standeth before thee, he shall go in thither ;

encourage him, for he shall cause Israel to
inherit it. Moreover, your little ones, which
ye said should be a prey, and your children
which in that day had no knowledge between
good and evil, they shall go in thither, and
unto them will I give it, and they shall possess
it. But as for you, turn you, and take your
journey into the wilderness by the way of the
Red Sea.'

Here, again, the Deuteronomist,

though thoroughly imbued with a

general notion of the story, seems to

have lost sight of the particular fact

that Moses was sentenced to die, and
Joshua appointed to succeed him, not

at the time which is here referred to,

in the days of the former generation,
but after an interval of thirty-seven

years, at the end of the wanderings,
N.xxvii.15-23, only just before this

address is supposed to be delivered.

581. It should be noticed also that

three times in Deuteronomy, viz. i.37,

iii.26, iv.21, it is stated that Jehovah
' was angry

' with Moses on account of

the perverse behaviour of the people.

Whereas, in Kxx.l2,xxvii.l2-14, God's

displeasure is ascribed. to the unbelief

or the impatience of Moses himself.

If this discourse in Deuteronomy had

really been delivered by Moses it would
be strange that he should omit to make

any reference whatever to the fact of

his own misconduct, and should throw
all the blame here upon the people.

*582. D.ii.4,5.
' And command thou the people, saying, Ye

are to pass through the coast of your brethren
the children of Esau, which dwell in Seir ;

and
they shall be afraid of you. Take ye good
heed unto yourselves therefore ;

meddle not
with them ;

for I will not give you of their

land, no, not so much as a foot-breadth ; be-
cause I have given Mount Seir unto Esau for

a possession.'
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We have here, most probably, an

indication of latir time, when the

Deuteronomist lived, and when Edom
was independent, and there was no

likelihood of its being subject again to

the yoke of Israel. We read, lK.ix.

26
' And king Solomon made a navy of ships in

Ezion-geber, which is beside Eloth, [or Elath,

D.ii.8,] on the shore of the Red Sea, in the

land of Edom.'

But the possession of Elath was lost

for a time, and recovered at last by
Uzziah, who

' built Elath, and restored

it to Judah,' 2K.xiv.22.

583. In the days of his grandson,
Ahaz, however, it was lost permanently ;

for we read, 2K.xvi.6
'At that time Rezin, king of Syria, re-

covered Elath to Syria, and drave the Jews
from Elath

;
and the Syrians came to Elath,

and dwelt there unto this day.'

From that time the Edomites appear
to have maintained completely their

independence as regards Judah. In

Jeremiah's time this was the case, as

wegatherfromJer.ix.26,xxv.21,xxvii.3,
where Edom is reckoned as on a par
with Egypt, Judah, Ammon, Moab, &c,
and in Jer.xlix.16 is threatened with

punishment for its pride :

'

Thy terribleness hath deceived thee, and
the pride of thine heart, thou that dwellest
in the clefts of the rock, that holdest the

height of the hill
; though thou shouldest

make thy nest as high as the eagle, I will

bring thee down from thence, saith Je-

hovah.'

584. D.ii.9.

'And Jehovah said unto me, Distress not
the Moabites, neither contend with them in

battle
;
for I will not give thee of their land

for a possession ; because I have given Ar
unto the children of Lot for a possession.'

Here also we have most probably an
indication of the long and flourishing

independence of the Moabites in the

time of the Deuteronomist.
' Moab hath been at ease from his youth,

and he hath settled on his lees, and hath not
been emptied from vessel to vessel, neither
hath he gone into captivity ; therefore his
taste remaineth in him, and his scent is not
changed.' Jer.xlviii.il.

' We have heard the pride of Moab, (he
is exceeding proud,) his loftiness, and his

arrogancy, and his pride, and the haughti-
ness of his heart.' Jer.xlviii.29.

*585. D.ii.12.
' As Israel did unto the land of his possession ,

which Jehovah gave unto them.'
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We have already pointed out (253)
that the above language indicates that

the writer was living after the Con-

quest of the land of Canaan. The ex-

pression,
' land of his (Israel's) posses-

sion,' can denote nothing else than

the identical Palestine, and though it

might include the trans-Jordanic land,

could not have been used to denote that

alone.

586. D.ii.19.
' When thou comest nigh over against the

children of Ammon, distress them not, nor
meddle with them ; for I will not give thee

of the land of the children of Ammon any
possession ; because I have given it unto the

children of Lot for a possession.'

We read of the Ammonites Jer.xlix.

1,4:
'

Concerning the Ammonites, thus saith

Jehovah : Hath Israel no sons ? hath he no
heir ? Why then doth their king inherit Gad,
and his people dwell in his cities? . . .

Wherefore gloriest thou in the valleys, thy
flowing valley, backsliding daughter, that

trusted in her treasures, saying, Who shall

come unto me ?
'

And in Jer.xl.14 mention is made of
'

Baalis, king of the Ammonites.' Thus
it appears that these also were indepen-
dent in Jeremiah's days.

587. D.ii.9-12, 19-23.

We have already noticed (262) that

the introduction of these archaeological
notices about the

'

Emim,'
'

Horim,'
and '

Zamzummim,' who in ancient

days inhabited the countries subse-

quently occupied by Moab, Edom, and

Ammon, as also about the '

Avim,' who
were expelled by the '

Caphtorim,'

beti'ays the hand of a later writer, who
took an interest in recording such facts

as these, which implied that these

nations, akin to Israel, had, like Israel,

been favoured with special help and

guidance from above, and put in posses-
sion of the lands of other occupants,
whom Jehovah 'destroyed before them.'

588. D.ii.29.

The statement, which is here made,
viz. that the Edomites and Moabites
sold meat and water to the Israelites,

is at variance with those in N.xx.18,20,

21, and, as regards Moab, also to

D.xxiii.3,4. So we read in Ju.xi.17
' Then Israel sent messengers unto the king

of Edom, saying. Let me, I pray thee, pass
through thy land ;

but the king of Edom
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would not hearken thereto. And in like
manner they sent unto the king of Moab ;

but he would not consent.'

589. Kurtz remarks, iii.p.332 :

On the western side the mountains of
Edom rise abruptly from the Arabah. There
are only a few passes, which are at all acces-
sible from this side, and these can easily be
occupied. But, on the east, the mountains
Blope gently off into a desert tract of table-

land, which is still a hundred feet higher, at
least, than the desert of El Tih. On this side,
therefore, the land was open ; and they were
not very likely to assume a hostile attitude
towards the 600,000 fighting men

(
of Israel.

And the very fact that they had offended the
Israelites, by opposing them on the western
border, would make them more eager to avoid
everything that could give occasion for anger
or revenge, now that they had come round to
the eastern side.

590. But this does not dispose of the

difficulty ; for in D.xxiii.3,4, we read
' An Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter

into the congregation of Jehovah, because
they met you not with bread and with water
in the way, when ye came out from Egypt,
and because they hired against thee Balaam,
the son of Beor, to curse thee.'

Kurtz and Hengstenberg say that

D.ii.29 refers to a request to sell bread
and water to the Israelites, which the
Moabites did, but not out of any kind-

ness, they did it only
' as a manifes-

tation of their selfish and grasping
disposition'; whereas in D.xxiii.4 the

charge made against them is that they
did not come forward of their own
accord to greet their brethren, the

Israelites, and ' meet them' on the

way with presents of food. But, what-
ever Edom may have done in the way
of kindness, |_of which, however, there

is no indication in the book of Numbers,)
there is not the least sign in the older

story that Balak, king of Moab, and
his people, supplied the Israelites with
bread and water at all, whether for

love or for money.

CHAPTER VIII.

DEUT.III.1-IX.29.

591. D.iii.11,14.

We have considered already (255) the

story of Og's 'iron bedstead' referred

to in v.ll, and (244) the expression
' unto this day' in 0.14, as being signs
of this Book having been composed at

a later date than the age of the Exodus.
It is very probable that Og's

' bed' was

really a large sarcophagus, made of the

dark basalt which abounds in the dis-

trict of Bashan. Many of these stone
coffins still exist in these regions, and
are used as water-troughs by the in-

habitants.

592. For an interesting account of
the ruined cities of Bashan, described in

0.4,5, as 'threescore cities, all fenced
with high walls, gates, and bars,'

which now remain,
' crowded together'

in the country S.E. of Damascus, called

the Hauran,
of great size, of very high antiquity, and in a
high state of preservation, not mere sites, in

many cases not even ruins, but still standing
almost uninjured, the streets perfect, the
houses perfect, the walls perfect, the stone
doors still hanging on their hinges

see papers by C. C. Graham, Esq. in

the Journal of the Geog. Soc. for 1858
and Cambridge Essays for 1858.

Doubtless these massive Cyclopean
ruins existed in the time of the Deute-

ronomist, as they do now, and as they
probably existed for ages before him.

593. D.iii.29.
' So we abode in the valley over against

Bethpeor.'

Here we have, as Knobel says,

.p.223
An accurate note of place, which the author

has made for his readers, not Moses for his
Israelites.

This will be evident, when it is con-

sidered that, according to the story

(162), the facts related in this chapter
to which the phrase 'at that time'

is repeatedly applied had only just
occurred, a few days before, and that

they were actually now
'

abiding in the

valley over against Bethpeor,' according
to the notice in iv.46.

594. D.iv.3,4.
' Your eyes have seen what Jehovah did

because of Baal-Peor
;

for all the men that

followed Baal-Peor, Jehovah thy God hath de-

stroyed them from among you. But ye, that did
cleave unto Jehovah your God, are alive every
one of you this day.'

Dean Graves remarks, i.^?.137, 138:

The legislator, in order to deter the Jews
from idolatry, alludes to this fact. But he
notices no circumstance but one which, though
in the original narrative not stated, was in-

finitely the most important to advert to on
this occasion, but which no persons but spec-
tators of the fact, and perfectly acquainted
with every individual concerned in it, could

possibly feel the truth of.
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Upon such frail foundations are based

many of the much-commended argu-
ments of our standard books on the

authenticity and historical veracity of

the Pentateuch ! It is obvious that the
whole question at issue is begged in

the first instance, when it is taken for

granted as a fact, that Moses actually
did deliver this address.
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*595. D.iv.19.
' And lest thou lift up thine eyesunto heaven,

and when thou seest the Sun and the Moon
and the Stars, and all the Host of Heaven,
Bhouldest be driven to worship them, &c.'

The 'Sun' seems to have been an

object of worship in early days among
the tribes of Canaan, as is implied by
the fact that, the name of the town
Beth-shemesh means ' House of the

Sun,' corresponding to Beth-el,
' House

of God.' Probably, the Sun was wor-

shipped under the name Baal ovAdon, =
'Lord.Vao, &c. (seePartII,p.l.59,160,)
and the Moon under that of '

Astarte.'

596. But the worship of the ' Host of
Heaven' is first named in the history,
as one of the sins for which the Ten
Tribes were carried captive, in 2K.xvii.

16
;
and it seems to have been first

generally practised in Judah in the

reign of Manassch, the father of Josiah,

2K.xxi.3,5, 2Ch.xxxiii.3, and is ex-

plained by Knobel, Deut.p.226, to have
arisen out of Assyrian and Chaldee
influences. Manasseh's grandfather
Ahaz may, indeed, have introduced it,

as appears from a comparison of 2K.
xxiii.12, where we read of
' the altars that were on the top of the upper
chamber of Ahaz,'
with Jer.xbc.13,
' the houses upon whose roofs they have burnt
incense unto all the Host of Heaven.'

597. But it is not mentioned among
the special offences of king Ahaz in

2K.xvi.3,4, and, therefore, if introduced
in that reign, probably wa3 not much
practised, and it was certainly not

adopted by his son Hezekiah. In
Manasseh's reign, however, it seems to

have flourished. Hence we find ex-

press mention made of this worship in
the story of Josiah's reformation, 2K.
xxiii, where we read of the vessels that
were made '

for all the Host of Heaven,'
vA, the Priests that burned incense
'
to the Sun and to the Moon and to the

Planets and to all the Host of Heaven,'
v.b, 'the chariots of the Sun,' e.ll.

598. Though put down by Josiah so

strongly, it appears, however, to have
revived again, since we find in this

very reign Zephaniah prophesying the
destruction of ' them that worship the
Host of Heaven upon the housetops,
i.5. And Jeremiah says,

' Seest thou not what they do in the cities
of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem ?
The children gather wood, and the fathere
kindle the fire, and the women knead their

dough, to make cakes to the Queen of Heaven,'
&c, vii.17,18 ;

' And they shall spread them before the Sun
and the Moon and all the Host of Heaven,
whom they have loved, and whom they have
served, and after whom they have walked,
and whom they have sought, and whom they
have worshipped,' &c, viii.2

;
' And the houses of Jerusalem, and the

houses of the kings of Judah, shall be defiled
as the place of Tophet, because of all the
houses upon whose roofs they have burned
incense unto all the Host of Heaven,' &c,
xix.13.

AndseeJer.xliv.17-19,25, Ez.viii.16.

599. We may observe a strong indi-

cation, of the Book of Deuteronomy
having been written in a later age than
the other four Books (generally) of the

Pentateuch, in the fact that this wor-

ship is not mentioned in any part of
the Pentateuch, except D.iv.l9,xvii.3.
c
o, too, completephrases, similar to this,

' the Sun and the Moon and all the
Host of Heaven,' occur only in D.iv.19,

xvii.3, Jer.viii.2, and 2K.xxiii.5, which

may have been written by Jeremiah
himself (557,v).

*600. D.iv.25-28.
'When thou shalt beget children, and child-

ren's children, and ye shall have remained long
in the land, and shall corrupt yourselves.
. . . I call heaven and earth to witness
against you this day, that ye shall utterly
perish from off the land whereunto ye go over
Jordan to possess it. . . . And Jehovah
shall scatter you among the nations, and ye
shall be left few in number among the heathen,
whither Jehovah shall lead you. And there
ye shall serve gods, the work of men's hands,
wood and stone, which neither see, nor hear,
nor eat, nor smell.'

Assuming that these words were not

spoken by Moses prophetically, with a
view to future events, they seem to

imply that the writer had before him
the captivity of the Ten Tribes, and
wished to preserve Judah from the
same judgment.
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601. D.iv.29-31.
'
But, if from thence thou shalt seek Jehovah

thy God, thou shalt find Him, if thou seek
him with all thy heart and with all thy soul.
When thou art in tribulation, and all these
things are come upon thee, in the latter days,
if thou turn to Jehovah thy God, and shalt be
Obedient unto His Voice, for Jehovah thy God
is a merciful God, He will not forsake thee,
neither destroy thee, nor forget the covenant
of thy fathers which He sware unto them.'

Here also the Deuteronomist evi-

dently contemplates the
possibility of

the Ten Tribes being restored from
their captivity, and reinstated in their
own land, if only they would repent
and return to Jehovah their God. His
hope was, doubtless, that the tribes of
Israel would all be gathered again one

day under the government of the House
of David. We shall see other similar
indications of these warm, patriotic
expectations of brighter days for Israel.

*G02. D.iv.38.
' To drive out nations from before thee

greater and mightier than thou art, to bring
thee in, to give thee their land for an inherit-
ance, as it is this day.'

We have here another indication
that the writer was living in an age
after the Conquest; though the proof
is not so decisive as that in (585), since
it might be argued that the above lan-

guage is' sufficiently explained by
reference to the Conquest of the trans-
Jordanie lands, which had already
taken place.

603. D.iv.41-49.
This section, as it now stands, is rather

perplexing, and may, perhaps, contain a
fragment ofthe older document,removed
from its proper place in connexion with
the narrative in N.xxxv.* In its present
position, it interrupts very awkwardly

* If this be, as we suppose, a passage of
nuxed origin, that is, a iragmeut of theolder
document, retouched by the Deuteronomist,
yet it is still difficult, if not impossible, to
separate the diflerent portions whicn are due
to dill eient authors.
In 1-.44, however, the expression, 'the Law,'

savours strongly of the Deuteronomist (517) ;

while B.45 is certainly Deuteronomistic. The
multiplication in this verse of synonymous
terms,

' the testimonies, and the statutes, and
the judgments,' is very common in Deuter-
onomy, e.g. iv.l,5,8,14,40,v.31,vi.l,17,20,&c,and the plural hedoth. is used, as here, in the
Bense of '

precepts,' or '

ordinances,' in D.iv.45,
vi.17,20, but nowhere else in the Pentateuch.

the address of Moses, or, rather, it is

inserted abruptly between two separate
addresses, which have no connexion
either with it or with each other, for

D.v.l begins very abruptly.

604. D.v.2-5.
' Jehovah our God made a covenant with

us at Horeb. Jehovah made not this covenant
with our fathers, but with us, even us. who are
all of vs here alive this day. Jehovah talked
with you face to face in the mount out of the
midst of the fire. I stood between Jehovah
and you at that time, to show you the word of
Jehovah ; for ye were afraid by reason of the
fire, and went not up unto the mount.'

Here we have very strong instances
of the oversight referred to in (579).
It may, of course, be said that Moses,
in all these cases, is addressing the

people collectively, and that the fathers,
with whom the covenant was made at

Horeb, included the children to whom
he was now speaking at the end of the

wanderings. But, if every one of those
fathers was dead, as the narrative tells

us, and only a small proportion of those
now listening to Moses was present on
the former occasion, as children under

age, the above words could scarcely
have been used by one taking note of
this circumstance. Comp. also xi.

2-7:
'I speak not with your children, which

have not known His miracles and His acts,
which He did in the midst of Egypt, unto
Pharaoh the king of Egypt, and unto all hig
land, &c; but your eyes have seen all the great
acts of Jehovah which He did.'

605. D.v.6-21.

That the later Deuteronomist had no
very strong sense of the unspeakable
sacredness of the earlier document, is

sufficiently plain by the liberties he has
taken with its contents, in altering seve-
ral of its expressions, and, in particu-
lar, modifying in a remarkable manner,
the Fourth Commandment. One would
have thought that anyone even Moses
himself while repeating words be-
lieved to be ineffably holy, which
had not only been uttered in the ears
of all Israel by Jehovah Himself, but
had been written down by the Finger
of God, twice over, on the Tables
of stone, would not have varied by
a single letter from the Divine original.

^06. Yet how stands the case in this

respect? In the Hebrew there are
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several minor discrepancies, such as

changes or additions of words, some of

which may be observed in the English
translation. Thus we may note the

insertions,
' as Jehovah your God has

commanded thee,' v. 12, 16, 'nor thine

ox, nor thine ass,' v.lk, 'that it may
go well with thee,' v.\&, 'his field,'

r.21, and the inversion of the order of

the clauses in v.2\. This last, indeed,

completely changes the original mean-

ing of the word 'house': for in E.xx.17
it denotes the house and all that be-

longs to it, so that v.ll sums up the

different parts of the '

house,' whereas
in D.v.21, the word denotes merely
'

dwelling.'
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607. But the latter part of the Fourth
Commandment is completely altered,
and a totally different reason is as-

signed, in the passage of Deuteronomy,
for sanctifying the Sabbath, from that

laid down in the book of Exodus, and,
what is still more remarkable, without

any reference to the latter reason as

even existing.

E.xx.8-11.

Eemember the Sabbath Day to hallow it.

Six days shalt thou labour and do all thy
work. But the seventh day is the Sabbath of
Jehovah thy God. In it thou shalt not do
any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter,
thy man-servant, nor thy maid-servant, nor
thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy
gates : for in six days Jehovah made heaven
and earth, the sea and all that in them is, and
rested the seventh day ; wherefore Jehovah
blessed the Sabbath Day and hallowed it.

Jj.v.12-15.

Keep the Sabbath Day to hallow it, as Je-

hovah thy God hath commanded thee. Six days
6halt thou labour, and do all thy work. But
the seventh day is the Sabbath of Jehovah thy
God. In it thou shalt not do any work, thou,
nor thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy man-
servant, nor thy maid-servant, nor thine ox,
nor thine ass, nor any of thy cattle, nor thy
stranger that is within thy gates: that thy
man-servant and thy maid-servant may rest as
well as thou. And remember that thou wast a
servant in the land of Egypt, and that Jehovah,
thy God, brought thee out thence, through a

mighty hand, and by a stretched-out arm ;

wherefore Jehovah thy God commanded thee

to make (
= keep) the Sabbath Day.

608. Upon the above we may remark
as follows.

(i) Each writer distinctly professes
to give the identical words which were

spoken by Jehovah Himself, at the very
same point of time.

' God spake all these words, saying, &c.'
E.xx.l.

' Jehovah talked with you, face to face, in
the Mount, out of the midst of the fire ....
saying, &c.' D.v.4,5.

' These words Jehovah spake unto all your
assembly in the Mount, out of the midst of
the fire, of the cloud, and of the thick darkness,
with a great voice, and He added no more.
And He wrote them in two Tables of stone, and
delivered them unto me.' v/22.

(ii) This excludes the notion that
one passage gives a mere reminiscence

of the other, which might be defective,
or might vary in some points, without

materially affecting the general credi-

bility of the narrative.

(iii) Hence the two statempnts in-

volve an absolute contradiction.

(iv) Independently of the above con-

tradiction, the variation here observed
is so remarkable that it cannot be sup-

posed that Moses wrote the passage in

Deuteronomy, either forgetting, or de-

signedly modifying, the words of the

original commandment, which he had
received in so solemn and wonderful a
manner.

(v) The variation, therefore, between
these two passages, is enough to show
that the book of Deuteronomy, at all

events, could not have been written by
Moses.

(vi) From the agreement between
the two passages there can be no doubt
that the later Deuteronomist had before

him the passage in Exodus.

(vii) As the Deuteronomist ventured

to make so important a change in this

Commandment, it is plain that he did

not think it a sacrilegious act to alter

the original form of the command,
that, in short, he regarded it as merely
a human composition, emanating from
some writer of a previous age.

609. D.viii.4.
' Thy raiment waxed not old upon thee,

neither did thy foot swell, these forty yea/s.'

So, too, we read in xxix.5:
* Tour clothes are not waxen old upon you,

and thy shoe is not waxen old upon thy foot.

No mention is made of this miracu-
lous provision of clothing in the older

narrative. Kuktz observes, iii. 3 12, 3 13:
The history of the exposition of these verses

furnishes one of the most striking examples
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of the extent to which a merely literal exe-

gesis of the Scriptures may go astray. A
whole series of both Jewish and Christian
commentators interpret these passages, with-
out the least hesitation, as meaning that the
clothes and shoes of the Israelitish children
grew with their growth, and remained for
the whole of the forty years not in the least
the worse for wear. Thus Justin says {Dial,
e. Tryph. c. 131), 'The strings of whose san-
dals never broke

; nor did the sandals them-
selves get old, nor their clothes wear out : but
those of the children grew with their growth.'
So Pfeiffer,

'

By a remarkable miracle, not
only did the clothes of the Israelites in the
desert never get old, but they grew with the
growth of the Israelites themselves, so as to fit

both boys and men in succession.' Pfeiffer
also quotes a Rabbinical saying with appro-
bation :

'

Go, and learn from the snail, whose
shell grows with its body.' Other Rabbins
suppose the angels of God to have acted as
tailors to the Israelites, while they were in
the desert, and interpret Ez.xvi.10-13 as con-
taining a literal allusion to the fact. With-
out going to such an absurd length as this,
Augustixe, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Gro-
tius, and even Deylixg, abide by the literal

explanation, that, through the blessing of

God, the clothes and shoes never wore out;
so that those, who grew to manhood, were
able to hand them over, as good as new, to
the rising generation. By thus assuming a
succession of wearers, these commentators,
at all events, escaped the fatal notion that
the clothes and shoes grew with the bodies of
the wearers. When first Peyrerius denied
that the clothes and shoes of the Israelites
were miraculously preserved for forty years,
and maintained that the meaning of the
Mosaic account was nothing more than this,
that the Jews were never in want of any-
thing, during the whole of the forty years
that they were in the desert, but had so
abundant a supply of everything, especially
of wool from their flocks, of cloth, of skins,
and of leather, that they never were without
materials from which to make their clothes,'
Deyling, who is usually so very tempe-

rate, protested most vehemently against such
'

petulantia et impietas.' Nevertheless, the
opinion expressed by Peyrerius became gra-
dually the prevailing one. We find it advo-
cated, for example, by Clericus, Buddeus,
and Lilienthal. The last of the three, how-
ever, thinks it necessary to point, not only
to the flocks possessed by the Israelites, from
which they could obtain both wool and
leather in great abundance, but also to the
fact, that every Israelite must certainly have
brought some clothes and shoes with him out
of Egypt, that they asked the Egyptians for

clothes, and obtained them (E.iii.22, xii.35),
that they would, no doubt, take off the

clothes of the Egyptians, who were drowned
in the Red Sea, and afterwards washed on
shore (E.xiv.3(l), and, lastly, that they took
the booty of the conquered Amalekites, in-

cluding, according to Josephus, a quantity of
clothes.

610. But, surely, the literal inter-

pretation of the texts in question is

the true one, and plainly implies a
miracle of some kind, which prevented
their clothes and shoes from wearing
out, whatever may be the difficulty of

conceiving what kind of miracle it

could possibly have been.

611. D.viii.9.
' A land whose stones are iron, and out of

whose hills thou mayest dig brass.'

We may notice, in passing, the
familiar mention of 'iron' in this and
other places of Deuteronomy, as where
the writer speaks of the 'iron furnace,'

iv.20, and iron tools, xix.5, xxviii.23,
48, in the (supposed) age of Moses,

preceding that of Homer by about five

centuries.

612. D.ix.3.
' So shalt thou drive them out, and destroy

them quickly, as Jehovah hath said unto thee.'

Knobel observes here, ^.244:
In the ardour of the discourse, the writer

forgets that he has just forbidden this de-
stroying them

'

quickly
'

in vii.22.

613. D.ix.18.
' I fell down before Jehovah as at the first,

forty days and forty nights: I did neither eat
bread nor drink water.'

Nothing is said in E.xxiv.18 of
Moses 'fasting' on the first occasion
of his spending 'forty days and forty

nights' on the mount. But this the
Deuteronomist has very naturally as-

sumed, from the fact being recorded of

his fasting thus on the second occasion,
E.xxxiv.28.

614. According to the older story,
however, he fasted these forty days and
nights, after he hadobeyed the command,
'Hew thee two tables of stone like unto
the first,' &c, and had gone up intothe
mount the second time, E.xxxiv.1,2,28.
Whereas the Deuteronomist, x.l, repre-
sents this very command to have been
issued after the forty days' fasting of

Moses, and as a gracious answer to it.

CHAPTER IX.

DEUT.X.1-XI.32.

615. D.x.1-5.

Great discrepancy exists between
the narrative here and that in the Book
of Exodus. It will be observed that
in E.xxxiv.29 the two stone-tables with
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the Ten Commandments are in the

hands of Moses, before any receptacle
has been made in which to place them.

Here, however, the Ark is commanded
to be made, v.l, and is actually made,
v.3, at the same time with the second
set of tables, before Moses goes up into

the Mount to receive them. But the
account in Exodus makes this impos-
sible. Not only is there nothing said

about the Ark in E.xxxiv.l, where he
is commanded to make the tables ; but
it is only after coming down with the

second set of tables that Moses, E.xxxv.

10-12, summonsthe 'wise-hearted' to

come and make all that Jehovah hath
commanded, the Tabernacle, and his tent,
and his covering, Sac, the Ark and the staves
thereof with the Mercy-seat, Sac ;

'

and afterwards, in E.xxxvii.1-9, we
have the full account of Bezaleel making
it. And yet the Ark of the Deuterono-
mist was not, as might be suggested, a

mere temporary Ark; for he makes
Moses say, v.5 :

' I turned myself, and came down from the

Mount, and put the tables into the Ark which 1

hud made, and there they be, as Jehovah com-
manded me.'

G16. Upon this point Scott says:
'

Probably, before Moses ascended the
Mount the second time, he gave express
orders to Bezaleel to get the Ark ready
against he came down

; and, having directed
and ordered the making of it, he speaks as if

he had made it
; as Solomon is said to have

builded the Temple, which he caused to be
builded by the hands of others.'

Arts. Of course, there is no difficulty in sup-
posing that, what Moses ordered to be made,
he may be said to have made himself. The
difficulty is that, according to the story in

Exodus, the orders were plainly given, xxxv.
10, and executed, xxxvii.1-9, after Moses came
down from the Mount with the second Bet of

tables, which involves a direct contradiction
to the account in Deuteronomy.

'

Some, however, think that Moses pre-
pared the Ark himself, as made of shittim-

wood, and carried it up with the tables into
the mount, and that Bezaleel afterwards
covered it with gold.'

Ans. But the text of E.xxxvii.1,2, will
not allow of this

' Bezaleel made the Ark of
shittim-icood : two cubits and a half was the

length of it, and a cubit and a half the
breadth of it, and a cubit and a half the

height of it. And he overlaid it with pure
gold within and wi'.hout, Sac'

617. But may we not have here also

a sign of time? We have already
noticed the fact (523.xiv) that the Ta-

bernacle, which is so constantly men-
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tioned in the middle three Books of

the Pentateuch, is never once named

by the Deuteronomist. May not this.,

perhaps, have arisen from the fact that

he was living in a later age, when
David's Tabernacle had long passed
away out of the sight and memory of

men, and the writer, consequently, did

not recognise its existence to himself
so vividly, as he did that of the Ark,
which he mentions in x.1,2,3,5,8, xxxi.

9,25,26, and which was actually pre-
sent, in his own days, in the Holy
Place of the Temple ? On the other

hand, the earlier writer, living, as we

suppose, in the later days of David, or

the beginning of Solomon's reign, would
have had the Tabernacle on Mount
Zion before him, as his help in realising
the idea of the Tent in the wilderness.

618. D.x.6,7.
' And the children of Israel took their

journey from Beeroth of the children of

Jaakan to Mosera. There Aaron died, and
there he was buried ; and Eleazar his son
ministered in the Priest's office in his stead.

From thence they journeyed unto Gudgodah,
and from Gudgodah to Jotbath, a land of
rivers of waters.'

This passage is evidently quite out

of its place, and, as here introduced

it involves a complete contradiction.

For the death of Aaron is here described

as happening before the separation of

the Levites, y.8,9,
'
at that time Jehovah separated the tribe o

Levi, &c.,'

which took place, according to the older

story, in his life-time, N.iii.5,6. Nor
can the difficulty be relieved by under-

standing the expression 'at that time'

in a general sense, as equivalent to
' about that time

;

'

for the death of

Aaron took place in the fortieth year of

the wanderings, N.xxxiii.38, and the

separation of the Levites in the second,
N.i.l.

619. It is probable that D.x.6,7, is a

fragment of the older record, inserted

here, out of its proper place, by the

Deuteronomist.

Scott observes :

These verses so break in upon the con-

nection of Moses's discourse, that they per-

plex commentators. It is evident that Moses
did not much regard exactness of method in his

disccurse.

620. D.x.8,9.
VI
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' At that time Jehovah separated the tribe

c/ Levi, to bear the Ark of the Covenant of

Jehovah, to stand before Jehovah to minister
unto Him, and to bless in His Name, unto this

day. Wherefore Levi hath no part nor in-

heritance with his brethren ; Jehovah is his

inheritance, according as Jehovah thy God
promised him.'

It was the duty of tho Kohathites

not of the Levites generally, to bear
the Ark, N.iv.15. Also the duty of

'blessing in the name of Jehovah' is

assigned, not to the Levites, but to

the Priests, 'Aaron and his sons,' in

N.vi. 22-27, and is, accordingly, per-
formed by Aaron, in L.ix.22. So, too,
' the Priests, the sons of Aaron,' were
to stand before Jehovah to minister

unto Him, whereas the Levites were to

be presented (Heb. 'made to stand')

before Aaron the Priest, that they may
minister unto him, N.iii.6, or to stand

before the, congregation, to minister unto

them, N.xvi.9, xviii.2.

621. This agrees with what we have

already observed of the Deuteronomist,
that he knows nothing whatever of that

very sharp distinction between the

dignities and duties of the Priests and

Levites, which the Books of Leviticus

and Numbers exhibit throughout, and
which Jehovah himself is supposed to

have made only a few months previously
in N.xviii. Accordingly, he calls the

Priests always
' sons of Levi,' or

'

Levites,' and never, as the other writers

do, 'sons of Aaron.'

622. Hence he says :

' For Jehovah thy G-od hath chosen him
(Levi) out of all thy tribes, to stand to minis-
ter in the name of Jehovah, him and his sons
for ever,' xviii.5 ;

'And, if a Levite come from any of thy
gates out of all Israel where he sojourned,
and come with all the desire of his mind
unto the place which Jehovah shall choose,
then he shall minister in the Name of Je-

hovah his God, as all his brethren the Levites

do, which stand there before Jehovah. They
shall have like portions to eat, beside that
which cometh of the sale of his patrimony,'
xviii.6-8.

' And the Priests, the sons of Levi, shall

come near ; for them Jehovah thy God hath

chosen, to minister unto Him and to bless in

the Name of Jehovah,' xxi.5.

623. So, too, in the older laws, the

declaration,
'
I am thy part and thine inheritance

among the children of Israel,' N.xviii.20

is made only with reference to Aaron

and his sons, that is, it is confined to

the Priests. And in N.xxxi.28,29,
'Jehovah's tribute' of the spoil of the

Midianites was given to Eleazar the

Priest; while the Levites received their

share from the 'children of Israel,'

fl.30. Whereas here it is said, D.x.9,
'Jehovah is the inheritance' of Levi,

generally ;
and in xviii.1,2, we read :

' The Priests the Levites, all the tribe of Levi,
shall have no part nor inheritance with
Israel . . . Jehovah is their inheritance, as He
hath said unto them.'

624. Here also, and in xxxi.25, the

Levites are to carry the Ark, which

agrees, as we have said, to some extent,
with the command in N.iv.15, and the

practice in N.x.21. But in xxxi.9 we
read of ' the Priests, the sons of Levi,
the bearers of the Ark.' So in lK.viii.3
' the Priests took up the Ark ;

' and in

lK.ii.26 Solomon says to the Priest

Abiathar,
' I will not at this time put thee to death,

because thou barest the Ark of Jehovah Elohim
before David my father.'

In like manner, the Invites are to

utter the curses, xxvii.14, and to put
the Book of the Law ' beside the Ark,'
xxxi.26

; whereas, according to N.iv.15,
the Levites were not even to come
near to carry the Ark, till the Priest

had covered it; and Aaron was ex-

pressly ordered to keep them from

touching the holy vessels, N.xviii. 3:
'

Only they shall not come nigh the vessels

of the Sanctuary and the Altar, that neither

they, nor ye also, die.'

*625. D.x.9.
' Wherefore Levi had no (E.V.

'

hath,' but
the Hebrew says, literally,

' there was not
to Levi

'

) part nor inheritance with hia

brethren.'

The Deuteronomist, in order to have
carried out properly the part of Moses,
should have written,

' Wherefore Levi shall have no part with his
brethren

'

;

for the Israelites are still supposed to

be only on the point of crossing the

Jordan, and no partition of the Holy
Land had yet been made among them.
It is plain that he writes from a later

state of things than that of Moses,
when the separate position ot the Le-

vites, as ministers of the Sanctuary,
was recognised in Israel.
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626. Dxi.6.

Here the destruction of the Eeu-

benites, Dathan and Abiram, is men-

tioned ;
but nothing is said about the

death of the Levite Korah, who, ac-

cording to N.xvi, perished fearfully at

the same time, and who was, indeed, as

represented in that narrative, the leader

in the rebellion in question. Nor is any
notice taken of the destruction of the

'two hundred and fifty men, who
offered incense.' v.5-11,35.

This, too, agrees with the practice of

the Deuteronomist, in making no dis-

tinction between Priests and Levites.

The sin of Korah and his company is

stated to have been this, that, though

only Levites, they
'

sought the Priest-

hood also,' N.xvi. 10. This, it would

seem, was considered to be not such a

very grievous offence in the days of

the Deuteronomist.

627. D.xi.14,15.
' / will give you the rain of your land in

his due season, the first rain and the latter

rain, that thou mayest gather in thy corn,
and thy wine, and thine oil. And I will

send grass in thy fields for thy cattle, that
thou mayest eat and be full.'

Here the writer passes unconsciously,
from speaking in the assumed character

of Moses, to speaking directly in the

person of Jehovah. This single in-

stance (see also the similar case in

xxix.5,6,) is sufficient to satisfy us as

to the real nature of this book and its

unhistorical character.

*628. D.xi.29,30.
I have already (229) drawn attention

to the fact, that the name '

Gilgal' is

here supposed to have been uttered by
Moses in his address, before the name
was given to the place by Joshua, as

related in Jo.v.9. And in the larger

edition, III.p.460-465, I have shown
that there is no reason to doubt that

the Gilgal here mentioned is the famous

Gilgal-by-Jericho, and that, conse-

quently, we have here a remarkable
anachronism in the narrative. It is

open, of course, for any one to say that

v.SO is a later interpolation. But what
did the Israelites know of Ebal or Ge-

rizim, at the time when the words in

D.xi.29 are supposed to have been ad-

dressed to them ?

CHAPTER X.

DEUT.XII. 1-XIII. 18.

*629. D.xii.2-8.

' Ye shall utterly destroy all the places,
wherein the nations which ye shall possess
served their gods, upon the high mountains,
and upon the hills, and under every green
tree ; and ye shall overthrow their altars,
and break their pillars, and burn their

Asheras (E.V.
'

groves ') with fire, and ye
shall hew down the graven images of their

gods, and destroy the names of them out of

that place. Ye shall not do so unto Je-

hovah your God. But unto the place which
Jehovah your God shall choose out of all

your tribes to put His Name there, even
unto His habitation shall ye seek, and thi-

ther thou shalt come; and thither ye shall

bring your burnt-offerings, and your sacri-

fices, &c. ... Ye shall not do after all the

tilings that we do here this day, every man
whatsoever is right in his own eyes.'

630. Here we have for the first time

this announcement, which we find in

none of the earlier books of the Penta-

teuch not even in N.xxviii, xxix,
where the laws of the offerings at the dif-

ferent festivals are laid down, it is sup-

posed, by Jehovah himself, only a few

months previously, but which is re-

peated again and again in this Book of

Deuteronomy, viz. that there should be

one special place, which Jehovah would
' choose out of all the tribes to put His

Name there.' All this (if we assume
that Deuteronomy was written at a later

age than the rest of the Pentateuch)
is indicative of such a time as that of

Hezekiah, 2K.xviii.4, or, more pro-

bably, Josiah, 2K.xxiii.4-20, for the

composition of this book.

631. The idea, indeed, ofdrawing the

affections of the people to Jerusalem, ex-

isted, no doubt, in the time of David and
Solomon. But the notion of requiring
them to bring to the Temple all their

'burnt-offerings, sacrifices, tithes, heave-

offerings, and vows,' *.ll, and making
attendance at Jerusalem coiwpidsory
three times a year, xvi. 16, could scarcely
have arisen in an age, when Solomon,

though he ' loved Jehovah, walking in

the statutes of David his father,' yet
' sacrificed and burnt incense in the

high places,' lK.iii.3, and specially at

the '

great high place
'

of Gibeon, vA,
whereas the Ark, the symbol of God's
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Presence, was at that time in the Taber-
nacle on Mount Zion.

632. Nor could it have originated
in an age when the people of the Ten
Tribes would have had to travel all the

way to Jerusalem for that purpose. We
do not read that the prophets of Israel,

such as Elijah or Elisha, ever went to

Jerusalem to keep the Passover, or

obeyed the solemn command to go up
thrice in every year to the '

place which
Jehovah had chosen.' And. the most

pious kings, such as Asa, Jehoshaphat,
Joash, Amaziah, Uzziah, and Jotham,
Hezekiah's grandfather, still sacrificed

without hesitation on the high places,
and brought their offerings to other

altars than that erected in the Temple,
which they would not have done, we

must believe, if this law existed, and
was known to be of Divine, or even of

Mosaic, origin.
633. According to the older law in

L.v,vi, 'sacrifices were to be offered for

trespasses of every-day occurrence, e.g.
' If a soul touch any unclean thing, whe-

ther it be a carcase of an unclean beast, or a
carcase of unclean cattle, or the carcase of
unclean creeping things, and it be hidden

from him, he also shall be unclean and
guilty,' L.v.2;

'
If he touch the uncleanness of man, what-

soever uncleanness it be that a man shall be
defiled withal, and it be hid from him, when he
knoweth of it, then he shall be guilty,' v.3 ;

' If a soul commit a trespass, and sin through
ignorance, in the holy things of Jehovah, then
he shall bring for his trespass unto Jehovah a

ram, &c.' v.\h ;
' If a soul sin, and commit any of those

things which are forbidden to be done by
the commandments of Jehovah, though he wist

it not, yet is he guilty, and shall bear his

iniquity ;
and he shall bring a ram without

blemish out of the flock . . for a trespass
offering, unto the Priest . . he hath cer-

tainly trespassed against Jehovah,' u.18,19.

In short, comparing v.2, above quoted,
with L.xi.'29, 30, where among 'unclean

creeping things' areregisteredthe
'

mole,'

'mouse,' 'tortoise,' 'frog,' 'snail,' and
certain lizards, anyone who accidentally
touched the carcase of one of these,

by that act
' had certainly trespassed

against Jehovah,' and must offer a tres-

pass offering.
634. It is, however, impossible to

believe that such laws were ever ex-

pected literally to be carried out, much
less that they were ever uttered by the

Almighty, as in that case they must

have so entirely confused all principles
of right and wrong in the minds of the

people. They were laid down, as we
believe, and shall hereafter give more

fully our reasons for believing, in the

days of Solomon, when the Temple
Services were first instituted, and some
'

directory
' was needed for the guidance

of the Priests in such matters as these,
as well as for regulating the supply for

the Priests themselves from the offerings
of the people. And thus we find the

prescriptions laid down, not as for

the wilderness only, but especially for

the settled life in the Holy Land, by
the express mention of '

turtle doves
'

and '

young pigeons
'

as victims in

0.7,11.

635. But there is no sign that such
laws were promulgated among the

people at large : though, doubtless,

pious persons were taught by the Priests

their duty in this respect, and some
would at all times wish to be cleansed,

by the appointed course of sacrifice,

from any special pollutions of this

kind, which they had contracted. It

cannot be supposed, however, that for

each such offence, however trifling, it

was needful for every Israelite, who
desired to obey strictly the (supposed)
Law of Jehovah his God, to go up with
a sacrifice to Jerusalem, whether from
the distant Dan, a journey of two hun-
dred miles, or from the trans-Jordanic

lands, when that river ' overflowed its

banks in time of harvest.' And, though
the Deuteronomist seems to include all

manner of sacrifices in v.ft, yet he seems

afterwards, in y.13,14, to restrict the

command to
'

burnt-offerings
'

only, and
allows that the place,

' which Jehovah
would choose to put His Name there,'

might be '

too far
'

for them to allow of

their going up to it in order to kill,

when they wished to ' eat flesh,' v. 15, 21.

636. But, doubtless, the Temple, with
its comparative grandeur and its choral

services, was the means of drawing
many from all parts of the land to Jeru-

salem, more especially as the older

Sanctuaries at Bamah, Bethel, Mizpeh,
&c. seem to have been discontinued at

the time when David erected his Taber-

nacle on Mount Zion. The '

high
places,' indeed, were still left standing
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at Gibeon and elsewhere. And it is

possible that many still continued the

custom, which the older laws seem to

have allowed, E.xx.24, xxiii.14,17, of

nresenting themselves before Jehovah
three times a year, by frequenting the

high place nearest to their own neigh-
bourhood. But others, no doubt, would
be attracted by the new Temple and its

services, which probably surpassed even

those of David's Tabernacle. The

presence of the Court would be an
additional inducement. And, doubt-

less, also, there was a continualpressure,

though, perhaps, of a gentle kind,
exerted upon the people, to draw them
more and more to Jerusalem. Hence
we find Jeroboam fully aware of the

political tendency of this practice,
' If this people go up to do sacrifice in the

House of Jehovah at Jerusalem, then shall

the hearts of this people turn again unto
their lord, even unto Rehoboam, king of

Judah,' lK.xii.27.

And, accordingly, he says to the Ten

Tribes,
' It is too much for you to go

up to Jerusalem,' and sets up the calves

in Dan and Bethel, marking these as

the principal places of concourse for

his people on festal occasions.

637. In Solomon's days, however,
the time was not yet ripe for a formal

command that '
all the males

'

should

go up to Jerusalem at each of the great
Feasts. Eather, the announcement of

such a law seems to point to a time,
when the Ten Tribes had been carried

off into captivity, and there remained

only the small centralised kingdom of
Judah. In that case, the injunction,
that all the males should go up to Jeru-

salem three times a year from all parts
of the land, would not have been so

utterly extravagant, or so impossible
to be obeyed, as the people woidd all be

living within a day or two's journey
of the capital. But even then the

inconveniences must have been so very
great, that it is incredible that such a

law could ever have been strictly and

habitually acted on, as its language
requires. Nor is there any indication

in the history of its ever having been

put in practice, except once in the days
of Josiah, when, probably, as we have

seen, this very Book of Deuteronomy
had just been found in the Temple.

638. And this view is confirmed, as

we have said (632), by the fact

that the best of the kings of Judah,
down to the time of Hezekiah, are

spoken of in the Books of Kings and
without any very strongword of censure,

though the Chronicler, writing in a

much later day, condemns their con-

duct in this respect as allowing the

people still to sacrifice in the high
places, though the Ark was now set up
at Jerusalem, as Asa, lK.xv.14, Jehosha-

phat, xxii.43, Joash, 2K.xii.3, Amaziah,
xiv.4, TTzziah, xv.4, Jotham, xv.35. In
each of these cases there is some deci-

sive language used in commendation of

the king's conduct: thus

Asa's ' heart was perfect with Jehovah all

his days,'

Jehosaphat
' walked in all the ways of

Asa his father, he turned not aside from it,

doing that which was right in the eyes of

Jehovah,'
Joash ' did that which was right in the

sight of Jehovah, all his days wherein Je-

hoiada the Priest instructed him,'

Amaziah, TTzziah, Jotham, each 'did that
which was right in the sight of Jehovah, yet
not like David his father; he did according
to all things as his father had done.'

And in each case it is added,
' Howbeit the high places were not re-

moved
;

the people sacrificed and burned
incense still in the high places.'

639. It can hardly be believed that

the stringent commands of the Book of

Deuteronomy, to '

utterly destroy
'

all

the high places of the heathen, and
sacrifice to Jehovah only at Jerusalem,
could have been read and studied by
these pious princes, much less copied,
as D.xvii. 18-20 directs, by each of them
with his own hand, when seated upon
the throne of his kingdom. More

especially does this apply to the case of

Joash, who began to reign when seven

years old, 2K.xi.21, and for the greater

part of his life was directed wholly by
the High Driest, Jehoiada.

640. Hezekiah, 2K.xviii.4, seems to

have been the first of the kings of Judah,
who set himself to destroy the high

places, which, although originally in-

tended for the worship of Jehovah, were

probably perverted, more or less, to the

practice of idolatry, and, as such, had
become fruitful nurseries of vice. In
his time, or shortly before it, the pro-

phets, Hosea in Israel, Isaiah and
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Micah in Judah, had condemned, in

strong terms, the worship on high
places.
'

They sacrifice upon the tops of the moun-
tains,

And burn incense upon the hills,
Under oaks and poplars and elms,
Because the shadow thereof is good ;

Therefore your daughters shall commit
whoredom.

And your daughters-in-law shall commit
adultery.

I will not punish your daughters when they
commit whoredom.

Nor your daughters-in-law when they com-
mit adultery ;

For themselves are separated with whores,
And they sacrifice habitually with harlots.'

Hos.iv.13,14.

'Ye shall be ashamed of the oaks which ye
have desired,

And ye shall be confounded for the gardens
which ye have chosen.' Is.i.29.

* For the transgression of Jacob is all this,
And for the sins of the House of Israel.

What is the transgression of Jacob ? Is it not
Samaria ?

And what are the high places of Judah 1 Are
they not Jerusalem ?

'

Mic.i.5.

641. It is probable that such prophe-
tic words as the above were sharpened

by the fact of the Ten Tribes having
been carried captive in the sixth year
of Hezekiah, by which his zeal also may
have been stimulated to destroy the

high places, and check the other idola-

trous practicesof Judah, 2K.xviii.4. But
the very expressions in D.xii.8,

' Ye shall not do after all the things that
we do here this day, every man whatsoever is

right in his own eyes,'

wholly inapplicable, as they must surely
be considered to be, to any conceivable

condition of the people of Israel, in

the '

plains of Moab,' with Moses him-

Belf iu their midst, would correspond

thoroughly to the feelings of a Prophet
writing in the age of Josiah, after the

godless reigns of Manasseh and Amon.
As Eiehm observes, >.30 :

The writer, in these words, betrays his

consciousness that the attaching all public

worship to one Sanctuary was in his time

somewhat new, and that he is putting into

the mouth of Moses what he himself could

say of his own contemporaries, who sacri-

ficed, as they chose, in various places. It

seems to me certain that Moses himself
could not have spoken such words as these

in D.xii.8, if the real substance of L.xvii.1-9

and other laws of sacrifice are really his.

642. Upon the whole, it may be
concluded that such a law as this, con-

fining all sacrifices to Jerusalem, could

not have been written before the age of

Hezekiah. The destruction of the high
places would be a practical measure,
which would draw more direct attention

to the Temple. In the reign of his son

Manasseh, these high places were re

built, 2K.xxi.3, and idolatry again pre-
vailed throughout the land. The short

reign of Amon, for two years only,

2K.xxi.19, continued the same corrupt

practices. But then, as we suppose,

may have come the time, in the early

years of Josiah, when the young king's

piety, and the limited extent of his

kingdom, together favoured the idea of

realising such a unity of worship, by
which idolatrous practices (it was

hoped) might be effectually and for

ever done away, and when the attempt
was actually made to enforce attendance

at the Temple for all sacrifices, by the

authority of a (supposed) Mosaic and
Divine law.

*643. D.xii.12.
1 And the Levite that is within your gates.'

We must here draw special attention

to the fact, that the Deuteronomist in

this verse, and throughout the whole

book, instead of speaking of the Priests

and Levites as about to be settled in

their forty-eight cities, N.xxxv.1-8,
and as sure to be abundantly supplied
with the necessaries of life from the

sacrifices, tithes, and freewill offerings
of the people, represents them every-
where the Levites, at all events, and
we have seen that in the term ' Levites

'

he includes the ' Priests
'

as likely to

be generally in a very necessitous

condition, living as stragglers about the

land, in
'

any of the gates
'

of the people.
644. It is true that in xviii. 1-8 he

makes some provision from the sacrifices

for ' the Priests the Levites, all the tribe

of Levi,' though here also, as we
shall see (716-720), he is strikingly
at variance with the older document.

And in xvii.8-13, xix.l7,xxi.5, certain

judicial duties are assigned to them,
at variance again (700-708,) with the

provisions of the older law. Further,
in xxxiii.10,11, he speaks very highly of

the office and dignity of the Levites:
'

They shall teach Jacob Thy judgments,
And Israel Thy Law ;

They shall put incense before Thee,
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And whole burnt sacrifice upon Thine altar.

Bless, Jehovah, his substance,
And accept the work of his hands ;

Smite through the loins of them that rise

against him,
And of them that hate him, that they rise

not again.'

But he makes not the least allusion to

their being settled in cities of their

own. He takes it for granted that they
will be mostly living

' within the gates'
of others, and that the ordinary condi-

tion of a Levite at least, of any that

had not
' come from any of the gates out of all Israel,
where he sojourned, and come with all the de-

sire of his mind unto the place which Jehovah
should choose,' xviii.6

would be one of utter poverty and

dependence.
645. Thus, throughout the Book of

Deuteronomy, the Levites are coupled

continually with the poor and desti-

tute,
' the widow, the stranger, and the

fatherless.' And not a word is said of

their having any divine right to demand,

or, at least, to expect, the payment of

tithes from the people, according to the

provision, supposed to have been made

by Jehovah himself, N.xviii.21, only a

few months before, through Moses, who
is now represented to be speaking

' Behold, I have given the children of Levi
all the tenth in Israel for an inheritance.'

646. But they are spoken of, again
md again, as depending, like other ne-

cessitous persons, mainly upon the

charity of others.
' And ye shall rejoice before Jehovah your

God, ye, and your sons, and your daugh-
ters, and your menservants, and your maid-
servants, and the Levite that is within thy gates,

forasmuch as he hath no part nor inheritance
with you,' xii.12 ; so also i\18.

' Take heed to thyself that thou forsake
not the Levite, as long as thou livest upon the

earth,' xii.19.

'And the Levite, (because he hath no part
nor inheritance with thee,) and the stranger,
and the fatherless, and the widow, that are within

thy gates, shall come, and shall eat and be satis-

fied,' xiv.29 ; so also v.27.
' And thou shalt rejoice before Jehovah thy

God, thou, and thy son, and thy daughter,
and thy manservant, and thy maidservant,
and the Levite that is within thy gates, and the

stranger, and the fatherless, and the widow,
that are among you,' xvi.ll.

'

And, thou shalt rejoice in thy feast, thou,
and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy man-
servant, and thy maidservant, and the Levite,

and the stranger, and the fatherless, and the

widow, that are within thy gates,' xvi.14.

647. So we have 'the Levite and the

stranger that is amongyou,' 'the Levite,
the stranger, the fatherless, and the

widow,' xxvi.11-13
;
and in xviii.6 the

Levite is actually spoken of as one of

the '

strangers
'

or '

sojourners' within

the gates of others. And all this, as we
have noted, is supposed to be said by
Moses only a few months after the lawa

had been laid down by Jehovah Him
self, which provided for them abundant

supplies of food, and cities of their

own with their suburbs, thirty-six for

the Levites, twelve for the Priests !

Not a trace of this poverty is found
in the other books of the Pentateuch.

648. D.xii.15,16.
'

Notwithstanding thou mayest kill and eat
flesh in all thy gates, whatsoever thy soul
lusteth after, according to the blessing of Je-
hovah thy God, which he hath given thee

; the
unclean and the clean may eat thereof, as of
the roebuck and as of the hart. Only ye shall

not eat the blood ; ye shall pour it on the
earth like water.'

It is obvious that this Law is directly
at variance with L.xvii.3,4, where it is

said.
' What man soever there be of the House of

Israel, that killeth an ox, or lamb, or goat
in the Camp, or that killeth it out of the

Camp, and bringeth it not unto the door of the

Tabernacle of the Congregation, to offer an
offering unto Jehovah before the Tabernacle
of Jehovah, blood shall be imputed unto that

man, he hath shed blood ; and that man shall

be cut off from among his people.'

649. D.xii.17-19.
' Thou mayest not eat within thy gates

the tithe of thy corn, or of thy wine, or of

thy oil, or the firstlings of thy herds or of

thy flock, nor any of thy vows which thou

vowest, nor thy freewill offerings, or heave

offering of thine hand. But thou must eat

them before Jehovah thy God, in the place
which Jehovah thy God shall choose, thou,
and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy man-
servant, and thy maidservant, and the Levite
that is within thy gates ; and thou shalt re-

joice before Jehovah thy God in all that thou

puttest thine hands unto. Take heed to thy-
self that thou forsake not the Levite as long
as thou livest upon the earth.'

650. But the tithes above mentioned

belonged wholly to the Levites, accord-

ing to the law in N.xviii.21, 24.26, sup-

posed to have been laid down only just

before, in the very same year in which
this

'

last address
'

of Moses was de-

livered ;
and the firstlings belonged

wholly to the Priests, N.xviii 1518.
And here the people are to feast upon

them, and not to
' forsake

'

the Levite
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within their gates, but admit him to a

share in their enjoyment !

The most complete contradiction

obviously exists between the two sets

of laws, supposed to be uttered, the

first directly by Jehovah Himself, the

6econd by Moses, within a few months
of each other.

651. Scott, with other commentators,

imagines a second tithe, and says :

Either the femalefirstlings] [where has one
ever heard of these ?] or some other of their

young cattle, [but the text says distinctly
'

firstlings of thy herds or of thy flock,' comp.
D.xii.6,17, xv.19,] being presented as peace-
offerings, were thus to be feasted on before
the Lord.

But the notion of '

firstling females

being here intended is at once set aside

by the plain words of D.xv.19, 20 :

' All the firstling males, that come of thy
herd and of thy flock, thou shalt sanctify
unto Jehovah thy God. Thou shalt do no
work with the firstling of thy bullock, nor
shear the firstling of thy sheep; thou shalt

[have the blood sprinkled, and the fat

offered, and leave the flesh for the Priests,
as commanded in N.xviii.17,18 ? no, but] eat

it before Jehovah thy God, year by year, in

the place which Jehovah shall choose, thou
and thy household.'

But Scott is not discouraged even

here, and writes directly in the teeth

of the above text,

The firstling, being a male, was sacrificed,
and those parts, which were not burnt upon
the Altar, were eaten by the Priests. But,
if it were a female, it was offered as a peace-
offering, and feasted upon by the offerer and
his friends.

652. As to the supposed
' second

tithe.
'

it must be said :

(i) The ' tithes' are here spoken of just
in the same way as the '

firstlings'; and, if the
latter are the same as those spoken of in the
old legislation, it is reasonable to suppose
that the same is true of the former also ;

(ii) If the 'firstlings' are no longer to be

given to the Priests, it is not reasonable
to suppose that the 'tithes' of the old Law
would be left for the Levites ;

(iii) Not a hint is given of the (supposed)

first tithes in Deuteronomy, nor of the second
tithes in the law of N.xviii, supposed to be
laid down by Jehovah a few months pre-

viously ;

(iv) Not a word is said in D.xviii.3,4, of
the tithe of the first tithe forming any portion
of the income of the Priests, as commanded
in N.xviii.28.

653. D.xiii.12-16.
' If thou shalt hear say in one of thy

cities, which Jehovah thy God hath given
thee to dwell there, saying, Certain men,
children of Belial, are gone out from among

you, and have withdrawn the inhabitants of

their city, saying, Let us go and serve other

gods, which ye have not known ;
Then shalt

thou enquire, and make search, and ask dili-

gently ;
and behold, if it be truth, and the

thing certain, that such abomination is

wrought among you, thou shalt surely smite
the inhabitants of that city with the edge of

the sword, destroying it utterly, and all that
is therein, and the cattle thereof, with the

edge of the sword. And thou shalt gather
all the spoil of it into the midst of the street

thereof, and shalt burn with fire the city, and
all the spoil thereof, every whit, for Jehovah
thy God ; and it shall be an heap for ever ; it

shall not be built again.'

654. Scott remarks on this passage
thus :

Many distinctions have been made, both

by Jewish and Christian expositors, to abate
the severity of this law : but the text gives
no countenance to any of them. It should

not, indeed, be supposed that the crime was
charged on the city, unless a majority of

the inhabitants concurred in it, or that any
individuals, who had entirely escaped the

general contagion, might not separate from
their guilty neighbours ; and, perhaps, space

might on some occasions be allowed for

repentance. The destruction of the spoil
would evince that the prosecution and exe-

cution were not the effect of avarice, but of

zeal for the honour of God and religion ; and
nothing can be conceived more suited to re-

strain the people from idolatry than this sta-

tute. But we never read that it was carried

into execution, and have reason to think that

this neglect was a national sin, which has-

tened the Babylonish Captivity. Had some
mortified limbs been cut off, the life of the

state might have been prolonged.

655. Such a law, it is plain, could

never have been carried out in this

legal form. How were they to put a

city on its trial, for the offence in ques-

tion, so as to give it an opportunity of

clearing itself of the charge? And was

every city to be destroyed, and utterly
exterminated in this way, where, per-

haps, an unruly mob the majority

might have become for a time too

strong for thebetter souls among them?
And were these, too, to be involved in

the general ruin ? For, as Scott says,

the text gives no countenance to any
abatement of the severe rigour of the

law.

656. Probably, this law merely repre-

sents the strong feeling of the Deutero-

nomist upon the subject, of idolatry. If

it were possible, this is what he would

have done to a city guilty of such

abominations, which brought down the

wrath of God upon Israel
;
this is what
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might very justly be done to it
;
this is

what such a city deserved in the eyes of

God and of all good men. In this way
he seeks to stir up a pious horror of the

accursed sin. And the text points to

a time when such guilt was prevalent.

CHAPTER XX
DETJT.X1V.1-29.

657. D.xiv.3-20.

We have here a repetition of the

animals, allowed and disallowed for

food, as in L.xi. The laws laid down
are almost identical, except that the

Deuteronomist

(i) Names the clean beasts, vA,5,
which the other writer does not,

(ii) Introduces among the birds some
bird of prey, dayah, v.13,

(iii) Omits mention of the locusts, as

allowed for food, and of eight unclean

animals, named in L.xi. 29, 30, where
are reckoned together in the same cate-

gory as '

creeping things,' the '

weasel,

mouse, tortoise, ferret, chameleon, lizard,

snai', and mole.'

658. The aDimals whose names are

italicised above, are identified by Hebrew
scholars,while theremay be doubts about

the others. Perhaps, the Deuteronomist

passes these over, because in his more
advanced time it was no longer neces-

sary to forbid their being used as food.

But, in fact, the command which is

given in D.xiv.19,
'

Every creeping thing that flieth is unclean
unto you, they shall not be eaten,'

is directly at variance with that in

L.xi.21-23, where we read
' These ye may eat, of every creeping thing

that flieth,'

and four forms of the locust are

named.
659. In L.xi.5,6, D.xiv.7, the coney

and hare are spoken of as 'chewing the

cud.' This, as Knobel says, is a mis-

take, which has probably arisen from
the fact of these animals moving their

jaws when they eat, as if they were

chewing the cud, 'whence to all out-

ward appearance they seemed to the

ancients as ruminants.' On this point
I may quote the authority of Prof. Owen,
who says,

' The Hare does not chew the cud : it has
not the stomach of a ruminant.'

660. For the following information

also I am indebted to Mr. Bartlett, the

superintendent of the Royal Zoological
Gardens, London.

I have several hares living in the collec-

tion ; and, having for some years carefully
studied these animals in every stage of their

existence, in order, if possible, to obtain a
cross between this animal and the rabbit,
to which it is nearly allied, I have in con-

sequence become well acquainted with ita

habit and structure, both external and in-

ternal. My frequent examination of the
stomach and intestines has convinced me
that these animals have not the power to

ruminate, and consequently that they
' do

not chew the cud.'

The structure of the stomachs of all ru-

minating animals is remarkable, and well
known to comparative anatomists. And
this peculiar structure does not exist in any
of the Order '

Eodentia,' to which the hare

belongs.
But these animals possess very fleshy lips,

and the muscles of the mouth are largely
developed. By these means the parts arc
moved with great ease, and are kept in
almost constant motion

;
and this, when

noticed by persons whose knowledge of the

subject is limited, might easily lead them to

believe that the animal was chewing. This

has, doubtless, led to the mistake made by
the early writers.

661. D.xiv.22-27.
' Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of

thy seed, that the field bringeth forth year
by year. And thou shalt eat before Jehovah
thy God, in the place which He shall choose
to place His Name there, the tithe of thy corn,

of thy wine, and of thine oil, and the firstlings of

thy herds and of thy flocks ;
that thou mayest

learn to fear Jehovah thy God always. And,
if the way be too long for thee, so that thou
art not able to carry it, or if the place be too

far from thee, which Jehovah thy God shall

choose to set His Name there, when Jehovah
thy God hath blessed thee, then shalt thou
turn it into money, and bino. up the money
in thine hand, and shalt go unto the place
which Jehovah thy God shall choose. And
thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever

thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep,
or for wine, or for strong drink, or for what-
soever thy soul desireth

;
and thou shalt eat

there before Jehovah thy God, and thou shalt

rejoice, thou and thine household, and the Levite

that is within thy gates ;
thou shalt not forsake

him
;
for he hath no part nor inheritance with

thee.'

662. In this passage, the permission
is given that, if the way was too long,
the whole of the tithes and firstlings

might be turned into money ;
and the

person must go up with his money in

his hand,
'

to the place which Jehovah
shall choose,' and there buy with the

money
'What his soul lusteth after, oxen, sheep,
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wine, strong drink, whatsoever his soul
desireth

;

'

and the good things thus provided were
to be '

eaten before Jehovah '

by the
man and his household, and

' The Levite that is within thy gates thou
Ehalt not forsake him.'

663. But no such provision is made,
for the conversion of the firstlings into

money, in N.xviii.17, a law supposed to
be given by Jehovah Himself only a
few months previously, which says :

' The firstling of a cow, or the firstling of
a sheep, or the firstling of a goat, thou shalt
not redeem; they are holy; thou shalt sprinkle
their blood upon the Altar, and shalt burn their

fat for an offering made by fire, for a sweet
savour unto Jehovah.'

And, as before observed (650), all the
meat of the firstlings was expressly
given to the Priests by the law in

N.xviii.18, where we read,
' And the flesh of them shall be thine, as

the wave-breast and as the right shoulder are
thine.'

So, too, the tithes (except a tenth of
them which was to be given to the

Priests) were expressly to be consumed
by the Levites, according to the law in

N.xviii.25-32, where it is said, v.Bl
' Ye (the Levites) shall eat it in every place,

ye and your households
; for it is your reward

for your service in the Tabernacle of the Con-
gregation.'

664. Here, however, in D.xiv.22-27>
it is ordered, in direct contradiction to

the above laws, issued, according to

the story, from the mouth of Jehovah

Himself N.xviii.8,20,25, only a few
months previously, that the man who
offers, and his family, and ' the Levite
that is within his gates,' shall make a
feast upon the produce of both the
Priests' firstlings and the Levites' tithes,
at Jerusalem, xii.6,17-19, xiv.22-27,
xv.19-23, whereas the Levites were
to have eaten them at their homes l in

every place.'
665. Scott, as we have seen (651),

takes refuge in the notion of ' female

firstlings,' and a second tithe.'

These verses require a second tithe from the
produce of the land, which, with that appro-
priated for the maintenance of the Levites,
amounted to a fifth part.

This agrees with Josephus, Ant.IV.
viii.8 :

Let there be taken out of your fruits a
tenth, besides that which you have allotted
to give to the Priests and Levites. This you

may indeed sell in the country ; but it is to
be used in those feasts and sacrifices, that are
to be celebrated in the holy city.

But, if this be a second tithe, how is

it, we repeat, that the Deuteronomist
gives no intimation of this fact, an
makes no mention whatever of the first

tithe, to be contributed for the support
of the Levites? Nor, when summing
up the income of the Priests in D.xviii.

1-5, does he take any account of the
tenth of the tithes, which they were to
receive from the Levites, N.xviii.25-32,
or mention anywhere the tithe of cattle,

L.xxvii.32,33.
666. The fact seems to be, as we

have intimated, that the Book of

Deuteronomy only represents the state

of ecclesiastical matters, which existed
in the later days when that book was
written. As already observed, the
Priests are called by the later Prophets,
as they are by the Deuteronomist,
'Levites,' simply, Jer.xxxiii.18,21,22,

Ez.xliii.19, xliv.10,15, xlv.5, xlviii.13,
or ' sons of Levi,' Ez.xl.46, Mal.iii.3,

comp. Mal.ii4,8, and never ' sons of
Aaron

;

' and so Jeroboam is censured,
lK.xii.31, for making Priests of men,
'which are not of the sons of Levi.'

The name of Aaron, in fact, is but in-

cidentally mentioned once by all the

Prophets, Mic.vi.4
;
and Ezekiel calls

the faithful Priests by the title
' sons

of Zadok,' xl.46, xliii.19, xliv.15, xlviii.

11, not ' sons of Aaron.'

667. It is probable, indeed, that we
very greatly over-estimate the number
and importance of the Priests in the
time of the kings, taking for granted
that they really enjoyed the privileges
and dignities, which are assigned to them
by the laws of the Pentateuch. Yet, if

we carefully examine the more authentic

history of the later kings, which we
find in the Second Book of Kings, we
shall perceive indications that their

number was but small and their in-

fluence inconsiderable. In the days
of Josiah there were a ' chief Priest,'
some 'Priests of the second order,' and
others who are called 'keepers of the

door,' 2K.xxiii.4. These 'door-keepers'
are expressly called ' Priests

'

in 2K.xii.
9

;
and in the time of Josiah's son,

Zedekiah, there were only^ye 'Priests
'
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ministering in the Temple, 2K.xxv.18,

vis. one 'chief Priest,' one 'second

Priest,' or ' Priest of the second order,'

as in 2K.xxiii.4, and three
'

keepers of

the door.'

668. This very office of 'door-keeper,'

however, is so totally unlike any as-

signed to the Priests in the earlier

Books of the Pentateuch, that the

question is naturally suggested whether

these ' Priests of the second order
'

do

not, in reality, correspond to the Levites

of those Books, from among whom, we
should suppose, these door-keepers
would be taken. At any rate, it is

easy to see how the Deuteronomist, if

writing in these later days, would make
no distinction between the higher and

lower clergy, but would call them all

by one common name, 'Priests
'

or

*Levites.' How very little regard,

indeed, was paid in those days to the

rank and authority of the Priests, is

shown by the fact that, when the King
of Babylon carried Jehoiachin captive
in the eighth year of his reign, we are

told of his carrying with him
'
all Jerusalem, and all the princes, and all

the mighty men of valour, and all the crafts-

men and smiths,' 2K.xxiv.14,
but not a word is said about the Priests.

Yet it is plain that some Priests were

carried off, since Jeremiah addresses

them, Jer.xxix.l
;
and this may partly

account for their being only ./we in num-

ber, as we have said, in Zedekiah's

time, shortly afterwards, 2K.xxv.18.

669. There is no indication, how-

ever, that they were ever very much
more numerous. It is common to sup-

pose that there must have been always
a large body of Priests and Levites in

attendance at the Temple, because the

size of the Temple, as well as that of

the City itself in Solomon's time, is very

commonly over-estimated. As to the

City,
'
its circumference,' says Bartlett,

Walks about Jerusalem, p. 28, 'at the

best never exceeded four miles
'

;
and

three Temples of Solomon* might have

* The Temple was 60 cubits long and 20
cubits wide, lK.vi.2 ; that is, since a cubit=
1.824 ft., its area was 108 ft. by 36 ft. = 3,991

sq. ft. That of the Church of St. Martin's-

in-the Fields is 137 ft. 8 in. by 81 ft. not in-

cluding the steps and portico, {Lib. of Ent.

Knowledge, Egypt. Ant. i.^.89,) = ll,151 sq.ft.

been placed on the ground now occupied

by the Church of St. Martin's-in-the-

Fields in London. We cannot wonder

that in Solomon's, as in David's, time

we read of only two Priests, lK.iv.4,

(who had, doubtless, some attendants,)

or that in Zedekiah's time the whole

body of ecclesiastics employed at the

Temple was only five. Indeed, if two

or three clergymen can discharge the

duties of St. Martin's Church and

Parish in London, two Priests and

three door-keepers may very well have

sufficed for a Temple one-third as large,

and for a population so small as the

ordinary population of Jerusalem must

have been, considering that, at its

widest extent, it was not two-thirds of

a mile from the centre to the circum-

ference.*

670. It would seem, however, that

even for this small body of Priests and

Levites the supplies of food were some*

times deficient ;
and it is very probable

that the ' tithes
' and '

firstlings
' never

were duly contributed for their support,
as the earlier laws of the Pentateuch

direct. Either these laws in Leviticus

and Numbers had never been published

* I take no account here of the data of the

books of Chronicles, which we have seen to be

so very untrustworthy, when unsupported by
other evidence. Thus it is stated that ' there

came to David to Hebron, to turn the king-
dom of Saul to him,' 4,600 Levites and 3,700
Priests of the sons of Aaron,

' and with them

Zadok, a young man mighty of valour, and of

his father's house twenty and two captains,'

ICh.xii.26-28. And yet, although David 'con-

sulted with the captains of thousands and hun-

dreds, and with every leader,' about bringing

up the Ark, ICh.xiii.l, and
'

gathered all Israel

together' for the purpose, 0.5, including, of

course, and above all, these 8,300 Priests and

Levites, he made use of laymen to remove the

Ark in the first instance ; and when, warned
of his fault by the death of Uzzah, ICh.xv.

12,13, he '

gathered all Israel' again, v.Z, and

specially
' assembled the (3,700) sons of Aaron

and the (4,600) Levites,' vA, under such solemn

circumstances, for so momentous an occasion,

only two Priests and 862 Levites are reported
as answering to the call, v.h-W.

We shall have occasion hereafter to con-

sider more closely the details of the Chroni-

cler's narrative, upon which, in fact, mainly
rests the notion that the laws of the Pentateuch

ivere really carried out in Judah before the

Captivity. But not a hint is given in the

more trustworthy history, 2S.vi, of the pre-

sence of these Priests and Levites on either

of the two occasions of removing the Ark.
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extensively, which is most likely, or,

if known to many among the people,

they were not regarded as having any
special authority, human or divine. And
so the Priests and Levites appear to

have fared but badly, like clergy in

a colonial diocese upon a voluntary

system.
671. Having no Levitical cities nor

pasture-lands, but living for the most

part in a dependent condition, scat-

tered about the land, 'in the gates'
of others, having no regular, abund-

ant, supply from tithes, first-fruits, or

firstlings, but deriving their sustenance

almost entirely from the casual offer-

ings and sacrifices, which pious persons

brought to the Temple, they seem,
under the later kings, to have been

often in real distress for the very neces-

saries of life. It is reasonable to believe

that, in the time of David and Solo-

mon, a portion of the royal revenues

was applied directly to the support of

Divine Worship. Even Saul had such

a revenue, as we may gather from the

language used in lS.viii. 15,
' he will take the tenth of your seed, and of

your vineyards, and give to his eunuchs and
to his servants ;

'

though these words were, no doubt,
written at a much later date, perhaps
in the days of Solomon, and may ex-

press, rather, the practice of that time.

672. But under the later kings at

all events, in the record of the Chronicler

we have unmistakable indications of

the poverty of the Priests. We find

such indications in the disorderly and

impoverished state, in which the Temple
itself was found in the days of Heze-

kiah, at the end of the idolatrous reign
of his father Ahaz :

'

They have shut up the doors of the porch,
and put out the lamps, and have not burnt
incense nor offered burnt-offerings in the holy
place unto the God of Israel And the
Priests went into the inner part of the House
of Jehovah to cleanse it, and brought out all

the uncleanness that they found in the Temple
of Jehovah into the court of the House of Je-

hovah. And the Levites* took it, to carry it

* These ' Levites
'

only appear in the Chroni-
cler's narrative, (see note preceding,) as dis-

tinguished sharply from the '
Priests.' It is

probable that, in the time of Hezekiah,
' the

Priests the Levites' not, perhaps, the Chief

Priest, but one or more ' Priests of the se-

out abroad into the brook Kidron.' 2Ch.xxix.

7,16.

Ahaz himself, the Chronicler tella

us, had ' shut up
'

the Temple, 2Ch.

xxviii.24, which he could hardly have

done, if the Levites had been an im-

portant and influential body. At all

events, their receipts from tithes, &c,
must, according to this account, have
been very small in his reign.

673. Moreover, we are told that

Hezekiah ordered afresh the courses of

the Priests and Levites, and provided
for their maintenance, by enjoining
that tithes and firstfruits should be

brought in, and they were brought in

abundantly
'
in heaps.'

' Then Hezekiah questioned with the Priests

and Levites concerning the heaps. And Aza-

riah, the chief Priest of the House of Zadok,
answered him and said, Since the people began
to bring the offerings into the House of Jehovah,
we have had enough to eat, and have left plenty.'

2Ch.xxxi.9,10.

It would seem from the above that,

before the order in question was issued,

the Priests and Levites had not enough
to eat. And this is the testimony of

the Chronicler, whose tendency to

magnify the office and position of the

Priesthood and Levitical body is evi-

dent throughout his narrative.

674. But the numerous passages in

Deuteronomy, which include the Levite

with the poor and destitute, with ' the

widow, the fatherless, and the stranger,'

furnish far more satisfactory evidence

of the generally needy condition of the

ecclesiastical body in the time of the

later kings, supposing, as we may now

do, (with the evidence which we have

had already before us, and which we
shall find still further confirmed as we

proceed,) that this Book was written

about the time of Josiah. This being
the case, it can scarcely be doubted

that the laws which we are now

considering, D.xii.17-19, xiv.22-27,

were intended to secure some better

provision for the support of this ne-

cessitous priesthood.

675. The original tithe-system, as

cond order,' had actually the duty of '

carry-

ing out
'

in person the refuse of the sacrifices

and other rubbish of the Temple,
'

into a clean

place without the (camp) city
' = ' abroad into

the brook Kidron.' See Part I,ch.iv.
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laid down in the book of Leviticus,

was evidently no longer effective, if,

indeed, it was ever at any time fully

put into operation, which seems very
doubtful. Here, however, it would

seem, an attempt is made to exchange
it for one much more likely to be popu-
lar, and practically effective ;

since

the tithes on this system were to be

consumed in feasting by the tithe-

payer and his family, the poor Levite
' within their gates

'

being included

only as a guest. It is evident that

any single wealthy farmer, who made
it a religious duty to obey such a law

as this, when promulgated under the

combined influence of priestly, pro-

phetical, and royal authority, would be

likely to bring many firstlings of his

cattle and sheep annually, far more
than he himself and his family could

consume in feasting. Thus the eccle-

siastics of the Temple would have a
reasonable probability of sharing, at

all events, in the enjoyment of these

good things ; though, according to the

Levitical Law, they had a right to the

whole.

676. D.xiv.28,29.
' At the end of three years thou shalt bring

forth all the tithe of thine increase the same
year, and shalt lay it up within thy gates.
And the Levite, because he hath no part nor
inheritance with thee, and the stranger, and
the fatherless, and the widow, which are
within thy gates, shall come and shall eat
and be satisfied

;
that Jehovah thy God may

bless thee in all the work of thine hand
which thou doest.'

Scott maintains here also the notion

of a 'second' tithe, and quotes from
Mede as follows :

Two years together they paid the Levites'

tithe and the festival tithe. But in the third

year they paid the Levites' tithe and the poor
mans tithe, that is, what was wont in other

years to be spent in feasting, [and which was
now to be spent on the poor at home].

Josephus, ^w^.IV.viii.22 explains the

matter by a third tithe, to be paid in

the third year, and introduces Moses
as saying:

Besides these two tithes, which I have al-

ready said you are to pay every year, the one
for the Levites, the other for the festivals,

you are to bring every third year a tithe to
be distributed to those that want, to widows
also, and to orphans.

677. But both these explanations of

the difficulty are at once set aside by

the fact that, if the tithe named in

D.xii.l7,18,xiv.22-27, be the ' second
'

tithe, and that in D.xiv.28,29, the
' third

'

tithe, both of which were to be
shared by the Levite with others, then
in all the Book of Deuteronomy no
mention whatever is made of the
'
first

'

tithe, which belonged wholly tc

the Levites.

678. Those, however, who speak of

a ' second
' and ' third

'

tithe, merely
assume that the '

first
'

or Levites' tithe

was actually paid, because it was en-

joined in N.xviii.20-24. But there is

not a trace of any such payment hav-

ing been made throughout the whole

history of the books of Judges, Samuel,
and Kings ;

and in the books of Chro-

nicles, as we have seen, there are distinct

indications of the contrary. Nor is a

single word said about this Levites'

tithe throughout the whole Book of

Deuteronomy, not in xviii.8, where
the provision for the Levites out of the

sacrifices is mentioned,
'

they shall have like portions to eat, beside

that which cometh of the sale of his patri-

mony,'

still less in xiv.28, where it is ex-

pressly commanded that ' the Levite,' as

well as 'the stranger, and the father-

less, and the widow,' shall ' come and
eat

'

of this '

poor man's tithe
'

having

already, it is supposed, received their

own full tithe,
' the Levites' tithe,' that

year 'and be satisfied.'

679. There can be little doubt that

one and the same tithe is meant through-
out, that which in N.xviii is ordered

to be given wholly to the Levites, as

the firstlings were to be given to the

Priests. And it seems probable that

the Deuteronomist, though he had en-

joined in xii.17,18, xiv.22-27, that the

annual tithe and the firstlings should be

spent in feasting at Jerusalem, with
the view (675) of securing in this way,
for the Priests and Levites, some share,
at least, in thosegood things, which ought
to have been given wholly to them, but

which in his own time, at all events, were
not so given, yet was not very sanguine
even of this modification of the original
direction being generally obeyed. Hence,
it may be, he has introduced this addi-

tional provision for the third year's
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tithe to be eaten at home, expecting,

perhaps, that this mode of disposing
of the tithe would be more popular,
and more likely to be observed, than
the more strict one of taking it up to

Jerusalem. This command, at all events,

might be pretty generally obeyed, if the

other was disregarded.
680. This view of the case seems

rather confirmed by the fact, that this
' third year's tithe

'

is most insisted on

by the Deuteronomist, both here, xiv.

2'2, and in xxvi.12, where the ' third

year
'

itself is called the '

year of tithing.'

It would seem that each pious per-

son, who might be disposed to carry
out this law, was to be left at liberty
to reckon his third year as he pleased.

Knobbl, indeed, suggests that these

triennial tithes were meant to fall due
in the third and sixth years after each

Sabbatical year. But, if this had been

intended, it is reasonable to believe

that some such definition of this
' third

'

year would have been made in the text.

In fact, in that case, the writer would,
most probably, have mentioned expli-

citly both the ' third
' and ' sixth

'

years.
681. It may, indeed, be thought that

this
' third year's tithe

' was meant to

be given wholly to the poor, since it is

not expressly said here, as in xii.18,

that the householder and his family
were to feast upon them as well as the

Levite, &c. But the language used

with reference to this same tithe in

xxvi.13,14, seems to imply that the

giver was expected to partake of them

himself, and if so, then, of course,

in common with the members of his

family, but only on proper occasions of

festivity, not for unlawful or unbecom-

ing uses : since he is made to say,
'
I have consumed (B.V.

'

brought away ')

the hallowed things out of mine house, and
also have given them unto the Levite, &c, ;

I have not eaten thereof in my mourning,
neither have I consumed (E.V. 'taken away')
ought thereof for the dead.'

It would surelv have been said, 'I

have not consumed oughtthereof at all,

for any purpose,' if it had been in-

tended that the tithe should be given

wholly away.
682. In Am.iv.4,5, we read:

' Come to Bethel, and transgress ;
at Gilgal

multiply transgression ; and bring your sacri-

fices every morning, your tithes after three

years ; and offer a sacrifice of thanksgiving
with leaven, and proclaim and publish the

free-offerings : for this liketh you, ye chil-

dren of Israel, saith Jehovah Elohim.'

These words appear to have been
addressed ironically to the people of

the Ten Tribes, who are represented as

substituting outward observances and

these, perhaps, idolatrous for purity
of heart and life. It is difficult, how-

ever, to see what is exactly meant by
the expression,

'

your tithes after three

years.' The LXX has '

your tithes for

the three-days' feast.' But, at any rate,

they cannot imply that the command
for the triennial tithe in D.xiv.28 was

actually carried out in the kingdom of

Israel, (which, indeed, under any cir-

cumstances, could hardly have been

expected,) since D.xiv.28 expressly

enjoins that the third year's tithe should

be feasted on at home,
' within thy

gates,' whereas here the tithes, what-
ever they may be, are taken to the

sacred place, Bethel or Gilgal.
683. If the translation of the English

Version is correct, we might suppose
that, among the Ten Tribes, tithes were

really paid at this time with some

readiness, once in three years, perhaps
for the support of the Priesthood which
Jeroboam had appointed, and perhaps
by his order or suggestion. And this

might also be held to imply that in

the immediately foregoing time of Solo-

mon the annual tithe-system, enjoined
in the book of Numbers, and, as we
believe, first laid down in that reign,
with a view to the maintenance of the

Priests in attendance at the new-built

Temple, was really carried out to some
extent. This example may have been

copied by Jeroboam for the maintenance
of his own Priesthood, though he modi-
fied it to a triennial tithe

;
and from

this modification may even have been
derived the idea of the later law of the

Deuteronomist in xiv.28.

684. In the story of Tobit, indeed,
we have a full account of first, second,

and third tithes, every year, and of

other dues being paid in the most re-

gular manner, and of the Feasts being

regularly kept, and of his going up to

Jerusalem to keep them, before the

captivity of the Ten Tribes.
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' Now all the tribes -which together re-

volted, and the house of my father Nepthali,
sacrificed unto the heifer Baal. But I alone
went often [why not always, as the Law en-
joined, E.xxiii.17, xxxiv.23 ?] to Jerusalem at
the Feasts, as it was ordained unto all the
people of Israel by an everlasting decree,
bearing the first-fruits and tenths of in-

crease, with that which was first shorn
;
and

them gave I at the altar to the Priests the
sons of Aaron. The first tenth of all increase
I gave to the sons of Aaron, who ministered at
Jerusalem ; [the command in N.xviii.21 says
it should be given to the Levites;] another
tenth part I sold away, and went and spent
it every year at Jerusalem, and the third I

gave unto them to whom it was meet.' i.5,8.

685. But the story of Tobit is noto-

riously a mere fiction, written long after

the Captivity. The above statement,

however, accords with the well-known
fact that, after the return from the

Babylonish Captivity, great efforts were
made to carry out more strictly the
laws of the Pentateuch those of the
earlier books, as well as those of Deuter-

onomy. The difficulty, which we have
been considering, about the tithes, was

probably then perceived, and, perhaps,
by some pious persons obviated in the

way described by Tobit. But, as we
have noted above, the law gave the
tithes to the Levites, not to the Priests
' the sons of Aaron.'

686. Bleek, while maintaining that
the Law in N.xviii is genuine Mosaical,
writes with reference to the law in Deu-

teronomy as follows, p.215 :

No one, upon an unprejudiced comparison
of these two laws, can mistake the fact, that
they vary much from one another, as regards
both their contents and character. In the
last, strictly speaking, no mention whatever
is made of a special legal provision by way
of tax for the benefit of the Levites, but
only of a free-will act of benevolence, which
the Israelites are required to show to the
landless Levites, just as to other needy per-
sons. Hence they are placed in one and the
same rank with the other destitute people,
and their whole position is entirely changed.
That Moses himself, with reference to the
maintenance of the Levites, should have de-
livered two laws, so different from each other
as is their whole character [within the space of
a few months], cannot well be believed, espe-
cially as the former law, just as much as the
latter, refers to the time when the tribes of
Israel would find themselves in possession of
their promised land. We cannot but assume
that, if the one law is Mosaic, the other be-

longs to a later time. And here there can
be no doubt that the law in Numbers is the
original, which also has all the character of
a Mosaic law. On the other hand, in Deuter-
onomy, wc probably possess it in a form, to

which it was changed in a later time, pro-
bably at a time when the original law, with
so many other Mosaic directions, had long
ceased to be followed, and when the rela-
tions also had so settled themselves, that no
more hope could be entertained that they
ever would again be followed. Then, pro-
bably, it was sought in this way, at all

events, to awaken the compassion of the
Israelites for the, perhaps, in part, very
necessitous Levites.

CHAPTER XII.

DEUT.XV.1-XVI.22.

687. D.xv.1-11.
The Deuteronomist here enjoins that

every seventh year shall be a 'year
of release,' or remission of debts, with

reference, perhaps, as most commenta-
tors suppose, to the Sabbatical Year

;

though, if he really meant and ex-

pected that this law should be practi-
cally carried out in the Sabbatical Year,
it is reasonable to believe, as before ob-
served (680), that he would have more
strictly defined the meaning of the ex-

pression
' at the end of seven years.'

688. It may be that the writer, ever
tender-hearted and considerate for the

poor and needy among his countrymen,
(as is shown by such a multitude of

passages throughout this Book,) has
availed himself of one of the older laws
about the Sabbatical Year, E.xxiii.ll.

L.xxv.1-7, (in neither of which pas-
sages, however, let it be noted, is a

single word said about releasing debts,)
to recommend compassion to creditors,
and suggest to them the duty of re-

mitting debts, which pressed heavily
upon their debtors. He may have con-
nected this duty with that portion of
the older document, which instituted
the Sabbatical Year, (seeking in this

way to gain, as it were, the authority of
Moses for such remission, after a debt
hail been long due,) even if the practice
of observing the Sabbatical Year itself
had altogether ceased, or, perhaps, had
never even been practised at any time
in Israel.

689. For, in the whole history of the
Hebrew people, there is no sign of this
law of observing the Sabbatical Year
having been ever once obeyed. Rather,
there is a passage, 2Ch.xxxvi.21, which
would tend to prove the contrary, where
it is said that
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'the land enjoyed her Sabbaths, for, as long
as she lay desolate, she kept Sabbath,'

the reference being plainly to the ex-

pressions in L.xxvi. 34,43. So in his

note on 2K.xix.29, Scott remarks :

The devastations of the Assyrians had, pro-

bably, prevented the land from being sown
that year ; and the next is supposed to have
been the Sabbatical Year

; though this is the

only intimation, in all the history of Israel, that

any regard was paid to that institution.

The passage referred to by Scott,

2K.xix.29, is this :

' And this shall be a sign unto thee : Te
shall eat this year such things as grow of

themselves, and in the second year that
which springeth of the same, and in the
third year sow ye, and reap, and plant vine-

yards, and eat the fruits thereof.'

It is evidently a mere conjecture
that reference is here made to the Sab-

batical Year, without any supporting

ground for it.

690. D.xv. 12-18.

This is very nearly a repetition of

the law in E.xxi.2-6, with the excep-
tion that the Deuteronomist

(i) Names the Hebrew mafd-servant,
as well as the ware-servant,

(ii) Commands that some means of

sustenance shall be given to the bond-
man set free,

(iii) Is silent about the ear of the

servant, who wished to remain with

his master, being bored through with

an awl in the presence of the Judges.
The fact may be that the ' ear-bor-

ing,' which may have suited the earlier

and more barbarous age, in which the

original law in E.xxi.6 was, most pro-

bably, laid down, may have been wholly
out of place in the time of the later

kings. And, though the Deuteronomist

repeats the ancient law, it is more for

the purpose of enjoining such a release

of bondservants, than with a view of

this obsolete practice being revived.

691. In Jer.xxxiv.8-22 we have an
account given how king Zedekiah
' had made a covenant with all the people
which were at Jerusalem to proclaim liberty
unto them, that every man should let his

manservant, and every man his maidservant,
being a Hebrew or Hebrewess, go free that
none should serve himself of them, to wit, of

a Jew his brother.'

Accordingly, we are told, they did so

release them, but afterwards
'

turned, and caused the servants, whom they
had let go free, to return, and brought them

into subjection for servants and for hand-
maids.'

Then Jeremiah prophesies, v. 13-17 :

' Thus saith Jehovah, the God of Israel : I

made a covenant with your fathers in the

day that I brought them out of the land of

Egypt, out of the house of bondmen, saying,
At the end of seven years let ye go every man
his brother an Hebrew, which hath been sold
unto thee, and, when he hath served thee six

years, thou shalt let him go free from thee;
but your fathers hearkened not unto me,
neither inclined their ear. And ye were now
turned, and had done right in my sight, in

proclaiming liberty every man to his neigh-
bour

;
and ye had made a covenant before me

in the House which is called by my Name.
But ye turned and polluted my Name, and
caused every man his servant, and every man
his handmaid, whom he had set at liberty at
their pleasure, to return, and brought them
into subjection, to be unto you for servants
and for handmaids. Therefore thus saith Je-

hovah, Ye have not hearkened unto me in

proclaiming liberty, every man to his brother,
and every man to his neighbour. Behold, I

proclaim a liberty to you, saith Jehovah, to

the sword, to the pestilence, and to the famine ;

and I will make you to be removed to all the

kingdoms of the earth.'

692. Upon the above passage we

may remark as follows :

(i) It is plain that, neither before

nor after the time here referred to, was
it the practice to manumit their Hebrew
slaves in the seventh year. And, con-

sequently, this passage, as far as it

goes, shows that the command in ques-
tion was not obeyed, even in Judah,
much less in Israel.

(ii) The king and princes seem to

have had some strong influence brought
to bear upon them, probably, by the

urgent representations of Jeremiah

himself, and appear at first to have

complied with the injunction, either

regarding it as Divine, or perhaps only
as a proper and humane institution.

(iii) For some reason they afterwards

changed their minds, and made no

scruple of retracing their steps, either

because they had become satisfied, in

the interim, that the law in question
was not of Divine origin, or because

more selfish motives prevailed over

their religion and humanity.
(iv) The Prophet, in the passage

before us, refers not to the older law

inE.xxi.2, but to the later Deuterono-
mistic version of it, D.xv. 12, as appears
by his quoting from it three expres-
sions :
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(i) 'be sold untc thee,' instead of E.xxi.2,
'
if thou shalt buy

'

;

(ii)
' and he shall serve thee six years,' in-

stead of E.xxi.2,
' six years shall he serve

'

;

(iii)
' and thou shalt let him go free from

thee,' instead of E.xxi.2,
' he shall go out free

for nothing.'

693. Hence it can scarcelybe doubted
that Jeremiah had been setting before

the king and princes the language of

the Book of Deuteronomy, then re-

cently found in the Temple in the days
of Zedekiah's father Josiah, and written,
it may be, with the full cognisance, if

not by the hand, of Jeremiah himself,
and that this was the influence, which
he had brought to bear for a time upon
them, whether they believed in the

Divine authority of that Book or not.

694. In fact, this prophecy of Jere-

miah was uttered about B.C. 595, in

Zedekiah's time, Jer.xxxiv.8. And the

Book of Deuteronomy, as we suppose,
was first publicly produced and acted

on by the whole people in the eighteenth

year of Josiah, b.c. 624, about thirty

years before
; and, therefore, it might

very well be referred to by the pro-

phet as a well-known document. It is

noticeable that Zedekiah and his princes
and people made at first a solemn
covenant to carry out this command to

release their servants, as if moved to

it by some appeal of the Prophet, re-

presenting it as having issued from
Jehovah Himself, which, no doubt, as

a command founded upon the principles
of humanity and brotherly kindness,

he himself believed it virtually did.

But, afterwards,
'

they turned, and caused the servants and
the handmaids, whom they had let go free,
to return, and brought them into subjection
for servants and for handmaids,'

as if they had begun to doubt the Divine

authority of this injunction.
695. D.xv.19-23.

Here, again, as in (650), the firstling
males of the herd and of the flock are

to be feasted on by the offerer and his

household, instead of their flesh being
given to the Priest.

696. D.xvi.

In this chapter the regular obser-

vance of the three great Feasts is en-

joined, the addition being now made
for the first time,

' Three times a year shall all thy males ap-

pear before Jehovah thy God in the place which
he shall choose,' v.16.

According to the original command,
the Passover sacrifice was always to be

a ' lamb '

or a '

kid,' E.xii.3,21 ;
whereas

here we read, v.2,
' Thou shalt therefore sacrifice the Passover

unto Jehovah thy God of the flock and of the

herd, in the place whicli Jehovah shall choose
to place His Name there.'

And so writes Dr. M'Caux, Exami-

nation, 8cc.p.60:
If the Israelites had not lambs enough, they

could take kids ; and, if both failed, we learn

from D.xvi.2 that even oxen might be used
From 2Ch.xxx.24, xxxv.7, it appears that in

the Passover of Hezekiah and Josiah bullocki
were actually employed as well as lambs and
kids.

If so, there was certainly a depar
ture in these later days from the law

laid down in E.xii. 1-10.

697. D.xvi.7.
' And thou shalt roast and eat it in th

place which Jehovah thy God shall choose;
and thou shalt turn in the morning, and go
unto thy tents.'

Upon this Keehm observes, p.51 :

That the writer is here speaking of tha

morning following the night in which the
Passover was to be eaten, that is, of the

morning of the fifteenth day, is plain from
the context. But, that he here allows those,
who had come from other towns to Jeru-
salem for the festival, to go away home on
the morning of the fifteenth, is impossible,
since then there could not be held the
' solemn assembly,' .8, on the seventh day.
We can only therefore assume that the Pas-
chal lamb was slaughtered at the Temple,
(and what else could have been sprinkled with
the blood, except the Altar, if it was slain at
all at Jerusalem? comp. 2Ch.xxxv.ll) and
eaten in the fore-court of it, and that the
writer in the above words allows every one
to return in the morning from the Temple-
court, to the hostel in Jerusalem in which he
was living during the feast.

698. The above seems to be the true

explanation of the passage ;
and in

this very way, probably, the famous
Passover in Josiah's time was actually
carried out. This, of course, excludes

the notion of so many sheep and cattle

having been killed, and cooked, and

eaten, in the Temple-court on this occa-

sion, as the Chronicler states, viz. 37,600
lambs and kids, and 3,800 oxen, 2Ch.

xxxv.7, 8. 9, which we have shown

(148-153) to be impossible. The more

trustworthy historian perhaps, Jere-

miah himself says nothing of all these,

but merely writes, 2K.xxiii.22

Q2
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'

Surely there was not holden such a Pass-
over, from the days of the Judges that judged
Israel, nor in all the days of the Kings of
Israel, nor of the Kings of Judah, but in
the eighteenth year of King Josiah, wherein
this Passover was holden to Jehovah in Jeru-
salem.'

The Deuteronomist also, as we have
said (519), makes no mention what-
ever of the ' Feast of Trumpets

'

and
'Great Day of Atonement,' the celebra-
tion of which is enforced in L.xxiii as

solemnly as that of the three Great
Feasts.

CHAPTEE XIII.

DEUT. XVII. 1-20.

699. D.xvii.2-7.
' If there be found among you ... man

or woman, that hath wrought wickedness in
the sight of Jehovah thy God, in transgress-
ing His Covenant, and hath gone and served
other gods, and worshipped them, either the
Sun, or Moon, or any of the Host of Heaven,
. . . then shalt thou bring forth that man or
that woman, . . . and shalt stone them with
stones, till they die. ... So thou shalt put
the evil away from among you.'

In this passage the Deuteronomist

again expresses strongly his abhorrence
of all manner of idolatry, and especially,
v.3, ofthe worship of the Sun, or Moon,
or any of the Host of Heaven,' of the

prevalence of which, as we have said

(596), the first intimation, in the more
authentic history of the kings of Judah,
is found in the reign of Josiah's father,

Manasseh, 2K.xxi.3,5.

700. D.xvii.8-13.
' If there arise a matter too hard for thee

in judgment, . . . then shalt thou arise, and
get thee up into the place which Jehovah thy
Cod shall choose, and thou shalt come unto
the Priests the Levites, and unto the Judge
that shall be in those days, and enquire, and
they shall show thee the sentence of judg-
ment. . . . And the man that will do pre-
sumptuously, and will not hearken unto the
Priest ... or unto the Judge, even that
man shall die

; and thou shalt put away the
evil from Israel, and all the people shall hear
and fear, and do no more presumptuously.'

Kuenen, ^.150, is of opinion that
we have here a reference to the High
Court of Judicature, said by the
Chronicler to have been established by
Jehoshaphat in Jerusalem, 2Ch.xix.
8-11.

701. Assuming this view of the case
to be true, the fact of Jehoshaphat
having been the Jirsi to establish such

DEUT.XVII.1-20.

a Court would rather tend to show that
the law in Deuteronomy was not Mosaic
and Divine, since Jehoshaphat's act is

spoken of as quite a novel one, with-
out any reference to this law.

It seems doubtful, however, if there
is really any reference here to such an
ecclesiastical Court, as that supposed
to be described in 2Ch.xix.8-ll, or to

any regular Court at all. The very
language which is here used by the

Deuteronomist,
' Thou shalt come unto the Priests the Le-

vites, and unto the Judge that shall be in those

days,'' the man that will not hearken unto
the Priest that standeth to minister there be-
fore Jehovah thy God, or unto the Judge'

is so vague and uncertain, as rather to

imply the contrary.
702. It may be doubted also, perhaps,

whether the Chronicler is here giving
an account of some one particular High
Court of Judicature first established

by Jehoshaphat, or whether his state-

ments, so far as we can depend upon
them, should be understood as saying
more than that Jehoshaphat, like our
Henry II, was traditionally famous as
a judicial reformer. It is possible,

indeed, that his name, which means
' Jehovahjudges' may have some con-
nection with this account of his judicial

arrangements. It may have had a real

historical connection with them in

Jehoshaphat's lifetime; or it may have

given rise to the tradition of this king's
having taken a lively interest in such
matters

; or it may have suggested to
the Chronicler himself the probability
of his having set the courts of justice
in his time in active operation, as de-
scribed in the narrative.

703. Of course, in the later days of
the monarchy, and above all in the
time of Josiah, who came to the throne
at eight years of age, 2K.xxii.l, the
chief and other principal Priests must
have been persons of some consequence
in Jt rusalem, and would naturally be
called to take a part in the decision
of important causes, especially any
connected with matters ecclesiastical.

And so in D xix.17,18, we read,
' Then both the men, between whom the

controversy is, shall stand before Jehovah,
before the Priests and the Judges, which
shall be in those days ; and the Judges shall
make diligent inquisition,' &c.
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If, however, reference is here sup-

posed to be made to a regular Court,
then it deserves to be noted (as a token

that the writer is not Moses himself)
that the Court is not here introduced as

one established by Moses, only to be

called into operation hereafter, but is

6et forth as already existing.

704. It need hardly be said that the

notion of referring all difficult matters

to the Priests the Levites,
'

by whose word shall every controversy and
every stroke be tried,' D.xxi.5,

could never have arisen in the days
of David and Solomon, or any of the

more powerful kings of Judah, who,
we may be certain, decided themselves,
as a Supreme Court, either in person
or by their judicial officers, all such

questions. Thus we are told that

David ' executed judgment and jus-
tice unto all people,' 2S.viii.15; and
Solomon prays for 'an understand-

ing heart,' that he may be able to

'judge so great a people,' lK.iii.9.

And, accordingly, we have very soon

an instance of his deciding personally
in such a case between the two women,
lK.iii.16-27 ;

and it is added, ?>.29,
' And all Israel heard of the judgment,

which the King had judged ; and they feared
the King ; for they saw that the wisdom of
God was in him to do judgment.'

705. And this is confirmed when
we observe the very subordinate posi-
tion which the principal Priests occupy
in the lists of the great officers of

David and Solomon. Here, instead of

finding as we might expect from what
we observe in the Pentateuch and
book of Joshua, (where Aaron always
ranks next to Moses, and Eleazar to

Joshua, or even before him, Jo.xiv.l,)

that the High Priest is named, as

first in honour and highest in rank
and dignity, next to the King, we have

mentioned, first, the chief captain,
Joab then the recorder, Jehoshaphat,

then the Priests, Zadok and Aliime-

lech, the scribe, Seraiah, the captain
of the guard, Benaiah, and, last of

all. it is added, 2S.viii.l6-18,
' And David's sons were chi'f rulers'

And we find the Priests in a still lower

position in Solomon's time, lK.iv.1-6.

706. It is also very noticeable that

the word translated ' chief rulers
'

in

2S.viii.18 is in the original 'Priests.'

It stands distinctly
' David's sons [of

the tribe of Judah] -were Priests.' The
Hebrew word is the same as is used

everywhere else for Priest, viz., Cohen,
the same exactly as that used for Aaron,

Eleazar, or Phinehas. So in 2S.xx.26

we read,
' And Ira also, the Jairite, was a Priest (E.V.

'chief ruler') about David.'

And in the passage which has just
been quoted from lK.iv.1-6, the word
translated ' chief officer

'

is properly the

Cohen,
' the Priest,' and that rendered

'principal officer,' is Cohen, 'Priest.'

When thus we observe that not the

sons of David alone, but 'Ira, the

Jairite,' also, 2S.xx.26, and
'

Zabud, the

son of Nathan,' lK.iv.o, are each de-

signated by this name 'Cohen,' and
that ' Azariah the son of Zadok ' was
'the Cohen' in Solomon's days, lK.iv.2,

it can scarcely be supposed that the

Hebrew word is used exclusively of

'Priests' in the ordinary sense, or

that David's sons are called
'

Cohanim,'
as some suppose, because he had em-

powered them to exercise certain sacer-

dotal functions.

707. It is true, no doubt, that David
and Solomon themselves did discharge

Priestly functions on various occasions.

And this is one of the numerous evi-

dences, which the history betrays, of

the non-existence of the laws of the

Pentateuch in their present form in

their days, or, at all events, of their not

being in operation, and so of their not

being regarded in those days as

authoritative and Divine. But it is

clear that the word ' Cohen
'

was not,

used in those times, nor even in the

yet later time when the above passages
in Samuel and Kings were written, ex-

clusively with reference to religion.
The very fact that it could be employed
thus freely of laymen, shows that the

more restricted use of the word, which
afterwards prevailed, when the Priestly
office became more dignified, had not

yet come into vogue. It would be

strange that a word, already exclusiv ly

appropriated to denote such a high
sacred office, should be so lightly used

of mere laymen.

708. And, in fact, we do not find
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the word so used in the later ages of
the Jewish history. The Chronicler,

indeed, says, lCh.xxvii.5,
' The third captain of the host for the

,hird month was Benaiah, the son of Je-

toiada, the chief Priest, (lit. head Cohen, E.V.
margin,

'

principal officer').'

It is impossible to say what he ex-

actly means by this expression, whether
that Benaiah, or Jehoiada, was ' head
Cohen.' But he probably has adopted
the phrase from the passages just
quoted, 2S.viii, lK.iv. At all events,
he never uses it again ; and, instead of

saying that the sons of David were

'Cohanim,' he writes, lCh.xviii.17,
' The sons of David were at the hand of the

king.'

In other words, they were, probably,
'

Councillors of State,' and Azariah the
son of Zadok, 'the Cohen,' was, perhaps,
the 'President of the Council.' In
course of time, as the Priestly office

gained ground, more and more, in posi-
tion and influence, though not in

wealth, the word Cohen became re-

stricted to those who were set apart
for sacred offices, and had charge of

the ministrations of the Sanctuary
just as if in England the word 'Min-
ister' should no longer be used for

'ministers of state,' but be restricted

to
' ministers of religion.'

*709. D.xvii.14-17.
' When thou art come unto the land which

Jehovah thy God giveth thee, and shalt pos-
sess it, and shalt dwell therein, and shalt say,
I will set a king over me, like as all the na-
tions that are about me, thou shalt in any
wise set him king over thee, whom Jehovah
thy God shall choose ; one from among thy
brethren shalt thou set king over thee ; thou
mayest not set a stranger over thee, which is

not thy brother. But he shall not multiply
horses to himself, nor cause the people to

return to Egypt, to the end that he should

multiply horses ; forasmuch as Jehovah hath
said unto you, Ye shall henceforth return no
more that way. Neither shall he multiply
wives unto himself, that his heart turn not
away, neither shall he greatly multiply to
himself silver and gold.'

It is plain that this passage, which

distinctly allows the appointment of a

king, and, indeed, would have been

enough to have suggested it, if the

desire for one had not otherwise arisen,

--which, so far from disapproving of the

introduction of the kingdom, rather pro-
mises a special blessing, and a perma-

nent continuance of royalty, to any pious
king and his children, could not have

existed, as the declaration of the Divine

Will, in the time of Samuel, or in the
still later time of the author of the

history of the election of the first king
of Israel.

710. There we find Samuel charging
* DO
it upon the people as a great sin, that

they had desired a king,
' That ye may see that your wickedness is

great, which ye have done in the sight of

Jehovah, in asking for a king. . . . And all

the people said unto Samuel, Pray for thy
servants unto Jehovah thy God, that we die
not

;
for we have added unto all our sins this

evil to ask us a king.' lS.xii.17-19.

Nay, Jehovah himself says to

Samuel, lS.viii.7
'

They have not rejected thee, but they
have rejected Me, that I should not reign
over them.'

Throughout the whole narrative, not
the least reference is made to this law,
as surely must have been the case if it

was really in existence in those days ;

since either Samuel might have been

expected to quote it, as laying down
the conditions of the kingdom, if they
were determined to have it, or the people
would naturally have adduced it, as

sanctioning, or, at any rate, excusing,
their wish for a king.

711. Solomon, as we know, was the
first king who '

multiplied
'

horses

brought out of Egypt :

' And Solomon had forty thousand stalls of
horses for his chariots, and twelve thousand
horsemen,' lK.iv.26 ;

' And Solomon gathered together chariots
and horsemen ; and he had a thousand and
four hundred chariots, and twelve thousand
horsemen, whom he bestowed in the cities
for chariots, and with the king at Jerusalem,
lK.x.26;
'And Solomon had horses brought out of

Egypt. . . . And a chariot came up and went
out of Egypt for six hundred shekels of

silver, and an horse for an hundred and
fifty ;

and so for all the kings of the Hit-
tites, and for the kings of Syria, did they
bring them out by their means,' lK.x.28,2f>.

In later days Jotham also, Hezekiah's

grandfather, did this, as Isaiah implies :

' Their land is also full of horses, neither ia

there any end of their chariots,' Is.ii.7.

And Hezekiah did the same:
' Woe to them that go down to Egypt for

help, and stay on horses, and trust in cha-

riots, because they are many, and in horse-

men, because they are strong 1' Is.xxxi.l ;

' How wilt thou turn away the face of one



captain of the least of my master's servants,
and put thy trust on Egypt for chariots and
for horsemen ?

'
Is.xxxvi.9.

712. But, later still, Jeremiah con-

demns the kings of Judah strongly for

going down again to Egypt for help :

' And now what hast thou to do in the

way of Egypt, to drink the waters of Sihor ?

. . . Why gaddest thou about so much to

change thy way ? thou also shalt be ashamed
of Egypt, as thou wast ashamed of Assyria,'
ii.18,36.

And he speaks in xlii.15-19 with

special emphasis against the people's

'returning' to Egypt to sojourn there.

While, therefore, in forbidding the

multiplication of wealth and of wives,

special reference may be made by the

Deuteronomist to the well-known causes

of Solomon's declension, lK.x,xi, yet
such a passage as that before us might
very well have been written in the age
of Josiah, and by the hand of such a

Prophet as Jeremiah.

713. D.xvii. 18-20.
' And it shall be, when he sitteth upon the

throne of his kingdom, that he shall write
him a copy of this Law in a book, out of
that which is before the Priests the Levites.
And it shall be with him, and he shall read
therein all the days of his life

; that he may
learn to fear Jehovah his God, to keep all

the words of this Law and these statutes, to
do them ; that his heart be not lifted up
above his brethren, and that he turn not
aside from the commandment, to the right
hand or to the left, to the end that he may
prolong his days in his kingdom, he and his

children, in the midst of Israel.'

We observe here, first, that the Book
of the Law is said to be '

before the

Priests the Levites' which seems to

imply that, as we have been suppos-
ing, the roll, containing the Mosaic

6tory, was left in the custody of the

Priests all along, before and after the

'discovery of the Law' in Josiah's

days.

714. But here Scott observes:

It is probable that this law was very seldom
observed by the kings of Judah, and never by
the kings of Israel.

And upon 2K.xxii.8-ll, he says,
It seems to have been entirely neglected, as

well as the command to read the Law pub-
licly to the people every year at the Feast of
Tabernacles.

It is possible that Josiah. after the

discovery of this Book by Hilkiah the

High Priest in the Temple, may have

actually begun, at all events, to copy
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the Book of the Law with his own
hand. But what sign is there that

either David or Solomon each made a

copy for himself of this Law, or that

any of the best kings did so, even

Joash, as a youth, under the ' direction
'

of the chief Priest Jehoiada ? If they
did, pious kings as they were, how is

it to be explained that they completely
neglected its precepts in so many points,
as we know they did, for instance, in

sacrificing at Gibeon and other high
places, lK.iii.3,4, and in not duly keep-
ing the Passover, 2K.xxiii.22 ?

715. On the other hand, if they did
not make a copy of the Law, why was
this ? Can it be believed that they
knowingly omitted to do so, that is to

say, that, having the Law itself (as is

supposed) in their hands, with Pro-

phets and Priests to remind them of

their duties, they wilfully or negli-

gently passed by so solemn, and, in-

deed, so essential, a part of their duty,
to themselves and to their people ?

Eather, have we not here also a proof,
that the Book of Deuteronomy, at all

events, was not known to these Kings,
or to the Priests and Prophets of their

day, and, therefore, probably, did not

exist, or, at least, if it did, was not

recognised as having Divine authority ?

Indeed, if, instead of writing out the

Law, these Kings, or any of their

Priests and Prophets, had only hcarel

or read it, as a Divine Law, it would
be equally impossible to explain their

surprising disregard of its most plain
and positive injunctions, in respect of

the Passover and other matters.

CHAPTER XIV.

DEUT.xvin. 1 22.

716. D.xviii.1-5.
' The Priests the Levites,* all the tribe of

Levi, shall have no part nor inheritance with
Israel ; they shall eat the offerings of Jehovah
made by fire, and his inheritance. Therefore
shall they have no inheritance among their
brethren ; Jehovah is their inhei'itance, as He
hath said unto them. And this shall be the
Priest's due from the people, from them that

* As before observed, the translators of the

E.V., by inserting
' and '

before '
all the tribe

of Levi,' have here modified greatly the mean-
ing of the original.
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offer a sacrifice, whether it he ox or sheep ;

and
they shall give unto the Priest the shoulder and
the two cheeks and the maw. The firstfruit also
of thy corn, of thy wine, and of thine oil, and
the first of the fleece of thy sheep, shalt thou
give him. For Jehovah thy God hath chosen
him out of all thy tribes to stand to minister
in the Name of Jehovah, him and his sons for
ever.'

Here, again, the Priests and Levites

are treated as identically the same.
Jehovah is the 'inheritance' of the

whole tribe of Levi; whereas in

N.xviii.20, He is spoken of as the in-

heritance of Aaron and his sons only.

And, accordingly, in N.xxxi. 28,29, as

we have seen (623),
' Jehovah's tribute

'

is given to the Priests alone, and the

Levites are supplied from the share of

the booty which belonged to the people.
Here, also, as in x.8, 'Levi and his

sons
'

not ' Aaron and his sons
'

are

said to have been
' chosen out of all the tribes to stand to mi-
nister in the Name of Jehovah.'

717. Again, we have here the income
of 'the Priests the Levites' laid down,
and in this account also there are some
notable variations from the original
directions.

(i) The firstfruits of wool are added,
vA ; comp. N.xviii.12.

(ii) The tithes are altogether omitted,
of which one-tenth belonged to the

Priests, and the rest to the Levites.

(iii) A much more sumptuous pro-
vision than here is made for the Priests

in E.xxix.28, L.vii.31-34,x.l4, N.vi.20,

xviii.18, viz. the breast or brisket, and
the hind-leg (E.V.

'

shoulder,')
' The wave-breast and the heave-hind-7eg

have I taken of the children of Israel from
off the sacrifices of their peace-offerings, and
have given them unto Aaron the Priest and
unto his sons, by a statute for ever from
among the children of Israel.' L.vii.34.

718. Here, however, the Priest is only
to have ' the shoulder, the two cheeks,
and the maw.' Scott remarks

The two cheeks, (probably, the whole head
with the tongue,) and the maw are supposed
to have been at this time first granted out of
the peace-offering, in addition to what had
before been allotted to the Priests and Le-
vites ; for they are not mentioned in the
preceding laws.

But, if this provision for the Priests
i^ an additional one, why then is

nothing said about the former ?

It seems probable that the later more
moderate provision was thought to be
more suitable to the circumstances of
the times in which the writer lived.

719. D.xviii.6-8.
' And if a Levite come from any of thy

gates out of all Israel, where he sojourned,
and come with all the desire of his mind
unto the place which Jehovah shall choose,
then he shall minister in the name of Jeho-
vah his God, as all his brethren the Levites
do, which stand there before Jehovah. They
shall have like portions to eat, beside that
which cometh of the sale of his patrimony.'

By
'

Levite
'

is here meant, as usual
in this Book,

'

Priest.' This appears
from the mention made of '

his breth-

ren, the Levites,' as standing before
Jehovah' a phrase only used of the
Priests (620). Besides which, he is

spoken of as having a right, like the

rest, to have his 'portion' to eat of the

sacrifices, which it was only lawful for
the Priests to partake of, L.vi.18,29,
vii 6, though they might, probably, in-
vite others, as an act of favour, to share
in the Priest's portion of the

offerings, L.vii.34.

720. We have here again the repre-
sentation of the 'Levite' or 'Priest,'

living 'in the gates' of others, with no
reference of any kind to his living in a
Levitical or Priestly city. Further, the

language used in this passage implies
that the Levites, as a body, were not

very desirous of being employed at the

Sanctuary, that they did not generally
come with 'all the desire of their
mind '

unto the place which Jehovah
had chosen. This corresponds with
the general declension of religion, and
the impoverished state of the ecclesi-

astical body, which must have existed
towards the close of Manasseh's, and in
the beginning of Josiah's, reign.

721. D.xviii. 15-22.

peace'

' Jehovah thy God will raise up unto thee
a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy
brethren, like unto me; unto him shall ye
hearken. According to all that thou de-
siredst of Jehovah thy God in Horeb in the
day of the assembly, saying, L^t me not hear
again the voice of Jehovah my God, neither
let me see this great fire any more, that I die
not. And Jehovah said unto me, They have
well spoken that which they have spoken.
I will raise them up a Prophet from among
their brethren like unto thee, and I will put
my words in his mouth, and he shall speak
unto them all that I shall command him.
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And it shall come to pass that, whosoever
will not hearken unto my words, which he
shall speak in my Name, I will require it of
him. But the Prophet, which shall presume
to speak a word in my Name, which I have
not commanded him to speak, or that shall

speak in the name of other gods, even that
Prophet shall die. And, if thou say in thine
heart, How shall we know the word which
Jehovah hath not spoken? When a Pro-
phet speaketh in the name of Jehovah, if the
thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is

the thing which Jehovah hath not spoken,
but the Prophet hath spokn it presump-
tuously : thou shalt not be afraid of him.'

722. Kurtz declares himself 'un-

conditionally in favour of the ex-
clusive reference [of these "words] to

one distinct individual, viz. the Mes-
siah.'

It is needless, however, to discuss

the arguments, which he gives at con-
siderable length in support of his view,
that Moses is here distinctly referring
to one individual, the Messiah

; because
we believe that it must now be con-
sidered to be a certain conclusion of

criticism, that this Book of Deuter-

onomy was written at a much later

date than the others, so that these
words can no longer be regarded as

words recorded by Moses from the
mouth of Jehovah Himself.

723. They appear to embody a pro-
mise of Divine help for the people, in any
of their future difficulties, as is shown

by their connection with the preceding
context. ' The Israelites are not to

consult diviners, soothsayers, and ne-

cromancers, as the heathen do : Jehovah
will not leave them under any necessity
or with any excuse for doing this. But
He will Himself supply them with
counsel and comfort, when they need
it, by sending some Prophet such as

Moses, who, like him, should stand
between them and God, should hear
the words of God. and deliver them to
the people. This is what they desired
at Horeb, and they promised to listen,
and diligently obey such Divine com-
mands, if only God would speak to

them by human mediation, and not
with that terrible voice. Jehovah grant-
ed their request then, and will do so

still, when Moses their present guide
is gone. They shall never be without
a divinely instructed Teacher, if only
they will obey him.'

CHAPTER XV.

DEL-T.XIX.l-XXir.30.

724. D.xix.1-10.
' When Jehovah thy God hath cut off ths

nations, whose land Jehovah thy God givetb
thee, and thou succeedest them, and dwellest
in their cities and in their houses, thou shalt

separate three cities for thee in the midst of
the land, which Jehovah thy God giveth thee
to possess it. Thou shall prepare thee a way,
and divide the coasts of thy land, which Je-
hovah thy God giveth thee to inherit, into
three parts, that every slayer may flee thither.
. . . Wherefore I command thee saying, Thou
shalt separate three cities for thee. And, if Je-
hovah thy God enlarge thy coast, as He hath
sworn unto thy fathers, and give thee all the
land which He promised to give unto thy
fathers, . . . then shalt thou add three citiet

more for thee, beside these three, that innocent
blood be not shed in thy land, &c.'

It seems plain that the writer con-

templates only six cities of refuge al-

together
;_

first, 'thou shalt separate
three cities for thee,' v.2, and then,
when their land should be enlarged,
' thou shalt add three cities more for

thee, besides tk"se three,' v.9.

And so we read in N.xxxv.9-15 :

'And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying.
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say
unto them, When ye be come over Jordan
into the land of Canaan, then ye shall ap-
point you cities to be cities of refuge for you.
. . . Ye shall give three cities on this side

Jordan, and three cities shall ye give in the
land of Canaan, which shall be cities of re-

fuge. These six cities shall be a refuge.'

725. In both the above passages, the

designation of the six cities is to be a

future event,
' when ye be come over

Jordan
'

;
in both passages, first, the

three cities on the East of Jordan are
to be named, and then those on the
West

; and there is no sign whatever
of more than six cities.

But then in D.iv.41-43 we are told,
as of an act already past

_

' Then Moses severed three cities on this
side Jordan toward the sun -

rising . . .

namely, Bezer in the wilderness, in the plain
country, of the Eeubenites. and Ramoth in
Gilead, of the Gadites, and Golan in Bashan,
of the Manassites.'

726. Scott supposes nine cities to

be intended, when the territory of Israel

should have reached its full extent :

Three cities of refuge had already been
allotte 1 on the East of Jordan ; and the
other three were ordered to be set apart, as
soon as the people were settled ki the coun-
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try West of Jordan ; and, in case their boun-
daries should in after ages be enlarged, three
more were to be added.

But this explanation, however at

first sight plausible, is not consistent

with the language of the Deuterono-

mist, t\2,7,9, which clearly speaks

only of six cities, in accordance with
N.xxxv.9-15. Besides which, it can

hardly be thought that, if he had written

D.iv. 41-43, as it now stands, he would
have written also the passage now before

us, without making any allusion to the

three cities already set apart.

727. But, assuming now that the

later origin of this Book has been

demonstrated, the matter may be ex-

plained as follows. "We have observed

already (603) that D.iv.41-43 is, per-

haps, a mixed passage, containing a

fragment of the older narrative, re-

touched by the Deuteronomist. It

would seem that the older writer

meant these six cities to be named,
as soon as the Conquest should be

completed ; and, as trans-Jordanic lands

were already conquered, he represents
Moses himself as separating three cities

in these lands before his death. The
Deuteronomist has removed this pass-

sage from its original connection, and

placed it at the end of the first of

the addresses, which he puts into the

mouth of Moses. Here, perhaps, he

originally intended to have brought his

work to a close. But, afterwards, he

begins again abruptly, v.l, another ad-

dress, in the course of which he intro-

duces the directions for the six cities

being severed, xix.1-10, without notic-

ing, apparently, the contradiction thus

caused.

728. It may be observed also that

no notice is taken in D.xix of the fact,

that in the older document, N.xxxv.6,
it is expressly ordered, that these six

cities shall be
*
among the cities which he shall give to the

Levites ;

'

which cities are limited to forty-eight,
and are afterwards mentioned by name
in Jo.xxi, all situated in the districts

lying immediately east and west of

the Jordan. He adds the direction to
'

prepare (keep in order) a way
'

to the

refuge-cities, and omits all reference to

the slayer's abiding in the city, which
he had safely reached
' unto the death of the High Priest, which waa
anointed with the holy oil,' N.xxxv.25.

729. There is no indication in the

history that such cities of refuge ever

really existed. But the Deuteronomist

shows, in this chapter, and elsewhere,

(xix,10,13,xxi.8,9,xxii.8,xxvii.25),great
earnestness in warning against the

shedding of ' innocent blood,' by which
the land would be defiled, and guilt
lie upon them, with special reference,

we may believe, to the crying sins of

his own time. And Jeremiah refers re-

peatedly to such offences as common in

his days, vii.6, xix.4, xxii.3,17, xxvi.15,
in some of which passages, however,
he appears, from the context, to mean
the blood of innocent children, sacri-

ficed to idols (181). And so we read,

perhaps recorded, as we have said

(557. v), by the very same hand that

wrote the solemn warnings of the book
of Deuteronomy,

'

Moreover, Manasseh shed innocent blood

very much, till he had filled Jerusalem from
one end to another,' 2K.xxi.16

;
'

Surely, at the commandment of Jehovah
came this upon Judah, to remove them out
of His sight, for the sins of Manasseh, ac-

cording to all that he did
;
and also for the

innocent blood that he shed, for he filled

Jerusalem with innocent blood, which Je-
hovah would not pardon.' 2K.xxiv.3,4.

730. D.xix. 14.

' Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour's
landmark, which they of old time have set in
thine inheritance, which thou shalt inherit in
the land that Jehovah thy God giveth thee to

possess it.'

This language is that of one writing

long after the conquest and division of

the land of Canaan, notwithstanding
the reference to a future time in the

last clause of the verse. Unless, how-

ever, we had already proved sufficiently
the later age of the Deuteronomist, it

would be unsafe to regard it as implied
in such a text as the above, since the

Hebrew would, probably, allow of the

translation,
' which they of old time

shall have set, &c.'

731. D.xx.5,6.
' And the officers shall speak unto the people,

saying, What man is there that hath built a
new house, and hath not dedicated it ? Let
him go and return to his house, lest he die in

the battle, and another man dedicate it. And
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what man is he that hath planted a vineyard,
and hath not yet eaten of it ? &c.'

The Deuteronomist is plainly here

referring to his own times, when houses

were built and vineyards planted, and
has lost sight of the fact that the wars,
in which the people would be engaged
for some years, according to the story,
would be wars of conquest.

732. D.xx.10-15.
' When thou comest nigh unto a city to

fight against it, then proclaim peace unto it.

And it shall be, if it make thee answer of

peace, and open unto thee, then it shall be
that all the people that is found therein shall

be tributaries unto thee, and they shall serve
thee. And, if it will make no peace with
thee, but will make war against thee, then
thou shalt besiege it. And, when Jehovah
thy God hath delivered it into thine hands,
thou shalt smite every male thereof with the

edge of the sword. But the women, and the
little ones, and the cattle, and all that is in

the city, even all the spoil thereof, shalt thou
take unto thyself ;

and thou shalt eat the spoil
of thine enemies, which Jehovah thy God hath

given thee. Thus shalt thou do unto all the
cities which are very far off from thee, which
are not of the cities of these nations.'

It is well that we are no longer

obliged to believe that the above fright-
ful command emanated from the mouth
of the Most Holy and Blessed One.

This does not apply to the cities of

Canaan only. But any city, which the

Israelites might decide for any cause to
'

fight against,' if it did not surrender

on the very first summons,
' make an

answer of peace,' and open to the foe,

on the condition of becoming 'tribu-

taries and servants,' was, according to

this injunction, to be besieged and cap-

tured, and to this end the express aid

of the Almighty is promised ;
and then

all the males, except young children,

are to be put ruthlessly to death.

733. D.xx.16-18.
' But of the cities of these people, which

Jehovah thy God doth give thee for thine

inheritance, thou shalt save alive nothing
that breatheth, but thou shalt utterly de-

stroy them, the Hittites, and the Amorites,
the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, the Hi-

vites, and the Jebusites, as Jehovah thy God
hath commanded thee ;

that they teach you
not to do after all their abominations, which

they have done unto their gods ; so should ye
sin against Jehovah your God.'

Here also it is well for us to know
that these are the words of the later

Deuteronomist, and that such com
mands were never really carried out,

(as we know by the cases of Uriah the

Hittite and Araunah the Jebusite), nor

ever meant by the writer to be carried

out, but express, rather, his burning
zeal against the idolatrous vices of his

own countrymen in his own age, which
he desired thus to brand with infamy,
and to represent as worthy only of

death. A people, that could practise
these abominations, was only fit to he

exterminated; and that would surely
be the fate of Israel, if they persisted
in them, according to the doom here

denounced upon the nations of Canaan.

734. D.xxi.7,8.
' And they shall answer and say, Our hands

have not shed this blood, neither have our eyes
seen it. Be merciful, Jehovah, unto Thy peo-

ple Israel, whom thou hast redeemed, and lay
not innocent blood unto thy people of Israel's

charge.'

We have instances of similar 'litur-

gical
'

formulae in several places in

Deuteronomy, e.g. xxi.7,8, xxvi.3,5-10,

13-15, xxvii.15,16 ; comp. xx.2-8, xxii.

16,17, xxv.7-10. The only instance

in the other books of the Pentateuch

is N.vi.24-26
; comp. also N.x.35,36.

It may be doubted whether such for-

mulae were ever really in use, or inten-

ded to be used. But, in the case

before us, the Deuteronomist gives
another indication of the horror which
he had of the shedding of 'innocent

blood' (729).

735. D.xxi.10-14.
' When thou goest forth to war against

thine enemies, and Jehovah thy God hath
delivered them into thine hand, and thou
hast taken them captive, and seest among
the captives a beautiful woman, and hast a
desire unto her, that thou wouldest have her
to thy wife ;

then shalt thou bring her home
to thine house ; and she shall shave her head,
and pare her nails ; and she shall put the rai-

ment of her captivity from off her, and shall

remain in thine house, and bewail her father

and mother a full month ; and after that thou
shalt go in unto her, and be her husband, and
she shall be thy wife. And it shall be, if thou
have no delight in her, then thou shalt let her

go whither she will
; but thou shalt not sell

her at all for money, thou shalt not make
merchandise of her, because thou hast hum-
bled her.'

Here also we have the manners and
customs of the writer's age exhibited,
and not the justice, mercy, and purity,
which would have marked a command

really emanating from the Divine Wis-

dom and Goodness. The Persian Cyrus
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or the Roman Seipio, though heathens

taught by their lives a higher morality
than this, which, besides the inhum nity
involved in it, practically sanctions

concubinage and polygamy, as do also
the following words, w.15-17

' If a man have two wives, one beloved and
another hated, &c.'

736. Scott remarks here

By taking the captive into the house, and
there keeping her retired, her disposition
would be discovered more easily ; and, if

that proved disagreeable, the passion might
abate. The becoming attire and ornaments,
in which she might be taken captive, being
changed for the mean habit of a mourner,
might tend to diminish her attractions (!) ;
'

shaving her head
'

would certainly have this
effect

;
and the words, rendered '

paring her
nails,' seem rather to mean '

letting them
grow.' Some, however, think that she was
in the interim to be instructed in the Law

;

and that these were external tokens of her
renouncing idolatry, and embracing the reli-

gion of Israel.

Only
' one full month' was to be al-

lowed for the captive maiden to bewail
her parents, and, when '

humbled,' she
was not to be sold. Probably, the

practices of the times, to which the

Deuteronomist is here referring, were
even more unrighteous and inhuman
than this

;
and the law, which he has

here laid down, may have been designed
to remedy such evils to some extent.

737. D.xxi.18-21.
' If a man have a stubborn and rebellions

son, which will not obey the voice of his
father or the voice of his mother, and that,
when they have chastened him, will not
hearken unto them

; then shall his father
and his mother lay hold on him, and bring
him out unto the elders of his city, and unto
the gate of his place ; and they shall say
unto the elders of his city, This our son is

stubborn and rebellious
;
he will not obey

our voice ; he is a glutton and a drunkard.
And all the men of his city shall stone him
with stones that he die: so shalt thou put
evil away from among you, and all Israel
shall hear and fear.'

It can hardly be believed that the
above command was ever carried out,
or written with a view to its being
carried out, as it involves a number of

inconsistencies, which will appear suffi-

ciently upon a little consideration.

738. The following is Scott's com-
ment upon the passage.

This law has great wisdom and mercy
couched under its apparent severity; and it

could not fail of producing most salutary
effects, as far as any regard was paid to it.

The parents were the only prosecutors ; both
must concur in the prosecution; [no notice
is taken of the case of a widower or widow
having a rebellious son, or of a son being
disobedient to one parent, and, perhaps, en-
couraged in his faults by the other, or of a
rebellious and dissolute daughter, or of, per
haps, the most common case of all, when
son has been corrupted by the example of
vicious parents, or ruined by the mismanage-
ment of weak ones;] and the elders of the
city must decide the cause. The prosecution
could not be admitted but for stubbornness
and rebellion, connected with gluttony and
drunkenness, and persisted in after rebukes
and corrections

; and these vices tended
directly to ruin families and communities.
[How much more the vices or weaknesses
of the parerits, who had brought up such
a child to the injury of the State!] The
offender must be convicted and proved in-

corrigible, by evidence sufficient to induce
the judges to denounce the sentence, and
the men of the city to execute it. [There is

nothing to indicate that any evidence was
needed beside the simple assertion of the
parents.] Natural affection would seldom be
so overcome even by the basest crimes, as to
admit both parents thus to join in prosecuting
a son, much less to do so without sufficient
cause. And, in the very few instances, in
which hasty rage, or implacable resentment,
might induce parents to attempt such a
horrid unnatural murder, as a needless pro-
secution must imply, the most effectual

precautions were taken to prevent the con-
sequences. [Where is there any sign of such
'

precautions
'

?] The execution of the law
must, of course, very seldom take place ;

and, if ever it did, it could not fail to ex-
cite general attention and alarm, and prove
a salutary warning to tens of thousands. Its

very existence, as far as known, would ex-

ceedingly strengthen the authority of parents,
give weight to their commands, reproofs, and
corrections, and create an additional fear of

provoking their deep resentment. It would
fortify young men against the enticement of
bad companions, and the force of strong
temptations, and thus check the progress of
wickedness. Moreover, it would be a con-
stant admonition to parents to watch over
their children, and not improperly to in-

dulge them or withhold correction, but to
establish their authority over them while
young, to pray for them, to check the first

buddings of vice, and to set them a good
example. [It is difficult to see how such a
law as this could tend to produce this effect
on the parents. A law to punish them, for
the misconduct of their children of either

sex, might in many cases have been at once
more just and more beneficial.] This sta-

tute, therefore, so harmless and beneficial
in its operations, yet so contrary to human
policy [and the laws of natural affection],
rather proves [!] than invalidates the Divine
authority of the book in which it stands
recorded. No impostor would ever have
thought of enacting such a law.

739. As before observed, there is no
reason to suppose that the above law,
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though imagined by the Deuteronomist,
was ever really meant to be acted on.

It was, as Scott says, very
' harmless

'

in its operations, as regards any actual

execution of its injunctions. But it

may be that the writer intended to

teach a great lesson to the people of

his time and of all times, by thus in-

sisting on the paramount dignity of

the parental authority. Besides the

fact that, in a profligate age,
'
dis-

obedience to parents
'

is sure to be one
of the prominent signs of the general

corruption, Bom.i.30, the guilt of which
attaches as much to the parents them-
selves as to the children, the Deute-
ronomist may have had a special pur-

pose in marking this sin as deserving

condign punishment, inasmuch as it

shadowed forth the crying sins of the

people of his time in their relations to

Almighty God.

740. Accordingly, we find Jeremiah

continually appealing to the Fatherhood
of Jehovah, and condemning in the

strongest terms the disobedience of His

Children, the people of Israel. Thus
he complains of their
'

saying to a stock, Thou art my Father, to a

stone, Thou hast brought me forth,' ii.27.

And he writes:
' Wilt thou not from this time cry unto me,

My Father, Thou art the Guide of my youth ?
'

iii.4.
' And I said. Thou shalt call me. My Father,

and shalt not turn away from me,' iii.19.
' I am a Father to Israel, and Ephraim is

my first-born,' xxxi.9.

And in ch.xxxv he compares the

obedience of the sons of '

Jonadab, the

son of Bechab,' with the stubborn and

unruly conduct of his own children ;

comp. also xxxi. 18-20.
In this view of the case, the words

of D.xxi.21 would have a great signifi-

cance,
' and all Israel shall hear and fear.'

CHAPTEB XVI.

DEUT.XXIII . 1-XXVI . 1 9.

741. D.xxiii.1,2.

Superstitious rules like these, e.g.

'A bastard shall not enter into the con-

gregation of Jehovah : even to his tenth

generation shall he not enter into the con-

gregation of Jehovah,'

(the like to which have even been re-

peated in the Christian Church,) cannot

certainly be ascribed without irreve-

rence to the Gracious God and Father

of all. Especially, the exclusion of a
' bastard

'

to the tenth generation from

the privileges of the Sanctuary, while

the father, the guilty cause of his

child's illegitimate birth, was not ex-

cluded, and when children by a concu-

bine, by one, perhaps, of many be-

longing to the same man, had also

free access to the sacred place, seems,
to our modern sense of right and

equity, most unjust.

742. This law was evidently designed
to act as a check to some extent on

promiscuous fornication and adulterous

connections, while polygamy and con-

cubinage were allowed. But its action

would have been directly opposed to

the principles of Divine government,
as announced by Ezekiel, xviii.20, and,

indeed, by the Deuteronomist himself

in another place, xxiv.16,
' The fathers shall not be put to death for

the children, neither shall the children be put
to death for the fathers : every man shall be

put to death for his own sin ;

'

whereas this law punished the child

and his descendants for centuries for

the sin of the parent.

743. D.xxiii.3.

'An Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter
into the congregation of Jehovah.'

The ' Ammonite '

and ' Moabite
'

are mentioned here, in connection with
the '

bastard,' &c. with manifest refer-

ence to the story of the incestuous

origin of Moab and Ammon in G.xix.

30-38 ;
and these, too, are to be ex-

cluded from the '

congregation of Je-

hovah' unto their tenth generation,
v.3. There is, doubtless, here a refer-

ence also to the inveterate enmity
which existed between these nations

and Israel in the writer's own time.

744. We have already quoted pas-

sages (584,586), which show that both

the Moabites and Ammonites were in-

dependent and powerful communities in

the days of Jeremiah; and in 2K.xxiv.2

bands of each nation are spoken of as

harassing Judah, together with the

Chaldees and Syrians, shortly after the

death of Josiah. "We may infer that

both these kindred peoples entertained
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the same spirit of hostility towards the

people of Jehovah, which we find ex-

pressly ascribed to Moab in Jer.xiviii.

26,27,42 :

'Make ye him drunken, for he magnified
himself against Jehovah

; Moab also shall
wallow in his vomit, and he also shall be
in derision. For was not Israel a derision
unto thee? . . . Moab shall be destroyed
from being a people, because he hath mag-
nified himself against Jehovah.'

It may be with reference to this

permanent state of ill-feeling, which
existed between Israel and these two
nations, that the Deuteronomist charges
the Israelites with respect to them, v.6

' Thou shalt not seek their peace nor their

prosperity all thy days for ever.'

745. D.xxiii.7,8.
' Thou shalt not abhor an Edomite ; for

he is thy brother. Thou shalt not abhor an
Egyptian ; because thou wast a stranger in
his land.'

The singular reason here given for
' not abhorring the Egyptian,' after all

the afflictions which the people had
suffered in the 'iron furnace,' the 'house
of bondage,' viz.

' because thou wast
a stranger in his land,' points, pro-
bably, as we have said (712), to some
close connection with Egypt in the days
of the Deuteronomist. Josiah himself
was killed by Pharaoh-Necho, king of

Egypt, 2K.xxiii.29. But it is very
probable that, in the earlier part of

his reign of 31 years, there was a much
better feeling between Judah and

Egypt.
746. In the time of his grandfather

Hezekiah there must have been an
alliance between them

; since Kabsha-
keh says, 2K.xviii.21,

'

Now, behold, thou trusteth upon the staff
of this broken reed, even upon Egypt.'

And though the Prophet Isaiah did
not approve of this connection, yet
there was evidently a great deal of

friendliness between the two peoples in

his days. Thus he writes :

' Woe to the rebellious children . . . that
walk to go down into Egypt, and have not
asked at my mouth, to strengthen themselves
in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in
the shadow of Egypt. . . . For the Egyp-
tians shall help in vain, and to no purpose.'
Is.xxx, 1,2,7.

' Woe to them that go down to Egypt for

help. . . . Now the Egyptians are men, and
not God, and their horses flesh, and not spirit.'

Is.xxxi.1,3.

And, as observed above (712), the

language of Jeremiah in ii. 18,36, im-

plies that in the early part of his reign
Josiah expected friendly help from
EgyPt:

' What hast thou to do in the way of

Egypt, to drink the waters of Sihor ? . . . .

Thou also shalt be ashamed of Egypt, as
thou wast ashamed of Assyria.'

747. Egypt also was a place of refuge
for many Jewish fugitives after the

destruction of Jerusalem, in spite of

the strong remonstrances of the Pro-

phet, whom they carried with them,
Jer.xliii.6,7. The reason for his oppo-
sition to this movement was, evidently,
the certainty which he felt that the

people would there give themselves up
to gross idolatry, as, in fact, they did,

Jer.xliv.7,8:
' Wherefore commit ye this great evil

against your souls, to cut off from you
man and woman, child and suckling, out
of Judah, to leave you none to remain ; in
that ye provoke me unto wrath with the
works of your hands, burning incense unto
other gods in the land of Egypt, whither ye
be gone to dwell ?

'

,

748. Of Judah's relations with Edom
we know nothing from the history, in

the reigns of Hezekiah, Manasseh,
Amon, and Josiah. In the days of

Ahaz, Hezekiah's father, the Edomites
had come, and smitten Judah, and
carried away captives, according to

the Chronicler, 2Ch.xxviii.17. There

may have been peace with them after-

wards, at all events, at the time when
the Deuteronomist was writing; and,

indeed, we hear nothing of their

troubling Judah any further, till they
seem to have triumphed at the Fall of

Jerusalem, Lam.iv.21, Ob.10-14.

749. D.xxiii.17,18.
' There shall be no whore of the daughters

of Israel, nor a sodomite of the sons of Israel.

Thou shalt not bring the hire of a whore, or
the price of a dog (

= ' reward of sodomy '),

unto the House of Jehovah thy God for any
vow : for even both these are abomination
unto Jehovah thy God.'

The words which are here translated
' sodomite

' and '

whore,' mean literally
'
consecrated.' It appears, therefore,

that the practice, which prevailed among
the Aramaean tribes, of maidens and boys

prostituting themselves in honour of

their deities, existed also in the writer's

time among the Hebrews, and was not
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thought incompatible with the worship
of Jehovah.

750. This no doubt arose from the

idolatrous worship ofJehovah whichwas
carried on in the '

high places ;

'

and it

accounts for the energy with which the

Deuteronomist declares himself against
them, and the strong effort he makes
to abolish them throughout the land.

Reference is most probably made to

these vicious practices in the account
of the sins of Israel, committed with
the 'daughters of Moab' in N.xxv.
But the older legislation, apparently,
did not find it necessary to forbid these

abominations, which were the growth
of a more advanced state of corrupt
civilisation.

751. D.xxiii.20.
' Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon

usury : but unto thy brother thou shalt not
lend upon usury.'

The law against usury, as laid down
by the older writer in E.xxii.25-27,
is here qualified in a way which indi-

cates the growth of commercial inter-

course in the writer's time.

752. D.xxiv.8.9.

23l

' Take heed in the plague of leprosy that
thou observe diligently, and do according to
all that the Priests the Levites shall teach
you ; as I commanded them, so ye shall ob-
serve to do. Eemember what Jehovah thy
God did unto Miriam by the way, after that

ye were come forth out of Egypt.'

This is the only direct reference to

the older statute-book, which we find

in Deuteronomy : and here we have no

longer the usual phrase,
'

as I command
thee this day.' It is plain from the
above that the older document, with
its laws about leprosy, &c, did remain,
as we have supposed, in the keeping
of the Priests, in a book that was
' before the Priests the Levites,' D.xvii.

18, and served as a kind of directory
for their proceedings in all matters of
this kind, and as a record from which

they might instruct the people. This
is in accordance with the words of the
old Law, L.x.ll, addressed to the
Priests

' And that ye may teach the children of
Israel all the statutes which Jehovah hath
spoken unto them by the hand of Moses.'

And this explains also the allusions
in the Prophets to the Priests being the

professed teachers of the Law, e.g.

' The Law shall not perish from the Priest,
nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from
the Prophet,' Jer.xviii.18

;
' And they shall teach my people (the dif-

ference) between the holy and profane, and
cause them to discern between the unclean
and the clean,' Ez.xliv.23

;

and see also Hag.ii. 11-13, Mal.ii.7.

753. D.xxv.5-10.
This law, that a brother must take

to wife his dead brother's widow, must
in all cases, where the surviving brother
was already married, not only hare

permitted and sanctioned, but actually

encouraged, nay, even enjoined, poly-
gamy, under the penalty of a lasting

disgrace attaching to the man who
refused to take this additional wife,
not to speak of the consequences of his

disregarding a (supposed) Divine com-
mand. Even if unmarried, it would
have been a great hardship to have had
his brother's widow forced upon him,
as his only companion for life. It can-
not be supposed that such a man would

generally have been content with her

alone, especially as polygamy was per-
mitted. She might be old, ill-favoured,

ill-tempered, sickly; and his dead
brother might have left him more wives
than one to be taken in this way. All
these inconveniences are actually expe-
rienced among the Zulus and other
South African tribes, where the same

practice prevails.

754. D.xxv.17-19.
"We have here the command enforced

upon Israel

Thou shalt blot out the remembrance of
Amalek from under heaven ; thou shalt not
forget it.'

We hear nothing of the Amalekites
in the history of the later kings. But
in Ps.lxxxiii.7, written apparently in

David's time, we find mention made of

Amalek, as joined with the other neigh-
bouring nations, Edom, Moab, Ammon,
the Philistines, and the Syrians, in a

grand confederacy against Israel. They
may have survived as a people down to

the days of the Deuteronomist, though,
perhaps, they existed in his time as a
small and inconsiderable tribe, dwin-

dling away to nothing.
755. D.xxvi. 12-15. Upon this pas-

sage see (649-652).
It can scarcely be supposed that this
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diffuse formula was ever really intended
to be used. It was meant most probably
to remind the pious Israelite of his

duty towards the poor and the Levite
;

and, as before noticed, the stress is here

distinctly laid upon the due employ-
ment in works of charity of the tithe
of the third year,

' the year of tithing,'
which was to be spent at home in

general feasting, to which, besides all

the members of the family, the needy
and destitute of all kinds were to be
invited. It seems as if the writer did
hope that this law with respect to the
tithes might be carried out, whatever
might be the case with the others.

CHAPTEE XVII.

DEUT.XXVU.1-26.

756. D.xxvii.1-8.
' And Moses, with the elders of Israel, com-

manded the people, saying, Keep all the com-
mandments, which I command you this day.And it shall be on the day when ye shall pass
over Jordan into the land which Jehovah thyGod giveth thee, that thou shalt set thee up
great stones, and plaster them with plaster.And thou shalt write upon them all the words
of this Law, when thou art passed over, that
thou mayest go in unto the land, which Je-
hovah thy God giveth thee, a land thatfloioeth
with milk and honey, as Jehovah, the God of
thy fathers, hath promised thee. Therefore
it shall be, when ye be gone over Jordan, that
ye shall set up these stones, which I command
you this day, in Mount Ebal, [Sam.

'

Gerizim,'
TjXX. 'Ebal'], and thou shalt plaster them
with plaster. And there shalt thou build an
altar unto Jehovah thy God, an altar of stones

;

thou shalt not lift up any iron tool upon them.
Thou shalt build the altar of Jehovah thy God
of whole stones

; and thou shalt offer burnt-
offerings thereon unto Jehovah thy God ; and
thou shalt offer peace-offerings, and shalt eat
there, and rejoice before Jehovah thy God.
And thou shalt write upon the stones all the words
of this Law very plainly.'

The Samaritan Pentateuch has a re-

markable addition after E.xx.17, that
is to say, immediately after the Ten
Commandments. It introduces here
a passage which is almost identically
the same with D.xxvii.2-8, except that
it has Mount Gerizim as the place,
where the stones of the Law were to
be set up, instead of Mount Ebal.

757. The following are the par-
ticulars, more precisely, in which the

passage in Deuteronomy differs from
that in the Samaritan Pentateuch after

E.xx.17 :

(i) In v.2, for 'It shall be when Jehovat
thy God shall bring thee into the land of the
Canaanites, whither thou goest to possess it
the Deuteronomist writes,

'
It shall be on th't

day when ye shall pass over Jordan unto th
land which Jehovah thy God giveth thee.

(ii) In o.3, after ' the words of this Law,'
he has added, 'when thou art passed over,
that thou mayest go in unto the land which
Jehovah thy God giveth thee, a land that
ftoweth with milk and honey, as Jehovah thyGod hath promised thee.'

(iii) In vA, he has changed 'Mount Gerizim'
into ' Mount Ebal,' and repeated superfluously
the command, ' Thou shalt plaster them with
plaster,' already given in v.2.

(iv) He has omitted the last sentence of the
Samaritan passage, and inserted it, slightly
modified, in D.xi.30.

758. Upon this point, Kennicott
writes as follows, Diss.i.p.96 :

It must have appeared strange, surprisingly
strange, during the reader's perusal of the
preceding remarks, that it is not more clearly
expressed what this Law, thus to be engraved,
was, that a point of so much importance
should not have been, somewhere or other,
very accurately noted, and very particularly
circumscribed by Moses, partly for the more
secure direction of Joshua, and partly to
render this awful transaction more intelli-
gible through future ages. But all this sur-
prise ceases all this puzzle is unravelled all
this uncertainty is at once removed if we
allow the authority of the Samaritan Penta-
teuch, if we will but grant that there may
have been in the Hebrew text a certain pas-
sage, which is now found in all the copies of
the Samaritan Text and Version, and which
is also found, exactly as in the Samaritan
Pentateuch, in that Arabic version of it, in
the Arabic character, which has been before
mentioned, and which is a very valuable,
because a very literal, version. For in E.xx,
as soon as the Tenth Commandment is con-
cluded, we read in the Samaritan Pentateuch
the five following verses 'And it shall be,
&c.'

Here, then, according to this truly vene-
rable copy of the Book of Moses, all is clear.
The whole is perfectly regular, and in har-
monious proportion. We have seen the se-
veral circumstances, concurring to render it

highly probable that the Ten Command-
ments constituted the Law, which was to be
engraved. And, as it can scarcely be con-
ceived that such a point could have been
quite omitted by Moses, it makes greatly
for the honour of the Samaritan Pentateuch,
to have preserved so considerable a passage.
Why the ancient Jews should omit this pas-
sage, can be a matter of no doubt at all with
those, who mark the honour it does to Mount
Gerizim. And, therefore, the same men who
corrupted D.xxvii.4, have but acted with uni-
formity, if they have also corrupted E.xx,
omitting Gerizim in the latter instance, just
as honestly as they altered it in the former.
That the Samaritan Text should be con-

demned as corrupted merely for having more
in it than the Hebrew, no man of learning
will maintain. Certainly, the Jews might omit,
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as easily as the Samaritans might insert. And
I presume that it has been, and will be here-

after more fully, proved, that several whole

passages, now in the Samaritan, but not in

the Hebrew Pentateuch, are not interpola-

tions in the former, but omissions in the

latter.

759. In addition to the aboveremarks

of Kennicott we may observe :

(i) If the Samaritans introduced the

passage after E.xx.17, in order to do

special honour to their sacred Mount

Gerizim, they must have copied it from

the passage in Deuteronomy already

existing, only changing Ebal into Geri-

zim.

(ii) But in that case they would not

surely have omitted the very character-

istic expression,
' a land that floweth

with milk and honey,' which occurs in

the latter, v. 3.

(iii)
There was a reason why, after

the Captivity, when such hostility ex-

isted between the Jews and Samaritans,

and the latter had built their opposition

Temple on Mount Gerizim, the Jews

ehould have corrupted the Text of these

Scriptures, as Kennicott supposes.

(iv) But there was no reason why
any Jewish writer, living in any age

before the Captivity, should not have

chosen the splendid Table-Mountain

of Gerizim (323), in the very centre of

the land of Canaan, and visible afar

off, as the site on which the stones

should be set up, containing the record

of God's covenant with Israel, in sight,

as it were, of all the people of the land,

(v) And we actually find Gerizim

chosen by the Deuteronomist himself

(763), as the Mount of Messing, xxvii.

12, on which Joshua himself was to

take his stand, with the principal tribes

of Levi, Judah, Joseph, and Benjamin ;

whereas Ebal was to be the Mount
_

of

Cursing, v. 13, on which the inferior

tribes were to be stationed.

760. There seems, therefore, every
reason to believe that Kennicott' s

suggestion is well-founded, viz. that

(i) The passage D.xxvii.2-8 has been

copied by the Deuteronomist from the

passage which stood originally in the

Hebrew MS. after E.xx.17 ;

(ii) He has inserted in it the phrase
a land that floweth with milk and

honey,' which is one of his favourite

phrases,vi.3,xi.9,xxvi.9,15,xxvii.3,xxxi.

20;

(iii) The later Jews have altered in

vA the name Gerizim, which the Deu-

teronomist wrote, into Ebal, and have

struck out also altogether the original

passage after E.xx.17.

761. Hence we can explain the origin

of the expression
'
all the words of this

Law,' v.3,8, which in the context, in

which they now stand, can only, as

Knobel says, be referred

not to the '

blessings and curses,' nor to the
' law of Deuteronomy

'

only, but to the whole

Mosaic Law, though the writer means only
the actual prescriptions of the Law, ac-

cording to the Jews, 613 in number, and

not, at the same time, all narratives, warn-

ings, admonitions, speeches, reasonings, &c.

But to engrave on stones even the

'blessings and curses,' if by this is

meant the matter in D.xxvii.lo-xxviii.

68, would have required an immense

amount of labour and material, much
more the whole Law of Deuteronomy,
or the 613 precepts.

762. Applied, however, as the direc-

tion appears to have been in its original

position, only to the ' Ten Command-

ments,' the 'ten words,' E.xxxiv.28,

which are expressly 'called the Law,

E.xxiv.12, (not 'a Law,' E.V.), the

phrase
'

all the words of this Law '

is

quite intelligible. The Deuteronomist

appears to have transferred the direc-

tion from the end of the Ten Command-
ments to the end of (what may be^

con-

sidered to be) his expansion of the

Ten Commandments, v.l-xxvi.19, with-

out observing that in that connection

it was incongruous and impracticable,

as, in fact, he never really contemplated
its being actually carried out.

763. D.xxvii. 11-26.

'And Moses charged the people the same

day, saying, These shall stand upon Mount
Gerizim to bless the people, when ye are

come over Jordan, Simeon, and Levi, and

Judah, and Issachar, and Joseph, and Ben-

jamin ;
and these shall stand upon Mount

Ebal to curse, Eeuben, Gad, and Asher, and

Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali. And the Le-

vites shall speak, and say unto all the men of

Israel with a loud voice, Cursed be the man,
&c. And all the people shall answer and say,

Amen.'

It is not easy to see what is the exact

meaning of the above direction, as it

now stands. Six tribes are to bkss,
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and six to curse, and among the former
is placed the tribe of Levi

; then, after-

wards, the Levites, who should be stand-

ing with the other five blessing tribes,

are to pronounce the curses, and all

the people are to '

say, Amen.' It is

true, these ' Levites
'

are most probably
the '

Priests,' whom we find so con-

tinually mentioned as 'Levites' in

Deuteronomy ; and, as the whole pas-

sage appears to be due to one hand, we

may suppose that the whole tribe of

Levi was to stand on Gerizim to bless,

while the small body of Priests were
to take their place, perhaps, in such a

position as to command both parties,
and '

give out
'

the words both of bless-

ing and of cursing.
764. Still it seems strange that the

same writer should have left such a con-

fusion in his story as now exists, setting
the '

tribe of Levi' to bless, in -y.12, and
the ' Levites

'

to pronounce the curse, in

v 14, without any kind of explanation.
Nor is there any indication whatever
of the original direction being carried

out, of six tribes blessing and six

cursing. And the '

blessings
'

which
follow in xxviii.3-6 are not given at all

in the same way as the curses. In fact,

ch.xxviii begins abruptly, in such a

manner, that it is impossible to say
from the context who is supposed to be

speaking, though from the contents we

may infer that it is Moses.

765. We may suppose, however, as

we have said, that the writer means the

whole body of the tribe of Levi to stand

with the other five tribes on the Mount
of Blessing, while the Levites proper, or

Priests, were to stand by the Ark in

some central position, at one end, it

may be, of the long narrow valley
which parted the two mountains, on the

slopes of which the twelve tribes were

to be stationed. This would agree with
the description in Jo.viii.33 :

' And all Israel, and their elders and offi-

cers, and their judges, stood on this side the
Ark and on that side, before the Priests the

Levites, which bare the Ark of the covenant
of Jehovah. . . . half of them over against
Mount Gerizim, and half of them over against
Mount Ebal.'

This agrees, too, with the fact that

the Deuteronomist speaks of Joseph as

& single tribe in xxxiii.13, and it seems

to be confirmed by the expressions
in xviii.6-8, already considered (720),
which imply that, according to his

view, only some of the tribe of Levi

would be likely to enter upon the

sacred office.

766. Still the difficulty remains to

conceive in what way the Deuterono-

mist meant this
'

blessing
' and ' curs-

ing' to be conducted. I must confess

that I cannot explain the matter in

any way satisfactorily, or without some

extravagant assumption as to what the

writer has omitted to state. It may be

suggested, for instance, that in v.li. it

should be translated,
' And the Levites shall answer, and say unto

all the men of Israel with a loud voice,'

as if they were first to hear the curses

from the party on Mount Ebal, and
then to repeat them to the whole com-

munity. But then there is no expla-
nation of the way in which the '

bless-

ings
'

were to be delivered. And it

is plain that ch.xxviii passes away
altogether from any formal utterance

of the blessings like that of the curses,

and shapes itself into a solemn address

of the Lawgiver, abruptly begun with-

out any introduction.

767. Upon the whole, it appears to

me to be most probable that the writer

has departed from his original inten-

tion. In xi.29 he meant the tribes to

pronounce the blessings and curses,

and made the arrangement for that

purpose in xxvii.11-13. But he then

decided to place them in the mouths of

the Priests, and make the people say,
' Amen

;

' and this he actually did with

the curses. Instead of limiting himself

in this way, however, with respect to the

blessings, he has insensibly been carried

away by his subject, and poured out

his full heart in the glowing and
vehement words of ch.xxviii. This

chapter he has now left without any
introduction or explanation, without

any intimation of its connection with

the matter before or after. He may
have intended that the Levites should

be made to utter a series of short

blessings, like the curses, such as those

in xxviii.3-6, which correspond almost

exactly to the curses in v. 16-19, so that

these cannot be themselves the bless-
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ings intended in xxvii.13. But, if so,

he was presently overpowered by his

own intensity of feeling, and has thus

left us the magnificent language of this

chapter, in which blessings and curs-

ings, both of the strongest kind, are

mixed up together.
768. As it is plain that this whole

transaction is only an ideal scene,
which the author himself, apparently,
has not even realised completely in his

own imagination, it is hardly necessary
to consider at any length the question
of the physical possibility of such bless-

ings and curses being uttered in this

way, so as to be heard by the people
and duly responded to. The length of

the valley between the two mountains
is said to be about three miles, and its

breadth from 200 to 300 yards.
769. Dean Stanley writes, Sinai

and Palestine, ^.237,

High above the fertile vale [of Shechem]
rose the long rocky ridge of Mount Gerizim,
facing the equally long and rocky range of
Ebal

;

and he quotes also Jerome's statement

with respect to the two mountains,

They are a considerable distance apart ; nor
would the sounds of persons blessing or cursing
in turns be heard from one to the other.

Jerome, accordingly, wishes to select

two other mountains near Jericho.

But, as Dean Stanley observes,

The positive statement, that the mountains
were by the terebinths of Moreh, D.xi.30, com-
pels us to adhere to the common view. . . .

The ceremony may have taken place on the
lower spurs of the mountains, where they
approach more nearly to each other. And I

am informed that even from the two sum-
mits shepherds have been heard conversing
with each other.

770. Doubtless, in peculiar states of

the air, as when, perhaps, on a calm
and still evening, the dews are begin-

ning to fall, shepherds may be able to

hear and answer one another, and even

to maintain, by special effort, a con-

versation ait considerable distances, as

the natives of Australia and Natal now
do. But can such an exertion of the

voice be thought of in connection with

such a solemn ceremony as this ? In

this particular case, there is no possi-

bility of evading the full meaning of

the expression 'the whole congregation,'
as implying the great body, at alll

events, of the 600,000 warriors, and
of substituting for them the 'elders,'

since in Jo.viii.33, just quoted, where
the transaction in question is described,
we are told that

'All Israel, and their elders and officers,
and their judges, stood on this side the Ark
and on that side, before the Priests the Le-

vites, the bearers of [E.V.
' which bare '] the

Ark of the covenant of Jehovah, as well the

stranger as he that was born among them
;

half of them over against Mount Gerizim,
and half of them over against Mount Ebal ;

as Moses the servant of Jehovah had com-
manded before, that they should bless the

people of Israel.'

771. This immense host, surely,

though posted (as Dean Stanley sup-

poses)
' on the lower spurs of the moun

tains,' would have stretched along, we
must suppose, for miles. It is common,
however, to suppose a magnificent scene,
where the people would be standing as

above, and the 'curses' in y.15-26
would be repeated by the Levites, and
heard by those standing nearest to them.
These might then begin the 'Amen,'
which would be swelled by the tremen-
dous thunder of the ' whole congrega-
tion,' who need not be supposed to have
heard the words, as they knew them
beforehand. But what are the '

bless-

ings,' to which special reference is made
in the above quotation, as well as in

D.xxvii.12?

CHAPTER XVIII.

deut.xxviii.1-xxxi.30.

*772. D.xxviii.1-68.

This grand chapter appears to have
been written by one who had already
the ruin of the Ten Tribes before him,
and who foreboded the same terrible

calamity for Judah also, if it persisted
in its idolatry and wickedness. The
nation of '

fierce countenance and strange
tongue from afar,' vA9,50, was either

the Assyrian, if he wrote in the days of

Hezekiah, or the Chaldee, if he wrote,

as seems most probable, in the days of

Josiah. It will be seen, as we proceed,
that many of the expressions here used

are used also by Jeremiah in his pro-

phecies with reference to the Chal-

dseans. Thus the '

yoke of iron,' t'.48,

appears in Jer.xxviii.14, the 'nation

from afar,' iz.49, in Jer.v.15, 'as the

b2
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eagle flieth,' f.49, in Jer.xlviii.40, xlix.

22, eomp. iv.13, Lam.iv.19
;
and v.53

* Thou shalt eat ... . the flesh of thy sons
and of thy daughters ... in the siege and in

the straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall

distress thee,'

is repeated in Jer.xix.9

*I will make them eat the flesh of their
sons and the flesh of their daughters ... in

the siege and in the straitness wherewith
their enemies shall distress them.'

773. According to the Chronicler,

2Ch.xxxiii.il, Josiah's father, Ma-
nasseh, was actually carried captive to

Babylon ;
but this is not mentioned

in the more authentic history. How-
ever, this prediction that, if they con-

tinued in their sins, the whole people
with their king, -y.36, would suffer at

the hand of the Chaldaeans the same
fate as their brethren of the Ten Tribes

had experienced from the Assyrians,
was written, no doubt, with reference

to the king then reigning, probably
Manasseh, Amon, or Josiah in his early

years.

774. D.xxviii.36.

'Jehovah shall bring thee, and thy king
which thou shalt set over thee, unto a nation
which neither thou nor thy fathers have
known.'

Here the writer, as in xvii. 14-20,

represents Moses as assuming that they
will ' set over

'

themselves ' a king
'

in

later days, and referring to such a pro-

ceeding as a very natural one, instead

of speaking of it as a '

rejection of Je-

hovah,' lS.viii.7, a '

great wickedness,'
xii. 17. Kiehm observes, very j ustly :

The writer here very probably, at least

sets forth the kingdom as already existing.
For how should Moses have come to think of

this, viz. that, while seeking to stimulate the

people of his own time, (to whom, of course,
his discourse is primarily addressed,) through
threatenings of punishment, to a closer ob-

servance of the Law, he should threaten with
evil a king who was first to be set over them
in afar later time?

775. D.xxviii.68.
' And Jehovah shall bring thee into Egypt

again with ships, by the way whereof I spake
unto thee, Thou shalt see it no more again :

and there ye shall be sold unto your enemies
for bondmen and bondwomen, and no man
shall buy you.'

By these 'ships,' the writer may have

meant either the Phoenician merchant-

fehips, which would carry off the He-

brew slaves, purchased from the Chal-

DEITT.XXVIH.1-XXXI.30.

dseans to sellthem in different countries,
Joel iii.4-8, Am.i.6,9, Ez.xxvii.13, and,

among others, in Egypt, where they
would be bondmen a second time to

the Egyptians, or, more probably, the

famous Egyptian fleets of Pharaoh-

Necho, HER0D.ii.159. It is not neces-

sarily implied that there were already
hostile relations with Egypt, or that

danger was to be immediately dreaded
from that quarter.

776. On the contrary, (745-747)
the Deuteronomist recognises a certain

amount of friendliness on the part of

the Egyptians towards Israel at the

time of his writing, as he does also on

the part of the Edomites. But this state

of amicable relation might at any mo-
ment be disturbed

;
and so, in fact, we

find that Josiah himself was killed by
Pharaoh-Necho, 2K.xxiii.29, and his

son Jehoahaz, after a reign of three

months, was 'put in bands' by the

King of Egypt, 'that he might not

reign in Jerusalem ;' and ' he put the

land to a tribute of an hundred talents

of silver,' and he ' took Jehoahaz away,
and he came to Egypt, and died there.'

777. D.xxix.4-8.
' Tet Jehovah hath not given you an heart

to perceive, and eyes to see, and ears to hear

unto this day. And / have led you forty

years in the wilderness [see D.viii.2] : your
clothes are not waxen old upon you, and thy
shoe is not waxen old upon thy foot. Te have
not eaten bread, neither have ye drunk wine
or strong drink ; that ye might know that / am
Jehovah your God. And when ye came unto

this place, Sihon the king of Heshbon, and Og
the king of Bashan, came out against us unto

battle, and we smote them, and we took their

land, and gave it for an inheritance unto the

Reubenites, and to the G-adites, and to the

half tribe of Manasseh.'

It is obvious that the writer has here

inadvertently slid from speaking in the

character of Moses in vA, to speaking
in that of Jehovah in v. 5,6, and has

again returned to that ofMoses in v.7,8.

We have a similar and yet more notice-

able instance (627) in xi.14,15. The
LXX appear to have perceived, and

avoided, this difficulty in both these

passages, by changing / into He.

778. D.xxix.10,11.
Ye stand this day all of you before Jeho-

vah your God ; your captains of your tribes,

your elders, and your officers, all the men of

Israel, your families (E.V. 'little ones') your
wives, and thy stranger that is in thy camp,
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from the hewer of thy wood unto the drawer
of thy water.'

Manifestly, the whole assembled host
of two or three millions is here de-

scribed as present before Moses at one
time. If words have any meaning,
6urely this is what is meant here, and,

therefore, as we may reasonably believe,
in the other places also, where Moses
and Joshua are spoken of as addressing
'
all Israel

'

at one time.

*779. D.xxix.24-29.
' Even all nations shall say, Wherefore hath

Jehovah done thus unto this land? What
meaneth the heat of this great anger ? Then
men shall say, Because they have forsaken the
covenant of Jehovah, the God of their fathers,
which he made with them when he brought
them forth out of the land of Egypt. For they
went and served other gods, and worshipped
them, gods whom they knew not, and whom
He had not given unto them. And the anger
of Jehovah was kindled against this land, to

bring upon it all the curses that are written
in this Book. And Jehovah rooted them out
of their land in anger, and in wTath, and in

great indignation, and cast them into another
land, as it is this day. The secret things be-

long unto Jehovah our God : but those things
which are revealed belong unto us and to our
children for ever, that we may do all the words
of this law.'

In this way the writer would have
the people of Judah, in his own time,
look back upon the desolated kingdom
of Israel. They had been grievously
chastened for their sins, and cast into

another land,
' as it is this day,' for an

example to their brethren of the king-
dom of Judah, lest they also should

provoke the righteous anger of Jehovah,
and come at last to suffer the same
terrible visitation.

780. What mercy, indeed, might yet
be in store, even for the afflicted Ten
Tribes, the Prophet knows not, though
there are expressions in this Book which

imply that he had still great hopes for

them in their latter end, if only they
would repent and return to the strong-
hold of their Hope, e.g. xxx.1-9 :

' And it shall come to pass, when all these

things are come upon thee, the blessing and
the curse, which I have set before thee, and
thou shalt call them to mind among all the
nations, whither Jehovah thy God hath driven
thee, and shalt return unto Jehovah thy God,
and shalt obey His Voice according to all that
I command thee this day, thou and thy chil-

dren, with all thine heart and with all thy
soul, that then Jehovah thy God will turn
thy captivity, and have compassion upon thee,
and will return and gather thee from all the

nations, whither Jehovah thy God hath scat-
tered thee. . . . And Jehovah thy God will

bring thee into the land which thy fathers

possessed, and thou shalt possess it, and He
will do thee good, and multiply thee above
thy fathers. . . . And Jehovah thy God will
make thee plenteous in every work of thine
hand, in the fruit of thy body, and in the fruit
of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy land, for

good ; for Jehovah will again rejoice over thee
for good, as He rejoiced over thy fathers.'

781. But these 'secret things belong
unto Jehovah' xxix.29; He will know
what to do in His own good time for the

restoration of His people. Meanwhile
'those things which are revealed,'
the manifest signs, which we have had
before us, of God's righteous judgment
upon HissiDful children, 'belong unto
us and to our children for ever,' that
we may lay them to heart with all

earnestness, and ' do all the words of

this Law.'

Such seems to be the strain of the

Prophet's address contained in this

passage.

*782. D.xxix.28.
' And Jehovah rooted them out of their land

in anger, and in wrath, and in great indigna-
tion, and cast them into anothefr land, as it is

this day.'

Upon which Scott observes

Probably, the clause ' as it is this day
' was

added by Ezra, or by some scribe, who had
witnessed the desolations of the Babylonish
Captivity. But the emphasis of it, as the ac-

knowledgment of the accomplishment of this
ancient prophecy, supposing the words ' as it

is this day' to be spoken by a modern Jew,
after the long-continued dispersion of the na-
tion, is inconceivably enhanced.

The words, as we believe, were written

by one, who had before him the actual

desolation of the Ten Tribes, who were
carried away captive B.C. 721, and may
very well have been described in Josiah' s

reign, about B.C. 630, some eighty or

ninety years afterwards, as having been
' cast into another land, as it is this day.'
This expression could not have been

employed so naturally at a much ear-

lier time, for instance, by one writing
in Hezekiah's reign, B.C. 727-698, in

the sixth year of which the Captivity
in question took place.

783. D.xxxi.1-9.

Knobel observes here, p.S\9 :

This section [and e.10-13,] is purely Deuter-
onomistic matter, as we perceive by its rela-
tion to what precedes, and by its whole expres-
sion. But the statement in v.2, [where Most.-
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is made to say,
' I am an hundred and twenty

years old this day, / can no more go out and
come in,'] does not agree with that in xxxiv.7,
[where we read,

' Moses was an hundred and
twenty years old when he died ; his eye was not

dim, nor his natural force abated.'']

We shall find (862) that this latter

passage is a fragment of the older docu-

ment, from which the Deuteronomist
has borrowed the datum as to the age
of Moses, though he has not adhered to

the rest of the statement, as to his still

retaining his eye-sight and vigour to

the last.

784. D.xxxi.9.
' And Moses wrote this Law, and delivered

it unto the Priests the sons of Levi, the bearers
of the Ark (B.V.

' which bare the Ark ') of the
covenant of Jehovah, and unto all the elders
of Israel.'

The Hebrew participle in the above

implies the habitual practice of the

Priests in bearing the Ark, not that

they bore it merely on the present oc-

casion, as the rendering of the E.V.

might be supposed to imply. When,
however, the same author writes again,
on the very same occasion, v.2o,

'Then Moses commanded the Levites, the
bearers of the Ark,'

he does not really contradict himself,

though he does contradict the language
of the other books of the Pentateuch.

For his 'Levites,' v.25, as we have

seen, are Priests, 'the Priests the

Levites,' v. 9, who, according to him,
were the regular Ark-bearers, instead

of the common Le rites, 'the sons of

Kohath,' to whom the duty of carrying
it is assigned in the Book of Numbers,
iv.15, vii.9,x.21.

785. As to this ' Book of the Law,'
Scott observes :

' Some understand this of the Book of

Deuteronomy alone. But it is far more rea-

sonable to conclude that the whole Law was
delivered to the Priests and Elders, a copy
perhaps to the principal person in each tribe,

besides one to be deposited in the side of

[beside] the Ark. It may be supposed that
afterwards many more copies would be

taken, though they would not be greatly
multiplied in that infancy, as it were, of

writing.

There is, however, no sign that any
such copies were taken, nor any ind ica-

tion that the ' whole Law ' was known
to David and the best kings of Israel,

who habitually, and, in their most ear-

nest and pious days, transgressed so

thoroughly its plain commandments.
The writer, probably, referred to the

Book of Deuteronomy, as 'this Law';
for by this expression he repeatedly dis-

tinguishes it from that part of the Law
contained in the other books, eg.

' On this side Jordan, in the land of Moab,
began Moses to declare this Law,' i.5 ;

' This Law, which I set before you this day,'
iv.8;

' And this is the Law, which Moses set before
the children of Israel. . . on this side Jordan,
&c.,' iv.44-46.

786. Moses is here spoken of as first
'

writing this Law, and delivering it
'

unto the Priests and Elders, ?>.9, and
even commanding the Levites to '

put
it beside the Ark,' v.26, and still con-

tinuing to write on, as in ch.xxxii,
xxxiii. Hence some, who maintain the

Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy, allow

that these chapters, at least, must have
been inserted into the book by a later

hand, or else suggest that Moses must
have taken it back again for the pur-

pose of making these additions to it,

or that the '

delivering it
'

to the

Priests in v.9 may have been merely a
'

symbolical
'

action, and that he imme-

diately resumed possession of it again.
787. But then we find him in still

earlier passages speaking of the book as

already existing, before ho had finished

the addresses, of which it is mainly com-

posed, and, of course, before he, or any
one else, could have written them

; e.g.
' If thou wilt not observe to do all the

words of this Law, that are written in this

Book,' xxviii.58
;

'

Every sickness, and every plague, wnich is

not written in the Book of this Law,' v.61 ;

'All the curses that are written in this

Book,' xxix.20,21,27 ;

and in xvii.18 the king is ordered to
' write him a copy of this Law in a book,
out of that which is before the Priests the
Levites.'

All these are obvious indications of

the later origin of the Book of Deuter-

onomy, and of the unhistorical cha-

racter of the addresses recorded in it.

788. D.xxxi. 10-13.

'And Moses commanded them, saying, At
the end of every seven years, in the solemnity
of the year of release, in the Feast of Taber-

nacles, when all Israel is come to appear be-

fore Jehovah thy God in the place which He
shall choose, thou shalt read this Law before

all Israel in their hearing.'

There is no indication in the history
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that this command was ever carried out

till after the return from the Captivity,
Neh.viii. Scott observes :

Doubtless, this was not merely confined to

one person or place ; but numbers were en-

gaged in different situations, so that every
one might have an opportunity of hearing.

Though the men alone were obliged to at-

tend at the festivals, it might be supposed
that many of the women, children, and
servants, would come on this occasion. A
few (!) instances of the observation of this

command are recorded ; but the neglect of it

seems to be one main cause why tl e nation
was so soon carried away with idolatry and

iniquity.

789. The only instances, to which
Scott refers his readers, are two : (i)

that in the time of Josiah, after the

discovery of the 'Book of the Law,'

when, probably, the book of Deuter-

onomy was read to the people, but

this was an accidental occurrence, not

at the Feast of the Tabernacles, and in

no way to be regarded as an instance of

obedience to the Law and (ii) that of

Ezra's reading after the return from the

Captivity. There is not the slightest
indication that Samuel, David, Solo-

mon, or Hezekiah, paid any attention

to this important Law.
790. D.xxxi. 14-15.

Evidently, these two verses, in which
the 'Tabernacle' is mentioned, are part
of the older document. The Deutero-
nomist never refers to the Tabernacle,

perhaps, as we have said, from the cir-

cumstance that he had it not daily
before his mind's eye, as he had the

Ark, (which he names in x. 1,2,3,5,8,

xxxi.9,25.2G,) the Tabernacle of David

having long disappeared from the sight,
and almost from the memories, of men,
while the Ark was still in the Temple.

791. In this passage, it will be seen
that Moses and Joshua go into the Ta-

bernacle, as in E.xxxiii.7-11, the Taber-

nacle, apparently, being supposed to

stand, as then, without the camp,
E.xxxiii.7 ; and Jehovah appears in

the 'pillar of cloud,' which stands over
the door of the Tabernacle,' #.15, just
as in E.xxxiii.9. So, also, we read in

N.xii.4,5,
' And Jehovah spake suddenly unto Moses

and unto Aaron and unto Miriam, Come out,

ye three, unto the Tabernacle of the Congre-
gation. And they three came out. And Je-
hovah came down in the pillar of the cloud,

and stood in the door of the Tabernacle, and
called Aaron and Miriam

; and they both came
forth.'

In short, it seems plain that D.xxxi.

14,15, is due to the same writer as

E.xxxiii.7-11 and N.xii.4,5, whoever
this may be.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE SONG OF MOSES, DEUT.XXXTJ.

792. D.xxxii.1-43.

This '

Song
'

contains a great num-
ber of words which occur nowhere
else in the Bible, and does not contain

many of the Deuteronomist's favourite

expressions. It does, however, contain
some of them, e.g. v.8,

' make to in-

herit,' fl.16, 'provoke,' y.17, 'whom
they knew not,' #.18, 'forget Je-

hovah,' each of which, as we have seen

(525,527), is repeated several times in

Deuteronomy, and is used also by Jere-

miah (539,540), but not one of which
is found in any of the other Books of
the Pentateuch. In the larger edition

we have given a complete list of the

many other identical forms of expres'
sion, which are common to the writer

of this Song and the Deuteronomist.
793. The occurrence of so many un-

usual words, which are not found else-

where in the Bible, might have been

reasonably looked for in a Song like

this, written in the highest style of

poetry, and not in the mere rhetorical

prose of the rest of the Book. And for

the same reason we should not expect
to find many of the prosaic phrases,
which are so common in the other parts
of the Book, repeated here. We con-

clude, therefore, that it is probably due
to the Deuteronomistic author. But
there are some eminent critics who are
of a different opinion, and suppose that
the Deuteronomist found the Song al-

ready in existence, and worked it into

his own narrative.

794. In this passage we have clear

signs of the late date at which this

Song was written. Thus we read,
#.15,17:
' But Jeshurun waxed fat and kicked ;

Thou art waxen fat, thou art grown thick,
thou art covered with fatness.

Then he forsook God which made him,
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And lightly esteemed the Rock of his salva-

tion.

They provoked Him to jealousy with strange
gods:

With abominations provoked they Him to

anger.
They sacrificed unto devils, to no-gods (E.V.
'not to God,'),

To gods whom they knew not,
To new gods that came newly up,
Whom your fathers feared not."

Of course, the above words cannot be

supposed to describe the state of Israel

in the wilderness. Those, who desire

to maintain the Mosaic origin of this

Book, will have recourse to the sup-
position of 'prophetical perfects.' After

the evidence, which we have had before

us, of the later origin of the Book,
there can be little doubt that the words

really refer to the idolatries practised
in the kingdom of Israel, and almost as

freely in Judah also.

795. So v.35-43 refer also very
plainly to the hardships which the

captives of the Ten Tribes had already
suffered, and which, in His own due

time, Jehovah would visit upon their

conquerors :

' To me belongeth vengeance and recompense ;

Their foot shall slide in due time :

For the day of their calamity is at hand,
And the things, that shall come upon them,
make haste.

For Jehovah shall judge His people,
And repent Himself for His servants,
When He seeth that their power is gone,
And there is none shut up or left. . . .

Rejoice, O ye nations, with His people ;

For He will avenge the blood of His servants,
And will render vengeance to His adversaries,
And will be merciful unto His land and to His

people.'

The writer appears to be looking
back upon the time of distress which
the sister-kingdom had experienced,
and using it as a warning for Judah.

796. D.xxxii.48-52.

This is an enlarged form of the an-

nouncement of the death of Moses,
which we find in N.xxvii. 12-14, and

belongs to the older document ; except
that it can hardly be supposed that

the original writer would have put into

the mouth of Jehovah the words
' which is in the land of Moab, which is over

against Jericho,'

thus defining for Moses himself the ex-

act site of the mountain, close to which
he is supposed to be at this very time

encamped. Accordingly, these words

are, most probably, a Deuteronomistir

interpolation, and we have already seen

that 'land of Moab' is a Deuterono-
mistic phrase, (525. i), whereas 'plains
of Moab '

is that employed by the older

writer (523.xi).
797. That the whole passage, how-

ever, with the above exception, is a

fragment of the older document, ap-

pears from the following phrases :

(i) 0.48, 'in the bone of this day'=on the
self-same day, (523.V) ;

(ii) 0.49, 'land of Canaan' (523.ix);
(iii) akhuzzah, possession (523.i) ;

(iv) 0.50,
' be gathered to thy people' (523.vi)

(v) 0.51, 'trespass,' L.v.15, vi.2, xxvi.4<>,

N.v.6,12,27, xxxi.16, nowhere else;

(vi) 'wilderness of Zin,' N.xiii.21, xx.l,
xxvii.14, xxxiii.36, xxxiv.3,4, nowhere else in

Deuteronomy.

CHAPTER XX.

THE BLESSING OF MOSES,
DEUT.XXXIII.1-7.

798. D.xxxiii also, which contains
the 'Blessing of Moses,' is ascribed by
many eminent critics to a rather older

writer than the Deuteronomist.
As before, however, a close critical

examination of its contents, as given at

length in the larger edition, seems to

us to fix this passage also, though not,

perhaps, so certainly as ch.xxxii, upon
the later Prophet, who wrote the rest

of Deuteronomy. And in v. 10 we have

Levi, i.e. the Levites generally, spoken
of as chosen to '

put incense before
'

Je-

hovah, and ' whole burnt sacrifice upon
His Altar,' which proper duties of the

Priesthood, as we have seen, the Deuter-
onomist assigns to the 'whole tribe

of Levi,' whereas by the earlier writers

they are restricted to the ' sons ofAaron.'

799. Besides which, if this poem was
written by a different writer from him
who wrote the rest of the Book of

Deuteronomy, we should expect to see

moreof that writer
1

s compositions mixed

up in the Pentateuch. At least, it would
be strange if so powerful a composer
wrote no more than this, or that no
more of his compositions have come
down to us. It is shown in the larger
edition that very many of the peculiar
expressions of this chapter do resemble

considerably the style of the Deutero-
nomist and of Jeremiah : while there
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is no such special resemblance between

them and those of the other Books of

the Pentateuch. The fact, that the

resemblance between this passage and
the rest of Deuteronomy is not more

complete and decisive, and that it con-

tains many words found nowhere else

in the Bible, may arise from this com-

position, like the Song in ch.xxxii,

being highly poetical, whereas Deuter-

onomy itself is only poetical prose.
800. Perhaps, both the Song and the

Blessing, or, at least, the Blessing, may
even have been written some years before
the Book of Deuteronomy, if (as is not

at all impossible) the writer intended

them originally to close his new edition

of the earlier document, before he con-

ceived the idea of writing the Book of

Deuteronomy itself. The writings of a

young poet are often much more florid
and artificial than those composed by
him in more mature life, after the

experience of even a few years. If,

then, upon a closer consideration of

the contents of this chapter, we find

nothing which really militates with

the supposition that the Deuteronomist

was its author, there is no reason why
we may not provisionally, at least

ascribe this also to him.

801. We may first, however, quote
the words of Kurtz, who, it will be

seen, while contending for the Mosaic

authorship of the main part of the

'Blessing,' yet is compelled by his

sense of truth to make admissions,
which are, in fact, fatal to its Mosaic

origin. He writes as follows, iii.493 :

The authenticity of the '

Blessing of Moses'
has been most conclusively demonstrated by
Diestel. In fact, there is nothing in the

particular blessings, which could give the
least warrant for regarding it as a vati-

cinium post eventum. The introductory and

concluding clauses, however, the critic just
named feels obliged to set down as additions
of a later hand. But, so far as the conclud-

ing words are concerned, I do not see on
what ground the authorship of Moses can

possibly be disputed. It is somewhat dif-

ferent with the introduction, seeing that
there is at least one clause here, {viz. in v.4,
' Moses commanded us a Law,') which seems
vo favour Diestel's view. It must be ad-

mitted that these words sound somewhat
angely from the lips of Moses. ... If

the passage before us had read,
' Moses gave

you a Law,' there would be nothing strange
about it. But, when we bear in mind that
Moses did not write down this '

Blessing,' as

he did the '

Song
' and the Law of Deuter-

onomy, that, on the contrary, he uttered
them verbally to the people a short time
perhaps immediately before his departure
to Mount Nebo, and that they were pro-
bably first appended to the Book by the last
editor of the Pentateuch, there cannot be
anything very dangerous in the assumption
that the introductory, and possibly also the
concluding, words, which were the produc-
tion of some other divinely-inspired psalmist,
were also added by him.

802. But it can scarcely be believed

that any one would have presumed to

introduce in this way his own words in

vA, in the midst of such a remarkable

composition, the memorial of the last

hours of the Lawgiver. And so Scott

says :

It is probable that the heads of the seve-
ral tribes gathered around Moses, after he had
received the summons recorded in the close of
the former chapter, and just before he as-

cended the Mount where he ended his life,
and that he delivered to them, both by word
of mouth and in writing, these his last dying
words.

What 'danger' can there be in our

following the light of Truth, and ad-

mitting the fact, which is patent, that

vA at all events, was certainly not
written nor uttered by Moses, and that,

consequently, it is highly probable
a priori that the whole '

Blessing
'

is

by a later hand ?

803. D.xxxiii.6.
' Let Reuben' live, and noi die ;

And lei his men be somewhat (lit. a number),'
v.G.

There is some doubt as to the proper
rendering of the second line of the

above. The E.V. supplies
' not

'

from
the foregoing line, as in Ps.xxxviii.l,

lxxv.o,
' And let his men (not) be a

number,' i.e. not be so small as to be
numbered

;
the LXX has ' and let him

be many in number.' But it is obvious

that the feeble wish implied in the

clause,
' and not die,' hardly agrees

with the LXX translation. Reuben
receives, indeed, a blessing, but one
which sounds mournfully, and tells of

the dwindled numbers of the tribe in

the writer's time. In the days of Jehu
we are informed, 2K.x.32,33:
'Jehovah began to cut Israel short, and

Hazael smote them in all the coasts of

Israel, from Jordan eastward, all the land
of Gilead, the Gadites, and the Jteubei?it< s,

and the Manassites, from Aroer which is by
the river Anion, even Gilead and Bashan.'
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And this is the last glimpse which
we have of Reuben in the history.

804. It is next noticeable that Simeon
is altogether omitted. Knobbl ob-

serves, JDeut.p.3ii:
' In many texts and editions of the LXX,

the second member of v.6 reads thus,
' And

let Simeon be many in number.' This seems
to be the original Text. The wish suits

Simeon very well, who at the second num-
bering was much smaller than at the former.
He would then be connected with Reuben as
Issachar is with Zebulon, r.18. If this is not

allowed, then we must suppose him left out
for the reason given in G-.xlix.7, [where Jacob
says of Simeon and Levi,

' Cursed be their

anger, for it was fierce, and their wrath, for
it was cruel

;
I will divide them in Jacob, and

scatter them in Israel.']

805. Kurtz also remarks, ii.^.493:
The first thing which strikes us, on ex-

amining this
'

Blessing,' is the omission of

the tribe of Simeon. Batjmgarten observes
that ' we are not to imagine, from the fact

that Simeon is passed over, that he is to be

regarded as left without a blessing. In any
case he was included in the general blessing
in .1,29, just as even the sons of Jacob, to

whom threatening words were addressed by
their father, were still said to be 'blessed.'

But the fact that Simeon is not mentioned

by name, and that the harsh words addressed
to him by the patriarch, as well as to Reuben
and Levi, are not softened down in his case,
has been correctly explained as denoting that
the sentence of dispersion pronounced on
Simeon, according to which he was not to

have an independent position, but to live

within the boundaries of the rest, had not
been repealed or mitigated, as in the case of

Levi, in consequence of any act of obedience
and faith, but, on the contrary, had been

greatly strengthened by the wickedness of

his prince Zimri, N.xxv.14. A striking proof
of this, we believe, is to be found in the re-

markably diminished number of Simeon,
N.xxvi.14.' This is, probably, the best solu-

tion of the difficulty, if we are unable to adopt
Diestel's conclusion, that the '

Blessing' has
not come down to us in its fullest integrity.

806. But was not the rebellion of

Dathan, Abiram, and On, sons of

Reuben, which drew down upon the

people a plague, by which
'

14,700 perished, beside them that died about
the matter of [the Levite] Korah,' N.xvi.49,

a very notable event, as well as the

affair of Zimri by which 24,000 died?

Yet Reuben receives a blessing, though
a mild one. And what reason is

there to suppose that the Simeonites,

generally, were more guilty than the

other tribes, because one of their princes
Was compromised ?

The fact is, most probably, that in

the time of the writer and, therefore,

long after the time which Knobex as-

signs to him the tribe of Simeon had
for some reason or other whether be-

cause to a large extent absorbed in

Judah, or, it may be, because of a con-

siderable migration, been long alto-

gether lost sight of.

807. The tribe of Simeon, we are

told,
' obtained their inheritance in the midst of the

inheritance of the men of Judah,' Jo.xix.1-9.

Seventeen cities, with the surround-

ing villages, are assigned to them,
which means, no doubt, that, at the

time when this passage was written,
the Simeonites were either found oc-

cupying these cities, or were known
to have occupied them in former days,

or, at least, to have had some special
connection with them. But of these

seventeen towns, Hormah and Beer-

sheba are numbered, in the times of

David and Ahab, respectively, among
thetowns of Judah, lS.xxx.30,lK.xix.3.
Another of their towns, Ziklag, was

given by the Philistine king, Achish, to

David, lS.xxvii.6
;
and so we read,

' wherefore Ziklag pertaineth unto the kings
of Judah unto this day,'

They are said to have conquered,
with Judah's help, Hormah, Gaza,

Askelon, and Ekron, Ju.i. 17,18; but

they could not keep their hold on
these cities, since Hormah, as we have

said, is reckoned to Judah in iS.xxx.

26,30, and the other three are spoken
of as independent Philistine cities in

lS.vi.17. It is mentioned in 2Ch.xi.6

that Rehoboam 'built' Etham or Ether,
which also belonged to Simeon, Jo.

xix.7.

808. Thus seven, at all events, of

their seventeen towns were lost to them,
four of which are distinctly reckoned
to Judah. And, imperceptibly, the

tribe of Simeon appears, as we have

said, to have become to a large extent

absorbed in Judah
; and, at last

mainly, we may suppose, for this

reason they entirely disappear from
the history. In lK.xii. 21,23, where
the military force of Rehoboam is mus-

tered, which, we must suppose, from
their situation, included the Simeonites,

they are not mentioned, and we read:
* The word of God came unto Shemaiah,
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vhe man of God, saying, Speak unto Reho-
boam, the son of Solomon, king of Judah,
and unto all the house of Judah and Ben-
jamin, and to the remnant of the people.'

809. If any Simeonites were then
numbered among the troops of Eeho-
boam, they must have been included

among this 'remnant of the people.'
Their name, in fact, is not once men-
tioned in the Books of Samuel and

Kings, though it occurs in the Books of

Chronicles, lCh.iv.42,vi.65,xii.25,xxvii.

16,2Ch.xv.9,xxxiv.6; and in one ofthese

places, lCh.xii.25, they are spoken of
as bringing help to David :

' Of the children of Simeon, mighty men
of valour for the war, seven thousand one
hundred.'

But this statement must, like so many
other of the Chronicler's data, be re-

jected as untrustworthy.*
810. There is, however, a curious

note preserved by the Chronicler,

lCh.iv.39-41, apparently from some
ancient tradition, which seems to imply
an important migration from the land ol

Canaan of a large body of the Simeon-
ites :

' And they went to the entrance of Gedor,
unto the east side of the valley, to seek pas-
ture for their flocks. And they found fat
pasture and good, and the land was wide, and
quiet, and peaceable; for they of Ham had
dwelt there of old. And these written by
name went in the days of Hezekiah, king
of Judah, and smote their tents, and the
habitations that were found there, and de-

* Here, of those who supported David,
there are numbered only 6,800 of David's
own tribe of Judah, and 3,000 of Benjamin ;

whereas the Levites (including the Aaronites)
were, according to the Chronicler, 8,300, and
the Simeonites 7,100 ;

and of Ephraim there
were 28,000, of "Western Manasseh, 18,000, of

Zebulon, 50,000, of Naphtali, 1,000 captains,
with 37,000 men, of Dan, 28,600, of Asher,
40,000, of Issachar, 200 men,

' that had under-
standing of the times, to know what Israel

ought to do,' .32, with all their brethren at
their command, of the trans-Jordanic tribes,
120,000, [44,760 only, lCh.v.18 ? in whose
reign,] making altogether 348,000 men five
times as large as Wellington's whole force at

Waterloo, Alison, xix.401 of which Judah
supplied only 6,S00! and Simeon, 7,100! and
'
all (!) these men of war, that could keep

rank, came with a perfect heart to Hebron,
to make David king over all Israel

; and all
the rest also of Israel were of one heart to
make David king. And there they were
with David three days, eating and drinking ;

for their bretliren had prepared for them.'
lCh.xii.38,39.
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stroyed them utterly unto this day, and dwelt
in their rooms ; because there was pasture
there for their flocks.'

It has been argued of late by Dozy,
not without much appearance of reason,
that this points to a considerable move-
ment of the Simeonites from their

original settlements in the south of

Canaan, into the neighbourhood of
Mecca in Arabia.

811. D.xxxiii.7.

'Hear, Jehovah, the voice of Judah,
And bring him unto his people ;

Let his hahds be sufficient for him,
And be Thou an help to himfrom his enemies'

0.7.

Very remarkable is the difference in
tone between this prayer, almost a cry
of anguish, and the grand words which
are spoken of Judah in the '

Blessing
of Jacob,' G.xlix.8-12:
'

Judah, thou art he whom thy brethren shall

praise ;

Thy hand shall be in the neck of thine
enemies ;

Thy father's children shall bow down before
thee.

Judah is a lion's whelp :

From the prey, my son, thou art gone up ;

He stooped down, he couched as a lion,
And as an old lion who shall rouse him
up?

The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,
Nor a lawgiver from between his feet,
Until he come to Shiloh, [B.V.

' Until Shiloh
come'] ;

And unto him shall the gathering of the
people be.

Binding his foal unto the vine,
And his ass's colt unto the choice vine,
He washed his garments in wine,
And his clothes in the blood of grapes.
His eyes shall be red with wine,
And his teeth white with milk.'

812. Accordingto ourview, the words,
'

bring him unto his people,' express a

prayer that the tribe of Judah might
again be restored to its old sovereignty,

by the return of the Ten Tribes, at no

very distant day, under the sceptre of

the sons of David. This seems, in fact,
to have occurred already in soma
measure in Josiah's time, 2K.xxiii.

15-20, by the gathering of the scat-

tered fragments of them still remaining
in the land, and these, probably, far

more numerous than is generally sup-
posed. We have seen (780) that the

Deuteronomist did, apparently, enter-

tain such a fond hope for the restora-

tion of Israel.
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813. And so, too, Jeremiah breathes

the same in his prophecies, xxx.3-9 :

'

For, lo, the days come, saith Jehovah, that

I will bring again the captivity of my people
Israel and Judah, saith Jehovah, and I will

cause them to return to the land that I gave
to their fathers, and they shall possess it. . . .

For it shall come to pass in that day, saith

Jehovah of Hosts, that I will break his yoke
from off thy neck, and will burst thy bonds,
and strangers shall no more serve themselves
of him. But they shall serve Jehovah their

God, and David their king, whom I will raise

up unto them.'

And see also the glorious prophecies
in Jer.xxxi,xxxiii, where we read,

' There shall be a day that the watchmen
upon the Mount Ephraim shall cry,

' Arise ye,
and let us go up to Zion, unto Jehovah our

God,' xxxi.6 ;

' For thus saith Jehovah, If my covenant
be not with day and night, and if I have not

appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth,
then will I cast away the seed of Jacob and
David my servant, so that I will not take

any of his seed to be rulers over the house of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; for I will cause
their captivity to return, and have mercy
upon them.' xxxiii.25,26.

814. In point of fact, the deporta-
tion of the Ten Tribes into Captivity-

seems to have been by no means so

great and so universal as is generally

supposed. After Shalmaneser had 'car-

ried Israel away into Assyria,' 2K.xvii.

6, we are told that 'Hezekiah wrote

letters to Ephraim and Manasseh,' to

beg them to come and keep the Pas-

sover ;

' but they laughed them to scorn, and mocked
them ; nevertheless, divers of Asher and Ma-
nasseh and Zebulun humbled themselves, and
came to Jerusalem,' 2Ch.xxx.lO,ll.

This, however, depends on the un-

supported testimony of the Chronicler.

815. But Josiah's authority evidently
extended over Samaria as well as Ju-

dah ;
since he destroyed the altar

which was at Bethel, and the high place
which Jeroboam had made :

' both that altar and the high place he brake

down, and burned the high place, and stamped
it small to powder, and burned the Ashera

[E.V. grove]. . . And all the houses also of

the high places, that were in the cities of Sa-

maria, which the kings of Israel had made to

provoke Jehovah to anger, Josiah took away,
and did to them according to all the acts that
he had done in Bethel. . . . And he slew all

the priests of the high places, that were there,

upon the altars, and burned men's bones upon
them, and returned to Jerusalem.' 2K.xxiii.

15-20.

It is possible, also, that in this phrase,

'

bring him unto his people' there may
be a reference to the words spoken of

Judah in Jacob's blessing, G.xlix.10,
' Unto him shall the gathering of the people

be.'

CHAPTER XXI.

THE BLESSING OF MOSES,
DETJT.XXXIII. 8-12.

816. D.xxxiii.8-11.

And of Levi he said,
Let Thy Thummim and Thy Urim be with Thy

holy one ;

Whom Thou didst prove at Massah,
Whom Thou didst right (E.V.

' strive with,'
but see Is.i.17, where we have '

strive for
'

[E.V.
'

plead for']= '

right
'

the widow,) at

the waters of Meribah ;

Who said of his father and his mother, I saw
him not;

Neither did he acknowledge his brethren, nor
knew his own children ;

For they have observed Thy word,
And they have kept Thy covenant.

Tliey shall teach Jacob Thyjudgments,
And Israel Thy Law;
They shall put incense before Thee,
And whole burnt sacrifice upon Thine Altar.

Bless, Jehovah, his substance,
And accept the work of his hands;
Smite through the loins of them that rise against

him,
And of them that hate him, that they rise not

again.

817. Still more surprising, than even

that which we have observed in the

case of Judah, is the contrast between

the strong language of praise here ad-

dressed to Levi, and the sentence of

censure in G.xlix.5-7 :

' Simeon and Levi are brethren ;

Instruments of cruelty are in their habita-

tions.

my soul, come not thou into their secret ;

Unto their assembly, mine honour, be not
thou united

;

For in their anger they slew a man,
And in their selfwill they digged down a wall.

Cursed be their anger, for it was fierce,

And their wrath, for it was cruel :

1 will divide them in Jacob,
And scatter them in Israel.'

818. Indeed, the change is wholly
unaccountable on the traditionary view.

For the usual notion that, because of

their zeal, in slaying three thousand

of their brethren, about the affair of

the golden calf, E.xxxii.26-28, (which
some suppose to be referred to in v.9,)

they were really distinguished with

such words of high commendation, can

scarcely be admitted, when it is re-

membered that Aaron himself, the head
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of the tribe, to whose sons all its chief
honours, in point of fact, were to be

given, was the very leader in that sin,

and was so greatly at fault also at the
waters of Meribah, N.xx.12, that, for

his offence on that occasion, he, as well

as the other principal Lcvite, Moses,
was sentenced to die, without setting
his foot upon the holy land. We do
not find in the narrative any account
of the Levites distinguishing themselves
at Massah and Meribah.

Scott, accordingly, remarks

The Prophet, in this passage, seems to have
referred to some remarkable instances, not
elsewhere recorded, in which the Levites were
tried , and honourably distinguished themselves
in the cause of God.

819. If we suppose, however, as we
may, that this chapter of Deuteronomy
was written at a much later age pro-

bably, at the very beginning of Josiah's

reign before the composition of the
rest of this book, or even towards the
end of Manasseh's, and that it was
written by a Priest, perhaps, even by
Jeremiah himself, it is easy to explain

every allusion in these verses. In those

days, by all truly religious persons,
devoted to the worship of Jehovah,
the Levites at least, the Chief Priest

and the other Levites or Priests, who
ministered at the Sanctuary if known
as earnest and devout men, would be
held in high estimation, as the guar-
dians of the true faith in a corrupt

age, amidst an idolatrous and gain-

saying generation.
820. Well, then, might the writer in

this passage a Priest himself utter

for his own brethren, (including his

own father, who may have been Hilkiah,
then perhaps already, as he was a few

years afterwards, 2K.xxii.4, at the head
of the Priesthood,) the prayer, 'Let

Thy Thummim and Thy Urim Thy
Truth and Thy Light be ever with

Thy holy one, whom Thou didstprove at

Massah (temptation), whom Thou didst

justify at the waters of'Meribah (strife);'
i.e. whom Thou dost expose now, as

Thou didst then, to the rebellious try-

ing tempers, the angry strife and tur-

bulence, of an unthankful unbelieving
people.

821. If we refer to the story in
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E.xvii, N.xx, we shall find that, in each

case, the faith and patience of the re-

ligious leaders, in one case, Moses,
in the other, Moses and Aaron, are

represented as 'tried' in this way.
The people come to them murmuring,
and complaining that they had not the

supplies of good things, or even neces-

saries, which they required, and they
are ready to go back to the '

fieshpota
of Egypt.'

' And the people murmured against Moses,
and said, Wherefore is this, that thou hast
brought us up out of Egypt, to kill us and
our children and our cattle with thirst ?

And Moses cried unto Jehovah, saying, What
shall I do unto this people ? They be almost
ready to stone me,' E.xvii.3,4 ;

' And they gathered themselves together
against Moses and against Aaron. And the
people chode with Moses, and spake, saying,
Would God that we had died when our bre-
thren died before Jehovah ? And why have
ye brought up the congregation of Jehovah
into this wilderness, that we and our cattle
should die there ? And wherefore have ye
made us to come up out of Egypt, to bring us
unto this evil place ? It is no place of seed, or
of figs, or of vines, or of pomegranates, neither
is there any water to drink,' N.xx.2-5.

822. Who can doubt that in the age
of the later kings, and especially just
before the time of Josiah's Reformation,
there must have been much ' mur-

muring
'

of this kind, even among those
who still adhered outwardly to the

worship of Jehovah, but in their hearts
had gone back to Egypt, and were

ready to say with those of old, E.xvii. 7,
' Is Jehovah among us or not ?' A
pious and zealous Priest, like Hilkiah,
must have had a painful life in such

times, with those in high places (Ma-
nasseh and his princes) violently op-
posed to his endeavours to keep up the
true faith in the Living God. He
must have found it a hard task at

times to bear up, in the path of duty,
against the strength of public feeling,
the expressed illwill of some, the se-

cret dislike of others, the neglect and
indifference of almost all. Living in

such days, and sharing fully in the
sentiments of his more faithful brethren,
the writer might well refer to the re-

cord of similar '

trials
'

of the great
leaders in the wilderness, to their

being succoured and supported by Di-
vine Power, when tempted, to their

being
'

righted
'

or '

justified
'

before
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the people by the direct interference of

Jehovah, in answer to their cry, and
in reply to the rebellious unbelief of

the multitude.

823. So would it be again, the writer

hopes, in God's own time. Let the

Levite (i.e. the Priest) be faithful still

to his sacred calling, saying to father,

mother, brothers, children, 'I know

you not ;' i.e. let him not be turned by
any family ties from the straight path
of duty ;

let him be ready to forsake
home and its delights, (as some, doubt-

less, of that day had done,) and
'

go up from the gates out of all Israel where
he sojourned, and come with all the desire of

his mind to minister in the Name of Jehovah
his God at Jerusalem,' D.xviii.6,7.

Let him still possess his soul in faith

and patience,
'

observing Jehovah's

word, and keepingHis Covenant,' 'teach-

ing Jacob His judgments, and Israel

His Law,'
'

putting incense before Him,
and whole burnt sacrifices upon His

Altar.' Then would the Blessing of

the Most High attend him
;
then would

he in due time be 'justified,' though
' tried

'

to the uttermost ; his Priest-

hood should continue, his office be held

in honour, his judgments be respected,
his teachings obeyed. Then Jehovah
would '

bless his substance, and accept
the work of his hands, would smite

through the loins of them that rise

against him, (the adversaries of the

true religion, whether high or low, in

Israel,) and of them that hate him, that

they rise not again.'
Such appears to us the more rational

and intelligible explanation of these

verses, regarded as referring to the cir-

cumstances of the times in which the

writer lived.

824. It is true that Jeremiah in many
passages of his prophecies describes the

state of the Priests, as well as of the

Prophets, in his time as excessively
bad: e.g.

' The Priests said not, Where is Jehovah ?

and they that handle the Law knew me not :

the pastors also transgressed against me, and
the Prophets prophesied by Baal,' ii.S ;

' As the thief is ashamed, when he is found,
so is the house of Israel ashamed, they, their

Kings, their Princes, and their Priests, and
their Prophets, saying to a stock, Thou art

my father, and to a stone, Thou hast brought
me forth ;

for they have turned their back

unto me, and not their face,' ii.26,27, xxxiL

32,33 ;
' A wonderful and horrible thing is com-

mitted in the land, The Prophets prophesy
falsely, and the Priests bear rule by their

means ;
and my people love to have it so :

and what will ye do in the end thereof ?

v.30,31 ;

' From the least of them even unto the

greatest of them every one is given to

covetousness ; and from the Prophet even
unto the Priest every one dealeth falsely,'

vi.13, viii.10 ;

' Both Prophet and Priest are profane ; yea,
in my House have I found their wickedness,
saith Jehovah,' xxiii.ll ;

' For the sins of her Prophets and the iniqui-
ties of her Priests, that have shed the blood of

the just in the midst of her,' &c, Lam.iv.13.

825. Yet still there must have been

exceptions to this general rule. In

Josiah's reign Zephaniali prophesied,
and Jeremiah himselfwas both a Priest

and a Prophet ;
and there seems no

reason to suppose that Hilkiah and the

Priests under him were any other than

pious men, who did their best to dis-

charge the duties of their office amidst

the difficulties of the time. This pas-

sage may have been written at a time

when Hilkiah was in office, and had

entered on his sacred duties with a deep
sense of his responsibilities, and a de-

termination to stm, to the uttermost

of his power, the corruption of the

times. But the writer may also, and

specially, have had in view that glori-

ous restoration for which he longed,
when ' the sons of David '

should reign
in righteousness, and the ' sons of Levi'

minister in faithfulness, in the midst

of the regenerated and rejoicing people.
826. To this hope Jeremiah points

when he says,

'Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob, and ran-

somed him from the hand of him that was

stronger than he. Therefore they shall come
and sing in the height of Zion, and shall

flow together to the goodness of Jehovah, for

wheat, and for wine, and for oil, and for the

young of the flock and of the herd ;
and their

soul shall be as a watered garden, and they
shall not sorrow any more at all . . . And I

will satiate the soul of the Priests with fat-

ness, and my people shall be satisfied with my
goodness, saith Jehovah,' xxxi.11.14 ;

' Thus saith Jehovah, David shall never

want a man to sit upon the throne of the

house of Israel ; neither shall the Priests the

Levites want a man before me to offer burnt-

offerings, and to kindle meat-offerings, and to

do sacrifice continually,' xxxiii.17,18 ;

'Thus saith Jehovah, If ye can break.my
covenant of the day, and that there should

not be day and night in their season, then
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may also my covenant be broken with David

my servant, that he should not have a son to

reign upon his throne, and with the Levites the

Priests, my ministers. As the host of heaven
cannot be numbered, neither the sand of the

sea measured, so will I multiply the seed of

David my servant and the Levites that minister

unto me,' xxxiii.20-22.

827. D.xxxiii.12.
'

Of Benjamin he said,
f/ie beloved of Jehovah shall dwell securely (by

Him, E.V.) ;

He shall cover him at all times, and dwell be-

tween his shoulders.'

Knobel notices the peculiar order

in which the tribes are here mentioned,

differing from any other in which they
are found in the Bible ;

and he ex-

plains this fact by supposing that the

writer meant to notice them in a kind

of 'geographical order from South to

North.' But it will be seen at once

that this account of the mailer is not

at all satisfactory ; since, even if we

suppose that Levi, being so closely con-

nected with Jerusalem, might properly
be placed between Judah and Ben-

jamin, yet Gad lay on the eastern side

of Jordan, to the north of Reuben, and

is placed between Issachar and Dan,
both on the western side, with which

it had no geographical relations.

828. Perhaps, the following explana-
tion of the order here observed may be

more satisfactory. Beuben comes first,

as usual, as firstborn, and it is possible

also, as having been, from his position,

on the eastern side of the Dead Sea,

less exposed to the consequences of the

great Assyrian invasion, than the other

trans-Jordanic tribes, which lay more

directly in the track of the invading
hosts. The remnant of Reuben, there-

fore, in Josiah's time may really have
been more considerable than those of

Gad and Eastern Manasseh. Then
come Judah, Levi, Benjamin, the only
substantial tribes remaining in Josiah's

time, Simeon having disappeared (804-
810), and Judah forming,with Benjamin,
the kingdom of Judah. Hence we find

Jeremiah joining together repeatedly
' the cities of Judah, and the places
about Jerusalem, and the land of

Benjamin,' xvii,26, xxxii.44, xxxiii. 13

The other tribes had all been carried

captive. They are named, however,
one after another, as they must have

been by one personating the part of

Moses, and something is said about

each, corresponding, probably, in some
measure to their circumstances either

then or aforetime, as well as to those

which the writer fondly hoped to see in

due time revived through the Mercy of
God, when Judah should be '

brought
to his people

'

again.
829. Knobel notes as follows on the

blessing of Benjamin, ^j.347 :

Benjamin dwells securely, since Jehovah, as

his Protector, hangs over him, and has His

earthly abode between the ridges of Benjamin
. . . The writer points to Gibeon, where the
Tabernacle stood after the destruction of Nob
through Saul. The modern Djib, two full hox;rs

north-west from Jerusalem, with four foun-
tains and springs, lies on a ridge in the middle
of a fruitful and pleasant valley or basin ,

which
consists of broad valleys or plains, and is sur-

rounded by different mountains. The length
of the beautiful valley is, from east to west,
ten English miles, the breadth five miles. The
word katheph, 'wing, shoulder,' in geographi-
cal notices, signifies not the side generally, but
the mountain-side, which rises to the moun-
tain or mountain-ridge, N.xxxiv.ll, Jo.xv.8,
10, xviii.l2,13,16,18,&c. The passage cannot,
therefore, apply to Jerusalem, since Jehovah
dwelt there not between mountain-ridges, but
on iloriah. So, too, it does not suit Jerusalem,
if we take katheph in the sense of '

side,' and
understand the notice of the territory of Ben-

jamin, generally. For Jerusalem lay on the
south side of this tribal territory, and not in

the midst of Benjamin. The phrase,
' be-

tween the shoulders,' occurs also lS.xvii.6.

The suspended javelin hung down from the

right shoulder to the left hip, and so between
the shoulders.

830. There is, however, no good
reason to believe that the ' Tabernacle

'

ever was transferred from Nob to

Gibeon, as Knobel, and many other

eminent writers suppose. It is true the

Chronicler states that it was at Gibeon
in the time of David and Solomon,

lCh.xvi.37-40,xxi.29,2Ch.i.3-6: e.g.
' David left there, before the Ark of the

covenant of Jehovah in Jerusalem, Asaph and
his brethren to minister before the Ark con-

tinually, as every day's work required, and
Zadok the Priest and his brethren the Priests,
before the Tabernacle of Jehovah, in the high
place that was at Gibeon, to offer burnt-offer-

ings unto Jehovah upon the Altar of the burnt-

offeringcontinually, morning and evening, and
to do according to all that is written in the
Law of Jehovah, which he commanded Israel.'

lCh.xvi.37-10.

831. But the more authentic history,
in the books of Samuel and Kings, says

nothing whatever of the Tabernacle

being at Gibeon, which is the more
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the Tabernacle with profane hands, as
to touch the Ark itself.

' When the Tabernacle setteth forward, the
Levites shall take it down

; and when the Ta-
bernacle is to be pitched, the Levites shall set
it up ; and the stranger that cometh nigh shall
be put to death,' N.i.51.

Since, therefore, the Tabernacle was
so much more cumbrous than the Ark,
much greater preparations must have
been made for moving it than for

merely taking up the Ark
; and, surely,

some notice would have been taken in

the history of so remarkable an event.

834. Above all, how was it that the

Ark, when brought back from the

Philistines, was not restored to the
' Tabernacle of Moses,' by the direc-

tions of Samuel, if that Tabernacle was

really at hand, instead of being stored

away for so many years in the house
of Abinadab, lS.vii.1,2 ? And what
need was there for David to have built

a Tabernacle on Mount Zion, to hold
the Ark, if the ' Tabernacle of the Con-

gregation
'

was actually in existence ?

Surely, no tent that he could build was
so fitted to receive it as this grand
ancient Mosaic Tabernacle, so vene-

rable through its age, and so unspeak-
ably sacred from its history, framed,
even as to its minutest details, as is

supposed, after the express instruc-

tions of Jehovah, according to 'the

pattern which Moses saw in the

Mount,' E.xxv.40,xxvi.30, sanctified

by the most holy and stupendous
events, glorious with so many grand
associations, endeared by the most pre-
cious memories, which had shared all

along the fortunes of Israel, and had

passed through so many most astonish-

ing and awful scenes in the wilder-

ness at the entrance of which not only
Moses and Aaron had stood, but the

Divine Presence itself had more than
once been seen, when

' Jehovah came down in the pillar of a cloud,
and stood in the door of the Tabernacle, and
talked with them,' N.xi.25,xii.5.

835. Though so splendid, also, with
its costly curtains of '

fine twined linen,

blue, purple, and scarlet,' its cover-

ings of goats' hair and rams' skins,

its boards of shittim-wood with their

sockets of silver, upon which alone, as

we are told, E.xxxviii.27, were spent a
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remarkable, since in the latter it is

recorded that

Solomon went to Gibeon to sacrifice there.

for that was the great high-place ; a thousand
burnt-offerings did Solomon offer upon that
altar.' lK.iii.4.

The writer would surely have men-
tioned the existence of the Mosaic
Tabernacle and the Brazen Altar of

Bezaleel at Gibeon at this time, as

some reason for Solomon's sacrificing

there, if he knew that they were there,

more especially as in the previous verse,

*.3, he blames Solomon for '

sacrificing
and burning incense in high places.'

832. We might ask, again, which, in

the opinion of the Chronicler, was the

place which ' Jehovah had chosen to

put his Name in,' Gibeon, with its

Tabernacle and Brazen Altar, where
' Zadok and the Priests

'

attended, but

where the Ark was not, or Mount
Zion, where the Ark and Mercy-Seat
were placed, and where ' God dwelt
between the cherubims,' though only
the Levites,

'

Asaph and his brethren,'
were stationed to 'minister before it

continually'? Under such circum-

stances, the people would have paid a

very divided allegiance. And it is

difficult to understand how Solomon
could sacrifice before the Ark at Jeru-

salem, lK.iii.15, when neither the

Priests were there, nor the Brazen

Altar, upon which alone it was lawful

for him to sacrifice, according to the

Law laid down in L.xvii.8,9,

Whatsoever man there be of the house of

Israel, or of the strangers which sojourn
among you, that offereth a burnt-offering or
a sacrifice, and bringeth it not unto the door of
the Tabernacle of the Congregation, to offer it

unto Jehovah, even that man shall be cut off
from among his people.

Hence, in Jo.xxii.29, the trans-Jor-

danic tribes are made to say
' God forbid that we should rebel against

Jehovah, and turn this day from following
Jehovah, to build an altar for burnt -offer-

ings, for meat-offerings, or for sacrifices, be-

side the Altar of Jehovah our God, that is

before His Tabernacle.'

833. Further, if the Tabernacle was
ever moved from ShilohtoNob, and from
Nob to Gibeon, how is it that we have
no account of such removal, either in

the books of Samuel or of Chronicles ?

It was just as great an act of sacrilege,

according to the Pentateuch, to touch
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hundred talents (34,0001.) of silver,

yet (according to the views of Knobel,)
it had been often removed, and might,

therefore, without any very serious

difficulty have been removed again,

nay, (according to the Chronicler) it

had certainly been once removed to

Gibeon, and was not worn out, and

unfit for further sacred uses, since

Zadok and the Priests were stationed

at it. Surely, such a Tabernacle as

this would never have been allowed

by the pious David to remain standing

empty of the Ark which belonged to it,

whether it stood at Shiloh or at Gibeon.

He would not have dared to substitute

for it one built by his own contrivance.

It would have been an act of sacrilege to

have done this. He must have brought

up such a Tabernacle to Jerusalem, as

the only fitting home for the Ark.

We may, surely, say with confidence,

it is certain that he would have done

so, had such a Tabernacle really been

at that time in existence.

836. We shall have occasion to con-

sider more fully hereafter the history
of those times, and the special history
of the Ark and the Tabernacle. But
we have, as we believe, shown suffi-

ciently that there is no real ground for

supposing that the Tabernacle was at

Gibeon in the time of Saul. And, even

if it had been, the Ark was not there,

and that was the sign of Jehovah's

Presence
;
He would scarcely be said

to ' dwell
'

at a place where the Ark
was not. From this, however, it ap-

pears that the very ground, on which
Knobel' s opinion rests, is gone from
under him. And we fall back on the

explanation that he rejects, viz. that

the words do refer to Jerusalem, where
the Ark was, and where Jehovah was

specially said to ' cause His Name to

dwell.' The word Kathcph,
'

shoulder,'

is, in fact, used for
' side' in N.xxxiv.

11,
' the side of the sea of Chinnereth,'

and so in lK.vi.8,39, 'the right side

of the House,' 2Ch.iv.10, 'he set

the sea on the right side of the east

end,' 2Ch.xxiii.10,
' from the right side

of the Temple to the left side of the

Temple.' Possibly, the idea in the

writer's mind was this, that, as Jeru-

salem lay in the middle of the southern

boundary of Benjamin, it was thus
between the shoulders of the tribe, i.e.

between the southern ends of the

eastern and western sides of it sup-

ported, like the head, between the

shoulders, as it were, and not lower
down upon the back.

837. It may be noticed that it is the

Beuteronomist alone, who speaks, aa

here, of Jehovah 'dwelling' in Jeru-

salem, and that the phrase,
'

to rest

safely,' occurs only in v. 12,28 of this

chapter, and in Jer.xxiii.6,xxxiii.l6,

Ps.xvi.9, Pr.i.33, in the first of which

passages we have the whole phrase, as

in D.xxxiii.28,
' Israel shall dwell

safely.' We must not forget, also,

that Jeremiah himself was one of the
' Pritdts that were at Anathoth in the

land of Benjamin'; so that, when at

home, he lived in ' one of the gates of

Benjamin/ and felt, doubtless, a special
tenderness for the tribe, which is here

called the 'darling of Jehovah.'

CHAPTER XXII.

THE BLESSING OF MOSES,

DEUT.xxxni.l 3-29.

838. D.xxxiii.13-17.
' And of Joseph he said,
Blessed of Jehovah be his land,
For treasures of heaven above [E. V. 'for tivi

dew'].
And of the deep that lieth beneath,
And for treasures brought forth by the sun,
And for treasures putforth by the moon,
And for the chief things of the ancient moun-

tains,
And for treasures of the lasting hills,

And for treasures of the earth and fulness

thereof,
And for the goodwill of Him thai dwelt in the

bush ;

The blessing shall come upon the head of Joseph,
And upon the crown of the consecrated of hit

brethren.

Hisfirstborn steer is his glory;
And his horns are like the horns of a buffalo

[B.V.
"

unicorn'] ;

Willi them he shall push the people together to

the ends of the earth :

And they are the ten thousands of Ephraim,
And they are the thousands of Manasseh.'

839. This blessing on Joseph cer-

tainly presents at first sight some diffi-

culty, since the Ten Tribes, of which

Ephraim was the head, had been car-

ried into Captivity in the days of

Hezekiah, and therefore such language
as the above would seem altogether
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inapplicable to them in the time of

Josiah. But a close consideration of the

question will show that there is abso-

lutely no one time in the history of the

people, to which the different parts of

the 'Blessing' will apply.
840. Moses could not have written

it ; for, if, looking down with prophetic

eye along the stream of time, he had
been moved by Divine impulse to utter

these intimations as to the future

destinies of the tribes of Israel, it is

impossible that he should have dis-

missed the illustrious tribe of Judah,
from which David and David's son,
the Messiah, were to spring, with a

few mournful words, and glorified the

tribes of Joseph who in later days
were to be distinguished by rebellion,

idolatry, and even apostacy from the

worship of Jehovah with such extra-

ordinary laudation as this.

841. Nor will the time of Samuel
suit better for all parts of the Blessing :

since, though Judah was notyet famous,
and Ephraim was very flourishing, yet
Levi was quite in the background, and
the remarkable language, which we
have just been considering, v.8-11,
could hardly have been used with re-

ference to that tribe;

Nor will the days of David answer
to the requirements of the case

;
for

then Judah could not have been passed
over so lightly, with so little distinc-

tion, or, rather, with a prayer expressive
of sadness, while the praise of Joseph
is loud and triumphant.
A similar consideration forbids still

more decidedly the supposition of its

having been composed in the age of

Solomon, when the splendour of Judah
was at its highest.

842. After Solomon's time, and the

division of the two kingdoms, the

question first arises, was the writer

one of the northern or the southern

kingdom ? The glorification of Joseph
might be thought, at first sight, to

indicate the former. But, on the other

hand, we observe that the Levitical

Priesthood was confined to Jerusalem,
and the roll of the Tetrateuch was, no

doubt, kept in their charge, that there

is no trace of the hand of a writer of

the northern kingdom to be found in

any portion of it, and that the men-
tion of Jehovah 'dwelling' between
the shoulders of Benjamin, i.e. as we
have seen, in Jerusalem, as well as the

high commendation of the Levites,

points distinctly to a Jewish writer..

But what Jewish writer, during the ex-

istence of the separate kingdoms, would
have written of Judah so mildly and of

Joseph so warmly, as the writer of this

Blessing does?

843. Thus we are brought down to

the time after the Captivity of the Ten
Tribes, without finding any period,
which suits all the parts of the Bles-

sing. As far, therefore, as Joseph is

concerned, there is no reason why it

should not have been written in

Josiah' s time, as well as any other ;

and this time suits best, as we have

seen, the words spoken about the other

chief tribes. It is plain also that such

laudatory language would be more

likely to be used of Joseph by a pious
Jewish writer, when the northern king-
dom no longer existed, and when all

the best feelings of an Israelite would

go forth in tender pity and hope to-

wards his brethren in their time of

distress, than while it still stood forth

as the rival, and, by its idolatries, the

corruptor of Judah.

844. Compare, in this point of view,
the language of Jeremiah, xxxi, and

especially the following verses :

'At the same time, saith Jehovah, will I be
the God of all the families of Israel, and they
shall be my people,* 0.1.

'

Again I will build thee, and thou shalt be

built, virgin of Israel ;
thou shalt again be

adorned with thy tabrets, and shalt go forth
in the dances of them that make merry,' vA.

' For there shall be a day that the watchman
upon the Mount Ephraim shall cry, Arise Y3,
and let us go up to Zion, unto Jehovah our God,"
v.6.

'

Behold. I will bring them from the north

country, and gather them from the wastes of

the earth, ... a great company shall return
thither. They shall come with weeping, and
with supplications will I lead them ; I will

cause them to walk by the rivers of waters
in a straight way, wherein they shall not
stumble

; for I am a Father to Israel, and

Ephraim, is my ferst-born,' v.$,9.
' Hear the word of Jehovah, O ye nations,

and declare it in the isles afar off, and say, He
that scattered Israel, will gather him, and keep
him, as a shepherd doth his flock. For Jeho-
vah hath redeemed Jacob, and ransomed him
from the hand of him that was stronger than
he. Therefore they shall come and sing in the

height of Zion, &c> tUO-12.
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And, from beginning to end, the

whole chapter sets forth these delight-
ful prophetic anticipations of the

future reunion of Israel and Judah,
and their happy estate in those blessed

days which were coming, when chas-

tisement should have done its work

effectually, v. 18, and the gracious pro-
mise should be fulfilled, y.33,

' I will be their God, and they shall be my
people.'

845. In short, the most reasonable

explanation of the matter seems to us

to be, that the Deuteronomist has here

expressed confidently a prophetic hope
for the future prosperity and glory of

Joseph, as he has for the reunion of

all the tribes under the sway of Judah,
for the continuance of a pious and
faithful Priesthood in the tribe of Levi,

and for the permanent resting ofJehovah
' between the shoulders

'

of Benjamin.
He views the whole people reunited

once more; and thus, after briefly

touching upon each of the other tribes,

with a few words suggested by their

situation, character, or past or present

circumstances, he closes the address

by imagining all Israel compacted again
into one great nation, rejoicing once

more in the favour and blessing of

Jehovah, v.26-29 :

There is none like unto the God of Jeshurun,
Who rideth upon the heaven in thy help,
And in His excellency on the sky.
The Eternal God is thy refuge,
And underneath are the Everlasting Arms ;

And He shall thrust out the enemy from
before thee,

And shall say, Destroy them.
Israel then shall dwell in safety alone

;

The fountain of Jacob shall be upon a land of

corn and wine
;

Also his heavens shall drop down dew.

Happy art thou, O Israel !

Who is like unto thee, people saved by
Jehovah,

The shield of thy help, and Who is the sword
of thy excellency !

And thine enemies shalldissemble (useglozing
speeches) unto thee,

And thou shalt tread upon their high places.'

846. This view of the blessing on

Joseph will be found confirmed, when
we examine the language of it, which,

except v.\7, is in many places a literal

transcript of the words addressed to

Joseph in Jacob's Blessing, G.xlix.22-

26, and respects only, as the reader

will perceive, the land of Joseph, whose

extreme fertility is well known, and
whose qualities were not affected by
the captivity of its inhabitants. The
chief of these correspondences are given
below:

G.XLTX.

v.25, Blessings of the heavens above,

Blessings of the deep that lieth beneath.

u.26, To the desire of the everlasting hills :

They shall be upon the head of Joseph,
And on the crown of the consecrated of his

brethren.

D.xxxm.

v.\Z, From treasures of the heavens above,
And from the deep that lieth beneath.

e.15, And from treasures of the everlasting hills.

v.lQ, It shall come upon the head of Joseph,
And on the crown of the consecrated of his

brethren.

847. It is plain that the writer had

before him the 'Blessing of Jacob'

And, though he has not used its expres-
sions in dealing with Reuben, Judah,

Levi, or Benjamin, the tribes which

were still in existence, and of which
he could speak in accordance with their

present circumstances, yet, when he

comes to the captive Joseph, as if at a

loss almost what to say, he refers to

the older document, and adapts its very
words with slight changes and amplifi-
cations. But, as before observed, the

greater portion of the blessing refers

entirely to the fertility of the land,

including
' the goodness of Him that,

dwelt in the bush,' by which, probably,
allusion is made to the expressions in

E.iii.8,
' a good land and a large, a land

flowing with milk and honey.' Joseph
is spoken of here, and in G.xlix.26, as
' consecrated by his brethren,' because

the tribe of Ephraim was recognised as

the leader of the Northern tribes, (as

Judah was of the Southern,) from a

very early age down to the time of the

Captivity.
848. In v. 1 7 is described the strength

of this populous tribe, which, when
restored to its pristine vigour, as the

Prophet hoped, would push the nations

with its horns, like a Eeem or buffalo,

as once it did of old in the days of

David. Then should the son of David

reign triumphantly once more in th<j

place
' which Jehovah had chosen to

set His Name there,' and Ephraim be

the '

strength of his head,' and Judah
his 'Lawgiver.' Joseph's 'firstborn

steer' is Ephraim, whom Jacob 'set

s2
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before Manasseh,' his elder brother,

G.xlviii.20, and whose tribe was in

later times by far the strongest, in

agreement with the words of the text,

DEUT.XXXIII. 13-29.

' And they are the ten thousands of Ephraim,
And they are the thousands of Manasseh,'

though not in accordance with the state-

ments of the second 'muster' of the

people at the end of their wanderings,
according to which the number of

Manasseh was 52,700, N.xxvi.34, and
that of Ephraim only 32,500, t;.37 ;

and yet the story represents Moses as

making this muster only just before he
uttered the Song.

849. There is nothing very remark-
able in the other blessings, which, as

has been said, seem to be uttered, be-

cause something must be said of each

tribe, (by one who had undertaken to

place a blessing in the mouth of Moses,
like that ascribed to Jacob,) with some
kind of reference to their past or present
circumstances, and with the hope that,

though now only a remnant of each
tribe occupied the seat of its forefathers,

yet, in God's own time, the tribe would
be restored to its old locality, and
flourish abundantly again, and the

Blessing be fulfilled. In almost every
case there is a reference to the language
used in the Blessing of Jacob, G.xlix,
as if the Deuteronomist was at a loss

for other words, in which to speak of

these tribes now carried into captivity.
850. We add some remarks on each :

'

Rejoice, Zebuxun, in thy going out,

And, ISSACHAR, in thy tents,' 0.18.

The relations of both tribes shall be

joyful and prosperous, the one '

going
out,' i.e. carrying on a brisk and pleasant
commerce, e.g. with the Phoenicians,

(comp. G.xlix.13,
' Zebulun shall dwell

at the haven of the sea, and he shall be
for an haven of ships, and his border
shall be unto Zidon,') and the other

remaining at home, and practising

comfortably agriculture and cattle-

breeding in the productive land where it

dwells, (comp. G.xlix.14,15, 'Issachar
is a strong ass, couching down between
two burdens; and he saw that rest was

good, and the land that it was plea-
sant

').

851. '

They shall call thepeople unto the Mourn
tain ;

Thus shall they offer sacrifices ofrighteous-
ness,' v.19.

According to our view, the ' Moun-
tain

'

here is the holy
' Mount Zion

'

at

Jerusalem, to which, as the writer

hoped, and as the "Deuteronomist en-

joined, all the tribes would in future

days go willingly up in great numbers ;

though, of course, it was never sup-

posed that the command for 'every
male' to go up thrice a year would
be literally obeyed. Comp. Jer.xxvi. 1 8,
' the Mountain of the House,' and es-

pecially, Jer.xxxi.23, 'Thus saith Je-

hovah of hosts, the God of Israel, As

yet they shall use this speech, in the

land of Judah and in the cities thereof,

when I shall bring again their {i.e.

Ephraim's) captivity, Jehovah bless

thee, O Habitation of justice, Moun-
tain of holiness !

'

852.
' For they shall suck the affluence of the

sea,
And the hidden treasures of the sand.'

They shall draw profit from the sea,

have gain which the sea brings to them,

e.g. through commerce generally, and
the special trade in fish, purple-shells,
and sponges, which is still carried on.

By 'treasures of the sand' the writer

seems to mean '

glass,
' which by the

ancients was considered as something

costly, (Job.xxviii.17,
' The gold and

the crystal cannot equal it,')
and which

has been found by the river Belus, a

little south of Akko. Between Akko
and Tyre, also, the coast yielded a

glassy sand, which, however, was first

melted in Sidon. In Tyre there are

still remains of a glass-melting-house
of ancient times.

853. 'Blessed be He that enlargeth Gad!
As a lion he coucheth, and teareth arm,
yea, and crown,' \20.

Blessed be Jehovah, who gives this

tribe a spacious territory, and lets him
extend himself far and wide, (G.xlix. 19,
'

Gad, a troop shall overcome him
;
but

he shall overcome at the last ').
Just

in the same way
'

Blessing
'

is ascribed

to the God of Shem in G.ix.26, where

Shem's prosperity is to be brought for-

ward. Gad is like a lion, which has

made a prey, and, couching in peace-
ful security, tears it asunder and de-

vours it.
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854. ' And he saw the firstfruits [e.g. of the

Conquest} for himself,' u.21.

He ' saw for himself,' i.e. he chose/pro-

vided,' fur himself, (as in G.xxii.8,)
the firstfruits of the conquest as a

possession. This was the kingdom of

Sihon
;
Gad had the northern half of

it, and in the southern also he had

cities, N.xxxii.34. The Gadites seem,
at the Conquest of the trans-Jordanic

lands, to have been specially forward.

For they appear, N.xxxii.2,6,25,29,31,

33, at the head of the 2| tribes, who
obtained that district, and they re-

built cities not only in their own, but

in the Reubenite territory, while the

Reubenites confined themselves to their

own land, JST.xxxii.34-36.

855.
' For there was the portion of the leader

And he came as head of the people :

He did the righteousness of Jehovah,
And His judgments with Israel.'

Upon the above passage Knobel
observes as follows :

The firstfruits of the Hebrew Conquest be-

longed to the '
leader' ; and, since Gad showed

at the head of the tribes a special activity and

bravery, he therefore laid claim to that land,

which, however, was only as good as something
' laid up

'

for him, since the regular possession
could only begin after the fulfilment of the con-
dition laid down by Moses, N.xxxii.19.
At the head of the people, as foreman,

fighting in advance, Gad marched with them
into Canaan, D.iii. 18, N. xxxii. 17, 20-22,

Jo.i.l4,iv.l2, and fulfilled what Jehovah had
commanded as becoming and right, as a duty
cowards Israel.

The above explanation is not al-

together satisfactory. But it is diffi-

cult, knowing so little as we do of the

special history of the different tribes,

to offer a better. This difficulty, how-

ever, is not at all removed by assigning
the composition of the Song to Moses.

856.
' Dan is a young lion,

That springsforthfrom Bashan (Knob.
the plain),' 0.22.

Dan seizes where one least expects
him, falls upon the prey unawares, and

grasps it. There may be a reference to

the capture of Laish, Jo.xix.47,Ju.xviii.

27 ; soG.xlix.17, 'Dan shall be a serpent

by the way, an adder in the path, that

biteth the horse-heels, so that his rider

shall fall backward.' 'Shenir' and
' Hermon '

were in the district of Ba-
shan. and we read, Sol.Songiv.8, 'From
the top of Shenir and Hermon, from
the (ions' dens, from the mountains of

the leopards.' Zechariah also seems
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to connect the 'oaks of Bashan,' xi.2,

with the '

roaring of the young lions'

on the banks of the Jordan, v.3.

857.
' Naphtali, be fat with favour,
And full with the blessing of Jehovah!

The sea (E.V. west) and the south do thou

possess,' v.2Z.
' Blessed with children be Asher!
May he be a source of pleasure to his

brethren,
And dipping his foot in oil !

'

.24.

' May thy bars [. V.
' shoes '] be iron and

brass.
And as thy days thy rest (repose, secu-

rity) !' v.lh.

Knobel, instead of ' bars
'

in the above,

reads '

castles, forts,' and writes :

'The Asherites lived as far as Lebanon,
where mining was practised, and where they
seem to have obtained metals, of which they

may have made much use in strengthening
their towns. And, in fact, they needed this in

the midst of hostile people.'

858. In the concluding verses, v.26-

29, the greatness and glory of Je-

hovah are set forth, and the happy
estate of Israel, under His protection
and blessing, is described in glowing
terms :

' There is none like unto the God of Jeshurun,

&c.,'
' Israel then shall dwell securely, &c.,'
'

Happy art thou, Israel ! who is like unto

thee ?
'

' O people saved by Jehovah ! &c.'

The following passages may be com-

pared from the Prophet Jeremiah:
' There is none like unto Thee, Jehovah :

Thou art great, and Thy Name is great in

might.
Who would not fear Thee, O King of na-

tions 1

For to Thee doth it appertain :

Forasmuch as among all the wise of the na-

tions, and in all their kingdoms,
There is none like unto Thee.' x.6,7.

' In his days Judah shall be saved,
And Israel shall dwell securely.' xxiii.6,xxxiii.

16.

859. Kurtz, iii.492, remarks on

D.xxxiii as follows :

We cannot fail to be struck with the fact,
that the '

Blessing of Moses
'

does not con-

tain the slightest trace of any special Messianic

allusion, whereas they are so very prominent
in that of Jacob, and, since his time, the

Messianic expectations had been so greatly

enlarged by the prophecy of the Star out of

Jacob
' and the '

Prophet like unto Moses.'

But this may, perhaps, account sufficiently

for the omission here. Since the time of

Jacob, the Messianic expectation had ad-

vanced so far, that it had assumed the form
of a belief in one single personal Messiah.

But from which of the families or tribes the

personal Messiah would spring was not yet
known. The prophecy of Balaam, like that

of Moses, had simply intimated that he would
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spring out of the midst of Israel, and from
the posterity of Jacob. It is true that even

in G-.xlix the tribe of Judah is distinguished
above all the rest, as the one to which be-

longed the supremacy among the tribes. But
there was something too indefinite in the de-

scription for the belief to take root in Israel,

that from this particular tribe a personal
Messiah would spring. This did not take

place until the time of David. It might
even be said that the distinction, conferred

by
' Jacob's Blessing

'

upon the tribe of

Judah, had fallen since then into the shade
;

fo' neither Moses, nor Aaron, nor Joshua, be-

longed to this tribe.

CHAPTER XXIII.

DEUT.XXXIV.1-12.

*860. D.xxxiv.1-3.
' And Moses went up from the plains of

Moab unto the mountain of Nebo, to the top
of Pisgah, that is over against Jericho ;

and
Jehovah showed him all the land of Gilead

unto Dan, and all Naphtali, and the land of

Ephraim, and Manasseh, and all the land of

Judah, unto the utmost sea, and the south,
and the plain of the valley of Jericho, the

city of palm-trees, unto Zoar.'

Here we have signs of a later writer

in the mention of 'Dan' (243), and
'
all Naphtali, and the land of Ephraim,
and Manasseh, and all the land of

Judah,' where the different terms are

used as well known, though the land

was not yet divided. So we have ' unto

this day,' v.6.

Scott observes :

The last chapter closed the words and

writings of Moses, and this chapter must
have been added by another hand ; but it is

uncertain whether by Joshua, or by Samuel,
or by some other Prophet. Some, indeed,

maintain that Moses himself wrote it by the

spirit of prophecy ; this, however, is not at

all probable. But, by whomsoever it was

written, the information must have been

originally communicated by immediate reve-

lation. Perhaps, the three last verses were
added by Ezra ; but all the subsequent books

of Scripture assume as undoubted facts the

things recorded in it.

861. These verses, v. 1-3, are plainly

part of the older document, in con-

tinuation of xxxii.52
;
and we have

here the expression
'

plains of Moab,'
which is used exclusively by the older

writer (523.xi), as also 'land of Gilead,'

N.xxxii.1,29. In v.l, however, we have

the phrase
' over against Jericho,

'

which occurs also in the Deuterono-

mistic interpolation in xxxii.49, where-

as the older writer, whenever he in-

troduces a similar reference to Jericho,

employs invariably the form, 'on the

other side Jordan (near) Jericho.' oi
'

by Jordan (near) Jericho,' in each

case, the word 'Jericho
'

being used

without any governing words, N.xxi.l,
xxvi. 3, 63, xxxi. 12, xxxiii. 48, 50,xxxiv.

15,xxxv.l,xxxvi.l3. This suggests that

the whole defining clause,
' the top of

Pisgah that is over against Jericho,' is

an insertion by the Deuteronomist.
862. D.xxxiv.4-7.
'And Jehovah said unto him, This is the

land which I sware unto Abraham, unto

Isaac, and unto Jacob, saying, I will give it

unto thy seed
;

I have caused thee to see it

with thine eyes, but thou shalt not go over
thither. So Moses, the servant of Jehovah,
died there, in the land of Moab, according
to the word of Jehovah. And He buried
him in a valley in the land of Moab, over

against Bethpeor ; but no man knoweth of

his sepulchre unto this day. And Moses was
an hundred and twenty years old, when he

died; his eye was not dim, nor his natural
force abated.'

This passage, again, belongs partly
to the older document, though some

part also is from the hand of the Deu-

teronomist, as is shown by the expres-
sion, -y.5,6, 'land of Moab,' (52o.i).

Probably v. 4 is his entirely, and the

two insertions 'land of Moab' in w.5,6,

and the rest belongs to the older docu-

ment (783).
863. D.xxxiv.8,9.

' And the children of Israel wept for Moses
in the plains of Moab thirty days : so the

days of weeping and mourning for Moses
were ended. And Joshua, the son of Nun,
was full of the spirit of wisdom : for Moses
had laid his hands upon him

;
and the chil-

dren of Israel hearkened unto him, and did

as Jehovah commanded Moses.'

We have here the older writer, as

appears by the expression, v. 8,
'

plains
of Moab,' (523.xi). Also the 'thirty

days
'

of weeping correspond to those

for Aaron, N.xx.29 ; and the phrase
' as

Jehovah commanded Moses,' v.9, is

constantly recurring in Exodus, Le-

viticus, and Numbers.
864. D.xxxiv. 10-12.

'And there arose not a Prophet since in

Israel like unto Moses, whom Jehovah knew
face to face, in all the signs and the wonders,
which Jehovah sent him to do in the land of

Egypt, to Pharaoh, and to all his servants,
and to all his land, and in all that mighty
hand, and in all the great terror, which Moses
showed in the sight of all Israel.'

These words appear to belong to the

Deuteronomist for these reasons :

u) e.ll,
'

signs and wonders,' D.iv.34,vi.22,
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Vii.l9,xiii.l,2, xxvi.S, xxviii.46,xxix.3,xxxiv.
11, and also E.vii.3;

(ii) v.V2,
'

mighty hand,' D.iii.24,iv.34, v.15,
vi.21

, vii.8,19, ix.26, xi.2, xxvi.8, xxxiv.12, and
also E.ih.19, vi.1,1, xiii.9, xxxii.ll, N.xx.20 ;

(iii)
'

terror,' iv.34,xi.25,xxvi.8 ) and also

G.ix.2.

865. Upon the 'burial' of Moses
xxxiv.6, Kurtz writes thus, iii.p.494 :

' Moses died there,' says the scriptural ac-

count,
'

according to the mouth i.e. accord-

ing to the vord of God.' The Rabbins
rendel this ' at the mouth of God,' and call

the death of Moses ' a death by a kiss.' Im-
mediately afterwards it is stated that ' He
buried him in the valley in the land of Moab.'
Even if it were grammatically admissible to
render the verb impersonally, (' they buried

him,' LXX,) or to take the subject from the
verb itself,

' he [one] buried him,' viz.
' who-

ever did bury him,' the context would not
allow it but would still force us to the con-
clusion that Jehovah is the subject. The
clause,

' and no man knoweth of his sepul-
chre unto this day,' unquestionably implies
a peculiar mode of burial. The valley, in
which Moses was buried, must have been a

depression at the top of the mountains of

Pisgah.
From the time of the Fathers, the answer

given to the question,
' Why should Jehovah

Himself have buried Moses ?
'

has almost in-

variably been this, to prevent a superstitious
or idolatrous veneration of his sepulchre or
his remains. But, notwithstanding all the

pious feelings of the nation, and their vene-
ration of the greatest of all the Prophets of

the O.T., such a result as this was certainly
twt to be apprehended at the time in ques-
tion. The notions which prevailed, with re-

ference to the defiling influence of graves and
of the bodies of the dead, notions which the
Law had certainly only adopted, sanctioned,
and regulated, and had not been the first

to introduce, were sufficiently powerful to

guard against any such danger as this.

Abraham's sepulchre was known to every-
body. But it never entered t5e mind of any
Israelite under the O.T. to pay idolatrous or
even superstitious veneration to it, however
nearly the reverence of later Jews for the

person of Abraham might border upon super-
stition and idolatry. The remains of Jacob
and Joseph were carried to Palestine, and
buried there. But we cannot find the

slightest ground for supposing that they
were the objects of superstitious adoration.

866. Kurtz then attempts to account

for this strange burial.

If Moses, therefore, was buried by Jehovah
Himself, the reason must certainly have been,
that such a burial was intended for him,
as no one else could possibly have given.
That there was something very peculiar in

the burial of Moses, is sufficiently evident
from the passage before us. And this is con-
firmed in a very remarkable manner by the
N.T. history of the Transfiguration, where
Moses and Elias appeared with the Redeemer.
We may see here very clearly that the O.T.
account may justly be understood, as imply-

ing that the design of the burial of Moses
by the hand of Jehovah was to place him in

the same category with Enoch and Elijah, to

deliver him from going down into the grave
like the rest of Adam's children, and to pre
pare for him a condition, both of body and
soul, resembling that of those two men of

God. It is true that Moses was not saved
from death itself in the same manner as
Enoch and Elijah ; he really died, and his

body was really buried ;
this is expressly stated

in the Biblical historr. But we may assume
with the greatest probability, that, like them,
he was saved from corruption. Men bury the

corpse that it may see corruption. If Jehovah,
therefore, would not suffer the body of Moses
to be buried by men, it is but natural to seek
for the reason of this in the fact, that He did
not intend to leave him to corruption, but at

the very time of his burial communicated
some virtue by His own hand, which saved
the body from corruption, and prepared for

the Patriarch a transition into the same state

of existence, into which Enoch and Elijah
were admitted without either death or burial.
The state of existence in the life beyond, into

which Moses was introduced by the hand of

Jehovah, was, probably, essentially the same
as that into which Enoch was taken, when he
was translated, and Elijah, when he was car-

ried up to heaven, though the way was not to

be the same. What the way may have been
we can neither describe nor imagine. We are

altogether in ignorance as to what the state

itself was. The most that we can do is to
form some conjecture of what it was not.

For example, it was not one of absolute glori-
fication and perfection, of which Christ alone
could be the firstfruits, lCor.xv.20,23 ; nor
was it the dim ' sheol

'

life, into which all

the other children of Adam passed. It was
something between the two a state as incon-
ceivable as it had been hitherto unseen.

867. Kurtz goes on to say that he

considers his view to be supported by
the mention in Jude, v.9, of a conflict

and dispute between the Archangel
Michael and the Devil respecting the

body of Moses. Clem. Alex. Origen,
and Didymus, he says, speak of an

apocryphal book entitled the ' Ascen-
sion or Assumption of Moses,' from
which Jude took this story. But this

he cannot allow: the author of that

book and of Jude most probably drew
from the same source tradition, and

independently of each other. In short,

he considers the Epistle of Jude to be
' canonical and written under the guid-
ance of the Holy Spirit,' and that ' the

adoption and use of this tradition in a

canonical epistle gives it all the sanc-

tion of apostolical authority,' which

means, in other words, that it is
'
ac-

credited by the Spirit of God.' When,
therefore, it is said that He, Jehovah,
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'buried him,' Kurtz understands it to

mean that the '

Angel of JehoTah,' who
was Jehovah's personal representative
in all transactions with Israel in the

wilderness, did so, and this 'Angel of

Jehovah
'

he regards as identical with

Michael the Archangel, and not with

the Logos, as Hengstenberg does. In

conclusion he adds

The death of Moses was not like the death

of the first Adam, which issued in corruption,
nor was it like that of the second Adam, which
was followed by a resurrection. It was rather

something intermediate between the twoforms
of death, just as Moses himself occupied an in-

termediate position between the first and the

second Adam, between the head of sinful

dying humanity, and the Head of humanity
redeemed from sin.

868. We might embrace Kurtz's view

in this quotation, if there was any

ground for believing that this narrative

contains an historically true account of

the death and burial of Moses. But
the above notes of Kurtz show to what
extremities an honest mind must be

driven in the attempt to recognise such

a statement as infallibly true, and to

realise it, as in that case we should be

bound to do, in its details and conse-

quences. There is no greater intel-

lectual cowardice than to shrink from

contemplating the results to which any
tenet fairly leads, and so to profess a

loose general belief, which we shrink

from analysing in particulars.

CHAPTER XXIV.

RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION OF
DEUTERONOMY.

869. We have now completed the

review of this Book, and. even if we
had not previously proved the fact

upon other grounds, the phenomena
which we have here observed, the con-

tradictions, variations, and numerous
indications of a more advanced state of

civil and religious development, would
be sufficient to satisfy us that it must
have been written in a different age
from that in which the other four Books,

generally, of the Pentateuch were writ-

ten, and in a much later day.
870. If we now proceed to sum up

the 'signs of time,' which we have ob-

served in the course of our examina-

tion, we may state the conclusions to

which they would lead us, as follows :

(i) Deuteronomy was written after

the Elohistic and Jehovistic portions of

the other four Books, since reference is

made throughout to matters of fact re-

lated in them, and expressly to the

laws about leprosy in xxiv.8.

(ii) Hence it was written after the

times of Samuel and David ; and this

is further confirmed by the fact that

the laws referring to the kingdom seem
not to have been known to Samuel,
lS.viii.6-18, nor to the later writer of

Samuel's doings.

(iii) The mention of the kingdom in

xvii. 14-20, with the distinct reference

to the dangers likely to arise to the

State from the king multiplying to him-
self

'

wives,' and '

silver and gold,' and

'horses,' implies that it was written

after the age of Solomon ;
and this is

confirmed by the very frequent refer-

ences to the 'place which Jehovah would

choose,' that is, Jerusalem and the

Temple.
(iv) The recognition of the indepen-

dence of Edom carries down its com-

position to the time of their complete
liberation from the control of the kings
of Judah in the reign of Ahaz.

(v) It was written after the time of

Hezekiah's Reformation, when the high
places were removed, which the former

kings of Judah, even the best of them,
had freely permitted.

(vi) It was written after the Cap-
tivity of the Ten Tribes, in the sixth

year of Hezekiah's reign ; since the sor-

rows of that event are evidently referred

to as matters which were well known,
but which now were things of the

past.

(vii) It was written after the great

spread in Judah, in Manasseh's time,
of the worship of the ' Sun and Moon
and the Host of Heaven.'

(viii) It was written before the time
of Josiah's Reformation, since the words
ascribed to Huldah expressly refer to

it; and, indeed, there can belittle doubt
that this Book, whether alone or with
the other Books, was that found in the

Temple by Hilkiah, and was the direct

cause of that Reformation.

(ix) Hence it can scarcely be doubted
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that the Book of Deuteronomy was

written, either in the latter part of
Jlanasseh's reign, or in the early fart
of Josiah's.

871. Ewald, Riehm. Bleek.Ktjenen,
and others, are of opinion that the

most probable supposition is that the

book was written in the latter part of

Manasseh's reign; De Wette, Von
Bohlen, Kxobel, &c. (with whom we

agree, for reasons which shall be pre-

sently stated), place its composition in

the reign of Josiah. The difference in

this point of detail is, of course, incon-

siderable, and of no importance what-

ever with reference to the main question,
whether or not this Book of Deutero-

nomy was written by Moses. The above

able critics may vary within a limit of

thirty or forty years in fixing the precise
date of its composition ;

but they are all

agreed in assigning it to the same later

period of Jewish history. And this,

indeed, may be ranked among the

most certain results ofmodern scientific

Biblical criticism.

872. Riehm, ^.98-105, fixes the age
of the Deuteronomist, with Ewald, in

the latter half of Manasseh's reign, and
writes as follows :

In D.xxviii.68, among the punishments
threatened to the people in case of their de-

parting from Jehovah, this is threatened as the
sorest and last that Jehovah will carry them
back to Egypt in ships, so that they would be
sold there to their enemies into shameful and
endless slavery. Hence it appears, first, that,
in the time of the Deuteronomist, Egypt had
become again so strong that he might expect
the full destruction of the Israelitish State

not from the Assyrians (to whom tf.36,48-50,

refer,) but from the Egyptians, and, se-

condly, since a removal in ships is threatened,
that the Egyptians were at that time already

powerful at sea. Lastly, it follows from the

passage about the king, D.xvii.16, which for-

bids the king to
' cause the people to return

to Egypt, to the end that he should multiply
horses,' that at that time already the Egyptian
kings sought and employed foreign soldiers ;

so that the Israelitish king could only obtain
horses out of Egypt upon the condition that

he, on his part, should send Israelitish foot-

soldiers (comp. Is.xxxvi.8), and place them at

the disposal of the Egyptian king. . . All

this suits Egypt only during the reign of

Psammetichus, but does not suit the state of

Egypt before that reign. Certainly, we can-

not maintain from ancient testimony that

P-ammetichus had a remarkable fleet. But,
since he besieged Ashdod for twenty-nine

years, (HER0D.ii.157,) he must have brought
the troops which he marched thither, and

their supplies, not surely by the laborious

land-journey, but by ships ; and so it is not
improbable that he possessed already a rather
considerable navy, and that Pharaoh-Necho,
of whom Herodotus tells us, ii.159, that he
built two fleets, only carried on in this in-

stance, as in others, his father's under-

takings.
That, however, through Psammetichus the

Egyptian kingdom, altogether weakened
through internal dissension, and, as it seemed,
tending to its fall, suddenly attained to new
power, and raised itself to such might that
it became very dangerous to its neighbours,
and even, in course of time, was destruc-
tive to the Jews, 2K.xxiii.29, is well known.
Since, however, at that time the Assyrian
power, after the death of Esarhaddon II, was
manifestly tending more and more to its end,
while Babylon was not yet an independent
mighty kingdom, our writer might probably
expect the greater danger for the kingdom of
Judah from the rejuvenescent Egyptian power,
especially since the army of Psammetichus,
which was besieging Ashdod, was in such
threatening neighbourhood. That Psamme-
tichus sought and employed strange soldiers,
and particularly Arabians, we know from
ancient authorities. H, therefore, at any
time, the possibility existed of an alliance of
the above kind between Juda;a and Egypt, it

existed in the time of Psammetichus. We
must then, with Ewald, assume that Deute-

ronomy was written during the reign of

Psammetichus, . . . in the latter half of the

reign of Manasseh*
Who, however, was the author, it is impos-

sible to say. The assumption of Ewald, that
the author wrote in Egypt,

'
in the presence of

the unhappy people whom Manasseh had sold
into Egypt,' rests upon no foundation, and
is altogether improbable. . . . How could
such a writer have laid down the command
that all male Israelites should go up to the

Temple at Jerusalem three times yearly ?

The untenable supposition, that Deuteronomy
was written by Jeremiah, has already been

copiously refuted [?] by K6xig,.4. T.tituditn,
II. Justly also has Ewald protested against
the groundless assumption, that the discoverer
of the Law-Book, the High Priest Hilkiah,
had himself composed Deuteronomy, but de-
nied bis authorship.
That the author must have been a very

eminent man, in a spiritual point of view,
is certain, and equally so that he, on one
side, was well acquainted with the ancient

legislation, and, on the other, was influenced

by the writings of the earlier Prophets, and
himself highly gifted with the prophetical
spirit. And so one might, perhaps, assume
that the author was a Priest, who, however,
was at the same time conscious of a prophetic
gift. More nearly to determine, is impossible
without arbitrariness. That we do not know
so great and very remarkable a man ought
not to perplex us, since it is just the same
with us in the case of the not less remark-
able author of the second part of Isaiah, and
since analogous phenomena are not wanting
in the New-Testament literature, (e.g. Ep. to
the Hebrews).

Ans. (i) The moral difficulty remains the
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same whether Jeremiah, or any other eminent

person, or '

prophetical Priest,' of those days
wrote the Book of Deuteronomy.

(ii) It seems to us almost incredible that

so great a writer as the Deuteronomist

evidently a master-mind, and a man of poli-

tical as well as religious activity, should

have so completely disappeared from history,

and left no other work of a similar kind be-

hind him.

(iii) The case of the later Isaiah is not a

parallel case, since he lived in the midst of

the confusion and distress of the Captivity,
of which no historical records have come
down to us ; whereas the Deuteronomist lived

in a well-known age, of which distinct ac-

counts are left to us, possibly by the hand of

Jeremiah himself.

(iv) The Epistle to the Hebrews is still less

a case in point, especially if written by St.

Paul, since he left many other signs of his

activity behind him. But many eminent
writers lived in the time of this writer, who-
ever he may have been : whereas the Deute-

ronomist must have been almost the only
writer of great eminence in his own age ; and
we cannot but suppose that so copious an
author must have composed other writings,
and that some of these would have come down
to us.

(v) While admitting that the Book may
have been written, as far as internal evidence

shows, in the latter half of Manasseh's reign,

yet it seems to us moreprobable, from the same
internal evidence, that its author lived in a

yet later age, perhaps in the earlier part of

Josiah's time, for the following reasons :

(a) The expressions in D.xxviii.49,50,
' Jehovah shall bring a nation against thee

from far, from the end of the earth, as the

eagle flieth, a nation whose tongue thou shalt

not understand, a nation of fierce counte-

nance, &c.' seem hardly to refer to the weak
and sickly Assyrian power,

'

manifestly tend-

ing more and more to its end,' but to the

young and vigorous Babylonian kingdom ;
and

this last, as Riehm says, was not sufficiently

developed till towards the end of Manasseh's

days;
((3) We do not know/or certain that Psam-

metichus had notable fleets ; but we do know
this of his son Pharaoh-Necho, who was reign-

ing at the time when Josiah came to the
throne ;

(y) The Deuteronomist appears to have
doubted from which of these two great powers
the danger was most likely to come

; which
corresponds to the fact that '

Pharaoh-Necho,
king of Egypt, went up against the king of

Assyria (? the Babylonian power) to the river

Euphrates,' on which occasion Josiah also

went up, apparently, to fight with the Egyp-
tians, and was killed, 2K.xxiv.29, in the

thirty-ninth year of his life and the thirty-
first of his reign ;

(S) The ' book of the Law ' was found in

the eighteenth year of his reign, thirteen years
before ; and previously to that time Josiah
seems to have been on friendly terms with

Egypt, Jer.ii. 18,36. and, perhaps, was lending
soldiers, and obtaining horses, in the very
way condemned in D.xvii.16. It is probable
that this very language of Deuteronomy, or
rather fas we suppose) the remonstrances of

the living Deuteronomist, may have produced
this change of relations, which ended, how-
ever, fatally for the young king.

(vi) We shall consider fully in the proper
place the negative arguments of Konig, as well

as the positive indications, however strong or

weak, of Jeremiah's authorship.

873. The following argument, how-

ever, tends strongly (in our opinion)
to fix the composition of Deuteronomy
in the early years of Josiah.

If it really was written in Manasseh's

time, we are then met by the following
difficulties. In that case, the author

may have placed it in the Temple in

Manasseh's lifetime, without the know-

ledge of anyone, which of course is

conceivable. But then he must have

gone his way, having so valuable afruit
of so much tabour to the chances of the

future, or, we may say, to the over-

ruling of Providence, without com-

municating to anyone the fact of its

existence. And, further, he must have

died without betraying the secret,

without showing any personal interest

in the success of his great enterprise, or

caring to see any result of it in his own

days, nay, without even making any

provision against the possibility of the

Book itself being neglected, destroyed,
or lost, while it lay unknown and un-

heeded in the Temple, during the latter

portion of Manasseh's idolatrous reign.

For we take no account of the Chroni-

cler's story of Manasseh's repentance,

2Ch.xxxiii.l8,19, of which the Book of

Kings says nothing.
874. Or, if the writer himself sur-

vived the reign of Manasseh, and the

short reign of Amon, and so was living
in the early years of Josiah, or if any
one was then living to whom the writer,

before his death, had communicated his

secret, it seems very difficult to ac-

count for the long and total silence

with respect to the existence of this

Book, which was maintained during
seventeen years of Josiah's reign, when
the king's docile piety and youth would

have encouraged the production of such

a Book, if it really existed, and there

was such imperative necessity for that

Reformation to be begun as soon as

possible, with a view to which the Book
itself was written.

875. Thus it seems to us, on the
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above grounds only, most reasonable to

suppose that the book was in process of

composition during these first seventeen

years of Josiah's reign. The youth of

the prince his piety his willingness
to follow the teaching of the Prophets
around him gave every encourage-
ment for such an attempt being made
to bring about the great change that

was needed. Possibly some years of

Josiah's reign had passed before the

work was begun, though we can scarcely
doubt that it must have taken some

time for its completion. Stilltwo or three

years, at most, might suffice for this.

And during that interval, however short

or long, we may conceive insertions to

have been made from time to time, as

fresh ideas occurred to the writer; and

thus we may account, in some measure,
for the numerous repetitions of the

same sentiment, by which the book is

characterised.

876. But who was the writer ? As
Knobel observes

The author seems to have been an eminent

man, who took upon himself to make so free

with the Law-Book.

Independently of this ' free handling'
of the earlier records, the man who
could conceive, and carry out so effec-

tively, the idea of adding another book
to the existing Tetrateuch, must have

been, indeed, a remarkable person. A
writer of such originality, power, and

eloquence, of such earnest piety, such

ardent patriotism, such tender human
affections, must have surely filled a

very prominent position in the age in

which he lived. As we have said, he

can hardly have disappeared so com-

pletely from the stage of Jewish history,
in an age when historical records were

diligently kept, without leaving behind

any other trace of his existence and

activity than this Book ofDeuteronomy.
That Jeremiah lived in this very age
we know, and that he began to pro-

phesy
'

in the thirteenth year of king
Josiah,' Jer.i.2, four or five years before

this Book was found in the Temple.
And we have also seen, as our investiga-
tions have advanced, not a few very

striking indications of a close resem-
blance between the language of Jere-

miah and that of the Deuteronomist.

May it be that the two writers are

identical, that among the prophecies
of Jeremiah, during the first five years
of his labours, may be reckoned the

addresses, which are here delivered

under the name of Moses ?

CHAPTER XXV.

CONCLUDING REMABKS.

877. As the result of the preceding

investigations, it must, as we think, be

admitted that the traditional belief, that

the whole Pentateuch, with a few un-

important exceptions, was written by
Moses himself, can no longer be main-

tained in face of the plain facts of the

case, as they lie before us in this

volume. These facts, it would seem,

compel us to this conclusion, that, what-

ever portion of the other four Books

may have been actually composed by
the hand of Moses, whatever of the

laws and ceremonies contained in them

may have been handed down from the

Mosaic age, yet certainly the Book of

Deuteronomy was not written by him,

but is the product of a much later time,

and bears the distinct impress of that

time and its circumstances.

878. And, if this be so, we cannot

serve God by wilfully shutting our eyes
to the truth, and walking still in dark-

ness, when He is pleased to give us

light. It would be no acceptable wor-

ship of Him, who is the very Truth, to

do so : it would be sinful and displeas-

ing in His Sight. We are bound to

obey the Truth, which we see and

know, and to follow it whithersoever it

may lead us, calm in the assurance

that, in so following, we are best do-

ing the blessed Will of our Heavenly
Father, that His Voice will cheer and

strengthen us. His Hand lead on and

uphold us, and we shall know suffi-

ciently all that we need to know, for

this life and for the life to come. Only
we mu^t be '

strong and of good cou-

rage
'

;
we must fear no evil, since He

is with us, but go straightforward at,

His Word in the path of duty.
879. Unless, therefore, the evidence,

which has here been produced, can be

set aside by reasonable argument, we
must accept it henceforth, as a matter
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of fact, which is now, perhaps, to

many made plain for the first time,

though long well-known to a few scho-

lars here in England, and to very many
on the Continent, that, whatever may
be true of the rest of the Pentateuch,
the Book ofDeuteronomy, at all events,
was not the work of Moses. We must

accept this, I repeat, with all its im-

portant consequences.
880. And yet this Book it is, and

this alone, of which the authorship is

actually claimed for Moses. We find

mention made in the other Books of
his '

writing
'

on several occasions :

e.g.
' And Jehovah said unto Moses, Write this

for a memorial in a book, and rehearse it in
the ears of Joshua,' E.xvii.14 ;

' And Moses wrote all the words of Je-
hovah . . . and he took the book of the
covenant, and read in the audience of the

people,' E.xxiv.t-7
;

' And Jehovah said unto Moses, Write thou
these words : for after the tenor of these
words I have made a covenant with thee and
with Israel,' E.xxxiv.27 ;

'And Moses wrote their goings out accord-

ing to their journeys by the commandment of

Jehovah,' N.xxxiii.2.

From such passages it might be fairly

argued, (though it certainly is not dis-

tinctly stated,) that other portions also

of these Books, besides those to which
direct reference is made in the above

quotations, perhaps the main portions
of them, are, of course, to be regarded
as also the work of Moses.

881. But that, which can only be
inferred in the case of these Books, is

expressly asserted with respect to Deu-

teronomy. Not only are we told,

D.xxxi.22, that Moses ' wrote
'

the Song,
which we find recorded in D.xxxii, but
the writing of the whole Book or, at

least, of the principal portion of it,

is plainly ascribed to him in D.xxxi.

9-11:
' And Moses wrote this Law, and delivered

it unto the Priests the sons of Levi. . . .

And Moses commanded them saying, At the
end of every seven years, in the solemnity of
the year of release, in the Feast of Taber-

nacles, when all Israel is come to appear
before Jehovah thy God in the place which
He shall choose, thou shalt read this Law
before all Israel in their heariug.'

882. But this Book also it is, in point
of fact, which forms, so to speak, the

most living portion, the very sum and

substance, of the whole Pentateuch.

When we speak of the ' Law of Moses,"
we mean chiefly the Book of Deute-

ronomy. And we cannot but remember
that it is this Book also, which is quoted
again and again, with special emphasis,
in the New Testament :

e.g.
' He answered and said, It is written, Thou

shalt not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

God,' Matt.iv.4;
' Jesus said unto him, It is written again,

Thou shall not tempt the Lord thy God,'
V.7.'

' Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence,
Satan ! for it is written, Thou shalt worship
the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou
serve, i>.10.

Here we have quotations from D.viii.

3,vi.l6,vi.l3,x.20. And it is wellknown
that there are many other passages in

the Gospels and Epistles, in which this

Book is referred to, and in some of

which Moses is
expressly mentioned as

the writer of the words in question, e.g.

Actsiii.22, Rom.x.19. And though it

is true that, in the texts above quoted,
the words are not, indeed, ascribed to

Moses, but are merely introduced with
the phrase,

' It is written,' yet in Matt.

xix.7 the Pharisees refer to a passage
in Deut.xxiv.l as a law of Moses, and
our Lord in His reply, y.8, repeats their

language, and practically adopts it as

correct, and makes it His own.

883. When, however, such words as

the above are quoted from Deutero-

nomy, are they the less true have

they less binding power upon the con-

science because they were written by
some later prophet, and not by Moses ?

Are they true only because they are
' written

'

in this
' Book of the Law '

?

Are they not rather true, because they
are true in themselves, by whomsoever
written or spoken, eternally and un-

changeably true, and, as such, come
home at once, with living power and

authority, to the hearts and consciences

of living men ?

884. It is
' written' in the Bible,

'

Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant
thing it is for thp eyes to behold the sun,'
Eccl.xi.7.

But is the light sweet to our eyes
because it is thus stated in the Bible

by Solomon, as is generally believed,

writing under Divine inspiration ? Or
would it be less sweet, if the results of
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modern criticism should show that the

Bookof Ecclesiastes, though ascribed to

the ' Son of David, king in Jerusalem,'

Eccl.i.l, was not written by Solomon, but

by some unknown author long after the

Captivity ? Is not the light sweet to

our eyes, because our gracious God and
Father has made the Sun, and given us

our visual powers, that we may open
our eyes and they shall be filled with

light, and we shall behold the glorious

beauty of His universe ?

885. And is the Light of Truth only
sweet to us does it only exist for

us because we find the bright reflec-

tion of it in the Bible ? Is it not
rather joy for us to know that God's
Truth exists eternally, and shines like

the Sun in the spiritual heavens, and

we, His children upon earth, have a

spiritual sense and spiritual eye-

sight given us, to which this Light
of the inner man is

'

sweet,' by
which we can ' behold

'

its bright-
ness, whether it comes to us direct

from the ' Father of Lights
'

in some
moment of blessed inspiration, or shines

upon us as reflected from the pages of

the Bible, or, rather, as refracted through
the human media, by which in the
Bible the ' Word of God' is given to us?

886. For will it be any longer main-

tained, in this age of scientific enlight-

enment, that all our '

hopes for eternity
'

depend upon every
'

line
'

of the Bible

being vouched by Divine authority as

infallibly true ? Is the statement, that
' the hare chews the cud,' to be received
as true, because written down in Le-
viticus and Deuteronomy? Or would
it have become true, if quoted, as it

might have been, in the New Testa-

ment, as part of the ' Law of Moses
*

?

No one, surely, with the known facts

of science before him, will hesitate to

give the answer to such a question.
887. But, if we are obliged to allow

that some portions of the teaching of

the Bible cannot be regarded as having
Divine authority, as being

* faithful
'

and '

trustworty
'

statements,
'
infalli-

bly true,' because they contradict the
known facts of science, there are surely
others which we must equally reject,
because they are at variance, with the
laws of our moral being, because they

conflict at once with the plain lessons

of the Gospel, and with those eternal

principles of right and wrong, which the

Great Creator has planted within us,
in respect of which it is specially true

that man is made '
in the image,' and

'

after the likeness,' of God.

887. Must we not feel, for instance,
that the Eternal Law of Justice and

Equity, which God himself has written

with His own Finger upon the tables

of our hearts, is directly at variance

with such commands as these quoted
below, that these cannot, at all events,
be regarded as utterances of the blessed

Will of God, that the writer oi them,

though an inspired man, cannot cer-

tainly have written thus by Divine in-

spiration ? e.g.

(i) D.xxiii.l, which excludes from
the congregation of Jehovah one muti-

lated, perhaps in helpless infancy ;
while

those, by whose agency the act in ques-
tion was encouraged or, perhaps, per-

formed, are allowed free access to the

Sanctuary ;

(ii) D.xxiii.2, which excludes in like

manner an innocent base-born child,
but takes no account of the vicious

parent;

(iii) D.xxi. 18-21, which commands
that a 'stubborn and rebellious son'

shall be stoned to death, when often-

times the father and mother, who by
their bad example had corrupted, or

by their faulty training had ruined,

their child, deserved rather to suffer

punishment ;

888. So, too, D.xx.10-15 orders that

any city of any distant people, with
whom Israel might be at war, shall

first be summoned to surrender ; and, if

it will make no peace on condition of

all the people becoming tributaries and

doing service to Israel, shall then be

besieged, and with Divine help cap-
tured; and then it is written

' When Jehovah thy God hath delivered it

into thine hands, thou shalt smite every male

thereof with the edge of the sword: but the

women and the little ones, and the cattle, and
all that is in the city, even all the spoil

thereof, shalt thou take unto thyself; and thou
shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies, which
Jehovah thy God hath given thee. Thus
shalt thou do unto all the cities which are

very far off from thee, which are not of the
cities of these nations.
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' But of the cities of these people, which Je-

hovah thy God doth give thee for an inhe-
ritance, thou shalt save alive nothing that
breatheth

; but thou shalt utterly destroy them,
the Hittites and the Amorites, the Canaanites
and the Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebu-
sites, as Jehovah thy God hath commanded
thee ; that they teach you not to do after all

their abominations, which they have done
unto their gods ; so should ye sin against
Jehovah your God.'

889. Such laws as the above are felt

at once to be directly contradictory to

those first principles of humanity and

equity, which God our Creator has

planted within us, to be our monitors
and guides through life

;
and they

equally contradict the plainest teaching
of the Gospel of Christ. I have ex-

plained how the writer may be justly
relieved from the reproach of having
set on record such sanguinary laws as

these, with any idea of their being really
carried out. The 'rebellious son' is

only a figure of '

rebellious Israel
'

;
and

the judgment denounced against his

disobedience shadows forth the penalty
deserved by those who will not '

obey
the voice of Jehovah,' their Heavenly
Father. And so, too, the last of the
above laws simply expresses the burn-

ing zeal which glowed within him

against the idolatrous practices, human
sacrifices, impurities, &c. which were
then common among his own people,
and which they had adopted either

from the Canaanite nations of former

days, or more probably from the heathen
tribes then living around them.

90. The Prophet here makes use of

the tribes of Canaan as a standing type
of such idolators. In the age of Josiah,
when these words were written down,
those tribes, we may believe, no longer
existed : they had long disappeared, or

been merged in the Israelitish people.
The history teaches us that they never

were exterminated, that 'Uriah the

Hittite' served as a captain in David's

army, and ' Araunah the Jebusite
'

had
his threshing-floor on the site of the

future Temple at Jerusalem. But the

Deuteronomist, by setting forth before

his people the figure of these tribes,

driven out from their old abodes as a

judgment for their sins, and ruthlessly
exterminated by the hands of Jehovah's

worshippers. eeks to remind the latter

of their duty and of their danger of
the terrible woe of expatriation, and
even extermination, which would be
their just recompense, if they, too,

practised the like abominations. The
command to slay the men of a distant

city, and to save the women and chil-

dren, &c. alive, is probably introduced

by way of contrast to the other more
terrible command, and not with any
view of its being really executed. And,
indeed, in Josiah's time there was little

probability of any such distant con-

quests being made by Israel.

891. In such a way as this we can

explain intelligibly the fact, that even
a good man, a lover of justice and

mercy, an inspired Prophet, could yet
write down such laws as these. But
it is surely nothing else than a tamper-
ing with the truth, an unintentional,
doubtless, but yet a real, dishonesty,
and therefore, if done "with a religious

motive, only (disguise it as we will) an
idolatrous worship, of a God, who is

not our God, the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ,the very God ofTruth,

if we endeavour to defend such laws
as these as truly and infallibly Divine,
and really uttered from the Mouth of
the Most Holy and Blessed One, on the

principle that not a mere man like

Moses, but the Divine Being Himself
was compelled to adapt His laws to an

imperfect state of society, 'to precon-
ceived and popular ideas,' and, there-

fore, was led to utter commands, which
a child instructed in the first lessons
of the Gospel, nay, which a heathen

walkingin thatLight, which 'lighteneth

every man that cometh into the world,'
can at once condemn as unjust and

inhuman.

892. We must, then, even in reading
the Scriptures,

'

try the spirits, whether

they are of God.' In this way only
can we do the Will of God, and dis-

charge the true duty, and rise to the
true dignity, ofman as the child of God.
We might wish, perhaps, many do
wish, to have it otherwise, to be able
to fall back upon the notion of an In-

fallible Book, or an Infallible Church.
But God has not willed it so. He will

not give us, at least He has not given
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us, a Eevelation of such a kind, as to

relieve us from the solemn duty of

judging, each for himself, what is right
and true in His Sight. His Spirit has

quickened us, that we may do, as living

men, His work in the world. He will

not suffer us to abdicate the glorious
office to which He calls us. We mast

not only claim and exercise the right,
but bear the responsibility of private

judgment, upon the things of the life

to come, as well as of this world.

893. The Deuteronomist himself will

teach us this lesson. He tells us, in-

deed, that God in all ages will raise

up prophets like unto ourselves, xviii. 18,

will kindle His Fire within the heart,
and put His Words into the mouth, of

men, who, in all the weakness of hu-

manity, shall speak to their fellow-

men all that they feel commanded to

teach in His Name, who shall utter

His Eternal Truth, and minister to their

brethren the lessons of 'doctrine, re-

proof, correction, instruction in right-
eousness.' And their brethren shall
' hear ' them

; they dare not neglect
the truth, of whatever kind, which God's
own grace imparts and brings home to

them from the lips of a fellow-man,
however high or humble.

894. But. they must not listen to him
with a blind unreasoning acquiescence,

though He speak to them in the name
of Jehovah, and though the 'sign or

wonder' come to pass, xiii.2, which he

brought to them as the very credentials

of his mission They must 'try the

spirit
'

of the Prophet's words by that

law which they have within them,

written upon their hearts. Jehovah,
their God, is proving them, to know
whether they truly and entirely love

Him, and love His Truth,
' with all

their heart, and with all their soul.'

If the words, which that Prophet speaks
to them, come home to their consciences

as right and true words, then in God's

Name let them acknowledge and wel

come them, and send them on with a

blessing of
' God speed !

'

to others.

If the Voice, which speaks within, de-

clares that the utterance from without
is false, then '

shalt thou not hearken,'
xiii.3

,
the word is not God's, and he

who hears must not obey it

895. In this spirit we must read the

Book of Deuteronomy itself, andwe shall

find the Living Bread which our souls

may feed on, we shall find in it the

Word of God. And that Word will

not be at variance with the eternal

and essential substance of Christianity,
with those words which '

shall not pass

away.' Then we shall live no more
in constant fear, that some rude stroke

of criticism may shake, perhaps, the
'

very foundations of our faith,' or that

the announcement of some simple fact

of science or natural history may
threaten ' to take from us our nearest

and dearest consolations.' We shall

learn thus to have '

faith in God,' aa

our Lord has bidden us, Mark xi.22,
and not in the written records, through
which He has been pleased, by inspir-

ing the hearts of our brother-men with

life, to quicken and comfort our own.
When we hear such words as these

' Man doth not live by bread alone, but by
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth
of God doth man live,' D.viii.3

' Thou shalt also consider in thy heart that,
as a man chasteneth his son, so the Living
God, thy God, doth chasten thee,' D.viii.5

'

If from thence,' from the very depth of

sin-wrought misery
' thou shalt seek the

Living God, thy God, thou shalt find Him. if

thou seek Him with all thy heart and with
all thy soul,' D.iv.29

we shall joyfully welcome them as

messages of truth, not merely because
we find them in the Bible but because

they are true eternally true.

896. It is true that God loves us as

dear children, and that we may go to

Him at all times, as to a wise and tender

Father, with a childlike trust and love,

as with a childlike reverence and fear.

Rather, we must go to Him thus if we
would please Him, and act in the spirit
of those words, which have taught us

all to say,
' Our Father.' We must

believe, not only that He is
'

loving
unto every man,' and 'His tender

mercies are over all His works,' but
that that deep love, which human pa-
rents feel, is a true reflection of His
Great Love, is meant to image forth

to us, however faintly, the Love of Him
who is the Father of us all.

' He that

planted the ear,' says the Psalmist,
'shall He not hear? He that formed
the eye, shall He not see? He that
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teacheth man knowledge, shall He not

know?' Ps.xciv.9,10, and we may add
for our consolation,

' He that teacheth

man to love, shall He not love ?
'

897. This truth, then, we must 'con-

sider in our hearts
'

that He, who has

planted in our breasts, as parents, dear

love to our children, a love stronger than

death, does by that very love of ours

intend to shadow forth to us His own
Eternal Love. Our love, we know, can

take in every child of the family : our

hearts can find a place for all
; yes, and

our love embraces the far-off prodigal,
in his miserable wanderings, no less

surely, and no less tenderly, than the

dear obedient child that sits by our side,

rejoicing in the sweet delights of home.

He that has taught us to love our chil-

dren in this way, how shall He not

also love His children, love us and

love ours, with a love in which the

separate loves of earthly parents are

blended, and find their full infinite

expression, the Father's loving wis-

dom and firmness, to guide and counsel,

and, if need be, to correet and chasten,

the Mother's tender pity and com-

passion, that will draw near with sweet

consolations, in each hour of sorrow

and suffering, will sympathise with

every grief and trial, will bow down to

hear each shame-stricken confession,

will be ready to receive the first broken

words of penitence, and whisper the

promise of forgiveness and peace ?

898. Ah! truly, the little child may
cling to its mother's neck, and the

mother's love will feel the gentle pres-

sure, and will delight to feel it : but it is

not the feeble clinging of the little one

that holds it up ;
it is the strong arm of

love that embraces it. And we, in our

most earnest prayers and aspirations,
in our cleaving unto God, in our long-

ing and striving after Truth, are but

as babes,
'

stretching out weak hands

of faith
'

to lay hold of Him Whom no

man hath seen or can see, but Who,
unseen, is ever near us, Whose tender

Love embraces all His children those

that are far off as well as those that

are near, the heathen and the Chris-

tian, the sinner and the Saint.

899. Happy, indeed, are we, who are

blessed to know this to know the

high calling and the glorious privileges
of the children of God ! Not that we

may be more safe than others, who as

yet know it not, but that we may be

filled with hope and strength and cou-

rage in t he assurance of this Truth,
that we may be more living and earnest

and joyful in our work, more brave to

speak the Truth, to do the Right, to

wage eternal war with all that is false

and base and evil, within us and with-

out, more patient in suffering, more
firm and true in temptation and trial,

more sorrowful and ashamed when we
have fallen, more quick to rise, and

go on again, in the path of duty, with

tears and thankgivings, more eager
to tell out the Love of God to others,

whether to those who as yet are grop-

ing,
'

if haply they may feel after Him
and find Him,' Who '

is not far from

any one of them,'
' in Whom they live

and move and have their being,' or to

those who have known Him, but know
no longer now the joy of His children,
'

sitting in darkness and in the shadow
of death, fast bound in misery and

iron.'

900. But, in all this, it is not our know-

ledge, however clear, or our faith, how-

ever firm and orthodox, or our charity,

however bright or pure, that holds us

up daily, and binds us to the Bosom
of our God. ' Our Father

'

will delight
in all the sacred confidences of His

children, their clingings of faith and

hope, their longings of pure desire for

a closer sense of His Presence, their

holy aspirations and penitential con-

fessions. But it is not our prayer that

will hold us up ;
it is His Love alone

which does this.

'The Eternal God is our refuge,
and underneath are the everlast-

ING Arms.' D.xxxiii. 27.
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Truth, throughout her whole domain, illimitable as is its extent, is one in prin

Ciple and harmonious in details. It is no other than the having our conceptions in

accordance with the reality of things. And Truth in expression (= Veracity) is the

adapting of our language, written or spoken, to the honest utterance of our conceptions.

.... An assertion cannot be true in Theology, and false in Geology, or any

department of scientific knowledge ; nor inversely. It really is an insult to men's

understandings, to admit indirectly that there are affirmations or doctrines in the

records of revealed religion, which are disproved by the clearest evidence of Science,

and then to proscribe investigation, with a solemn pretence of mysteries not to be

inquired into, an hypocritical tone of reverence for sacred things. The veil is trans-

parent : no man can be deceived by it : but it is lamentable that any should attempt

to deceive by it True Theology, on the contrary, attracts to itself, illus-

trates, and harmonises, all other knowledge. It is the science which relates to the

Author and Preserver of the whole dependent Universe, whatever may be known

concerning Him, for the noblest purposes of intellectual improvement, of personal

virtue, and of diffusive happiness It is the friend of all Science : it

appropriates all Truth : it holds fellowship with no error. Dr. Pye Smith, Geology

and Scknce, pA52.
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I have explained in the body of this Part of my work the reasons

which have determined me to confine myself at present to the

examination of the First Eleven Chapters of Genesis, reserving to

the next Part the consideration of the remaining Chapters, and the

discussion, which may then be raised, as to the respective ages of

the Elohistic and Jehovistic writers.

I have great hope that the clearness and certainty, with which

the two principal writers of Genesis can be distinguished in these

first Chapters, will bring conviction to many, who have hitherto

only had misgivings upon the question, or, perhaps, have turned

aside from these criticisms altogether, as being in their view too

abstruse and uncertain, and will satisfy them that there is, indeed,

truth in the statement, which I have so often repeated, and which,

in fact, is the very core and centre of this controversy, viz. that the

Pentateuch is not in its present form the work of Moses, or not

exclusively his work, but a composite work by different writers

of different ages. Here lies the gist of the whole question, how-

ever the details, as to the assignment of particular passages, or the

exact age of the different writers, may be ultimately settled.

I have shown in Chap. I-VII that these First Eleven Chapters

of Genesis are made up of two documents, in very nearly equal

proportions, and that one of these, that containing the first ac-

count of the creation in G.i, forms, when its different parts are

put together a complete unbroken narrative. With respect to

the other, it must be left doubtful at present, whether it was

originally also a complete narrative which has been combined

with the former, with the suppression of some clauses, by the hand

of a later editor, or whether it was merely intended from the first

to be supplementary, and so exhibits only the additions which

have been made by a later writer to the primitive story. In any

case, we have here the compositions of two writers, not only

distinct, but in some points actually at variance with each other,

even within the limits of these few Chapters.

The accuracy and cogency of the above analysis may be easily
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tested by the English reader, though unacquainted with Hebrew,
if he will only follow carefully the course of reasoning pursued in

one or two sections, with an English Bible in his hand, in which

he has marked the Jehovistic passages by a line drawn down the

margin. Many, I believe, will be more satisfied, as to the main
facts of the case, by the consideration of this kind of internal

evidence, than by any arguments from without, such as those based

upon the contradictions which may be shown to exist between

many of the statements, in these ancient accounts of the Creation

and the Deluge, and the results of Science. Here, however, the

facts are, for any who are willing to look at them, and they cannot,
I believe, in the main be gainsaid.

But having completed this portion of the work, and thereby

established, as I conceive, the right and duty, for myself and for

every minister of God's Truth, to examine seriously, and yet freely,

the actual contents of these chapters, with the desire to know what

they really contain, I have exercised this right, and have en-

deavoured to discharge this duty, to the best of my power. The
result of my examination I have laid before the reader in the last

chapters of this Part, and have proved abundantly, as I believe,
that the statements of both the Elohist and Jehovist, in these

First Eleven Chapters of Genesis, whatever value they may have,
whatever religious lessons maybe drawn from them, cannot be re-

garded as historically true, being contradicted in their literal sense,

again and again, by the certain facts of modern Science. I trust

that by both divisions of my labour in this Fourth Part, which
is complete in itself, and needs not any help from the arguments
and criticisms in the preceding portions of my work, I shall

have done something to relieve the cause of Science itself, and the

speculations of devout and earnest scientific men, from the charges
so often made in former days made even recently by more than

one Bishop of the Church of England of being injurious to re-

ligion, and dishonouring to the Word of God. I shall have done

this by showing that the injury and dishonour are not to be

charged upon them, but upon those who will still insist on

teaching that the mere letter of every part of Scripture is to be

regarded as the authoritative, infallible, Word of the Living God.

In discussing the questions raised by the examination of these

Chapters, I have, as before, availed myself frequently of the lan-

guage of others, instead of expressing the very same thing in my
own words. I have done this, both because I have felt it to be

due to those eminent critics, who have led the way in these in-

quiries, to give them the credit of research and originality, while

making use of their stores of learning, and, in doing this, it seemed

more desirable, for the satisfaction of the reader, to produce their
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actual words, than merely to refer to them by name, and because,

in the case of (so-called) orthodox writers, I preferred to make use

of their statements and admissions, as being free from the imputa-
tion of having been possibly influenced by a desire to support my
own side of the argument.

I should, indeed, have desired, if it had been possible, to have had

recourse for this purpose to some eminent living authority of the

Church of England. But I am not aware that any of the existing

Bishops or Doctors of the English Church has published any work
of importance, connected with the criticism of the Pentateuch.

There was, however, one distinguished Prelate of our Church,whom
death has only lately removed from us, Archbishop Whatelt of

Dublin, to whom a tract has been publicly ascribed and he has

not (I believe) disowned it bearing upon questions in the second,

third, and eleventh Chapters of Genesis. This tract was published

anonymously in 1849, and, being written in Latin, is little known
to English readers. I translate from it the following passage on

the ' Tower of Babel :

'

G.xi.1-10. This short narrative in the Book of Genesis labours under great
difficulties.

(i) If we look at the design of those, who attempted to build, in order that they
might not be scattered abroad, how was that to be effected by the help of a very high
tower ? And what dispersion was either to be feared by them or avoided, since, it

would seem, it was permitted to each to choose his own place of abode ?

(ii) Let us consider the mode of frustrating their purpose. It is believed that a

great multitude of men, through a wonderful change, forgot their ancestral tongue,
and spoke suddenly a new language. This would be a great miracle, and yet would
not conduce to the end proposed. For, unless they are supposed to have been struck
out of their senses by the prodigy, they would have been able to continue their work
after a very short inconvenience. Any architect, set over workmen of different

tongues, would, in a short time, be able to impart his orders by means of signs : and
in the space of a few days they would have learned enough of his words, to be able
to go on together, their labours being joined, with continually diminishing difficulty.

Eesides, when the project of building was dismissed, why was it necessary that they
should be all scattered very widely through all regions ? How many countries also

are inhabited by races speaking different tongues, e.g. Wales, Scotland, Ireland, many
parts of the East Indies ? . . . .

This granted, the whole matter may have taken place thus. Some chief men had
determined to found an empire, which should embrace the whole human race. That
this empire might have the sanction of religion, they wished to found a temple,
dedicated to some idol, in that city which was to be the head of the world. Since it

was not in the power of these men, living in the plain, to place that building on a

mountain, (which custom afterwards prevailed, as the passages in Scripture testify,
which speak everywhere of '

high places,') therefore they determined to erect a very
high tower, like an artificial mountain. Such a purpose of founding a false religion
could not but be displeasing to the True and Living God. He, therefore, entirely
frustrated their impious design, by throwing discord into the minds of the ambitious
founders. He made them to quarrel about religious worship, by which dissension He
would much more certainly vitiate their attempt, than by a diversity of tongues.
History abounds in examples of such dissension : we may mention the Jews and

Samaritans, Pharisees and Karaites, and, lastly, the various sects of Christians.

Thus it came to pass at Babel, that the strongest of the factions kept possession of

the city and tower, only dropping the magnitude of the tower and that height which

they had originally intended, while the other factions went off in different directions,
and settled themselves, some in one locality, some in another.

But as so much stress had been laid upon the writings of Arch-

bishop Ussher and Bishop Watson of former days, I thought it

my duty to refer to them again, while engaged in the consideration

of these questions. I was, of course, well aware that their works
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would throw not a single ray of light upon the critical difficulties,

which have arisen in this controversy. But, as it had been pub-
licly asserted, on very high authority, that my objections to the

accuracy of the Pentateuch, in historical and scientific matters,
have been again and again refuted, two hundred years ago by Archbishop TJssher,
more recently by Bishop Watson and others,

I took for granted that upon the points, most likely to be discussed

in the last chapters of this Part, leaving out of consideration the

critical analysis, I should certainly find some important observa-

tions in these works, some remarks which I should be bound to

consider well, and either to allow or to refute.

To my great surprise, after the distinct and pointed reference

made to them, I find in these writers nothing, or next to nothing,
of this kind. Archbishop Ussher deals almost entirely with mat-
ters of chronology, with which my books are very little concerned.

Bishop Watson scarcely discusses at length a single important
point of those, which I have raised in my different volumes. And
the most decisive of all his attempts to clear up a difficulty is with
reference to the introduction of the name of the town Dan, which
I have dwelt upon in (II. 230-233.) He first suggests that the

passages in question, G.xiv.14, D.xxxiv.l, as well as G.xxxvi.31,

may be 'interpolations,' and he then adds, />.205 :

But if this solution does not please you, I desire it may be proved that the Dan
mentioned in Genesis was the same town as that mentioned in Judges. [This is
admitted by such strong defenders of the traditionary view as Kurtz and Delitzsch,
by the former, after having maintained at one time the contrary.] I desire further

to have it proved, that the Dan mentioned in Genesis was the name of a town, and
not of a river. It is merely said, Abraham pursued them, the enemies of Lot, to Dan.
Now a river was full as likely as a town to stop a pursuit. Lot, we know, was settled
in the plain of Jordan

;
and Jordan, we know (!), was composed of the united streams

of two rivers, called Jor and Dan.

I need hardly say that such reasoning, which might be allowed to

pass in the days of Bishop Watson, would not be accepted, as of

any value whatever, in our own days. The rivers ' Jor
' and ' Dan '

are not mentioned in the Bible, and their existence is not, I believe,

recognised in the geography of Palestine. Mr. Ffoulkes writes,
It has been well observed that the Hebrew word J~arden,=' Jordan,' has no

relation whatever to the name '

Dan,' and also that the river had borne that name
from the days of Abraham, and from the days of Job, at least five centuries before
the name of ' Dan '

was given to the city at its source. Smith's Diet, of the Bible,
p. 1129.

But, having been referred in this manner to the works of Bishop
Watson, as writings of great authority, and, indeed, since, for

more than a quarter of a century, he was Professor of Divinity in

the University of Cambridge, he may be considered to have spoken,
in ecclesiastical matters, with the weight of professorial learning,
as well as with that of episcopal authority, I have consulted

those works, and have found some passages, which deserve, I

think, consideration under present circumstances. For instance,
the following extracts, from his '

Life/ will show what views he
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held on one particular point, to which attention is strongly drawn

at the present time, namely, the liberty of private judgment, as

asserted by our Protestant Church, and secured to every Minister

in the very terms of the Ordination Service. It will be seen that,

in reference to the Creeds, Bishop Watson held that they were
1 all of human fabrication,' and might be used or disused at pleasure
in public worship, being merely venerable documents, which ex-

pressed the ancient belief of the Church, but were not binding on

the conscience of any clergymen,
'

notwithstanding subscription to

the Thirty-nine Articles,' except so far as he is
'

persuaded,' in his

own private judgment, that their statements 'maybe concluded

and proved by the Scriptures
'

:

I never troubled myself with answering any arguments, which the opponents in

the Divinity-Schools brought against the Articles of the Church, nor ever admitted
their authority as decisive of a difficulty. But I used on such occasions to say to

them, holding the New Testament in my hand,
' En sacrum codicem! Behold the

sacred text ! Here is the fountain of truth. Why do you follow the streams derived
from it by the sophistry, or polluted by the passions, of man ? . . . Articles of
Churches are not of divine authority. Have done with them, for they may be true,

they may be false, and appeal to the Book itself.' i.p.6-3.

I certainly dislike the imposition of all Creeds formed by human authority ; though
I do not dislike them as useful summaries of what their compilers believe to be true,
either in natural or revealed religion. . . . As to revealed religion, though all its

doctrines are expressed in one book, yet such a diversity of interpretations has been

given to the same passages of Scripture, that not only individuals, but whole Churches,
have formed to themselves different Creeds, and introduced them into their forms of

worship. The Greek Church admits not into its ritual either the Apostles' Creed or
the Athanasian, but only the Nicene. The Episcopal Church in America admits the
Nicene and the Apostles' Creed, but rejects the Athanasian. The Church of England
admits the whole three into its Liturgy ;

and some of the foreign Protestant Churches
admit none but the Apostles'. These and other Creeds, which might be mentioned,
are all of human fabrication. They oblige conscience as far as they are conformable
to Scripture, and of that conformity every man must judge for himself. This liberty
of private judgment is recognised by our Church (notwithstanding the Subscription to

the Thirty-nine Articles), when in the service of the Ordering of Priests, it proposes this

question,
' Are you determined, out of the said Scriptures, to instruct the people com-

mitted to your charge, and to teach nothing, as required of necessity to eternal salva-

tion, but that which you shall be persuaded may be concluded and proved by the

Scriptures ?
'

i.p.395-97.
What are the catechisms of the Romish Church, of the English Church, of the

Scotch Church, and of all other Churches, but a set of propositions, which men of

different natural capacities, educations, prejudices, have fabricated, (sometimes on
the anvil of sincerity, oftener on that of ignorance, interest, or hypocrisy,) from the
Divine materials furnished by the Bible ? And can any man of an enlarged charity
believe that his salvation will ultimately depend on a concurrence in opinion with
any of these niceties, which the several sects of Christians have assumed, as essen-

tially necessary for a Christian man's belief ? Oh ! no : Christianity is not a specu-
lative business. One good act, performed from a principle of obedience to the declared
Will of God, will be of more service to every individual Christian than all the

epeculative theology of Augustine. ii.p.215.

Nay, he goes even so far as to say, ii.p.217,

I am disposed to accede to your remark that whatever doctrine is not contained in
the form prescribed by Christ, for receiving disciples by baptism into His Church,
cannot be necessary to be believed by Christians. And you have excited a reasonable

doubt, whether the doctrine of the Trinity be positively contained in the baptismal
form.

The following passage also, from one of Bishop Watson's

Charges (Apologies, &c.p.4A9), is worthy to be commended, at least

for the sake of the facts which it mentions, to the notice of some
modern defenders of the traditionary theology :
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The time, I think, is approaching, or is already come, when Christianity will

undergo a more severe investigation than it has ever yet done. My expectation as
to the issue is this, that Catholic countries will become Protestant, and that

Protestant countries will admit a further Reformation. In expressing this expectation,
which I am far from having the vanity to propose with oracular confidence, I may
possibly incur the censure of some, who think that Protestantism, as established in

Germany, in Scotland, in England, is in all these, and in other countries, so perfect
a system of Christianity, that it is incapable of any amendment in any of them. H
this should be the case, I must console myself by reflecting that the greatest men
could not, in their day, escape unmerited calumny. Every age has had its Sacheverels,
its Hickeses, and its Chenellses, who, with the bitterness of theological odium,
sharpened with party rancour, have not scrupled to break the bonds of Christian

charity. Hoadley was called a Dissenter, Chilijngworth a Socinian, and Tillot-
SON both Socinian and Atheist. And all of them experienced this obloquy from
contemporary zealots, on account of the liberality of their seutiments, on account
of their endeavouring to render Christianity more rational, than it was in certain

points generally esteemed to be.

Meanwhile, as far as my own justification is concerned, it will,

I believe, in the opinion of many, he considered to he complete,
when they peruse the following recently-expressed judgments of

others, in reference to the main facts of these criticisms.

I shall first quote extracts from communications which I have

received from Prof. Ktjenen of Leyden, one of the most eminent

critics of the present day in Holland, and especially distinguished
in this department of Biblical Criticism. Prof. Kuenen writes,

with reference to Part I and Part II of my work :

' I see, in your critical labours, more than a mere important episode of the Church-
conflict of our days. It appears to me that through you already, in Part I, the
attention has been fixed upon a series of facts, which, in the latest time, have been
too much neglected, with great damage to the truth. You have entered upon tha

enquiry, as to the value and origin of the narratives about the Mosaic time, from a
side to which by many scarcely any attention has been paid. This I say in the first

instance with reference to myself. While writing my Introduction to the Pentateuch
and to the Book of Joshua, I was, it is true, aware of the unhistorical character of

many narratives : but I had not hitherto given to myself proper account of the ex-

tent of these difficulties. They could only be fully and plainly brought into the light

through the method followed by you ;
and they now lie bare before everyone who is

willing to see. When I take into consideration in how unsatisfactory a way even
some of the very best writers indicate and clear out of the way these difficulties, I

consider your endeavour to treat them entirely apart, and exhibit them visibly, as

equally opportune and useful. As far as I am concerned, should the opportunity
arise for me to treat again expressly of the Pentateuch, either in my lectures, or in

writing, I shall not neglect thereby to make use of the light kindled by you.
'When engaged upon the Third Part of my " Hist. Crit. Enquiry," in which I shall

have to speak about the Psalms, I shall have an opportunity of studying expressly
the Elohistic and Jehovistic Psalms, with an eye to your enquiry about them in
Part II. I wish to do so with all the calmness and impartiality, with which so

thorough a demonstration as yours deserves to be treated.
' But I may not detain you longer with my remarks. Regard them only as a proof

that I have read your important work with care, and that I hope still further to do

so, when the course of my studies shall give me occasion for it. The question as to

the composition of the Pentateuch and the age of its portions is so intricate, that it

may well be that at first no unanimous agreement will be arrived at respecting
it. But the difference of feeling that remains is small in comparison with the great
main-point, and with the important consequences which follow from it. It is to me
a cause of great joy that the main-point also, through your work, is put anew
clearly into the light, and will certainly be recognised in a continually widening
circle.' June 23, 1863.

'
I gladly give you the desired permission to insert in your Preface the portion of

my former letter translated by you. It not only expressed then, but it expresses also

now, so entirely my feeling, that I allow it to be published without any hesitation.'

Nov. 23, 1863.

The next quotation is from the pen of Prof. Hupfeld of Halle.

who ranks as a veteran among the first of Hebrew scholars in
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Germany, and who was chosen, indeed, to fill the chair which was

vacated by the death of Gensenius. Prof. Hupeeld writes thus,

with reference to Part III :

'
It wocdd be far too late to acknowledge the receipt of the Third Part of your

work. But it is not too late, I hope, to express the great satisfaction which this part
has given me. I would have done so earlier, but I was interrupted by other duties

in the perusal of the volume, before having finished which I disliked to utter a

judgment.
' At the first view, I was favourably impressed by the long series and accurate

enumeration of words and phrases peculiar to Deuteronomy, in comparison with the

former books of the Pentateuch, and common with the later historical and prophet-
ical books of the Old Testament, by which the demonstration of the later origin of

Deuteronomy is supported. This matter-of-fact evidence is begun by Dk Wette in

The first product of his pen (1805), and augmented by Rnobel; but yours is far

the most complete and accurate or discriminating At the same time,
this manner of demonstration from the language would be the fittest means of

shaming your opponents, who, conscious of their own Hebrew ignorance, are so loud

and busy in decrying your Hebrew scholarship. There are some, not important, par-
ticulars in which I am not of the same mind with you, . . . and, in my opinion,

you are too positive and eager in pointing out Jeremiah as the author of this Book

"'Deuteronomy), which is only certain to be of his tune, phrases and notions being
common to that period. But, upon the whole, I am satisfied with the proofs of your
sound critical feeling in this volume.

' The Preface to the volume contains very curious evidences of the dishonesty of

your judges, in striking contrast with the honesty of one clergyman, who was at first

among your opponents. These documents, like those in the former volumes, will not

be lost upon the great body of thinking and impartial bystanders, which will be

increasing the more as the opposite cause is so miserably pleaded. They are not

wanting in zeal and industry ;
in one number of the "

Atheneeum," I read the titles of

more than twenty pamphlets against you. But, if I may infer from the specimens
which I have seen, (M'Caul, Rogers, the Author of the "

Eclipse of Faith," and
Birks' " Exodus of Israel," sent to me a few days ago,) they will not make any
impression on the public mind. It was some consolation that at least two of your
eminent Bishops, Tatt and Thirlwall, had the courage and regard for their

character to withhold from partaking in these measures.' July 30, 1863.

For many the names of Htjpfeld and Kuenen will have their

due weight. But the next witness comes recommended as an

English clergyman, filling more than one office of distinction,

the Rev. J. J. S. Perowne, B.D., Vice-Principal of St. David"s

College, Lampeter, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Norwich,
and late Hebrew Lecturer of King's College, London, and Assis-

tant Preacher of Lincoln's Inn.

The story of the article upon the Flood in Dr. Smith's

'Dictionary of the Bible' is well-known, how when you turn to

'

Deluge,' you find '

[Flood],' and, when you turn to '

Flood,'

you are referred on to '

[Noah].' The delay is generally under-

stood to have arisen from the conservative tendencies of the editor

or publisher, and the difficulty of encountering the subject, in such

a way as not to shock too strongly the popular religious notions of

the day. However, the second and third volumes of this valuable

work have now appeared ;
and Mr. Perowne, it seems, has con-

tributed the articles on 'Noah' and 'Pentateuch.' To what

extent the writer's own opinions are in accordance with the

traditionary view, may be judged from the following extracts,

which I make from the first of these articles
; though Mr. Pe-

rowne, it will be seen, has been obliged, in common with many
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others, to abandon the notion of an Universal Deluge, which alone

the Bible plainly speaks of :

It should be remembered that this huge structure was only intended to float on the
water, and was not, in the proper sense of the word, a ship. It had neither mast,
sail, nor rudder

;
it was, in fact, nothing but an enormous floating house or oblong

box. . . Two objects only were aimed at in its construction : the one was that it

should have ample stowage, and the other, that it should be able to keep steady upon
the water. Smith's Diet, of the Bible, ii.p.566.

It is not only the inadequate size of the ark to contain all, or anything like all the

progenitors of our existing species of animals, which is conclusive against an univer-
sal Deluge. . . It is true that Noah is told to take two ' of every living thing of
all flesh': but that could only mean two of every animal then known to him, unless
we suppose him to have had supernatural information in zoology imparted, a thing
quite incredible. . . Again, how were the carnivorous animals supplied with food
during their twelve months' abode in the ark ? This would have been difficult even
for the very limited number of wild animals in Noah's immediate neighbourhood.
For the very large numbers, which the theory of a universal Deluge supposes, it

would have been quite impossible, unless again we have recourse to miracle, and
either maintain that they were miraculously supplied with food, or that, for the time
being, the nature of their teeth and stomach was changed, so that they were able to
live on vegetables. But these hypotheses are so extravagant, and so utterly unsup-
ported by the narrative itself, that they may be safely dismissed without further
comment. . . Indeed, it is out of the question to imagine that the ark rested on
the top of a mountain (Ararat) ,

which is covered for 4,000 feet from the summit with
perpetual snow, and the descent from which would have been a very serious matter
both to men and other animals. ii.p.567-569.

Yet the statement in Gen.vii.5, that the tops of the mountains

were not seen until seventy-three days after the Ark '

rested/

proves that, if it rested on Ararat at all, it must have been upon the

summit. I have shown, however, in Chap. XIX of this Part, that

A partial Deluge, of the kind here described, is quite as impossible
as a general one. There is no use, therefore, in twisting the plain

meaning of the Scripture, to make it say what to the '

wayfaring
man' it certainly does not say. But I doubt if any article could

be written upon the Deluge in this day, by anyone who desired

to maintain some character as a man of science or, indeed, of

common sense, more conservative than that which Mr. Perowne
has written. He is therefore, I presume, a most unexceptionable
witness.

Let us now, then, see what Mr. Perowne has to say about the

Pentateuch. I must commend him for the candour and courage
which he has shown, in speaking out plainly the truth as he sees

it. But let my readers my lay-readers especially consider the

force of the following admissions, coming from a writer who is

still trammelled, it is plain, as we see by his remarks on the

Deluge, by the influence of his educational training and pre-

possessions :

If, without any theory casting its shadow upon us, and without any fear of conse-

quences before our eyes, we read thoughtfully only the Book of Genesis, we can

hardly escape the conviction, that it partakes of the nature of a compilation. . . .

At the very opening of the book, peculiarities of style and manner are discernible,
which can scarcely escape the notice of a careful reader even of a translation,
which certainly are no sooner pointed out, than we are compelled to admit their

existence. The language of chap, i.l-ii.3 is totally unlike that of the section which
follows, ii.4-iii.23. This last is not only distinguished by a peculiar use of the
Divine Names, but also by a mode of expression peculiar to itself. It is also remark-
able for preserving an account of the Creation, distinct from that contained in the

first chapter. It may be said, indeed, that this account does not contradict the
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former (?), and might, therefore, have proceeded from the same pen. But, fully

admitting that there is no contradiction, the representation is so different that it is

far more natural to conclude that it was derived from some other, though not anta-

gonistic, source. . . Still, in any case, it cannot be denied that this second account
has the character of a supplement, that it is designed, if not to correct, at least to

explain the other. And this fact, taken in connection with the peculiarities of the

phraseology, and the use of the Divine Names in the same section, is quite sufficient

to justify the supposition, that we have here an instance, not of independent narrative,
but of compilation from different sources. . .

Still this phenomenon of the distinct use of the Divine Names would scarcely of

itself prove the point, that there are two documents which form the groundwork of

the existing Pentateuch. But there is other evidence pointing the same way :

(i) We find, for instance, the same story told by the two writers, and their two
accounts manifestly interwoven ;

and we find also certain favourite words and

phrases, which distinguish the one writer from the other. . .

(ii) But, again, we find that these duplicate narratives are characterised by peculiar
modes of expression, and that, generally, the Elohistic and Jehovistic sections have
their own distinct and individual colouring.
So far, then, judging this work simply by what we find in it, there is abundant

evidence to show that, though the main bulk (?) of it is Mosaic, certain detached

portions of it are of later growth. ii.p.774-8.

The above extracts are enough for my purpose, and they are

written by the '

Examining Chaplain of the Bishop of Norwich.'

Mr. Perowne differs from me decidedly in some important points

of criticism. In particular, he maintains that Moses wrote the

whole Book of Deuteronomy, whereas I believe that a later Pro-

phet wrote it about the time of Josiah
;
and I have given, as I

conceive, a demonstration of that fact in Part III.

But this is only a difference in detail. The passages, above

quoted from Mr. Perowne's paper, are abundantly sufficient to

confirm me in the opinion that the 'great main point,'' for which I

am contending, is undeniably true, and that the traditionary

opinion concerning the authorship of the Pentateuch must hence-

forth be abandoned. It is plain that the Pentateuch is not

by any means the work of one single hand, the hand of Moses,
but a composite work, the work of different hands in different

ages. And therefore, though critics may ascribe to Moses himself,

some more, some less, and some none at all, of the written story,

as it now lies before us, yet this is merely a question of detail,

which can only be settled with more or less certainty by such

processes of careful, laborious, and conscientious criticism, as those

which I have endeavoured, to the best of my power, to carry out

in my different volumes. And who so fitting, as the Clergy of

the Church of England, to conduct and complete such criticism ?

For our ordination-vows, as Ministers of a Protestant Church,
not only do not forbid, but positively bind us in the most solemn

way, in the face of the Congregation, to make such enquiries, and

to declare the results of them, if we think it needful or desirable

to do so. Every presbyter of the National Church is solemnly

pledged at his ordination to ' be diligent in reading of the holy

Scriptures, and of such studies as help to the knowledge of the

same,' of such critical studies, therefore, as contribute to the more
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thorough understanding of the Pentateuch, as well as the New
Testament. Further, he is then solemnly pledged to teach nothing
as necessary to salvation, but what he ' shall be persuaded may be

concluded and proved by the same.' He is not, therefore, to teach

that ' all our hopes for eternity depend
'

upon belief in the histo-

rical truth of Noah's Flood or the story of the Exodus, or on the

trustworthiness of every line in the Bible, if in his own mind and

conscience he is not persuaded that the Scriptures, when carefully

examined, suffice to ' conclude and prove
'

the truth of such state-

ments. And every Bishop is then pledged to banish and drive

away, 'privately and openly,'' all erroneous doctrine, contrary to

God's Word, such as that which lays down the traditionary view

of Scripture, stated above. Such vows are taken by a Bishop at

his Consecration, in the presence of the people,
' to the end/ it is

said

that the Congregation present may have a trial, and bear witness, how you be
minded to behave yourself in the Church of God.

The Church, moreover, in the Ordination Service, does solemnly

require a Bishop also to declare, that he will ' exercise himself

faithfully in the holy Scriptures, and to call upon God by prayer,

for the true understanding of the same,'' and that he will ' teach or

maintain nothing, as required oi necessity to eternal salvation, but

that which he shall be persuaded may be concluded and proved by
the same.' In this vow is expressed the spirit of our Protestant

Church, the very principle of the Reformation, which, in the

words of Dean Hook {Manchester Church Congress, 1863), words

that cannot be repeated too often, is

the necessity of asserting the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,

in opposition to the principle of Medievalism, which, he says, is,

when the assertion of the truth is likely to promote discord, to postpone the true to

the expedient.

As Bishop Watson has justly argued, these promises, so solemnly
made, must overrule all others.

But ' we are perplexed by our Subscriptions, which the Law of

the Land, at present, requires to be made by everyone admitted to

Holy Orders.' Undoubtedly we are
; and, if subscription

*
is to

be regarded as expressing an unqualified assent to everything

subscribed, then, as Dean Stanley has very truly said,

* At present, the Law requires that every layman admitted to a vote in the Senate
of either of our great Universities, shall sign the Thirty-nine Articles. Here is an
'

engagement,' on the strength of which the Master of Arts has received his power
to vote upon important questions, affecting vitally, it may be, the future welfare of
the Universities, and their relations to the National Church. Yet who will assert
that every such layman is bound by this

'

engagement
'

to believe in all the points
of the Thirty-nine Articles unto his life's end, or to give up his vote, and take no
further part in the management of the Universities, if he comes at any time to enter-
tain a doubt upon any one of them ?
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There is riot one clergyman in the Church of England, who can venture to cast

a stone at another : they must all go out, from the greatest to the least, from the

Archbishop in his palace at Lambeth to the humblest curate in the wilds of Cum-
berland.

It is a state of things much to be regretted ;
for it cannot be

said that such compromises, as are now almost universally prac-

tised on some point or other, are at all conducive to a healthy,

vigorous, religious life, either among the teachers or the taught.

Even His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury declared in the

House of Lords that he could not, and would not, himself in

certain cases fulfil the '

engagement,' to which he bound himself,

when admitted to the sacred office. And now the Bishop of Ox-

ford has said that he will protect his clergy in so doing, if consulted

beforehand, and if the case is one which he approves.

Happily, our Church, as a National Institution, is not the crea-

tion of the Bishops and Clergy, but of the will of the Nation, ex-

pressed in Parliament. And, as Parliament has reformed it already

more than once, it may do so again, and remove some, at least, of

those hindrances, which now prevent it from discharging properly

its office, as the great religious educator of the people. The

very law which, as Bishop Wilberforce thinks, relieves him

from the necessity of enforcing the Canons, is a law of the State,

with reference to which no consent of the ' Church ' was pre-

viously asked, no approval even of ' Convocation
' needed. A

similar law may before long be passed to relieve the difficulties,

which press more heavily on other minds. And the time seems

fast ripening for this when the voice of religious and earnest

laymen shall be heard throughout the land, calling loudly on Par-

liament to interfere for such a Reform.

For the truth is, and we must rejoice to know it, that there has

been a remarkable awakening of the religious life in this our day,

altogether without the pale of Church dogmas. The great body
of educated men do recognise the existence of '

Providence, Reve-

lation, and Grace,' though they do not adopt certain narrow

definitions of these words. They
' believe in the Bible,' though

they do not believe in the historical or scientific truth of all its

statements ; they believe that God reveals Himself to the spirit of

man, though they do not suppose that His Revelation of Himself

is confined to one nation or to one set of books. There is, in our

days, a general acceptance of the Highest and Deepest Truths, as

revelations in themselves, the communications of the Divine Being
to His children, without a slavish adherence to the forms in which

they have appeared, or to the authoritative ecclesiastical system

of doctrine, to which some would limit their existence for us.

And this very fact is the most impressive protest against the threat,

which is held out, that, if men will not shut their eyes, and re-

ceive without questioning every 'jot and tittle
' which the Church
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administers, or each book of the Bible contains, tbey will be left

before long without religion without life, without hope, and with-
out God in the world.

Great efforts are now being made to advance the education of

the middle, as well as the lower, classes of this country. Yet,
unless the way is first cleared, through such labours as those in

which I am now engaged, by removing the contradictions which
at present exist between the popular notions of Religion and the

results of Science, it is obviously impossible that the education of

the people should be carried on to any great extent in England.
For, while religious teaching is connected inseparably with the

traditionary belief in the historical truth of all parts of the Bible,
a belief which the advance of knowledge in our days shows to

be utterly untenable, it is certain that no considerable scientific

progress can be made in our schools. The schoolmaster will not

dare to introduce questions of Science, going at all beyond the

usual routine, by which the accounts of the Creation and the

Deluge are supposed to be ' reconciled
' with well-known facts.

Nay, he himself has very probably been reared in some Training

Institution, from which all free scientific teaching must be banished,
lest ' one single line

'

of Scripture should be shown to be ' untrust-

worthy,' in a scientific or historical point of view, and so '
all our

hopes for eternity,'
'
all our nearest and dearest consolations,'

should be suddenly, at one stroke, undermined.

I believe, then, that in endeavouring to do faithfully, to the best

of my power, such a work as this, in which I maintain that Re-

ligious and Scientific Truth are one, and that, what God hath

joined, no man, and no body of men, has a right to put asunder,
I am but discharging, however imperfectly, my duty as a Minister

of the National Church, and promoting the cause of National

education and improvement at home, as well as of those Missionary
labours abroad, to which, in God's Providence, my own life must
be more especially devoted. If it would be wrong for a Christian

Missionary of our day, to enforce the dogmas of the Church in

former ages, which we now know to be absurd, and to mislead a

class of native catechists, by teaching them that the Earth is

flat, and the sky a solid firmament, above which the stores of rain

are treasured, when God has taught us otherwise, it must be

equally wrong and sinful, to teach them that the Scripture stories

of the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge, are infallible records of

historical fact, if God, by the discoveries of Science in our day,
has taught us to know that these narratives whatever they may
be are certainly not to be regarded as history.

But, using now the word ' Church '
in its true, ancient, and

venerable sense, as a general expression for the great Catholic Body,
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which embraces all faithful souls throughout the world, all those

who have been ' called out
'

to receive more of Divine illumination

than others, all those who have been quickened with the word of

Truth, and have heard and obeyed it, as far as they heard it, all

those on whose eyes the Light of God has shone, 'the Light
which lighteneth every man that comes into the world,' and who
have striven by God's grace to walk in it, in one word, as em-

bracing all true men and women, servants of God, sons and

daughters of the Lord Almighty, by whatever name they are

known to men, by whatever forms they may worship, whatever

measure of the knowledge of Himself, and of His highest Revela-

tions of Himself, He may have been pleased to impart to them,
I am fully satisfied that the cause of Truth must now advance in

the Church in England, perhaps, as fast as is desirable, seeing
that many strong prejudices and prepossessions have still to be

removed, the rooting-up of which, however necessary to ensure the

free growth of True Religion, and the full development of the

Christian Life, must be a somewhat slow and painful work.

The difficulty is, indeed, increased by the conduct of those

who, without stating what is to be believed, about the stories of

the Creation and the Deluge, or the numbers of the Exodus,
without stating distinctly what our own Church says is to be

believed on these points, and zvhere she has said it, without

stating what they themselves believe, are frightening their flocks

from looking calmly, in the fear and faith of God, at the plain
naked Truth, delivering solemn warnings against some dark

tremendous evil, which, they say, is approaching daily nearer, and

cannot be kept off, and even now overshadows us, telling us that,
in all the literature of the day, in the works of poets, historians,

reviewers, journalists, there is a lurking infidelity, and that in all

the noble utterances of science, and clear conclusions of Biblical

criticism, we may only be '

hearing the echoes of the coming
footfall of the great Antichrist.' Thus it is that the hearts of

men and women, unlearned, may be troubled for a time, and their

minds held in painful suspense, possessed with a feeling of dread

and uncertainty.
How different would it be, if all the more enlightened of the

clergy were to take at once the stand, which in the end must

assuredly be taken, were to take boldly God's facts, as they are,
and bring them forth, in their habitual teaching, so making them

by degrees familiar to the people ! When such teaching as this ig

confirmed by the speaking earnestness of a pure and holy life, and
enforced by a course of loving and devoted labour for the good of

men, there need be no fear of men making shipwreck of their

trust in God, or finding suddenly all their hopes for eternity

failing, all ' their nearest and dearest consolations
'

taken from
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them. "Without any dangerous shock to their faith, a superstitious
reverence for the letter of the Bible would then give way to a

right and intelligent appreciation of the true value of the Scrip-

tures, as containing God's Word, a blessed and glorious Revelation

of His Eternal Truth to Man.
J. W. NATAL.

23, Sussex Place, Kensington, W.

*** Since the above was written, the recent Charge of the Bishop of St. David's
has been published. I commend the following extracts from it to the reader's careful

consideration, not on account of the bearing which they have on that part of the

controversy which is personal to myself, but for the sake of the judicial clearness,
with which Bishop Thirlwall has described the proper limits of the action of Con-
vocation in respect of books, and for the sake also of his distinct recognition of the

ample latitude allowed to the clergy, by the law of our Church, in their enquiries into

the genuineness and authenticity of the Biblical writings :

' The Church has not attempted to fence the study of the Scripture, either for Clergy
or Laity, with any restrictions as to the subject of enquiry, but has rather taught them to

consider every kind of information, which throws light on any part of the Sacred

Volume, as precious, either for present or possible use If the enquiry is

to be free, it is impossible consistently to prescribe its results.' p. 91.

'The Resolution [of Convocation], by which the Bishop of Natal's book was
condemned, assumes a paternal authority, which rather suits an earlier period in the

education of the world; and it presupposes a childlike docility and obedience, in those

over whom it is exercised, which are now very rarely to be found. It also suggests
the question, what practical purpose it was designed to answer. Two were indicated

in the Committee's Report,
" the effectual vindication of the truth of God's Word

before men," and " the warning and comfort of Christ's People." But it is not clear

how either of these objects could be attained by a declaration, that
" the book involves

errors of the gravest and most dangerous character." Both seem to require that the

censure should have pointed out the errors involved, or have stated the doctrine

which the book had at least indirectly impugned, so as to make it clear that the

alleged errors affected, not merely prevalent opinions, but truths universally recog-
nised as part of the Church's creed.' p. 101.

'

According to the view which I have ventured to take of the proper limits of

synodical action in the cognisance of books, the Committee overstept those limits.

They were appointed to examine the Parts which had then appeared of the Bishop's

work, and to report
" whether any and if any, what opinions, heretical or erroneous

in doctrine, were contained in it." They extracted three propositions, which they
have characterised as we have seen

' It may seem, indeed, as if the Committee, in their mode of dealing with the first

of the propositions, which they cite or extract for censure, had shown that they were
aware of the precise nature of the function they had to perform, and meant to

confine themselves to it. That proposition is," The Bible is not itself God's Word."
The author himself immediately adds,

" But assuredly
' God's Word '

will be heard

in the Bible, by all who will humbly and devoutly listen for it." Of this qualification,

the Committee, in their remarks on the proposition, take no notice whatever. But
thev first observe that the proposition, as they cite it,

" is contrary to the faith of the

Universal Church, which has always taught that Holy Scripture is given by inspira-

tion of the Holy Ghost." They seem to have overlooked that this statement, how-
ever true, was irrelevant

;
but they then proceed to refer to the Articles and Fonun-

laries of our own Church, which are, indeed, the only authority binding on her

ministers. But, unfortunately, not one of the passages, to which they refer, applies
to the proposition condemned. Many, indeed, among them do clearly describe the

Bible as the " Word of God." But not one affirms that " the Bible is itself God's

Word." .... No doubt, the expression indicated that the author made a dis-

tinction between the Bible and the Word of God, and considered the two terms as

not precisely equivalent or absolutely interchangeable And there is cer-

tainly high authority for the distinction.. Among the numerous passages of the New
Testament, in which the phrase, the Word cf God, occurs, there is not one in which it

signifies the Bible, or in which that word could be substituted for it without manifest

absurdity. But, even in our Articled and Formularies, there are several, in which

the two terms do not appear to be treated as synonymous If the Word of

God is to befound nowhere but in Holy Writ, not only would no other Christian Litera-

ture beproperly called sacred, but the Bible itself would be degraded to a dead and barren,

letter, and would not be a living spring of Divine Truth. On the whole, the Report first

attaches an arbitrary meaning to an ambiguous expression, and then charges it with

contradicting authorities, which are either wholly silent upon it, or seem to coun-

tenance and warrant it
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'
But, in their treatment of the nest pr>r-sition the Committee seem almost entirely

to have lost sight of the principle, which, although misapplied, appeared to guide
them in their examination of the first. For, with a single insignificant exception,
they confront it, not with our Articles and Formularies, but with passages of Scrip-
ture. Quotations from Scripture may add great weight to a theological argument ;

they are essential for the establishment of any doctrine of a Church, which professes
to ground its teaching on Scripture ; but they are entirely out of place where the
question is, not whether a doctrine is true or false, but whether it is the doctrine of
the Church of England. . . . This is no legal refinement, but a plain dictate
of common sense

;
and it does not at all depend on the composition of the tribunal

before which such questions are tried, so as to be less applicable if the Court con-
sisted entirely of ecclesiastics I should think it a great misfortune to the
Church, if Convocation, sitting in judgment on the orthodoxy of a theological work,
though without any view to proceedings against the author, should ignore and prac-
tically reject that principle. And, if in this respect the Report betrays the influence
of a personal prepossession, which, however natural, ought not to be allowed to sway
the decisions of a grave assembly, above all, so as to bring them into conflict with
the highest legal authorities of the Realm, we have the more reason to rejoice that
it did not obtain the sanction of the Upper House.

' When I look at the Scriptural arguments adduced in the Report against the
second proposition extracted for condemnation, they do not seem to me of such a
quality as to deserve to form an exception, if any could be admitted, to the rule
which would exclude them from such an investigation The Committee
observe that " Moses is spoken of, by our Blessed Lord in the Gospel, as the writer of
the Pentateuch." I suspect that even a layman, little acquainted with the manifold
aspects of the question, and the almost infinite number of surmises which have
been or may be formed concerning it, would be somewhat disappointed, when he
found that the proof of this statement consists of three passages, in which our Lord
speaks of " Moses and the Prophets," of the " law of Moses," and of "

writings of
Moses." It is true that it would not be a fatal objection to the argument, that the
word " Pentateuch" does not occur in the Bible. It might have been so described,
as to connect every part of its contents with the hand of Moses, as distinctly as if
the observation of the Committee had been literally true. But in fact this is not the
case ; and still less is any such distinct appropriation to be found in any of the
passages cited by the Committee in support of their assertion, that " Moses is recog-
nised as the writer of the Pentateuch in other passages of Holy Scripture." They
are neither more nor less conclusive than the language of the Seventh Article, to
which the Committee confine all the reference they have made tc the judgment of
the Church on this question, though this was the only matter into which it was
their proper business to enquire. The Article alludes to " the law given from God
by Moses," a slender foundation for any inference as to the record of that law,much more as to the authorship of other parts of the Pentateuch, especially as the
name of Moses does not occur in the enumeration of the canonical books in the Sixth
Article. If the question had been as to the authorship of the Book of Psalms, few
persons probably would think that it had been dogmatically decided by the Church,
because in the Prayer-Book the Psalter is described as the " Psalms of David."

' The third proposition,
"
variously stated in the book," relates to the historical truth

of the Pentateuch, which the author denies, not in the sense that everything in it is
pure fiction, but that all is not historically true. . . But it is to be regretted that
the Committee should again have lost sight of the object for which they were ap-
pointed, and have omitted to refer to any doctrine of the Church, which the author
has contradicted. This was the more incumbent on them, since a recent judgment
has formally sanctioned a very wide latitude in this respect. It is clear that, in such
things, there cannot be two weights and two measures for different persons, and also
that it does not belong to any but legal authority to draw the line, by which the
freedom, absolutely granted in theory, is to be limited in practice. . .

' These are the propositions which they extract as the " main propositions of the
book,' which, though not pretending to "

pronounce definitively whether they are 01
are not heretical," they denounce as "

involving errors of the gravest and most
dangerous character." But they proceed to cite a further proposition, which the
author states in the form of a question, to meet an objection which had been raised
against his main conclusion, as virtually rejecting Our Lord's authority, by which, as
the Committee state,

" the genuineness und the authenticity of the Pentateuch have
been guaranteed to all men." "Whether the passages, in which Our Lord quotes or
alludes to the Pentateuch, amount to such a guarantee, is a point which they do not
discuss. They only observe that the proposition

"
questions our Blessed Lord's

Divme knowledge," and with that remark they drop the subject.'

Considering that this proposition is incomparably the most important of all that
they cite, . . one is surprised that it should have been dismissed with so very
cursory and imperfect a notice. For it is not even clear that it correctlv expressesthe author s meaning. The question which he raises does not properly concern Our
Lord s Divine knowledge, that is, the knowledge belonging to His Divine Nature. IJ
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is whether His human knowledge was coextensive with the Divine Omniscience. It if

obvious, at the first glance, what a vast field of speculation, theological and meta-

physical, is opened by this suggestion. . . Bishop Jeremy Taylor observes:
"
They, that love to serve God in hard questions, use to dispute whether Christ did

truly, or in appearance only, increase in wisdom. . . Others . . apprehend no
inconvenience in affirming it to belong to the verity of human nature, to have

degrees of understanding as well as of other perfections ;
and although the humanity

of Christ made up the same person with His Divinity, yet they think the Divinity
still to be free, even in those communications which were imparted to His inferior

nature. . . ." It is clear to which side Taylor inclines. Butlmustownlshould
be sorry to see these hard questions revived. . . Still more should I deprecate any
attempt of the Church of England to promulge a new dogma for the settlement of

this controversy. And I lament that the Committee of the Lower House should

have expressed themselves, as if either there was no "
dispute

" on the subject, or it

belonged to them to end it by a word. But, at least, as their remark indicated

that the Bishop had, in their judgment, fallen into some grave error, it was due, not

only to him, but the readers of their Report, and to the Church at large, that they
should have pointed out what the error was, by a comparison with the doctrine of the

Church which it was supposed to contradict.' p.103-115.
I add also the following from a Lecture on ' Science and Theology,' lately de-

livered by Chief-Justice Hanson, of South Australia.
' The uniform course of opinion during the last half century among all competent

enquirers has been in a direction adverse to the historical character, at least of the

early part, of the Book of Genesis. Geology has, I believe I may say, utterly exploded
the notion of Creation in six days as given in the first chapter, as well as the idea of

a universal Deluge ;
and it is gradually throwing back the date of the first appearance

of man upon the globe to an antiquity which, according to present appearances, will

ultimately be measured by hundreds of thousands of years. The Science of Language
and Ethnology both tend to show that the separation of the human family, if, as is

probable, it was one family originally, must be thrown back for tens of thousands of

years, and that the people of Canaan, whom the Israelites drove out, belonged, no
less than the Israelites themselves, to the Semitic race, instead of being Hamites,
while the Persians belonged to the Indo-European family, instead of being, as the

author of the tenth chapter of Genesis makes them, Semitic. And, at the same time,
critical investigations, as to the age and authorship of the Book, are leading unmis-

takably to the belief that, whoever its compiler might be, and whatever ancient

documents might be embodied in it, there were, at any rate, more than two person*
concerned in its authorship, the earliest of whom could not have lived much before,

and probably did not live after, the time of David. I do not now put forward these,

conclusions as true, though personally I consider the evidence such as to warrant our

belief of their truth ;
but I mention them as those conclusions, to which the current

of opinion is now leading, and which the majority of independent thinkers, who devote

themselves to these enquiries, will be likely to adopt. In fact, but for the theological

interests supposed to be at stake, and the theological passions therefore aroused, I believe

that there would at this time be no more doubt, as to the general truth of the conclusions

which Bishop Colenso is enouncing, with regard to the uncertainty of the early history of
the world and of the Jews, than there is with regard to those put forth by Niebuhr, as to

the uncertainty of the early history of the Romans. But, however this may be, it

cannot be denied that among independent thinkers, who have directed their enquiries
to this subject, the tendency is towards the conclusions which I have indicated, in

spite of strong early prepossessions, and of no slight present inducements to maintain

the contrary views. Now, is it to be supposed, will anyone venture to assert, that

these views, if adopted, can affect the relation of man to God, or the purposes of God
to man ? that the inducements to virtue or piety will be diminished, or that virtue

and piety will be less acceptable to God ? or even that these opinions, if honestly
formed and manfully proclaimed, will be less pleasing in the eyes of the God of

Truth, than the contrary opinions, taken a r
j second hand without enquiry, or ob-

tained as the result of an enquiry whose conclusion was foredetermined ? No doubt

it is true that many opinions, which we nave been accustomed to hold, rather,

though, upon the authority of the school-men and of Milton than of the Bible, will

fall if these views ultimately prevail; and those, who insist upon having their

Theology in a systematic form, may have to remodel their systems. But these are

the necessary consequences, in every branch of enquiry, of the discovery of new
truths, whenever systems have been prematurely formed. Still, whatever may ba

their results, unless we are prepared to prohibit all scientific investigation, these

enquiries are demanded by the very importance and sacredness of the subject ; and, if

instituted, they must be carried on with no other purpose than that of following

Truth, whithersoever it may lead us.'



PART IY.

THE FIRST ELEVEN CHAPTERS OF GENESIS.

CHAPTER I.

THE COMPOSITE CHARACTER OF THE
PENTATEUCH.

901. We shall now proceed to redeem
to some extent the promise made in

(205), so far, we trust, as to satisfy the

thoughtful reader, by actual presenta-
tion of the fact before his own eyes that

the Book of Genesis is, as we have said, a

composite narrative, the product of dif-

ferent authors, to each of whom may
be assigned his own particular part of

the work. As Hupfeld justly observes,
We have here the most simple and most

effective practical refutation of a host of
'
Replies,' and of all the ingenuity expended
upon them.

902. We shall at present confine the

reader's attention to the first eleven

chapters of Genesis. In these chapters,
the parts belonging to the different

authors can be very easily distinguished,
and can, in most instances, be assigned
with confidence to their respective
writers. After the eleventh chapter,
the question becomes more complicated,

by the appearance of insertions by other

hands. Still, throughout the whole
Book of Genesis, the primitive Elohistic

narative can be traced without much dif-

ficulty, and, as we hope to show ir the

sequel, can be almost reproduced in its

original form.

903. A few words must here be said

as to the method which will be pursued
in the following analysis. We have

already stated (206) that, throughout
the Book of Genesis, two different hands
at least are distinctly visible, one of

which is characterised by the constant

use of the name Elohim, the other by
the intermixture with it of the name
Jehovah, on which account the writers

are usually called the ' Elohist
'

and
'

Jehovist,' respectively. And we have
mentioned also (207) that there are cer-

tain peculiarities of expression, which
mark the style of each of these writers.

We must not, however, assume, for the

purposes of the present analysis, that all

this will be granted beforehand.

904. Rather, we must lay aside all

previous notions as to the characteristics

which distinguish the different writers,

and endeavour to track the footsteps of

each, from one passage to another, by
means only of the internal evidence,
which a close consideration of the text

itself may furnish. In this department
of Biblical literature, as in many other

branches of Science, it is only this

minute, laborious, microscopic examina-

tion, however neglected and, perhaps
despised by many, who are impatient
of such slow processes, and delight to

expatiate in 'larger and grander views'

of the whole subject, which can really
be of service, in enabling us to lay a
sound basis of fact, upon which to con-

struct a reasonable and trustworthy

theory, as to the age and authorship of

the different parts of the Mosaic story.
905. While, therefore, we shall retain

in the following analysis the words
'

Elohist
' and '

Jehovist,' as convenient

designations for the two principal

writers, whose hands can be plainly
discerned in these chapters, yet the
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reader will find that nothing has been

taken for granted beforehand; but each

passage, as it passes under review, is

traced to its writer by means of distinct

internal evidence, which shows that it

belongs to that particular writer, and

not to the other. It will be found that

the sections, marked as '

Elohistic,' are

all linked together, each being con-

nected, by its modes of thought or

forms of expression, with other

Elohistic passages, and having no such

relation to the Jehovistic sections,

while these latter not only exhibit

among themselves a corresponding

family resemblance, very distinct from

that which marks the style of the

Elohist, but also contain expressions,

which appear to indicate that they were

composed at a time, when the Elohistic

narrative was already existing, and

known to the Jehovistic writer.

906. In this analysis, intended for the

use of the English reader not acquainted
with Hebrew, we shall be obliged, of

course, to omit a great number of the

details, which form such a complete and

convincing mass of evidencein the larger

edition. Still we trust to be able to

produce enough of these details to

satisfy the mind of any candid and

attentive student, as to the general
truth of our conclusions. We shall

adopt throughout our own translation

of the original, as given below, which

differs slightly in some places from the

English version in consequence of being
more literal and accurate.

CHAPTER II.

ANAXYSIS OF GEN.I.1-IV.26.

907. i.l-ii.3 (E.35*) is manifestly

Elohistic, the work of one hand through-
out.

*
E., J., J.E., are used, as before, to denote

the words '

Elohim,'
'

Jehovah,'
' Jehovah-

Elohim '

;
and (E.3.5) implies that ' Elohim

'

occurs 35 times in the section, i.l-ii.3, and
'Jehovah' not at all. Also r.4a

, v.4P, &c,
are used to denote, respectively, the first,

second, kc, clauses of v.i ; comp.=compare,
contr. = contrast.

The reader is recommended to mark each

one of the Jehovistic passages, when he is

satisfied about it, in an English Bible, by a

line drawn down the margin. This will be

found very convenient for reference.

OF THE PENTATEUCH.

It is very possible that ii.4*

' These are the generations of the Heaven
and the Earth in their creation

'

may also be Elohistic, for the following
reasons :

(i) It contains ' the Heaven and the Earth,
as in i.l,ii.l,the words being used with the

articles ;
whereas in ii.4b we find the words

without the articles, and in different order,
' Earth and Heaven ;

*

(ii) The expression
' in their creation ,' corre

sponds to the Elohistic language in v.2,
' in

the day of their creation ;

'

(Hi) These words suit best the first account
of the Creation in which alone the actual

creation of ' the Heaven,' i.8, and
' the Earth,'

i.10, is described ;
whereas chap.ii mentions

only the formation of man, ii.7, plants, ii.9,

animals, ii.19, and woman, ii.22.

908. We shall retain i.4
a

, however, as

the first clause of the Jehovistic narra-

tive, without deciding to whom it really

belongs. In any case, the involved

construction in vA, when compared
with the verses which precede and

follow it, is a sign that it does not pro-
ceed in an independent, original form

from the pen of either of the principal

writers, but contains expressions of

both fused together, to form the con-

necting link between two distinct nar-

ratives.

909. ii.4-25 (J.E.I 1) is Jehovistic, the

writer using throughout not Elohim,
as the writer of i.l-ii.3, but Jehovah-

Elohim, and showing himself to be a

different writer by the following varia-

tions, which exist between his account

of the creation and that of the former

writer:

(i) D.fi,
' a mist rose from the earth, and

watered the whole face of the ground
'

: contr.

i.9,10, where the earth is described as emerg-

ing from the waters, and as being, therefore,

already saturated with moisture ;

(ii) 0.7, man is created first of all living

creatures, before the birds and beasts, u.19 :

contr.i.26, where he is created last of all, after

the birds and beasts, i.21,25 ;

(iii) v.7, man is 'formed of the dust of the

ground
'

: contr.i.2T, where man is
'
created in

the image of God,' and, apparently, by a direct

act of creative power ;

(iv) .7, the man is made by himself, with-

out the tcoman, who is made last, v.'29, by a

kind of afterthought, v.18 : contr.i.27, where
man and woman are created together, last of

all created things ;

(v) 0.15, the man, after being made, is

It will be remembered that in the Eng.
Vers. ' Elohim

'

is represented by God,
' Jeho-

vah' by Loud, and ' Adonai
'

by Lord.
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placed alone in the garden,
' to till it and to

keep it,' receiving also alone by himself the
Divine command ; and he continues in the

garden some time by himself, long enough to
'
call names to all the cattle, and to the fowl

of the heaven, and to every animal of the

field,' i.20 : contr.i.2S, where man and woman,
on the sixth day, immediately after their

creation, are blessed together, and are together
endowed with dominion over the whole earth

;

(vi) t'.21, 22, the woman is made out of one
of the man's ribs ;

contr.i.21 , where the

woman, is described, apparently, as created, in

the same kind of way as the man, by a direct

act of creative power.

910. It is obvious that two accounts

of the Creation, so different from each

other in general character, and in some

points varying so remarkablyfrom each

other, cannot have proceeded from one

and the same hand. Accordingly, ob-

serving the peculiar use of the Divine

Name in them, we are already justified
in using the names ' Elohist

' and
' Jehovist' to designate the two writers,

whoever they may have been, in what-

ever age they may have lived, to whom
these two sections, i.l-ii.3, ii.4-25,

may be now with good reason assumed
to be due. We shall find, as we pro-

ceed, that the remaining sections of

these first eleren chapters separate
themselves at once, when attention is

paid to the internal evidence which they

present, into two sets of passages, dif-

fering from each other in tone of thought
and forms of expression, and, with one

or two exceptions, distinctly referable

to the same two writers, to whom must
be assigned the composition of the

above two primary sections.

911. We now add the following re-

marks upon the Jehovistic passage,
ii.4-25.

(i) In U.20 we have the name 'Adam,'
which the Jehovist may have adopted from
the Elohist in i.26, 'Let us make Adam
(E.V. man)

'

; and he wishes, apparently,
to connect it with ddamah,

'

ground,' in ii.7,
' and Jehovah-Elohim formed the man

(ha-Adam) of dust out of the ground (ha-

Adamah).'
(ii) e.23, the Jehovist notes the derivation

of the name ishah,
'

woman,' from ish,
' man.'

912. iii.l 24, Jehovistic.

This section is manifestly due to the

writer of the preceding section, who-
ever he may be, since it not only con-

tains the same peculiar form of the

Divine Name, but is full of references

to the former section, as is shown below,

while it betrays no such relation to the

previous Elohistic section, a fact,

which confirms decisively our previous
conclusion as to the difference between
the two authors.

(i)r.l,S,8,9,13,14,21,22,23,'Jehovah-Elohim":
the writer, however, abstains from placing
it in the mouth of the serpent. 0.1,5, and in

that of the woman, v.'d, who apparently repeats
the words of the serpent ;

(ii) v.1,2,3,8,10, 'the garden,' inii.8,9,10,

15,16;

(iii) v.1-3,
'
is it so that Elohim has said,'

&c. : comp. the command in ii. 16,17 ;

(iv) 0.1,14,
' animal of the field,' as in ii.19,

20 : contr.
' animal of the earth,' i.25,30 ;

(v) 0.3,
' the tree which is in the midst oj the

garden': comp.ii.9 ;

(vi) 0.5,
' in the day of your eating of it

'

:

co7np.ii.17,
' in the day of thy eating of it' ;

(vii) 0.5,
'

knowing good and evil,' 0.22,
' for the knowledge of good and evil' : comp.
ii.9,17,

' the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil

'

;

(viii) 0.7,
'

they knew that they were naked,'

0.10,
' I was afraid, because I was naked," 0.21,

'and clothed them': comp.ii.25, 'they were
both naked

'

;

(ix) 0.I8,
' herb of the field,' as in ii.5 ;

(x) 0.2O, the name khavvah,
'

Eve," derived

from khavah,
' live

'

: comp. the derivation of

the names '

Adam,' ii.7,
'

Ishah,' ii.23 ;

(xi) 0.22,
' and Jehovah-Elohim said

'

: comp.
the secret speech which is ascribed to Jehovah-
Elohim in ii.18 ;

and observe that the some-
what similar E. passage, i.26, is essentially
different in character, being merely an ex-

pansion of the creative words,
' And Elohim

sai(V in 0.3,6, &c, and does not at all re-

semble the almost perplexed deliberation of

the Divine Being with Himself, in iii.22 ;

(xii) 0.22,24,
' tree of life,' as in ii.9 ;

(xiii) 0.23,
'
till the ground,' as in ii.5 ;

(xiv) 0.23, 'the ground from which he was
taken

'

: comp. the account of Adam's forma-
tion in ii.7 ;

(xv) 0.23,24, 'garden of Eden,' as in ii.lo :

comp. also
'

Eden,' ii.8,10.

913. We may now assume that the

writer of ii.4-iii.24 is one and the same

person, and different from the Elohistic

author of i.l-ii.3. We may further

observe that this Jehovistic writer is in

the habit of using strong anthropomor-

phisms, ascribing to the Deity ordinary
human actions. Thus we have Jehovah-

Elohim spoken of as

(i) forming the man of dust out of the

ground, ii.7 ;

(ii) breathing into his nostrils, ii.7 ;

(iii) planting a garden, ii.8 ;

(iv) taking the man, and leaving him in

the garden, ii.15 ;

(v) bringing the birds and beasts to Adam,
ii.19;

(vi) desiring to see what he would call

them, ii.19 ;
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21
(vii) taking out one of the man's ribs, ii.

I

(viii) closing up the flesh in its place, ii.

21 ;

'

(ix) making the rib into a woman, ii.22
;

(x) bringing the woman unto the man, ii.

22;

(xi) walking in the breeze of the day, iii.

(xii) missing the man, and calling for him,
iii.9 ;

(xiii) questioning him as to what he has
done, iii.ll ;

(xiv) making coats of skins, iii.21
;

(xv) clothing the man and woman, iii.21
;

(xvi) grudging the man being like himself,
iii.22 ;

(xvii) refusing to let him eat of the tree of
life, iii.22 ;

(xviii) driving them out of the garden, iii.

24;
(xix) taking precautions to prevent their

return, iii.24 ;

(xx) reasoning within himself in human
fashion, ii.18, iii.22.

914. As above observed (907-iii.), the
Jehovist does not dwell at length upon
the creation of the Heaven and the

Earth, nor does he even mention at all

the 'light,' 'firmament,' 'seas,' 'lumi-

naries,' 'reptiles,' and 'fishes' of the.

Elohistic document. He is evidently
concerned mainly with man and his

doings, and is intent on describing (i)
his happy life in Paradise, blessed with
the institution of marriage, in connec-
tion with which the beasts and birds
are introduced, a. 19, formed out of the

ground, and brought to Adam to be
named

; inasmuch as among these are
found the domestic animals, which sup-
ply a certain kind of companionship,
and prevent his feeling himself alto-

gether
'

alone,' which was ' not good
'

for him, v. 18, and (ii) the terrible

change, by which this happy state was
lost.

915. This special object, which the
writer had in view, may account for the
somewhat abrupt manner in which he

begins, ii.4. Tcch observes, p. 40 :

Let us imagine the Jehovistic writer, with
his purpose in his eye, set down before the
preceding cosmogony. Why should he repeat
circumstantially, what in that was freely
described ? Why should he relate again the
separation of the Heaven from the Earth, the
division of the waters, the creation of the
heavenly bodies, [the production of the rep-
tiles and fishes], which did not specially
concern his particular purpose ? With a few
words, then, he puts all this together,

' in the
day of Jehovah-Elohim's making Earth and
Heaven,' so at once passing over to that
which he purposes to describe.

916. iv.1-26, Jehovistic.

This section, it will be seen, belongs
to the same writer as the two preceding
sections, though he uses now 'Je-
hovah '

only, instead of the compound
name '

Jehovah-Elohim.' This ap-
pears from the numerous references
made in it throughout to ii.4-iii.24,
whereas there is no indication of any
relationship to the E. section, i.l-ii.3.

(i) v.l,
'

Eve,' as in iii.20 : the Elohist does
not mention at all the name of the first

woman, nor does it occur anywhere else in
the O.T.

;

(ii) v.2, the name Kayin, 'Cain,' derived
from kanah,

'

get
'

: comp. the derivations of
'

Adam,' ii.7,
'

Ishah,' ii.23,
'

Eve,' iii.20 ;

(iii) .2,12,
'
till the ground,' as in ii.5,iii.

23 ;

(iv) v.l,
' and towards thee its desire, and

thou thou shalt rule over it' : comp. iii. 16,
' and towards thy husband thy desire, and he
he shall rule over thee

'

;

(v) v.9,
' where is Abel thy brother ?

'

comp.
iii.9,

' where art thou ?
'

(vi) a.lO,
' and He said, What hast thou

done?' comp.iuAZ, 'and He said, What is this
thou hast done ?

'

(vii) v.W, 'cursed art thou,' &c. : comp.
the curses in iii. 14,17 ;

(viii) u.12,
' when thou tillest the ground,

it shall not henceforth yield unto thee ita

strength' : comp. the sentence on Adam, iii.

17-19
;

(ix) v.li,
' face of the ground (E.V. earlh),'

as in ii.6
;

(x) v.15, Jehovah
'
set a mark upon Cain

'

:

co?np. the anthropomorphisms in (913) ;

(xi) v.ie, the name ' Nod '

is derived, ap-
parently, from nad, 'vagabond,' t>.12,14:

comp. the derivations of Adam, Ishah, Eve,
Cain, as in (ii) above ;

(xii) v.16,
'

Eden,' as in ii.8,10.15,iii.23,24 ;

(xiii) tf.25,26, the writer may have adopted
the names,

' Seth '

and '

Enos,' from the Elo-
histic account in v.3,6, if it lay before him, as,
perhaps, he has adopted the name '

Adam,' e.25,
from i.26 or v.2 ;

(xiv) ?\25, the name Sheth,
'

Seth,' derived
from shith,

'

appoint' : comp. the derivations
of Adam, &c., as above.

CHAPTEE III.

ANALYSIS OF GEN.V.l-Vn.24.

917. v.1-32 (except t>.29), Elohistic.

This section is the continuation of
the Elohistic narrative, i. 1 ii. 3, to which
it refers distinctly, but not at all to the
Jehovistic passage, ii.4-iv.26.

(i) v.l,
' in the likeness of Elohim made He

him '

: comp. i.27,
' in the image of Elohim

created He him '

;

(ii) *>.1,3,
'

likeness,' as in i.26;
(iii) v.2, 'male and female created He

them,' as in i.27
;

(iv) v.2,
' He blessed them,' as in i.28 ;
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(v) v.3,
' in his likeness, after his image

'

:

tomp.i.26,
' in our image, after our likeness.'

918. v.29 is a Jehovistic interpolation,

as appears not only from its contain-

ing the name 'Jehovah,' but also from

its referring distinctly to the Jehovistic

section, ii.4-iv.26.

(i)
' over our work and over the pain of our

hands' : comp. the 'work and pain' imposed
on Adam in iii.17-19 ;

(ii)
' the ground which Jehovah cursed

'

:

comp.iii.17,
' cursed is the ground for thy

sake' ;

(iii) The name Noakh,
'

Noah,' connected
with nikham, 'comfort': comp. the deriva-

tions of
'

Adam,' ii.7,
'

Ishah,' ii.23,
'

Eve,' iii.

20,
'

Cain,' iv.l,
'

Nod,' iv.16,
'

Seth,' iv.25.

N.B. Probably, the original conclusion of

.28 was ' and begat Noah,' as in 0.6,9,12,15,

18,21,25. In 0.3 the Elohist writes,
' and begat

[not
'

begat a son '] in his likeness, after his

image, and called his name Seth.' This also

suggests that the Elohist would not at any
rate have written what now stands in .28,29,
' nnd begat a son, and called his name Noah.'

As said above, he probably wrote ' and begat
Noah,' and the Jehovist, or some later com-

piler, has substituted a ' a son
'

for '

Noah,'
in order to introduce his explanation of the

name.

919. vi.1-8, Jehovistic.

In v.5 the E.V. and Latin Vulgate im-

ply Elohim : but the Heb., Sam., and all

the other ancient versions and Targums
have '

Jehovah,' except that the LXX.
has ' Jehovah-Elohim.'

Also in fl.2,4, we find the phrase
'sons of Elohim '= angels. But this

was the current designation of angels,
which any writer, however thoroughly

Jehovistic, must have used, since the

phrase
' sons of Jehovah

'

is never

employed for them.

920. Thus it appears that this section

is quite Jehovistic, and it connects itself

with the previous Jehovistic matter,
and with that exclusively, by the follow-

ing links:

(i) 0.1,7, 'face of the ground,' as in ii.6,

iv.14 : the partiality of the Jehovist for the
use of the word ddamah (911.i) is here very
6trongly marked, v.l, 'when man began
to multiply on the face of the ground,' v.l,
'
1 will wipe out man from off the face of the

ground,' in both which cases the E.V. has
' earth'

;

(ii) v.l,
' from off the face of the ground,'

as in iv.14 ;

(iii) r.3,6,7, the writer attributes to the

Deity human affections, disappointment,
change of plan, &c. (913) ;

(iv) v.3 J, 'and Jehovah said' : comp. the
secret speeches ascribed to Jehovah in ii.18,

iii. 22.

921. vi.9-22, Elohistic, excepty.15,16.

(i) 0.9, Noah 'walked with Elohim,' as in

e.22.24 ;

(ii) 0.11,12 would hardly have been written

by one, who had already written 0.5-8 ;

(iii) i\12,
' and Elohim saw the earth, and

behold! it was corrupted": comp.i.31, 'and
Elohim saw all that He had made, and behold !

it was very good' ;

(iv) u.20,20,20,
'
after his kind,' as in i.ll,

12,21,&c. {ten times) ;

(v) 0.20, 'every creeping thing of the

ground,' as in i.25 ;

922. vi.15,16, Jehovistic.

These verses appear to be Jehovistic :

since the Elohist seems to have com-

pleted Ms directions for the making of

the Ark in i>.14,

'make it of cypress-wood, make it in cells,

pitch it within and without ;

after which we find a fresh set of di-

rections,
and this is how thou shalt make it, &e.'

It is, however, impossible to speak
with perfect confidence here, as the indi-

cations are slight, and these last words

might be understood to mean,
'This is how thou shalt determine the dimen-
sions of the Ark.'

But after this follow the directions for

a 'light' and a 'door,' y.16, which are

here separated from the other Elohistic

detail in v.14,
' make it in cells.' Also

the preciseness of these directions, in

v. 15,16, corresponds much more with
the style of the Jehovist than with the

simple generalisations of the Elohist.

923. vii.1-5, Jehovistic.

(i) i.l, the writer refers to '
the Ark,' as

already known, whether referring to the
Elohistic narrative, or to his own words (?)
in vi.15,16, or to the well-known Ark of the

legend ;

(ii) v.l, 'thou and all thy house' : contr.

the E. expression, vi.18,
'

thou, and thy sons,
and thy wife, and thy sons' wives, with
thee

'

;

(iii) 0.2,
' thou shalt take to thee

'

: contr.

the E. expression, vi.20,
'

they shall come unto
thee,' i.e. come of themselves ; E. says that
Noah is to ' take

'

of the food, and '

gather
'

it
' to him,' vi.21 ;

(iv) 0.4,
' / will wipe out all the substance,

which I have made, from off the face of the

ground' : comp. vi.7, '/ will wipe out man,
whom I haze created, from off theface of the

ground
'

;

(v) 0.4,
' from off the face of the ground,'

as in iv.l4,vi.7 : comp. also ' face of the

ground,' ii.6,vi.l.

924. As already remarked (203, 204),

it is obvious that a discrepancy exists

between the Jehovistic command ill

vii.2,3,
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' to take by sevens of every clean beast and of

every fowl,'

and the Monistic in vi. 19,20, that
' two of every living thing, of fowl, and of

cattle, and of creeping thing,'

should be brought into the Ark. After

the above plain exhibition of the dif-

ference of the sources, from which the

two accounts are derived, it is needless

to discuss the various attempts which

have been made to
' reconcile

'

the dif-

ficulty.

925. But we will quote the words of

Kalisch :

This text not only repeats several of the

statements already distinctly made, bat, what
is more important, it is in one point irrecon-

cilable with the preceding narrative. Noah was
commanded to take into the Ark seven pairs
of all clean, and one pair of all unclean, ani-

mals, vii.2,3 ; whereas he had before been
ordered to take one pair of every species, vi.

19.20, no distinction whatever between clean

and unclean animals having there been made.
All the attempts at arguing away this discre-

pancy have been utterly unsuccessful. The

difficulty is so obvious, that the mo6tdesperate
efforts have been made. Some regard the

second and third verses as the later addition

of a pious Israelite ;
while Rabbinical writers

maintain that six pairs were taken by Noah,
but one pair came to him spontaneously ! Is it

necessary to refute such opinions ? . . . We
appeal to every unbiassed understanding.
The Bible cannot be abused to defy common
sense, to foster sophistry or perverse reason-

ing, to cloud the intellect, or to poison the

heart with the rank weeds of insincerity.

926. vii.6-9, Elohistic.

(i) i>.6,
' and Noah was a son of six hundred

years
'

: comp.v.32,
' and Noah was a son of

five hundred years
'

;

(ii) v.6,
' flood of waters,' as in vi.17 ;

(iii) B.7,
' and he went, Noah, and his sons,

and his wife, and his sons' wives with him,
into the Ark': comp.vi.18, 'and thou shalt

go into the Ark, thou, and thy sons, and thy

wife, and thy sons' wives with thee
'

;
and

contr. the J. expression,
'

go thou, and all thy
house, into the Ark,' vii.l ;

(iv) v.8,
' out of the cattle, &c. two, two,

they came unto Noah '

: comp. the same form
of sentence, vi.20, 'out of the fowl, &c. two
out of all shall come unto thee

'

;

(v) v.8,
'

cattle, fowl, all thatcreepeth upon
the ground' : comp. the same three classes of

creatures, vi.20, 'fowl, cattle, (all=) every

creeping-thing of the ground
'

;

(vi) v.8,
'

creepeth upon the ground
'

:

comp.
'

creeping-thing of the ground,' i.25,

vi.20;
(vii) jj.9,

' two, two,' comp. vi.19,20 ;

(viii) v 9,
'

they came unto Noah' : comp.vi.

20,
' shall come unto thee,' and contr. the J.

expression,
' thou shalt take to thee,' vii.2.

927. vii. 10, Jchovistic.

'
it came to pass after the seven days that the

waters of the flood were upon the earth':

comp. vii.4,
' for after yet seven days I will

cause-it-to-rain upon the earth.'

928. vii.ll, Elohistic.

(i)
' in the six-hundredth year of Noah's

life
'

: comp. vii.6,
' Noah was a son of six

hundred years
'

;

(ii)
' the fountains of the great deep were

broken up, and the windows of heaven were

opened
'

: comp. the idea of the waters beneath,
and the waters above, the firmament, i.6,7 ;

(iii)
'

deep,' as in i.2.

929. vii. 12, Jehovistic.
' and the rain was upon the earth forty days
and forty nights

'

: comp. vii.4,
' I will cause-

it-to-rain upon the earth forty days and forty

nights.'

Obviously, this Jehovistic statement

of the forty days' rain is here inserted

awkwardly, out of its proper place in the

story. In t;.17 it comes in more suitably

to the context, after the description of

Noah and his family going into the

Ark on the first day : whereas both v.10

and v.\ 2 interrupt the continuity of the

narrative.

930. yii.lZ-16*, Elohistic.

(i) t\13,
'

Noah, and Shem, and Ham, and

Japheth, Noah's wife, and his sons' three wives,
with them' : comp. vi.l0,vii.7, and contr. the

J. expression,
' thou and all thy house,' vii.l ;

(ii) .14,14,14,14,
' after his kind,' as t'rai.ll,

12,&c. (ten times), vi.20.20,20;

(iii) .14,
'

every creeping thing that creep-

eth upon the earth,' as in i.26 : comp. also

i.28,
'

every animal that creepeth upon the

earth,' i.30, 'everything creeping upon the

earth ;

'

(iv) .15, 'they came unto Noah into the

Ark,' as in vii.9 : comp. also
' shall come unto

thee,' vi.20, and contr. the J. expression,
'thou shalt take unto thee,' vii.2 ;

(v) v.15,16,
'
all flesh,' as in vi.12,13,17,19 ;

(vi) i\15,
'

two, two,' as in vii.9 ; comp. vi.

19,20 ;

(vii) v.\5,
'
all flesh, in which is a spirit of

life,' as in vi.17 : comp. also i.30,
'

all, in

which is a living soul
'

;

(viii) t>.16a,

' male and female,' as in i.27,v,

2 vi.19 vii.9
*

'(ix) '.16a
,'
'as Elohim commanded him,'

evidently closed originally this E. passage, as

the like phrase closes the E. passages vi.22,

vii.9.

931. In y.13, we read,
' On that very same day went Noah, &c. into

the Ark,'

i.e., apparently, on the same day that

' the fountains of the great deep were broken

up, &c.,' v. 11,

and the Flood began: whereas, accord-

ing to the Jehovist, ul,4
' and Jehovah said to Noah, Go thou, and all

thv house, into the Ark ... for yet seven day*

and I will cause-it-to-rain upon the earth,'
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it would seem that Noah and his family
were to go into the Ark seven days be-

fore the beginning of the Flood. If it

be said that Noah was to go in a week
before the Flood, and was to employ
the interval in 'taking to him' the

animals, t\2,3, so as to go mfinaVy on
the very same day when the Flood

began, yet v.\i appears to say that the

animals also went in, together with

Noah, on that same day,
*
they, and every beast after its kind, &c.'

932. vii.l6b,17, Jehovistic.

(i) t>.16b
,

' and Jehovah shut up after him '

:

cotnp. the J. anthropomorphisms (913);
(ii) .16b

,
reference is here made to the

door provided by the Jehovist (?) in vi.16 ;

(iii) v.n,
' and the Deluge was forty days

upon the earth
'

: comp. the very similar form
of sentence, t>.12,

' and the rain was upon the
earth forty davs

'

;

(iv) v.Yl, 'forty days' [LXX 'and forty
nights']: comp. the 'forty days and forty
nights' of rain, vii.4,12.

N.B. The Elohist says, 0.24, that 'the
waters were mighty upon the earth 150 days,'
and he evidently means that they went on
increasing during all this time, since after
this he says, viii.2,

' the fountains of the deep
and the windows of the heaven were stopped.'
This seems to show conclusively that .17a

,

' and the flood was forty days upon the earth,'
must belong to the Jehovist. The writer,

perhaps, meant it to be understood that the
waters stood, at their highest, 15 cubits over
' all the high mountains, that were beneath
all the heaven,' fl.19, and that the Ark, which
was 30 cubits high, vi.15, floated half below
the water, so that, when driven by the wind
over the mountain-tops, it would just touch
the top of Ararat, and ground at once, as soon
as the waters fell.

933. vii.18-20, Jehovistic, except
t>.18

a
,19.

( i ) r . 1 8a
,

' and the waters were mighty and
multiplied greatly upon the earth,' appears
to be Elohistic, since the compound expression,
' be mighty and multiply,' corresponds ex-

actly, mutatis mutandis, (for 'fructify' could
not be used of the waters,) to the favourite E.

formula,
'

fructify and multiply,' which oc-
curs in i.22,28,viii.l7,ix.l,7 ;

(ii) t\19b
,

' under all the heaven '
is Elohis-

tic : comp. vi.17,
' from under the heaven

'

;

(iii) i>.18b
,

' and the Ark went upon the
face of the waters,'- -appears to be Jehovistic,

describing a further stage of the action of the
waters beyond that mentioned by the Jehcvist
in .17 b ,

' and the waters multiplied, and
they raised the Ark, and it was lifted from off

the earth, and the Ark went upon the face of
the waters

'

;

(iv) r,19a is also Jehovistic, for a critical

reason given in the larger edition (IV.57.i).
N.B. It would seem that in 0.20 tbe Jebc-

vist wished to explain how the effect described

by E. in i\19b ,

' and all the high mountains,
that were under all the heaven, were covernd.'

was brought about, and so he inserted
'
fifteen cubits upward the waters were
mighty, and the mountains were covered':

comp.
'

cubits,' vi. 15,16,
'

upward,' vi.16.

934. vii.21,22, Elohistic.

(i) .21,
'
all flesh,' as in vi.l2,13,17,19,vii.

15,16;
(ii) t>.21,

' that creepeth upon the earth,' as
in i.28,30,vii.l4 ;

(iii) e.21,
'

swarming-things,' 'swarm,' as
in i.20,21 ;

(iv) .22j
'
all in whose nostrils was the

breath of a spirit of life' : comp. vi.!7,vii.l5,
'
all flesh in which was a spirit of life' ;

(v) v.2'2,
'
all out of all,' as in viii.l7,ix.l0.

935. vii.23", Jehovistic.

These words, as far as 'and they
were wiped-out of (E.V.

'

destroyed
from ') the earth,' are a mere repetition
of v. 21, and of such a kind, that they
could hardly have been penned imme-

diately after t>.21 by the same writer.

Accordingly we shall find that they
exhibit unmistakable signs of the

Jehovistic author.

(i) e.23a ,

' and He wiped-out [E.V.
' was

destroyed '] all the substance, which was upon
the face of the ground, from man unto cattle,
unto creeping-thing, and unto fowl of the
heaven

'

: comp. vi.7,
' I will wipe out rami,

whom I have created from off the face of the

ground, from man unto cattle, unto oreeping-
thing, and unto fowl of the heaven,' and vii.

4,
'
I will wipe out all the substance, which I

have made, from off the face of the ground
'

;

(ii) t>.23a , 'substance,' as in vii.4;

(iii) 0.23", 'face of the ground,' as in ii.6,

iv.l4,vi.l,7,vii.4.

936. vii.23b,24, Elohistic.

(i) r.23b
,

' that was with him in the ark,*

comp. viii.l.

(ii) d.24,
' a hundred and fifty days' : see

(937 N.B.).

CHAPTER IV.

ANALYSIS OF GEN.Vtn.l-XI.26.

937. viii.l,23
b
,4

b
,5, Elohistic.

(i) v.l,
'

every animal,' as in vii. 14 ;

(ii) v.l,
'

every animal, and all the cattle' :

comp. vii.14 ;

(iii) v.l,' that was with him in the ark,' as
in vii.23b

;

(iv) e.2,
' the fountains of the deep,'

' the
windows of heaven,' as in vii. 11 ;

(v) .2a , 'deep,' as in i.2,vii.ll ;

(vi) .3b
,

' a hundred and fifty days,' as in
vii.24

;

(vii) vA, 'in the seventh month, in the
seventeenth day of the month,' and v.S,

' in
the tenth, in the first of the month '

: comp.
vii. 11,

' in the second month, in the seven-
teenth day of the month.'
N.B. Restx ning one month = 30 days, so

that 150 iays = 5 months, we have the date
of the beginning of the flood, 2mo. i7d. (vii.

11) + tbe time of its continuance, 5mo. (vii.
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24,viii.3) = 7mo. 17d., the time when the

ark grounded, viii.4, from which it follows

that all these notices of time are by the same
writer.

938. viii.2b,3
a
,4

a
,
are Jehovistic.

I assent now, for various critical

reasons, to the views of Hupfeld (from
whom I differed in the larger edition),

and assign these passages to the Jehovist,

including the words in vA*c
,

' and the Ark rested . . . upon the moun-
tains of Ararat ;

'

80 that the original E. story ran thus
' And at the end of a huiidred and fifty days
the waters abated, in the seventh month, on
the seventeenth day of the month.'

939. viii.6-12, Jehovistic.

(i) 0.6, 'forty days,' as in vii.4,12,17 ;

(ii) 0.6,
' window '

: comp. the direction for

making the '

light,' vi.16, to which the writer

evidently refers in this passage, since he

speaks of Noah opening
' the window which

he had made': comp. also the reference to the
'
door,' vi.16, in vii.l6b ;

(iii) 0.8,
'
to see if the waters were lessened,

&c.' : comp. ii.19,
'
to see what he would call

them' ;

(iv) 0.8,
' from off the face of the ground,'

as in iv.l4,vi.7,vii.4 : comp. also
' face of the

ground,' ii.6,vi.l,vii.23 ;

(v) 0.10,12, 'seven days,' as in vii.4,10 :

comp. the use of the number 'seven' in iv.

15,24,vii.2,3 ;

(vi) The Elohist mentions only the day,

month, and year, of the most notable events of

the flood, vii.6, 11, viii.4,5,13,14: the Jehovist

marks the stages of its progress by 'seven

days' and 'forty days,'vii.4,10,12,17,viii.6,10,12;

(vii) That we are right in assigning to the

Jehovist this section about the raven and

dove, is further confirmed by the inconsis-

tency which exists in the data of time, as the

story now stands. Between the time when
' the tops of the mountains were seen,' 0.5, on
the first day of the tenth month, and the time

when ' the waters were dried up from off the

earth,' 0.13, on the first day of the first month
(of the next year) ,

would be an interval of

three months = 90 days. If we deduct the 40

days of waiting, 0.6, we have 50 days remain-

ing for the sending out of the raven and dove ;

whereas the story plainly implies an interval

of 7 days only between each sending, to which

might be added 7 days more after the dove
was sent out the second time, making only
21 days altogether.
N.B. It must have been supposed that

Noah, either by reason of the size, or situation,

or construction, of the window, or because of

the elevation of the Ark on the top of Ararat,
could not see for himself what was passing

upon the plains below.

940. Yiii.\3-19, Elohistic, except #.13b .

(i) 0.13,
' in the six hundred and first year':

eomp. vii.ll, 'in the six hundredth year of

Noah's life
'

; comp. also v.32,vii.6 ;

(ii) 0.13,
' in the first, in the first of the

Wonth,' and 0.14,
' in the second month, in

the seven-and-twentieth day of the month '
:

comp. vii.ll,viii.4,5 ;

(iii) 0.16, "thou, and thy wife, and thy
sons, and thy sons' wives with thee,' as in

vi.l8,vii.7,13; contr. the J. expression, 'thou
and all thy house,' vii.l ;

(iv) 0.17,19,
'

every animal,' as in vii. 14,

viii.l;

(v) fl.17, 'every animal that is with thee' :

comp.viii.l ,

'

every animal that was with him '

;

(vi) 0.17,
'

every animal . . . out of all flesh
'

:

comp. vi.19,
'
all the living out of all flesh

'

;

(vii) 0.17,
'
all flesh,' vi.l2,13,17,19,vii.l5,16,

21;
(viii) 0.17,

'

among fowl and among cattle,
as in vii. 21 ;

(ix) 0.17 ,' every creeping-thing that creep-
eth upon the earth,' as in i.26,vii.l4 : comp.
alsoi.28,30;

(x) 0.17,
'

swarm,' as in i.20,21,vii.21 ;

(xi) 0.17,
'

fructify and multiply,' i.22,28 ;

(xii) 0.18,
'

Noah, and his wife, &c.,' as in,

(iii) above ;

(xiii) 0.19, 'everything creeping upon the

earth,' as in i.30.

941. viii.l3b , Jehovistic.

(i) 'face of the ground,' as in ii.6,iv.l4,

vi.l,7,vii.4,23,viii.8;

(ii)
'

covering
'

explains, perhaps, the ob-

scure direction in vi.16,
' in a cubit shalt thou

finish it above '

;

(iii) this statement, 'and Noah removed
the covering of the ark, and saw, and behold !

the face of the ground was dry,' introduces

into the account, as it now stands, the ano-

maly, that the Ark was uncovered nearly two

months before Noah and his family and the

multitude of animals came out of it, as ap-

pears from 0.13,14.

942. The later ecclesiastical year

began in the Spring. But in the older

time the ' Feast of Ingathering
' was

' in the end of the year,' E.xxiii.16, so

that the new year, apparently, began
in Autumn. It is probable that this

more ancient reckoning is observed in

this account of the Flood, which in that

case began, according to the story,

about the middle of the second month,

vii.ll, i.e. about the beginning of

November, and lasted over the five wet

and stormy winter months, vii.24,

viii. 3, till the bright days of Spring
came round, and the waters were
' dried up from off the earth

'

during
the heat of summer. But then the

herbivorous animals, coming out of the

Ark in the second month (November),
viii. 14, would be in want of food till

the spring.
943. viii.20-22, Jehovistic.

(i) 0.20, these sacrifices require the ' seven
'

pairs of clean animals provided by the Jeho-

vist, vii.2,3, to which also the expression
' clean cattle

'
in this verse refers ;
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(ii) 0.21, 'Jehovah smelled the sweet sa-

rour '

: comp. the J. anthropomorphisms in

(913) vi.3,6,7,vii.l6>;

(iii) o.21, 'Jehovah said unto His heart:

comp. the secret speeches ascribed to Jehovah,

ii.n,iii.22,vi.3,7 ;

(iv) t>.21,
' His heart,' as in vi.6 ;

(v) o.2l, 'I will not add to curse again the

ground for man's sake
'

: comp. iii.17,
' cursed

ts the ground for thy sake,' v.29,
' about the

ground which Jehovah cursed' ;

(vi) 0.21,
' curse the ground

'

: comp. the J.

curses in iii,14,iv.ll,v.29 ;

(vii) 0.21
' the imagination of man's heart

is evil from his youth,' as in vi.5 ;

944. ix.1-17, Elohistic.

(i) o.l,
' and Elohbi blessed Noah, and his

sons
'

: comp. the blessing on Adam, i.28,v.2 ;

(ii) c.1,7, 'fructify and multiply,' as in

1.22,28,viii.l7 ;

(iii) o.l,
'

fructify, and multiply, and fill the

earth,' as in i.28 ;

(iv) r.2,10,10,
'

every animal of the earth,'

as in i.30 : contr. the
T

. expression,
'

every
animal of the fold,' U.19,20,iii.l,14 ;

(v) t.2,
' the fear of you, and the terror of

you, shall be upon every animal of the earth,

&c.' : comp. the E. passage i.26,28,
'
let them

have dominion over' fish, fowl, cattle, &c. ;

(vi) o.2,
'
all that creepeth the ground

'

(E.V. 'earth'): comp. i.25,vi.20, 'every
creeping-thing of the ground,' vii.8,

'
all that

creepeth upon the ground
'

;

(vii) v.2,
'
fishes of the sea

'

: comp.
'
fish of

the sea,' i.26,28 ;

( viii) v.3, every creeping-thing that liveth
'

:

comp. i.21 ,

'

every living soul that creepeth' ;

(ix) v.3,
' to you it shall be for food,' i.29 ;

(x) v.3,
'

green herb,' as in i.30 ;

(xi) o.5,
'

every animal,' vii. 14,viii.l,17,19 ;

(xii) 0.6, 'in the image of Elohim made He
man,' as in i.27

;

(xiii) v.1,
' swarm,' as in i.20,21,vii. 21,viii.17;

(xiv) 0.9,11,15,
' my covenant,' as in vi.18 ;

(xv) r.9,11,17,' establish a covenant,' vi.18;

(xvi) o.lO,
'

among fowl and among cattle,'

as in vii.21,viii.l7;

(xvii) 0.10,12,15,16,
'

every living soul,' i.21
;

(xviii) 0.10,12, 'that is with you:' comp.
that was with him,' vii.23b,viii.l, 'that is

with thee,' viii.17 ;

(xix) 0.11,15,15,16,17, 'all flesh,' as in

Vi.l2,13,17,19,vii.l5,16,21,viii.l7;

(xx) 0.15,16,
'

remember,' as in viii.l ;

(xxi) 0.15,16, 'every living soul among
all flesh': comp. vi.19, 'every living thing
out of all flesh,' viii.17,

'

every animal . . .

out of all flesh.'

945. In ix.3 the Elohist records the

permission to eat animal food, as

given only after the flood, in agree-
ment with his account of the Creation,

where we read, i.29

'And Elohim said, "Behold, I give you every
herb seeding seed, which is on the face of all

the earth, and every tree in which is the fruit

of a tree seeding seed : to you it shall be for

food.'

The Jehovist, however, makes Abel
a ' tender of sheep,' iv.2 : and though

sheep might, no doubt, have been kept

only for the sake of their wool or milk,

yet in iv.4 the firstlings of the flock

are sacrificed, and only, or chiefly,

their fat seems to have been offered.

It may be fairly inferred that, accord-

ing to the Jehovist, the rest was sup-

posed to be eaten afterwards, as in the

case of ordinary peace-offerings.

946. ix.18-27, Jehovistic.

(i) o.l8,
' Ham he is the fatherof Canaan,'

as in 0.22 ;

(ii) o.20, this notice of the '

beginning
'
of

wine-making corresponds to the similar Jeho-

vistic notices of the beginning of cattle-

keeping, iv.20, music, iv.21, working in iron,

iv.22, and probably also of sheep-tending and

agriculture, iv.2
;

;iii) o.25,
' cursed be Canaan '

: comp. the J.

curses, iii.l4,17,iv.ll,v.29,viii.21 ;

(iv) 0.25,
' a servant of servants shall he

(Canaan) be,' 0.26,27, 'and Canaan shall be

his servant' ;
here there is a play on the name

Kenahan,
'

Canaan,' which is derived from

Kanah,
' be low, be humble '

: but Canaan

really means the low coast country = the
' lowlands ,' or its inhabitants, in opposition
to Aram, the high country or '

highlands' ;

(v) o.27, the name yepheth,
'

Japheth,' is

played upon, in connection with the verb

yapht,
' he shall enlarge

'

: comp. the J. deri-

vations of names, ii.7,23,iii.20,iv.l,16,25,v.29.

N.B. ' Jehovah
'

is named the ' Elohim of

Shem,' o.26, who [?Elohim or Japheth]
'
shall

dwell in the tents of Shem,' o.27 : but this

name is not used in the blessing of Japheth,
for which only the general name of the Deity
is employed, and not the covenant-name of

the God of Shem, and of Shem's offspring,
Israel.

947. ix.28,29, Elohistic.

These verses refer to the E. datum
in vii. 6, and they correspond in lan-

guage with that of the E. genealogy in

v.7,8, &c, except that no mention is

made of Noah's '

begetting sons and

daughters
'

after the Flood. It would
seem that he was supposed to have had

only three sons,
'

Shem, Ham, and

Japheth,' all born before the Flood;

and, indeed, we read, in u.19
' These were the three sons of Noah: and out
of them was all the earth overspread.'

948. x.1-32, Jehovistic.

(i) o.5,
' out of these were separated the

isles,' o,32, 'out of these were separated the
nations': comp. ix.19, 'out of these were

spread-abroad all the earth
'

;

(ii) o.5,32, 'was separated,' as in ii.10 ;

(iii) 0.5,20,31,32 : comp. these summarising
clauses, at the end of the corresponding pas-

sages, with ix.19 ;

(iv) o.l8, 'were spread-abroad': comp,
' was spread-abroad,' ix.19

j
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(v) fl.21, 'and to Shem to him also there

was born
'

: comp. iv.26,
' and to Seth to him

also there was born ;

'

(vi) e.21,
'

Shem, the elder brother of Ja-

pheth
'

: comp. ix.24,
' his younger son

'

;

(vii) .25, the name '

Peleg,' derived from

finhiq, 'divide': comp. the J. derivations, ii.

7,23,iii.20,iv.l,16,25,v.29,ix.27 ;

(viii) 0.25,
' the earth,' used of the popu-

lation of the earth, as in ix.19
;

(ix) The Jehovist in this chapter shows a
remarkable amount of geographical and histo-

rical knowledge : comp. ii.l0-14,iv.l6,17,viii.4.

949. xi.1-9, Jekovistic.

(i) e.l,
'
all the earth ' = the whole human

race, as in ix.19 ;

(ii) 0.4,
'
let us make to ourselves a name '

:

tomp. the J. expression,
' men of a name' vi.4

;

(iii) r.4,8,9, 'spread-abroad,' as in ix.l9,x.!8 ;

(iv) 0.4,8,9,
'

upon the face of all the earth,'
as in vii.3,viii.9 : the Elohist, however, uses

this phrase in i.29
;

(v) 0.5,
' Jehovah came down to see the

city,' and 0.7,
'
let us go down, and confound

their language
'

: comp. the J. anthropomor-
phisms, &c. ;

(vi) 0.5, 'the sons of man': comp. 'the

daughters of man,' vi.2 ;

(vii) 0.6,
' and Jehovah said

'

: comp. the
secret speeches ascribed to Jehovah in ii.18,

iii.22,vi.3,7,viii.21 ;

(viii) 0.9, the name '

Babel,' derived from
batal,

' confound
'

: comp. the J. derivations,

ii.7,23,iii.20,iv.l,16,25,v.29,ix.27,x.25;
N.B. Apparently, this account of the ' con-

fusion of tongues
' and dispersion of mankind

is in connection also with the J. statement,
x.25, that, in Peleg's days, 'the earth was
divided.'

The derivation of '

Babel,' in v.9, is

incorrect. There is little doubt now,

among scholars, that the word is pro-

perly Bab-Il, meaning
' House of God.'

950. xi. 10-26, Elokistic.

This table is plainly a continuation of

the E. genealogy in G.v. The Jehovistic

account has anticipated it in x.22-25,
as to the births of Arphaxad, Salah,

Eber, Peleg. just as in iv.25 it anti-

cipated the E. mention of the name of

Adam, v. 2, and in iv.25, 2 6, the E.

mention of Seth and Enos, v.3,6.

(i) 0.10,
' These are the generations of

Shem '

: comp. vi.9,
' These are the generations

of Noah '

;

(ii) 0.10, 'son of a hundred years'; comp.
v.32,vii.6 ;

(iii) 0.11,13,15, &c.,
' and Shem lived after

begetting and begat sons and
daughters

'

: comp. the same form of expres-
sion, v.7,10,13, &c. ;

(iv) 0.11,13,15,16, &c., 'and he lived,' as in

V.3,6.,7,9, &c, ix.28.

CHAPTER V.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELOHIST
AND JEHOVIST.

951. We have thus examined tha

first eleven chapters of Genesis, down to

the point where the history of Abraham
commences. And we have seen that

these chapters may be separated, with

reasonable certainty, so that the

general inference, that two hands
are traceable, will not be invalidated

because a difference of opinion may
still fairly exist among scholars as to

some minor details, into two distinct

sets of passages, which may now bo

summed up as follows :

Elohistic.

(E.56,J.O)
i.l-ii.3

v.1-28,30-32
vi.9-14,17-22
vii.6-9,ll,13-16

a,18,19
b
,21,22,23

b
,24

viii. 1 ,2
3
,3

b
,4
b
,5,13%14-19

ix.1-17,28,29
xi.10-26

Jehovistic.

(E.8,J.30,J.E.20)
ii.4-iv.26

v.29

vi.1-8,15,16

vii.l-5,10,l2,16
b
,17,18

b
,19,20,23

viii.2b,3
i

>,4'>=,6-12,13
b
,20-22

ix,18-27,x.l-32
xi.1-9

N.B. Of the 293 verses in G.i.l-xi.26, rather
less than half (viz. 136) are Elohistic, and the
rest (vii. 157) Jehovistic.

952. We have seen also that these

two sets of passages betray incontesta-

ble signs of different authorship. In

one of them, the name ' Jehovah' never

once occurs throughout, whereas Elo-

him is used 56 times. In the other,
' Jehovah' is the predominant name,

being used 50 times, while ' Elohim '

ii.

occurs 28 times, viz. 20 times in the com-

pound name,
'

Jehovah-Elohim,' ii.4-

iii.24, (which is found only once be-

sides in the Pentateuch, viz. in E.ix.30,
for in G.xxiv.3,7, &c, the expression is
'

Jehovah, the Elohim of heaven,' &c.)

four times in the mouth of the ser-

pent, iii. 1,3,5, 5, twice in the popular

expression for angels,
' sons of Elohim,'

vi.2, 4, for which the writer could not

have used ' sons of Jehovah,' once in

stating that Jehovah is the ' Elohim of

Shem,' ix.26r once in speaking of
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Elohim blessing Japheth, ix.27, appa-

rently because Japheth was not sup-

posed to stand in any special relation

to Jehovah, the Elohim of Shem and
of the Hebrew people, Shem's descend-

ants, and once in the words of Eve,

iv.25, explaining the meaning of Seth's

name.
953. In other words, while the one

writer uses constantly the name ' Elo-

him ' and no other, the other writer

does not use it freely, as the Proper
Name of the Divine Being, and scarcely
uses it at all, except under special

circumstances, which explain in each

case his reason for using it. When writ-

ing freely, he uses habitually the name
' Jehovah.' It appears, then, that the

names ' Elohist
'

and ' Jehovist
'

have

been applied very justly to distinguish
these two writers. But the reader is

especially desired to notice that we have

not arrived at the conclusions, which
have been summed-up above (951), by
first assuming, as a fact, the existence

of this characteristic difference of style,

and then assigning to one writer those

passages in which the name ' Elohim
'

occurs predominantly, and those marked

by the name ' Jehovah '

to the other.

954. On the contrary, we have deduced
this characteristic peculiarity itself

from an inspection of the two sets of

passages already separated. And these

have been discriminated, and assigned
to their respective authors, by a rigor-
ous process of deduction, from a great

variety ofconspiringpeculiarities, which
have been detected upon a minute ex-

amination and careful comparison of

each passage, a process, which, to our
own mind, has the force of an absolute

demonstration, as we believe it will to

most readers, who will be willing to

follow it carefully, step by step.
955. In the following chapters we

shall give separately, at full length, the

Elohistic and Jehovistic portions of

these first eleven chapters of Genesis,

by the consideration of which some of

the peculiarities of style and thought
which mark the two writers, besides

that which is connected with the use of

the Divine Name, will be obvious at a

glance. We may here, however, men-
tion a few of these, which have either

been already detected in the course of

our criticisms, or must be apparent,
even to a reader unacquainted with

Hebrew, upon a mere perusal and com-

parison of the two sets of passages.
956. Thus, the Elohist is very diffuse

and simple in his style, and abounds in

repetitions, as in the \ise of the clause

'after his kind,' 17 times, i.ll, 12,21,

24,25,vi.20,vii. 14, or of the formula
'

Noah, and his sons, and his wife, and
his sons' wives with him,' vi.l8,vii.7,

13,viii.l6,18, and in his repeated enu-

meration of the creatures taken into the

Ark,vi.20,vii.8,14,21,viii.l7,19. Where-
as the Jehovist is more pointed and
terse in his expressions, e.g.

' thou and
all thy house,'vii.l, more spirited, or-

nate, and rhetorical, iv.6,7,9-15,vi.l-7,

viii.21,22 ;
he quotes poetry, iv.23,24,

ix.25-27, and a proverb, x.9
;
he is fond

of deriving names, ii.7,23,iii.20,iv.l,

16,25,v.29,ix.27,x.25,xi.9;andhis words
serve at times to intensify the language
of the Elohist, as when he expresses
the wickedness of man before the Flood,

comp.xi.5-7 with vi. 11-13, or paints the

destruction of life occasioned by that

catastrophe, comp. vii.23% with vii.21.

957. The Jehovist also uses frequently

strong anthropomorphisms, ascribing
human actions, passions, and affections

to Jehovah. The Elohist has very
much less of this, and altogether ap-

pears to have had more grand views of

the Divine Being, and of His pater-
nal relations to mankind : contrast the

whole tone of the Elohistic account of

the Creation in i.l-ii.3 with that of the

Jehovist in ii.4-25. Though the Elo-

hist manifestly had a deep sense of sin

and its evil consequences, vi.11-13, yet
it is only the Jehovist who introduces
'

curses,' iii.l4,17,iv.ll,v.29,viii.21,ix.

25, and writes the story of the 'Fall.'

958. It appears that the Elohist lays
stress upon the observance of the sab-

bath rest, ii.2,3, and the abstinence from
the eating of blood, ix.4, and the shed-

ding of man's blood, ix.5,6, these

two last, indeed, having a close connec-

tion ; since, if blood was too sacred to

be eaten, as representing the '

life,' the

law of abstinence from it as an article

of food would impress upon the people

continually the sin of shedding it. On
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the other hand, the Jehovist is the only
writer who, as yet, has mentioned sacri-

fices, iv.3,4,viii.20,21. Also he makes
use repeatedly of the number seven,

vii.2,3,4,10,viii.l0,12, and lays parti-
cular stress on the number forty, vii.4,

12,17,viii.6, which so often occurs in

the subsequent Scripture history.
959. It is not necessary to instance

further at present the points which cha-

racterise the two writers. But the differ-

ence of style, generally, between them
cannot possibly be mistaken. "When
the whole Book of Genesis has been
thus analysed, and we are able to com-

plete the separation of the Elohistic

and Jehovistic portions throughout,
we shall be still better able to judge of

the distinction between them. Then,
also, it will be the proper time to mark
in the separate portions any signs of
time, which may enable us to form some
definite conjecture as to the ages in

which they were respectively written.

960. In the latter part of Genesis,

however, distinct traces are found of, at

least, two other writers, so that the work
of discrimination is not so easy as we
have found it to be in these eleven

chapters ; and the ground will require
to be yet further cleared, before we can

proceed in a satisfactory manner with
this part of the work. For the present,
we content ourselves with the above
exhibition of the existence of two
different authors in the Book of Genesis,

and these not only distinct in style
and habits of thought, but involving
remarkable discrepancies, as in the two
accounts of the Creation (907), in the

single pair and seven pairs of clean

animals at the Flood (925), and in the

statement of the Jehovist that the
' Flood lasted forty days,' vii.4,12,17,
whereas the Elohist says that it lasted

150 days, since only after the 150 days,
vii.24, according to this writer,

' The fountains of the deep and the windows
of the heaven were stopped,' viii.2.

9G1. But we may here take a glance
at the two sets of passages, with a view
to consider whether we can arrive at

any definite conclusion at present upon
one important point. It is agreed
generally by critics of note that the
Eluhistic document was originally a

complete narrative
;
and it will be seen

presently that, as it now lies before us,

separated from the Jehovistic matter,
the story of the Elohist. is a perfectly
consistent whole, a strong confirma-
tion this of the correctness of our pro-
cess of division. The question now
arises, Did the Jehovist merely in-

terpolate his own additions into the

primitive story, or was the Jehovistic
document originally a whole by itself?

962. Hupfeld and some other emi-
nent critics are of opinion that it was.

They suppose that the two documents,
each complete in itself, lay before a later

compiler, who put them together into

one narrative, in the form in which we
now possess them, taking passages out
of each as they suited his purpose, or
seemed to be worth preserving, in order
to give more point and fulness to the

story. It is only in this way, they
think, that we can account for the
existence of such remarkable discre-

pancies as we find in the two accounts
of the Creation and the Deluge. A mere

interpolator would have avoided such

discrepancies; whereas a later editor

might consider the data of both such
venerable documents too precious to be

dispensed with altogether, notwith-

standing these discrepancies, or may
not even have perceived them

;
as so

many devout readers, of ancient and
modern times, have studied the story,
as it stands, without perceiving them,
until their attention had been expressly
directed to them.

963. The Jehovistic sections of G.i-

xi, however, as they now lie before us,
seem hardly sufficient at least, when
taken alone by themselves to justify
the conclusion, that they once formed

parts of an independent connected
whole. These portions, in fact, of the

Jehovistic matter appear rather as en-

largements and embellishments of the

primitive simple story, by the hand of
one who wrote not in slavish sub-

jection to the contents of the primary
document, but with considerable free-

dom and independence.
964. And this seems true even of the

second account of the Creation, on
which Hupfeld lays much stress in

support of his own position. It is
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quite as easy to conceive that the Jeho-

vist himself may not have perceived
the discrepancies, which in this passage,
as well as in those about the Flood, he
has imported into the narrative, as it is

to imagine this in the case of a later

editor, more especially when we take

into account the difficulty in any case

of mastering completely all the minute
details of a story, written by another
hand. It is almost impossible, indeed,
for one writer to place himself so accu-

rately in relation to the age and circum-

stances of another, as to be able to

regard the same subject from exactly
the same point of view

; and it might
be expected that any author, who would
undertake to illustrate and amplify a
narrative like that of the Elohist,
would fall inevitably, now and then,
into contradictions, which a close ex-

amination might detect. This might
be looked for under the most favourable

circumstances, if the interpolator had
had the prime narrative before him, in

clear roman type, in a printed volume.
How much more, it may be said, when
we take into acccount the difficulty of

studying that narrative out of a long
roll, consisting of many sheets, stitched

together, of papyrus or parchment
manuscript !

965. Upon the whole, we must reserve

our judgment on this point until the

analysis has been carried further, and
more of the Jehovistic matter lies

before us. But we are justified, at all

events, in concluding, from the evidence

at present before us, that the Jehovistic

writer whether we regard him as the

writer of a complete independent nar-

rative, or merely as the interpolator of

the primary Elohistic document, was
one who wrote, with considerable inde-

pendence and boldness of thought, and
who felt himself in no way bound to

adhere scrupulously to the details of the

original story, or to maintain with it a

perfect unity of style, any more than
of sentiment. We have thus, to some

extent, a confirmation of the view which
has been already expressed (in 11.490),
as to the composition of the Pentateuch.

966. But we have more than this.

The analysis, as far as we have gone,
confirms the statement in (11.337) that

the Elohist never mentions the name
'

Jehovah,' until he records the reve-
lation of it to Moses. From this it

would seem that the words in E.vi.3,
'

by my name Jehovah was I not known to
them '

are really meant to imply that, in the
view of this writer, the Name itself and
not merely the full meaning of it was
unknown before the time of Moses.
And this result conflicts, of course,
with the view of the Jehovist, who puts
it in the mouth of Eve, iv.l, and says,
iv.26, that from the time of Enos
'
it was begun to call upon the name of Je-

hovah.'

CHAPTER VI.

THE ELOHISTIC AND JEHOVISTIC PAS-

SAGES IN G.I.1-XI.26.

967. We shall now exhibit in full

the portions of G.i.l-xi.26, which ap-

pear to us to belong to the Elohist and

Jehovist, respectively. In order to set

more distinctly before the eyes of the

English reader the agreements and
variations in style, which have been
noted in our preceding critical enquiry,
it has been necessary to translate these

chapters again from the original, taking
care to render, as far as possible, the

same Hebrew word or phrase always by
the same English equivalent, a rule

which is very often not observed in

the authorised version. Thus in nine

places (i.25,iv. 11,14, vi.l, 7,20, vii.4,8,ix.

2) the original has 'the ground,' where
the E.V. has 'the earth,' whereas the

E.V. has correctly
' the ground

'

in seven-

teen other places, ii.5,6,7,9, &c. So
the same Hebrew word is expressed by
' move' in i.21,28,vii.21, and by 'creep'
in i.26.30,vii.8, 14, viii. 17, 19, and the cor-

responding noun, by 'creeping thing'
in nine places, i.24,25, 26, &c, and by
'

moving thing
'

in ix.3.

968. It is obvious that, without

uniformity of translation, no accurate

comparison can be instituted between
the two documents in English.
On this account it has been neces-

sary to translate as literally as possible ;

and so the following version does not

pretend to be an elegant, but only a

strictly faithful, representation of the

original.
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N.B. The sign ^< denotes that a Jehovistic

or Elohistic passage has been removed.

THE ELOHISTIC NARRATIVE.
1. (') In the beginning Elohim created the

Heaven and the Earth. (
2
) And the Earth

was desolation and emptiness, and darkness
was upon the face of the deep, and the spirit
of Elohim hovering upon the face of the
waters.

(
3
) And Elohim said,

' Let there be light,'
and there was light. (*) And Elohim saw
the light that it was good; and Elohim
divided between the light and (between) the
darkness. (

5
) And Elohim called (to) the

light
'

Day,' and (to) the darkness He called

'Night.' And it was evening, and it was
morning, one day.

(
6
) And Elohim said,

' Let there be an ex-

panse in the midst of the waters, and let it be

dividing between waters (to) and waters.'

(
7
) And Elohim made the expanse, and divided

between the waters which were beneath the

expanse, (between) and the waters which were
above the expanse ;

and it was so. (") And
Elohim called (to) the expanse 'Heaven.'
And it was evening, and it was morning, a
second day.

(
9
) And Elohim said, 'Let the waters be-

neath the Heaven be gathered into one place,
and let the dry-land appear'; and it was so.

('") And Elohim called (to) the dry-land
'

Earth,' and (to) the gathering of waters
called He ' Seas' ; and Elohim saw that it was
good.

(") And Elohim said,
' Let the Earth vege-

tate vegetation, the herb seeding seed, the
fruit-tree making fruit, after its kind, whose
seed is in it, upon the Earth'

;
and it was so.

(
12

) And the Earth brought forth vegetation,
the herb seeding seed after its kind, and the
tree making fruit, whose seed is in it, after its

kind ; and Elohim saw that it was good.
(
13

) And it was evening, and it was morning,
a third day.
(") And Elohim said,

' Let there be lumi-
naries in the expanse of the Heaven, to divide
between th day and (between) the night, and
let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for

days and years ; (
ls

) and let them be for lumi-
naries in the expanse of the Heaven, to give
light upon the Earth' : and it was so. (

l6
) And

Elohim made the two great luminaries, the

greater luminary for the rule of the day, and
the lesser luminary for the rule of the night,
and the stars. (") And Elohim (gave)

placed them in the expanse of the Heaven, to

give light upon the Earth, (
ls

) and to rule

over the day and over the night, and to divide
between the light and (between) the darkness:
and Elohim saw that it was good. (

I9
) And

it was evening, and it was morning, a fourth

day.
(
2

) And Elohim said,
' Let the waters

swarm with swarming-things of living soul,
and let fowl fly over the Earth upon the face

of the expanse of the Heaven.' (
21

) And
Elohim created the great monsters, and every
living soul that creepeth, which the waters
swarmed after their kind, and every fowl of

wing after its kind : and Elohim saw that it

was good. (
22

) And Elohim blessed them,
Baying,

'

Fructify and multiply, and fill the

waters in the Seas, and let the fowl abound in
the Earth.' (

23
) And it was evening, and it

was morning, a fifth day.
(
24

) And Elohim said,
' Let the Earth bring

forth living soul after its kind, cattle, and
creeping-thing, and animal of the Earth after
its kind

'

; and it was so. (
25

) And Elohim
made the animal of the Earth after its kind,
and the cattle after its kind, and every creep-
ing-thing of the ground after its kind : and
Elohim saw that it was good.

(
26

) And Elohim said,
' Let us make man,

in our image, after our likeness
;
and let them

(tread) have-dominion over the fish of the

Sea, and over the fowl of the Heaven, and
over the cattle, and over every animal of the

Earth, and over every creeping-thing that

creepeth upon the Earth.' (
27

) And Elohim
created man in His image ; in the image of
Elohim created He him ; male and female
created He them. (

28
) And Elohim blessed

them, and Elohim said to them,
'

Fructify,
and multiply, and fill the Earth, and subdue
it

; and (tread) have-dominion over the fish

of the Sea, and over the fowl of the Heaven,
and over every animal that creepeth upon the
Earth.' (

2B
) And Elohim said, 'Behold! I

give to you every herb seeding seed, which is

on the face of all the Earth, and every tree in
which is the fruit of a tree seeding seed

;
to

you it shall be for food : (
3

) and to every
animal of the Earth, and to every fowl of the

Heaven, and to everything creeping upon the

Earth, in which is a living soul, I give every
green herb for food

'

;
and it was so. (

31
) And

Elohim saw all that He had made, and be-

hold ! it was very good. And it was evening,
and it was morning, the sixth day.
2. (') .And the Heaven and the Earth were

finished, and all their host. (
2
) And Elohim

finished on the seventh day His work which
He had made, and rested on the seventh day
from all His work which He had made.

(
3
) And Elohim blessed the seventh day, and

hallowed it
;
for on it He rested from all His

work, which Elohim created (to make) and

made.iji

5. (') This is the book of the generations
of Adam, in the day of Elohim's creating
Adam

;
in the likeness of Elohim made He

him. (
2
) Male and female He created them,

and blessed them, and called their name Adam
in the day of their creation.

(
3
) And Adam lived a hundred and thirty

years, and begat in his likeness, according to

his image ;
and he called his name Seth.

(
4
) And the days of Adam, after his begetting

Seth, were eight hundred years, and he begat
sons and daughters. (

5
) And all the days of

Adam which he lived were nine hundred and
thirty years, and he died.

(
6
) And Seth lived an hundred and five

years, and begat Enos. (') And Seth lived,
after his begetting Enos, eight hundred and
seven years, and he begat sons and daughters,
(") And all the days of Seth were nine hun-
dred and twelve years, and he died.

(
9
) And Enos lived ninety years, and begat

Kenan. (
10

) And Enos lived, after his be-

getting Kenan, eight hundred and fifteen

years, and he begat sons and daughters.
(") And all the days of Enos were nine hun-
dred and five years, and he died.
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(") And Kenan lived seventy years, and

begat Mahalaleel. (
13

) And Kenan lived,
after his begetting Mahalaleel, eight hundred
and forty years, and he begat sons and
daughters. (") And all the days of Kenan
were nine hundred and ten years, and he died.

(
IS

) And Mahalaleel lived sixty-and-five
years, and begat Jared. (

16
) And Mahalaleel

lived, after his begetting Jared, eight hun-
dred and thirty years, and he begat sons and
daughters. (") And all the days of Mahala-
leel were eight hundred and ninety-five years,
and he died.

(") And Jared lived an hundred and sixty-
two years, and begat Enoch. (

19
) And Jared

lived, after his begetting Enoch, eight hundred
years, and he begat sons and daughters. (

20
)And all the days of Jared were nine hundred

and sixty-two years, and he died.

(
21

) And Enoch lived sixtv-and-five years,
and begat Methuselah. (

22
) And Enoch walked

with ELOHIM *, after his begetting Methuse-
lah, three hundred years, and he begat sons
and daughters. (

23
> And all the days of Enoch

were three hundred and sixty-five years. (")
And Enoch walked with ELOHIM, and he
was not, for Elohtm took him.

(
2S

) And Methuselah lived an hundred and
eighty-seven years, and begat Lamech. (

2S
)

And Methuselah lived, after his begetting
Lamech, seven hundred and eighty-two years,
and he begat sons and daughters- (

27
) And all

the days of Methuselah were nine hundred
and sixty-nine years, and he died.

(
29

) And Lamech lived an hundred and
eighty-two years, and begat [Noahj.iJK

30
)

And Lamech lived, after his begetting Noah,
five hundred and ninety-five years, and he
begat sons and daughters. (

31
) And all the

days ot Lamech were seven hundred and
seventy-seven years, and he died.

(
32

) And Noah was a son of five hundred
years, and Noah begat Shem, Ham, and
Japheth. >|<

6. (
9
) T^ese are the generations of Noah.

Noah was a man just and perfect in his
generations : Noah walked with ELOHIM.
C) And Noah begat three sons, Shem, Ham,
and Japheth. (") And the earth was cor-

rupted before the face of ELOHIM, and the
earth was filled with violence. (

l2
) And Elo-

him saw the earth, and behold ! it was cor-
rupted ; for all flesh had corrupted its way
upon the earth.

(
l3

) And Elohim said to Noah,
' Theend of

all flesh has come before my face; for the
earth is full of violence from before them

;

and behold! I will (corrupt) destroy them
with the earth. (") Make to thee an Ark of
cypress-wood ; in cells shalt thou make the
Ark, and shalt pitch it within and without
with pitch.ifcO

7
) And I, behold ! I (am bring-

ing) will bring the Flood of waters upon the
earth, to (corrupt) destroy all flesh in which
Is a spirit of life from under the heaven

; all
which is in the earth shall die.- (

ls
) But I

establish my covenant with thee ; and thou
shalt go into the Ark, thou, and thy sons, and
thy wife, and thy sons' wives with thee. (

19
\

* We shall print the name thus, in large
capitals, whenever it occurs in the original
with the article.

And out of every living thing out of all flesh,
two out of all shalt thou bring into the Ark,
to keep-alive with thee; male and female
shall they be. (

20
) Out of the fowl after its

kind, and out of the cattle after its kind, out
of every creeping-thing of the ground after
its kind, two out of all shall come unto thee,
to keep-alive. (

21
) And thou, take to thee

out of all food which is eaten, and thou shalt
gather it unto thee, and it shall be to thee and
to them for food.'

(
22

) And Noah did according to all which
Elohtm commanded him so did he.Ji
7. (

6
) And Noah was a son of six hundred

years, when the Flood was of waters upon
the earth. (') And he went, Noah, and his
sons, and his wife, and his sons' wives, with
him, into the Ark, from the face of the waters
of the Flood. (

8
) Out of the clean cattle and

out of the cattle which are not clean, and out
of the fowl and all that creepeth upon the
ground, (

9
) two and two, they came unto

Noah into the Ark. male and female, as Elo-
him commanded Noah.i|<

(") In the six-hundredth year of Noah's
life, in the second month, in the seventeenth
day of the month, on this day were broken up
all the fountains of the great deep, and the
windows of the heaven were opened. >|. (")
On this very same day, (lit. in the bone of
this day,) went Noah, and Shem, and Hani,
and Japheth, Noah's sons, and Noah's wife,
and his sons' three wives with them, into the
Ark; (

14
) they, and every animal after its

kind, and all the cattle after its kind, and
every creeping-thing that creepeth upon the
earth after its kind, and all the fowl after its

kind, every bird of every wing. (
,5

) And they
came unto Noah into the Ark, two and two,
out of all flesh, in which is a spirit of life.

(16
a
) And those coming, male and female

out of all flesh they came, as Elohim com-
manded him.>J<

(
1Sa

) And the waters were mighty, and
multiplied (very) gneatly upon the earth. q,
(
19b

) and all the high mountains that were
under all the heaven, were covered. (

21
)

And all flesh died, that creepeth upon the earth,
among fowl, and among cattle, and among
(animal) animals, and among all the swarm -

Log-things that swarm upon the earth, and
all man. (

22
) All in whose nostrils was the

breath of a spirit of life, out of all which was
in the dry land, died. & (

23
>) And only Noah

was left, and what teas with him in the Ark.
(
24

) And the waters were mighty upon the
earth a hundred and fifty days.>J

8. (') And Elohim remembered Noah,
and every animal, and all the cattle, that was
with him in the Ark

;
and Elohim caused-to-

pass a wind upon the earth, and the waters
subsided. (

2a
) And the fountains of the deep

were stopped and the windows of the heaven ;

>J< (
3b

) and the waters decreased at the end of
a hundred and fifty days,*^) in the seventh
month, in the seventeenth day of the month.
>J<(

5
) And the waters were decreasing con-

tinually until the tenth month : in the tenth
month, in the first of the month, the tops of
the mountains were seen.J<

(
13a

) And it came-to-pass in the six hun-

x2
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dred and first year, in the first month, in the
first of the month, the waters were dried up
from off the earth : it (") and in the second

month, in the seventeenth day of the month,
the earth was dry

(
15

) And Elohim spake nnto Noah, saying,
(")

' Go out from the ark, thou, and thy wife,
and thy sons, and thy sons' wives, with thee.

(") Every animal that is with thee out of all

flesh, among fowl, and among cattle, and
among every creeping-thing that creepeth
upon the earth, bring forth with thee

;
and

let them swarm in the earth, and fructify,
and multiply, upon the earth.' (") And he
went out, Noah, and his sons, and his wife,
and his sons' wives, with him. (

ls
) Every

animal, every creeping-thing, and every fowl,
everything creeping upon the earth, after

their families, they went out from the Ark.^<

9. O And Elohim blessed Noah and his

sons, and said to them,
'

Fructify, and multi-

ply, and fill the earth. (
2
) And the fear of

you and the terror of you shall be upon every
animal of the earth, and upon every fowl of
the heaven, among all that creepeth the

ground, and among all the fishes of the sea :

into your hand they are given. (
3
) Every

creeping-thing that liveth, to you it shall be
for food : as the green herb, I give to you all.

(") Only flesh (in) with its soul, its blood, ye
shall not eat. (

5
) And surely your blood of

your souls will I require : from the hand of

every animal will I require it, and from the
hand of man

; from the hand of a man's
brother, will I require the soul of man. (

6
)

Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his
blood be shed : for in the image of Elohim
made He man. (') And you, fructify and
multiply, swarm in the earth, and multiply
in it.'

(
s
) And Elohim said unto Noah, and unto

his sons with him, saying : ()
' And I, be-

hold ! I (am establishing) will establish my
covenant with you, and with your seed after

you, (
10

) and with every living soul which is

with you, among fowl, and among cattle,
and among (every animal) all animals of the
earth with you, from all going out of the Ark
to every animal of the earth. (") And I

establish my covenant with you, and all flesh

shall not be again cut off through the waters
of the Flood, and there shall not be again a
Flood to (corrupt) destroy the earth.'

(
12

) And Elohim said,
' This is the sign of

the covenant, which I (am giving) will make
between me and (between) you, and (between)
every living soul that is with you for perpetual
generations. (") My bow do I (give) set in
the cloud, and it shall be for a sign of a
covenant between me and (between) the
earth. (

14
) And it shall be, at my (clouding)

bringing a cloud upon the earth, that the
bow shall be seen in the cloud. (

ls
) And I

will remember my covenant which is between
me and (between) you and (between) every
living soul among all flesh ; and there shall

not lie again the waters for a Flood to (cor-

rupt) destroy all flesh. (
I6

) And the bow shall

be in the cloud
;
and I will see it, for a re-

membrance of the perpetual covenant between
fiLOHiM and (between) every living soul
among all flesh that is upon the earth.'

(") And Elohim said unto Noah,
' This ia

the sign of the covenant, which I establish
between me and (between) all flesh that is

upon the earth.'>Ji

(
2S

) And Noah lived after the Flood three
hundred and fifty years. (

29
) And all the days

of Noah were nine hundred and fifty years,
and he died.ijc

11. (
10

) These are the generations of
Shem.
Shem was a son of a hundred years, and

begat Arphaxad two years after the Flood.

(") And Shem lived, after his begetting
Arphaxad, five hundred years, and begat sons
and daughters.

(
1=

) And Arphaxad lived five and thirty
years, and begat Salah. (

13
) And Arphaxad

lived, after his begetting Salah, four hundred
and three years, and begat sons and daugh-
ters.

(
14

) And Salah lived thirty years, and begat
(//eber) Eber. (

ls
) And Salah lived, after his

begetting Eber, four hundred and three years,
and begat sons and daughters.

(
ls

) And Eber lived four and thirty years,
and begat Peleg. (

17
) And Eber lived, after

his begetting Peleg, four hundred and thirty
years, and begat sons and daughters.

(") And Peleg lived thirty years, and begat
Reu. (

1,J

) And Peleg lived, after his begetting
Beu, two hundred and nine years, and begat
sons and daughters.

(
20

) And Reu lived two and thirty years,
and begat Serug. (

21
) And Reu lived, after

his begetting Serug, two hundred and seven

years, and begat sons and daughters.
(
=J

) And Serug lived thirty years, and begat
Nahor. (

23
) And Serug lived, after his be-

getting Nahor, two hundred years, and begat
sons and daughters.

(
21

) And Nahor lived nine and twenty years,
and begat Terah. (

23
) And Nahor lived, after

his begetting Terah, a hundred and nineteen

years, and begat sons and daughters.
(
2S

) And Terah lived seventy years, ard
begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran.

THE JEHOVISTIC PASSAGES.

2. (
4
) [These are the generations of the

Heaven and the Earth in their creation] in the

day of Jehovah-Elohim's making Earth and
Heaven. (

5
) And no plant of the field was yet

in the earth, and no shrub of the field yet
sprouted ; for Jehovah-Elohim had not
made-it-rain on the earth, and man was not,
to till the ground. (

6
) And a mist rose from

the earth, and watered the whole face of the

ground.
(') And Jehovah-Elohim formed the man

of dust out of the ground, and breathed in his

nostrils breath of life, and the man became a
living soul. (

8
) And Jehovah-Elohim planted

a garden in Eden eastward, and placed there
the man whom He had formed. (

9
) And Jeho-

vah-Elohim made-to-sprout out of the ground
every ti-ee pleasant for sight and good for

food, and the tree of life in the midst of the

garden, and the tree of knowledge of good
and evil.

(
10

) And a river goeth out from Eden to
water the garden, and from thence it is sepa-

rated, and becomes four heads. (") The name
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of the first is Bison : that is it which boundeth
the whole land of Havilah, where is the gold ;

(
12

) and the gold of that land is good ;
there

is the bdellium and the onyx-stone. (
13

) And
'he name of the second river is Gihon : that
is it which boundeth the whole land of Cush.

('*) And the name of the third river is Hid-
dekel : that is it which goeth eastward of

Assyria. And the fourth river that is Eu-

phratss.
C 5

) And Jehovah-Elohim took the man,
and left him in the garden of Eden, to till it

and to keep it. (
le

) And Jehovah-Elohim
charged upon the man, saying,

' Of every
tree of the garden eating thou shalt eat:

(") but of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil thou shalt not eat of it

; for, in the

day of thy eating of it, dying thou shalt die.'

(
ls

) Arid Jehovah-Elohim said,
'
It is not

good, the man's being alone-by-himself : I

will make for him a help over-against-him.'

(") And Jehovah-Elohim formed out of the

ground every animal of the field and every
fowl of the heaven, and brought it to the

man, to see what he would call it
; and what-

soever the man would call it, the living soul

that should be its name. (
20

) And the man
called names to all the cattle, and to the fowl
of the heaven, and to every animal of the
field ;

but for (Adam) the man he found not

(i.e. one found not= there was not found) a

help over-against-him.
(
21

) And Jehovah-Elohim made-to-fall a

deep slumber upon the man, and he slept, and
He took one of his ribs, and closed up the
flesh in-its-place. (

22
) And Jehovah-Elohim

built the rib, which He took out of the man,
into a woman, and brought her to the man.
(
23

) And the man said, 'This-time this is

bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh : to

this it shall be called Woman (Ishah), for out
of Man (Ish) was this taken. (

24
) Therefore

shall a man forsake his father and his mother,
and cleave unto his wife, and they shall be-

come one flesh.'

(") And they were both of them naked,
the man and his wife, and were not ashamed.

3. (') And the serpent was subtle, out of

(every animal) all animals of the field, which
Jehovah-Elohim had made : and he said unto
the woman, '

/* it so that Elohim has said,
Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden ?

'

(*) And the woman said unto the serpent,
' Of the fruit of the trees of the garden we
shall eat: (

3
) but of the fruit of the tree,

which is in the midst of the garden, Elohim
has said.

' Ye shall not eat of it, and ye shall

not touch it, lest ye die.' (
4
) And the serpent

said unto the woman, 'Ye shall not (dying)
surely die : (

5
) for Elohim knows that, in the

day of your eating of it, your eyes shall be

opened, and ye shall be as Elohim, knowing
good and evil.' (

s
) And the woman saw that

the tree was good for food, and that it was a

longing to the eyes, and the tree was pleasant
to behold ;

and she took of its fruit, and ate,
and gave also to her husband with her, and
he ate. (') And the eyes of them both were
opened, and they knew that they were naked ;

and they sewed together fig-leaves, and made
to themselves girdles.

(
8
) And they heard the (voice) sound of

Jehovah-Elohim, walking in the garden in

the breeze of the day ; and he hid himself
,

the man, and his wife, from the face of
Jehovah-Elohim in the midst of the trees ot
the garden. (

9
) And Jehovah-Elohim called

unto the man, and said to him,
' Where art

thou ?
'

(
10

) Aud he said,
'

Thy (voice) sound
I heard in the garden, and I feared, for I am
naked, and I hid myself.' (") And He said,
' Who told to thee that thou art naked ? Of
the tree, which I commanded thee not to eat

of, hast thou eaten ?
'

(
12

) And the man said,
' The woman, whom Thou didst (give) place
with me, she gave to me of the tree, and I ate.'

(
ls

) And Jehovah-Elohim said to the woman,
' What is this which thou hast done ?

' And
the woman said,

' The serpent beguiled me,
and I ate.'

('") And Jehovah-Elohim said unto the

serpent,
' Because thou hast done this, cursed

art thou out of all the cattle and out of

(every animal) all animals of the field ; upon
thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou
eat, all the days of thy life : (

IS
) and enmity

will I put between thee and (between) the

woman, and between thy seed and (between)
her seed

;
it shall bruise thee on the head,

and thou shalt bruise it on the heel.'

(
ls

) TJnto the woman He said,
'

Multiplying
I will multiply thy pain and thy conception ;

in pain shalt thou bear children, and unto
thy husband shall be thy desire, and he shall
rule over thee.'

(") And to Adam He said,
' Because thou

hast listened to the voice of thy wife, and
hast eaten of the tree, as to which I com-
manded thee, saying,

" Thou shalt not eat of

it," cursed is the ground for thy sake
;
in pain

shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life ;

(
ls

) and thorns and thistles shall it make-to-
sprout to thee, and thou shalt eat the herb of

the field ; (
ls

) in the sweat of thy face thou
shalt eat bread until thy returning unto the

ground, for out of it wast thou taken
; for

dust art thou, and unto dust shalt thou
return.'

C) And the man called the name of hia
wife Eve (Khavvah), for she was the mother
of all living (khay).

(-
1

) And Jehovah-Elohim made to Adam
and to his wife coats of skin, and clothed
them.

(") And Jehovah-Elohim said,
' Behold 1

the man has become as one of us, for the

knowledge of good and evil : and now, lest

he put forth his hand, and take also of the
tree of life, and eat, and live for ever. . .' (

=3
)

And Jehovah-Elohim put him forth from
the garden of Eden, to till the ground from
whence he was taken. (

24
) And He drove-

away the man, and stationed eastward (? in

front) of the garden of Eden the cherubs and
the flame of the turning sword, to keep the

way of the tree of life.

4. (') And the man knew Eve his wife,
and she conceived and bare (Kain) Cain, and
she said,

'
I have acquired (Kanithi), a man

with Jehovah.' (
=
) And she added to bear hia

brother Abel ; and Abel was a tender of

sheep, and Cain was a tiller of ground.
(
3
) And it came to pass at the end of days

that Cain brought of the fruit of the ground
an offering to Jehovah. (

4
) And Aoel brought,

he also, of the firstlings of his flock and of
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their fat. And Jehovah had respect unto

Abel and unto his offering ; (
5
) and unto Cain

and unto his offering He had not respect :

and it {anger) was (very) greatly kindled to

Cain, and his face fell. (
8
) And Jehovah said

unto Cain,
' Why has it been kindled to thee,

and why has thy face fallen ? (
7
) Is there not,

if thou 'do well, (lifting up) acceptance? and
if thou doest not well, sin is crouching at the

entrance, and unto thee is its desire ; but

thou shalt rule over it.'

(
8
) And Cain said (i.e. said in his heart=

designed) against (unto) Abel his brother ; and
it came to pass, in their being in the field,

that Cain rose (unto) against Abel his brother,

and slew him.

(

s
) And Jehovah said unto Cain,

' Where
is Abel thy brother ?

' And he said,
' I know

not ;
am I keeping my brother ?

'

(
I0

) And He
said,

' What hast thou done ? The voice of

thy brother's blood is crying unto me out of

the ground. (") And now, cursed art thou

out of the ground, which opened her mouth
to take thy brother's blood from thy hand.

(
12

) When thou tillest the ground, it shall not

add to give her strength to thee : a fugitive
and a vagabond shalt thou be in the earth.'

(
13

) And Cain said unto Jehovah,
' My

iniquity is too great to forgive, (or 'My
punishment is too great to bear.') (") Behold !

Thou hast driven me away this day from being

upon the face of the ground, and from Thy
face shall I hide myself, and I shall be a

fugitive and a vagabond in the earth, and it

will be that anyone finding me will slay me.'

(
ls

)
And Jehovah said to him, ' Therefore as

to anyone slaying Cain, he (Cain) shall be

avenged sevenfold.' And Jehovah set on (or
' to

'

) Cain a mark, that anyone finding him
might not smite him.

(
16

) And Cain went out from the presence
of Jehovah, and dwelt in the land of Nod,
eastward of Eden. (") And Cain knew his

wife, and she conceived, and bare Enoch;
and he was building a city, and he called the

name of the city after the name of his son,

Enoch. (

ls
) And there was born to Enoch

Irad ; and Irad begat Mehujael, and Mehujael
begat Methusael, and Methusael begat La-

mech.
(
19

) And Lamech took to him two wives,
the name of the one Adah, and the name of

the second Zillah. (
20

) And Adah bare Jabal :

he was the father of dwellers in tents and

among cattle. (
21

) And the name of his

brother was Jubal : he was the father of all

handling lyre and flute. (~) And Zillah she

also bare Tubal-Cain, a forger of all instru-

ments of brass and iron ;
and the sister of

Tubal-Cain was Naamah.
(
23

) And Lamech said to his wives :

' Adah and Zillah, hear my voice!

Wives of Lamech, give ear to my speech I

For I have slain a man for my wound,
And a youth for my hurt.

(") For Cain shall be avenged seven-times,
And Lamech seventy-times seven-times.'

(
2S

) And Adam knew again his wife, and
she bare a son, and she called his name
(Sheth) Seth ;

' for Elohim,' said she,
' hath

appointed (shath) to me other seed in place of

Abel, for Cain slew him.'

(
2

) And to Seth, to him also, there was

born a son, and he called his name Enos.

Then was it begun to call upon the name of

Jehovah. <

5. (
2S

) And he called his name (Noakh)

Noah, saying,
' This shall comfort (nikham)

us (from) about our work and (from) about the

pain of our hands, (from) about the ground
which Jehovah cursed.'

6. O And it came-to-pass that man began
to multiply upon the face of the ground, and

daughters were born to them. (
2
) And the

sons of ELOHIM saw the daughters of man
that they were goodly : and they took to

them wives of all whom they chose. (
3
) And

Jehovah said,
' My spirit shall not preside in

man for ever, forasmuch as he also is flesh,

and his days shall be a hundred and twenty

years.'

(
4
) The giants were in the earth in those

days; and also afterwards, as the sons of

ELOHIM went unto the daughters of man,
and begat to themselves, these were the

mighty-ones which were of old, the men of a

name.
(
5
) And Jehovah saw that the wickedness

of man was multiplied in the earth, and

every (formation) imagination of the thoughts
of his heart was only evil all the days. (

6
)

And Jehovah repented that He had made
man in the earth, and He was pained (unto)
in His heart. (') And Jehovah said,

' I will

wipe-out man, whom I have created, from off

the face of the ground, from man unto cattle,

unto creeping-thing, and unto fowl of the

heaven
;
for I repent that I have made them.'

(
8
) But Noah found favour in the eyes of

Jehovah. J

(
ls

) And this is how thou shalt make it,

three hundred cubits the length of the ark,

fifty cubits its breadth, and thirty cubits its

height. (
ls

)
A light shalt thou make to the

Ark, and unto a cubit shalt thou finish it

upward, and a door of the Ark shalt thou

place in its side; lower, second, and third

stories shalt thou make it.ij<

7. 0) And Jehovah said to Noah, 'Go
thou and all thy house into the Ark ;

for thee

do I see righteous before my face in this

generation. (
2
) Out of all the clean cattle thou

shalt take to thee seven and seven, the male
and his mate, (lit. man and his woman) ; and

out of the cattle, which are not clean, it shall

be two, the male and his mate. (
3
) Also out of

the fowl of the heaven seven and seven, male

and female, to keep-alive se 'd upon the face

of all the earth. (") For after yet seven days
I will cause-it-to-rain upon the earth forty

days and forty nights ; and I will wipe-out all

the substance which I have made from off the

face of the ground.'
(
5
) And Noah did according to all which

Jehovah commanded him.ij*

(
10

) And it came-to-pass after the seven

days that the waters of the Deluge were upon
the earth. >J< (

12
) And the rain was upon the

earth forty days and forty nights.

(i6b) And Jehovah shut after him. (")
And the Flood was forty days upon the earth ;

and the waters multiplied, and they raised

the Ark, and it was lifted from off the earth.
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5<(
1Bb

) And the Ark went upon the face of

the waters. ("a
) And the waters were very,

very mighty upon the earth ; J< (
20

) fifteen

cubits upward the waters were mighty, and
the mountains were covered.

>J< (
230

-) And He
wiped-out all the substance which was upon
the face of the ground, from man imto cattle,
unto creeping-thing, and unto fowl of the

heaven; and they were wiped-out from the
earth.

8. (
2b

) And the rain was restrained out of

the heaven ; (
3a

) and the waters returned
from off the earth, returning continually ;>}<

(*") and the Ark rested^C^) on the mountains
of Ararat.

>$(

(
6
) And it came-to-pass, at the end of forty

days, that Noah opened the window of the

Ark, which he had made. (') And he put
forth the raven, and it went-out, going-out
and returning, until the drying-up of the
waters from off the earth. (

8
) And he put-

forth the dove from him, to see whether the
waters were lightened from off the face of the

ground. (
9
) And the dove found not rest for

the sole of its foot, and it returned unto him
unto the Ark ; for waters icere upon the face
of all the earth

;
and he put-forth his hand,

and took it, and brought it unto him into the
Ark. (

10
) And he stayed yet seven other days,

and he added to put-forth the dove out of the
Ark. (") And the dove came unto him at the
time of evening, and behold ! an olive-leaf

torn-off in its mouth
; and Noah knew that

the waters were lightened from off the earth.

(
12

) And he stayed yet seven other days, and
he put-forth the dove ; and it added not to

return unto him again. >J< (
13b

) And Noah re-

moved the covering of the Ark, and saw, and
behold ! the face of the ground was dry. >J

(
20

) And Noah built an altar to Jehovah,
and took out of all the clean cattle and
out of all the clean fowl, and offered burnt-

offerings (by-means-of) on the altar. (
21

)

And Jehovah smelt the sweet savour, and
Jehovah said unto His heart,

'

I will not add
to curse again the ground for the sake of man

;

for the (formation) imagination of the heart
of man is evil from his youth ;

and I will not
add again to smite (all living=) every living-

thing, as I have done. (
22

) Still all the days
of the earth, seed and harvest, and cold and
heat, and summer and winter, and day and
night, shall not cease.'

>J<

9. (
18

) And the sons of Noah, those going
out of the Ark, were Shem, Ham, and
Japheth ;

and Ham he is the father of

Canaan. (
19

) These were the three sons of

Noah, and out of these was spread-abroad all

the earth.

(
2

) And Noah began to be a man of the

ground, and he planted a vineyard. (
21

) And
he drank of the wine, and was drunken, and
he exposed-himself in the midst of his tent.

(
22

) And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw
his father's nakedness, and he told it to his

two brethren without. (") And Shem and
Japheth took the garment, and laid it upon
the shoulder of both of them, and they went
backwards, and covered their father's naked-
ness ; and their faces were backwards, and
their father's nakedness they saw not.

(-') And Noah awoke from his wine, and
he knew what his younger son had done to
him. (

2S
) And he said :

' Cursed be Canaan !

Servant of servants shall he be to his
brethren.'

(
2S

) And he said :

' Blessed be Jehovah, the Elohim of
Shem!

And Canaan shall be a servant to them.

(
27

) Elohbi shall enlarge Japheth ;

And he (? But He) shall dwell in the
tents of Shem

;

And Canaan shall be a servant to them.'^i

10. (') And these are the generations of

the sons of Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japheth ;

and there were born to them sons after the

Deluge.
(
2
) The sons of Japheth, Gomer, and Ma-

gog, and Madai, and Javan, and Tubal, and
Meshech, and Tiras.

(
3
) And the sons of Gomer, Ashkenaz and

Biphath, and Togarmah.
(*) And the sons of Javan, Elisha and

Tarshish, Eittim and Dodanim.
(
5
) Out of these were separated the isles of

the nations in their lands, (man) each after

his tongue, after their families, in their

nations.

(
e
) And the sons of Ham, Cush, and Miz-

raim, and Phut, and Canaan.

(') And the sons of Cush, Seba, and Havi-
lah, and Sabtah, and Baamah, and Sabtechah ,

and the sons of Baamah, Sheba, and Dedan.

(
8
) And Cush begat Nimrod ; he began to ba

a mighty-oue in the earth. (
9
) He was a

mighty-one in hunting before the face of

Jehovah : therefore it is said,
' As Nimrod,

the mighty-one in hunting before the face of

Jehovah.' (
io

) And the beginning of his

kingdom was Babel, and Erech, and Accad,
and Calneh, in the land of Shinar. (") Out of

that land he went out to (Asshur) Assyria,
and built Nineveh, and Behoboth-//ir, and

Calah, (
l2

) and Besen between Nineveh and
(between) Calah : that is the great city.

(") And Mizraim begat Ludim, and Ana-
mim, and Lehavim, and Naphtuchim, (")
and Pathrusim, and Casluchim, out of whom
went out Philistim, and Caphtorim.

(
ls

) And Canaan begat Zidon his firstborn,
and Heth, (

le
) and the Jebusite, and the

Amorite, and the Girgashite, (") and the

Hivite, and the Arkite, and the Sinite, (
ls
>

and the Arvadite, and the Zemarite, and the
Hamathite : and afterwards the families of
the Canaanite were spread-abroad. (

19
) And

the border of the Canaanite was from Zidon,
in thy going to Gerar, unto Gaza, in thy
going to Sodom, and Gomorrah, and Admah,
and Zeboim, unto Lasha.

(-") These are the sons of Ham after their

families, after their tongues, in their lands,
in their nations.

(
21

) And to Shem, to him also there was
born, the father of all the sons of i/eber,
the elder brother of Japheth.

(
22

) The sons of Shem, Elam, and Asshur,
and Arphaxad, and Lud, and Aram.

(
23

) And the sons of Aram, XJz, and Hul,
and Gether, and Mash.

(
24

) And Arphaxad begat Salah, and Salah

begat (7/eber) Eber. (
2S

) And to Eber were
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born two sons, the name of the one Peleg,
for in his days the earth was divided (palag),
and the name of his brother, Joktan. (

2S
)

And Joktan begat Almodad, and Sheleph, and
Hazarmaveth, and Jerah, (

27
) and Hadoram,

end Uzal, and Diklah, (
2B

) and Obal, and
Abimael, and Sheba, (

2S
) and Ophir, and

Havilah, and Jobab : all these were the sons
of Joktan. (

3
) And their dwelling was from

Mesha, in thy going to Sephar, the mountain
of the East.

(
31

) These are the sons of Shem, after their

families, after their tongues, in their lands,
after their nations.

(
32

) These are the families of the sons of

Noah, after their generations, in their nations ;

and out of these were separated the nations in
the earth after the Deluge.
11. (') And all the earth was of one (lip)

language, and of one speech. (
2
) And it came

to pass, in their journeying eastward, that

they found a plain in the land of Shinar, and
dwelt there. (

3
) And they said, (man) each to

his comrade,
'

Come-on, let us make bricks,
and let us burn them (for a burning) tho-

roughly.' And the bricks were to them for

stone, and the slime was to them for the mor-
tar. (

4
) And they said,

'

Come-on, let us build
to us a city, and a tower (and) with its head
in the heaven ; and let us make to us a name,
lest we be spread-abroad upon the face of all

the earth.'

(
3
) And Jehovah went down to see the

city and the tower which the sons of man had
built. (

s
) And Jehovah said,

' Behold ! the

people is one, and there is one (lip) language
to all of them

;
and this is their beginning to

do
; and now there will not be restrained

from them all which they have purposed to
do. (') Come-on, let us go down, and let us
confound there their (lip) language, that they
may not know (man) each the (lip) language
of his comrade.' (

9
) And Jehovah spread-

abroad them from thence upon the face of all

the earth, and they left-off to build the city.

C) Therefore (he called, i.e. onecalled=) men
called its name Bab^l : for there Jehovah
confounded (balal) the Hip) language of all

the earth
; and from thence Jehovah spread-

abroad them upon the face of all the earth. i%i

CHAPTER VII.

GENEEAL REMARKS ON THE RELATION OF
SCRIPTURE AND SCIENCE.

969. Hitherto, in the former Parts of

this work, we have not considered any
objection which has been raised to the
historical truth of the story in the

Pentateuch, on the ground of any
miraculous or supernatural events re-

corded in it. We have simply treated

the history as containing, or professing
to contain, an authentic narrative of

matters of fact. We have 'taken it

and placed it,' as we have been so

earnestly urged to do
( Quart. Review,

Oct. 1861,^.368)

in the crucible, and under the microscope of

strict Inductive Logic :

and we have found it full of unsuspected
flaws, of 'difficulties, contradictions,

improbabilities, impossibilities.'

970. But we have seen also that these

phenomena have arisen in a great
measure from the fact, that the Pen-
tateuch is not, as the traditionary view

assumes, the work of one single writer,

Moses, describing transactions which
fell in part within his own certain cog-
nisance, and in many of which he him-
self was personally concerned, but a

composite work, the product of several

different authors, who lived in different

ages. We saw in Part III. that one

large portion of this work, the Book of

Deuteronomy, was mainly composed
not earlier than the age of Josiah. We
have now seen that the First Eleven

Chapters of Genesis are manifestly due
to two separate authors, distinct in tone
and style, and writing from two very
different points of view, and, on a
mere literal principle of interpretation,
in many particulars irreconcilable.

971. I believe that no one, who has
followed the train of our previous

reasoning, or even that of the seven

preceding chapters, or who will give
serious attention to the fact, which is

laid bare before the eyes of English
readers in the last two chapters, where
the two documents are actually sepa-
rated, will any longer doubt as to

whether we are at liberty to criticise

freely this portion of the Bible, always,
of course, reserving the respect which
is due to the venerable character of these

most ancient writings, and to the won-
derful part which they have filled, in

God's Providence, in the religious edu-

cation of mankind, and with due con-

sideration also of the feelings of many
earnest and devout worshippers, by
whom the Pentateuch, in all its parts, is

still regarded as the actual work of

Moses, and, in its every word and letter,

is reverenced as the '

very foundation

of our faith, the very basis of our hopes
for eternity,

'

the awful, infallibleWord
of the Living God.

972. Rather, it will be felt to be a

positive duty, laid specially by our
vocation upon us, the clergy of the
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National Church, to face these great

questions of our time, soberly and

steadily, without fear, and -without

misgiving, as to what may be the

ultimate consequences of pursuing such

enquiries, under the guidance of His

Spirit, who is the Spirit of Truth. If

men say, 'Whither are you going?' we
answer at once,

' We are going after

Truth; and doing this in the right

spirit in the spirit of men who desire

to know the Truth, that they may live

more truly as becomes the children of

God, we are very sure that we are

going towards God.'

973. As servants, then, rather, as

sons of God, we desire to see what is

really true, that we may know Him
better, and serve Him better, than

before. We cannot glorify God, we
cannot make progress in the knowledge
of God, by refusing to look at the facts,

which He Himself is pleased to place
before us in this our day, or by refus-

ing to acknowledge them as facts, how-

ever they may contradict our previous
motions. For facts, when God makes
them plain to us, are solemn things,

which we dare not disregard, to which

we dare not shut our eyes, whether

from indolence and the mere love of

ease and quietness, or through fear of

unreasoning clamour or of the censure

and disapprobation of those, to whose

judgments, in matters less sacred, we
should naturally and properly defer.

'

He, that is higher than the highest, re-

gardeth it, and there be higher than they.'
Ecc.v.8.

974. We are now, then, free to con-

sider the accounts of these miracles

and supernatural appearances, which

are recorded in the Pentateuch, and

especially the stories of the Creation,

the Fall, and the Deluge, in the light of

Modern Science, not starting with the

assumption, that such events as are

here related are a priori in themselves

impossible, but examining carefully the

statements made, and comparing them
not only with each other, but with

what we certainly know to be true from
other sources. For the Light of Modern

Science, like any other 'good and

perfet gift,' is a gift of God, 'is

from above, and cometh down from the

Father of Lights.' It is His special

gift to the present age. And ' in Him
there is no variableness, neither

shadow of turning.' His Revelation of

Himself has been one and the same
in all ages of the world, differing, it

is true, in degree, but the same essen-

tially. As the writer just quoted

(Quart. Rev.) has said, the Light of

Revelation 'cannot be at variance
'

with the Light of Science. And
'whenever a difference arises,' we
must see if it is not caused by

' some

hypothesis, or assumption, or inference

of man,' not by anything existing 'in

the real Word, or the real Work, of the

Creator.' Then ' we may preserve
both peace and freedom.'

975. Surely, it must now be plain to

most thoughtful readers, from the facts

which we have had before us, that the

cause of the differences in question
does lie in a very false 'hypothesis,

assumption, or inference of man,' as

to what constitutes the ' real Word '

of

the Creator. It arises from the fact

that men have been taught all along to

regard the Bible in all its parts, and the

Pentateuch especially, as a divinely in-

fallible record of absolute historical

truth. It arises from men insisting on

the fallacy, that, if the Pentateuch be
shown to be even partially unhistorical,

then the whole history of the Jewish

people will be left (Quart. Rev.)
a dead and hollow shell of moral monstrosi-

ties, more incredible than the most capricious
interferences with the world of matter,

and coupling with it the still more

shocking statement, that such mon-
strosities in the Jewish history

would go far to disprove the very being of a
God!

This is indeed, as we have said else-

where, to bring the Sacred Ark itself

into the Camp, promoting supersti-
tion by fostering prejudice, instead of

fighting the battle with the weapons of

sincerity and truth.

976. While such language as the

above is still employed, and the attempt
is still made, by many from whom better

things might have been expected, to

urge upon the people the reception of

all the Pentateuchal narratives as actual

statements of real historical fact, there
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is no alternative left to us but to show
that such a view is utterly untenable, in

the light of common sense, and con-

sistently with what we know of the

Divine Attributes. We must do this, in

defence of the Truth itself, and for the

protection of those, especially in the

rising generation, who may thus be
misled to believe that Religion itself

demands at their hands the sacrifice of

their reasoning powers, that God can

only be devoutly and faithfully served,

by renouncing at once all right of free

enquiry into these questions of Biblical

Criticism, and all thought of reconciling
the teachings of Religion with the re-

sults of Modern Science, and the great
discoveries of the age.

977. Who would otherwise wish to

be employed in dissecting these grand
old stories, and pointing out their incon-

sistencies or their defects in scientific

accuracy? As Tuch observes, Gen.p.2:
Who would deny the worth of these docu-

ments, because the authors knew nothing of

the system of Copernicus, or of Kepler's Law-
book of the Heavens ? Or who will now any
longer make the attempt to bring these old

theories into unison with the results of scien-

tific investigations of Nature ?

And Von Bohlen observes, (Hey-
wood's Eng. Ed.), ii.pA :

Verily, he who restricts himself to the letter

of this cosmogony [in G-.i], and applies to
it Herschel's discoveries, ... to such
a man not only is all sense for poetry and an-

tiquity closed, but also, to speak plainly, all

feeling for the pious and elevating object of

the writer. But still more is there an absence
of poetical and classical taste in him, who
derives each step of the narrative through in-

spiration from the Deity, in order that this

cosmogony may far exceed everything that
we know from the wise men of the ancient

[or the modern] world.

978. Yet the attempt is still made,
which Tuch, writing twenty-five years

ago, deemed impossible even in that

stage of advancing Science. There
are still to be found those, high in

ecclesiastical position and influence,
who think it necessary to maintain that
'

Scripture and Science '

are not in any
single point 'at variance,' that the

veracity of the Divine Being Himself
is pledged for the infallible truth of

each one of these ancient narratives,
that every story in the Pentateuch is,

at all events, substantially true, as a

piece of authentic, historical matter-

of-fact, and that
'

all our nearest and
dearest consolations will be taken

from us
'

if we cease to believe this.

979. As Kalisch writes, Gen.p.12 :

It was, and incredible to say is still

(1853) asserted, that the fossils have never
been animated structures, but were formed in
the rocks through the planetary influences,
that the mammoth, which at the conclusion
of the last century was found in the ice of

the polar regions in such remarkable preser-
vation that dogs and bears fed upon its flesh,

had never been a living creature, but was
created under the ice, and then preserved, in-

stead of being transmuted into stone, that

all organisms found in the depth of the
earth are models, created in the first day, to

typify the living plants and animals to be

produced in the subsequent part of the crea-

tive week ; but, inasmuch as many forms,
which lie buried in the earth, do not exist on,

the earth, these latter were rejected, as inap-

propriate or imperfect, they represent the
'

gates of death,' but foreshadow also the im-

mortality of the soul, the resurrection, and
the ultimate reunion of the dust of the human
bodies at the sound of the last trump ! See
'A Brief and Complete Refutation of the Anti-

Scriptural Theory of Geologists,' by
' A Clergy

man of the Church of England.'

Most justly does Kaxisch observe,

with reference to such assertions, p. 1 8 :

The Bible has no more dangerous enemies
than those, who, either from indolence or

apathy, are deaf to the teaching and warning
of the other sciences ;

and those men, how-
ever well-meaning and warm-hearted, must
be made mainly answerable, if the authority
of the Scriptures should be disregarded by the
most enlightened and most comprehensive
minds.

980. But while such assertions are

made, either of the scientific accuracy,
or of the infallible historical truth, of

the Hebrew Scriptures, assertions

which the Church of England, at all

events, has never made in any of her

formularies, it is necessary in defence

of Religion itself to show, as plainly
as possible, their utter groundlessness,
that so the progress of scientific enquiry

may not again be checked, as it was in

days not very long gone by, by the

blind irreverence of mere superstition.
Let it be once freely admitted that

these stories of the first chapters of

Genesis, whatever they may teach of

Divine Eternal Truth, and whatever

precious lessons may be drawn from
them by a devout mind, are in their

present form and structure mythical

descriptions, where the narrative is an
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imaginative clothing for ideas, and so

are not to be regarded as teaching un-

questionable matters of historical fact,

which occurred in the primitive times
;

and then such a comparison, as we
must now make, between the state-

ments of the Bible and well-known

facts of Science, would be superfluous
and uncalled-for.

981. In the following chapters we
shall consider at length the accounts

of the Creation, Fall, Deluge, &c, as

given in G.i.l-xi.26, in the light of

Modern Science. "We may here, how-

ever, introduce a few remarks upon the

first of these subjects from a very can-

did writer, the Eev. Dr. Roeison, in

Replies to Essays and Reviews, ^.329
-338, for the othodoxy of which, we

presume, the Bishop of Oxford, the

avowed editor of the volume in question,
must be held responsible :

By what epithet shall we designate the
Mosaic heptameron ? Sceptics call it a myth,
or else, more mildly, the speculation of an an-
cient sage. Most Christians speak of it as a

history or narrative. The author of an able
and learned '

Reply
'

to '

Essays and Reviews,'
written in a most reverential spirit, has come
to the conclusion that it is a parable. Others

suggest that it is a vision. One gentleman
considers it as an account of plan, as distin-

guished from fulfilment. We venture to think
none of these descriptions satisfactory. The
Book of Genesis opens with the inspired
Psalm of Creation.

On the hypothesis that we have to do with
an ordinary prose narrative, chronicle, or

diary, there immediately emerges the great
difficulty of the '

days.' With this it is not
too much to say that no ingenuity has as yet
grappled successfully. The choice lies be-
tween the Chalmerian interpolation of the

geological ages before the first day begins, and
the Cuvierian expansion of the six days into

geological ages. For these solutions, respec-
tively, Dr. Bucklaxd and Hugh Miller
have done their best. But the arguments,
which compelled Hugh Miller to abandon
the older method, have not been answered.
Nor is his own scheme free from the gravest
difficulties. Who can bring himself to believe,
for example, that, when the sacred writer

speaks of trees laden for human use with
seed-enclosing fruit, he could have had in his

mind, or could have so described, the gymno-
genous flora of the coal-measures ?

Certain writers evade embarrassment by
declining to elect among the competing

'

re-

conciliations.' It is enough, they suggest,
that some one of them may be sound, although
it is inconvenient to become responsible for

any one of them ; or they allege that the
record was not intended to do what it ex-

pressly undertakes and professes to do ; or,

otherwise, that the time is not come for a

comparison between Scripture and Geology,
since there are points on which geologists are

not agreed among themselves. This multi-
form fallacy of evasion is exemplified by
Buckland, p.12,33, Archd. Pratt, p.33, &c.
Dr. Chalmers himself, in his private corre-

spondence, betrays a similar hesitancy, by
speaking of '

yet another way of saving the

credit of the record.' It, no doubt, escaped
this great and good man that his own '

way
'

brought him into direct collision with the
' Shorter Catechism,' which asserts that God's
work of Creation consists in ' His making all

things out of nothing
'

in the space of six days,
not millions of years before the first day

dpwned.
All this is but a manifestation of anxiety to

snatch a cherished dogma from a dreaded fot..

Were the panic well-founded, the belief ir>

debted to such expedients would be only
screened not saved The worst
disservice to the cause of Truth is that con-
tributed by contorted Science and sophistic

exegesis, e.g.
' Before sin entered, there could

be no violent death, if any death at all. But,
by the particular structure of the teeth of

animals, God prepared them for that kind of

aliment, which they were to subsist on after

the Fall ! 'Adam Clarke on G.i.

Enough whether of quibbles or of make-
shifts ! When we consider the pervading
parallelism, the rhythmic refrain,

' the even-

ing and the morning,' the periodic fiat,
' Let

there be light, a water-parting Firmament,
Land. Plants, Lights in the Firmament, Life
in the Waters, Life on the Land, Man, the

punctual fulfilment,
'
It was so,' the retro-

spect,
' God saw that it was good,' the chief

wonder is how it ever was possible to exact
from the oldest and sublimest poem in the
world the attributes of narrative prose.

982. Then, after stating the '

struc-

ture of the Mosaic heptameron,' which

may, perhaps, be given more distinctly
thus :

First Day, Light, corresponds to Fourth
Day, Luminaries.
Second Day, Water and Heaven, corresponds

to Fifth Day, Fish and Fowl.
Third Day, Land and Vegetation, corre-

sponds to Sixth Day, Animals and Man, who
are to inhabit the land, and feed on the vege-
tation.

Seventh Day Rest

Dr. Eorison adds, with reference to his

own solution:

He, who perceives this, has the true key to
the concord, which he will search for else-

where and otherwise in vain. Respect the

parallelism, cease to ignore the structure,
allow for the mystic significance of the num-
ber seven, and all perplexities vanish. . . .

Thus the 'days' themselves are transfigured
from registers of time into definitions of

strophes or stanzas, lamps and landmarks
of a creative sequence, a mystic drapery, a
parabolic setting, shadowing, by the sacred

cycle of seven, the truths of an ordered pro-
gress, a foreknoien finality, an achieved perfec-
Hon, and a divine repose.
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983. Bishop "Wtlberforce has also

lent the sanction of his name to the

publication of the following passage in

the same work {Replies to Essays and

Reviews, j3.514) from the pen of the

Eev. E. Main, M.A., Radcliffe Ob-

server in the University of Oxford,
which directly denies the '

literal his-

torical truth
'

of this portion of the

Pentateuch:
Some school-books still teach to the igno-

rant that the earth is 6,000 years old, and that

an things were created in six days. No well-

educated person of the present day shares in

the delusion. We know that we cannot ex-

pand our ideas of God's universe too much,
both as to space and time. With Him a

thousand years are but as one day ; and, if

we take a thousand years as the unit of our

counting, we shall require still an incalcu-

lable number of such units, to enumerate the

sum of Creation-periods. Whatever be the

meaning of the six days, ending with the

seventh day's mystical and symbolical rest,

indisputably we cannot accept them in their

literal meaning. They serve, apparently, as

the divisions of the record of Creation, lest

the mind may be too much burdened and per-

plexed by all these wonderful acts : but they

as plainly do not denote the order of succession

of all the individual creations. Something is

symbolised, and the author of the Bp. to the

Hebrews uses the symbol ; and this, the only

mystical fact in the whole narrative (?), we
may surely, in all reverence, leave unex-

plained, without detracting at all from the

credit or the veracity of this wonderful

record.

CHAPTER VIII.

GEN.I.l-n.3.

984. G.i.l

In the beginning Elohim created the

Heaven and the Earth.'

The plain meaning of this verse, as

it would be understood by any simple-

minded reader, who had not yet per-

ceived the difficulties of the case, and

been taught to 'reconcile' them, is

undoubtedly this, that,
' in the begin-

ning,' at the commencement of the

present state of things, as the first act

of that continuous six days' work, of

which man was to be the last,
' God

created the Heaven and the Earth,' i.e.

the Universe, the Hebrews having no

single word by which to express this

idea. The same Hebrew word is used

for 'create' in v.l as is used in t'.21,
' God created great whales,' and in w.27,

So God created man in his own image.'

And, in E.xx.ll, it is expressly said

that
' in six days Jehovah made the Heaven and the

Earth, the Sea, and all that in them is.'

985. Here, however, in E.xx.ll, the

word used is 'made.' And Arch"3

Pratt [Scripture and Science not ...

Variance, p. 38) attempts to argue that

G.i.l, where 'create' (bara) is used,

relates to an original calling out of

nothing the material, out of which the

things now existing were afterwards
' made :

'

so that immense ages and

numerous revolutions of the Universe

may have taken place, in strict agree-
ment with the statements of this

chapter, before the formation of the

world as it now is, and the constitution

of the present order of things, i.e,

between v.l and f.3.

986. Accordingly, he says that the

word in E.xx. 1 1 is not used in the sense

of '

create,' but

in the sense of did, appointed, constituted, set

for a particular purpose or use ;
and never

once, in the hundred and fifty places, where
it occurs in the Book of Genesis, is it used in

the sense of
'
created.'

So again he writes, p.32 :

In Genesis we read,
' In the beginning God

created the Heaven and the Earth.' In the

following verses the work of the six days is

described, in which God prepared the Earth,
and the sea, and the clouds, and the atmos-

phere (or heaven), for man's appearance upon
earth.

It is this six days' work which is alluded to

in the Fourth Commandment, and not the

original Creation of matter The
word hasah, made, which occurs 154 times in

Genesis, is not once rendered (!)
' created.'

. . . This word occurs about 2,700 times

in the O.T., and, I believe, is not once trans-

lated (!) 'created.'

987. But what matters it whether,
or not, our 'translators' have 'rendered'

this word by
'

created,' when it plainly
means 'created' in numberless pas-

sages ? E.g. :

' And Elohim made the animal of the eart.ti

after its kind,' i.25 ;

' Let us make man in our image,' i.26 ;

' The serpent was more subtle than any
animal of the field, which Jehovah-ElohiM
had made,' iii.l ;

'It repented Jehovah that He had made
man upon the earth,' vi.6.

Compare, also,
' In the image of Elohim created He him,'

i.27 ;

' In the image of Elohim made He him,
ix.6
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where the two words are manifestly
used as synonymous.

988. It appears, then, especially
from E.xx.ll, that there is absolutely
no room for the supposition, to which
Chalmers gave popularity, that G.i.l

refers to a great primeval act, which

may have been separated by vast geo-

logical ages from the creative acts de-

scribed in the rest of the chapter, and

v.2, as Archd. Pratt writes, p. 31, to

a state of emptiness and waste, into which
the earth long after fell, ere God prepared it

as the residence of the most perfect of his

creatures,

a view this which, however adapted to

the state of geological science at the

time when it was proposed, has, with

the advance of that science, turned

into a 'broken reed,' piercing, like so

many previous attempts to reconcile

8cripture Poetry with Natural Science,
the ' hands that leant upon it.'

989. For v.2 is evidently in continua-

tion with v.l, and describes the state

of the ' Earth ' named in v.l, when first

created. And reference is made to

this creation of the Earth and the

Heaven, at the same time when all

other things were created, in ii.4

' These are the generations of the Heaven and
of the Earth in their creation, in the day
of Jehovah-Elohim's making Earth and
Heaven.'

Thus we are plainly taught in the

Book of Genesis, according to the

simple, straightforward meaning of the

words, that Elohim created the Heaven
and the Earth '

in the beginning
'

of

these six days, that is, taking into

account the chronological data of the

Bible, about six thousand years ago.
But Geology teaches that the earth

has been in existence for hundreds of

thousands perhaps millions of years.
990. Again, we are told in this

chapter of Genesis that the different

races of living creatures, plants, &c,
were created in six days. And these

cannot be explained to denote six geo-

logical ages, as some have suggested ;

they are, in the meaning of the writer,
six common days of twenty-four hours.

This appears both from the state-

ments in the chapter itself, noticed

below, and from E.xx.ll, where we are

told that God worked for six days, and

rested 'on the seventh day,' which,
therefore, He sanctified as the Sabbath.

Consequently, since in the mind of the

writer of this passage the seventh day
was a common day, so also must the

other six days have been common days.
And so says Archd. Pratt, Scripture
and Science, &c, p.45 :

There is one class of interpreters with
whom I cannot agree, I mean those who
take the six days to be six periods of indefi-

nite length Is it not a harsh and
forced interpretation, to suppose that, in E.xx,
the 'six days' in o.9 do not mean the same
as the '

six days
'

in v. 11, but that in this last

place they mean ' six periods
'

? In reading
through o.ll, it is extremely difficult to be-

lieve that the ' seventh day
'

is a long period,
and the ' Sabbath Day

'

an ordinary day, that

is, that the same word '

day
'

should be used
in two totally different senses in the same
short sentence, and without any explanation.

991. In fact, we may ask, can the

fourth, fifth, and sixth days have been

supposed by the writer to be ' indefinite

periods,' when the two great lights had
been already set in the firmament, to

give lightupon the earth, and to rule over

the day and over the night, and to divide

the lightfrom the darkness? If, in fact,

we were to take for the first three days
the word '

day
'

to mean an indefinite

creation-period, yet then the same word
would be used in two passages directly

following each other, even in two con-

secutive verses, y.13,14, in two totally
different senses, without the least inti-

mation being given that from the fourth

day onwards it must be understood in a

different sense from before, that is, in

the sense of an ordinary day (!). Well

may Mr. Burgon say, Inspiration, &c,
p.38:
Such an interpretation seems to stultify the

whole narrative. A iceek is described. Days
are spoken of. each made up of an evening
and a morning. God's cessation from the
work of creation on the seventh day is em-
phatically adduced as the reason of the Fourth
Commandment, the mysterious precedent for

our observance of one day of rest at the end
of every six days of toil,

'
for in six days (it

is declared) the Lord made Heaven and
Earth.' You may not play tricks with lan-

guage plain as this, and elongate a week until

it shall more than embrace the span of all

recorded time.

992. We conclude, then, that the

first chapter of Genesis, understood in

its plain grammatical sense, does mean
to say that, in six ordinary days, Al-

mighty God
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'Made the Heaven and the Earth, the Sea,
and all that in them is.'

But Geology shows that the Earth
was not brought into its present form
in six days, but by continual changes
through a long succession of ages,

during which enormous periods innu-

merable varieties of animal and vege-
table life have abounded upon it, from
a time beyond all power of calculation.

993. Further, the account in Genesis

represents the order of Creation to

have been first, Plants, v.\2, next,
Fish and Fowl, v.21, then Cattle and
Reptiles, v.lb, and, lastly, Man, v.Tl.

But Geological observation shows

that, in different ages, plants and ani-

mals of all kinds appeared together at

the same time upon the earth, so that

they were not successively created, as

the Bible says, first, all the Plants,
then all the Fish, &c.

994. G.i.2.
' And the Earth was desolation and empti-

ness, and darkness was upon the face of the
deep.'

Here the Scripture represents the
earth as ' without form and void,' deso-
lation and emptiness, in a state of utter

chaos and confusion, rudis indiges-

taque moles, and wrapt in darkness,

immediately before the races of plants
and animals, now existing on its sur-

face, were created.

But Geology proves that no such a
state of things immediately preceded
the epoch fixed in the Bible for the
Creation of Man, that, in point of

fact, the face of the Earth has existed

generally just as now, with the same
kinds of animal and vegetable life as

now, long before the six thousand years
implied in the Bible story, and that no
sudden convulsion took place at that

time, by which they might have been
all destroyed, so as to give occasion for

a new Creation. As Hugh Mixlee
observes, Test, of the Rocks, p.\2\ :

For many ages ere man was ushered into

being, not a few of his humble contemporaries
of the fields and woods enjoyed life in their

present haunts, and for thousands of years,
anterior even to their appearance, many of
the existing mollusks lived in our seas.

995.'G.i.5.
' And it was evening and it was morning-

one day.*

The appearance of the '

light
'

was,
perhaps, considered as the first morn-

ing, and the antecedent '

darkness' as
the first evening. This, at least, is the

explanation commonly given. But the
natural order of the account of the first

day would be to mention the morning,
i.e. the appearance of the light out of

darkness, before the evening. The
phenomena here observed, however,
taken in connection with other ancient

religious traditions, may, perhaps, throw

light on the origin of the account itself.

996. The Hebrews, Greeks, Persians,

Gauls, Germans, &c. began the day in

civil matters with the evening ;
hence

the expression for a full day, viz. :

'

evening-morning,' Dan.viii.14; com]}.

se'nnight (seven-night), fortnight (four-

teen-night). The Hindoos and later

Babylonians reckoned from sunrise, the
Umbrians from noon, the Roman priests
from midnight.

997. G.i.7.
' And Elohim made the expanse, and divided

the waters which were beneath the expanse
from the waters which were above the ex-

panse.'
The Hebrews regarded the sky as a

spread-out surface, or expanse, from
which the upper waters were supposed
to be dropped in rain upon the earth,
and by which they were altogether

separated from the lower streams and
seas upon the earth's surface.

According to the mythical representation,
this heavenly vault is provided with a door,
G.xxviii.17 ;

it rests upon pillars and founda-

tions, Job xxvi.ll, 2S.xxii.8 ; and its glisten-

ing blue makes it appear as a crystal sapphire-
like mass, E.xxiv.10, Dan.xii.3, or like a
' molten looking-glass,' Jobxxxvii.18. Above
this vault rolls the heavenly ocean, the
' waters above the heavens,' Ps.cxlviii.4,
wherein Jehovah has set His throne, Ps.xxix.

3,10. Through the '

doors,' Ps.lxxviii.23, and
'windows,' G-.vii.ll, 2K.vii.2,19, in the Fir-

mament, this ocean pours down upon the
earth as rain.

Yet we ought not to confound these mythical
representations, which later poets gladly re-

tained, with the science proper of the Hebrews ;

for already we read in Jobxxvi.7,
' He stretch-

eth out the Heaven over emptiness, He hang-
eth the Earth upon nothing

'

;
and in G.ii.ti,

Job xxxvi.27, we find a more correct view of

the origin of rain. . . The idea of a heavenly
ocean above the Firmament is found also in

the Indian Mythology, Samaveda, Bopp.p.301,
' Water is above the Heaven, which the
Heaven sustains.' TucH^en.p^l.

998. Delitzsch admits a ' defect' in
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the statement made in the text before

us, p.WS:
Aocording to this view of the narrative, the

masses of water floating in the air, and

coming down as rain, belong not to the

earthly, but to the heavenly, waters. It must
be allowed that the O.T. view is herein

chargeable with a defect, since no physical
connection exists between the waters which
descend in rain, and the heavenly waters, to

which the N.T. also refers : comp.
' sea as of

glass,' Bev.iv.6,xv.2, 'river of water of life,'

xxii.l. This view, however, is not without

deep truth. The rain is, as it were, a dole of

the heavenly waters let down, and a heaven-

ward-pointing type of it. . . Besides which,
it is worthy of consideration that the exactest

astronomical enquiry teaches us that there

are white spots upon the poles of Mars, (!)

which exhibit just the same appearances as

our snow-and-ice-covered polar regions,
that the matter, of which Jupiter is com-

posed, is not more dense, and on the surface is

even less dense, than our water, that the

matter of Saturn is not half as dense as water,
a little less dense, therefore, than fir-wood,

&c. Such teachings of the latest astronomy
are of use to iamiliarise us with the thought,
that the upper waters denote a really supra-
firmamental fluid or something like water,
whatever it may be, perhaps the substance

out of which, on the fourth day, the Stars

were actually formed, as the dry-land out of

the ' lower waters.'

999. Such are the resources to which

men of great ability are driven, in

defence of the traditionary view. They
sacrifice the majestic poetry of the

ancient narrative, its sublime embodi-

ment of the impressions made on our

senses by the objects of created nature,

in order to extort from it a pretended
Revelation of what we have already
learnt by scientific research. Can we

any longer doubt that the Scripture

writer had neither the '

sea' and ' river'

of the Revelations, nor the stellar

matter, in his view, but simply ex-

presses the very natural conception of

his time, that there were stores of fain

in the upper regions of the sky, from

which water was let down, whenever

the 'windows of heaven' were opened?

1000. Dr. Thomas Burnet writes as

follows, Arch. Phil. .p.
309 :

The matter stands thus. The vulgar do

not understand the natural production of rain

through condensed vapours, but believe that

rain is sent through Divine influence from

heaven, or immediately by God. That Moses

might fall in with this opinion, he placed a

common receptacle of the waters above the

skies, that God, at His pleasure, by opening
or closing the barriers, might send or hold

back the rain. This appears to me to have

been the mind and meaning of the sacred

writer, as regards the supercelestial waters.

And in this way we consult best for the

dignity of Moses, if, as often as there is a

departure from scientific truth, we suppose
this to be done, by accommodating his ac-

count of the Creation of the world to the

powers and habits of tnought of the people.

So, when mention is made of the primary
Light, on the first day of the Creation, that

phenomenon is equally inexplicable on physi-
cal grounds. But, in order that God might
not seem to be working in the dark for three

days, it seemed expedient to Moses, to produce
the light at the very beginning of the work.
But what kind of light? Light without

origin, without source. Light, however, if we
philosophise, proceeds from a centre of some
kind. . . . Besides, according to the letter of

Scripture, God seems to have intermitted His
work in the night-time, as men are wont to

do. Yet I see not how the other hemisphere,
celestial or terrestrial, could have been made,
if there was any intermission of labour, if

God did not act except where there was light.
But the vulgar cares not for these niceties, nor
dreams of antipodes or another hemisphere,
but conceives of the universe as a tent, of

which heaven is the upper part, and the plane
surface of the earth, the base.

1001. G.i.9.
' And Elohim said, Let the waters under

the Heaven be gathered to one place, and let

the dry-land appear."

Kaxisch observes, Gen.p.69 :

The formation of the continents, as described

in our text, agrees but very remotely with that

made probable by geological researches. For,
whilst the latter teach us that the same part
of the globe was many times alternately water

and dry-land, and that volcanic eruptions
were one of the chief agencies of these changes,
our text declares that, at the beginning of

time, the Will of God made, once for all, the

permanent division between seas and conti-

nents ;
there was no upheaving of the land,

but only a concentration of the floods to cer-

tain parts. This does not explain the forma-

tion of the strata, nor of the fossil remains of

vegetables and animals which, according to

the Bible, did not yet exist in the interior of

the earth, nor any of the wonders, which
make Geology one of the most interesting and

absorbing sciences. But we have willingly
renounced the attempt to discover that har-

mony.

1002. G.i.16.

' And Elohim made two great lights, the

greater light for the rule of the day, and the

lesser light for the rule of the night.'

It is a mere evasion of the plain

meaning of these words, to say that

Elohim made the Sun and Moon to

appear first only on the fourth day,

though they had been long before

created, appear, that is, to the Earth,

when, however, according to the story,

there were as yet no living creatures on
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its face to see them. The writer ma-

nifestly intends to teach that Elohim

actually made the Sun and Moon at

this time. And, in fact, he uses here

the very same Hebrew word as he bad
used before in v.7,

' Elohim made the

firmament,' and as he uses again in

u25,
' Elohim made the animal of the

earth after its kind.'

1003. Thus Whxet writes in 1605,
before attempts were made to force the

Scripture into agreement with the re-

sults of Science, Hex. in Gcn.p.10 :

These Lights were neither made the first

day, and bnt placed now in the firmament, as

the Hebrewes think, neither was the Sunne
made the first day, the Moone the next, the
Starres the third, as Eugubinus, but they
were all made upon the fourth day. . . .

That these two great lights are the Sunne
and Moone, there is no question ;

and that the
Sunne is the greatest of all the celestial bodies,
it is also questionlesse. Anaxauoras did hold
the Sunne much greater than Peloponnesus, a

country in G-recia, Anaximandeii, to be as

big as the Earth ; but, since, the Mathema-
ticians have found that the Sunne exceedeth
the Earth in bignes 166 times,* and none of

the other Starres, which they call of the first

magnitude, whereof there are 115, to exceede
the Earth above 18 times. The Moone,
though some among the heathen have judged
it bigger than the Earth, as the Stoikes, and

equall to the Sunne, as Parmenides, and some
among the Christians have thought it in big-
nes next to the Sunne, because it is here
named to be a great light, as Basil upon this

place, and Augustine, yet, since, by more
diligent search, it is found to be lesse than the

Earth 39 times, and to be the least of all the

Starres, except Mercury. Moses, therefore,
here speaketh according to the opinion and

capacitie of the vulgar sort, to whose sight
the Moone seemeth greatest, next to the

Sunne, because it is nearest of all the starres

to the Earth, and for that it is greatest in

operation, and hath the government of the

night. The reason of the greatnes of these

lights is their farre distance from the earth.

Empedocles saith, the Moone is twice so far

from the Sunne as it is from the Earth : but
the Mathematicians say it is IS times so far

from the Sunne.

1004. But Geology teaches that, for

* Taking the Sun's diameter as 880,000
miles, and the Earth's as 8,000, it will follow
that bulk of Sun : bulk of Earth:: 110 3

: 1::

1,331,000 : 1. We can form some conception
of this enormous bulk, by supposing the Sun
placed so that its centre shall be coincident
with the Earth's centre : then (since its radius
is 440,000 miles) its huge body would stretch

out in all directions nearly as far beyond the

Moon, as the Moon itself is distant from the
Earth (240,000 miles). We can thus gain
some idea of the enormous magnitude of the
'

greater Light,' the lord of the Solar System.

countless ages before Man lived upon
the Earth, the Sun, beyond all doubt,
was the centre and source of light and
heat to the Earth, and to its living
creatures of all kinds, whose eyes were

formed, just exactly as they are now,
to receive its rays, as well as to the

successive generations of plants, which

grew in those primeval forests, to which
are due the carboniferous formations.

1005. Dr. M'Catjl, however, writes,
Aids to Faith, p.218 :

Moses represents the Earth as existing for a

long period before the Sun became its source
of light and heat. During that period there
could have been no climatic difference, as this

depends upon the position of the Earth with

regard to the Sun. Now, this exactly agrees
with the conclusions of Geology, which asserts

that, before the human period, there was no
difference of climate, that the Earth was not

dependent on the Sun for its temperature (!) ;

that there was apparently one uniform high
temperature over the whole Earth, and, con-

sequently, that the Flora and Fauna of warm
climates are found, in the prehuman period,
in latitudes where they would not now exist.

Here, then, is an instance of the extraordinary
scientific accuracy of the Mosaic account.

1006. On the contrary, scientific geo-

logists maintain that, though there was,

probably, a time when the temperature
of the earth was more uniform than it

is now, yet that this was not the case

for long ages before the human period

began ; and, further, that, at all times,

the earth, with its vegetable products
and living creatures of all kinds, has

been to all appearance dependent upon
the Sun for light and heat, just exactly
as now. And Sir Charles Lyell has

shown how, without any violent con-

vulsion or sudden catastrophe, by the

steady silent operation of natural

forces now in action, modifying gra-

dually the extent of land and water,

and slowly elevating, or depressing,
the former during a long lapse of

years, a tolerably uniform temperature

might be diffused over the whole or

large portions of the globe, whether

the warmth of the thermal or the cold

of the glacial period.

1007. G.i.16.
* And the stars.'

It is plain that the writer of this

chapter had very little notion of the

real magnitude of the heavenly bodies,

and so he assigns one day only for the
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formation of the Sun, Moon, and Stars,

while three or four are spent upon the

Earth alone. He looked upon the Sun
as being, what it appears to our

senses to be, and what, before the time

of Copernicus, it was almost univer-

sally supposed to be, a mere append-

age to the Earth, which he regarded as

the scene of all God's wonderful ope-

rations, the centre of the universe, for

whose service only and convenience the
' host of heaven

'

was created,
' The Sun for the rule of the day, and the
Moon for the rule of the night.'

1008. And the Stars, those points of

light, he regarded, no doubt, as a small

addition to the greater luminaries, with-

out having the least idea that each one

of their glorious host,- which Astro-

nomy now shows to be infinitely more
numerous than he could have supposed,

was itself a mighty Sun, though
placed at an immense distance from us,*
in comparison with whose bulk that of

our earth would shrink into nothing.

Indeed, how little the Jews had really
observed the Stars, appears from the

circumstance that there is no allusion

in the Old Testament to the distinction

between fixed and wandering stars,

which Milton supposes Adam to have

remarked before he had been upon the

Earth forty-eight hours,

* It is difficult to realise to ourselves the
enormous size and distance from us of the
Fixed Stars, and the awful solitude in which
each separate Star, and its little troop of

Planets, exists by itself, in the midst of the

mighty universe. Perhaps the following
calculation may assist the reader's mind to

grasp more distinctly the reality of these

facts, and appreciate more fully the grandeur
Of the heavenly host :

One travelling at railway-speed, day and
night, 33J miles an hour, or 100 miles in 3

hours, would reach the Moon in 300 days ;

and at the same rate, he would reach the Sun
in 330 years. But, if he could reach the Sun
in one single day, it would take 550 years of
tuth travelling to reach the nearest Fixed
Star. And then, it must be remembered, for
all that enormous interval, on every side of
our Sun and its little family, there is, as far
as we know, an awful void, as far as regards
any possibility of the existence of animal life!

And the same tremendous vacancy, as far as
the possibility of animal existence is con-

cerned, most probably extends between one
Star and another, and on all sides around
each separate Star, nay, around each sepa-
rate mote of nebulary star-dust.

And ye five other wandering Stars, that mov
In mystic dance, not without song.

Paradise Lost, t>.77-&.

1009. G.i.21.
' And every fowl of wing after its kind.'

It is plain that under the terms
'

fowl,' in this verse, and '

creeping-

thing,' v.25, the writer must be sup-

posed to include, not only birds and

reptiles, but all flying and creeping

things whatsoever, worms, insects, &c,
and even animalcules. Otherwise, no

provision is made for the existence of

these things. And so we read, L.xi.

20,
' Aft fowls that creep, going upon all four, shall

be an abomination to you
'

;

and then the 'locust,' in four different

stages of its growth, is excepted. So

among unclean '

creeping-things' are

numbered the '

mouse, tortoise, lizard,

snail, mole, &c.' L.xi.29,30.

1010. It is probable that the author

supposed only one pair of each kind of

animal created originally, as he sup-

poses only one pair of human beings,
and makes Noah also take only one

pair of each kind of creature into the

Ark, for the continuation of the species
after the Deluge. Delitzsch, however,

maintaining as far as he can the tra-

ditionary view, writes as follows, p.
116:

That these animals, created on the sixth

day, sprang from one common centre of crea-

tion, the record says not, and just as little,

that every kind has begun from a single pair,
and spread itself out from thence, as it in-

creased, over its present region. The older

natural philosophers, as Linn.&tjs, and also

later ones, bring forward, not uninfluenced to

some extent by the Scripture record, this

view, which is not in any sense favoured by
it. What the Biblical record says of man,
must not be transferred to the animal world.
That all kinds of animals, of all zones and
climates, have made their way across over all

hindrances to their present habitats, and that,
for instance, only two ants and bees, buffaloes

and antelopes, were created, these are fan-

cies which anyone may produce if he likes,
but must not consider as articles of faith,
under which the Holy Scripture takes him
captive. There is all the difference in the
world between the unity of the human race,
which Scripture does not call a 'kind,' and
the unity of a so-called ' kind

'

or '

species
'

of

animal. The unity of these latter exists, if

it begins at once with many specimens. If,

then, Natural Science must assume that ani-

mals, now spread over a wide extent of coun-

try and separated by vast regions, must have

proceeded at once from several centres of
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Creation, this agrees with the Scriptural view.

And if also it is established, that the animals

are not uniformly spread over the whole sur-

face of the region which they occupy, that

they are most numerous in the mid-region,

but at the borders are fewer in number, and

fit last disappear altogether, and make room
for others, so also does the single glance
which we have taken, into the work-place
and operations of that divine fiat, which

passed upon the fifth and sixth days, assure

us of the same.
Ans. The difficulty, which Delttzsch here

avoids, comes upon us again in the account

of the Deluge, where the Elohist says that

one pair only of each kind of animal was

saved, and, though the Jehovist excepts seven

pairs of clean animals, yet both agree that

only one pair of each kind of unclean crea-

tures was preserved in the Ark ; and all these

are supposed to have spread out after the

Flood from one centre to their present locali-

ties. Of course, refuge may be taken in the

notion of a partial Deluge, which question

will be discussed in the proper place. But,

we may ask at once, what reason could there

have been for taking a pair of ants or bees

into the Ark, because these creatures lived in

the partial centre around Ararat, supposed to

be flooded, if they existed freely in other

countries, beyond the boundaries of the inun-

dation ?

1011. G.i.22.

' And Elohim blessed them, saying, Be

fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in

the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.'

Delitzsch is here harassed by another

difficulty, and endeavours to struggle

out of it as follows, p.117 :

Had the animals, which are found buried in

ffie mountains, any share in this blessing t

Chateaubriand and other modern writers

say,
' No : they cannot have been intended to

propagate.' But it is not possible to reconcile

with the Scripture record the notion of a creation

of animals preceding the fifth day. . . . Also,

neither in the Scripture text, nor in the old-

world discoveries, lies there any necessity to

suppose a whole series of older creations of

animals antecedently to the fifth day, with

which the creation of animals begins. ... If

the Creation-days, as we are persuaded, not

merely for scientific reasons, [=we have

managed to force the Scripture into some ap-

pearance of agreement with the certain results

of Science,] are Creation-periods of Divine

proportions, then is there more room allowed,

for the process of formation of the Earth s

surface, from before the third day until the

Creation of Man ;
and nothing prevents our

assuming that this process of formation was

attended with catastrophes, which burst through

the creation of animals in the fifth and sixth

days, and swaltoieed up whole generations of

the'rn, -[except the simple fact that, as it

advances, geological science obstinately re-

fuses to admit the possibility of any such

catastrophes having occurred.]

We shall find Delitzsch stating his

views on this point more fully below.

1012. G.i.26.
' And Elohim said, Let ns make man In oar

image, after our likeness.'

As Delitzsch observes, p.\ 20:

The Creation of Man, which the writer has

now next to relate, has such an attraction for

him, that he hastens over the blessings of the

land-animals, without particularly mention-

ing it, [whereas he has mentioned the blessing

on the fishes and birds, t>.22.]

1013. With respect to the plural

forms here used, it is well-known that

in former days great stress was laid on

these, as proofs of the doctrine of the

Trinity, contained in the very first chap-

ter of Genesis. Thus Paschasius, de

Spir. Sanct., i.5, says:

Perceive how thrice the name of God is

pronounced in the creation of man. For thus

we have in Genesis,
' And God said, Let us

make man,' and again, 'God created man,'

and a third time,
' God blessed them.' God

said, God made, God blessed : on account of

the Three Persons is the One Divinity thrice

repeated. In which passage understand evi-

dently the mystery of the Trinity. . . There-

fore, in the fact that He says,
' Let us make

man after our image,' the number of Persons

is unfolded.

And Hilary writes, Genesis 110-2 :

' Let us make man,' Thou sayst. Tell me,

Thou Best, .

With whom Thou now art speaking ? It is

plain :

E'en then, on the nigh Throne, the Son sits

by Thee,
And views the pleasant lands.

1014. Delitzsch, however, rejects

justly this interpretation, and explains

the words as implying that the Divine

Being communicated His purpose to the

angel-hosts surrounding him, p.\2l :

PHTLO,who explains the passage thus,
' The

Father of all discourses to his own Powers,

i.556, understands by 'Powers' the angels,

and takes the words, therefore, as ' communi-

cating,' for which view we decide

When also in the Babylonian myth the 'other

gods
' take part in the production of men,

when in the Persian the Amschaspands (celes-

tial beings) appear as demiurgic Powers, and

Ormuzd is associated with the divine spirits,

when Ovid. Met.i.83, says that Man is

formed 'after the image of the gods who

govern all things,' these are all echoes of

this
' Let us make,' which throw a certain

light on its true meaning.

1015. The above explanation,
con-

firmed, as it seems to be, by the occur-

rence of similar expressions in the other

oriental creation-stories, may be the true

one. But the view of Kalisch, Gen.

p.80, seems best, vis. that we have here

only
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the plural usually, though not necessarily,

employed in deliberations and self-exhorta-

tions comp. xi.7,
' Go to, let us go down, and

there confound their language,' with ii.18,
' /

will make him an help meet for him '

: [see,

however, iii.22,
' The man has become as one

of us, to know good and evil
'

;
but here also

the expression may be merely one in popular
use

;
at any rate, there cannot here be any re-

ference to the Trinity.]

We have seen (11.326) that the

plural form,
'

Elohim,' has no connec-

tion whatever with the doctrine of the

Trinity, being used of Dagon, 1 S.v.7,

Astarte, lK.xi.5,Baalzebub, 2K.i.2,3,6,

as well as of the True God.

1016. G.i.27.
' In the image of Elohim created He him.'
This idea occurs also in other ancient

writers generally. According to Lucian,
Pro Imag. 28, Man was named by the best

philosophers,
' the image of God '

; he was
formed, according to Hermes, in Lact. Inst.

Dtv. ii.10, 'after the image of God,' and ac-

cording to Ovid. Met.i.SS,
' after the image of

the gods who govern all things.' Cicero, De
Nat. Deor.i.32, speaks of men as '

like the

gods,' and refers, De Leg.i.9, as also does Ju-

vexal,xv. 141-7, to their erect form, but also

to their spiritual nature. Ahatus, PhoenomJ>,
names men ' the offspring of Zeus,' which St.

Paul, Acts xvii.28, enlarges, to ' the offspring
of God '

;
and the Pythagoreans taught

' a re-

lationship of men with the gods,' Diog.

LAERT.viii.27, and imagined therewith that
the soul was an effluence of the Deity, while
others maintained also that '

in form it re-

sembled the Deity,' Philostr. vit. Apoll.viii.7.
Also Phocyl. Carm.101, names the spirit,
' the image of God.' Knobel, Gen.p.19.

1017. G.i.30.
' To every animal of the earth, and to every

fowl of the air, and to everything that creep-
eth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I

have given every green herb for meat.'

The question would arise upon this,

(
were we obliged to regard this chapter

as historically true,) how were the beasts

and birds of prey to be supported
since their teeth and stomachs, and

their whole bodily conformation, were

not adapted for eating herbs ? But, in

fact, Geology teaches that ravenous

creatures preyed upon their fellow-

creatures, and lived upon flesh, in all

ages of the world's past history, just

exactly as they do m tr. Besides which,
almost all fishes are carnivorous ; and

the leaves and stalks of vegetables,

grasses, &c, swarm with living things,

which are destroyed by the herbivorous

animals.

1018. Dr. Pte Smith writes on this

point, Geology and Scripture, p.87 :

Delitzsch here writes, p.

Some persons have dreamed of sustaining
animal life by exclusively vegetable food,

ignorant that in every leaf or root or fruit

which they feed upon, and in every drop of
water which they drink, they put to deatli

myriads of living creatures, whose bodies are
as

'

curiously and wonderfully made
'

as our

own, which were full of animation and agility,
and enjoyed their mode and period of exis-

tence as really and effectively, under the
bountiful care of Him, who 'is good to all,

and whose tender mercies are over all His

works,' as the stately elephant, the majestic
horse, or man, the earthly lord of all. By far

the larger portion of the animal creation is

formed, in every part of its anatomy, internal
and external, for living upon animal food,
and cannot live upon any other.

Knobel observes, Gen.p.20 :

According to the Hebrew view, then, men
in the first age lived only on vegetables, and
first in a later time were allowed to eat flesh,

ix.3. This is the general opinion of anti-

quity. According to Plato, De Leg.vi.('2'l)

p.782, men abstained originally from eating
flesh, because they regarded the slaying of

animals as improper and sinful. So Ovid,
Met.xv.9G-S, Fast.iv.395-7, allows men in the

golden age only to feed on the produce of trees

and herbs, but no flesh, and DiOD.Sic.i.43,ii.38,
adduces the same with reference to the ancient

Egyptians and Indians in particular. So too
was it among the Syrians according to Pok-
phyr, Abstin.iy.15.

1019.

124:

The Creation is designed for propagation
and completion, not for destruction of life ;

the killing of one creature by another is con-

trary to the original will of God, which is here

explained. With this Scripture notice we come ,

indeed, into difficulties, when we look at men
of the present day, whose teeth, according
to their construction, are distinguished cer-

tainly from those of the properly carnivorous,
but not less from those of the properly her-

bivorous, animals, and (as also the intestine p

by reason of their length) are adapted for a
mixed kind of nutrition, partly of animal,
partly of vegetable food. Further, when we
consider that it is the Law and Order of

Nature, in the present world of plants and
animals, that the life of the one is prolonged
through the death of the other, when we
consider that strife, pain, oppression, murder,
and robbery, lord it at present in all spots, all

elements, all seasons, all classes of organic
existence. that not only visibly, but also

invisibly, all the bodies of living creatures,
innumerable large and microscopically-small

parasites and murderers are found, (thus in the
intestines of a small tortoise many thousand
ascarides were found, eagles and vultures

swarm with tormenting skin-parasites, and

slugs, worms, and other tormentors plague the

soft jaws of crocodiles and alligators,) that

everything living is now in a continual war,
that it lies in the nature of certain animals

to torture their prey in the most refined ni mi-

ner, and it seems as if it will and must be no,

that, as limits are set to the excessive incrense

v 'i
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of the vegetable world through the herbivorous
animals, In like manner that of these is limited

through the predaceous animals, and that of
these latter through the death-dealing work
of man, when we consider all this, we are
carried on to ask further, can it ever have
been otherwise ? Among the old-world ani-

mals, the creatures of the water and the slim e,

the partly fabulous Saurians were predaceous,
and lived mainly on fish : their excrements,
the so-called coprolites, show their great vo-

racity, and contain still recognisable remains
of animal food. Oersted, the renowned
di?coverer of Electro-magnetism, urges con-

fidently against Myxster, the defender of the

Church-dogma, this point, viz. that, even in

the old-world, animals have devoured other

living; animals, and that actually plain marks
of disease have been found upon the bones of
old-world animals. . .

There are here two problems ; one concerns

killing and death in the primary world, the
other concerns killing and death in the mid-
world. The right solution of the former we
have already often indicated [by the assump-
tion that the geological remains are those of

animals buried in the convulsions of the long-
extended fifth-and-sixth days' periods. But
some of these, at all events, must have received
\he blessing in t>.22, though they were not

allowed, it seems, to propagate their species,
viz. those fishes and birds whose remains are
found buried, mixed with the remains of beasts,
since these latter could only have been made
on the sixth day, and therefore the over-
whelmed fishes and birds must have survived,
and therefore must have received, the blessing
on the fifth.] The second resolves itself, as

we say with Wagner, through the assumption,
[unknown to the Scriptures, which do not

describe Adam as naturally immortal, but, on
the contrary, ascribe his banishment from
Paradise to the apprehension of Jehovah, that,
if ~.ie remained there, he might take also of the
' tree of life,' and live for ever,] that, as the

body of man after the Fall underwent an
essential change in its material basis, so also

an analogous perversion and alteration took

place in the animal world. [And yet the

present forms of animals correspond in all

essential particulars to those of the buried
creatures of the old-world, which were formed,
as Deutzsch supposes, and were not only
formed, but lived out their time and died,

before the creation of man, in the course of

the fifth and sixth days (1011) !]

CHAPTER IX.

LEGENDS OF THE CREATION AMONG
OTHER NATIONS.

1020. We have thus seen that the

statements in G.i, if regarded as state-

ments of historical matter-of-fact, are

directly at variance with some of the

plainest facts of Natural Science, as

they are now brought home, by the

extension of education, to every village

almost, we might say, to every

cottage in the land. It is idle for

any Minister of Religion to attempt
to disguist this palpable discordance.

To do this, is only to put a stumbling-
block in the way of the young, at all

events, of those of the next generation,

who, well-instructed themselves in

these things, and having their eyes

open to the real facts of the case, may
be expected either to despise such a

teacher as ignorant, or to suspect him
as dishonest, and, in either case, would
be very little likely to attach much

weight to his instructions in things of

highest moment.
1021. Yet we can clearly see that

there are certain great principles, the

very core and centre of all true religious

teaching, which the pious writer of

this chapter lays down distinctly
amidst all his speculations upon the

construction of the universe:

(i) God is the Creator and Preserver
of all things;

(ii) Man is made in the image of

God;

(iii) All that God has made is very

good.
We may add that he also appears to

lay down distinctly this additional

principle, that there is One Only True
and Living God, whose Unity underlies

the multifarious manifestations of His

agency.
1022. These truths this writer must

have received himself by the enlight-

ening operation of the Spirit of Truth.

And these truths, here uttered by a

fellow-man of other days, we receive

and embrace, and I have known the

untutored Zulu at once embrace them,
when set before him, as heartily as the

most learned European, not because

we find them written in a Book

every word of which we believe to

be infallibly true, but because the

eye of our Reason, once enlightened,
and having statements such as these

set before it, approves them at once,

as Divine Eternal facts, because we
see and feel them to be true. As

surely as, with our bodily eyes, we see

the Sun in the sky, and are certain of

the real existence of external sensible

objects, so surely, with the Mind's eye,

can we see and rejoice in the glorious
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reality of such spiritual verities as

these.

1023. With respect to the mythical
creation-stories of antiquity, Von Boh-
LBn writes as follows, ii.^.3 :

The most intimate relationship may be ob-

served between the myth of Genesis and the
Zend representation of Creation, which was
composed near the same locality, and has a
similar outline and succession of development.
The universe is created in six periods of time

by Ormuzd (Ahura-Mazda) in the following
order : (i) the Heaven, and the terrestrial

Light between Heaven and Earth, (ii) the

Water, which fills the deep as the sea, and
ascends up on high as clouds, (iii) the Earth,
whose seed was first brought forth by Albordj,
(iv) trees and plants, (v) animals, and (vi)

lastly, Man, whereupon the Creator rested,
and connected the divine origin of the festi-

vals with these periods of Creation. We must
remember, however, that Zoroaster had taken
the old Magian system as the foundation of

his reform, and had modified it to suit his

purposes, that, consequently, his cosmogony,
is the old Chaldoean, which very probably
spread from the times of the Assyrians into

Western Asia.

But the Bible narrative, apart from this com-
mon basis, far surpasses the description of the
Zendavesta in simple dignity, and possesses a

high intrinsic value in itself . . . On the other

hand, the thought,
' Let there be Light, and

there was Light,' which Longinus considered

sublime, must not, remembering the limited

conceptions of the writer, be rated too highly ;

and we may admit, without lowering the value
of this cosmogony, that the Creation of the

Hindoos, though a mere act of thinking and
willing, was also very sublime, when it is

said in the Vedas,
' He thought, I will create

worlds, and they were there !

'

1024. And so, too, says Dr. M'Caul,
Aids to Faith, p.\89 :

The Etruscans relate that God created the
world in six thousand years. In the first

thousand, He created the heaven and the

earth, in the second, the firmament, in the

third, the sea and the other waters of the

earth, in the fourth, the sun, moon, and
stars, in the fifth, the animals belonging to

air, water, and land, in the sixth, man alone.

The Persian tradition also recognises the
six periods of creation, assigning to the first

the heavens, to the second the waters, to the
third the earth, to the fourth trees and plants,
to the fifth animals, to the sixth man.

Knobel writes more fully, Gen.p.i:
The Persian tradition also betrays connection

with this. Ormuzd (Ahura-Mazda) created

through his Word (Honover) the visible world
in six intervals or thousands of years ; (i) the

Light between Heaven and Earth, together
with the Heaven and the Stars, (ii) the Water,
which covered the Earth, sank into its depths,
formed, by means of wind, up-driven clouds,
and then became enclosed by the Earth, (iii)

the Earth, and first, as the core and kernel of
the Earth, the highest mountain, Albordj, then

the other mountains, (iv) the trees, (v) the

animals, which all proceeded from the primary
animal, (vi) men, of whom the first was
Kajomorts. After the completion of the

Creation, Ormuzd kept a festival with the
celestials.

1025. It is ohvious that traditions

such as these, which have so many
remarkable points identically in com-

mon, must have proceeded from one
and the same original story. And,
although the late date of the works,
whence our accounts of the Persian*

and Etruscan traditions are derived,

lays them open to the objection, that

possibly they may have been influenced

by a knowledge of the Hebrew story,
we have no proof that this was actually
the case, while many circumstances

make it at least highly probable that

they must have existed in the Mytho-
logy of the East long before the time
of the Exodus.

1026. Deiitzsch, who maintains to

the utmost the historical truth of the

Scripture story, yet says, Gen.p.80:
Whence comes the surprising agreement of

the Etruscan and Persian legends with this
section ? . . . How comes it that the Baby-
lonian cosmogony in Berosus, and the Phce-
nician in Sanchoniathon, in spite of their
fantastical oddity, come in contact with it in
remarkable details ?

' There was a time,' so

begins the Babylonian cosmogony,
' in which

all was darkness and water.' According to
the Phoenician, the first human pair was pro-
duced by the Kolpia, 'the Divine Breath,' and
his wife Baau [=Bohu, emptiness, G.i.'2'j i.e.

the matter of Night. These are only instances
of that which they have in common. From
such an accordance outside of Israel, we must,
however, conclude that the author of G.i.

has no vision before him, but a tradition. It

might be replied, that the three cosmogonies
just mentioned are only echoes of the first

and second sections of the Hebrew Law,
which had become known to the Babylonians,
Phoenicians, and Persians. The points of
contact are strange enough to lead to such a
conjecture ; and, whereas an influence of Je-

hovah-worship upon the religion of Babylon
is altogether improbable, and an influence of

* The Zendavesta, whence the Persian tradi-

tion is taken, though containing many pas-

sages which are, apparently, of the most
venerable antiquity, yet, in its present form,
is, like the Pentateuch, a composite work, the

product of different ages, and cannot, there-

fore, be used with perfect confidence as an
authority for theprim Hive belief of the Persian

people, any more than the Pentateuch can be
used with perfect confidence for that of the
Hebrews. The account of the Etruscan tradi-

tion is given by Scxdas, who lived in the tenth
or eleventh century of our era.
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it upon that of the Phoenicians rather im-

probable, yet, on the other hand, an influence

of it upon the Zend religion is very probable.
If, however, here and there, the assumption
of such an influence is allowable, yet it re-

mains still certain that the author of G-.i. has

expressed in words an old tradition already
existing. ... And the interval of a week,
within which G.i. completes the Creation,
how can that be anything visionary since

the seven-days' week is a common ancient

heritage of the Asiatic and African peoples,
and probably, first of all, of the Babylonians ?

nay, it is found actually existing among the
American tribes as yet unchristianised(?), and
in Africa with the Ashantees and Gallas.

Among the Egyptians, the civil use of the

seven-days' week has, certainly, not yet been
demonstrated ;

as far back as the oldest times
of the great Pyramids, we find the ten-days'

week, which also is found among the Indians'

dacdha, 'decade.' Still the seven-days' week
was so well known to the Egyptians, that
Dion Cassius, xxxvii.17,18,19, notes the

naming of the days of the week after the
seven Planets as originally an Egyptian cus-

tom, which spread from Egypt also into the
Roman Empire. [The Brahmins also distin-

guish the days of the week by the planetary
names.] This consecration of the seven-days'
week and of the number ' seven

'

generally,
as may be conjectured, and as G-.i. establishes,

points back to a deeper, positive ground than
that to which Ideler, Lepsics, Ewald, trace

it, viz. the division of the Synodic month into

four parts, of which each contains 7| or,
without a fraction, 7 days. Its ground is the

cosmogonic legend. This is a primary legend,
that has travelled from place to place. For
as Tuch justly observes, the same funda-
mental tones are heard echoing under the
most different harmonies, from the Ganges to

the Nile.

1027. In short, Delitzsch regards
the story of the Creation, generally,
and of the origin of the seven-days'
week in particular, as a legend, i.e. an
historical fact realised by the imagina-
tion, and not as a myth, i.e. an idea

clothed in the form of an historical fact,

as when, for instance, a statement,

expressing originally some fact in the

natural world, has come in later days
to be regarded as a piece of mere his-

tory, the original meaning having been

forgotten. And, if the main details of

these traditions, in which they are

generally agreed, were found to accord

with the certain facts of modern

Science, we might conclude that the

original tradition was actually based

upon facts which had really occurred.

As it is, we can only suppose that the

story of the Creation, which was cur-

rent in the same form, substantially,
and with some of the same remarkable

details, among so many of the ancient

nations must have been originated as a

myth, in very ancient times, long before

the Hebrew people had any existence,

and before the great separation of the

Aryan tribes.

1028. But what is a universal myth
of this kind, in its essential features,

but a truth uttered by the combined
voice of humanity ? The mind of man,
in all ages and in all countries, musing
upon the origin of all things, has been

led by a Divine instinct to the same

grand conclusions, which are expressed
with more or less distinctness in all

these mythical narratives, and in

many, which show no special rela-

tion to the Hebrew Type, though
nowhere so clearly and completely as

in the Hebrew form, viz. that God is

the Maker and Preserver of all things,
that all that God has made is good,
that man is made in the image of

God. As we have said (1022), the

Divine Spirit alone can have quickened
such thoughts as these in the mind of

theElohist. whoever he may have been.

But the same Divine Spirit, we must

surely believe, taught the Hindoo

Philosopher to say,
' He thought, I will

make worlds, and they were there,' and

taught also the Zulu first to say, though,
as it were, with childish lips,

' Unku-
lunkulu the Great-Great-One made
all things, made all men.'

1029. When, also, we find the seven-

days' week spread over the world, not

in all nations, it is true, were it so,

there would be stronger proof of the

reality ofthe historical fact to which the

Bible ascribes its origin, but over so

many nations of the world, as Delitzsch

says, it is scarcely possible to doubt that

the seven- days' week and the ten-daj-s'

week both owe their origin to the same
cause to the effort, namely, to divide

the 29| days of the lunar month into

equal periods of shorter duration, more
convenient for the common business of

life. The Sun and M^on, as all men

everywhere see, are set in the heavens

to be ' for signs, and for seasons, and for

days and years. Whatever else they

may do, in the counsels of Divine

Wisdom, they certainly do this, and are

meant to do this, for man. The '

year'
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nnd the ' month '

are thus marked, even

by the most savage tribes, as natural

divisions of time. The Zulu keeps his

Annual Feasts, and observes the New
Moons, as the old Hebrews did : though
he has not learned, in his natural state,

to divide the month into weeks.

1030. But, if any sought to break

up this longer interval into equal parts,
it would be most natural to take the

week of seven days, the interval during
which the Moon is seen to pass from one

of its four chief phases to another : while

others, as the more scientific Egyptians,

might prefer to divide the month more

accurately into three equal parts of ten

days each.

The Peruvians divide the lunar month into

halves and quarters by the Moon's phases, but
have no names for the days ; and, besides,

they have a period of nine days, the approxi-
mate third part of a lunation, thus showing
the common origin of both. (Garctlasso, Hist,

of the Incas, in Taylor's Nat. Hist, of Society,

i.291-2). So also the Romans had their nun-
dinal or ninth day, which was a holiday even
for slaves. The Greek lunar month, of alter-

nately 29 and 30 days, was divided into decades
of days. (Prof. Baden Powell, Christianity
without Judaism, ^>.90-2).

1031. Gallatin writes, quoted in

Types of Mankind, p.294 :

Almost all the nations of the world appear,
in their first efforts to compute time, to have
resorted to lunar months, which they after-

wards adjusted in various ways, in order to

make them correspond with the solar year.
In America the Peruvians, the Chilians, and
the Muyscas proceeded in the same way but
not so the Mexicans. And it is a remarkable

fact, that the short period of seven days (one

week), so universal in Europe and in Asia,
was unknown to all the Indians either of

Korth or South America. [Had this learned
and unbiassed philologist lived to read Lep-

sius, he would have excepted the Egyptians,
who divided their months into three decades,
and knew nothing of weeks or seven days. Nei-
ther did the Chinese, ancient or modern, ever
observe a ' seventh day of rest.' Gliddon.] All
the nations of Mexico, Yucatan, and, probably,
of Central America, which were within the

pale of civilization, had two distinct modes
of computing time. The first and vulgar
mode was a period of twenty days, which
has certainly no connection with any celestial

phenomenon, and which was clearly derived
from their system of numeration or arith-

metic, which was peculiar to them. The other

computation of time was a period of thirteen

days, which was designated as being the count
of the Moon, and which is said to have been
derived from the number of days when, in
each of its revolutions, the Moon appears
above the horizon during the greater part of

the night. The Mexicans distinguished every
one of their days of the period of twenty days

by a specific name, Cipactli, Ehecatl, &c, and

every day of the period of thirteen days by a
numerical order, from one to thirteen.

1032. Clemens Alex., Strom.\.2F)6,

quotes the following passages from
ancient Greek poets, which imply that

in the earliest ages a sanctity was
attached to the number seven in other

nations beside the Hebrew :

'

First, the first day, the fourth day, and
the seventh,

Is sacred.' Hesiod.
' On the seventh day the sun's resplendent

light, &c.' Id.

'When on the seventh arrived the sacred

day.' Homer.
' The seventh day sacred was.' Id.
' The seventh day is among good things,
The seventh day is a feast :'

' The seventh day is among the first,

The seventh day perfect is.' Calldia-
chtjs.

And the elegies of Solon also greatly insist

on the divine character of the seventh day.

It is true, Clemens refers all these

to some knowledge of the Hebrew lite-

rature dispersed among the Greeks.

But it is difficult to believe this of the

times of Homeb and Hesiod
;
and it is

far more probable that the number
' seven

' was considered sacred from its

connection with the ' seven planets
'

of

those times, and the seven days of the

approximate fourth part of a lunation.

The fact that Hesiod notes as sacred

the fourth day also, i.e. the middle day
of the seven, or the approximate seventh

part of a lunation, agrees with this ex-

planation.
1033. Kalisch writes on this point

as follows, ExodpAA9 :

The simple and obvious explanation of the

holiness of the number seven is, that the

ancient Israelites, as most of the Eastern na-

tions, counted originally their months after

the course of the Moon, which renews itself in

four quarters of seven days each, and after this

time assumes a new phase. These periodical
and extraordinary changes of the Moon pro-
duced a powerful impression upon the sus-

ceptible minds of the ancient nations : they
excited them to reflections on this wonderful

phenomenon, and everything connected with

it assumed in their eyes a peculiar significance.
Hence the day of the New Moon was generally
celebrated with some distinguishing solemnity ,

which, like all festivals, is regulated and fixed

in the Mosaic Law : and the New Moon is in

the O.T. frequently mentioned together with
the Sabbath. Hereto we add that the number
of the sevi-n Planets known to them, Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, the

Moon, which successively presided over the

hours of the day, and each of which, therefore,
commenced a different day, contributed in
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later times not a little to secure to it that

mysterious significance. But the division of
the week into seven days was known and
adopted by the most different nations, as the

Assyrians, Arabs, Indians, (Chinese, Peru-
vians, but not the Persians), and many Afri-
can and American tribes, which never came
Into intercourse with the Israelites, and later

by the Greeks and Romans, who followed the
Egyptians. We must, therefore, recognise
therein, not an exclusively theocratical, but
a general astronomical arrangement, which
offered itself to the simplest planetary observa-
tion of every people.

1034. Delitzsch, Gen.p.M-88, while

clinging to the utmost to the tradi-

tionary view, yet admits, as the neces-

sary result of his enquiries, the follow-

ing points :

(i) The Creation-story was not revealed to
the writer of G.i.l-ii.3, whoever he may have
been, but, if revealed at all if it was not, in
its original form, the expression of the clear-

sighted intuition of man before the Fall, it

was revealed ' within the family of the first-

made man,' and from them handed down by
tradition, from Adam to Enos, &c, and from
them to Noah and his family, by whom
it was preserved perhaps entire till after
the Flood.

(ii) At the ' confusion of tongues,' it was
' shattered by God himself,' and existed hence-
forward in broken fragments in different

nations,- -the most perfect, perhaps, in

Babylonia.
(iii) From Babylon, perhaps, or, perhaps,

' in direct line within the chosen family,' the
writer of G.i.l-ii.3 may have received the

tradition, which,
' before it had reached him,

had lived through many metamorphoses.'
(iv) The historical truth of this tradition,

however, as now reported, is assured in all

substantial points by the '

Divinity of the
Law,' [which is assumed,] and '

the results
of Natural Science,' [by which, as we have
seen, it is in many important particulars ex-

pressly contradicted.]

CHAPTER X.

GEN.n.4-n.25.

1035. G.ii.7.
' And Jehovah-Elohim formed the man

(Adam) of dust out of the ground (Adamah).'
That a play on the words Adam,

Adamah, (comp. the Latin, homo,

humus,) is here intended by the writer,

though not expressly stated in the text,
has been observed by most commenta-
tors. Kalisch notes, p.105 :

The origin of man from the earth is a
notion extensively adopted. It was prevalent
not only among the Greeks and Romans, but
among the Peruvians, who believed that,
whilst the soul is immortal, the body consists
of clay,

' because it becomes again earth,'
among the Caribbees and the North-American
Indians. It was familiar to the Egyptians,

who considered man to have been formed from
the slime of the Nile to Hindoos, Chinese,
&c. In the classical writings we find many ana-

logous passages regarding the nature of man.
Euripides says, Sitpp.532-4,

' The body re-
turns to the earth from whence it was formed,
and the spirit ascends to the ether' ; and still

more distinctly, Lucretius says, ii.997-1000,
' The earth is justly called our mother : that,
which first arose from the earth, returns
back into the earth ; and that which was sent
down from the regions of the sky, the re-

gions of the sky again receive, when carried
back to them.'

1036. G.ii.9.
' And out of the ground Jehovah-Elohim

caused-to-sprout every tree that is pleasant
for sight and good for food.'

Delitzsch here observes, jo.140 :

The record does not say that the whole
vegetable world first appeared after the crea-
tion of man, [which would directly contra-
dict i. 12,27, and which certainly seems to be
implied in the story as related in ii.5-9] ; only
the preparation of Paradise is mentioned after
the creation of Man. Still the appearance of
the Flora generally is brought close to the ap-
pearance of man, in a manner not to be recon-
ciled with G.i. There the vegetable world has

already appeared, when first the Stars, then
the animals of the water and the air, and then
the land-animals appeared ; so that, after the

appearance of vegetation, already two and a
half creation-periods have elapsed, before man
is created. Here, on the contrary, in order
that vegetation might appear, there needed
previous rain and the formation of man, e.5,
which formation is prepared beforehand in
immediate connection therewith. The appear-
ance of vegetation is so inextricably bound
up with the entrance of these two preexisting
conditions, that it is doing violence to the text,
if we think of imagining whole series of other
creations between vegetation and man. This
is a contradiction between the two records.but,
as we shall see further on, one not incapable of

solution, and, what is more, very instructive.

We quote the above for the sake of

this candid admission, on the part of

so strong a defender of the traditionary
view, that the discrepancy in question
does, in fact, exist. We shall see

hereafter in what way Delitzsch pro-

poses to
' solve

'

it.

1037. G.ii.11-14.

Of the four rivers of Paradise here

named, the last, Euphrates, is certain
;

and, probably, Hiddekeland Gihon are,

as Josephus says, (Ant. I.i.3), the Tigris
and Nile, respectively, and Pison, pro-

bably, the Indus.

With respect to Hiddekel, properly
Khiddekel, Kalisch writes, Gen.p.92 :

This river has nearly the same name in the
Aramaean language and in Arabic, with the
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omission only of the first letter, viz. diglath ;

and the Sam. Vers, [in the passage before us]
has this abbreviated form with the article

had-dekel. The root dekel signifies, in the
Persian language, arrow, which name was
given to the river on account of its swiftness ;

and in the present language of the Persians
the Tigris is designated by the word Hr,

signifying arrow, Sanscr. tigra, hence tigris.

The Hebrew khiddekel is evidently a compound
word, contracted from khad,

'

sharp,' and,
dekel,= a sharp or swift arrow.

And again Kalisch notes, Gen.p.94 :

The Sept. renders Shichor, which is the

Nile, in Jer.ii.18, by rrjw, that is Gihon.

Josephus observes distinctly, Ant.l.i.3, that
the Gihon flows through Egypt, and is that
river which the Greeks call Nile . . . The
Arabians also include the Nile among the
rivers of Eden, and the Ethiopians call it

Gejon or Geicdn.

1038. The Pison is not so easily

identified, but the description of it,

which is given in ii.11,12, seems to in-

dicate the Indus. Aeeian tells us,

Exp. Alex. vi. 1 :

When Alexander the Great saw crocodiles

and the Egyptian bean in the Indus, he

thought that he had found the origin of the

Nile, which he believed to rise in this part of

India, and, after flowing through vast deserted

regions, to lose the name of Indus ; for, when
it reaches again inhabited land, the Ethio-

pians and Egyptians call it Nile, and thus it

falls at last into the Mediterranean Sea.

The ' land of Khavilah, which Pison

bounds,' was probably India in the

sense of the ancients, including Arabia.

Thus the four rivers appear to be

Indus to the East, Nile to the South,

Tigris to the North, Euphrates to the

West. And Kalisch adds:

In the Chinese tradition, four rivers flow
from the mountain Kuen-lun to the four

quarters of the world. And, in the sacred
book of the Persians, the fountain Ardechsur,
which rises in the holy mountain issuing from
the throne of Ormuzd, is said to diffuse its

waters over the whole earth by many canals.

1039. Here Delitzsch asks, p.150:
Is it, however, possible that the author has

supposed the Indian Pison and the Nile, with
the Tigris and Euphrates, to proceed out of

one common source, and that source in fact,
as is indicated by the mention of Tigris and
Euphrat s, in th highland of Armenia,
which appears thus the starting-point, pro-

bably, of the first men, as well as of thuse
after the Flood ? Is it possible that he puts
forward so strange an idea ?

We, of course, can easily explain
this phenomenon, by abandoning the

notion of the infallible accuracy of the

record, and supposing that the author

wrote merely after the defective notions

of geography, which prevailed amongst
the most learned of the ancients in

even far later days, as we have just
seen in the passage from the Life of

Alexander. Pausanias, ii.5, main-
tained in like manner the identity of

the Euphrates and the Nile. And
Josephus, Axt.l.i.3, considered the

Euphrates, Tigris, and Nile to be
branches of the same river

; only,
instead of the Indus, he reckons the

Ganges. And, in short, it appears to

us that, whatever may be the river

meant by Pison, or even Hiddekel, the

text of Genesis itself distinctly does

unite the Nile and the Euphrates.

1040. Von Bohlen observes, ii.^. 34 :

The representation of Kosmas [about a.d.

550] strikingly shows how fabulous was the
view of the ancients. He imagines the earth
to be an oblong, with a mountain inhabited by
gods in the North : the sea flows round it on
all four sides, and beyond the sea, towards the

East, lies the Paradise in India. The inter-

vening sea [which now separates the land of

Eden from the inhabited Earth] was caused

by the Flood, and was crossed by Noah.
Under this sea the Euphrates and Tigris con-

tinue their course [from Eden], and appear
again in the western world. Here is Gihon,
the Ganges, which afterwards becomes the
Nile in Egypt, in a manner somewhat similar

to what Alexander imagined respecting the
Indus. Pison, on the contrary, is the Indus,
emptying itself into the Persian Gulf.

1041. Delitzsch, however, is unwil-

ling to allow the existence of such a

mistake, and says, ^>.151 :

We must, therefore, close the inquiry either

by acknowledging that the notice in question is

unintelligible, or we must submit to the neces-

sity of admitting that, with the disappearance
of Paradise, the more certain knowledge also

of the four streams was lost ; and the author

only faithfully repeats the tradition, which re-

garded the Indus, Nile, Tigris, and Euphrates,
the four great beneficent streams of the

ancient circle of history, as finger-marks
pointing back to the lost Paradise. It must
be allowed as possible that the writer, or the

tradition, has regarded the Nile as coming
round about Ethiopia out of the North of

Asia, and springing not far from the Indus or
some one of the other Indian rivers. But we
might with the same right assume that the
four streams, without any further reference to
their former unity, have been regarded only as

disjecta membra of the no-longer-existing single
stream of Paradise.

1042. But, as Dr. Burnet observes,
Arch. Phil.p.288 :

It is hardly conceivable that rivers of any
kind, these or others, existed from the very
origin of the earth, [on the very first day,
when ' Jebovah-Eiohim had not vetcaused-it-
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to-rain upon the earth,' but only
' a mist went

up from the earth, and watered the whole face
of the ground,' ii.5,6,] whether you consider
these streams or their beds. For the beds of
rivers arc usually made by gradual and long
attrition. But, if you say, when the bed of
the Ocean was made on the third day, the beds
also of the rivers were made, and when the

greatest part of the waters of the '

deep
'

sank into the abyss of the Sea, so the rest

descended into these river-channels and
formed the first rivers, yet, besides that
water of this kind would be salt, just like that
of the Sea, there would be no perennial
fountains for feeding these rivers, and there-
fore when the first stream had flowed down,
or the first river inasm uch as there were no
waters to follow from bohind, these rivers,
or these collections of water, would soon have
dried up.

1043. G.ii.17.
* Of Che tree of the knowledge of good and

evil, thou shalt not eat of it
;
for in the day

of thy eating of it, dying thou shalt die.'

Von Bohxen observes, iu^.39 :

On account of certain interpretations, we
bring prominently forward some inconsisten-

cies, which, however, we do not wish to im-

pute to the simplicity of the narrator. Thus,
at the beginning the man has to watch [guard]
the garden ; whereas the animals are not
created until c.19, and they remain peaceably
by him. Again, the first female transgresssor,
Eve, cannot have heard the prohibition of Je-

hovah when Adam received it, because she was
not yet created

; yet she repeats it in a more
6tringent form, iii.3,

' Ye shall not eat of it,

neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.' And the

myth as little considers how the man himself
could have understood the prohibition [i.e. the

consequence of disobeying it] , as he had not
vet had death before his eyes.

Dr. Pye Smith says, Geology and

Scripture, p. 322 :

The denunciation in G.ii.17 would seem to

Jmply that they [he the man?] understood
ichat the penalty was, in consequence of their

having witnessed the pangs of death in the in-

ferior animals. [But did the man ' witness
the pangs of death' instantly after his Creation,
before he was put into Paradise, or when ?]

1044. The Jehovist, however, here

writes evidently from a point of view

quite different from that of the Elohist,
who represents the Almighty as saying
to the man and woman, i.29

' Behold ! I give you every herb . . . and
every tree ... to you it shall be for food

'

;

whereas a prohibition is here given in

the case of one particular tree, not

one of the whole earth, but a tree of

the garden, not to the man and

woman, but to the man only.

1045. G.ii. 19,20.
' And Jehovah-Elohim formed out of the

ground every animal of the field, and every

fowl of the heaven, and brought it to the man,
to see what he would call it, and whatsoever
the man would call it, the living soul, that
should bs its name. And the man called
names to all the cattle, and to the fowl of the

heaven, and to every animal of the field.'

We have noticed above (914) that in

this passage not only are the beasts and
birds formed after the creation of man,
whereas in i.21, 25,27, man is formed
after the birds and beasts, but the
fishes and reptiles are not mentioned
at all.

1046. On this point Delitzsch ob-

serves, p.157 :

When we look at G.i, where the animals
after their kinds are all created before man,
and endeavour to reconcile the two accounts by
translating

' and He had formed,' instead of
' and He formed,' so as to state merely the fact
which preceded his '

bringing
'

them,
' and so,

having previously formed them, He brought
them,' we do v olence, as it appears to me, to
the proper meaning of the narrator. It is

better to allow the manifest contradiction to
stand

; at the end we shall gain more by that
than by a hasty reconciliation.

When God has indicated to man his actual

employment [to till and keep the garden], He
wishes to give him a community to help him
for it, and forms next the animals, which,
certainly, are all meant to become useful to

him. Only the '
fishes

'

[and reptiles] are not

mentioned, because they, in the light in which
the other animals are regarded, do not come
into consideration.

1047. The reason, which Delitzsch

gives for the omission of the fishes, is

probably true to some extent, though it

would be far from explaining why all

the beasts and birds should have been

brought to Adam, and none of the

reptiles and fishes, since the vast ma-

jority of the former cannot have been

regarded as special
'

helps
'

for him,

any more than the latter. Still the

few domestic animals are found among
the ' beasts

'

and '

birds,' and supply,
as we have said (914), some sort of com-

panionship for man, which is not the

case with the '

reptiles
'

and fishes
'

:

and this may account for the former

being mentioned, and not the latter.

1048. But how could the White Bear
of the Frozen Zone, and the Humming-
Bird of the Tropics, have met in one

spot ? Or, being assembled, how could

they have been dispersed to their pre-
sent abodes, with the beasts and birds

of all kinds, of totally different habits

and habitats, many of them ravenous

creatures, that would have preyed on
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one another uiless their fury was

miraculously res^raised, or their hunger
was miraculously relieved, or their whole
nature and bodily constitution changed,
so that the lion should cease to be a

lion, and eat grass like the ox? Or
how could Adam have given names to

all, it being remembered that, with

the Hebrews, the word ' fowl
'

included

(1009) all 'creeping-things that fly,' as

the locust, L.xi.20-23 ?

1049. It is painful, though almost

ludicrous, to be obliged to sit down in

this age of the world, in a day of

widely-extended scientific education,
and deliberately reason out such a

question as this. But, in the interests

of truth, there is no alternative, since

influential and eminent men, distin-

guished by their attainments in science

as well as by dignified ecclesiastical

position, are still found defending the

traditionary view with such arguments
as the following, I quote from Archd.

Pratt, Scripture and Science, pA9 :

This difficulty need not stagger us, unex-

pected as it is. For, in the first place, it is not

impossible that the regions, which are found
on the opposite side of the globe, and others

also, of which the limits are far from the
boundaries of man's first residence, have be-
come the scenes of creative power, at epochs sub-

sequent to the six- days' work. [?T.B.
' And the

Heaven and the Earth were finished, and all

theirhost,' ii.l.] And, further, there is nothing
in the account of the six-days' Creation to

militate against the idea, that Creation may
have been going on over the whole surface of
the Earth at the same time. It simply re-

quires us to suppose that the animals, brought
to Adam for him to name them, must have
been those only in the neighhourhood of Paradise.

[N.B.
' The man called namesto all the cattle,

and to the fowl of the heaven, and to every
animal of the field,' ii.20.]

Delitzsch, too, assumes the actual

historical truth of this statement, when
he observes of the '

deep sleep
'

which
fell on Adam, >.159 :

This sleep is God's work, but caused by
means of the weariness of the man, the natu-
ral consequence of his attention having Deen
directed to so many different creatures, and
deeply engaged in the contemplation of them.

1050. The question here involved is,

of course, this, whether we are to

believe, that there was originally only
one centre of creation, or more than
one ? If all animals of every kind we
may suppose one, or a pair, of each

came to Adam to be named, then all

must have been created in, or in the

neighbourhood of, Paradise itself. But
can anyone suppose that all kinds of

plants were created in Paradise, and

only there, so that the seeds were
scattered from thence to all ends of the

earth, as that of maize or Indian corn,
for instance, which was not known to

the Eastern Hemisphere till after the

discovery of America, or that all kinds
of reptiles, fishes, and insects were
formed only in the neighbourhood of

Paradise? Why, then, must this be
believed with respect to all kinds of

beasts and birds, in direct contradiction

to the conclusions of Modern Science,
from which we learn that certain species
of animals have lived all along, in par-
ticular regions of the earth, in the same
fixed habitats, from an age long ante-

cedent to the existence oi man ?

1051. Thus Prof. Owen writes, Ad-
dress at Leeds, 1858 :

Of the present dry land, different natural
continents have different fauna; and floras ;

and the fossil remains of the plants and ani-

mals of these continents, respectively, show
that they possessed the same peculiar charac-

ters, or characteristic fades, during periods
extending far beyond the utmost limits of
human history, p.ii.

The class of animals, to which the restric-

tive laws of geographical distribution might
seem least applicable, is that of Birds. Their
peculiar powers of locomotion, associated in
numerous species with migratory habits,
might seem to render them independent of

every influence, save those of climate and of

food, which directly affect the conditions of
their existence. Yet the long-winged A Ibatross

is never met with north of the Equator ; nor
does the Condor soar above other mountains
than the Andes. . . Several genera of Finches
are peculiar to the Galapagos Islands ; the

richly and fantastically ornate Birds of Para-
dise are restricted to New Guinea and some
neighbouring islands. . . Some species have
a singularly restricted locality, as the Red
Grouse to the British Isles, the Owl-Parrot
to Philip Island, a small spot near New
Zealand. The long-and-strong-limbed Ostrich
courses over the whole continent of Africa
and conterminous Arabia. The genus of
three-toed Ostriches is similarly restricted to
South America. The Emeu has Australia
assigned to it. The continent of the Casso-

wary has been broken up into islands, includ-

ing, and extending from, the north-eastern

peninsula of Asia to New Guinea and New
Britain. The singular nocturnal winglesa
Apteryx is peculiar to the islands of New Zea-
land. Other species and genera, which seem
to be, like the Avteryx, mocked, as it were,
with feathers and rudiments of wings,
have wholly ceased to exist, within the

memory of man, in the islands to which they
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also were respectively restricted. The Dodo
of the Mauritius and the Solitaire are instances.

In New Zealand also there existed, within the

memory of the Maori ancestry, huge birds

having their nearest affinities to the still-

existing Apteryx of that island, but generically
distinct from that and all other known birds.

I have proposed the name of Dinornis for that
now extinct genus, of which more than a
dozen well-defined species have come to my
knowledge, all peculiar to New Zealand. . .

A tridactyle wingless bird of another genus,
^Epyornis, second only to the gigantic Dinornis

in size, appears to have also recently become
extinct if it be extinct in the island of

Madagascar. The egg of this bird, which

may have suggested to the Arabian voyagers,
attaining Madagascar from the Red Sea, the
idea of the Roc of their romances, would hold
the contents of 6 eggs of the Ostrich, 16 of the

Cassowary, and 148 of the common fowl.

p.34,35
The two species of Orang are confined to

Borneo and Sumatra ; the two species of

Chimpanzee are limited to an intertropical
tract of the western part of Africa. They
appear to be inexorably bound by climatal

influences, regulating the assemblage of cer-

tain trees and the production of certain fruits.

With all our care in regard to choice of food,

clothing, and contrivances for artificially

maintaining the chief physical conditions of

their existence, the healthiest specimens of

Orang or Chimpanzee, brought over in the

vigour of youth, perish within a period never

exceeding three years, and usually under shel-

ter, in our climate, p.36.

Geology extends the geographical range of

the Sloths and Armadillos from South to

North America. But the deductions from
recent rich discoveries of huge terrestrial

forms of Sloth, of gigantic Armadillos, and

large Anteaters, go to establish the fact, that

these peculiar families of the order Bruta
have ever been, as they are now, peculiar to

America, p.39.
The sum of all the evidence from the fossil

world in Australia proves its mammalian
population to have been essentially the same
in pleistocene, if not pliocene times, as now ;

only represented, as the Edentate mammals in

South America were then represented, by
more numerous genera, and much more

gigantic species, than now exist. pAO.
1052. But, if this be so, then there

arises also the question, whether all

mankind are descended from one pair,

or whether there may not be different

races, generically alike brothers, there-

fore, of one Great Family, having all

the same precious gifts, of speech and

thought, reason and conscience, proper
to humanity, but yet from the first dif-

fering as species. In that case, it would

be no longer necessary to believe that

the Bushman, Australian Savage, and

Andaman Islander are only degraded
descendants of Adam or Noah, and

that the European, Chinese, Negro, and

North-American Indian are all derived

from one pair of ancestors ; and it would
be possible to assume a different parent-

age from ours for those ancient makers
of flint-implements, who lived, as scien-

tific men assure us, many thousands

perhaps, tens of thousands of years
before the Scripture epoch of the Flood.

1053. Such questions as these must
now be open questions, since we are no

longer bound to believe in the historical

infallibility of this composite record,

which lies before us in the Book of

Genesis. Meanwhile, the remarks of

Dr. Nott are very suggestive, Types of
Mankind, p.76:
These facts [quoted from Prof. Agassiz]

prove conclusively that the Creator has
marked out both the Old and New Worlds
into distinct zoological provinces, and that

Fauna? and Floras are independent of climate,
or other known physical causes ; while it is

equally clear that, in this geographical distri-

bution, there is evidence of a plan, of a

design ruling the climatic conditions them-
selves. It is very remarkable, too, that while
the races of men, and the Fauna and Flora of

the Arctic region, present great uniformity,

they follow in the different continents the

same general law of increasing dissimilarity,

as we recede from the Arctic and go South,

irrespective/i/ of climate. We have already
shown that, as we pass down through Ame-
rica, Asia, and Africa, the farther we travel,
the greater is the dissimilarity of their Faunae
and Floras, to their very terminations, even
when compared together in the same latitudes

or zones. And an examination will show, that

differences of types in the human family be-

come more strongly marked, as we recede

from the Polar regions, and reach their

greatest extremes at those terminating points
of continents, where they are most widely

separated by distance, although occupying
nearly the same parallels of latitude, and

nearly the same climates. For instance, the

Fuegians of Cape Horn, the Hottentots and
Bushmen of the Cape of Good Hope, and the

inhabitants of Van Diemen's Land, are the

tribes which, under similar parallels, differ

most. Such differences of race are scarcely
less marked in the Tropics of the Earth, as

testified by the Negro in Africa, the Indians

in America, and the Papuan in Polynesia.
In the Temperate Zone we have, in the Old

World, the Mongolians and the Caucasians,
no less than the Indians in America, living in

similar climates, yet wholly dissimilar them-

selves.

History, traditions, monuments, osteological

remains, every literary record and scientific

induction, all show that races have occupied

substantially the same zones or provinces
from time immemorial. . . The Caucasian

races, which have always been the representa-
tives of [the highest] civilisation, are those

alone that have extended over, and colonised,

all parts of the globe : and much of this is
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the work of the last three hundred years.
The Creator has implanted in this group of

races an instinct, that, in spite of themselves,
drives them through all difficulties to carry
out their great mission of civilising the Earth.
It is net reason, or philanthropy, which urges
them on

;
but it is destiny. When we see

great divisions of 1 .e human family increasing
in numbers, spreading in all directions, en-

croaching by degrees upon all other races,
wherever they can live and prosper, and
gradually supplanting inferior types, is it not
reasonable to conclude that they are fulfilling
a law of nature ?

1054. G.ii.22.

' And Jehovah-Elohim built the rib, which
he took out of the man, into a woman.'

Milton, Par. Lost, Book viii, ap-

pears to regard the act here described

as having taken place only in a vision,

though his language is painfully literal

and graphic :

Wine eyes He closed, but open left the cell

Of fancy, my internal sight ; by which,
Abstract, as in a trance, methought I saw,
Though sleeping, where I lay, and saw the

shape
Still glorious before whom awake I stood ;

Who, stooping, open'd my left side, and took
From thence a rib, with cordial spirits warm.
And lifeblood streaming fresh ; wide was the

wound.
But suddenly with flesh fill'd up and healed

;

The rib He forin'd and fashion'd with His
hands.

1055. Kalisch notes, Gen.p.91:
The Greenlanders believed that the first

woman was fashioned out of the thumb of

the man. It is, therefore, absurd to urge
that the delicate body of woman was formed
not out of the dust of the earth, but of

organic matter already purified, or that the
rib points to the heart of man and his love.

The Hebrew historian intended to convey his

idea of the intimate relationship between man
and woman, and of the sacredness and indis-

solubility of conjugal life ;
and he expressed

this idea in a form which was familiar to his

contemporaries, and which will, at all times,
be acknowledged as a beautiful and affecting
mode of enforcing a moral truth of the highest
social importance.

1056. G.ii.23,24.
' And the man said, This time this is bone

of my bones, and flesh of my flesh : therefore
shall a man forsake his father and his mother,
and cleave unto his wife, and they shall be-

come one flesh.'

Delitzsch says, ^.162:
Is this utterance a prophetical saying of

Adam about marriage, or merely a reflection

of the narrator? ... It is, indeed, the
custom of this writer [the Jehovist], to insert

in the history remarks beginning, as this,
with '

therefore,' x.9,xxvi.33,xxxii.32. But
these and similar remarks are all of an
archaeological character, and lie within the
historical matter-in-hand. On the contrary,

the remark in .24 wonld be a pure reflection,
without any explanatory object ; and, as the

story of the creation of the woman is only
brought to a close in v.2o, it would disturb
the historical connection.

But then the first man would be re-

presented as using these words, when
he could as yet have had no idea of the

relations of father and mother, or even
of the nature of marriage itself. We
might, therefore, suppose that v.2i may
be a note of the Jehovist himself, as

well as iii.20, 'because she was the

mother of all living.' Still the context

makes this supposition in both cases

improbable.

1057. Kalisch remarks on the above

text, Gen.p.116 :

We must not forget to mention that similar
reflections to these are found in the holy
books of the Hindus and Persians :

' The bone
of woman is united with the bone of man,
and her flesh with his flesh, as completely as
a stream becomes one with the sea into which
it flows.'

Thus in the Hindu marriage cere-

mony the husband says, As.Res.yii.Z09:

I unite thy breath with my breath, thy
bones with my bones, thy flesh with my flesh,

thy skin with my skin.

CHAPTEK XI.

GEN.n.i.l-in.24.

1058. G.iii.l.

* And the serpent was subtle out of all

animals of the field, which Jehovah-Elohim
had made : and he said unto the woman, &c.'

Dr. Thomas Buenet observes, Arch.

Phil.p.295 :

We read that all these great and multi-
farious matters were transacted within the
short space of a single day. But I burn with
pain, when I see all tilings upset and dis-

ordered in a little moment of time, and the
whole nature of things, scarcely yet arranged
and dressed out, sinking into death and de-

formity before the setting of the first day.
In the morning of the day God said, that all

was '

very good ;' in the evening all is exe-

crable. How fleeting is the glory of created

things ! The work elaborated through six days,
and that by the Hand of Omnipotence, the in-

famous beast has destroyed in so many hours.

Dr. Burnet would have been re-

lieved of some part of his difficulties,

if he had known that the statements

which he contrasts were written by two
different authors.

1059. We are now, however, arrived

at the point whefe Delitzsch produces
his promised solution of the difficulties
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noticed in (1046), which we commend
to the reader's consideration : Gen.

2>. 164-9.

But had then the animals at that time
reason? Could the Serpent at that time
apeak ? This question is too readily settled,
if it is said that the Serpent is the symbol of
pleasure (Clem. Alex, and others, after

Philo), or of the evil propensity (Phillip-
son), or of the onesided understanding (Bun-
ben). Others, who do not care at all if these
fundamental histories are regarded as mere
fables, maintain that the author has really
meant that the animals could then speak.
But, after it has been shown in chap.i that
man was the conclusion of the progressive
creations of God, and in ii.7 that God directly
' breathed into him the breath of life,' the
author, surely, will not again displace the
so-sharply-drawn boundaries of creation, and
make now the beasts to be brothers and sisters
of men, endowed with speech and, therefore,
with reason ! Let it be only considered that
out of the Serpent speaks the deepest possible
wickedness. That it speaks at all, is not a bit
more strange than that it speaks such down-
right wickedness. That it speaks at all, is a
wonder. That it speaks such utter wickedness,
proceeds from this, that it is the instrument
of a higher, but deeply-degraded, nature. It is

thus a demoniacal wonder that it speaks. . .

But when was it that evil entered into the
Creation ? We are here arrived at the point,
where the two yet outstanding contradictions
must be removed, viz. that G.i only knows of
a creation (i) of plants, and (ii) of animals,
antecedent to the creation of man, whereas
G.ii brings them both back into close connec-
tion with the creation of man, [placing them,
however, both subsequent to it]. So, then,
when did evil enter into the creation ? Not
first after the six-days' work, for the remains
of animals and plants of the old world, ever
coming before our eyes in greater number
and variety, are acknowledged to be older
than the origin of man

; and not already
before the six-days' work, for the ' desolation
and emptiness

'

concealed no Mollusks and
Saurians ; it was the conglomerated mass of
a world very different from a world of such
creatures as these, exhibiting themselves as
lowest links in the chain of development of
the present creation. . . .

Demoniacal powers have interfered with their
work in the course of creation, not, certainly,
as demiurgic powers, which might have op-
posed contradictory caricatures to the creation
of God, against which supposition Zoology
raises a protest which must be admitted,
since it shows in the old-world Fauna the
same laws of construction and relations of
form as in the existing.-probably, however,
in such a way that they misled the Earth
translated thus into misery, stirred up the dark
fiery principle of the creature, and made un-
natural intermixtures and mongrel formations,
mutual murder, disease and death, common
among the races of God-created animals (!)
Thus the Divine Creation was not merely a
working-out of the dark matter into a bright
living form, but also a struggle with the
might of evil ; whole generations, called into

existence by God, yielded to the corrupting
influence of that might, and must, conse-

quently, be swept away. They were imbedded
in the bowels of the mountains. The first

act of the Third Day does not contradict this.
For it consisted in the separation of the dry
land from the water, not in unchangeable
fixed definition of the earth's external form.
The shaping of the mountains began on the
Third Day, without having been brought to
a close when plants and animals began to

appear. The Earth became again and again
the grave of the organic beings, which she had
long borne upon her surface. If we cast a
glance forwards, the reason for the judgment
of the Flood, vi.1-4, will show us that we are

saying nothing strange to the Scriptural view.
Also the story of the temptation of man
entitles us to look backwards. The creation
of the Earth and its inhabitants was, in some
sense, a struggle of the Creator with Satan
and his powers, as the redemption is a struggle
of the Redeemer with Satan and his powers.
This background of the Creation is veiled in
G.i ; the writer has purposely veiled it

; but
we, to whom, through the N.T. Revelation,
an open look is allowed into the vanquished
kingdom of darkness, we know that the
' and behold ! it was very good

'

is a word of
victory, and that the Divine Sabbath is a rest
of triumph, similar to the '

it is finished !' f

the Redeemer and the triumphal-march of
the Ascension. . . The Nature, which was
taken possession of by the spirits of evil, is

destroyed, and here is the solution of the
two contradictions a plant-world and an
animal-world have now come into being, (as
the last links of the plant-and-animal-creation
which was begun with the third and sixth

days,) such as corresponds to him, who is

called to be lord and conqueror of evil, viz.

Man. . .

It is now clear why Satan seeks to mislead
the man, against God's command, to taste the
deadly fruit of the Tree of Knowledge : he
wishes to destroy man, and, with him, the
whole of the last creation ... It is clear also

why he, since his power of destruction is so
limited and confined in the paradisaical plant-
world, makes use of a beast in order to befool

man, and to enslave him together with the
last of the creations. The narrator confines
himself to the external appearances only of
the event, without raising the veil from the
being behind. He might well have raised it,
since even the heathen legend gives a full,
though distorted, account of it ; but he veils

it, because the unveiling would not be good
for the people of his time, inclined to heathen-
ish

mjsbelief, and heathenish intercourse with
the demon-world (!). That the Devil himself
tempted the first pair, says the Book of 'Wis-

dom, ii.23,24. It was also not so unknown
to the narrator as might appear from his

silence, since, even in the human race external
to Israel, a consciousness of this meets us in

many a legend and mythology. . . . The
Serpent is the first creature, through which
Ahriman corrupts the first-created land of
Ormuzd ; Ahriman is represented as appear-
ing in the form of a Serpent, and is even
named the Serpent.

1 060. The reader will r ercei ce that,
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in order to recor.cile the contradiction,

which Delitzsch admits to exist

between the two accounts of the Crea-

tion, in respect of the order in which
Man and the animals were created, he

is driven to make the following assump-
tions :

(i) The creation was a '

struggle
'

between
the Divine Creator and the '

might of evil
'

;

(ii) The Evil One prevailed so far as to
' mislead

'

the animals created in the fifth day,
i.21, and in the sixth before the creation of

man, i.25 ;

(iii) Hence all these animals, beasts, birds,

reptiles, fishes, insects, &c, were obliged to

be '

swept away,' together with the vegetation,
created on the third day, i.12 ;

. (iv) A new creation of plants and beasts

and birds took place on the sixth day, after
the creation of man, as related in ii.9,19,

[but what of the reptiles and fishes ?] ;

(v) The Evil Spirit tried to corrupt this

last creation also, and, therefore ' made use of

a beast
'

in order to deceive the woman.

1061. G.iii.8.

'And they heard the sound of Jehovah-
Elohim walking in the garden in the breeze

of the day.'

Delitzsch explains this and other
'

anthropomorphisms
'

as being direct

consequences of the Fall, as follows,

p.176:
In this state they perceive the sound of

God's footstep. God draws near to them, as

oneman to another. That this was the mode, in

which God originally had converse with man,
is not true. That, from this point onward,
the sacred history marks such an outward
distinction between God and man

,
has its good

reason in this, that through the Fall the

inner unity of God and man is really lost, and
now a gradual return to approximation on
both sides begins.- Only then, when man has
lost the uniform inner presence of God's Love,
begin the (theophanies) Divine appearances.
Now, for the first time, God has intercourse

with man in an external form like this, cor-

responding to his changed condition. The
relation of Love is broken. This is what is

now also historically manifest, with a view
to the historical restoration of it. The
anthropomorphism of the mode of intercourse

culminates in the Incarnation (!)

Dr. Lightfoot defines here the exact

time of day, Harm., &c, p. 5 :

vith day of creation . . . his (Adam's)
wife the weaker vessell ; she not yet knowing
that there were any devils at all . . . sinned,
and drew her husband into the same trans-

gression with her ; this was about high noon,
the time of eating. And in this lost condition,
into which Adam and Eve had now brought
themselves, did they lie comfortless, till

towards the cool of the day, or three o'clock

afternoon.

1UG2. G.iii.14.

' Upon thy belly shalt thou go, and durt
shalt thou eat, all the days of thy life.'

Here the serpent is represented as

having had its nature degraded and
debased from what it was originally.

Josephus, AntX.\A, and after him
the Fathers generally, conceived of the

serpent as having had originally a

human voice and legs. And Delitzsch
at this very day maintains that the

serpent's form was actually changed, in

consequence of its having been used

by Satan as the instrument of his

deception, p. 180:

The punishment of the serpent, as all

antiquity understood the sentence, consists

in this, that its mode of motion and its form
were changed. The consequence of sin is ever

something abnormal, which lies beyond the

proper end of creation : it works deformity,
as in the human body, though that is wholly
the instrument of the spirit, so also upon the

serpent, though it has only been the instru-

ment of a spirit. The serpent was before
made otherwise. Now, with its fiery colour,
its forked vibrating tongue, its poison-distil-

ling teeth, its dreadful hiss, its arrow-like

motion, like a flash of light, its occasionally
fascinating glance, it is, as it were, the em-
bodiment of the diabolical sin and the divine
curse. This its present condition is the con-

sequence of a divine transformation, and, as

its speaking is the firstdemoniacal wonder, so

this is the first divine transformation. Of
the original condition of the serpent it is,

certainly, impossible to frame to ourselves a

conjecture. We might imagine generally a

machine, perhaps, but no living creature,
were it even a chima?ra

;
and even the recon-

struction of one, that has previously existed,
is impossible for us without given remains
and indications.

1063. But Geology shows us that the

serpent was the same kind of creature,

in the ages long ago, before men existed

upon the earth, as it is now. And the

notion, that the Devil took possession
of the serpent, and used it as an instru-

ment for his malicious purpose, is dis-

proved at once by the words of the

curse, which charge the crime upon
the serpent itself,

' Because thou hast done this, thou art cursed
above all cattle and beasts of the field,'

as well as by the expressions,
'

upon
thy belly shalt thou go,' 'dust shalt

thou eat,' which refer distinctly to the

animal. Is it possible to believe that

a curse could have been passed by the

Gracious Creator upon an innocent

animal, which the Devil had mastered,
while no mention is made of the
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Devil himself being punished? As
well might we believe that the Al-

mighty Father would curse a human

being afflicted with madness !

1064. Dr. Thom4.s Burnet says,
Arch. Phil. p.291 :

But you -will say,
' The woman ought to

have been careful, not to violate a law en-

forced by the penalty of death.'
' On the day

on which you shall eat thereof you shall die, you
and yours,' so ran the law. ' Die ! what does

this mean ?' says the virgin in her ignorance,
who had never yet seen anything dead, not
even a flower, nor had felt yet death's image,
sleep or night, with her eyes or with her mind.

And, as to what you add about herposterity and
the penalty upon them, nothing of this is ex-

pressed in the law. But no laws ought to be

twisted, certainly not penal laws.

Also no light difficulty arises about the

punishment of the serpent. If the Devil did

the whole under the form of a serpent, or if

he compelled the serpent to do or suffer all

this, why is the serpent punished for the
crime committed by the Devil ? Then, as to

the manner and form of the punishment in-

licted on the serpent, viz. that hereafter it

should goon its belly, it is not easy to explain
xvhat this means. It will hardly be said that

the serpent was formerly erect, or walked
after the manner of quadrupeds. But, if it

went upon its belly from the first, as serpents
do now, it may seem unmeaning that some-

thing should be imposed on this animal, as a

punishment and penalty for a particular deed,
which it had always by nature.

1065. On the point of the serpent's

'eating dust,' Kat>isch says, Gen.p. 125 :

The great scantiness of food, on which the

serpent can subsist, gave rise to the belief,

entertained by many Eastern nations, and
referred to in several Biblical allusions, that

they
' eat dust,' Mic.vii.17, Is.lxv.25. Sil. Ital.

vii.449
, ferventi pastus arend,

'

feeding on hot

sand,' see Bochaet, Hier.i.i, Roberts's
Jllustr. of Scripture, p.7, while the Indians
believed them to feed upon wind.

And, as to the '

enmity' between the

woman's seed and the serpent, he adds :

In many Eastern religions, the extirpation
of the reptiles, and especially of the serpents,
was enjoined as an important duty. Among
the Persians, it was considered as equivalent
to the war for Ormuzd and against Ahriman ,

and the most sacred festival was consecrated

to this ' destruction of evil.' HEROD.i.140.
The Hindoos celebrated similar great feasts

for the same purpose ;
and in Cashmere solemn

sacrifices were offered for the annihilation of

the serpents. (Frank, Vyasa, pA39.) Thus
the '

open enmity
' between man and the

serpent recurs throughout the whole Orient.

It is everywhere impressed with a religious
character

;
it bears a hidden symbolical mean-

ing ;
it is the combat either against the

Tempter, or against the Prince of Evil.

Among the Zulus, on the contrary,
the snake is held in great respect, and

is not willingly killed
; as their dead

ancestors are supposed to reappear in

the form of snakes. So among the

Greeks the serpent was the emblem of

healing wisdrm ;
while to the Phoeni-

cians it became the symbol of eternity,
from its habit of coiling itself into a

circle.

1066. G.iii.15.

' And enmity will I put between thee and
the woman, and between her seed and thy seed:

it shall bruise thee on the head, and thou shalt

bruise it on the heel.'

Kalisch notes, Gen.p.89 :

Krishna also, as the incarnation of Vishnu,
is represented now as treading on the bruised
head of a conquered serpent, and now as

entwined by it, and stung in the heel.

And so says Mr. Shaepe, Egyptian
Mythology,pA5 :

The serpent of evil, the great enemy of the
human race, plays an important part in all

[Eg\ptian] pictures and sculptures relating to

the next world. . . . When it is pierced

through the head by the spear of the goddess
Isis, we see the enmity between the woman
and the serpent, spoken of in G.iii. It is

always conquered by the good, sometimes

pierced through its folds by a number of

swords, and sometimes carried away alive in

the arms of its conquerors in triumph.

1067. Accordingly, the usual explana-
tion of the above passage is, that the

'seed of the serpent' typifies in some

way the Devil and all that belongs to

him
;
while the ' seed of the woman '

represents Jesus Christ and all true

believers; the 'serpent' shall bruise

the woman's seed on the heel, i.e. shall

have, power to injure, but not fatally ;

while the ' seed of the woman '

shall

bruise it on the head, i.e. shall crush

and utterly destroy the power of evil.

So writes Delitzsch, p. 182 :

The crafty venomous bite of the snake on
the heel of man, which he retaliates, without

having suffered fatal injury, by crushing its

head with his foot, shadows forth the conflict

of the human race with the Devil and all who
are ' of the Devil,' and who are, therefore,

not so much the woman's as the serpent's

seed, and the decisive victory of the human
race, in which this conflict ends.

1068. It is probable that the deadly
conflict of man with evil is symbolised
in this narrative by the mortal hatred,

which, for very natural reasons, exists

almost everywhere between the human
race and the serpent tribe. So most

people have a dislike of scorpions, Lu.

x.19, spiders, &c. But it is doubtful
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if the injury is here supposed to be

mortal in the one case, and not in the

other. The serpent stings the heel,

that part of the man which is most ac-

cessible to its bite, whenever it has an

opportunity of doing so, with a fatal

power ; while the man, in like manner,
wreaks his vengeance on the serpent

by crushing its head.

1069. Thus Wlllet writes, Hexap.
in Gen.p. 5] :

Part of this sentence is literally true in the
serpent. For, as Rupertus noteth, if a wo-
man tread upon the serpent with her bare
foot, he presently dieth ; but, if hefirst bite her
heel, the woman dieth of that poison. But,
howsoever this be true, it is most certain that
between man and those venomous creatures
there is a natural hatred, that one cannot
endure the sight and presence of the other.
Some do marvel why the serpent is not made
mute and dumb, seeing Satan abused his

tongue and mouth to tempt the woman. The
Hebrews think that the punishment is in-

cluded, in that dust is appointed to be his
meat

; for such, whose mouths are filled with
earth, cannot speak. And to this day we see
that the punishment remaineth upon the ser-

pent, who maketh no perfect sound, as other
cattle do, but hisseth only (!)

1070. Giii.16.
' Unto the woman He said, Multiplying I

will multiply thy pain and thy conception ;

in pain shalt thou bear children.'

There is no reason to suppose that
the pain of childbirth has really been
increased to the woman. It would
arise from the natural conformation of
her body, if she was to bear children
at all

;
and the Elohistic command to

'fructify, and multiply,' i.28, implies
that she was meant to do so from the
first. So, too, the mention by the
Jehovist of a man '

leaving his father

and mother,' ii.24, shows that in the
view of this writer, also, the idea of

parentage was entertained as existing,
even in Paradise, before the Fall. In

tropical countries, indeed, the birth of a
child seems often to be attended with
little more pain and disturbance than
the birth of a beast. It is merely the

imagination of the Hebrew writer, which
ascribes the pain of childbirth, and the

natural subjection of the female to the

male, (which also is not peculiar to

man amongst animals,) to her being
foremost in sin.

1071. Delitzsch, however, assumes
a change in the woman's form,^>.184 :

That the woman shall become a mother, ib

Cxod's original will ; but the punishment is,

that she shall henceforth bear children with
pains, which threaten her life as well as the
child's. This sentence also upon the wife

changes the original state of things judicially;

and, since the woes indicated are necessarily

grounded on the present physiological con-
dition of the woman, this also must have
undergone a change, without our being able
to frame to ourselves a conception of the

original state of things.

And again he writes, p. 184 :

It was intended from the first that the man
should have a certain superiority over the
woman. But only now, when the harmony,
of their mutual wills in God is disturbed, this

superiority is changed to lordship : the man
can command in a lordly manner, and the
woman is from without and within compelled
to obey. In consequence of Sin there exists
that subjection, bordering on slavish, of the
woman to the man, which, as it is still in thr

East, was in the old-world usual, and which
first through the religion of Revelation has been

by degrees made more endurable, and equal-
ised with the human worth of the woman.

Tacitus, however, says of the ancient

Germans, Germ.xin :

Moreover, they think that there is some-
thing sacred, or gifted with foresight, in their
women ; nor do they either despise then-

counsels, or neglect their prophetical utter-
ances.

1072. G.iii.17,18.
' Cursed is the ground for thy sake : in pain

shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life ;

and thorns and thistles shall it make-to-sprout
to thee

;
and thou shalt eat the herb of the

field ; in the sweat of thy face thou shalt eat
bread.'

Here the ground is represented as

cursed for man's sake, and on this

account bearing briars and thorns, and

requiring to be cultivated with hard
labour.

But Geology shows that the state of

things upon the Earth, before man ap-
peared upon it, was just the aame as it

is now. There are no signs of any curse

having passed upon the Earth. Thorns
and briars were as plentiful in the

primeval world as they are now. The
same abundant crop of weeds would
have sprung up, under the same cir-

cumstances, then as now, on any ground
uncared-for. And man, if he had lived

then, could only have eaten bread by
the sweat of his brow, in those days
as now.

1073. And, in fact, a life of toil and
exertion is far more healthy, joyous,
and ennobling, far more suited . to

man's bodily and spiritual nature,
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far better adapted to draw out his

highest faculties, than one of inac-

tivity and careless ease, such as the

life of Paradise is generally imagined
to have been. It is the kind of life

evidentlymeant for man by his Creator,
the life for which man was made, the

normal kind of life which, when not

excessive in its labours, is natural and

pleasant to him, happy and health-

giving, and not one to remind him at

all of sin and of the curse.

1074. G.iii.19.
' Until thy returning unto the ground, for

out of it wast thou taken : for dust art thou,
and unto dust shalt thou return.'

Reddenda est terra terra,
' Earth to

earth must be returned,' says Euripides,
in Cic. Tusc.iii.25.

This appears to be the writer's mode
of accounting for death in the human
race. And Deutzsch observes, ^.189 :

With the man, however, the threatened

one, a change has now taken place. When
he was threatened, he was only one. Now he
is man and woman. Through the fact, that
God has given him the woman, arises on the
one side the possibility of a diminution of the

fault, on the other the possibility of a fulfil-

ment of the threatening, without breaking off

human history. It is now possible that the
man may die, without the human race coming
to an end.

1075. But Geology shows that living
creatures of all kinds died in the ages

long ago, as they die now, died,

overwhelmed by floods, or falling earth,

or the fiery streams poured out by
yolcanoes, died by old age or the

action of disease, their bones being
found distorted, carious, or twisted

with pain, died often tearing and

devouring one another, even as now,
the bones of one animal being found in

the stomach of another. As Dr. Pye
Smith says, Geology and Scripture,p.Sd :

We can see and examine their powerful
teeth, the structure of their bones for the in-

sertion, course, and action of muscles, nerves,
and the tubes for circulation, indicating the

functions, and their very stomachs, beneath
their ribs, replenished with chewed bits of

bone, fish-scales, and other remains of animal
food.

Death, therefore, has been in the

world from the very first, as the uni-

versal law for the animal as well as

for the vegetable creation. And there

is nothing to compel us to believe,

even ifwe could gather a definite mean-

1-III.24.

ing to that effect from the Hebrew
writer, which, perhaps, we cannot,
that man's mortal frame would have
endured for ever, any more than those

of other animals similarly constituted

to his.

1076. Yet it may be questioned if

this passage of Scripture really means
to say that death was inflicted as the

penalty of sin, notwithstanding the

interpretation put upon it by the later

Jews, Wisd.ii.24, Eeclus.xxv.24. For,
as Knobel observes,pA9 :

According to the Bible, Adam is not to die
because he has sinned, but because he was
'taken out of the ground,' because he 'is

dust,' he shall 'return to dust.' Hence he
was created mortal

; through his original na-

ture, according to which he is exposed to

death, it is plain he dies. He might have
gained immortality through the tree of life,

ii. 9, but only as something over and beyond
his created nature, only as a prerogative of the
celestial beings. But, because he wilfully ap-
propriated to himself another prerogative of
the spiritual powers, and was not yet to be-
come like to these, he was prevented from
this, and death took place, in accordance with
his original nature. That prevention of fur-
ther encroachment on the prerogatives of the

spiritual, and this entrance of the original
destiny of man, cannot be said to be the in-

fliction of death as the punishment of sin.

God cannot be said to have taken from Adam
immortality, which he did not at all possess,
and to have inflicted on him death, which

from the beginning was to have been ex-

pected. But He left him simply with his

original mortality, which finally took effect

through death.

And, indeed, Bishop Jeremy Taylor
is quoted by Arehd. Pratt, p. 48, as

having written thus, two centuries ago :

That Adam teas made mortal in his na-

ture, is infinitely certain, and proved by his

very eating and drinking, his sleep and re-

creation, &c. That death, which God threat-
ened to Adam, and which passed upon his

posterity, is not the going out of this world,
but the manner of going. If he had stayed
in innocence, he should have gone placidly
and fairly, without vexatious and afflictive

circumstances; he should not have died by
sickness, defect, misfortune, or unwillingness.

1077. It need hardly be said, how-

ever, that the above explanation of

this scientific difficulty, though sup-

ported by the authority of so eminent
a writer, does not satisfy the ardent

defenders of the traditional view, or

those who have imbibed (as unhappily
we have, most of us, from childhood)
the defective theological teaching of

that great poet, who wrote
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Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought Death into the world.

Accordingly, Arckd. Peatt, who
quotes it, does not agree with the

writer, but referring to Kom.v.12,
' As by one man sin entered into the world,

and death by sin,'

he admits that death was in the

world before man's sin, but reconciles

the difficulty as follows :

Science here comes to our aid, to correct the

impressions we gather from Scripture (!); and
the lesson we learn from the Apostle is, not
that death had never appeared, even in the
irrational world, before the Fall of man, but
that, in that fearful event, sin had degraded
God's intellectual creature to the level of the
brutes in his animal nature, and in his

spiritual, to that of a lost and fallen being.
Death received its horrors when it fell upon
man, who alone was made in the image of
God.

1078. Prof. Hitchcock writes as fol-

lows, Geology, pJZ:
The common theory of Death maintains

that, when man transgressed, there was an
entire change throughout all organic nature

;

so that animals and plants, which before con-
tained a principle of immortal life, were smit-
ten with the hereditary contagion of disease
and death. Those animals which, before that

event, were gentle and herbivorous or fru-

givorous, suddenly became ferocious or car-
nivorous. The climate, too, changed, and the
sterile soil sent forth the thorn and the thistle
in the place of the rich flowers and fruits of
Eden. The great English Poet, in his ' Para-
dise Lost,' has clothed this hypothesis in a
most graphic and philosophical dress

; and,
probably, his descriptions have done more than
the Bible to give it currency. Indeed, could the
truth be known, I fancy that, on many points
of secondary [?] importance, the current the-

ology of the day has been shaped quite as
much by the ingenious machinery of the ' Pa-
radise Lost,' as by the Scriptures, the theo-

logians having so mixed up the ideas of Milton
with those derived from Inspiration, that they
find it difficult to distinguish between them.

The truth is that we literally groan,
even in the present day, under the
burden of Milton's mythology.

1079. No mention, however, is made
of the immortality of the soul, of life

after death, in this passage, G.iii.19;

and, indeed, in the writer's view, ap-

parently, the death of the body was
the end of all, as is so mournfully in-

timated in the Psalm of Hezekiah,
Is.xxxviii. 10-20. Nor does he draw

any strong distinction between the
nature of man and the brute creation :

botk man and beast are formed by
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Jehovah-Elohim Himself, out of the

ground, ii.7,19, each is called a '

living

soul,' ii.7,19, each has 'in its nostrils

the breath of life,' ii.7,vii.22. De-
litzsch takes note of this, p. 143,1 90,

and places the excellency of man in

this, that of him only it is said, that,
' Jehovah-Elohim breathed into his nostrils,

1080. But it seems doubtful if the

writer intended to express this differ-

ence. By whom was the spirit of life

breathed into the nostrils of any of the

creatures, unless by Jehovah-Elohim ?

In the later Hebrew writings, indeed,
we find, apparently, a distinction drawn
between the '

spirit of a man that goeth
upward,' and ' the spirit of a beast

that goeth downward to the earth,'

Eccl.iii.21. And though the writer

says, w.19,20,
' That which befalleth the sons of men, be-

falleth beasts ; even one thing befalleth them:
as the one dieth, so dieth the other ; yea, they
have all one spirit ('breath') ; =o that a man-
hath no preeminence above a beasi for all is

vanity ;
ail go unto one place ; all are of the

dust, and all turn to dust again
'

yet he seems to allow a preeminence
to the spirit of man above that of the

beast, both in the words of iii.21 above

quoted, and in those of xii.7, where,

speaking of the death of man, he

says,
' Then shall the dust return to the earth as

it was, and the spirit unto God who gave it.'

1081. Yet even this is doubtful, since
'

spirit' here means, probably, the
same as in Eccl.iii.19, where it is said

that man and beast ' have all one

spirit,' and therefore the language here
used of man might be used of beasts

also. And again, in iii.21, 'Who
knoweth the spirit of a man ?

'

&c, the
construction of the interrogative, with-
out a negative, implies rather a negative
answer, as in Is.xl.13,14, 'Who hath
directed the Spirit of Jehovah ?

'

&c,
or Is.liii.l,'

' Who hath believed our

report ?' where the answer is meant
to be,

' No one.' So here the meaning
may be,

' No one knows whether the

spirit of man goeth upward, and the

spirit of a beast downward.'

1082. Delitzsch takes account of

some of the natural and necessary phe-
nomena of death, in the natural world

z 2
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of plants, animals, &c, before the Fall,

as follows, >.187 :

To come into being and be deprived of being,
to be formed and unformed, to appear and
to pass away, are certainly grounded in the
essence of natural life, and it is true that the

right of the individual among the creatures

properly first begins with man. Thus, even
without the sin of man, the individual forma-
tions of nature could not have existed eter-

nally ; they would, generally, have been re-

turned to that from which they were taken, but
without that anguish-and-torment-fraught,
for the most part violent, death, and that

offensive air-polluting putrefaction, which the

Scripture names ' death
' and '

corruption.'

1083. The fact is, in short, that we
have every reason from Science to sup-

pose that for man, as well as other

animals, in his natural normal state,

death is necessary, that his body also

will at length be worn out naturally, as

those of the innumerable living crea-

tures of all kinds, -which have died in

the ages before him, by the wear-and-

tear of seasons, which are just the

same now as in the days of old, or

that men may come, perhaps, to an

untimely end, by such accidents as

those which have burie 1 so many
beasts, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects,

&c, as well as plants, of past ages, in

the very prime of their strength, and
in the midst of their activity.

1084. But then man's nature is a

glorious spiritual nature, conscious of

personal identity, prescient, desirous of

a future life, a nature fitted to have

converse with the good and the true

and the beautifid, which things endure

for ever,- a nature that can live in

eternity, that even now has kindred

with the Divine, that can be filled

with the Light and Life of God. There

is good reason, therefore, for believing
that the dissolution of this mortal

framework of the human body will not

be the death of the spirit of man.

1085. G.iii.21.

' And Jehovah-Elohim made to Adam and
to his wife coats of skin, and clothed them.'

Delitzsch takes this passage as

being literally and historically true.

He makes this act, however, one of

great significance, p. 192 :

Man, in consequence of sin, needs a covering
to hide his nakedness. He himself has made
the attempt to cover his nakedness by his own
rontrivance : however, he has not succeeded

;

before God he cannot present himself with his

fig-leaves. Only God Himself prepares for him
a covering, which may serve for man to appear
in before God, and that from the skins of

slain animals, and, therefore, at the cost of

innocent life, at the expense of the shedding of

innocent blood. This blood was an image of

the blood of Christ, this clothing an image of

the clothing of righteousness in Christ . . .

The original couple, clothed by God Himself,

upon believing apprehension of the word of

promise, are the image of all men justified

through faith in Christ.

It is of course allowable for any to

draw out such analogies, provided that

they are not enforced as articles of

faith, or as really meant to be conveyed
in a passage like this.

1086. G-.iii.24.
' And he placed in front of the Garden of

Eden the cherubs.'

Dr. Thomas Bubnet writes as fol-

lows, Arch. Phil. ^?.293 :

The text says, v.7,
'

They sewed together fig-

leaves, and made to themselves girdles.' Here
we have the first step in the art of sewing.
But whence had they a needle.whence a thread,
on that first day of their creation? These

questions may seem to be too free : but the

matter itself demands that we act freely, when
we are seeking the naked truth. When, how-

ever, they had made to themselves girdles,

God gave them besides coats, made, forsooth,
out of the skins of beasts. But here again we
run into difficulties. To soften the matter,
let us substitute in the place of God an angel.
An angel, then, slew and skinned the animals,
or stripped the skin from innocent and living
animals. But this is the business of a slaught-

erer, or butcher, not an angel. Besides, through
this slaughter, whole races of animals would
have perished ;

for it is not believed that more
than two of each kind were created at first ;

and one without the other, its male, would
have had no offspring.

After all this, however transacted, what
follows ? God drove our parents, thus clothed

in skins, out of Paradise, and placed at the

entrance of the garden cherubim, with a flam-

ing turning sword, lest they should reseek

the blessed abode by force, or even by accident.

Is there any interpreter who will bend this to

the letter, and will assert that angels stood,
like guards, with drawn swords, before the

entrance of the garden through I know not how
many ages as the dragons are said by the

poets to have guarded the apples of the Hesperi-
des? Why, how long did these angelic watchers

last? To the Deluge, I suppose, if not longer.
Do you believe that angels were so occupied,
for more than l,-500 years, in keeping a garden
night and day ? How easy would it have been,
in a well-watered place like Paradise, to have
surrounded the garden with a stream or river,

which would have been an abundantly suffi-

cient obstacle to Adam and Eve, who knew
nothing as yet of the use and construction
of boats or ships ! But these and such-like

considerations, lest they should seem invi-

dious, I would rather leave to be pondered by
others.
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the animals began ; and all nature stood ini-

mically arrayed against him.CHAPTER XII.

ATORIES OF PARADISE AND THE FALL
IN OTHER NATIONS.

1087. The Persian myth, describing
the Fall of Man, which bears a striking
resemblance to the story in Genesis, is

thus given by Kalisch, Gen.p.87 :

The first couple, the parents of the human
race, Meshia and ileshiane, lived originally in

purity and innocence. Perpetual happiness
was promised to them by Ormuzd, the Creator
of every good gift, if they persevered in their

virtue. But an evil demon (Dev) was sent to

them by Ahriman, the representative of every-

thing noxious and sinful. He appeared unex-

pectedly in the form of a serpent, and gave
them the fruit of a wonderful tree, .ffdro.which

imparted immortality, and had the power of

restoring the dead to life. Thus evil inclina-

tions entered their hearts
;

all their moral
excellence was destroyed. Ahriman himself

appeared under the form of the same reptile,

and completed the work of seduction. They
acknowledged him instead of Ormuzd as the

creator of everything good ;
and the conse-

quence was, that they forfeited for ever the
internal happinoss for which they were des-

tined. They killed beasts, and clothed them-
selves in their skins ; they built houses, but

paid not their debt of gratitude to the Deity.
The evil demons thus obtained still more per-
fect power over their minds, and called forth

envy, hatred, discord, and rebellion, which

raged in the bosom of the families. Zenda-

vesta, Kleukers ,tf.ii.217,280,iii.62,S4,85.
It is unnecessary to point out the features of

this legend which are parallel with the Mosaic
narrative. It contains almost all the materials

of the latter, the remarkable tree, the serpent,
the degradation and fall of man. It is, then,
evident that all these traits are not specifically
Mosaic ; they belonged to the common tradi-

tionary lore of the Asiatic nations ; they
cannot, therefore, be essential in the system of

Mosaic theology ; they serve to represent the

ideas, but are not indispensable for them
;

they are the vehicle used to convey certain

truths, but these truths might have been ex-

pressed in a thousand other shapes : the truths
are unchangeable and necessary, the form is

indifferent and accidental.

1088. And he gives the Chinese myth>

2>.89 :

The Chinese also have their age of virtue,
when nature furnished abundant food to the

happy men, who lived peacefully surrounded

by the beasts, exercised virtue without the
assistance of Science, and did not yet know
what it meant to do good or evil. The physical
desires were perfectly subordinate to the divine

spirit in man, who had all heavenly, and no

earthly, dispositions ;
disease and death never

approached him
; but partly an undue thirst

for knowledge, partly increasing sensuality,
and the seduction of women, were his perdi-
tion : all moderation was lost ; passion and

just ruled in the human mind ; the war with

1089. So, again, Kalisch writes of

the Garden of Eden, p. 108 :

The Paradise is no exclusive feature of the

early history of the Hebrews. Most of the
ancient nations have similar narratives about
a happy abode, which care does not approach,
and which reechoes with the sounds of the

purest bliss. The Greeks believed that, at an
immense distance beyond the Pillars of Her-
cules, on the borders of the Earth, were the
Islands of the Blessed, the Elysium, abounding
in every charm of life, and the Garden of the

Hesperides, with their golden apples, guarded
by an ever-watchful serpent (Ladon). But
still more analogous is the legend of the
Hindus, that, in the sacred mountain Meru,
which is perpetually clothed in the golden
rays of the Sun, and whose lofty summit
reaches into heaven, no sinful man can exist,

that it is guarded by dreadful dragons,
that it is adorned with many celestial plants
and trees, and is watered by four rivers, which
thence separate and flow to the four chief
directions. Equally striking is the resem-
blance to the belief of the Persians, who sup-
pose that a region of bliss and delight, the
town Eriene Vedsho, or Heden, more beautiful
than all the rest of the world, traversed by a
mighty river, was the original abode of the
first men, before they were tempted by Ahri-

man, in the shape of a serpent, to partake of
the wonderful fruit of the forbidden tree
H6m.
The '

tree of life
'

has analogies in the
'

king of trees,' H6m, which the Persians
believed to grow at the spring Ardechsur,
issuing from the throne of Ormuzd, and in
the tall Pilpel of the Indians, to which was
also ascribed the power of securing immor-
tality and every other blessing. But the
'
tree of knowledge

'

may be compared with
the ' well of wisdom '

in northern mythology,
from which even the great God Odin drinks,
and which gives knowledge even to the wise
Mimer.

1090. Delitzsch observes, ^.195 :

The cherubs appear here as guards of Para-

dise, just as in the Persian legend 99,999, i.e.

innumerable, attendants of the Holy One
keep watch against the attempts of Ahriman
over the tree H6m, which contains in itself

the power of the resurrection. Much closer,

however, lies the comparison of the winged
lion-and-eagle-formed griffins, which watch
the gold-caves of the Arimaspian metallic

mountains, and of the sometimes more or
less hawk-formed sometimes only winged
and otherwise man-formed guardians, upon
the Egyptian and Assyrian monuments. The
resemblance of the symbols is surprisingly
great ;

and the comparison of the King of

Tyre, Ez.xxviii. 14-16, to a protecting cherub
with outspread wings, who, stationed on the

holy mountain, 'walked up and down in the
midst of the stones of fire,' justifies us in

assuming such a connection. Its explanation
lies in this, that the human race, when sepa-

rating into peoples, took with them from
their original home the idea of the cherub,
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and fashioned it mythologically. But the
fundamental traces have remained unchanged.
For the occupation of the griffin is just as
twofold as that of the Biblical cherub. They
watch before the rock of gold, but also they
draw the chariots of the gods, and carry gods
upon their wings. (^Esch. Prom. Vinct.) So
the cherubs keep watch over that which must
not be approached ; and the name is derived

probably from charab,
'

grab, grapple, grasp,
gripe,' Sanscr. gribh, Pers. giriften, G-oth.

gritfan : comp. G-r. ypvip, meaning a being
holding fast, and making what it holds unap-
proachable. But the cherubs also are de-
scribed as carrying the glory of God, when He
appears in the world, Ps.xviii.10, Ez.i.15,
Ecclus.xlix.8.

1091. Knobel observes, with respect
to the doctrine of '

Original Sin,' pAl ;

Upon this passage the doctrine of Original
Sin is [mainly] grounded. According to it, the
first pair found themselves at first in a state
of perfection and had an original righteous-
ness, or the divine image, to which also

belonged in a corporeal point of view, in-

corruptibility, health, freedom from pain, a

temperate state of sensual impulses, and
agreement thereof with reason and will, and,
according to many, immortality also, in a
spiritual point of view, right knowledge of
God and His Will, also of self and of things
generally, and the power to love God, to fulfil

His Commands, and to act in entire agreement
with Him. The first pair, however, allowed
themselves to be misled by the Devil to the

transgression of the Divine Command, and
fell into sin : they lost the divine image, and
experienced a corruption of their whole na-

ture, and of all their powers, viz. death, and
other bodily evils, darkening of the spirit and
ignorance of God, inability to fear and love
God and to do His Commands, general inca-

pacity of the will for good, and supremacy of
the evil desires. This corruption descended
by inheritance through natural procreation to
all the posterity of Adam.
As this doctrine, however, is framed, it

finds very little support in the narrative
before us, independently altogether of the
question whether it is historically true.

(i) The writer does not teach any original
state of perfection. As to the corporeal state
he is silent, and simply with respect to the
point of immortality betrays his view to this

effect, that man was created originally mortal,
and only through partaking of the tree of

life, which, however, never took place, might
have become immortal, ii.17, aid. 19,22. In-
stead of perfect knowledge, he rather ascribes
the opposite to the first pair, viz. the not
knowing good and evil, i.e. the want of moral
perception, and, in fact, to such an extent,
that they did not perceive at all that going
naked was unbecoming, and that clothing
was proper, ii.25. This want made them
unlike God, iii.22, and was certainly not re-

garded by the narrator as part of the ' divine

image.' Of the Will of God they knew simply
the command forbidding them to eat of the
tree of knowledge, ii.17

; at all events, the
narrative tells us of no other. Just as little

does the writer ascribe to the first pair a

moral perfection. He represents them rather
as finding themselves in a state of moral in-

difference, and could not do otherwise, since
he denies to them moral perception, exactly
that, through which all morality and im-
morality is conditioned. Only they did not
transgress the above-named command before
the temptation ; more than this is not to be
seen in the narrative.

(ii) The writer relates nothing about the

Devil, and the temptation of Eve through him,
but speaks only of a serpent, iii.1,15.

(iii) He does not teach that a general cor-

ruption was introduced through the Fall. With
reference to the body, he represents only in
the caseof Eve something of that kind, iii.16,

without, however, mentioning it as a corrup-
tion. On the contrary, in the case of Adam,
whom he makes merely to be punished with
the labours of agriculture, he is silent about
any such change, and has certainly not as-
sumed any corruption of the sensitive nature
of man, and especially not that the latter then
first became mortal through the Fall. In an
intellectual point of view, he maintains not a
loss and retrogression, but a gain and advance,
of the first pair, since he makes them through
the transgression attain a moral perception,
and thereby become like unto God, iii.22.

How that can be a loss of the divine image, it

is impossible to see. In a moral point of

view, he relates only that Adam and Eve had
transgressed the divine command, had com-
mitted a sin, and introduced evil into human
life. But he does not teach that, through one
single transgression, the moral nature of man
was entirely changed and corrupted, and man
has lost all capability for good.

(iv) He knows still less of a propagation of
the moral corruption through procreation,
but has manifestly assumed a growing in-

crease of evil through the free inclination of
man : at least, that terrible idea cannot be
shown to exist in his story. He sets forth the
direction given to Cain to master sin, iv.7,
and assumes, therefore, the possibility, and,
consequently, the capability also, for good, as

existing with him.
(v) He knows nothing at all of the ' divine

image' in man, which only the Elohist has,
and says, therefore, nothing about the posses-
sion or the loss of it.

1092. The truth is, that the expres-
sion ' divine image,' as used in dog-
matic theology, is used in a totally-
different sense from that in which the
words are employed in G.i.26,27, where
it seems to mean chiefly the possession

by man of a more noble and divine

form, and especially of superior intel-

ligence, and the power of reason and
conscience :

' He gave him mind, the lordliest

Proportions, and, above the rest,
Dominion in the head and breast.'

And the doctrine, which is above

stated, cannot be derived, by any pro-
cess of just interpretation, from the
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narrative in G.ii.l6-iii.24, though other

passages of Scripture no doubt may be

adduced in support of it, e.g. Kom.v.12,

lCor.xv.21,22. The -writer in Genesis

rather appears to have considered that

he was giving an account of the sub-

jection of the human race to physical
evil .- whereas St. Paul represents the

death of the human race in Adam as

involving that tendency to moral evil,

that '

lusting of the flesh against the

spirit,' that '

bodily death,' which he

felt in himself, and perceived to be

common to all mankind.

1093. It is sufficient merely to men-
tion in this place the horrible doctrine

of St. Augustine, upon the dogma of
'

Original Sin,' with reference to which

Bishop Watson writes as follows, Apo-

logies, &c. p.463:
' Hold thou most firmly, nor do thou in any

respect doubt, that infants, whether in their

mothers' wombs they begin to live and there

die, or when, after their mothers have given
birth to them, they pass from this life without
the sacrament of holy baptism, will be pun-
ished with the everlasting punishment of

eternal fire.' Parent of universal good ! Merci-

ful Father of the human race ! How hath the

benignity of Thy nature been misrepresented !

How hath the Gospel of Thy Son been mis-

interpreted by the burning zeal of presump-
tuous man ! I mean not on this occasion to

enter into the various questions, which learned

men have too minutely discussed, concerning
the lapse of our first parents' original recti-

tude, and subsequent depravation of human
nature. I simply mean to say that a propo-

sition, which asserts that infants dying in the

womb will be tormented in everlasting fire

because of Adam's transgression, is a propo-
sition so entirely subversive of all our natural

notions of the justice and mercy of the

Supreme Being, that it cannot be admitted

unless a passage in Scripture could be pro-

duced, in which it is clearly and in so many
words revealed. And I am certain that no
such passage can be produced.

CHAPTER XIII.

GEN.rv.l-v.32.

1094. G. iv.2.

' Abel was a keeper of sheep.'

Delitzsch observes, p. 199:

The small domestic cattle, sheep and goats,
were kept in this earliest extra-paradisaical

time, on account of their woolly skin, not at

all to be used as food, although, perhaps, also

for the sake of their milk, since milk is cer-

tainly an animal nutriment, and, therefore,

was not used in paradise, but yet is not obtained

through the destruction of animal life. . .

The calling of each brother was directed

towards food, that of Abel especially towards
that covering of their sinful nakedness, which
God's own initiation had consecrated.

It is obvious, however, that animals

must have been slain, if their hides

were used for covering, unless, indeed,

Adam and Eve were taught the art of

weaving the wool into cloth, which the

statement in iii.21,
' Jehovah-Elohim

made coverings of skin,' is very far

from implying. It may be supposed
that they used the skins of animals

killed for sacrifices. But we have seen

(1017) that, even in the use of vegeta-
ble food, there is necessarily infinite

destruction of animal life.

1095. G.iv.14.
'

Every one that findeth me shall slay me.'

There seems to be an inconsistency
here in the story. For, at this time,

the only man upon the face of the earth

was Adam rather, the only male

person ;
for Seth was not born till after

this, v.2o, and, during the whole time

which had elapsed since the birth of

Cain and Abel, Eve had borne no son,

though she may be supposed to have

had daughters, among whom may be

reckoned Cain's wife, v. 17. Hence
Cain would hardly have expected to

find people ready to kill him.

1096. Delitzsch writes, p. 205:

Eden (i.e. the land of Eden) was certainly
at this time the exclusive dwelling-place of

the young humanity. The writer seems here

to have forgotten himself. But not so : for,

whereas Cain fears that beyond Eden he shall

be recognised as the well-known murderer,
the story explains this by saying that there

was only one human family, the family of

Adam, and no other family standing out of

connection with it, [so that every person,
whom he might hereafter chance to encounter

anywhere, would be a relative of the murdered
Abel . ] It is manifestly the avenging-of-blood ,

which Cain fears, when his father's family
shall spread itself : for, that murder is to be

punished through the death of the' murderer,
is a principle of justice written in every human
breast ;

and the circumstance, that Cain al-

ready sees the earth full of avengers, is one

quite usual with the murderer, who feels him-

self everywhere surrounded and tormented by
avenging spirits.

1097. G.iv.17.
' And he (Cain) was building a city.*

Delitzsch notes, p.209 :

That already a city comes upon the scene

seems absurd to those, who choose to imagine
to themselves the advance of human cultiva-

tion, as no other than a slow laborious pro-
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grass, out of an entirely, or partially, animal
state of existence. But, leaving out of con-

sideration the fact that the introduction of

settled dwelling-places and buildings is lost in

the legends of all nations, far back in the

mythical primal age, beyond the reach of

memory, yet, when this Cainite town arose,

already centuries may have elapsed since the

origin of the human race, and 'city' means,
at first, nothing more than an enclosure with
fixed dwellings, in opposition to mere shep-
herds' tents, standing near each other [like

huts in a Zulu kraal], and, further, changing
from place to place. . . It must appear much
more strange that Cain, who, according to

God's judgment, was to be 'a fugitive and a

vagabond,' settles himself down so firmly.
He has in this way set himself against the

divine curse, in order to feel it inwardly so

much the more, as outwardly he seems to have
overcome it.

1098. G.iv.17,18.
There is a considerable resemblance

between the descendants of Cain, as

given in these verses, and those of Seth

in G.v. Thus ' Enoch ' and ' Lamech '

are found in both genealogies ;
and in

this we have Kain, Irad, Methusael, in

that we have Kenan, Jered, Methuselah ;

also Enosh and Adam are both names
for

' man.' From this Buttmann infers

that these are two different versions of

the same tradition.

1099. The argumentis ingenious and

plausible. Havebnick, /j.109, considers

that the circumstance of the similarity
of the two lists of names

finds its most appropriate explanation in the

small number of names, that were in use in the

old world (!).

It is possible that there may be here

two different genealogies, or two dif-

ferent forms of the same genealogy.

Knobel, Gen. />.54, considers that the

later form may, however, be merely an
imitation of the Elohistic genealogy
in chap.v, the names being transferred

from the Sethite to the Cainite list,

with some modifications.

1100. G.iv.20-22.

Here the first introduction of cattle-

keeping, music, and smithery is as-

cribed to the descendants of Cain.

With respect to these inventions, and

especially that of music, Delitzsch

observes, p.212 :

How comes the race of Cain to have the
honour of making such important advances
in civilisation ? For this reason, that the race

of the Promise has fallen out with the world,
while the race of the Curse is on good terms
with it, for this reason, that the one is in-

fluenced from within, and the other from

without, for this reason, that the one has in

God its heart's treasure, the home of its

thoughts, and the object of its every aim and

act, while the other lives in the sensual and

visible, and from this seeks to enrich, adorn,
and establish, its poor, barren, restless life.

All human history confirms the observation,
to which the beginning of this primary his-

tory leads us, that culture becomes more
extended and refined in the great bulk of men,
just in proportion as estrangement from God
increases. The Arts do not even now belie

the root of the Curse, out of which they have

sprung (!). There lies a magical attraction in

every Art and Science, which seeks to draw
back the heart from simplicity in God, and to

ensnare it in the bonds of Nature, the Flesh,

the life of this world. There is also in all

Music, not only an unspiritualised principle
still remaining, of material natural origin,

but also a Cainite element, of impure sensual

origin, which makes it at once the most

seemingly innocent, but, at the same time,
most dangerously seductive, Art. But, al-

though sprung from the soil of man's corrupt

nature, the Arts have, however, been taken

into the service of Holiness, because the un-

godliness, which clings to them is, after all,

common to all on this side the grave, &c.

1101. G.iv.23,24.

'Adah and Zillah, hear my voice !

Wives of Lamech, give ear to my speech !

For I have slain a man for my wound,
And a youth for my hurt.

For Cain shall be avenged seven-times,

And Lamech seventy-times seven-times !

'

This song may have been current in

the popular legends at the time when
the Jehovist wrote. It was then com-

paratively old, as it would be, for in-

stance, if it referred to events a century
old. It seems to express the idea that

to kill in self-defence was lawful. If

Cain, who had killed one who had

done him no harm, was to be protected,
how much more Lamech, who had only
slain an enemy, on account of a
' wound '

he had received from him ?

1102. In this old song, however,

Delitzsch finds a deep meaning, ^.215 :

We must not forget that Lamech did not

speak Hebrew, so that this song has passed
over from its original form into Hebrew

through a process of tradition (!) It is not

less a true mirror of the genesis of poetry.

If we look only at the contents of the song,
how deeply significant is this conclusion of

the Cainite primeval history ! There we find

expressed that Titanic pride, of which the

Scripture says that '

its power is its god,'

Hab.i.ll. Lamech looks at the first arms
which his son forges ;

his song is the song of

triumph at the invention of the sword. . .

Here is the genesis of the most spiritual of

all Arts, Poetry. Not the glorifying of God,
but tfce glorifying of murderous arms, self-
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deification, deification of the ungodly, was
its origin. It was conceived and born in sin.

Its birthplace is not Heaven, and not Para-

dise, but the house of Lamech. It needed to

he regenerated, in order to be pleasing to God.
But it is just the same with this regeneration
as with that of man : he becomes a new per-

son, yet retains still the old nature. So has
Sacred Poetry certainly a new heart, directed

towards God ; but its bodily form is and re-

mains entangled in vanity, weakness, want
of clearness, want of harmony of everything
earthly (!) It is coupled, if not with sinful

worldliness, yet with the curse-stricken cha-
recter of things on this side of the grave, and
still awaits, though sanctified, its glorifi-

cation.

1103. Delitzsch, it will be seen, to

make out his theory of the ' curse-

stricken
'

nature of Poetry, assumes

(i) that this little song was the first

piece of poetry ever written,

(ii) that it has connection with the

forging of the first sword.

Such, however, is the deadly Mani-
cheeism which is taught by many,
even in this day, as Christianity ! It

is that which seeks to turn this blessed

world in which we live, and in which
God dwells, with all its light and

beauty and glory, into a dark gloomy
prison-house, and which represents the

very excellencies of our nature, its

divine faculties, its God-given capa-

bilities, its infinite strivings after im-

provement and progress, as standing
in close connection with the Curse,
and its manifold developments of

genius, in all kinds of A rts and Sciences,

as so many sources ofdanger and death,

instead of the healthy and happy mani-
festations of life.

1104. Von Bohlen, ^5.82, supposes
that the people of Eastern Asia gene-

rally, and especially of India, are re-

ferred to in this story :

In the narrative of the Hebrew compiler
we find an acknowledgment, that the Asiatic

nations to the east of Palestine were of greater

antiquity than the Jews, [Cain was the first-

born, p.l,] that they did not worship Je-

hovah, [' from Thy Face I shall be hid,' r.14.
' and Cain went out from the face of

Jehovah,' .16] that they followed agri-
cultural pursuits at an earlier period than
the Hebrew nation, [' Jabal was the father
of all such as dwell in tents and among cattle,'

t'.20,] and inhabited towns, [' Cain was build-

ing a city, p.17,] and became civilised,

[Jubal invented ' the lute and the flute,' P.22,
Tubal-Cain wrought in ' brass and iron,' e.22,
Lamech composed a song, D.23,] but that,
with all this, they must be regarded in the

light of proscribed outlaws, [* fugitive and

vagabond,' d.12,14.]. . . "We may notice the

circumstances, that the Zend religion de-

cidedly enjoins and favours agriculture, [the

occupation of Cain, i\2,] this employment
appearing to be, according to its tenets, a

species of divine service. [The very name
'Aryan' is derived from Ar,' to plough.'] . .

On the other hand, a pastoral life, [such as
that of Abel, t>.2,] which in Palestine never

wholly disappeared, was considered by the
Hebrew narrator as protected and consecrated

by the blessing of Jehovah. Agriculture, too,

according to the same writer, had been im-

posed as a punishment on man, iii. 17-19
;
and

it was here degraded, from the same feeling
of antipathy to that employment, which the
Hebrew derived from his nomad origin, and
which he still continued to manifest, long
after he had been obliged, by his settled

position in Palestine, to devote himself to
the cultivation of the soil, and to enact

agrarian laws. Agriculturists were always
esteemed an inferior class to shepherds among
the Israelites

; kings kept their flocks ;
men of

superior attainments arose from pastoral life.

1105. He suggests also, ^.90:
Nod lay eastward of Eden: and if the com-

piler (as often happens in Arabic with foreign

names) was deceived by imagining that there

was a Semitic article in Hind, (Heb. and
Arab, for India, for which Eoddu=Hondu,
stands in Esth.i.l,) we should in that case, of

course, with J. D. Michaelis, see here an

expression for India in the widest meaning . .

We are reminded by the name of Cain's city,

( Enoch) Khdnoch ,
v. 1 7

,
of the very ancient com-

mercial city of Chanoge, Arab. Khanug, in
Northern India, celebrated in the early epics
of the Hindoos, and called by the ancients

Canogyza, of which the narrator might have
heard.

For our purpose, of course, no stress

can be laid upon the above suggestion,
which at the best cannot be raised

beyond a doubtful probability. It

seems, however, very possible that

India, with its early progress in civili-

sation and the arts, may be here re-

ferred to, since in Solomon's time,
-

the age in which it is most likely that

this Jehovistic chapter was written,

there was probably considerable inter-

course with th e East, 1 K.x. 1 1
;
and thus

India, and even its great commercial

town,
'

Chanoge,' may have become
known to the Israelites.

1106. Knobel, p.53, considers that

the nations referred to are rather the

northern and north-eastern peoples of

Asia, the Hunnish tribes of Mongo-
lian origin, to whom belonged the

original inhabitants of Thibet and

Higher India, as well as the Chinese,

Japanese, &c. The restless Tartar

tribes would thus correspond to the
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description
'

fugitive and vagabond,'
while the very ancient settlement and
civilisation of China would explain
the notice of inventions in the arts, &c.

All these tribes, being marked with a

peculiar physiognomy, were quite dis-

tinguished, not only from all the She-

mitic tribes, but from the supposed
kindred of the latter, the descendants of

Ham and Japheth. And if the words in

iv.15 be translated, 'And Jehovah set

a mark on Cain,' and explained, as they
are by many interpreters, to imply
gome peculiar mark set on his person,
there might be a reference to the

strangely-marked features of all the

people of this race.

1107. No doubt there is, as Knobel
observes, an important objection to any

explanation of this kind, viz. that, ac-

cording to the story, the Cainites must

have been altogether swept away by
the Deluge, and therefore it cannot be

supposed that the}
7
represent nations

living after that event. But he adds,

p. 54 :

It cannot be doubted, however, that the

writer was led to give the Table of Cainite

genealogy through his knowledge of the post-
diluvian Eastern-Asiatics, and follows this

knowledge in the separate details about the

Cainites. There exists, then, an inconsist-

ency, if, knowing of post-diluvian Cainites,
he yet makes all the Cainites perish through
the flood. Such mistakes, however, are not
uncommon with him [as in the notice of

Cain's fear of being killed, t>.14, his building
a city, d.17, when there was as yet no popula-
tion]. This inconsistency mght have been

avoided, if he had mentioned the Cainites, in

case he did not wish to omit them, among the

postdiluvian men; but then he would have
fallen into another error, since he must have
referred them back to Noah and his sons,
while he yet knew that the descendants of

Noah, and those of Seth generally, were con-

fined to the JFe^-Asiatic nations.

1108. The great longevity of ancient

days, beyond the reach of authentic

history, is common to the traditions of

all nations.

Diod. SlC.i.26, HEROD.iii.23, Pltn. Hist. Nat.

vii.48, speak of persons who have lived a

thousand years. According to the Laniaic

creed, the first man lived 60,000 years ;
and

the I-a^ian traditions speak of four epochs,

during which the duration of human life sank,

successively, from 400 to 300, 200, 100 years.

. . . There are ten Patriarchs reckoned before

the Flood. So the Hindoos believed in ten

great saints, the offspring of Manu, and

iD ten different personifications of Vishnu,
the Egyptians knew ten mighty heroes, the

Chaldeans ten kings before the Flood, the

Assyrians ten kings from Ham to Ninyas, and
as many from Japhet to Aram ; and the Book
of Enoch enumerates ten periods, each com-

prising seven generations, from Adam to the

Messiah. ELalisch, 67ra.jt).156,160.

So Plato enumerates ten sons of Neptune,
as the rulers of Ms imaginary Island of

Atlantis, submerged by the Deluge.

1109. Delitzsch justly observes, p.

221, that the notion that these great

ages can be reduced to moderate dimen-

sions, by supposing that a year meant
a month, brings nonsense instead of

meaning into the story; for, in that

case, Mahalaleel and Enoch would have

each had a son when only (65 months = )

5| years old. Besides which, the

notices of Noah's age in the account of

the Deluge, vii.ll, viii.13, refer incon-

testable to common years, as appears
from the mention of second, seventh,

tenth, first months, vii.ll,viii.4,5,13,14.

1110. As soon, however, as we come
down in the Bible to the account of

really historical times, we see no more

of these extraordinary ages. But the

average extreme duration of human

life, which is described as lying be-

tween 1000 and 700 years from Adam
to Noah, between 600 and 200 years
from Noah to Abraham, and between

200 and 100 years from Abraham to

Moses and Joshua, sinks down at last

to 'threescore-years-and-ten,' Ps.xc.10,

even as now.

1111. G.v.3.

And he (Adam) begat in his likeness after

his image, and called his name Seth.'

Knobel observes, p. 71 :

This passage teaches

(i) That the Elohist, also, assumed only one

human pair, which is not distinctly men-
tioned in i.26 ;

(ii) That Seth was [according to this writer]

an image of God ;
for the writer first marks

distinctly that man had been created after

God's image, and then adds that he begat in

his likeness after his image, i.e. a being alto-

gether like himself.

The Elohist, in fact, knows nothing of

the account of the Fall in G-.iii, and,

therefore, cannot mean to say, in the

passage before us, as some suppose, that

Adam begat a son in his own fallen

image. That doctrine cannot be based

on this passage of Scripture, rightly

interpreted according to the meaning
of its author.



1112. G.v.24.
' And Enoch walked with Elohim, and he

was not, for Elohim took him.'

KNOBELhere notes, p.72 :

With Enoch may be well compared the

Phrygian King Annakus or Nannakus, who is

said to have lived before the great Flood, and
whose name was proverbial for very ancient

things, as well as for great calamities. Ac-

cording to the story, it was predicted in the

time of Annakus, (who was more than 300

years old, and could prophesy,) that after his

death all should be destroyed, by reason of

which the Phrygians were very sorrowful.

Nannakus saw the coming Flood beforehand,
assembled all into the Temple, and offered

mournful intercessions.

1113. In Part V we shall discuss the

remainder of the First Eleven Chapters
of Genesis, including the consideration

of the physical, ethnological, and philo-

logical questions, which are raised by
the Scriptuid accounts of the Flood, I

the Dispersion of Nations, the Tower
j

of Babel, &c We shall conclude the

present Part by giving some account

of the remarkable apocryphal
' Book of

Enoch,' which is a work of great interest

and significance in relation to our pre-
sent inquiries.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE BOOK OF ENOCH.

1114. In the ' General Epistle of

Jude,' I'. 14, 15, we find the following
well-known reference to the ' Book of

Enoch '

:

' And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam,
prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord
cometh with ten thousands of His Saints, to

execute judgment upon all, and to convince
all that are ungodly among them of all their

ungodly deeds which they have ungodly com-
mitted, and of all their hard [speeches] which

ungodly sinners have spoken against Him.'

It seems plain that the author of

this Canonical Epistle believed that

the ' Book of Enoch,' in which the

above passage occurs as chap.ii, was

actually written by
'

Enoch, the seventh

from Adam,' or, at least, contained

the record of his prophecies, just as

confidently as he and others of his

time, e.g. St. Paul, believed that the

Pentateuch was either actually the

work of Moses, or, at all events, con-

tained a true record of his doings.
1 1 15. Itmay be said, indeed, that the

words are really Enoch's, handed down
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by tradition from the years beyond
the Flood, and quoted by St. Jude
from this tradition, and not from the
' Book of Enoch.' But it is unnecessary
to reply to such an extravagant suppo-

sition, more especially when we con-

sider the influence, which this
' Book

'

undeniably had upon the minds of

other writers of the New Testament,
as will be seen presently.

1116. Yet there is no doubt that the
' Book of Enoch' is a fiction ; and,

according to Archbishop Laurence,

(Book of Enoch, PreL Diss, p.xliv), it

was composed within about fifty years

immediately preceding the birth of
Christ :

It may, perhaps, be remarked as a singu-

larity, that a book, composed at less than
one hundred perhaps, at less than fifty

years before St. Jude's Epistle was written,
should in so short a space of time have so far

imposed upon the public, as to be reputed by
any the genuine production of the Patriarch

Enoch.

And he adds in a note,

The Epistle of St. Jude is generally sup-

posed to have been written about a.d. 70. If.

then, we place the composition of the Book of

Enoch in the eighth year of Herod, that is,

thirty years before Christ, its date will pre-
cede that of the Epistle by an exact century.

Many excellent critics, however,
maintain that the internal evidence of

the Epistle of St. Jude makes it nearly
if not quite certain, that it was not

written till the middle of the Second

Century at the earliest.

1117. But the facts connected with

the 'Book of Enoch' are of so great
interest and importance, in relation to

the present controversy as to the age
and authorship of the Pentateuch,
that we must dwell more at length

upon them, more especially as

they will, probably, not be familiarly
known to many readers. It will be

observed that three points are at once

determined by the manner in which
this book is quoted, as being as

authentic and authoritative as any
other part of Holy Scripture, in this

Canonical Epistle, which is recognised
in the Church of England as having
been written by one of the Apostles.

1118. First, it appears that a spuri-
ous book like this could, even in so late

and advanced an age, acquire among the
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Jews in a very short time, within,

perhaps, fifty, or, at most, a hundred
and eighty years, the reputation of a

veritable authentic document, really

emanating from the antediluvian Pa-

triarch, and either written originally

by his own hand, or, at least, handed
down by tradition from those who lived

before the Deluge. In the face of this

fact, is there any reason to doubt that

the Pentateuch also, though not written

by Moses, may yet have been received

by the Jews, in the dark and troubled

times of the Captivity, as being really
and truly the work of the Great Law-

giver, and have been implicitly be-

lieved to be such by those who lived

in yet later days ?

1119. Secondly, it is plain that, if St.

Jude was the writer of this Epistle,
even an Apostle could be mistaken in

such a matter, and could actually use,

as a powerful argument, a quotation
from the prophecies of '

Enoch, the

eeventh from Adam.' Is there any
reason why the same, or any other

Apostle, as St. Paul, should not be

equally in error in quoting words, as

words of Moses, which had never been
written by him ?

1120. Thirdly, on the other hand, if

St. Jude was not the author of the

Epistle, it would follow that abook (that-

ascribed to St. Jude) received in the

Church as Canonical, could be regarded
also as Apostolical, under a mistaken

opinion as to its authorship, and, there-

fore, that the fact of other books (as
the Books of the Pentateuch) having
been received as Canonical, and as-

cribed to a certain author (as Moses),
is no guarantee of their having been

really written by him.

1121. The following extract from

Kaeisch, Gen.f. 165, will give the

reader some idea of the nature and

general contents of the Book of Enoch:

The Book of Enoch insists, with the earnest-

ness of the old Prophets, upon the renewal and
restoration of the pure Biblical faith

;
it

combats with equal energy against the cor-

ruptions of Rabbinical interpretation and the
inroads of Greek philosophy, against super-
stition and paganism. The author deduces
all his truths from no other source but the
written holy books, and rejects traditional

exaggerations and embellishments. He gives
enthusiastic descriptions of the world of

angels , he delineates their respective rank
and glory ; he introduces men into the
abode of these pure spirits, and elevates them
to their light, and peace, and wisdom. He
furnishes the most elaborate and most de-
tailed descriptions of the future life in such
completeness, that no later time has bee*
able to enlarge them. He gives a clear pi
ture of the Sheol, its different divisions, and
the preliminary judgment there held of the
hell (gehenna) where the wicked are doomed
to receive their punishment, of the place
where the fallen angels and contumacious
powers of nature are fettered. He describes
in full outlines the resurrection of the dead,
and the Messianic judgment over the dead
and living. But one of the most remarkable
features of the Book of Enoch is its very
elaborate and clear description of the person
and the times of the Messiah. It does not only
comprise the scattered allusions of the O.T.
in one grand picture of unspeakable bliss, un-
alloyed virtue, and unlimited knowledge ;

it

represents the Messiah, not only as the King,
but as the Judge of the world, who has the
decision over everything on earth and in
heaven. In the Messiah is the ' Son of Man,
who possesses righteousness, since the God of
all spirits has elected him, and since he has

conquered all by righteousness in eternity.'
But he is also the ' Son of God,' the Elected

One, the Prince of Righteousness; he is

gifted with that wisdom, which knows all

secret things ; the Spirit in all its fulness is

poured out on him
;
his glory lasts to all

eternity; he shares the throne of God's

Majesty; kings and princes will worship
him, and will invoke his mercy ; he pre-
existed before all time

;

' before the sun and
the signs were made, and the stars of heaven
were created, his name was already pro-
claimed before the Lord of all spirits ';

'
be-

fore the creation of the world he was elected ';

aad although still unknown to the children
of the world, he is already revealed to the

pious by prophecy, and is praised by the

angels in heaven. Even the dogma of the

Trinity is implied in the book. It is formed
by the Lord of the spirits, the Elected One,
and the Divine Power : they partake both of
the name and of the omnipotence of God.

1122. Upon the latter point, the re-

cognition of a Trinity in the Book of

Enoch, Archbp. Laurence writes as

follows, Book of Enoch, p.lii :

Neither is allusion thus only made to the
Elect One or the Messiah, but also to another
Divine Person or Power, both of whom,
under the joint denomination of the Lords,
are stated to have been ' over the water,'
that is, as I conceive, over the fluid mass of

unformed matter, at the period of Creation.
' He (the Elect One),' it is stated,

'
shall call

to every power of the heavens, to all the holy
above, and to the power of God. The Cheru-

bim, the Seraphim, and the Ophanim, all the

angels ofpower, and all the angels of the Lords,
viz. of the Elect One, and of the Other Power,

who was upon earth over the water on that

day, shall raise their united voice &c.' In
this passage, an obvious reference, I conceive,
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occurs to the first verse of Genesis, in which
it is said,

' the Spirit of God moved on the
face of the waters.' As, therefore, the more
full description of the Son of Man here given
may be considered as the Jewish comment of

the day upon the vision of Daniel, so also, I

apprehend, must the last quoted allusion to
the Book of Genesis be considered as a com-
ment of the same nature upon that account
of Moses, which describes the commencement
of Creation. Here, then, we have not merely
the declaration of a Plurality, but that of a

precise and distinct Trinity, of persons, under
the supreme appellation of God and Lords ;

the Lords are denominated the Elect One, and
the Other (divine) Power, who is represented
as engaged in the formation of the world on
that day, that is, on the day of Creation. And
it should be added that upon [each of] these

a particular class of angels is mentioned as

appropriately attendant.

And again he writes, p.lvi :

Here there is nothing cabbalistical
;
here

there is no allegory, but a plain and clear,

though slight, allusion to a doctrine, which,
had it not formed a part of the popular creed

at the time, would scarcely have been intelli-

gible. Three Lords are enumerated, the Lord
of spirits, the Lord the Elect One, and the Lord
the Other Power, an enumeration which evi-

dently implies the acknowledgment of three

distinct Persons, participating in the name
and in the power of the Godhead.

1123. InEn.lxxi.18,19, we read as

follows :

' At that period the day is longer than the

night, being twice as long as the night, and
becomes twelve parts ;

but the night is

shortened, and becomes six parts.'

From this it would seem that, at the

place where the author lived, or, per-

haps, where he supposes Enoch to have

lived, the longest day was twice as long
as the night, i.e. was sixteen hours

long ;
and from this it may be inferred

that it was a place in about 45 to 50

North Lat., and, consequently, very
far to the north ofPalestine (31-33J).
Archbishop Laurence supposes that

he may have been

one of the tribes which Shalmaneser carried

away, and '

placed in Halah and Habor by
the river of Gozan, and in the cities of the

Medes', 2K.xvii.6, and who never returned
from captivity.

He adds, ^.xlvii :

Composed, therefore, in the assumed name
and character of Enoch, and having been

brought into Judea from a distant country,
it could not have been well known or quoted
under any other title than that of the Book
of Enoch ;

and although the generality must,
from its incongruities, have deemed its con-
tents apocryphal, yet might there have been
Borne who, deceived by its external evidence
and pretensions, ignorantly esteemed it to be

the genuine production of the Patriarch him-
self, [as plainly did the writer of Jude 14,15.]

1124. It may be mentioned, as a fact

of interest with reference to oiir present
discussion, that the numerous name3
of angels which occur in this book, are

in very many instances compounded
with 'Elohim

'

or '

El', as Urakabara-

meel, Akibee/, Tamie^, Kamuf/, Danel,

Azkeel, As&el, Samsave?/, Erta(7, Turf/,

Yorajael, En.vii.9, (names of the '

pre-
fects

'

of the ' two hundred angels,'
who took wives of the daughters of men,

G.vi.1,2,) but none, apparently, are

compounded with Jehovah.

1125. Kalisch adds the following
information (condensed from Archbp,
Laurence) as to the fortunes of the

book, p. 166:

Wemay add, with regard to the history of this

extraordinary book, that, when it appeared,
it was evidently received and read with eager
interest, that it was soon translated into

Greek, and from this language into the Ethio-

pian dialect, that most of the Fathers of the

Church, down to the time of Augustine and
Jerome, used and quoted it, that, however,
from this period, it fell into almost entire

oblivion. . . The MS., which Augustus Mai
deposited in the library of the Vatican, re-

mained unnoticed. But the celebrated tra-

veller James Bruce brought, in 1773, three

copies of the Ethiopian version to Europe ;

and, since this time, translations and valuable

commentaries have been published. . . This
remarkable apocryphal production, which, if

we are not mistaken, will one day be em-

ployed as a most important witness in the

history of religious dogmas, deserves the

most careful study ; and it is accessible to the

English reader in the editions of Laurence,
whose interesting

'

Preliminary Dissertation'

commands especial attention.

1126. Itwouldappear notonlyfrom
its being quoted in the Epistle of St.

Jude, but from the very many passages
of the NT., which so strikingly resemble

it in language and imagery that the

Book of Enoch must have exerted con-

siderable influence upon the minds of

devout persons in the first age of

Christianity, and must have helped to

fashion many of the ideas which pre-
vailed at that time, especially as regards
the popular conceptions about Hell,

and the endless torment of the wicked.

We shall here produce, from the

translation of Archbishop Laurence,

which, though in some respects de-

fective, is sufficiently accurate for our

present purpose, a series of passages
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out of the Book itself, which closely

correspond with many familiarpassages
of the N.T. writers. They will be

found also to illustrate many notices in

the first chapters of Genesis.

(i) En.ii,
'

Behold, He comes with ten

thousands of His saints, to execute judgment
upon them, and destroy the wicked, and re-

prove all the carnal for everything which the

ginful and ungodly have done and committed

against Him.'

Comp. Jude 14,15,' Behold, the Lord cometh
with ten thousands of His saints, to execute

judgment upon all, and to convince all

that are ungodly among them, of all their

ungodly deeds which they have ungodly
committed, and of all their hard [speeches],
which ungodly sinners have spoken against
Him.'

(ii) En.vi.9,
' The elect shall possess light

joy, and peace, and they shall inherit the earth.'

Comp. Matt.v.5, 'Blessed are the meek, for

they shall inherit the earth': but comp. also,

Ps.'xxv.l3,xxxvii.!),ll,22, &c.

(iii) En.ix.3,
' Then they said to their Lord

the King : Thou art Lord of lords. God of

gods, King of kings. The throne of Thy glory
is for ever and ever, and for ever and ever is

thy name sanctified and glorified. Thou art

blessed and glorified. Thou hast made all

things ;
Thou possessest power over all things ;

and all things are open and manifest before

Thee. Thou beholdest all things, and nothing
can be concealed from Thee.'

En.lxxxiii.2^,
' Blessed art Thou, Lord,

the King, great and powerful in Thy great-

ness, Lord of all the creatures of heaven, King
of kings, God of the whole world, whose reign,

whose kingdom, and whose majesty endure
for ever and ever. From generation to gene-
ration shall Thy dominion exist. All the

heavens are Thy throne for ever, and all the

earth Thy footstool for ever and ever. For
Thou hast made them, and Thou reignest
over all. No act whatever exceeds Thy power.
With Thee wisdom is unchangeable, nor from

Thy throne and presence is it ever averted.

Thou knowest all things, seest and hearest

them ; nor is anything concealed from Thee.'

Comp. Heb.iv.13, 'Neither is there any
creature, that is not manifest in His sight :

but all things are naked and opened unto the

eyes of Him with whom we have to do.'

Rev.iv.ll,
' Thou art worthy, Lord, to

receive glory, and honour, and power ;
for

Thou hast created all things, and for Thy
pleasure they are, and were created.'

Rev.xv.3,
' Great and marvellous are thy

works, Lord God Almighty ; just and true are

Thy ways. Thou King of Saints. Who shall

not fear Thee, Lord, and glorify thy name ?

for Thou only art holy ;
for all nations shall

come and worship before Thee ; for Thy judg-
ments are made manifest.'

Rev.xvii.14, xix.16, 'King of kings and
Lord of lords.'

(iv) En.x.15,16,
' To Michael, also, the Lord

said, Go, and announce his crime to Samyaza
and to the others who are with him, who
have been associated with women. . . . Bind
them for seventy generations underneath the

earth, even to the day of judgment and of

consummation, until the judgment, which
will last for ever, be completed. Then shall

they be taken away into the lowest depths of

the fire in torments, and in confinement shall

they be shut up for ever.'

En.xii.5,
' Then He said to me, Enoch,

scribe of righteousness, go, tell the watchers

of heaven, who have deserted the lofty sky,

and their holy everlasting station, who hnv
been polluted with women, and have done 8a

the sons of men do, by taking to themselves

wives, and who have been greatly corrupted
on the earth, that on the earth they shall

never obtain peace and remission of sin.'

Comp. Jude 6,
' And the angels which kept

not their first estate, but left their own habi-

tation, He hath reserved in everlasting chains

under darkness, unto the judgment of the

Great Day.'
2 Pet.ii.4,

' God spared not the angels that

sinned, but cast them down to hell, and de-

livered them into chains of darkness, to be

reserved unto judgment.'
[Thus the '

fall of the angels,' alluded to in

Jude 6 and 2 Pet.ii.4. was not, it would seem,
previous to the creation of man.]

Rev.xiv.4,
' These are they, which were not

defiled with women, &c.'

Rev.xx.2,
' And he laid hold on the dragon,

that old serpent, which is the Devil and Satan,
and bound him a thousand years, &c.'

Rev.xx.10,
' And the devil, that deceived

them, was cast into the lake of fire and brim-

stone, . . . and shall be tormented, day and

night, for ever.'

(v) En.xiv.17-24,
'

Attentively I surveyed
it, and saw that it contained an exalted

throne . . . and there was the voice of the

cherubim. From underneath this mighty
throne rivers of flaming fire issued ; to look

upon it was impossible. One great in glory
sat upon it, whose robe was brighter than the

sun, and whiter than snow. No angel was
capable of penetrating to view the Face of

Him. the Glorious and the Effulgent ;
nor

could any mortal behold Him. A fire was
flaming around Him ... so that not one of

those who surrounded Him was capable of

approaching Him, among the (myriads of

myriads) ten thousand times ten thousand
who were before Him. . . Yet did not the

sanctified, who were near Him, depart from

Him, either by night or by day.'

En.xxxix.12,
' There my eyes beheld all

who, without sleeping, stand before Him and
bless Him, saying, Blessed be Thou, and
Blessed be the Name of God for ever and for

ever !

'

Comp. Rev.iv.2,
' Behold a throne was set

in heaven, and One sat on the throne, and He
that sat was to look upon like a jasper and
sardine stone.'

Rev.iv.S,
' And they rest not day and night,

saying, Holy ! Holy ! Holy !

'

Bev.v.ll, 'And I beheld, and I heard the

voice of many angels round about the throne

. . . and the number of them was ten thou-

sand times ten thousand and thousands of

thousands.'

Rev.vii.15, 'Therefore are they before the

throne of God, and serve Him day and night
in His temple.'
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(vi) En.xxiv.9-11, 'And that tree of an

agreeable smell, not one of a carnal odour
. . . there shall be no power to touch until

the period of the great judgment. When all

ehall be punished and consumed for ever,
this shall be bestowed on the righteous and
humble. The fruit of this tree shall be given
to the elect. For life shall be planted towards
the north in the holy place, towards the habi-

tation of the everlasting King. Then shall

they greatly rejoice and exult in the Holy
One. The sweet odour shall enter into their

bones ; and they shall live a long life on the

earth, as thy forefathers have lived, neither
in their days shall sorrow, distress, trouble,
and punishment afflict them. And I blessed

the Lord of Glory, the everlasting King, be-

cause He has prepared this tree for the saints,
formed it, and declared that He would give it

to them.'

Comp. The '
tree of life,' G.ii.9, iii.22,

' Lord
of glory,' James ii.l.

Rev.ii.7,
' To him that overcometh will I

give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the
midst of the paradise of God.'

Rev.xxii.2,
' In the midst of the street of it,

and on either side of the river, was there the
tree of life, which bare twelve manner of

fruits, and yielded her fruit every month ;

and the leaves of the tree were for the healing
of the nations.'

Rev.xxii.14,
' Blessed are they that do His

commandments, that they may have right to

the tree of life.'

(vii) En.xxxi.2-5,
' From thence I passed

on above the summits of those mountains to

some distance eastwards, and went over the

Erythraean sea. And when I was advanced
far beyond it, I passed along above the angel
Zateel, and arrived at the garden of righteous-
ness. . . The tree of knowledge also was
there, of which if any one eats, he becomes
endowed with great wisdom. . . . Then holy
Raphael, an angel who was with me, said,
This is the tree of knowledge, of which thy
ancient father and thy aged mother ate,
who were before thee; and who, obtaining
knowledge, their eyes being opened, and
knowing themselves to be naked, were ex-

pelled from the garden.'
Comp. the ' tree of knowledge of good and

evil,' G.ii.iii.

(viii) En.xxxviii.2,
' Where will the habi-

tation of sinners be, and where the place of

rest for those who have rejected the Lord of

spirits ? It would have been better for them,
if they had never been born.'

Comp. Matt.xxvi.24,
' It had been good for

that man, if he had not been born.'

(ix) En.xl.l,
' After this I beheld thousands

of thousands, and ten thousand times ten

thousand, and an infinite number of people,
standing before the Lord of spirits.'

Comp. Rev.v.ll,
' And I beheld, and I heard

the voice of many angels round about the

throne, . . . and the number of them was ten
thousand times ten thousand, and thousands
of thousands.'

Rev.vii.9, 'After this I beheld, and lo! a
great multitude, which no man could number,
of all nations, and kindred, and people, and
tongues, stood before the throne.'

(i) En.xlv.3-5,
' In that day shall the Elect
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One sit upon a throne of glory, and shall

choose their conditions and countless habita-

tions, [comp. the ' many mansions,' St. John
xiv.2,] while their spirits within them shall

be strengthened, when they behold my Elect

One, for those who have fled for protection
to my holy and glorious Name. In that day I

will cause my Elect One to dwell in the midst
of them. I will change the face of the
heaven : I will bless it and illuminate it for

ever. I will also change the face of the earth :

I will bless it, and cause those whom I have
elected to dwell upon it.'

Comp. Matt.xxv.31-33,
' When the Son of

Man shall come in His glory, and all the holy
angels with Him, then shall He sit upon the
throne of His glory, and before Him shall be

gathered all nations, &c.'

2Pet.iii.13,
'

Nevertheless, we, according to
His promise, look for new heavens and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.'

Rev.xxi.I,
' And I saw a new heaven and a

new earth ; for the first heaven and the first

earth were passed away.'
(xi) En.xlvi.1-2,

' Then beheld I the An-
cient of Days, whose head was like white

wool, and with Him another, whose counte-
nance resembled that of Man. His counte-
nance was full of grace, like that of one of

the holy angels. Then I enquired of one of

the angels who went with me, and who
showed me every secret thing concerning this

Son of Man, who he was, whence he was, and
why he accompanied the Ancient of Days.
He answered and said unto me : This is the
Son of Man, to whom righteousness belongs,
with whom righteousness has dwelt, and who
will reveal all the treasures of that which is

concealed ; for the Lord of spirits has chosen

him, and his portion has surpassed all before

the Lord of spirits in everlasting upright-
ness.'

Comp. Dan.vii.13,
' I saw in the night

visions, and, behold, one like the Son of Man
came with the clouds of heaven, and came to

the Ancient of Days, and they brought him
near before Him.'

Rev.i.14,
' His head and His hairswere white

like wool, as white as snow.'

Col.ii.3,
' In whom are hid all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge.'
(xii) En.xlvii.1,2,

' In that day the prayer
of the holy and the righteous, and the blood

of the righteous, shall ascend from the earth

into the presence of the Lord of spirits. In
that day shall the holy ones assemble, who
dwell above the heavens and with united

voice petition, supplicate, praise, laud, and
bless the name of the Lord of spirits, on
account of the blood of the righteous which
has been shed ; that the prayer of the right-
eous may not be intermitted before the Lord
of spirits, that for them He would execute

judgment, and that His patience may not
endure for ever.'

Comp. Rev.vi.9,10,' I saw under the altar the

souls of them that were slain for the word of

God, and for the testimony which they held.

And they cried with a loud voice, saying,
How long, Lord, holy and true, dost Thou
not judge and avenge our blood on them that

dwell on the earth ?
'

(xiii) En.xlvii.3,
' At that time I beheld the
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Ancient of Days, 'while He sat upon the
throne of His glory, while the book of the

living was opened in His presence, and while
all the powers which were above the heavens
stood around and before Him.'

Bn.1.1-5, 'In those days shall the earth
deliver up from her womb, and hell deliver up
from hers, that which it has received, and
destruction shall restore that which it owes.
He shall select the righteous and holy from

among them ; for the day of their salvation

has approached. And in those days shall the
Elect One sit upon his throne, while every
secret of intellectual wisdom shall proceed
from his mouth ; for the Lord of spirits has

gifted and glorified him. . . . And all the

righteous shall become angels in heaven
;

their countenance shall be bright with joy,
for in those days shall the Elect One be ex-

alted. The earth shall rejoice, the righteous
shall inhabit it, and the elect possess it.'

Comp. Rev.xx.11-13, 'And I saw a great
white throne, and Him that sat on it, . . .

and I saw the dead, small and great, stand
before God ;

and the books were opened, and
another book was opened, which is the book
of life, and the dead were judged out of those

things which were written in the books,

according to their works. And the sea gave
up the dead which were in it, and death and
hell delivered up the dead which were in

them.'
Luke xxi.28, 'Your redemption draweth

nigh.'

Rom.xiii.ll, 'Now is our salvation nearer
than when we believed.'

Matt.xiii.43,
' Then shall the righteous shine

forth as the sun in the kingdom of their

Father.'

(xiv) En.xlvii.4,
' Then were the hearts of

the saints full of joy, because the consum-
mation of righteousness was arrived, the sup-

plication of the saints heard, and the blood
of the righteous appreciated by the Lord of

spirits.'

Comp. Rev.xviii.20,
'

Rejoice over her, thou
heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets, for

God hath avenged you on her.'

Rev.xix.1,2,
' I heard a great voice of much

people in heaven, saying, Alleluia! Salvation
and glory, and honour, and power, unto the
Lord our God! For true and righteous are

His judgments ; for He . . . hath avenged
the blood of His servants at her hand.'

(xv) En.xlviii.1-7, 'In that place I beheld
fountain of righteousness, which never

failed, encircled by many springs of wisdom.
Of these all the thirsty drank, and were filled

with wisdom, having their habitation with
the righteous, the elect, and the holy. In that
hour was this Son of Man invoked before the
Lord of spirits, and his Name in the presence
of the Ancient of Days. Before the sun and
the signs were created, before the stars of

heaven were formed, his name was invoked in

the presence of the Lord of spirits. A sup-
port shall he be for the righteous and the holy,
to lean upon without falling ;

and he shall be
the light of nations. He shall be the hope of

those whose hearts are troubled. All who
dwell on earth shall fall down and worship
before him, shall bless and glorify him, and

sing praises to the name of the Lord of spirits.

Therefore the Elect and the Concealed Om
existed in His presence, before the world was
created and for ever. In His presence ha

existed, and has revealed to the saints and to

the righteous the wisdom of the Lord of

spirits ;
for he has preserved the lot of the

righteous, because they have hated and re-

jected this world of iniquity, [comp. Gal.i.4,
' this present evil world,' 1John ii.15,

' love

not the world,'] and have detested all its

works and ways, in the name of the Lord of

spirits. For in His Name shall they be pre-

served, and His Will shall be their life.'

Comp. Rev.vii.17,
' He shall lead them unto

living fountains of waters.'

Rev.xxi.6,
' I will give unto him that is

athirst of the fountain of the water of life

freely.'
Rev.xxii.l ,

' And he showed me a pure river

of water of life.'

Rev.xxii.17,
' And let him, that is athirst,

come, and, whosoever will, let him take the
water of life freely.'

(xvi) En.liii.1-6,
' Then I looked and turned

myself to another part of the earth, where I

beheld a deep valley burning with fire . . .

And there my eyes beheld the instruments
which they were making, fetters of iron

without weight. Then I enquired of the

angel of peace, who proceeded with me, saying,
For whom are these fetters and instruments

prepared ? He replied, These are prepared for

the host of Azazeel, that they may be de-

livered over and adjudged to the lowest con-

demnation, and that their angels may be
overwhelmed with hurled stones, as the Lord
of spirits has commanded. Michael and

Gabriel, Raphael and Phanuel, shall be

strengthened in that day, and shall then
cast them into a furnace of blazing fire,

that the Lord of spirits may be avenged of

them for their crimes ; because they became
ministers of Satan, and seduced those who
dwell upon earth.'

En.lxvi.5-8,
'
I beheld that valley in which

there was a great perturbation, and where
the waters were troubled. . . . There arose a

strong smell of sulphur, which became mixed
with the waters ;

and the valley of the angels,
who had been guilty of seduction, burned
underneath its soil. Through that valley
also rivers of fire were flowing, to which those

angels shall be condemned, who seduced the
inhabitants of the earth.'

Comp. Matt.xiii.42,
' And shall cast them

into a furnace of fire.'

Matt.xxv.41,
'

Depart from me, ye cursed,
into everlasting fire, prepared for the Devil

and his angels.'

Rev.xix.20,
' These both were cast alive into

a lake of fire, burning with brimstone.'

Rev.xx.1-3,
' And I saw an angel come

down from heaven, having the key of the

bottomless pit, and a great chain in his hand ;

and he laid hold on the dragon ,
that old serpent,

which is the Devil, and Satan, . . . and cast

him into the bottomless pit, . . . that he
should deceive the nations no more.'

Rev.xx.10,
' And the Devil that deceived

them was cast into the lake of fire and brim-

stone.'

(xvii) En.lviii.7,8,
' In that day shall be dis-

tributed two monsters, a female monster.
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whose name is Leviathan, dwelling in the

depths of the sea, above the springs of waters,
and a male whose name is Behemoth, which

possesses the invisible wilderness. His name
was Dendayen, in the east of the garden [? in

the garden eastward], where the elect and
the righteous will dwell

;
where he received

it from my ancestor, who was man, from
Adam the first of men, whom the Lord of

spirits made.'

Camp, the ' beast rising out of the sea,' and
* another beast coming out of the earth,' Rev.

xiii.1,11.

Comp. also
' the great whore that sitteth

upon many waters,' and ' the beast that

carried her,' Rev.xvii.1,7, in
' the wilderness,'

f>.3.

(xviii) En.lx.13-16,
' He shall call to every

power of the heavens, to all the holy above,
and to the power of God. The Cherubim, the

Seraphim, and the Ophanim, all the angels of

Power, and all the angels of the Lords,

namely, of the Elect One, and of the Other

Power, who was upon earth over the water on
that day, shall raise their united voice, shall

bless, glorify, praise, and exalt with the spirit

of faith, with the spirit of wisdom and patience,
with the spirit of mercy, with the spirit of

judgment and peace, and with the spirit of

benevolence, [comp.
' the seven spirits which

are before His throne,' Rev.i.4,iii.l,iv.5,v.6,]
all shall say with united voice, Blessed is He !

and the name of the Lord of spirits shall be

blessed for ever and ever : all, (who sleep not)

sleeping not, shall bless it in heaven above.

All the holy in heaven shall bless it, all the

elect who dwell in the garden of life ; and

every spirit of light, who is capable of bless-

ing, glorifying, exalting and praising, Thy
holy name, and every mortal man, more than
the powers of heaven, shall glorify and praise

Thy name for ever and ever. For great is the

mercy of the Lord of spirits ; long-suffering
is He, and all His works, all His power, great
as are the things which He has done, has He
revealed to the saints and to the elect in the

name of the Lord of spirits.'

Comp. Bev.v.13,
' And every creature which

is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the

earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that

are in them, heard I saying, Blessing, and

honour, and glory, and power, be unto Him
that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the
Lamb for ever and ever.'

Rev.xix.5, 'And a voice came out of the

throne, saying, Praise our God, all ye His

servants, and ye that fear Him, both small

and great.'

(xix) En.lxi.4-9,
' The word of his mouth

hall destroy all the sinners and all the un-

godly, who shall perish at his presence . . .

Trouble shall come upon them, as upon a
woman in travail, whose labour is severe,
when her child comes to the mouth of the

womb, and she finds it difficult to bring forth.

One portion of them shall look upon another :

chey shall be astonished, and shall abase their

countenance ;
and trouble shall seize them,

when they shall behold this Son of Woman
sitting upon the throne of his glory.'

Comp. 2Thess.i.9,
' Who shall be punished

with everlasting destruction from the presence
of the Lord, and from the glory of His power.'

lThess.v.3,
' Then sudden destruction cometh

upon them as travail upon a woman with
child, and they shall not escape.'

2Thess.ii.S,
' That Wicked, whom the Lord

shall consume with the spirit of His mouth.'

Matt.xix.28,
' In the regeneration, when the

Sou of Man shall sit in the throne of His

glory.'
Matt.xxv.31. 'When the Son of Man shall

come in His glory, then shall He sit upon the
throne of his glory.'

Kev.i.16,
' Out of His mouth went a sharp

two-edged sword.'

Rev.ii. 16,
'
I will fight against them with the

sword out of My mouth.'

Bev.xix.15,
' Out of His mouth goeth a sharp

sword, that with it He should smite the na-

tions.'

Rev.xix.21, 'And the remnant were slain

with the sword of Him that sat upon the horse,
which [sword] proceeded out of His mouth.'

(xx) En.lxi.12-17,
' All the kings, the

princes, the exalted, and those who rule over
the earth, shall fall down on their faces before

him, and shall worship him. They shall fix

their hopes on this Son of Man, shall pray to

him, and petition for mercy. Then shall the

Lord of spirits hasten to expel them from His

presence. Their faces shall be full of con-

fusion, and their faces shall darkness cover.

The angels shall take them to punishment,
that vengeance may be inflicted on those who
have oppressed His children and His elect . . .

But the saints and the elect shall be safe in

that day . . . The Lord of spirits shall remain
over them : and with this Son of Man shall

they dwell, eat, lie down, and rise up, for ever

and ever.'

Comp. Rev.vii.15,
' He that sitteth on the

throne shall dwell among them.'

Rev.vi.15,
' And the kiugs of the earth, and

the great men, and the rich men, and the chief

captains, and the mighty men, . . . hid them-
selves in the dens and rocks of the mountains,
and said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on
us, and hide us from the face of Him that

sitteth upon the Throne.'

Bev.xix.18, 'That ye may eat the flesh of

kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh

of mighty men, &c.'

Bev.xxi.3,
' Behold the tabernacle of God is

with men, and He will dwell with them, and

they shall be His people, and God Himself
shall be with them, and be their God.'

(xxi) En.lxx.1-13,
' I beheld the sons of the

holy angels, treading on flaming fire, whose

garments and robes were white, and whose
countenances were transparent as crystal . . .

Then I fell on my face before the Lord of

spirits. And Michael, one of the archaDgels,
took me by my right hand, raised me up, and

brought me out to where was every secret of

mercy and secret of righteousness . . . There
I beheld m the midst of that light, a building
raised with stones of ice [? crystal], . . . The
Seraphim, the Cherubim, and the Ophanim,
surrounued it

; these are those who never

sleep, but watch the throne of His glory.
And I oeheld angels innumerable, thousands
of thousands, and ten thousand times ten

thousand, who surrounded that habitation.

Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel went out of

that habitation, and holy angels innumerable.

A A
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With them was the Ancient of Days, whose
head was white as wool, and pure, and His

robe was indescribable. Then I fell upon my
face, while all my flesh was dissolved, and my
spirit became changed.'
Comp. Rev.iv.8,v.U,i. 14,17.

(xxii) En.lxxxii.4,o,
'
I was lying down in

the house of my grandfather Malalel, when I

saw in a vision heaven purifying and snatched

away ; and, falling to the earth, I saw likewise

the earth absorbed by a great abyss.'

En.xcii.17,
' The former heaven shall depart

end pass away, a new heaven shall appear.'

Comp. 2Pet.iii.10,
' The heavens shall pass

#way,'
' the earth also shall be burned up.'

Rev.xxi.l,
' I saw a new heaven and a new

earth ; for the first heaven and the first earth

were passed away.'
(xxiii) En.lxxxv.2,

'

And, behold, a single

star fell from heaven.'

En.lxxxvii.1-3,
' Then I looked at that one

of the four white men, who came forth first.

He seized the first star, which fell down from
heaven. And, binding it hand and foot, he

cast it into a valley, a valley narrow, deep,

stupendous, and gloomy.'
Comp. Rev.viii.10,

' There fell a great star

from heaven.'

Rev.ix.l,
' I saw a star fall from heaven

unto the earth.'

(xxiv) En.xciii.6-xciv.6,
' Woe to those who

build up iniquity and oppression, and who lay

the foundation of fraud! for suddenly shall

they be subverted, and never know peace.'

Woe to those who build up their houses

with crime! for from the very foundation

shall their houses be demolished . . .

' Woe to you who are rich ! for in your riches

have ye trusted, but from your riches you
shall be removed, because you have not re-

membered the most High in the days of your

prosperity.
' You have committed blasphemy and ini-

quity, and are destined to the day of the effu-

sion of blood, to the day of darkness, and to

the day of the great judgment ...
' Woe to you, who recompense your neigh-

bour with evil ! for you shall be recompensed
according to your works.

' Woe to you, ye false witnesses, you who
aggravate iniquity! for you shall suddenly

perish.
' Woe to you, ye sinners ! for ye reject the

righteous.'
En.civ.1,2, 'I swear to you, ye righteous,

that in heaven the angels record your goodness
before the glory of the Mighty One. Wait
with patient hope ; for formerly you have

been disgraced with evil and with affliction ;

but now shall you shine like the luminaries of

heaven Your cries have cried for

judgment ;
and it has appeared to you ; for an

account of all your suffering shall be required

from the princes, and from everyone who has

assisted your plunderers. Wait with patient

hope, nor relinquish your confidence ;
for great

i >y shall be yours, 'like that of the angels in

Beaven.'

Comp. Luke vi.24-26, James v.1-8.

1 127. These are only a few instances

of the influence, which this remarkable

Bock seems to have exercised upon the
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minds of devout men in the first age of

Christianity. In the language attri-

buted to Our Lord Himself, in that of

St. Paul, especially in his early episiles,

in that of St. James, St. Peter, and

St. Jude, we can distinctly trace an

intimate acquaintance with it, and re-

cognise its forms of expression. But,

above all, this is true of the Book of

the Kevelations, where, it is plain, very
much of the imagery has been directly

adopted from that of the Book of

Enoch. And, though the apostolic

authorship of some of the above writ-

ings may be questioned, yet the fact

remains as before, that the writers of

these Scriptures, whoever they were,

appear to have been well acquainted
with this Book, and more or less im-

bued with its teaching.
1128. And, certainly, some of the

language above quoted must be ad-

mitted to be very grand and impres-

sive
; especially if we consider that tho

version, from which we have quoted, is

a recent translation of a translation,

and has to recommend it, neither the

prestige of early association, nor the

tiavour of antiquity, which modify in-

sensibly our judgment of the Scripture

language with which it is compared.
We cannot wonder at the effect which it

seems to have produced upon the minds

of readers in that age, and in still later

days, more especially when it was

actually believed to be the authentic

record of the prophecies of ' Enoch the

seventh from Adam,' who, therefore,

must have been supposed to have

originated, and not imitated, the

imagery of the Book of Daniel, and

that remarkable expression,
' the An-

cient of Days.' Nevertheless, mixed

up with all these noble utterances, is

a great mass of matter of the most

fantastic and fabulous character, which

has probably prevented the book being

handed down to us, stamped with the

high authority which it had in those

first centuries of Christian teaching.

1129. Archb.LAURENCEsays,^.lvi :

Upon the whole, then, if this singular book

be censured, as abounding in some parts with

fable and fiction, still should we recollect thai

fable and fiction may occasionally prove both

amusing and instructive, and can then only

be deemed injurious, when pressed into the



service of vice and infidelity. Nor should we
forget that much perhaps, most of what we
censure was founded upon a national tradi-

tion, the antiquity of which alone, indepen-
dent of other considerations, hf >\ rendered it

respectable. That the author v. is uninspired,
will scarcely now be questioned. But, although
his production was apocryphal, it ought not
therefore to be stigmatised as necessarily re-

plete with error. Although it be on that
account incapable of becoming a rule of faith,
it may nevertheless contain much moral as
well as religious truth, and may be justly re-

garded as a correct standard of the doctrine
of the times in which it was composed. Non
omnia esse eoncedenda antiquitati,

' that not
everything is to be allowed to antiquity,' is, it

is true, a maxim founded upon reason and ex-

perience. But in perusing the present relic of
a remote age and country, should the reader
discover much to condemn, still, unless he be
too fastidious, he will find more to approve ;

if he sometimes frown, he may oftener smile ;

nor seldom will he be disposed to admire the
vivid imagination of the writer, which tran-

sports him far beyond the flaming boundaries
of the world,

' extra
Processit longlflammantia mania mitndi,'

'Past the world's flaming walls has far ad-

vanced,'

displaying to him every secret of Creation,
the splendours of heaven, and the terrors of

hell, the mansions of departed souls, and
the myriads of the celestial hosts, the Sera-

phim, Cherubim, and Ophanim, which sur-
round the blazing throne, and magnify the
Holy Name of the great Lord of Spirits, the
Almighty Father of men and of angels.

Gfroee-k also writes, Jahrhundcrt
des Heits.p. 105,109 :

I salute our Enoch as in a certain sense a
fore-announcer of the coming of our Lo d
Jesus Christ, not as if he had a perception of
the truth, for his Messias is, as in the case of
other Jews, enveloped in a cloud of ambition
and false hopes : but he is still an evidence
to show with what kind of feeling, and with
what glowing earnestness, twenty or thirty
years before Christ, the Anointed of the Lord
was expected There is no better
source, from which may be derived a know-
ledge of the state of the Jewish form of faith
before, and in the days of, Jesus Christ.

1130. But especially it deserves notice
that almost all the language of the
New Testament, in which the judg-
ment of the Last Day is described, the

Eschatology, as it is called, of tlj.e T^.T.,

appears to have been directly de-
rived from the language of the Book of

Enoch, as will be seen from the pas-
sages quoted above, (iv), (xiii), (xvi),

(xix), (xx). The '

everlasting chains,'
in which the fallen angels are 'kept
under darkness, unto the judgment of
the great day,' the 'everlasting fire

prepard for the devil and bis angels,'
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the 'Son of Man sitting upon the
throne of His glory,' choosing for the

righteous their '

countless habitations,'
and destroying the wicked with the
word of His mouth, the ' book of life

opened
'

before the Judge, earth, hell,
and the grave,

'

giving up their dead,'
the joy of the righteous, the shame

and confusion of the wicked, who are
led off by the angels to punishment,
the 'new heaven' and the 'new
earth,' old things having passed away,

the ' furnace of fire,' and the ' lake
of fire,' all these appear in the Book
of Enoch, and the last, the '

lake
of fire,' is, manifestly (xvi), s. figure
introduced with distinct reference to

the Dead Sea
;

and accordingly, in

the same connection, we find ' the

angels,which kept not their first estate,'

coupled with 'Sodom and Gomorrha
and the cities about them,' Jude 7,

which are spoken of as 'going after

strange flesh,' like those angels, and

being 'set for an example, suffering
the vengeance of eternal fire.' Nay,
those awful words spoken of Judas,
'

It had been good for that man if he
had never been born,' find their coun-

terpart also (viii) in the language of
this Book.
1131. This fact is ofgreat importance.

For it shows that these were popular
expressions, which were in common
use in the mouths of devout men of
that time, and must, therefore, be inter-

preted according to their general spirit,
and not be pressed too far in their

literal meaning. To the Jews of those

days, acquainted with the Book of

Enoch, these images would be quite
familiar, like those which speak of the
'

stars falling,' the ' Son ofMan coming
in a cloud with power and great glory.'
or those again, which were evidenuy
current in the popular talk, about
' Abraham's bosom,' the 'torments of

hell,' and the '

great gulf fixed.'

1132. It is not impossible that the
Book of Enoch, as it now exists, may
contain some Christian interpolations
of a later date, as we know to be the case
with another famous apocryphal book,
the '

Sibylline Oracles.' But, how-
ever this may be, the Epistle of Jude
seems plainly to recognise some por
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tions, at least, of the Book of Enoch, as

already existing, and as authentic and
authoritative. Hence, even should any
critics propose to place the compc-
sition of the whole 'Book' at a later

date than that assigned to it by Archbp.
Laurence and Gfrorer,* the age of

the Epistle would have to be depressed
with it, to a time far later than that of

the Apostles, to a time, when the

real origin of the ' Book '

had been

forgotten, and its contents could be

confidently quoted, as the veritable

words of the antediluvian Patriarch.

And, generally, the occurrence of such

expressions, as we have quoted above,
common to the Book of Enoch and to

so many of the apostolical writings,
shows plainly the forms of thought
and language, which were prevalent

among the Jews in the first age of

Christianity.
1133. We must remember, therefore,

from what sources such expressions as

these were drawn, and not suppose
that they are meant to convey to us

accurate information about the details

of the invisible world. The substantial

truth, which underlies these figures, is

the fact, the belief iu which is deep-

* Mr. Westcott says on this point, Smith's
Diet, of the Bible, i.p.547 : Notwithstanding
the arguments of Hilgenfeld and Joss, the

whole book appears to be distinctly of Jewish

origin. Some inconsiderable interpolations

may have been made in successive translations-

and large fragments of a much earlier da^e

were undoubtedly incorporated into the work.

But, as a whole, it may be regarded as de-

scribing an important phase of Jewish opinion,

thortly before the coming of Christ.'

seated, by the gift of God, in our

nature, of the everlasting distinction

between right and wrong, and of a
Perfect Justice, presiding over the

universe of moral being, which, as it is

not always manifested clearly in this

life, we believe with undoubting confi-

dence, will be revealed assuredly here-

after. Truths, such as these, which
underlie the figures of the N.T., are

not less true, nor is their authority less

binding, because we are able to trace

their historical growth, just as the

excellence of the Lord's Prayer is not

diminished, because we know that it is

made up of petitions, which were cur-

rent already among the Jews.* Rather,
this very growth among men, of tht>

recognition of a great Eternal Truth,

gives us the comforting assurance of

the Presence of a Living God in His-

tory, not only advancing continually
the intellectual development of man-

kind, but enlightening and inspiring,
with ever-increasing Light and Life,

the hearts of His children.

* On this point GFTtORER writes, vol. i,Part

ii.p.149 :
' I have, as it is seen, developed out

of the books of the Jews the principles, ac-

cording to which the ' Lord's Prayer
'

is com-
posed. Not only is its character Jewish, but
so also are the separate clauses, which occur
in different Jewish prayers, (see Lightfoot,
Schottgen, Wetstein on Matt.vi.9,WiTSius.)
"t may be that it was a prayer already in use

before the time of Jesus : probably, however,
it was then first put together out of earlier

prayers. Though, generally, the portions of it

agree verbally with already existing Jewish

prayers, yet I have nowhere found the whole

among Jewish writers, though they have,

however, many similar prayers.'

END OF PART KV.
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Our little systems have their day

They have their day, and cease to be I

They are but broken lights of Thee,

And Thou, Lord, art more than they.

We have but faith ; we cannot know ;

For knowledge is of things we see ;

And yet we trust it comes from Thee

A beam in darkness ; let it grow.

Let knowledge grow from more to more,

But more of reverence in us dwell ;

That mind and soul, according well,

May make one music as before,

But vaster. We are fools and slight ;

We mock Thee, when we do not fear :

But help Thy foolish ones to bear ;

Help Thy vain worlds to bear Thy Light.

Tennyson, In Mcmorium p.vi



PREFACE TO PART Y.

1 have given in the body of this Part the scientific arguments,
which show conclusively that no Deluge, such as that described

in G.vi-viii, whether regarded as a Universal or a Partial Deluge,
could ever have happened within an age extending vastly beyond

the era of the Noachian Deluge. Among other matters, I have
drawn special attention to the very decisive evidence afforded on
this point by the actual state of the volcanic cones of Auvergne, as

attested by the concurrent evidence of some of the most eminent

geologists of the present day.

My statements have been challenged by one or more clergymen,

writing in defence of the traditionary view.

It is denied that the volcanic hills in question are of such great

antiquity, and in proof of this reference is made (i) to two letters

from Sidonius Apollinaris, Bishop of Clermont, in Auvergne,
(ii) to a homily of Avitus, De Roi/ationibus, and (iii) to the History
of Gregory of Tours, from which it is inferred as follows :

It be will seen from these authorities that the last eruptions from these volcanoes,
which were most severe, occurred in the reign of Gunderic, a.d. 460-2 that they
threw up ashes and pumice in such vast quantities as fell in ' Sodomitic showers,'
even in the vicinity of Vienne that the three authors first above-named were con-
temporary and eyewitnesses, and that, from their continuance for nearly three

years, entire new cones could hardly fail to be formed
It further appears that a three days' fast and humiliation being held, to beseech

the removal of these calamities, and being begged by Mamertus of all neighbouring
churches, it came to be annually repeated, and copied throughout not only all Gaul,
but also Britain, under the name of Rogation Days, the anniversary continued in our
calendar to this hour.

I will first translate the following account of the institution of

'Rogation Days' from Hoffman's 'Lexicon,' iv. p. 77:

Days of Rogation, to be celebrated with prayers and fastings before the Ascension
of Christ, were instituted on account of an earthquake and incursions of wild beasts,
by Mamertus, Bi?hop of Vienne, a.d. 44t>. There are three of them which are cele-
brated before the Lord's Ascension, according to the custom of the Gallic church.
The wild beasts by which the Gauls were then infested were chiefly wolves. When
these raged fiercely against the Gauls, and no remedy could be found for this scourge,
the bishops of the Gallic provinces, being collected at Vienne, appointed in common
that they should implore the mercy of God by a three days' fast. When this turnpd
out happily, it came to pass that these days came into a custom of annual celebration,
which also at the present time are observed carefully through the provinces of Gaul
for diverse calamities.

Thus, according to the above author, the institution of Rogation

Days had no connection with 'volcanic eruptions,' but was due to

an '

earthquake,' and chiefly the '

incursions of wild beasts '

at

Vienne. Vienne, however, is in Dauphiny, not in Auvergne,
But the fact is, that there are no signs of any volcanic action what-
ever in or near to the city of Vienne, though there are in the
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Vivarais, in the neighbouring department. As Dr. Datjbewy

observes,
'
Volcanoes,' 2nd edit., p. 66, Note :

There are no volcanoes near Vienne ; but the bishop's diocese may have extended
into the neighbouring department of Ardeche, where they occur so abundantly.

But the volcanoes in Auvergne and those in the Vivarais are two
distinct groups, which, as the same authority tells us, p. 32,
although scarcely a hundred miles distant from each other, are nevertheless divided

by a barrier of primary rocks, and belong apparently to independent systems. . . .

To infer that the volcanoes of Auvergne were in a state of activity at the time
when those of the Vivarais showed symptoms of disturbance, would be as rash as to

presume that the extinct volcano of Mount Vultur, in Apulia, was roused into

activity in the first century of the Christian era, because ancient writers have
recorded the ravages made at that time by Vesuvius.

Gregory of Tours died a.d. 535, more than 130 years after the

phenomena, whatever they were, of a.d. 460-2, of which we are

speaking. But, in truth, this writer does not speak of any
'

erup-
tions.' He says only, ii. Ep. 34 :

He (Avitus) relates in a certain homily which he wrote about Rogations, that
these same Rogations, which we celebrate before the triumph of the Lord's Ascension,
were instituted by Mamertus, bishop of the said city of Vienne, over which also he
then presided, at a time when that city was terrified by many prodigies. For it was
Yequently shaken by an earthquake ; and, moreover, the wild nature of deer and
wolves having entered the gates, wandered (he wrote) about the whole city, fearing
nothing. And when this occurred through the circle of a year, upon the approach
of the days of the Paschal solemnity, the whole people were devoutly awaiting the

mercy of God, that, at least, this day of great solemnity might bring an end to this

terror. But on the very watch of the night of glory, while the solemnities of the
mass were being celebrated, suddenly the royal palace within the walls is set in flames

by divine fire. All being utterly terrified with fear, and having gone out of the
church, believing that either all the city might be consumed by this conflagration, or

certainly might yawn in chasms with the rending asunder of the earth, the holy
priest, prostrate before the altar, with groans and tears implores the mercy of the
Lord. Why more ? The prayer of the renowned chief-priest penetrated the lofty

regions of the sky, and the stream of flowing tears quenched the flames of the house.

It is plain that there is nothing here about ' Sodomitic showers.'

Gregory speaks only of '

earthquakes,' the strange entrance of wild

animals into the city, and the palace set in flames by divine fire,

i.e., apparently by a stroke of lightning.

Secondly, Avitus, the successor of Mamertus, who was really a
'
contemporary and eyewitness,' writes as follows :

And, indeed, I know that many of us recollect the causes of the terrors of that time.

Forsooth, frequent conflagrations, repeated earthquakes, nightly sounds, kept
threatening a sort of prodigious graveyard for a kind of funeral of the whole world.

For an appearance of wild animals in a state of tameness presented itself to large

gatherings of people, God only knows whether deluding the eyes or drawn by
portents ; whichever, however, of these two was the case, it was understood to be

equally monstrous, whether thus in reality the savage hearts of brutes could be

softened, or the phantasms of false vision could be formed so horribly before the

sight of terrified men. Meanwhile the feeling of the common people took different

directions, and the opinions of different ranks were various. Some, dissembling
what they thought, attributed to chance what they were unwilling to give to tears ;

others, of a better mind, interpreted each new portent by suitable significations of

the fitness of the plagues. For who, amidst frequent fires, would not fear Sodomitic;

showers ? Who, when the elements were trembling, would not believe that either the

fall of the roof, or the disruption of the ground was imminent ? Who, when he saw,
or certainly thought he saw, deer, fearful by nature, penetrate through the narrow

gates as far as the spacious forum, would not dread an impending feeling of desolation?

Here again there is no mention of ' Sodomitic showers,' as having
been rainedfrom heaven upon the city of Vienne, but of fires such

as that of the palace struck by lightning, or others caused by the
' fall of the roofs

' from repeated earthquakes, which brought to
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mind the destruction of Sodom, and made the people dread a

recurrence of ' Sodomitic showers.'

Lastly, the Letter of Sidonius, vii. Ep. 1, begins thus :

There is a rumour that the Goths have moved their camp into Koman soil. For
to this irruption we, miserable people of Auvergne, are always the gate.

And he goes on to say that he depends for deliverance not upon

earthly defences, but upon the Rogations, which had been in-

stituted by Mamertus, and in which the people of Auvergne had

begun to practise. He then proceeds :

For it does not escape our inquiries what kind of prodigies those were, under
whose terrifying effect the city, committed from Heaven to your care, was being

emptied in the first times, when these prayers were instituted. For now the sites of

the public walls were shaken by frequent earthquakes ; now fires, often with flames

(ignes ssepe flammati), heaped up the fallen ridges of the roofs with a piled-up
mountain of ashes ;

now the fearful tameness of audacious deer placed their por-
tentous beds in the forum ; whilst thou meanwhile, the state of the city being thinned

by the departure of the nobles and populace, quickly hadst recourse to a new example
of the ancient Kinevites, lest thy despair also should mock the Divine admonition.

And truly thou, least of all men, after experience of thy virtues, couldst distrust God
without sin. For when once, by chance, the city had begun to burn, thy faith grew
the hotter by that heat ; and when in the sight of the fearful people, by the mere

presentation of thy body, the fire struck back, wound its retreating way in fugitive

curves, by a miracle, terrible, new, unwonted, it happened to the flame to give way
through reverence, which by nature was devoid of feeling.

Here, again, we have mention made of '

earthquakes,' and of

'flaming fires, piling up ashes on the falleu roofs'
;
but there is

nothing said of volcanic eruptions ;
and these fires seem to be the

same as those mentioned by Avitits, which were kindled by the

roofs falling in upon the household fires, through repeated earth-

quakes. Accordingly Dr. Daubeny says, in his ' Volcanoes :

'

I submit to my readers whether the entire silence of Sidonius as to the existence of

volcanoes in Auvergne, although his residence was on the borders of the Lake Aidat,
which, as we have seen, was caused by an eruption from one of the most modern of
those which had desolated the country, is not a strong negative evidence of their

antiquity, especially when this author dwells in his poems on the scenery of his own
neighbourhood, and even compares its natural beauties with those of Baia?, a spot
which he must have known to be in the neighbourhood of a burning mountain.
How natural would it have been for him, after he had said, with reference to his

baths on the Lake of Aidat

High rise the heights like to the Baian cone,
Lite too, with half-clothed summit, shines thepeak,

to have added that, in its vicinity too, as in that of Baiaj, there was a mountain
vomiting forth flames, supposing any such phenomenon to have been familiar to

him, near the spot where he resided ! p.-33.

Although the testimony of Sidonius Apollixahis and of Alcimus Avrrus should

persuade us that some indications of activity were manifested, about the fourth

century after Christ, by the igneous agents that may be supposed to exist in the
bowels of the earth at no great distance from the city of Vienne, yet it would seem
more probable that the reports of these writers had reference to earthquakes than to
true volcanic eruptions that occurred in this district. p.66.

In the Athenceum, No. 1,020, we find the following report of a

lecture by Sir Chaeles (then Mr.) Ltell :

Before considering these, Mr. Lyeul entered into a short digression to refute the
doctrine of the mediaeval origin of the volcanoes near Clermont (Auvergne), advanced

by a writer in the Quarterly Revieie for October, 1844, p.295, where it is pretended
that Sidonius Apollinaris, Bishop of Clermont, who flourished at the close of the fifth

century, has bome explicit testimony to the ' volcanic eruption, the crumbling of

the cones, and the heaping up of the showers of ashes and scoria?, cast forth amidst
their fires.' The passages relied on occur in a letter from Sidoxius to his contempo-
rary, Mamertus, Bishop of Vienne in Dauphiny, written when Auvergne was
threatened with a fresh irruption of the Goths, to avert which danger the bishop
proposes to adopt certain forms of prayer (rogations, or litanies), which Mamertus
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had already introduced on the occasion of some '

prodigies,' which had happened in

Dauphiny sixteen years before. In alluding to these phenomena Sidonius says that
'the walls of the city of Vienne were shaken by frequent earthquakes, many
fires broke out, and mounds of ashes were heaped up over the falling copings
of the walls.' Deer also took refuge in the forum, and the people fled ; all but the
bishop, who had a right to reckon on divine protection, because, as Sidoxtus reminds
him, on a former occasion the flames at his approach had miraculously receded, out of
reverence to his holy person. At the time of the earthquake he (Mamertus) had told
his people that their repentant tears would extinguish the fires sooner than rivers of

water, and the stedfastness of their faith would cause the rocking of the ground to
cease. Sidonius finishes with asking the Bishop of Vienne to send him some relics to
make all secure. The style of the whole epistle is so faulty, ambitious, and poetical,
as to make it difficult to know the exact value of the expressions, and dangerous to
found upon them any philosophical argument about natural events. There is not a
word about Auvergne, but simply an allusion to the shocks which appear to have
thrown down buildings (at Vienne) and caused (as usual in such cases, where roofs
fall in) great conflagrations and heaps of cinders. The terror of the wild animals
when the earth rocks, and their sensitiveness to the slightest movements, are well
known. Although the epistle proves Sidonius to have had a fair share of the
credulity of his age, both in respect of miracles wrought in favour of a contemporary
saint, and the efficacy of relics, it would be unfair to charge him with a belief in the
occurrence of a volcanic eruption at or near the site of the city of Vienne, which
the investigations of the ablest government surveyors, to whom the construction of
a geological map of France has been entrusted, have entirely disproved. There are,
in fact, no monuments of volcanos, ancient or modern, in Dauphiny ; and, if there
had been, they would not throw light on the date of eruptions in Auvergne.

Sir Charles Lyell writes thus also in his Elements of Geoloyy,
6th Ed. J9.684 :

The brim of the water of the Puy de Pariou near Clermont is so sharp, and has
been so little blunted by time, that it scarcely affords room to stand upon. This and
other cones in an equally remarkable state of integrity have stood, I conceive, unin-

jured, [by ordinary rain, but not by the waters of a Deluge,] not in spite of their loose

porous nature, as might at first be rationally supposed, but in consequence of it. No
rills can collect where all the rain is absorbed by the sand and scoriag, as is remarkably
the case on Etna

;
and nothing but a waterspout breaking directly upon the Puy de

Pariou, [or the waters of a Deluge surging upon it,] could carry away a portion of
the hill, so long as it is not rent or engulphed by earthquakes.
Hence it is conceivable that even those cones, which have the freshest aspect and

most perfect shape, may lay claim to very high antiquity. Dr. Daubexy has justly
observed that, had any of these volcanos been in a state of activity in the age of
Julius Caesar, that general, who encamped upon the plains of Auvergne, and laid

siege to its principal city (Gergovia, near Clermont), could hardly have failed to
notice them. Had there being any record of their eruptions in the time of Plixy or
Sidoxius Apollixaeis, the one would scarcely have omitted to make mention of it

in his Natural History, nor the other to introduce some allusion to it among the

descriptions of this his native province. This poet's residence was on the borders of
the Lake Aidat, which owed its very existence to the damming up of a river by one
of the most modern lava-currents.

Lastly, the reader will observe that nothing would be proved
against the scientific evidence of the impossibility of the Noachian

Deluge as a matter of fact, if it could even be shown that some of

these volcanic cones are of more recent date. If there is one

ancient cone and Sir Charles Lyell, as quoted below in

(1180), says there are many composed of 'loose ashes,' 'an

incoherent heap of scoriae and spongy ejectamenta,' which still

' stands unmolested,' it is plain that no ' Noah's Flood '

can have

covered the earth, when, as the same authority has stated

Had the waters once risen, even for a day, so high as to reach the level of the
base of one of these cones, had there been a single Flood 50 or 60 feet in height
since the last eruption occurred, a great part of these volcanoes must inevitably have
been swept away.

J. W. NATAL.
London : Feb, 24, 1865.



PART V.

THE FIEST ELEVEN CHAPTERS OF GENESIS

(continued).

CHAPTEE I.

GEN.VI.1-VI.4.

1134. G.vi.1,2.

'And it came to pass that man began to

multiply upon the face of the ground, and I

daughters were horn to them. And the sons

of Elohim saw the daughters of men that

they were goodly : and they took to them
wives of all whom they chose.'

By
' sons of God '

the Scripture in-

variably means 'angels,' Job i.6,ii.l,

sxxviii.7,Ps.xxix.l,lxxxix.7 : and, ac-

cordingly, the Book of Enoch gives a I

very full account of the doings of these

angels, who 'sinned' and 'left their

first estate,' and their punishment, as

described in this book (1126.xvi.), is

distinctly referred to in 2Pet,ii.4,

Jude 6. In the face of these facts, it

is not easy to suppose, as some have

suggested, that the expression here

means only
'

Sethites,' who are called
' sons of Elohim ' on account of their

piety, by which they were distinguished
from the Cainites, who are described,

generally, as '

man,' or that it means
'

rulers, chiefs, &c.' in opposition to

the people of lower rank, &c. On
either of these suppositions, indeed, it

is difficult to see how '

giants
'

could

have been conceived to have sprung
from the union.

1135. But this notion of the 'sons

of God,' descending to the beautiful
*

daughters of men,' appears to have

been borrowed from foreign and

heathen sources.

The sons of God cannot here be identical

with the angels, or with the sons of God

mentioned in other parts of Scripture : they
are not of Hebrew, but of general Eastern

origin. And these notions were, gradually,
more and more amplified ; they were enlarged
from other heathen sources, or from the fic-

tions of imagination. The Book of Enoch
shows that the chief of these sons of Heaven,
Samyaza, at first opposed their wicked design.
But they pledged themselves by awful oaths
and imprecations to execute it. They de-

scended, two hundred in number, to Mount
Hermon ; they chose wives, taught them sor-

cery and conjuration, introduced ornaments
of vanity and luxury, bracelets and trinkets,

paints and costly stuffs. Giants, three thou-
sand cubits high, were the offspring of these
alliances. They first consumed all the pro-
duce of the earth ; then they devoured all the

animals, and afterwards began to turn against
the men. The cries of the earth rose up to
heaven. The angels, Michael and Gabriel,
Surgan and TJrgan, brought the complaint
before the throne of God. He precipitated
Azazel, the most wicked of the ' sons of God,'
into a dark cavern, where he lies in fetters,
and covered with rough pointed stones, in
order to be thrown into the burning pool on
the great day of judgment. He inspired the

progeny of these unnatural unions with fierce

rage ;
and the consequence was that they de-

stroyed each other in mutual murder, after

which they were tied to subterranean hills, to
remain there for seventy generations, and
then to be for ever hurled into the fiery

abyss. But he assured the son of Lamech,
that an approaching deluge would spare him
and his children, to become the ancestors of
better generations. Kat.tsch, Gen.p.lll.

1136. G.vi.3.

' And Jehovah said, My spirit shall not

preside in man for ever.'

Delitzsch notes on this, p.236 :

Here is not meant the Holy Spirit with its

judging, punishing power, but, with reference

to ii-T^the created human spirit, which on
account of its Divine origin and God-related
nature, or, perhaps, only as the Divine gift,

is called by God 'My spirit.' This rulea
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(presides) in man, inasmuch as it animates
and governs the bodily part of man.

The expression 'for ever' is used

apparently to denote merely a long

time, as in the following instances:

1S.122/I will bring him, that he may ap-

pear before Jehovah, and there abidefor ever ;'

lS.xx.15,
' But thou shalt not cut off thy

kindness from my housefor ever'

1137. G.vi.3.
* And bis days shall be a hundred and twenty

years.'

Tuch explains these words as fol-

lows, p. 157 :

This shall henceforward be the limit of

human iife, with reference to the much
greater age of the Patriarchs, G-.v. The ob-

jection has been made that, even after the

Flood, the Patriarchs still overstepped this

limit of life, and so these words have been

explained to mean,
' I will still give them a

respite of 120 years, within which they may
repent.' But here it is overlooked that the

continually decreasing term of life at length
reaches that limit, [Aaron, 123 years, N.
xxxiii.39, Moses, 120, D.xxxiv.7, Joshua,
110, Jo.xxiv.29], and so the divine determi-
nation takes effect. If the author had meant
to express this thought, he would infallibly
have made the time to the Flood extend to

120 years, which the data in v.32,vii.6, make
impossible.

The data, to which Tttch refers,

6how that Noah was 500 years old

before the announcement in vi.3 was

made, and 600 years old when the Flood

began, so that only 100 years could have

intervened. But the fact is that the

great ages of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, are due to the Elohist, not to

the Jehovistic author of the verse be-

fore us.

1138. G.vi.4.

'The giants were in the earth in those

days.'

The Targ. Jon. paraphrases here :

Schamchazai {i.e. Samyaza, of the book of

Enoch) and Uzziel, who fell from heaven,
were on the earth in those days.

As already observed (1107) in the

case of the descendants of Cain, the

writer, who may be endeavouring to

account for the existence of the sup-

posed giant races of the Mosaic times,

'great, many, and tall,' the Emim,
Anakim, Zamzummim, &c, which, ac-

cording to the old legends, reported

bythe Deuteronomist, ii.10,11,20, once

lived in that 'land of giants,' on both

sides of the Jordan, seems to have
lost sight of the fact, that all these

gigantic beings, the product of this

mixture of the ' sons of Elohim '

with

the 'daughters of man,' must have

been swept away by the Deluge.
1139. It may be that the notion ofthe

existence of gigantic men in the primi-
tive times, which is found among so

many nations, has really arisen from
the discoveries of huge bones, the re-

mains of extinct animals, which have
been ignorantly supposed to be human
bones, and has been confirmed, per-

haps, by the gigantic statues and vast

architectural structures of Egypt, As-

syria, the Peloponnese, &c, among
which may be reckoned also the mas-
sive ruins of the Transjordanic lands

(592). Or it may have expressed

originally the sense of man, that he
was surrounded by gigantic powers in

nature, to which he gave a human form,
as the Arabs do to their '

jins
'

at this

day.
1140. Mr. Farrab writes, Smith's

Diet, of the Bible, i.p.688 :

The general belief (until very recent times)
in the existence of fabulously enormous men,
arose from fancied giant-graves, (see De la

Valle's Travels in Persia, ii.89,) and above
all from the discovery of huge bones, which
were taken for those of men, in days when
comparative anatomy was unknown. Even
the ancient Jews were thus misled, Joseph.

V.ii.3, [' There were till then left the race of

giants, who had bodies so large and counte-
nances so entirely different from other men,
that they were surprising to the sight, and
terrible to the hearing. The bones of these
men are still shown to this very day, unlike
to any credible relations of other men.']
Augustine appeals triumphantly to this ar-

gument, and mentions a molar tooth which
he had seen in Utica a hundred times larger
than ordinary teeth (de Civ. Dei. xv.9). No
doubt, it once belonged to an elephant.
Vives, in his commentary on the place, men-
tions a tooth as big as a fist, which was shown
at St. Christopher's. In fact, this source of
delusion has only very recently been dispelled.
Most bones, which have been exhibited, have
turned out to belong to whales or elephants,
as was the case with the vertebra of a sup-
posed giant, examiued by Sir Hans Sloane
in Oxfordshire.

1141. So Virgil believed, not only
that there had been a diminution of

size from primeval times, but that this

diminution would continue. When he

speaks of the slaughter on the plain of

Pharsalia, he pictures the ploughman
as going over the ground centuriea

afterwards, and says, Geo?-g.iA97 :
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And digging up the graves at the huge bones

Will marvel.

That, however, the stature of the

human race was really the same, gener-

allj',
in those days as now, is shown

by the remains discovered in ancient

tombs and in the pyramids.
1142. Kalisch notes, Gen.p.171:
v

i of such extraordinary size seem never

to have lived. The human race has remained

essentially the same in its physical propor-
tions ever since the historical time. The
large bones, which have occasionally been

found, are the remains of huge antediluvian

[old-world] animals, not of human beings.
And the men, who have been mentioned in

history for their size, as being eight or nine
feet high, are as rare exceptions as the men
' with six fingers on every hand, and with six

toes on every foot,' 2S.xxi.20, and are no

proof of a time when whole races of such men
existed.

1143. And so Keneick observes,

Prim. Hist, 1.71-74 :

The mythology of several ancient nations

represents the dominion of the gods as not
1 aviug been established without struggles
with powerful enemies, by whom they even
suffered partial and temporary defeat. The
general idea, which such myths embody, is

derived partly from the conflicting forces

which are still active in nature, and appear
to have possessed even greater energy in pri-
meval times, partly from the mixture of evil

with good, which pervades nature and human
life. In the Greek mythology, in which a
moral element seldom appears, the conflict of

the gods with the Titans denotes merely the
slow and reluctant submission of the vast and
turbulent powers of nature to those laws, by
which the actual system is preserved in har-

mony and order. The giants, who endeavoured
to storm heaven, and were buried in the Phle-

graan fields or under Mount Etna, represent
the violent disturbance which volcanic agency
introduces. The Egyptian Typhon combines

physical and moral evil : so does the Ahriman
of the Zoroastrian mythology. These fictions

show, not only that man has been universally
conscious of the mixed influences to which he
is subject, but also of the preponderance of

the good.
The fiction of a race of giants, engaged in

warfare with the gods, is so remote from all

historical probability, that its true nature is

at once seen. But it may be thought that

there is something of an historical foundation
for the very prevalent belief that a race, of

stature, strength, and longevity far surpassing
that of later degenerate days, has once occu-

pied the earth, and even left on it the traces

of mighty works. We by no means deny the

possibility that such a race may have existed ;

but . . . the direct evidence will be found to

be fallacious. . . . The supposed remains of

gigantic human bones, which afford to popu-
lar credulity an argument of their former ex-

istence, when examined, prove to be those of

cetaceous animals or elephants. The tra-

ditions which ascribe great works to them,

are only proofs how completely the remem-
brance of their real origin has been lost.

Looking upward from the base of the Great

Pyramid, we might suppose it the work of

giants : but it is entered by passages admit-

ting with difficulty a man of the present size,

and we find in the centre a sarcophagus about
six feet long. The strength and stature of
the men of past ages have been exaggerated,
from the same cauaeo as their happiness and
their virtue.

CHAPTEK II.

gex.vi.5-vi.22.

1144. G.vi.16.
' A light shalt thou make for the Ark, and

unto a cubit shalt thou finish it upward.'

If we were obliged to regard this

story of the Flood as historically true,

the question, of course, would arise,

how the animals in the three stories,

or, if one was used for the food, in

two of them, could have had the ne-

cessary supplies of air and light, if

there was only one window, and that,

apparently, only a cubit, = 22 inches,

high.
1145. Mr. Peeowwe writes on this

point as follows :

If the words,
' unto a cubit shalt thou finish

it above.' refer to the window, and not to the
ark itself, they seem to imply that this aper-

ture, or skylight, extended to the breadth of

a cubit the whole length of the roof [525 feet].

But, if so, it could not have been merely an
open slit, for that would have admitted the
rain. Are we then to suppose that some
transparent, or at least translucent, substance
was employed? It would almost seem so.

Note. The only serious objection to this ex-

planation is the supposed improbability of

any substance like glass having been dis-

covered at that early period of the world's/
history. . . Arts and sciences may have /

reached a ripeness, of which the record, from
its scantiness, conveys no adequate concep-
tion. [In that case, would the ark have had

only one 'skylight' and one door?] But
besides the windows there was to be a door.

This was to be placed in the side of the ark.
' The door must have been of some size to

admit the larger animals, for whose ingress it

was mainly intended. It was, no doubt,
above the highest draught-mark of the ark,
and the animals ascended to it probably by a

sloping embankment.' Smith's Diet, of the

Bible,ii.p.5G5.

1146. Deiitzsch also notes, p.250 :

According to Baujigarten's idea, this

opening, a cubit wide, was carried along the

whole upper length of the Ark, and, what
must also be conceived in addition to this,

was overarched, [i.e. was supplied with some
kind of pent-house, to keep the floods of rain

from beating in, when the window wa3

opened to admit air.} Was it also carried
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slong both sides of the ship ? [But, as there
were three stories, even thus a great many of
the creatures would have had no light or air,

not to lay stress on the fact that, in viii.G,
Noah is spoken of as '

opening the window
which he had made,' which seems plainly to

imply that this window was small enough to
be so opene 1, and was specially intended for
the use of Noah himself and his family.] On
the other hand, most commentators under-
stand a window a cubit each way, according
to Tuch, for giving light to Noah's chamber,
while the animals had to be in darkness. So
Luther, after the Vulgate. This explanation
is so far modified by the Syriac, that the Heb.
word for window, tsohar, is taken collectively,

[
= a row of windows] ; but this is not pro-

bable, not so much be. ause in viii.6 mention
is made of only one '

window,' khallon, as
because then the number of the windows
would have been given. [Still the difficulty
of having light and air in the different stories

remains.] . . . Are we to think of this

window, or row of windows, as transpa-
rent! The name tsohar,

'

light,' is favour-
able to this supposition : also from viii.7,9,
it seems that we must imagine a casement,
so that the birds flew to and fro before a

transparent window, [of glass or of horn!]
without being able to get in, until Noah
opened the window.

1147. G.v.17.
'
I am bringing the Flood of waters upon

the earth.'

It is plain from the whole descrip-
tion of the Flood, and especially from
the mention of Eden, Havilah, Ethiopia,

Assyria, Euphrates, and the other

three rivers, in G.ii, as well as the

'land of Nod' in iv.16, that the face

of the earth was supposed by the
writer to have been, generally, the same

before and after the Flood. Thus
there is no room for the theory, which
some have advanced, of the land and
sea having changed places at the time
of the Flood, or of the general geo-

graphical disposition of the earth

having been different from what it is

now. We do not refer, as evidence of

this, to the 'mountains of Ararat,'
mentioned in viii.4, since it might be
said that these may have first made
their appearance, and received their

appellation, after the Flood.

1148. G.vi.19.

' Of every living thing out of all flesh.'

These words are as general and com-

prehensive as possible; and evidently
the '

fowls
' and '

creeping-things
'

of

t>.20 must be understood to include not

only birds and reptiles, but creeping

and flying things of all kinds, worms,
insects, &c. Otherwise, as has been
observed already (1009), no provision is

made at the Creation for the existence

of these things, or at the Deluge, for

the continuance of them; and a new
and very extensive creation would have
been required after the Flood, of which
the Scripture tells us nothing. And, in-

deed, as we have seen, (1009), different

kinds of locusts are expressly named

among the '

fowls,' and the lizard and
snail among the '

creeping things,'

L.xi.22,30.
1149. How then could these snails,

and worms, and snakes, and lizards, of
all kinds, have found their way to the

Ark, across vast countries, mountains,
seas, and rivers, from the distant

localities in which they lived ? or how
could they have returned to them ?

Every great continent has at this time
its own peculiar set of beasts and
birds

;
and these are known to have

occupied the circles around these cen-

tres in ages long before that ascribed

to the Deluge.

When America was first discovered, its in-

digenous quadrupeds were all dissimilar from
those previously known in the Old World.
The elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus,
cameleopard, camel, dromedary, buffalo, horse,
ass, lion, tiger, apes, and baboons, and a
number of other mammalia, were nowhere to
be met with on the new continent ; while, on
the old, the American species of the same
great class, were nowhere to be seen, such as
the tapir, lama, peccary, jaguar, cougar,
agouti, paca, coati, and sloth. Bitpfon,
quoted in Sir C. Lyell's Principles of Geol.

iii.6.

1150. Andmost ofthese can live only in

a certain zone of latitude, and perish, if

suddenly transferred to an uncongenial
climate. Could, the sloth and armadillo,
from the tropical regions of South

America, have marched up to the Icy
North, and so across the Behring's
Straits, and at length, after many
years of painful wandering over field

and flood, have been received into the

Ark? and did they again, after the

deluge, travel back once more in like

manner to their present abodes'?

1151. What again shall be said of

the wingless bird (apteryx) of New
Zealand, or the ornithorhynchus, wom-
bat, and kangaroo, of Australia, which
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are found nowhere else upon the globe ?

Many insects have no wings : many
live but a few days, or even a few

hours, after they have obtained their

wings. How, then, could these have
reached the Ark before the Flood?
Or how, after it, could they have made
their way to the distant regions of the

earth, where they are now found,

having crossed vast continents and
oceans to do so?

1152. On this point Prof.Owen says,
Annals of Nat. Hist., Feb. 1850 :

Had all the terrestrial animals, that now
exist, diverged from one common centre
within the limited period of a few thousand
years, it might have been expected that the
remoteness of their actual localities from such
ideal centre would bear a certain ratio with
their respective powers of locomotion. With
regard to the class of Birds, one might have
expected to find that those which were de-

prived of the power of flight, and were
adapted to subsist on the vegetation of a
warm or temperate latitude, would still be
met with more or less associated together, and
least distant from the original centre of dis-

persion, situated in such a latitude. But
what is the fact? The species of no one
order of birds are more widely dispersed over
the earth than those of the wingless or
struthious kind. Assuming that the original
centre has been 6omewhere in the south-
western mountain range of Asia, there is but
one of the species of flightless birds whose
habitat can be reconciled with the hypothesis.
By the neck of land still uniting Asia with
Africa, the progeny of the primary pair, cre-
mated or liberated at the hypothetical centre,
might have travelled to the latter continent,
and there have propagated and dispersed
themselves southward to the Cape of Good
Hope. It is remarkable, however, that the
Ostrich should not have migrated eastward
over the vast plains or steppes which extend
along the warmer temperate zone of Asia, or
have reached the southern tropical regions ;

it is in fact scarcely known in the Asiatic

continent, being restricted to the Arabian
Deserts, and being rare even in those parts
which are most contiguous to what we may
call its proper continent Africa.

If we next consider the locality of the Casso-

wary, we find great difficulty in conceiving
how such a bird could have migrated to the
islands of Java, the Moluccas, or New Guinea,
from the continent of Asia. The Cassowary
is not web-footed like the swimming birds;
for wings it has only a few short and strong
quills. How could it have overcome the
obstacles, which some hundreds of miles of
ocean would present to its passage from the
continent of Asia to those islands? and,
furthermore, how is it that no individuals
have remained in the warm tropical southern
border of Asia, where the vegetable suste-
nance of the Cassowary seems as abundantly
developed, as in the islands to which the

wingless bird is now exclusively confined ?

If the difficulty already be felt to be great
in regard to the insular position of the Casso-
wary, it is still greater when we come to
apply the hypothesis of dispersion from a
single centre to the Dodo of the island of

Mauritius, or the Solitaire of the island of

Bodriguez. How, again, could the Emeu have
overcome the natural obstacles to the migra-
tion of a wingless terrestrial bird from Asia
to Australia? and why should not the great
continent of Asia have offered in its fertile

plains a locality suited to its existence, if It

ever at any period had existed on that conti-
nent ? A bird of the nature of the Emeu was
hardly less likely to have escaped the notice of
naturalist travellers than the Ostrich itself ;

but, save in the Arabian Deserts, the Ostrich
has not been found in any part of Asia, and
no other species of wingless bird has ever been
met with on that continent : the evidence in

regard to such large and conspicuous birds is

conclusive as to that fact.

In order that the Rhea, or three-toed Os-

trich, should reach South America, by travel-

ling along that element on which alone it is

organised and adapted to make progress, it

must, on the hypothesis of dispersion from a
single Asiatic centre, have travelled northward
into the inhospitable wilds of Siberia : it must
have braved and overcome the severer regions
of the arctic zone : it must have maintained
its life, with strength adequate to the extra-

ordinary power of walking and running over
more than a thousand miles of land or frozen

ocean, utterly devoid of the vegetables that
now constitute its food, before it could gain
the northern division of America, to the
southern division of which it is at present,
and seems ever to have been, confined. The
migration in this case could not have been

gradual, and accomplished by successive gene-
rations. No individual of the large vegetable-
eating wingless bird, that now subsists in
South America, could have maintained its

existence, much less hatched its eggs, in arctic

latitudes, where the food of the species is

wholly absent. If we are still to apply the
current hypothesis to this problem in Natural
History, we must suppose that the pair or pairs
of the Rhea that started from the highest
temperate zone in Asia capable of sustaining
their life, must have also been the same indi-

viduals, which began to propagate their kind,
when they had reached the corresponding
temperate latitude of America. But no indi-
viduals of the Rhea have remained in the
prairies or in any part of North America ;

they are limited to the middle and southern
division of the South American continent.
And now, finally, consider the abode of the

little Apteryx at the Antipodes, in the com-
paratively small insulated patch of dry land
formed by New Zealand. Let us call to mind
its very restricted means of migration, the

wings reduced to the minutest rudiments, the
feet webless like the common fowl's, its power
of swimming as feeble. How could it ever
have traversed six hundred miles of sea, that

separate it from the nearest land intervening
between New Zealand and Asia ? How pass
from the southern extremity of that conti-
nent to the nearest island of the Indian Ar-

chipelago, and so from member to member of
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that group to Australia, and yet leave no
irace behind of such migration, by the arrest

of any descendants of the migratory genera-
tions in Asia itself, or in any island between
Asia and New Zealand ?

1153, Again, it is obvious that the

fish also in the rivers and fresh-water

lakes must almost all have died, as

soon as the salt-water of the sea broke

in, and rendered them brackish. And,
as the flood still increased, and the

waters of the sea began to lose their

salfness, the fish in the sea and the

shellfish on the shore must also have

perished.
So, too, a Flood, such as this must

have destroyed, not only all animal

life, but all vegetation also, from off

the face of the earth. Of the innumer-

able species of known plants, very few

could have survived submersion for a

whole year; the greater part of them

must have certainly perished.
Yet nothing is said in vii.21,23,

about the destruction of either fish or

plants: nor are we told of any new
creation to supply the loss of these.

1154. On the contrary, an olive leaf

is brought, plucked apparently fresh and

green from a tree which had been

eight or nine months under water,

viii. 1 1 . The diffic alty, that so long an

immersion in deep water would kill

the olive, had, no doubt, never occurred

to the writer, who may have observed

that trees survived ordinary partial

floods, and inferred that they would

just as well be able to sustain the

Flood, to which his imagination sub-

jected them. Of the enormous pres-

sure* that would be caused by such a

superincumbent mass of water, he was,

we may be sure, entirely ignorant.

And, supposing that vegetable tissues

may have power to adapt themselves

rapidly even to such a prodigious in-

crease of pressure, yet what would be

the state of an olive-tree, after having
been buried for months in water, some

* The pressure of a column of water 17,000

feet high, would be 474 tons upon each square

foot of surface. This, however, would be the

pressure of such a Flood, as that here de-

scribed, at the ordinary sea-level ; and olives

would grow far above this. Still, even at the

level of the snow-line of Ararat, the column of

water would be 3,000 feet high, and its pres-

Bure 8.j tons on every square foot of surface.
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thousands of feet deep, without its

natural supplies of air and light ?

1155. G.vi.19.
' Tuv out of all shalt thou bring into the

Ark, to keep alive with thee ; male and female

shall they be.'

But there are many kinds of

animals, which do not pair ;
but one

male consorts with many females, as in

a herd of buffaloes, or one female with

many males, as in a hive of bees.

Hence, while some of the animals in

the Ark would be in the natural state,

which was most proper for them, the

condition of others would be most

unnatural, if they were admitted two

by two into the Ark. As Nott writes,

Types of Mankind, p.7% :

Is it reasonable to suppose that the Almighty
would have created [or preserved in the Arkj
one pair of locusts, 'of bees, of wild pigeons
of herrings, of buffaloes, as the only starting-

point of these almost ubiquitous species?

The instincts and habits sf animals differ

widely. Some are solitary, except at certain

seasons ;
some go in pairs, others in herds or

shoals. The idea of a pair of bees, locusts

herrings, buffaloes, is as contrary to the

nature and habits of these creatures, as it is

repugnant to the nature of the oaks, pines,

birches, &c, to grow singly, and to form

forests in their isolation. In some species,

males in others, females predominate, and

in many it would be easy to show that, if the

present order of things were reversed, the

species could not be preserved, in the case of

bees, for example It is natural to

have one female for a whole hive, to whom
many males are devoted, besides a number of

drones.

1156. G.vi.21.

'And thou, take to thee out of all food

which is eaten, and thou shaK gather it unto

thee, and it shall be to thee and to them for

food.'

We have noticed already (923.iii)

that, in the Elohistic narrative, the

creatures are to
' come '

to Noah of

their own accord, impelled, we may
suppose, by a Divine impulse, or by a

foreboding sense of the great calamity

which was impending, and he has only

to 'bring them into the Ark,' vi.19 ;

whereas, in the Jehovistic, he is to

'take them to him,' vii.2, and this

seems to imply the writer's notion that

he was to go out and gather them.

But, however this may be, he is here

commanded to
' take to him '

food, for

himself and all the creatures. And this,

of course, implies that he or his must
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go out in person into all lauds, and

gather these supplies of food, and must
know also the different kinds of food

on which the different animals subsist.

1157. But what provision could he

have made for the carnivorous ani-

mals, for the lions, tigers, leopards,
and hyaenas, the eaglesy vultures, kites

and hawks, and that for more than

twelve months' consumption ? How
could he have supplied the otters with

their fish, the chameleons with their

flies, the woodpeckers with their grubs,
the night-hawks with their moths ?

How could the snipes and woodcocks,
that feed on worms and insects, in the

bottoms of sedgy brooks, or the hum-

ming-birds that suck the honey of the

flowers, have lived for a whole year in

the Ark ? And what would happen,
when they were all let out of the Ark,

and the predaceous animals turned, we
must suppose, to seek at once their

usual food? The loss of one single
animal out of a pair would have been

the destruction of a whole species.

1158. It is hardly necessary to esti-

mate the size of the Ark, so as to com-

pare it with that required for the

reception of so many thousands of

animals of all sizes, from the elephant
and hippopotamus down to the shrew-

mouse and the humming-bird, besides

half a million species of insects, and

innumerable snails, together with their

food for more than a year. Nor need we

stop to consider how Noah and his three

sons could have brought together the

materials for building this huge vessel,

Beven times as large as the Great Britain

steamship,* and have built it, either

with their own hands, or with the help
of hired labourers, remembering with

what expenditure of labour such a
' Great Eastern

' must have been con-

structed. Nor need we argue as to

the way in which, day by day, during
this whole year, supplies of food must
have been taken round, morning and

evening, by the eight human inmates,

to these tens of thousands of living

creatures, shut up (apparently) without

light or air, who must have needed

* Ark, 550 ft. x 93 ft. x 55 ft^ Great Britain,
289 ft. x 41 ft. x 33 ft.

also to be furnished daily with water
and fresh litter, their cribs being
cleansed, and impurities removed,

though how, and whither, they could

have been removed, are questions

equally perplexing.
1159. Yet, if this ancient story is still

to be put forward, and the people are to

be required by high authority to believe

that it is historically true, as if this-

were necessary to salvation, as if 'all

our hopes for eternity,'
'
all our nearest

and dearest consolations,' depended
upon our believing this, such ques-
tions as these must be asked, till the

fact is recognised that they cannot be
answered.

In the next chapter we shall consider

some of the arguments, with which the

defenders of the traditionary view en-

deavour to maintain their position.

CHAPTEE III.

THE FLOOD EXPLAINED BY TRADI-

TIONARY WRITERS.

1160. Bishop Wilkins, F.BJ3., dis-

poses of some of the scientific difficul-

ties which are raised by the Scripture

story of the Deluge, as follows,. Essay
towards a real Character and a philo-

sophical Language, p. 163-6 :

Tis agreed upon as most probable that the
tower story [e-f the Ark] was assigned to con-
tain all the species of beasts, the middle story
for their food, and the upper story in one part
of it for the birds and their food, and th
other part for Noah, his family and utensils.

. . . . As for the Morse, Seal, Turtle or
Sea Tortoise, Crocodile, &c., these are usually
described to be such kind of animals as can
abide in the water

;
and therefore I have not

taken them into the Ark; though,. if that were
necessary, there would be room enough for

them, as will shortly appear. The serpentine

kind, Snake, Viper, Slowworm, Lizard, Frog,
Toad, might have sufficient space for their

reception and for their nourishment in the
drain or sink of the Ark (!), which was pro-
bably three or four feet under the floor for

the standings of the beasts. As for those
lesser beasts, Eat, Mouse, Mole, as likewise
for the several species of Insects, there can be
no reason to question but that these may find

sufficient room in several parts of the Ark,
without having any particular stalls ap-
pointed for them.
The carnivorous animals upon a fair calcu-

lation are supposed equivalent, as to the bulk
of their bodies and their food, unto twenty-
seven Wolves : but, for greater certainty, let

them be supposed equal to thirty Waives ; and
let it be further supposed that six Wolves will
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every day devour a whole Sheep. According
to this computation, five Sheep must be al-

lotted to be devoured for food each day of the

year, which amounts in the whole to 1,825.

Upon these suppositions, there must be con-
venient room in the lower story of the Ark to

contain the fore-mentioned sorts of beasts,
which were to be preserved for the propaga-
tion of their kinds, besides 1,825 Sheep, which
were to be taken in as food for the rapacious
beasts. And, though there might seem no

just ground of exception, if these beasts

Bhould be stowed close together, as is now
usual in ships, when they are to be transported
for a long voyage, yet I shall not take any such

advantage, but afford them such fair stalls or

cabins, as may be abundantly sufficient for

them in any kind of posture, either standing,
or lying, or turning themselves, as likewise

to receive all the dung that should proceed from
themfor a whole year, [so as (we may suppose)
to save Noah and his family from the neces-

sity of cleansing daily the stalls. Alas ! for

the boa-constrictors and others of the ser-

pentine kind,
'

snakes, vipers, slowworms,
lizards, frogs, toads,' condemned to live in the
' drain or sink

'

containing the whole year's

drainage !]

1161. The learned Bishop then esti-

mates that 1 Beeve = 7 Sheep, and that

the total number of hay-eating animals
= 92 Beeves, 'but,' he says, 'to

prevent all kind of cavil,' say 100

Beeves = 700 Sheep, and those eating

'roots, fruits, and insects,
1 = 2\ Sheep.

The carnivorous animals are reckoned,

as we have seen,
'

for greater certainty,'

as = 30 "Wolves= 30 Sheep. Thus the

room required for all the animals pre-
served would be equivalent to 751

Sheep, while more than twice as much
room would be required for the 1,825

Sheep alone, to be taken in merely as

food for the carnivorous animals. And
the food for these Sheep again would

require nearly twice as much room as

the food of the herbivorous animals ;

or rather, as the Bishop observes, only
half this extra quantity of food would be

required, as Noah and his sons would be

butchering five Sheep daily, cutting

them up, and distributing the pieces

to the representatives of the 'thirty

Wolves.'

1162. He has forgotten, however, to

provide 'insects' for the swallows

and ant-eaters. And Hugh Miller,
Test, of the Bocks, jp.326, reckons that

there were 1,658 known species of mam-

malia, 6,266 of birds, 642 of reptiles,

and 550,000 of insects, which num-

bers, of course, are being daily

increased with the advance of geo-

graphical science. But then, quite in

the spirit of Dean Graves, and other

'reconcilers,' ancient and modern,

Bishop Wilkins concludes with the

usual stereotyped form of assertion,

^.168:
From what hath been said it may appear

that the measure and capacity of the Ark, which
some atheistical, irreligious, men make use of,
as an argument against [the historical credi-

bility of portions of] the Scriptures, ought
rather to be esteemed a most rational confirma-
tion of the truth and divine authority of it.

1163. These, again, are Willet's

views, Hex. in Gen. p. 80.

(i) There were neither four rooms, or re-

gions, in the Ark, as Josephxjs supposeth ;

(ii) Nor yet five, as Origen thinketh, the
first for the dung of the cattle, the second for

their food, the third for the cruel and savaga
beasts, the fourth for the tame and gentle,
the fifth for man ;

(iii) Neither were there, beside the three

regions in the Ark, certain cabins without, in
the side of the Ark, for the beasts called am-
phibia, that live both in the waters and upon
the earth, as the crocodile, sea-calf, and such

like, as Hugo thinketh; for all the beasts

came into the Ark, which were preserved ;

(iv) Neither, beside the three partitions in
the Ark was there a bottom beside to receive

the filth of the Ark, as Pererius ; for convey-
ances might be made otherwise in the side of

the Ark for that use, and it would have been
a great annoyance to have kept the dung of

the cattle one whole year in the Ark.
All these opinions are repugnant to the text,

which presented but three ranks, the lower,
second, and third.

1164. As to the use of these cham-

bers, Willet writes :

(i) Some make the lowest for the dung, the
next for the food, the third for the cattle ;

(ii) Some, the first for the beasts, the second

room for their food, which might be put down
into their cabins with ease ;

(iii) Some will not have the cruel and tame
beasts together, but make two several regions
for them ;

(iv) Some do place men and beasts together
in the upper and third room, dividing it into

three parts, having both the ends for the

beasts, the middle for the men ;

(v) Some do place the beasts together in the

lowest, which they make also the drain of tne

ship, their food in the middle, and men to-

gether with the fowls in the uppermost ;

(vi) It is most likely that the food and

provender was in the lowest room, and the

beasts in the middle, because of the fresh and
more open air, as also for the better conveying
of their dung by the sides of the Ark into the

water. . . . Otherwise, if the cattle were
in the lowest room, we must be forced, con-

trary to the text, to make a fourth place in

the bottom, to be as the sink and drain of the

Ark. . . . Neither was the door five cubits

from the bottom, as Pererius : but it was
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placed lowest of all, for the more easy en-

trance of the beasts, which, being entered,

might ascend by stairs and other passages to

their cabins.

1165. If it be said that the opinions
advanced by Willet, a.d.1605, and

Bishop Welkins, F.R.S., a.d.1668, are

now somewhat antiquated, yet the same

views the same in substance, though

varying in details have been main-

tained within the last few years, and

are still maintained, by dignified

clergy of the Church of England, as

e.g. by the Rev. Sir G. Macgregob,
Bart.,

' Rector of Swallow, and Rural

Dean, in his Notes on Gene is, designed

'principally for the Use of Students in

Divinity, 1853, who writes thus, p. 155 :

From this itfolloics that tic genus, at least,

if not no species, was lost in the Flood. There-

fore those fossil land animals of extinct species,
which we discover in the strata, must have
existed anterior to the Adamic economy ; and,

therefore, the strata which contain them must
have done so likewise God has

often made the beasts subservient to man's

purposes. At Creation, they came to Adam to

exercise his powers of language. Here they
came to Noah, to be included in the Ark. . .

This was as much a miracle as any of the

foregoing, when the animals all came to Noah,
two of every sort, for preservation. It does

not seem likely that this included animal food,
for animal food would not keep well in the

Ark. Nor is it implied that more than two
animals of a kind were in the Ark ; there-

fore it was probably farinaceous or vegetable
food. If so, this would agree with the no-

tion that the carnivorous animals were ori-

ginally created herbivorous, and were, in fact,

Omnivorous.

1166. The 'Rural Dean,' it will be

seen, purposes to relieve his ' Students

in Divinity,' that is, the clergy of the

next generation, from the difficulty

of taking account of the '

thirty

Wolves,' for whom Bishop Wilkins

provides so carefully. Others, again,

dispose of the whole question in another

and much more summary way : e.g.

the Ecclesiastic can still, in this age,
ask seriously
What difficulty can there be in accepting the

hypothesis, which seems so likely, that these

animals were further kept during their sojourn
in the Ark in a state of torpor ?

though in G.vi.21 Noah is commanded
to ' take unto him of all food that is

eaten,' for the beasts, as well as for

himself, and though, on that hypothesis,
the building of the Ark at all would

have been unnecessary. It is clear

that the writers describe it as built,

in order to keep the animals alive by
natural means. If we are to introduce

miracle for their preservation at all,

why not let each animal go to sleep
where the Flood found it, and be pre-
served in a state of torpor under the

water ? The omnipotence of the

imagination is as competent to the one

task as to the other.

1167. Some, again, have suggested,
that it may have sufficed that only a

very few primary types of animals

should be preserved in the Ark, from
which the numerous existing species
have all been developed, so that, for

instance, from one single pair of

wolves, preserved from the Flood, may
have been derived all the different

varieties of the canine tribe, dogs,

wolves, hyaenas, foxes, jackals, &c.

But, without disputing the possibility
of such development, yet, at all events,

a great length of time would have been

required for it. Whereas on the most

ancient monuments of Egypt, of older

date than the time of Abraham, we
find depicted the wolf, hyaena, jackal,

greyhound, bloodhound, turnspit, com-
mon dog, of 4,000 years ago, just

exactly the same animals as now. See

fig. 236-250, in Types of Mankind.
1168. Willet writes on this point

as follows, Hexap. in Gen. p.87 :

Neither came there of every kind of living

thing, for these are excepted:

(i) All that liveth in the water, either

wholly, or partly in the water, partly in the

land ; for such creatures only came which
moved upon the earth ;

(ii) Such creatures as come by corruption,
not by generation (!), as flies, of the water,

worms, of dung, bees, of bullock's flesh, hor-

nets, of horse-flesh, the scorpion, of the crab

or crevice [?
'

cray fish,' or else icrevisse,' crab,']

moths, of putrefied herbs, and certain small

worms, of the corruption of wood and corn ;

for those creatures only entered, which in-

crease by generation ;

(iii) Such creatures are excepted, which
are of a mixed kind, . . as the mule.

1169. It may be well to quote here

the words of the late Hugh Milleb,

Testimony of the Rocks, p.335-339,

who, however, while himself proving
the impossibility of a general Flood,

attempts, it will be seen, to show that

Noah's Flood was not universal, but

partial, a point which we shall con

sider presently.
c c
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The Deluge was an event of the existing

creation. Had it been universal, it would
either have broken up all the diverse centres

[of existing creation], and substituted one

great general centre instead, that in which
the Ark rested

; or else, at an enormous ex-

pense of miracle, all the animals, preserved
by natural means by Noah, would have had
to be returned by supernatural means to the

regions, whence by means equally super-
natural they had been brought. The sloths

and armadilloes, little fitted by nature for

long journeys, would have required to be
ferried across the Atlantic [after the Flood]
to the regions [of South America, from
whence also they had been brought before the

Flood], the kangaroo and wombat, to the
insulated continent [of Australia], and the

birds of New Zealand, including its heavy-
flying quails and its wingless wood-hen, to

the remote islands of the Pacific.

Nor will it avail aught to urge, with cer-

tain assertors of a universal deluge, that

during the cataclysm, sea and land changed
their places, and that what is now land had
formed the bottom of the antediluvian ocean,

and, vice versd, what is now sea had been the
land on which the first human inhabitants
of the earth increased and multiplied. No
geologist, who knows how very various the

ages of the several table-lands and mountain-
cuains in reality are, coidd acquiesce in such
an hypothesis. Our own Scottish shores,
if to the term of the existing we add that of

the ancient coast-line, must have formed
the limits of the land, from a time vastly
more remote than the age of the Deluge.
But even supposing, for the argument's

sake, the hypothesis recognised as admissible,

what, in the circumstances of the case, would
be gained by the admission ? A continuous
tract of land would have stretched, when
all the oceans were continents and all the

continents oceans, between the South Ame-
rican and Asiatic coasts. And it is just pos-
sible that, during the hundred and twenty
years (?), in which the Ark was in building,
a pair of sloths might have crept by inches
across this continuous tract to where the great
vessel stood. But after the Flood had sub-

Bided, and the change in sea and land had
taken place, there would remain for them no

longer a roadway ; and so, though their

journey outward might, in all save the im-

pulse which led to it, have been altogether a
natural one, their voyage homewards could
not be other than miraculous. . . Even sup-

posing it possible that animals, such as the
red deer and the native ox, might have swam
across the Straits of Dover or the Irish

Channel, to graze anew over deposits, in

^vhich the bones and horns of their remote
ancestors had been entombed long ages before,
the feat would have been surely far beyond
the power of such feeble natives of the soil, as

the mole, the hedge-hog, the shrew, the dor-

mouse, and the field-vole.

Dr. Pye Smith, in dealing with this subject,
has emphatically said, that,

'
all land animals

having their geographical regions, to which
their constitutional natures are congenial,
many of them being unable to live in any other

situation, we cannot represent to ourselves

the idea of their being brought into one small

spot from the polar regions, the torrid zone,
and all other climates of Asia, Africa, Europe,
and America, Australia, and the thousands
of islands, their preservation and provision,
and the final disposal of them, without
bringing up the idea of miracles more stu-

pendous than any that are recorded in Scrip-
ture.'

' The great, decisive miracle of Chris-

tianity,' he adds,
' the resurrection of the

Lord Jesus, sinks down before it.'

And let us remember that the preservation
and re-distribution of the land animals would
demand but a portion of the amount of

miracle, absolutely necessary for the pre-

servation, in the circumstances, of the entire
fauna of the globe. The fresh-water fishes,

molluscs, Crustacea, and zoophytes, could be

kept alive in a universal deluge only by mira-
culous means. It has been urged that, though
the living individuals were to perish, their

span:n might be preserved by natural means.
It must be remembered, however, that, even
in the case of some fishes whose proper habitat
is the sea, such as the salmon, it is essential

for the maintenance of the species that the

spawn should be deposited in fresh water, nay,
in running fresh water

;
for in still water,

however pure, the eggs in a few weeks addle
and die. The eggs of the common trout also

require to be deposited in running fresh water ;

while other fresh-water fishes, such as the
tench and carp, are reared most successfully
in still, reedy, ponds. The fresh-water fishes

spawn, too, at very different seasons, and the

young remain for very different periods in the

egg. The perch and grayling spawn in the
end of April or the beginning of May, the
tench and roach about the middle of June,
the common trout and powan in October and
November. And, while some fishes, such as
the salmon, remain from ninety to a hundred

days in the egg, others, such as the trout, are

extruded in five weeks. Without special

miracle, the spawn of all the fresh-water
fishes could not be in existence, as such, at one
and the same time ; without special miracle,
it could not maintain its vitality in a uni-
versal deluge ; and without special miracle,
even did it maintain its vitality, it could not
remain in the egg-state throughout an entire

twelvemonth, but would be developed into

fishes, of the several species to winch it

1 iclcinged, at very different periods. Farther,
In a universal deluge, without special miracle,
vast numbers of even the salt-water animals
could not fail to be extirpated.
Nor would the vegetable kingdom fare

greatly better than the animal one. Of the
one hundred thousand species of known
plants, few indeed would survive submersion
for a twelvemonth ; nor would the seeds of

most of the others fare better than the plants
themselves. There are certain hardy seeds,
that in favourable circumstances maintain
their vitality for ages : and there are others,

strongly encased in water-tight shells or skins,
that have floated across oceans to germinate
in distant islands. But such, as every florist

knows, is not the general character of seeds ;

and, not until after many unsuccessful at-

tempts, and many expedientshad been resorted

to, have the more delicate kinds been brought
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nnmjurei!!, even on shipboard, from distant

countries to our own. It is not too much to

hold that, without special miracle, at least

three-fourths of the terrestrial vegetation of

the globe would have perished in a universal

deluge, that covered over the dry land for a

year. Assuredly, the various vegetable centres

or regions, estimated by Schouw at twenty-

five, bear witness to no such catastrophe.

Still distinct and unbroken, as of old, either

no effacing flood has passed over them, or they
were shielded from its effects at an expense
of miracle many times more considerable

than that, at which the Jews were brought
out of Egypt and preserved amid the nations,

or Christianity itself was ultimately estab-

lished.

CHAPTER IV.

GEN.VII.1-VIII.22.

1170. G.vii.4,12,17,viii.6.

The Jehovist here introduces the

number '

forty,' which occurs so fre-

quently in the subsequent history.

Thus Isaac and Esau were each, forty

years old when they married, G.xxv.20,

xxvi.34. Forty days were fulfilled for

the embalming of Jacob, G.1.3. Moses

was in the mount forty days andforty

nights on each occasion, E.xxiv.18,

xxxiv.28. The spies were forty days
in searching the land of Canaan,

N.xiii.25 : the people wandered forty

years in the wilderness, N.xxxii. 13. So

the land ' had rest
'

forty years on

three occasions, Ju.iii.ll,v.31,viii.2S,

and was ' delivered into the hand of

the Philistines' forty years, Ju.xiii.l.

Eli judged Israel forty years, lS.iv.18 :

Goliath presented himself forty days,

lS.xvii.16 : David and his son Solomon

reigned each/or^ years, lK.ii.ll,xi.42:

Elijah
' went in the strength of that

meat forty days and forty nights,' &c,
&c. From these instances, it is plain

that the number was used in a loose,

indefinite, sense, to express a large

number ; just as we find, among other

oriental nations, the forty sources of

Seaman der, and the forty pillars of

Persepolis.
1171. G.vii.19,20.

'And the waters were very, very, mignty
npon the earth ;

and all the high mountains,
tnat were under all the heavens, were covered.

Fifteen cubits upwards the waters were

mighty, and the mountains were covered.'

Here the waters are said to have

covered the Earth to the height of (15
cubits = ) 27 feet above the tops of the

highest mountains, where, however,
the density of the air, and, consequently,
the temperature, would have been much
the same as on the present surface of

the earth, while the Flood lasted,

since the effect of a tmiversal rise

of the waters would be to push out the

air to a corresponding distance from

the Earth's centre.

1172. But, when the waters had re-

tired from the Earth, i.e. for at least

two months, according to the story,

the air would scarcely have supported

respiration, and all living creatures in

the Ark must have been frozen to

death. For the story evidently sup-

poses that the Ark rested on the highest

mountain-summit; since it says that

it 'rested on the seventeenth day of

the seventh month,' viii.4, and the

mountain tops were not seen till
' the

first day of the tenth month,' viii.5, i.e.

not till 73 or 74 days later. Now the

highest summit of Ararat is 17,000

feet high, more than 1,000 feet higher
than Mont Blanc (1/5,668 feet), and

3,000 feet above the region of per-

petual snow, above which, according
to the story, they must have lived,

from 'the seventeenth day of the

seventh month '

to the '

twenty-seventh

day of the second month,' viii.14, on

which day they came out of the Ark
that is, for more than seven months.

1173. Delitzsch describes Mount
Ararat as follows, ^.267:
Mount Ararat raises itself in two high

summits above the plain of the Araxes, Great
Ararat to 16,000 feet, and Little Ararat about

4,000 feet lower. Great Ararat forms a pretty-

regular cone : its snow-field descends 3,000

feel from its summit, and itsdark base, 10,000

feet high, forms a majestic pyramid, visible

far off with its snowy crown. The eastern

declivity is connected by a narrow ridge, like

a neck, with the little Ararat, which shows a
clear conical form. F. Paiirot, who, as head

of a scientific expedition, set on foot by the

Petersburg Academy of Science, first made
the ascent of Great Ararat, Sept.26-8, 1829,
found a slightly-curved, almost circular, sur-

face of 200 feet in circumference, which at

the edge went down sheer on every side,

covered with eternal ice, interrupted by not a

single block of stone, from which a wide

panorama offered itself to the astonished

gaze. On one of the summits of this moun-
tain was Noah's landing-place, the starting-

place of new humanity, spreading itself over

the whole earth. [Parrot 'describes a

secondary summit, about 400 yards distant

from the highest point, and on. the gentle

cc2
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depression, which connects the two eminences,
lie surmises that the Ark rested.' Smith's
Diet, of the Bible, i.p.100.] There is no point of

the old continent, which lies inland, and yet
bo truly island-like, surrounded by mighty
waters. It is as if from these heights the
water must run down on all sides. And there

is no point of the old continent, which would
have a position in so many respects central,
in the middle of the great African and
Asiatic desert-track, in the middle of the

greatest line of breadth of the Caucasian

race, in the middle of the longest old lines of

land, between the Cape of Good Hope and

Behring's Straits, equally distant from the
south point of Farther India and the north-
west Spitzbergen Islands. This insular and
central position of Mount Ararat, next to the

peaks of Himalaya, the highest summit of the

Old World, serves as a surprising confirmation

of the historical truth of the Biblical record (!).

1174. But, further, the depth of water

needed for a literal compliance with

the story is two miles greater than the

height of Ararat, and this would require,

according to Dr. Pye Smith's esti-

mate, about eight times as much water

as is contained in all the seas and
oceans of the Earth. Therefore, if all

the water on the Earth were evapo-
rated, and poured down as rain, the

fact of the Deluge, as stated in the

book of Genesis, would require a

miraculous creation of this vast amount
of water, and a miraculous removal of
it by natural processes, viii.l 3, of

which the Bible gives not the least

intimation.

1175. Dr. Pye Smith's words are

these, Geology and Scripture, ^>.140 :

The mass of water necessary to cover the

whole globe to the depth supposed, would be

in thickness about five miles above the pre-
vious sea-level. This quantity of water might
be fairly calculated as amounting to eight
times that of the seas and oceans of the globe,
in addition to the quantity already existing.
The questions then arise, Whence was this

water derived ? And how was it disposed of,

after its purpose was answered ? These ques-
tions may, indeed, be met by saying that the

water was created for the purpose, and then
annihilated. That Omnipotence could effect

such a work none can doubt. But we are not
at liberty thus to invent miracles

;
and the

narrative in the Book of Genesis plainly as-

signs two natural causes for the production
of the diluvial water, the incessant rain of

nearly six weeks, called in the Hebrew
phrase, the '

opening of all the windows of

heaven,' i. e. of the sky, and the '

breaking
Tip of all the fountains of the great deep.' By
the latter phrase some have understood that
there are immense reservoirs of water in the

interior of the earth, or that even the whole
of that interior, down to the centre, is a cavity
filled with water, a notion which was excusable

in the defective state of knowledge a century
ago, but which, from the amplest evidence,
we now know to be an impossibility. The
use of this expression, in other parts of Scrip-
ture, sufficiently proves that it denotes the

general collection of oceanic waters. It is

scarcely needful to say that all the rain, which
ever descends, has been previously raised by
evaporation from the land and water that
form the surface of the earth. The capacity
of the atmosphere to absorb and sustain water
is limited. Long before it reaches the point
of saturation, change of temperature and elec-

trical agency must produce copious descents
of rain : from all the surface below, evapora-
tion is still going on

; and, were we to imagine
the air to be first saturated to the utmost
extent of its capacity, and then to discharge
the whole quantity at once upon the Earth,
that whole quantity would bear a very incon-
siderable proportion to the entire surface of
the globe, A few [about five] inches of depth
would be its utmost extent. It is, indeed, the
fact that, upon a small area of the Earth's

surface, yet the most extensive that conies
within experience or natural possibility, heavy
and continued rain for a few days often pro-
duces effects fearfully destructive, by swelling
the streams and rivers of that district. But
the laics of Nature as to evaporation, and. the

capacity of atmospheric air to hold water in

solution, render such a state of things over the

whole globe not merely improbable, but absolutely

impossible.

Dr. Smith, therefore, endeavours to

maintain the notion of a partial

Deluge, which, as we shall presently

see, the Scripture itself, as well as

scientific considerations, will certainly
not allow.

1176. However, geological facts are

decisive againstthe possibility of an uni-

versal Deluge having ever taken place
within recent ages ofthe world's history,

that is, within a period long antece-

dent to the time of the Creation, as

narrated in the Book of Genesis. Not

only are there no indications of such

an event, though if
' the fountains of

the great deep
'

were ' broken up,' and
the ' windows of heaven opened,' and
the waters covered the Earth for a

whole year, we should expect to find

numerous and distinct traces of such

a stupendous occurrence in former

days ;
but the researches of Geology

absolutely deny and disprove the fact

of such an event having ever taken place.

1177. On this point Kalisch writes,

Gen.p.208.

In the centre of France, in the provinces of

Auvergne and Languedoc. are still the re-

mains of several hundred volcanic hills and

mountains. The craters, some of which are
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higher than that of Vesuvius, ejected immense
masses of lava to the heights of fifty, one

hundred, and many more feet, and spreading
over many miles of area. Distant periods sepa-
rated the different eruptions. Distinct mine-
ral formations, and an abundance of petrified

vegetable and animal life, bespeak an epoch
far anterior to the present condition of our

planet. And yet, since these volcanoes ceased
to flow, rivers have worked their way through
that vast depth of lava ; they have penetrated
through basalt rocks one hundred and fifty

feet in height, and have even considerably
entered into the granite rocks beneath. The
time required for such operations is immeasur-

ably slow. Centuries are required to mark
the least perceptible progress. The whole

period, which was necessary for the rivers to

overcome that hard and compact mass, is

large almost beyond the conception of man ;

all our measures of chronology are insuf-

ficient ;
and the mind stands amazed at the

notion of eternal time. That extraordinary
region contains rocks, consisting of laminated
formations of siliceous deposits ; one of the

rocks is sixty feet in thickness
;
and a moderate

calculation shows, that at least 18,000 years
were required to produce that single pile. All

these formations, therefore, are far more re-

mote than the date of the Noachian flood
; they

show not the slightest trace of having been affected

or disturbed by any general deluge; their pro-

gress has been slow, but uninterrupted ; even
the pumice-stone, and other loose and light

substances, with which many of those hills and
the cones of the volcanic craters are covered,
and which would have been washed away by
the action of a flood, have remained entirely
untouched.

1178. Hugh Miller says, Testimony
of the Bocks, ^.341,342 :

The cones of volcanic craters are formed of

loose incoherent scoria? and ashes ; and when
exposed, as in the case of submarine volcanoes,
such as Graham's Island and the island of

Sabrina, to the denuding force of waves and

currents, they have in a few weeks, or at

most a few months, been washed completely
away. And yet, in various parts of the world,
such as Auvergne in Central France, and

along the flanks of .33tna, there are cones of

long extinct or long slumbering volcanoes,
which, though of at least triple the antiquity
of the Noachian Deluge, and though composed
of the ordinary incoherent materials, exhibit

no marks of denudation. According to the
calculations of Sir Charles Lyell, no devastat-

ing flood could have passed over the forest

zone of ^3Etnaduring the last twelve thousand

years, for such is the antiquity which he

assigns to its older lateral cones, that retain in

integrity their, original shape ;
and the vol-

canic cones of Auvergne, which enclose in

their ashes the remains of extinct animals,
and present an outline as perfect as those of

iEtna, are deemed older still. Graham Island

arose out of the sea early in July, 1831 ; in
the beginning of the following August it

had attained to a circumference of three

miles, and to a height of two hundred feet ;

and yet in less than three months from that

time the waves had washed its immense mass

down to the sea-level ; and in a few weeks
more it existed but as a dangerous shoal. And
such, inevitably, would have been the fate of
the equally incoherent cone-like craters of
JEtna and Auvergne. during the seven and a
half months, that intervened between the

breaking up of the fountains of the great
deep and the re-appearance of the mountain-
tops, had they been included within the area
of the Deluge.

1179. Further, Mr. Scrope says in his

Volcanoes of Central France :

This amount of excavation can be attributed

only to the river, which still flows there ;

because the undisturbed and perfect state of
the cone of loose scoria? demonstrates that no
denuding wave, deluge or extraordinary body
of water has passed over this spot since the
eruption, (p.97.)
The undisturbed condition of the volcanic

cones, consisting of loose scoria? and ashes,
which actually let the foot sink ankle-deep in

them, forbids the possibility of supposing any
great wave or debacle to have passed over the

country since the production of those cones.

(p.206.)
It is impossible to doubt that the present

valleys of the Loire, and all its tributary
streams within the basin of Le Duy, have been
hollowed out since the flowing of lava-

currents, whose corresponding sections now
fringe the opposite margins of these channels
with columnar ranges of basalt, and which
constitute the intervening plains. Tet these
lavas are undeniably of contemporary origin
with the cones of loose scoria? which rise here
and there from the surface, and which would
necessarily have been hurried away by any
general and violent rush of waters over this

tract of country. It is, indeed, obviously
impossible that any such flood should have
occurred. The time that must be allowed for

the production of effects of this magnitude,
by causes evidently so slow in their operation,
is indeed immense. . . . The periods
which to our narrow apprehension, and com-
pared with our ephemeral existence, appear
of incalculable duration, are in all proba-
bility but trifles in the calendar of nature.

(p.207.)

1180. Lastly, Sir C. Lyell writes,

Ant. of Man, p.192 :

We behold in many a valley of Auvergne,
within 50 feet of the present river channel, a
volcanic cone of loose ashes, with a crater at

its summit, from which powerful currents
of basaltic lava have poured, usurping the
ancient bed of the torrent. By the action of

the stream in the course of ages, vast masses of
the hard, columnar basalt have been removed,
pillar after pillar, and much vesicular lava,
as in the case, for example, of the Puy Rouge,
near the Chalucet, and of the Puy de Tartaret,
near Neckers. The rivers have even in some
cases, as the Sioule, near Chalucet, not only
cut through the basalt, which dispossessed
them of their ancient channels, but have

actually eaten 50 feet into the subjacent
gneiss ; yet the cone, an incoherent heap of

scoria? and spongy ejectmenta, stands unmo-
lested. Had the waters once risen, even for
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day, so high as to reach the level of the base

of one of these cones, had there been a single

flood 50 or 60 feet in height since the last

eruption occurred, a great part of these

volcanoes must inevitably have been swept

away.
CHAPTER V.

"WAS noah's flood a partial deluge ?

1181. Theee are some, however,

and as we have seen, Hugh Milleb

among them, who endeavour to make
it appear that the Flood in Noah's

time was not universal, but partial.

Not, however, that the difficulties al-

ready noticed, besides others yet to be

named, will really be removed by this

supposition. For it is just as incon-

ceivable that the worms, and snails,

and grasshoppers, should have crawled

into the Ark, from different parts of

some large basin in Western Asia

(as Hugh Mtllee imagines), as

that they should have done so from

different parts of the world. One
small brook alone would have been a

barrier to their further progress. Nor
could Noah have provided for the wild

carnivorous animals of those parts,

which included the lion and leopard,
the eagle and vulture. Besides, in

such a case, what need would there

have been to crowd the Ark with ' the

fowls of the air by sevens
'

? G.vii.3,

since birds, surely, might have made
their escape easily beyond the boun-

daries of the inundation.

1182. And so writes Archd. Peatt,

Scripture and Science, p.bb :

The words of Scripture, were there no facts

[of Science], like those I have mentioned, to

modify our interpretation, would by most

[? all] persons, be understood as describing an
universal flood of waters over the whole ex-

tent of the globe. There would be no cause

for questioning this and therefore no grounds of
doubt. [The words of Scripture, consequently,
would be taken in their plain, obvious, mean-

ing, as any simple-minded reader would under-

stand them.] But, when the new facts become
known, as they are at present, then [the
words of Scripture must be twisted to meet
them, or, as Archd. Pratt puts it,] the

question is started,
' Does the Scripture

language present any insuperable obstacle to

this more limited interpretation ?
' That it

does not, may be inferred from the fact that
two of our celebrated commentators on Scrip-
ture, Bishop Stiluxufleet and Matthew
Pool, both in the 17th century, long before

the discoveries of natural science required it,

advocated this view (1). [Modern science has

proved, by pointing to the hills of Auvergne,

that there certainly never was an nniversaS

deluge. But Sttllestgfleet and Pool, doubt-

less, felt some of the other insurmountable
difficulties of the case as strongly as we do,
and were tempted to ' twist

'

the Scripture

accordingly, to suit thefacts which
'

required
*

it.]

And as to the birds, Archd. Peatt

writes, p.55 :

A better acquaintance with the habits of

many of the non-migratory birds will con-

vince an objector, that even in a local deluge,
of the extentwhich we suppose the Delugemay
have attained, many species would have become
extinct but for their preservation in the Ark,
as the surrounding regions could not have

supplied them. [But why, on this account,
should all the birds, &c, within this limited

district have been preserved in the Ark, since

most of them existed also beyond its boun-

dary ?]

1183. But, surely, plainer words could

hardly be used than the Scripture

employs to show that the Deluge was
universal :

vi.7, 'Jehovah said, I will destroy man,
whom I have created, from the face of the

Earth, both man and beast, and the creeping

thing, and the fowls of the air.'

vi.17,
' Behold I, even I, do bring a Flood

of waters upon the Earth, to destroy all flesh,

wherein is the breath of life, from under heaven,
and everything, that is in the Earth, shall die.'

vi.19,
'

Of every living thing of all flesh,' &c
vii.4,

'

Every living substance, that I have

made, will I destroy from off the face of the

Earth.'

vii.15,
' Two and two, of allflesh wherein i>

the breath of life.'

vii.19,
' All the high hills that were under the

whole heaven, were covered.'

vii.21-23,
' And all flesh died that moved

upon the earth, . . . all, in whose nostrils was
the breath of life, of all that was in the dry land,
died. And every living substance teas destroyed,
which was upon the face of the ground, both
man and cattle, and the creeping things and
the fowl of the heaven. And Noah only re-

mained alive, and they that were with him
in the Ark.'

See also viii.21,ix.ll,15.

1184. Archd. Pratt, indeed, refers to

D.ii.25, as a proof that the expression
' under the whole heaven

'

may mean
not the whole globe,

' but only Pales-

tine and the countries in its immediate

neighbourhood.' But, first, this is not

the only expression, which is employed
here to denote the universality of the

catastrophe ; and secondly, in the very

passage quoted, the expression is

plainly used to express all nations on

the face of the whole earth :

' This day will I begin to put the dread of

thee and the fear of thee upon the nations

that are under the whole heaven, who shall
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hear report of thee, and shall tremble, and

be in anguish because of thee.'

1185. It appears, then, to be impossi-

ble to doubt, if only the expressions of

the Bible are to be regarded, and nut

the incredibility, which in that case

will attach to the story, as is freely

confessed by such a well-informed geo-

logist as Hugh Miller, (1169.)

that the Scripture speaks distinctly

of an universal, and not a partial,

Deluge.
1186. However, let us suppose that

the Deluge was partial, and that, in-

stead of the eight thousand species of

beasts and birds (1162), leaving out

of consideration the reptiles, insects,

&c only eight hundred nay, only

eighty needed to be received into the

Ark, and that, of these, twenty were

species of clean animals, and sixty of

unclean. Then the whole number of

animals taken into the Ark would have

been 20 x 24 + 60 x 2 = 400. And now
let any person of common-sense picture

to himself what would be the condition

of a menagerie, consisting of four hun-

dred animals, of all kinds, confined in

a narrow space, under these circum-

stances for more than twelve months !

1187. We must first suppose, of

course, that Noah and his wife and chil-

dren were occupied every day, and all

day long, incessantly, in taking to these

400 creatures, two or three times a day,

their necessary supplies of dry food

and water, bringing fresh litter, and

clearing away the old. But, shut up

together closely in this way, with

scarcely any light and air, is it not

plain that, in a very short time, every

part of the ship would have been full

of filth, corrupting matter, fever, and

pestilence ?

1188. 'But the ship may have been

kept clean, and the air pure, and the

animals healthy, though shut up with-

out light and air, by a miracle.' Yes,

certainly : by multiplying miracles ad

infinitum, of which the Bible gives not

the slightestintimation, which, rather,

the whole tenor of the story as plainly

as possible excludes, if this is thought
to be a reverent mode of dealing with

Scripture, or at all more reverent than

a course of critickm of the kind which

a partial deluge ? 379

I am now pursuing, while thus en-

deavouring to set the plain facts of the

case, in a clear, strong, light, before

the eyes of the reader. I feel it to be

my duty to do this, to the best of my
power ;

nor ought I to be deterred by

being told that I am treating the Bible

with unwarrantable freedom, that I am

using a '

vulgar
' and 'coarse

' kind of

criticism, and delighting
'

like a success-

ful fiend' in dwelling upon the details

of the sacred narrative.

1189. It is absolutely necessary that

thoughtful persons should be called to

look at these things from a practical

every-day point of view, that they
should be induced to think for them-

selves about the details involved in

the Scripture statements, and see for

themselves that the notion of such a

'Flood' as that described in these

chapters of Genesis, whether it be re-

garded as a universal or a partial

Deluge, is equally incredible and im-

possible. If this be so, then it will

also follow plainly, that, by believing

ourselves, or teaching others to believe,

in this account of ' Noah's Flood,' as a

statement of real historical matter-of-

fact, merely because the Bible records

it as such, we shall be sinning against

God and the Truth, and simply making
an idol of the Bible.

1190. But, indeed, the waters of a

Deluge, that could cover
' the high hills,

that were under the whole heaven,'

and the ' mountains
'

in Armenia, must

have found their level on the surface

of the whole Earth, such a partial

Deluge must have become universal,

unless the Law of Gravitation was

suspended, by another stupendous mi-

racle, for the space of twelve months.

1191. Delitzsch observes on this

point, as follows, ^>.260 :

The absolute generality of the Flood, if it

was to be expressed at all, could not be ex-

pressed more clearly. It seems as if we must

imagine the Flood to have covered the highest

peaks of the Himalayas and Cordilleras, reach-

ing to a height of 26,843 ft. [28,178ft.] But
v.20 makes that impossible :

' Fifteen cubits

upward the waters were mighty, and the

mountains were covered.' That can only be

a concise datum from a particular stand-point ;

and this stand-point is in that case the Great

Ararat, by far the highest mountain-summit
of the neighbourhood, upon which the Ark

grounded immediately after the highest state
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of the waters. The Ark went 15 cubits deep:
and so, at the moment when it grounded, the
water also reached the height of 15 cubits

over the top of Ararat. If this be so, then
the statement in v.19, that '

all the high hills

that were under the whole heaven ' were
covered by the waters, must not be under-
stood literally in the sense of universal.

Ebrard contests the possibility of this, not

only exegetically, but as a matter of fact.
4 A partial flood,' he says,

' which reaches 15

cubits over the tops of even moderately high
mountains, is a nonentity, an impossibility.
A partial Flood is only conceivable in a basin,
enclosed by mountains, and, even here, only
then, when it does not reach the ridges of the

enclosing mountains.' But this objection is

not well-considered. It proceeds from the
false supposition that the water could not
form an irregular surface, that it could not

assume a conical formQ.). But this is only
true of standing water, which receives no sup-

ply. If, in the region about the Ararat, the

supply from beneath was greatest in intensity,
the Flood might go far above Ararat, without
at the same time covering far distant moun-
tains, even low ones.

Delitzsch, however, has not observed

that the peak of his
' conical

' moun-
tain of water, rising 3,000 feet above

the line of perpetual snow (1172),would
have been converted into ice.

CHAPTER VI.

STORIES OF THE FLOOD AMONG OTHEE
NATIONS.

1192. Many heathen nations have
traditions concerning either an univer-

versal or a partial Deluge. These are

given at length by Kalisch, Gen.p.
202-204. That, with which the He-
brew agrees most closely, is the Chal-

da?an, as follows :

The representative of the tenth generation
after the first man was Xisuthrus, a pious and
wise monarch. The god Chronos (or Belus)
revealed to him that continual rains, com-
mencing on a certain day, the fifteenth of the
month Dsesius, would cause a general Deluge,
by which mankind would be destroyed. At
the command of the deity, Xisuthrus built an
immense ship, 3,000 feet long and 1 ,'200 broad ;

[and, having first as commanded, buried the
records of the primitive world in Sippara, the

city of the Sun,] he ascended it with his

family, his friends, all species of quadrupeds,
birds, and reptiles, having loaded it with

every possible provision, and sailed towards
Armenia. When the rain ceased, he sent out

birds, to satisfy himself about the condition
of the earth. They returned twice : but the
second time they had mud on their feet

;
and

the third time they returned to him no more.

Xisutluus, who had by this time grounded
upon the side of some Armenian mountain,
left the ship, accompanied only by his wife,

his daughter, and the pilot. They erected an
altar, and offered sacrifices to the gods, but
were soon raised to heaven on account of their

exemplary piety. Those, who had remained
in the ship, now left it also with many lamen-
tations. But they believed that they heard
the voice of Xisuthrus, admonishing them to

persevere in the fear of the gods ; after which

they settled again in Babylon, from which

they had started, and became the ancestors of

a new human population. The ship was
thought to be preserved in the highland of

Armenia, in the mountain of the Cordyasans ;

and pieces of bitumen and timber, ostensibly
taken from it, were in later times used chiefly
as amulets.

1193. Tttch gives the following ac-

count of these myths, p. 137-154, which
is here condensed from Mr. Heywood's
edition ofVon Bohxen, ii._p.161 184:

Many legends of a Flood are handed down
to us from antiquity, which represent the
inundation to have been in some cases a par-
tial one, as in the Samothracian Flood, Diod,
Sic. v.47, explaining geographical relations,
and in other cases describe it as a general
Flood over the whole Earth. [There is no
ancient Egyptian legend of this kind, so that

Egypt certainly was not the source of them.]
Greece furnishes the accounts of two. In one,

Ogyges survives a universal Flood, which had
covered the whole surface of the Earth to
such a depth, that he conducts his vessel

upon the waves through the air. The other
Grecian legend, which relates to Deucalion,
is more complete, but, like that of Ogyges, is

only narrated by later writers. Neither Ho-
mer nor Hesiod makes any mention of a
Flood ; and even Herodotus, though he men-
tions Deucalion, i.56, does not connect the
name with any inundation. Pindar first

mentions Deucalion's Flood, Olymp.ix.62-71;*
and it is given in a more perfect form by
Lucian, de Bed 6'2/r.xii,xiii.t The object of

* Man's first abode Deucalion reared,
When from Parnassus' glittering crown,
With Pyrrha paired, the Seer came down.
Behind them rose their unborn sons,
The new-named laity of stones,
A homogeneous mortal throng.'

Moore's Pint), i.p.94.

The idea of the creation of human beings,
from stones thrown behind them by Deuca-
lion and Pyrrha, evidently originated in the

similarity of the words Idas,
'

stone,' and laso,
'

people.'
t

'
I heard a story about Deucalion among

the Hellenes, which the Hellenes tell about
him. Now the fable is this. The present
generation, the men now living, were not the
first that came into being ; but that genera-
tion all perished. These, however, are of the
second generation, which a second time grew
to great numbers after the age of Deucalion.
But about that generation the story is as fol-

lows. Being thoroughly insolent, they did
unlawful deeds ; for they never kept oaths,
nor entertained strangers, nor spared sup-
pliants for which things this great calamity
befel them. All at once the earth poured forth
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the Hellenic deluge appears to have been the

annihilation of the brazen race, which ac-

cording to Hesiod perished without any Flood.

The race, which was destroyed, had acted

wickedly, disregarded oaths and the rights of

hospitality, attended to no expostulations, and

in the end became necessarily punished. Ju-

piter sent violent torrents of rain, and the

Earth, says Ltjcian, opened in order to let

the immense body of water run off. Deuca-

lion the only righteous man, entered the vessel

which he had made, with his wife Pyrrha
[Luc. 'with his wives'], and according to

the later form of the legend, took with him
different kinds of animals in pairs. After

nine days and nine nights he landed on the

6ummit of Parnassus, which remained un-

covered, Paus.x.6 ;
* while the greatest part

of Greece was laid under water, so that only
a few men,who had fled to the highest moun-

tains, escaped alive. Plutarch, de Soil.

.4rct/?i.xiii,tmentions the dove, which Deuca-

lion employed to find out if the rain had
ceased or the heavens had become clear.

The Phrygian legend is similar, though we
have only faint traces of it. Annakos, the

Biblical Enoch, foretells the coming Flood
;

and coins of Apamea, of the time of Septimus
Severus, a.d. 194-211, represent a floating

vessel, in which a man and his wife may be

discerned, whilst upon the vessel is a bird,
and another is flying towards it, holding a

twig in its claw. The same couple are seen

standing on the dry land, with their right
hands uplifted, and upon these specimens of

the coin is the name Nli. This Phrygian
legend must refer in some degree to a Flood,
and it settled the landing place of the Floating
Ark to be near Apamea, which bears the

name of ' Ark.' The close coincidence, how-

ever, with the Biblical narrative, even in the

occurrence of the name of Noah (Nil), excites

suspicion, and favours the presumption that

this representation of the coins was derived

from the Hebrew.
The same fundamental ideas are contained

In all these legendary narratives of the Flood.

much water, and much rain fell, and the

rivers came down in floods, and the sea rose

to a great height, until all became water, and
all perished. Only Deucalion was left of men
for a second generation, on account of his

prudence and piety. And this was the way
in which he was preserved. He embarked
his children and wives in a large Ark which
he had. And, as he entered, there came to

him swine, and horses, and different kinds of

lions, and serpents, and whatever else lives in

the Earth, by pairs. And he received them
all, and they did him no harm, but great

friendship existed between them by the will

of Zeus. And in one Ark they all sailed so

leng as the water prevailed.
* ' And of the people, all, who were able to

escape the storm, were saved through the

howling of wolves, by escaping to the heights
of Parnassus, following the beasts as guides
of the way.'

t
'

Story-tellers say that a dove, sent out
from the Ark, became a sign of tempest by
returning in again, and of fine weather by
having flown away.'

In every instance the legend was transplanted

by the people who relate it to their own
country. Himalaya, Ararat, and Parnassus,

occupy the same place in one set of myths, as

Hern, Albordj, and Olympus do in the others.

The Hebrew legend alone removes it entirely
from Canaanitish soil, because the Israelites

constantly retained the conviction that they
had not originally belonged to that country.
The scene of their legend of the Flood was
the original home of their national fore-

fathers, which was to them an inheritance of

primeval antiquity.

1194. The following lines are taken

from Dean Miiman's translation of
' The Story of the Fish,' in Nala Dama-

yanti and other Poems, p.l 14-15, where
Mania is represented as addressed by
Brahma in the form of a fish, as fol-

lows :

When the awful time approaches, hear from
me what thou must do.

In a little time, O blessed ! all the firm and
seated earth,

All that moves upon its surface, shall a

deluge sweep away.
Near it comes of all creation the ablution-

day is near ;

Therefore, what I now forewarn thee, may
thy highest weal secure.

All the fixed and all the moving, all that

stirs or stirreth not,
Lo ! of all the time approaches, the tremen-
dous time of doom.

Build thyself a ship, O Manu, strong, with
cables well prepared ;

And thyself, with the seven sages, mighty
Manu, enter in.

All the living seeds of all things, by the

Brahmins named of yore,
Place them first within the vessel, well se-

cured, divided well
Earth was seen no more, no region, nor the
intermediate space ;

All around a waste of water, water all, and

air, and sky.

In the whole world of creation, princely son
of Bharata!

None was seen but those seven sages, Manu
only and the fish.

Years on years, and still unwearied, drew that
fish the bark along,

Till at length it came, where lifted Himavan
its loftiest peak.

There at length it came, and, smiling, thus
the fish addressed the sage :

' To the peak of Himalaya bind thou now the

stately ship.'
At the fish's mandate quickly, to the peak of

Himavan
Bound the sage his bark, and ever to this day
that loftiest peak

Bears the name of Naubandhana, from the

binding of the bark.

1195. We add here the following

quotation from Kenrick, Primeval His-

tory, v.33:

It must appear very doubtful whether the
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earliest mythology of the Greeks contained

any reference to a destruction of the human
race by a Flood. But the coincidence of the

Babylonian, the Indian, the Mexican, and the

Jewish accounts, can hardly be explained,
without supposing a very high antiquity of

the Asiatic tradition, an antiquity preceding
our knowledge of any definite facts in the

history of these nations. . . . However
high we may be warranted to carry up the
existence of this tradition in Asia, it will not

necessarily follow that it was founded upon a
real fact. . . . There is abundant evidence
that the past changes of the globe, and the
fate of the human race as influenced by them,
have excited the imagination to speculate on
their causes and circumstances, and that these

speculations, assuming an historical form,
have been received as matter of fact. The
Mexicans believed in four great cycles, the
first terminated by famine, the second by
fire, from which only birds and two human
beings escaped, the third by storms of wind,
which only monkeys escaped, the fourth by
water, in which all human beings save two
were changed into fishes ; and to these cycles
they ascribed an united duration of 18,000

years. It was a popular legend among the
Greeks that Thessaly had once been a lake,
and that Neptune had opened a passage for

the waters through the Vale of Tempe. . .

The legend, no doubt, originated in a very
simple speculation. The sight of a narrow

gorge, the sole outlet to the waters of a whole

district, naturally suggests the idea of its

having once been closed, and, as the necessary
consequence, of the inundation of the whole

region which it now serves to drain. The in-

habitants of Samothrace had a similar tra-

ditionary belief, that the narrow strait by
which the Euxine communicates with the
Mediterranean was once closed, and that its

sudden disruption produced a Deluge, which

swept the sea-coast of Asia, and buried some
of their own towers. The fact of traces of

the action of water at a higher level in an-

cient times on these shores is unquestionable.
. . . But that the tradition was produced
by speculation on its cause, not by an obscure
recollection of its occurrence, is also clear :

for it has been shown, Cuvteb, Rei: <in <;h*( .

]i>~. by physical proofs, that a discharge of

the waters of the Euxine would not cause
such a Deluge as the tradition supposed. . .

The inhabitants of Polynesia have a tradition

that the islands, with which their ocean is

studded, are but the fragments of a continent
which once existed. In Greece, the continent
of Lyctonia was supposed to have been split

into the islands of the Mediterranean. The
inhabitants of the western part of Cornwall
have a tradition that the Scilly Islands were
once united to the mainland, by a tract now
submerged. In none of these instances does

any historical fact appear to lie at the foun-

dation of the tradition, even where, as in the

ca<e last-mentioned, it is not in itself impro-
bable. If the tradition of a Deluge is more

widely spread than any of these, so also are

the phenomena on which it is founded. . . .

The sand and shells, which induced Hero-
dotus to believe, ii.12, that all Lower Egypt,
and even the hills above Memphis, had once

been covered by the sea, had lain there for

ages, before they drew his attention ; and
surely his was not the first reflecting mind
that had speculated on their origin. . . .

If, from these marks of the action of water
on the Earth the notion of a Deluge arose,
it would not only include, as a necessary
consequence, the destruction of all living

things, but also the guilt of the race which
thus violently perished. No principle appears
more universally to pervade the legends of

early times than that great calamities implied

great guilt. At Mavalipuram, on the coast

of Coromandel.the remains of several ancient

temples and other buildings, now close to the

sea, suggested the idea that a splendid city
had been buried under the waters. Such a

calamity must have been inflicted by the gods
as a punishment for some enormous crime ;

and this was foimd in the impiety of the

tyrannical king, the great Bali. According
to another account, the gods destroyed it,

because its magnificence rivalled that of the

celestial courts : see Southey's Kehama&v.
It was on account of the wickedness of the

Atlantians that Jupiter submerged their

island and drowned the whole race.

A similar tale is related of an island near

China, the impious inhabitants of which thus

perished, while their righteous king escaped.
The remains of buildings, or rocks which

fancy has converted into such, seen through
tli.' transparent waters near the margin of

lakes, have very generally given rise to legends
of the destruction of towns for the wickedness

of their inhabitants. Dr. Robinson, Trav.in

Palest.,ii.589, mentions a tradition that a city

had once stood in the desert between Pctra

and Hebron, the people of which had perished
for their vices, and had been converted into

stone. Seetzen. who went to the spot, found

no traces of ruins, but a number of stony

concretions, resembling in form and size the

human head. They had been iguorantly

supposed to be petrified heads, and a legend
framed to account for their owners suffering

so terrible a fate.

1196. How easily legends grew up in

those days, through pious speculations,
with reference to ancient facts or me-

morials, the real meaning and true

history of which was unknown, or had

long been lost, may be gathered from

one which Josephus, Ant.I.ii., sets

forth, as being quite as much a piece of

authentic history, as that of the Flood

itself or the Tower of Babel:

Seth, when he was brought up, and came to

those years, in which he could discern what
was good, became a virtuous man ; and. as

he was himself of an excellent character,

so did he leave children behind him, who
imitated his virtues. All these proved to be

of good dispositions. They also inhabited

the same country without dissensions, arid in

a happy condition, without any misfortunes

falling upon them, till they died. They ilso

were the inventors of that peculiar tort of

wisdom, which is concerned with the heavenly
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bodies and their order. And, that these in-

ventions might not be lost before they wove

sufficiently known, upon Adam's prediction
that the world was to be destroyed at one
time by the force of fire, and at another time

by the violence and quantity of water, they
made two pillars, the one of brick, the other
of stone, and inscribed their discoveries on
them both, that, in case the pillar of brick

should be destroyed by the flood, the pillar of

stone might remain, and exhibit those dis-

coveries to mankind, and also inform them
thai there was another pillar of brick erected

by them. Now this remains in the land of

E i i to this day.

1197. The ground of the latter part
of the above legem! ma}- have been the

feet of the existence of remarkable

pillars, which are said to have been
erect ed by Sesostris, king of Egypt, to

commemorate his victories, not by
S th, son of Adam, and his descendants.

And this part of the legend may have

given birth to the former part, vis. that

Adam made such a prediction. Hero-
dotus writes of these, ii.106 :

As to the pillars, which Sesostris, king of

Egypt, erected in the different countries, most
of them are no longer in existence

;
but in

Syrian Palestine I myself saw some still re-

maining.

1198. Delit/sch observes, p.242:
The legends about the Flood, which are

found in different nations, have just as much
their corrective in the liiblieal record, as this

has in them a proof of its historical value.

In them arc similar fundamental portions,
which form the basis of the heathen legends,

only mythologically coloured, and altered in

such a way. that the moral significance of the
event retires into the background, the locality
of the place of settlement is brought as near

BS possible, the horizon of an universal Flood
contracts itself more or less in national,

lial, interests, and the form- of national
common-life are carried back into the antedi-

luvian time. Nearest to the Biblical record
stand the Flood-legends of the West-Asiatic
< of nations.

1199. So, Delitzsch says, in Persia,

India, smdChiaa, there is a second group
of Flood-legends, peculiar to the coun-

tries of Eastern Asia. A third group is

formed by the legends of the Grecian
circle : and a fourth by the legends of

nations lying beyond the intercourse of

the ancient world, as the Welsh, Mexi-

cans, Peruvians:

The legend of the Mexicans and Islanders
of Cuba agrees even as to the d men,
with the Biblical account. According to

the legend of the Macusi- Indians in South
America, the only man who survived the
Flood, repeopled the earth by changing stones

into men. According to that of the Tamauaks

of Orinoko it was a pair of human beings,
who cast behind them the fruit of a certain

palm, and out of the kernels sprang nun and
women. . . . Also the legends of a general
Blood, among the Tahitians and other Society
Islanders, betray an Asiatic origin, as gene-
rallj much in this group of prople reminds us
of India. The inhabitants of Raiatea show

as a proof that a flooding of the land once
took place the cora/s and mussels, which are

found on the hie/hest sum}its of the island.

1200. The inference,which Delitzsch
draws from the 'dove and raven' ap-

pearing in the mythology of Mexico
and Cuba, vis., that these legends are

all most probably derived from one

primeval historical fact, would be jus-

tified, if the other chief details of the

story were found repeated in these

legends. Otherwise, it might be just
as fairly argued that the primeval fact

involved also the changing stones into

men, which appears so prominent in

these South American legends, as well

as in that of the Greeks.

1201. In fact we can account for the

observed resemblance in one or other of

these three ways :

(i) The different legends do point
to one common primeval fact : l>ut, if so,

the ' stones
'

must have formed a feature

in it quite as much as the 'birds' :

(ii) The legends of the new World

may have been derived from those of

the Old
; but, if so, the American In-

dians must have had connection with
the old mythology of Greece, which
contains the ' stones

'

as well as of In-

dia, which has the ' dove' ;

(iii ) The legend in each case may have
arisen from the same cause, vis^ the

inventive faculty of man, as he ob-

served the circumstances with which he
was surrounded, and pondered upon
them.

1202. We have just read that the in-

habitants of Raiatea produced, as a

proof that a Flood of waters must
have covered their country in former

days,
the corals and mussels, which are found on
the highest summits of the island.

Probably, we hare here the real so-

lution of the question before us. The
Raiateans were right in believing that

the existence of the remains of these

shellfish upon their hills was a cer-

tain indication that the sea had ones
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covered their land. But they attri-

buted to some remote era in the

history of their own people, what, as

we now know from the teachings of

Geology, may have happened vast

ages perhaps, even millions of years,
before man lived upon the face of the

the earth.

1203. It seems probable, then, that,

in all these different nations, the dis-

coveries, which were made from time

to time of these remains of marine

creatures, far away from the sea, and
far above the sea-level, must have led

to speculations upon the cause of these

phenomena. And what account could

be given of them, but that they were

the result of some tremendous Flood,
which covered the whole earth, and left

these signs of its terrible violence upon
the high mountain-tops, which were

buried beneath the waters? In such

a Flood all living things must have

perished, except such as might have

been saved by some kind of floating
vessel.

1204. The legend, then, in each case

would gradually shape itself, according
to the special peculiarities of the people
or country in which it originated : just
as the discovery of huge bones of ex-

tinct animals, and the sight of the

vast remains of ancient buildings, seem

(1139) to have given rise in different

countries to the legends about a race of

primeval giants. It is quite possible
also that, in certain cases, some actual

fact, handed down by tradition from
former days, may have helped to give
a substantial basis to the legendary

story. The Hebrew narrative, for in-

stance, may have had a real historical

foundation in some great Flood, which
overwhelmed a considerable tract of

country in the neighbourhood of

Ararat ; just as it is possible that, since

the existence of man upon earth, the

country of Lyonness, between tho

Land's End and Scilly Isles, has been

actually submerged, as the WeLsh

legend teaches.

1205. Thus the Scripture story of

the Deluge may rest upon a reminis-

cence of some tremendous inundation

of the ancient fatherland of the Hebrew

tribes, possibly, as Baron Bunsen

supposes, resulting from geological

changes, connected with the formation

of the present Caspian Sea, mixed up
with recollections of some more recent

catastrophe in the lower plains of Me-

sopotamia, which are not unfrequently
flooded by the Tigris and Euphrates,
the latter of which rivers has its source

in the Armenian mountains, and is

swelled prodigiously, at times, by the

melting of the snows. It is noticeable

that these inundations take place irt

the Spring, when Noah's Flood also

was at its height, which began with

the autumnal rains in the middle of

the second month (October), G.vii.ll,

and was at its height, at the end of

150 days, in the middle of the seventh

month {March), G.viii.4.

1206. We have the following account

of such a Flood in the plains of Bag-
dad in the month of April.
A remarkable Flood occurred in April, 1839,

in Mesopotamia, when the Tigris and Eu-

phrates were both out at the same time, and
the greatest exertions were required on the

part of the inhabitants of Bagdad, to prevent
their city from being swept away by the in-

undation On April 21, Dr. Bell
wrote to a relative that the water was high
upon the ramparts of Bagdad, and six feet

above the level of the city. As far as the eye
could reach, nothing was to be seen, from the

highest tower of the Mosques, but a great
waste of waters, studded here and there with
a few date-groves, which appeared like little

islands ;
all cultivation in corn and garden-

produce was completely destroyed. Thousands
of square miles of country were at that time

inundated, and numerous encampments of

Arabs were drowned in the localities, where

they had been accustomed to dig wells for a

scanty supply of brackish water. So exten-

sive, indeed, was the inundation, that the

Euphrates steamer, under the command of

Captain Lynch, made long excursions across

the newly-formed Flood. Nearly a third of

Mesopotamia was under water. Heywood's
von Bohlen, ii.p.178.

Dr. Bell further mentions the fact

that the ferry-boats in use on the

Tigris at the present day are still

' covered with bitumen' ; comp.
' Thou shalt pitch it within and without

with pitch,' G.vi.14.

CHAPTER VII.

GEN.IX.1-IX.29.

1207. G.ix.3.
'

Every creeping-thing that liveth, to you it

shall be for food ; as the green herb, I give to

you all.'
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Delitzsch notes here, p. 271 :

Not as though men had not yet enjoyed the

use of any animal food, but now first it is

allowed to them ; since, now that the fruit-

fulness of the ground and the nourishing
power of its products have been diminished

by virtue of the divine curse, iii,17,v.i9, man
required a more extensive and more strength-

ening nutriment."

But it rather seems that, -whatever

may have been the case (1094) with the

Jehovist, the Elohist did not suppose

that, before the Flood, animal-food was

used, as he makes no provision of such

food for Noah and his family during
the twelve months in the Ark. And

yet, as already noted (1017), even in

the eating of V(getables by men, or

grasses and leaves by animals, nay,
even in the drinking of water, there

must have been abundant destruction

of animal life, as common observation,

and, at all events, the microscope,
teaches And great numbers of fish

live by suction, and cause thus infinite

destruction of animal life.

As regards the curse, it may be ob-

served that the Jehovist seems rather

to regard the Flood as having produced
an alleviation of toil, v.29,viii.21.

1208. G.ix.4.
'

Only flesh, with its soul, its blood, ye shall

not eat.'

This may either be a recognition by
the Elohist, in the form of an express

law, of a custom already existing in his

time, of abstaining from the use of

blood as food, or it may have been in-

troduced with the view of checking and

extirpating among the Hebrews the

practice of eating raw meat, which, as

Kalisch observes, is still customary

among some tribes of Syria, as it is to

a certain extent among the Zulus, but

especially among the modern Abyssi-

nians, who are said to eat raw steaks

cut from the living animal: comp. IS.

xiv.32.

1209. G.ix.13.
' My bow do I set in the cloud.'

The writer evidently intends to ac-

count in this way for the first appear-
ance of the rainbow. This is the plain

meaning of the language here used,
which must be twisted to imply that,

though the rainbow had often been

teen before, as it must have been, if

there was rain and sunshine together
before the Flood, it was then first,

after the Flood, made the sign of

peace between God and man. The
writer supposes it was then first set in

the clouds after the Flood.

1210. Delitzsch notes as follows,

p.276:
It is plain that, in the writer's meaning, the

rainbow now appears for the first time, al-

though and this requires to be especially
noticed only that rainbow, which is visible
far off in the clouds of heaven, after they
have discharged their burden of water. For
the same phenomenon of refraction is also to
be observed at a waterfall, and it shows itself

at times in a dew-dropping mist. But first

after the deluge, with the entrance of the (so-

called) rainbow, entered also the natural con-

ditions, which made possible the appearance
of the rainbow, as a cloud-bow bending itself

high and far away over the earth. The pro-
duction of the rainbow through a co-operation
according to natural laws, of air, and water,
and light, is no proof against its origin and ob-

ject as here described.

The Hindoos see in itlndra's weapon, [with
which he discharged his arrows of lightning
against the Asuras, the assailants of heaven,
and] which he placed by his side, [as a sign of

peace for men,] after his fight was ended.
The Greeks named it Iris, [the daughter of
Thaumas (wonder),YlRG., ./En. ix.5,by Electra

(brightness), the daughter of Oceanus, Hes.

Theog. 2G5,]
' the messenger between gods and

men,' [or thej
T deemed it the path by which

Iris herself descended]. Among the Germans
it is the great bridge made by the gods,connect-
ing Heaven and Earth. . . . The Samoides
call it the border on the mantle of Num, i.e.

the Deity. According to still existing German
folk-lore, golden coins drop from it, and, in
the spot where it rises, there lies a golden
key, or one finds hidden treasures. These and
similar views, existing also outside of Israel,
show that the knowledge of the origin and

signification of the rainbow had travelled out
of the house of Noah into the world of peoples,
and had not yet quite died away, though over-

powered and repressed by various, and, in

part, contradictory imaginations.
1211. Surely, we must believe that

these and similar views are merely the

results of human speculation upon the

origin, and attempts to explain the

meaning, of this remarkable phenome-
non. The Hebrew, however, is the most

intelligent and beautiful of all these

imaginings, and true, as beautiful. For
it is true that God has set His bow in

the heavens, as a sign of His goodwill
to us. But He has done this from the

time when He first created the light
and the rain, not then first after the

Flood. All things beautiful in heaven

and earth are signs of His loving-
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kindness, of His special favour to a

creature like man, who is gifted with

power to behold this and other mani-
festations of the glory and beauty of

the universe, and with power also to

reflect upon and realise their meaning,
as messages of peace, with which our

Father's Goodness cheers us. The very
fact, that we have eyes to see the rain-

bow and rejoice in it, is a sign that we
are children of God, that we share His

favour, and are not an accursed race.

1212. The Elohist, then, was right,
when he viewed the rainbow as a

pledge of God's continuing care for

man
; though he has limited and nar-

rowed its meaning, by connecting it

thus with the story of the Flood. To
the eyes of all mankind, the appear-
ance of the mild hues of the rainbow

after a storm is very soothing and re-

freshing. As Delitzsch says, f.lll :

Shining out upon the dark ground, which
was just before discharging itself with light-
ning flashes, it images forth the victory of
the Divine Love over the dark fiery Wrath.
Caused by the effect of the sun's rays upon
the gloomy mass of cloud, it is a figure of the

willingness of the Heavenly to penetrate and
work upon the Earthly. Outspanned between
Heaven and Earth, it announces peace be-
tween God and Man. Overspanning the
horizon, it shows the all-embracing univer-

sality of the covenant of grace.

1213. These metaphors may be mul-

tiplied to any extent, and they have
their proper use, as imaginative expres-
sions setting forth broken images of
the great eternal truth before our eyes.
But we must not forget that a rainbow

may herald a tremendous coming storm,
as well as illuminate the dark cloud
that has passed.

And, indeed, Homer speaks of it

as a '

portent,' foretelling either war
or winter-storms, i7.xi.27-28,xvii.547-
48; and the Chinese also regard it as
the prognosticator of calamity.

1214. We may fall back with a sure,

quiet, trust on the firmer ground of
the comprehensive fact just mentioned,
that He, who has made the rainbow
and other things so grand and beauti-

ful, and has given us eyes to see, and
hearts to appreciate, the beauty and

glory of His works, has surely kind
and gracious thoughts towards us. He
Would not mock a world lying under

GEKIX.1-IX.29.

the power of the wicked one, -a race,

of whom (as some suppose) the vast

majority are doomed to endless woe,
with these bright exhibitions of His
Goodness : for 'as His Majesty is, so

is His Mercy.' Ecclus.ii.18.

1215. G.ix.25.
' Cursed be Canaan : a servant of servants

shall he be to his brethren.'

The other descendants of Ham, ac-

cording to G.x.6, viz., the Ethiopians

(Cush), the Egyptians (Mizraim), and
the Moors (Phut), are not included with
Canaan under this sentence of servi-

tude
;
nor are the Babylonians and As-

syrians, the descendants of Cush,

x.8-12, or the different offshoots of

Mizraim, y.13,14, as the Philistines.

Only Canaan is doomed to be a '
ser-

vant of servants to his brethren.' This

Scripture, therefore, though so often

appealed to for this purpose, gives
not the least sanction to the notion,
that the African races, generally as
' sons of Ham '

are doomed to be

slaves.

1216. Some explain the fact of the

Canaanites alone being selected for

this condemnation, by supposing that

Canaan, Ham's youngest son, was the

first to detect his grandfather's condi-

tion, and reported it scoffingly to his

father, though the Bible says nothing
of this. Delitzsch writes, p.281 :

Noah's curse lights on Ham. not in the case
of all his descendants, but solely in that of

Canaan, the youngest of them : the others
receive neither blessing nor curse ; and that,

too, has its meaning in reference to the
world's history. But is it, then, reconcilable
with the righteousness of God, that for Ham's
sin Canaan should be punished, and not in

person merely, but in the entire body of his
descendants ? Noah looks through the inner-
most machinery of the actions of his sons:
the development, proceeding from these acts as
first beginnings, is spread out before his pro-
phetic eyes. His curse attaches itself to the
descendants of Canaan, in so far as the sin of
their father became the type of their moral
condition

;
and between them and their sin

arises a chain of consequences, occasioned

through their tribal extension and national

unity.

1217. Supposing, however, that the

Jehovist wrote in a far later age than the

days of Moses, e.g. in Solomon's age,
it would be obvious that these words
contain no prediction, but rather,

like the 'Song of Moses,' convey,
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most probably, an actual description of

the state of things when the writer

lived. The history of Samuel, Saul,

and David, exhibits several obstinate

struggles with the tribes, whom the

migrating Hebrews found in possession
of the land of Canaan. And many
more such struggles must have pre-

ceded those times. The story before

us seeks to find a justification for the

manner in which the Canaanites were

subdued, and subjected, as we find

they were, for instance, in Solomon's

days, lK.ix.20,21 :

' All the people that were left of the Amo-

rites, Hittites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebu-

Bites, which were not of the children of Israel,

theirchildren that were left after them in the

land, whom the children of Israel also were

not able to exterminate, upon these did

Solomon levy a tribute of bond-service unto
this day.'

1218. Hence is explained the signifi-

cant repetition of the fact, that Ham
was the ' father of Canaan,' .18,22.

The vicious practices of the Canaanites

are accounted for by their being sup-

posed to inherit the shameless character

of their progenitor. The other great
Haniite nations, as the Egyptians and

Babylonians, would in that case, pro-

bably, not be included with Canaan

in the sentence of servitude, for the

reason that, at the time when these

words were written, there was no like-

lihood of those mighty nations being
ever so reduced.

1219. G.ix.20.
And Noah began to be a man of the

ground, and he planted a vineyard.'

Von Bohxen observes, ii.j9.14S :

It is well known that the finest vines grow
over the whole of the Caucasus, and frequently
in a wild state, so abundantly, indeed, that

in some parts the trees throughout whole

forests are covered with vines. Elphixstone,

Kabul, i.409. The Grecian mythology also

transfers hither the scene of the legend of

Dionysus (or Bacchus).

1220. G.ix.27.
' and (He) shall dwell in the tents of Shem.'

The true meaning of the verse seems

to be,
' and He (Elohim) shall dwell in

the tents of Shem,' i.e. though He shall

bless and 'enlarge' Japheth, yet the

Shemite race that is, of course, more

particularly, the Hebrews, shall be His

favourites, among whom He will dwell,

which the Targ. Onlc. expresses by

saving,
' He shall make His Shecbinah

to dwell in the tents of Shem.' The
Hebrew word, shachan, here employed
is that used habitually to express Jeho-

vah's dwelling 'in the midst of Israel,

E.xxv.8, xxix.45,46, N.xxxv.34, iK.vi,

13, &c, for which yashav is never used;

and though the latter word is used oc-

casionally with reference to Jehovah's

dwelling in theTemple, 2S.vii.6,lK.viii

13, &c, yet it expresses more properly
His settled abode in Heaven, lK.viii.30,

39, 43, 49, &c. The complete phrase,

indeed, 'dwell in the tents of Israel, is

not used anywhere of Jehovah ;
but we

find
' dwell {shachan) in the midst of the

camps of Israel in N.v.3. 2n Job xi.14

we read,
' Let iniquity not dwell (sha-

chan) in thy tents,' whereas we have in

lCh.v.10 :

'

They made war with the Hagarites, who
fell by their hand, and they dwslt (yashav) i

their tents'

1221. If 'Elohim' be the subject of

the verb, the meaning of the passage, as

we have said, is obvious :
' Elohim will

bless and prosper Japheth ; but He will

make His abode with His people Israel.'

If 'Japheth
'

be the subject, it is not so

easy to explain the allusion. Targ. Jon.

has, 'His sons shall be proselyted and

dwell in the schools of Shem.' But

were the sons of Ham to be excluded

from this privilege ? Manifestly not :

since the children of an Egyptian in

the third generation might
' enter into

the congregation of Jehovah,' D.xxiii.8.

Still less can the words be explained of

the reception of the Japhethites into

the Church, as Augustine* and Jeromef
understand them : since surely the en-

joyment of this blessing wonld not

have been limited to two-thirds only of

the great human family.

1222. There may be. here,as some sup-

pose, a reference to an introduction of

Japhethites, by colonisation or conquest
into the district which belonged pro-

perly, in the writer's view, to the sons

of Shem. The words in this case are

* Aug. c. Faustum, xii.24 : 'in the tents of

Shem, i.e. in the Churches, which the Apostles,

the sons of the Prophets have built.'

t Jeb. Trad. Heb.: ' in saying,
' and let him

dwell in the tents of Shem,' he prophesies

concerning us, who engage ourselves in the

study and science of the Scriptures, now that

Israel has been cast out.'
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thought to imply that the descendants

of Japheth should be so numerous, that

there should be no longer room for

them in their old locations, and they
would overflow into those of Shem.
But if so, our want of sufficient ac-

quaintance with the details of Israelitish

history makes it impossible to con-

jecture with any degree of confidence

the circumstances referred to, more

especially, as we have not yet arrived

at any definite conclusion as to the age,
in which this Jehovistic passage was
most probably written.

1223. Possibly, bodies of people of

Japhetic origin, among whom are

reckoned in x.2,4, the Cimmerians

(Gomcr), Scythians (Magog), Medes

(Madai), Thracians ( Tiras), Greeks

(Javan), including Hellas (Elisha),
and Cyprus (Kittim), some, perhaps,
for trading purposes, others, it may be,

forced on by the increase of population,
had settled in some parts of the

land of Canaan itself, which was
reckoned as belonging of right to the

Hebrew tribes, and had been allowed

to do so without opposition. It is not

unlikely that, on the northern boun-

daries of Palestine, there was always a

pressure from without : and we read in

Is.ix.l of

the land of Zabulon and theland of Nephtha-
lim, by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan,
Galilee of the Gentiles'

In the time of Josiah, it is known, a

formidable horde of Scythians over-

spread Media, and almost all Asia.

They then marched towards Egypt,
and were diverted by presents from

the King Psammetichus. Upon this

they returned into Palestine ;
some of

them plundered the temple of Astarte

at Ascalon ;
others settled at Bethshan,

in the tribe of Manasseh, which from

them was called Scythopolis.
1224. Something of this kind may

have happened in earlier days.
Or the reference may be to the fact

that the Medes, Japhcthites, lived in

close contact with the Assyrians and

Mesopotamians, Shemites, or to the

founding of Grak settlements upon the

coast of Asia.

Or, perhaps, the words may be meant

to expreis nothing more than this, that

there was no bar to the existence oi

friendly relations between the Hebrews
and the people of Japhetic descent,

whereas a very different feeling waa
entertained by the former towards the

Canaanites.

But, on the whole, we prefer to adhere

to the view expressed above (1220).

CHAPTER VIII.

GEN.X.1-X.32.

1225. G.x.

In this chapter we have a very in-

teresting record of the extent of the

Jehovist's geographical and ethnologi-
cal knowledge, though it gives plain

signs, of course, of the limited know-

ledge of the times. As Delitzsch

notes, p.289 :

We cannot avoid the admission, that the

horizon of the author of this tabular list of

nations was only as wide as the relations of

his time allowed. Hence it is explained why
e.g. he leaves the Chinese unmentioned, who
are probably named [?] in Is.xlix.12,

' and
these from the land of Sinim,' but who in the

time of Joshua [? Solomon], in which we
place the composition of the Table, were as

yet unknown in Western Asia. They were
not known either to the Egyptians, whose

ethnographical knowledge, as the monuments
indicate more and more clearly, was, in con-

sequence of the conquering expeditions of the

Pharaohs, surprisingly extensive, or to the

Phcenicians, although their ships went west-

ward, as far as Spain, and eastward, as far aa

India.

1226. We find here registered many
names of countries, cities, and peoples,

of which the writer had, doubtless,

heard some rumour, and especially,

if he wrote in Solomon's days, through
the closer intercourse which in that age
existed between the people of Israel

and the Phcenicians, lK.v.l-12,x.22,

andalso the Egyptians, lK.iii.l,x.28,2_9.

Many of them are named in Ez.xxvii.

as having commerce with Tyre, e.g.,

Kittim, Elisha, Arvad, Elam, Lud,

Phut, Aram, Togarmah, Dedan, Sheba,

Raamah, &c, comp. especially, 'Javan,

Tubal, Meshech,' named in the same

order in G.x.2,Ez.xxvii.l3.

1227. But about some of these he

may have known little more than the

bare name, or stories current among
the common people. We have an

instance of such popular talk in v.9, in

the case of Nimrod :

He was a mighty one in hunting before
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Jehovah : wherefore it is said. Even as

Ninirod, the mighty one in hunting before

Jehovah.

Knobel observes, Gen.p.103, that

his account of nations
confines itself to Europe, Northern Africa,

and Western Asia, and in particular reaches

eastward only so far as to the people lying
next beyond the Tigris. It includes, conse-

quently, about the same extent of district as

was covered by the commerce of the Phoeni-

cians at the time of its composition ;
and we

may assume that the ethnological knowledge
expressed in it is in a great measure derived

from the connection of the Hebrew with the

Canaanite Phoenician people.

1228. No tribes are so fully described

as those of Canaan, v. 15-19. Ttjch

writes, ^.199 :

In the plainest manner the national interest

of the writer betrays itself in reference to the

Canaanites. who. contrary to the actual rela-

tions, are derived from Ham, in order to ex-

clude them from having anything in common
with the Shemites, especially the Hebrews,
for which preparation is already made in ix.25.

While recognising in all these indications the

Hebrew, who allows his feeling of interest to

influence his combinations, we have at the

same time gained a measure of the value of the

whole Table,which, accordingly, together with

much correct data, confirmed also from other

quarters, delivers much, which rests upon
special modes of explanation and private

speculations ;
and we have through the Table

itself no certain guarantee for any statements,
where other ancient authorities leave us in

the dark, to say nothing of those which are

contradicted by them.

1229. The nations of Eastern Asia

are not mentioned at all, having pro-

bably been unknown, even by name, to

the Jehovist, who, however, as already
observed (1105), appears to have had

some vague notion of the existence of

distant Eastern nations, not reckoned

among the descendants of Seth. In a

later age, when thesr nations became

better known, attempts were made to

connect, them with Noah through Ja-

pheth, whom Arabic* writers describe

* Some Rabbinical writers also make Shem
to be the youngest son of Noah, upon these

grounds :

(i) The order of the genealogy in G. x is

(i) Japheth, (ii) Ham, (iii) Shem.
Ans. This appears to be thus arranged, in

order to bring the family of Shem into connec-

tion with the account of his descendant Abra-

ham, in the following chapters.

(ii) If Noah begat a son at the age of five

hundred, v.32, and entered the Ark at the age
of six hundred, vii.ll, and yet Shem was only
a hundred years old, two years after the

Flood, xi.10, he must have been the youngest

son, and Japheth the eldest.

as the eldest, not as he is in the

Bible the youngest, son of Noah.
Thus Kalisch writes, Gen.p.236 :

They relate that Noah gave him (Japheth)
a mysterious stone, long preserved in the pos-
session of the Mongolians, on which the holy
name of God was written, and which furnished
him with power to call down rain from the
skies at his pleasure. They consider him as
an inspired prophet, and as the ancestor of
the Turks, and call him, therefore, Aboulturk ;

and they ascribe to him seven sons, by whom
he became the sire of as many tribes or na-

tions, the most celebrated of which are the

Chinese, the Goths or Scythians, the Russians,
and the Turcomans.

1230. Many names of peoples and

places are here set down as names of

individuals, such as Tarshish, vA,
Sidon, v.15, Ophir and Havilah, v.29.

So Mizraim, #.13,14, which is merely
the dual name of the Double Egypt,

Upper and Lower, begets six sons, each

of whose names is a Plural Proper
Name, and evidently represents a tribe

or people, e.g.
'

Casluhim, out of

whom came Philistim,' the Philistines.

Thus the Arabs derive the Persians

From Pharis, the son of Aram, the son

of Shem, and the Eomans from Bum,
the son of Esau, the son of Isaac.

From the occurrence of the above
Plural Names and Patronymics it is

plain that the writer was aware of the

real nature of the account which he
was giving, that he himself did not

mean these names to be taken as the

names of individual men, at least,

not in all cases, but wished to be

understood as writing a chore/graphic

description of the world as then known.
1231. Knobel writes thus, p. 106 :

As the Greeks assumed the mythical persons
of Pelagus, Lelex, Hellen, ^lolus, Dorus,
Achseus, Ion, Tyrrhenus, Iber, Kaltus, Scythes,
&c.

,
as progenitors of the peoples of like name,

so the Hebrews referred back the different

nations to separate progenitors having the
same names. This appears also from the sig-
nification and form of the names. They are

partly designations of countries, [Cush, Phut,
Havilah, Mizraim, &c] which passed over
from the countries to their inhabitants, and

Ans. It is plain that in the lists of G.v.xi, the
ancestors of Abraham are. in every other in-

stance, the first-born sons of their respective
fathers, (the Elohist knowing nothing of

Cain and Abel), and it is not likely that the
case of Shem would be exceptional. Perhaps,
it is merely meant in xi.10 to mark Shem"s age
as a hundred at the time when the Flood be-

gan, two years after which he begat Apdhaxa,
D D
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then are applied to the assumed progenitors,

partly plural names, [Kittim, Dodanim,
Ludim, &c], which do not suit the pro-
genitors, as single individuals, pai-tly patro-
nymics, [Jebusite, Amorite, (xirgashite, &c.,]
which apply to races, not to single persons.
In the last two cases, it seems almost as if the
author himself had not thought of separate
individuals as progenitors. Leaving out of

consideration the derivation of the peoples,
this list of nations is an historical document,
for the nations brought forward in it are his-

torical : their existence was the occasion of

the author's composing his description, and
his knowledge enabled him to do so. We need
not be surprised at this, if we realise the rela-

tion of the Hebrews to the Phoenicians, and
their comprehensive commerce.

And Kalisch adds, Gen.p.2B5:
The Hindoos also connected all the n tions

of which they had the least knowl* dge, with
their own history. But they traced the ther
nations to illegitimate alliances with the
different castes, and regarded them all as

impure rebels.

1232. The word Kenahan, 'Canaan,'

i>.15, means 'low,'* i.e. Lowlands, in

opposition to Aram,
'

high,' the High-
lands of Syria. Mr. Grove describes

the district of Aram, Smith's Diet, of
the Bible, i.p.98, as

the great mass of that high table-land, which
rising with sudden abruptness from the Jor-
dan and the very margin of the Lake of

Gennesareth, stretches at an elevation of no
less than 2,000 feet above the level of the sea
to the banks of the Euphrates itself, contrast-

ing strongly with the low land bordering on
the Mediterranean, the ' land of Canaan,' or
the ' low country.'

And he writes of Canaan, V)., i.246 :

High as the level of much of the country
west of the Jordan undoubtedly is, there are

several things which must always have pre-

vented, as they still prevent, it from leaving
an impression of elevation. These are

(i) That remarkable, wide, maritime plain,
over which the ey

-

ranges for miles from the
central hills, a feature of > he country, which
cannot be overlooked by the most casual ob-

server, and which impresses itself most in-

delibly on the recollection ;

(ii) The still deeper, and still n ore remark-
able and impressive, hollow of the Jordan

valley, a view into which may be commanded
from almost any of the heights of central

Palestine ;

(iii) The almost constant presence of the
line of the mountains east of the Jordan,
which from their distance have the effect

more of an enormous cliff than of a mountain
range, looking down on the more broken
and isolated hills of Canaan, and' furnishing

* So Augustine says, Op. Omn.vi.p.501,
* Why, however, the land was called '

Canaan,'
the interpre ation of this name explains : for

'Canaan' is interpreted tj mean '

low .'

a constant standard of height before which
everything is dwarfed.

1233. The above is, beyond a doubt,
the true meaning of the word as ex-

pressing the country. But the Hebrew
writer has introduced a person, Ca-

naan, the son of Ham, and given him
eleven sons, of whose names nine are

tribal names, and one is the name of the

ancient city, Sidon. The Canaanites

were, in point of fact, the lowland

tribes of that district, including more

particularly the Phoenicians, who lived

upon the coast, and who both called

themselves Canaanites, and are so

called in the Bible. Thus we read :

Is.xxiii.ll, 'Jehovah hath commanded con-

cerning Canaan [
= Tyre]

'

;

Zeph.ii.5,
' O Canaan, land of the Philis-

tines.'

So Sidon is named as the firstborn of

Canaan, G.x.15 ; and, accordingly, in

the lists of the aboriginal tribes, E.iii.

8,17,&c., the first place is always given
to the ' Canaanite' in the stricter sense

of the word, i.e. the Phoenicians.

1234. Gesenius says of the name

Canaan, Heb. Gr. p.8 :

It is the native name both of the Canaanit-
ish tribes in Palestine, and of those who dwelt
at the foot of Lebanon, and on the Syrian
coast, whom we call Phoenicians, while they
are called Kenahan,

'

Canaan,' on their own
coins. Also the people of Carthage gave them-
selves the same name.

The Hebrew tribes were originally

Syrians, i.e. Aramaeans or Highlanders.
But probably, as we shall presently see,

they were in reality kindred tribes

with and spoke the same language as,

the Canaanites or Lowlanders, whence
the Hebrew language is called, in Is.

xix.18, 'the (lip) language of Canaan.'

1235. In all probability, the nations

in this chapter are, as Knobel says,

historical, that is, they had a real ex-

istence in the views of the writer, and

are not, as some have supposed, in

many cases, a mere fiction of his own

imagination. There is, however, one

point, in respect of which there is an

indication of artificiality in the list,

viz., that there are exactly seventy
national names given in this register,

if we omit the passage about Nimrod,*

* So writes Mr. Bevan, Smith's Did. of the

Bible, p.545 :
' It does no*, seem to have formed
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0.8-12, which has some appparance of

being a later interpolation, whether by
the same or another writer, (since

five sons of Cush are given in v.7, and

it is strange that the story should begin

v.S, 'and Cush begat Nimrod,') and
which at all events is concerned with

the acts of an individual person, and
not with a tribe or people. This

number '

seventy
'

may have reference

to the '

seventy
'

souls of the House of

Jacob, which came into Egypt, G.xlvi.

27 : comp. also D.xxxii.8,
' When the Most High divided to the nations

their inheritance, when He separated the sons

of Adam, He set the bounds of the people

according to the number of the children of

Israel.'

1236. But there are several discre-

pancies in this account, which show
some uncertainty in the traditions, re-

ports, or theories, on which the writer

relies ;
and there are other points, on

which it is at variance with the ethno-

logical science of the present day.
Thus the names of Sheba and

Havilah, doubtless, the names of

countries, occur both among the sons

of Ham, v.7, and the sons of Shem,

v.28,29 ;
and again Sheba occurs among

the grandsons of Abraham, xxv.3.

There may have been two branches of

each of these two tribes, one settled on

the E. coast of Africa, the other in

Arabia ; and the first in each case may
have been reckoned by the writer with

the sons of Ham, and the other with the

Shemites. But then the two branches of

each name must really have been re-

lated to each other
; they must have

been both Shemitic, or both Hamitic.

And so Delitzsch notes, p. 307:
It is impossible for us to keep asunder the

Cushite Sheba, x.7,the Joktanite Sheba, x.28,

and the Abrahamite Sheba, xxv.3.

1237. But if so, then both Sheba and

Dedan, who are reckoned together as

grandsons of the Shemite, Abraham,
xxv.3, must be connected with the

Hamite Sheba and Dedan of x.7.

part of the original genealogical statement,
but to be an interpolation of a later date. It

is the only instance in which personal cha-

racteristics are attributed to any of the

names mentioned. The proverbial expression,
which it embodies, bespeaks its traditional

and fragmentary character ; and there is

nothing to connect the passage either with
What precedes or with what follows it.'

Again, Tarshish* (Tartessus in

Spain), and Kittim {Cyprus), which
are known to have been Phoenicia u

settlements, are classed among the Ju-

phcthites,vA, though Sidon or Phoenicia

itself is placed among the Hamites,v.l5.
The Mrdes edso (Madai)are separated

as Japhethites from the probably kin-

dred tribes of Asshur and Elam, who
are reckoned as Shemites, perhaps
because the territory of the Medes was

supposed to extend indefinitely towards

the north.

* The Chronicler writes. 2Ch.ix.21,
' For

the king's ships went to Tarshish with the

servants of Hiram : every three years came
the ships of Tarshish bringing gold and silver,

ivory, and apes, and peacocks,' to king Solo-

mon. Here he has evidently meant to copy
the corresponding datum in lK.x.22 :

' For
the king had at sea a navy of Tarshish with
the navy of Hiram : once in three years came
the navy of Tarshish, bringing gold and silver,

ivory, and apes, and peacocks.' But the

writer in Kings speaks only of a '

navy of

Tarshish,' i.e. a fleet of merchant-vessels, the

phrase
'

ship of Tarshish' having become

proverbial for '

merchantman,' Ps.xlviii.7,Is.

ii.l6,xxiii.l,14,lx.9,Ez,xxvii.25, from the great
traffic which the Phoenicians had with Tar-

shish (or Tartessus) in Spain. The Chronicler,

however, has understood the expression lite-

rally, and therefore writes of Solomon's ships

going to Tarshish.

So we find in lK.xxii.48,' Jehoshaphat made

ships of Tarsh sh to go to Ophir for gold : but

they went not, for the ships were broken at

Ezion-geber.' But in 2Ch.xx.36,37, we read,

'And he joined himself with him to make
ships to go to Tarshish ;

and they made the

ships at Ezion-geber. . . And the ships were

broken, that they were not able to go to

Tarshish.' That is to say, the earlier writer

says, very correctly, that Solomon built

merchant ships at Ezion-geber, at the top of the

Red Sea, to go to Ophir, on the SE. coast of

Arabia : whereas the Chronicler says that

Solomon made ships on the Red Sea to go to

a port in Spain. Some commentators have

attempted to 'reconcile' the difficulty by
supposing Tarshish to be in Asia : but there

is no real ground whatever for this : comp.

Is.xxiii.6, Jon.i.3, from which it is plain that

Tarshish was directly accessible from the

coast of Palestine. Mr. Twisleton writes,

Surra's Diet, of the Bible, iii.p.1440: 'The

compiler of the Chronicles, misapprehending
the expression

'

ships of Tarshish,' supposed
that they meant ships destined to go to Tar-

shish ; whereas, although this was the original

meaning, the words had come to signify large
Phoenician ships of a particular size and

description, destined for long voyages, just as

in England
' East Indiaman

' was a general
name given to vessels, some of which were
not intended to go to India at all. . . . This

alternative is in itself by far the most probs-

ble, and ought not to ccasion any surprise.'

3>D2.
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1238. On v.8-12 Kalisch writes,

Gen.p.255 :

The whole import of this interesting pas-

sage has been perverted and contorted. The
hero

'

Nirarod has been, [through a false

interpretation of his name, as from marad,
'rebel,'] transformed not only into a giant, a

tyrant, and a ravager, but into a rebel against
the authority of God, into a proclaimer of

wicked principles, teaching the docile people
that they owe all their happiness to their own
virtue and exertion, and not to the power
and goodness of God, that the Divine rule

was an intolerable tyranny, which had in-

flicted a general Flood, but which they could

for the future escape by gathering around one

great centre, the tower of Babel. He was

regarded as a hunter of men, as well as of

wild-beasts ;
his very name is believed to

imply impious revolt ;
he has been identified

with the fearful monster '

Orion,' [called

Kesil, 'fool' or 'knave,' Job.xxxviii.31,]
chained in the expanse of heaven with inde-

structible fetters, to warn and to terrify ; he

was, among the later Arabic writers, the

subject of incredible fables, which (it is as-

serted) are hinted at in these verses. And all

this because Nimrod is here called a ' hero
'

and a '

mighty huntsman '

!

1239. G.x.21.
' Shem . . . the father of all the sons of

Eber.'

By 'sons of Eber (Heber)
'

are evi-

dently meant ' Hebrews ;

'

in other

words, the writer here deduces from

the name of an imaginary personal

ancestor, as a patronymic, the appel-
lative name,

'

Hebrew,' which is most

probably derived from heber,
'

across,

beyond, on the other side of,' and was

applied by the Canaanites to the people
of Israel, as men who had ' crossed

over,' i.e. had come originally from

beyond the Euphrates. Hence the

LXX express the word ' Hebrew '

by
Trtpdrris,

' one from the other side ;'

and exactly in the same way the na-

tives of Natal speak of the thousands

of fugitive Zulus, who have 'crossed-

over
'

the boundary River Tugela into

the British colony, for protection from
their tyrannical kings, as abawelayo,
' crossed-over.'

1240. Thus 'Eber' in this passage is

iiot really the name of a man, but, as

Mr. Bevan says, Smith's Diet, of the

Bible, iii.p. 1545,

represents geographically the district across

(i.e. eastward of) the Euphrates. . . the

country, which had been the cradle of their

race, and from which they had emigrated
westward into Palestine, ii.i.p.770,

1-X.32.

The name 'Hebrew' is first nsed

of Abraham, G.xiv.13. It is applied
to his descendants only in the mouth
of foreigners, G.xxxix.l4,17,xli.l2,E.i.

16,ii.6,7,lS.iv.6,9,xiii.l9,xiv.ll,xxix.3,
or when they are contrasted with

foreigners, G.xl.l5,xliii.32,E i.l5,19,ii.

ll,13,xxi.2,D.xv.l2,lS.xiii.3,7.

1241. The Jehovist in this chapter
has deduced the inhabitants of the

countries with which he was best

acquainted, (whether through extended

intercourse with Egypt, Phcenicia, and
the East, or through other means,)
from the three sons of Noah, Shem,
Ham, and Japheth. In Hebrew, the

name Ham, kham, would be derivable

from the word khamam,
' be hot

'

;
but

its real origin appears to be the native

designation for Egypt, khemi, 'the

black country,' Plutarch, xiM^a,

(whence 'chemistry,' 'alchemy,')
which it received from the colour of

its soil.

1242. The name Japheth, yepheth, is

supposed by some to be derived from

yaphah, 'be fair, beautiful,' and to

have reference to the light colour of

the European nations : while Shem,
means 'a name, renown,' vi.4,xi.4, and

may imply the favour with which the

Hebrew branch of the Shemites was dis-

tinguished by Jehovah, or more gene-

rally, the grandeur and fame, which, in

the earliest historical times, was at-

tached to the nations of Western
Asia : comp. in modern Europe,

'

la

grande nation.' The Jehovist, how-

ever, in ix.27, connects the name Ja-

pheth with pathah,
'

enlarge.' Some, as

Buttmann, connect it with the Greelj

Iapetos. The Targ. Jer. upon G.ii.7,

says that God created man '

red, black,

and white,' showing that the idea

of a triple partition of mankind, ac-

cording to colour, was current among
the Jews.

1243. Those, who receive the Jeho-

vist's account as a sufficient explana-
tion of the origin of the different nations

of antiquity, must be prepared to ex-

plain how such remarkable permanent
differences in the shape of the skull,

bodily form, colour, physiognomy, as are

exhibited on the most ancient Egyptian
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monuments, where we see depicted
the Mongol with his distinctive features,

shaven except the scalp-lock on the

crown, or else with long hair and thin

moustache, and the Negro, black, flat-

nosed, thick-lipped, woolly-haired, just

exactly as now, the children even with
little tufts of woolly hair erect upon
their heads, (see Types of Mankind,
p. 252, fig.173,) with many correspond-

ing peculiarities in other cases, cculd

have developed themselves so distinctly
in the course of a few centuries, though
no perceptible change has taken place
in the negro face for 4,000 years to the

present time. Nay, according to the

Biblical accounts, the period allowed
for the development of the physiologi-
cal and linguistic differences in the

races of men commences, not with
Adam or even Noah, but with Pelrg,
in whose days mankind was dis-

persed. Gr.x.25
;

and Peleg was born

(449) only 191 years before the birth

of Abraham.
1244. On this point writes Dr. Pye

Smith, Geology and Scripture, p. 353 :

We have no instance of a white family or

community acquiring the proper negro colour,
nor of a ne.ro family losing its peculiarity,
and becoming of a proper, healthy, North-
European white, where there are not inter-

marriages with fair persons, long continued
in the favourable direction. This, I believe,
must be admitted

;
and another fact of great

importance must be added to it. The recent

explorings of the Egyptian tombs and temples
have brought to light pictures of native

Egyptians, and of men and women of other

nations, comprising negroes, who are distin-

tinguished by their characteristic form of
face and their completely black colour. Some
of these highly interesting representations
are proved to be of the age of Joseph and
earlier, and some, in which negro figures

occur, are of the eighth century after the
Flood. Assuming, then, that the complexion
of Noah's family was what I ventured to

suppose as the normal brown, there was not time

for a negro race to be produced by the opera-
tion of all the causes of change with which
we are acquainted.

1245. And so writes Nott, Types of
Mankind, p.o :

We are told of the transmission from parent
to child of club feet, cross eyes, six fingers,

deafness, blindness, and many other familiar

examples of congenital peculiarities. But
these examples merely serve to disprove the

argument they are intended to sustain. Did
anyone ever hear of a club-footed, cross-eyed,
or six-fingered race, although such individuals
are exceedingly common ? Are they not, on

the contrary, always swallowed up and lost ?

Is it not -

trange, if there be any truth in this

argument, that no race has ever been formed
from those congenital varieties which we know
to occur frequently, and yet races should

originate from congenital varieties, which
cannot be proved, and are not believed, by our
best writers, ever to have existed ? No one
ever saw a Negro, Mongol, or Indian, born
from any but his own species. Has any ne
heard of an Indian child born from white or
black parents in America, during more than
two centuries that these races have been

living there? Is not this brief and simple
statement of the case sufficient to satisfy any-
one, that the diversity of species now seen on
the earth cannot be accounted for on this

assumption of congenital or accidental origin ?

If a doubt remains, would it not be expelled

by the recollection, that the Negro, Tartar,
and Whiteman, existed, with their present
types, at least one thousand years before
Abraham journeyed to Egypt, as a suppli-
cant o the mighty Pharaoh ?

1246. It is impossible to assign with

any degree of confidence the situation

of many of the places or peoples here

named. Some of them, of course, are

well-known from the later history,
while others have been identified with

considerable probability from a com-

parison of their names, and of the order

in which they are here enumerated,
with descriptions which occur elsewhere

in sacred or profane authors. Thus
Japheth represents the nations of the

north and west (in Europe andW. Asia),

Ham, those of the south (in Africa and
W. Asia), Shem, those of the central

parts of W. Asia, comprising, pro-

bably, all those of which the writer had
had some definite information, though
it is not impossible that some may have

been omitted or inserted, to make up
the important number seventy. The

Japhethites, beingprobably least known,
are given only to two generations, the

Hamites to three, the Shemites to four
or five.

1247. Among these may be noticed

Gomer, comp. Cimbri, Cymry, and his de-

scendants
Ashkenaz =the Germans (?) ;

Riphath =the Kelts (?), whom tradition

connects with the Rhipozan, now the

Carpathian, mountains ;

Togarmah=Krim-TaxtnTS (?), or Arme-
nia;

Magog= Scythians ; Gog=Khogh (Indo-

Germ.),
'

mountain,' found in Caue-asus,
' mountain of the An,' from whom Asia
is named ;

MADAi= Medes;
jAVAN = Ionians, on the coasts of W. Asia,
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from whom are derived (contrary to the
Greek tradition, which makes Ion the
descendant of Hellen)

Elishah = Hellas or (?) ^olians;
Tarfhish =Tartessus, in Spain ;

Kittim = Cyprus;
Dodanim="Rho&es, if the reading of the
Sam. Vers., Rodanim (as in lCh.i.7) is

correct ;

Tubal, Meshcch, and Tiras (? Thrace)
are very uncertain. Among the des-

cendants of Ham and Shem are

Lehabim =the Lybians;
Caphtorim = Cretans;
Arvadite =people of Aradus, an isle

on the Phoenician coast ;

Arphaxad = Arrapachitis, a district in
Northern Assyria ;

Hazarmaveth= Hadramaut.

CHAPTER IX.

IDENTITY OF LANGUAGE OF THE HEBREWS
AND CANAANITES.

1248. We proceed now to the con-

sideration of the language spoken by
the Hebrew tribes. According to the

traditionary view, Hebrew must have

been the language of Paradise, since all

the conversations are recorded in that

tongue, the words of Jehovah-Elohim,
those of Adam and Eve, and of the

serpent, and, especially, the two names

given by the man to his wife, ii.23,

iii.20, names given with express re-

ference to their meaning in Hebrew.

So, too, after the expulsion from Para-

dise, the names are pure Hebrew : and
Noah is made to play upon the name
of Japheth. ix.27, with reference to a

Hebrew root of like sound.

1249. Accordingly, there are some who
have maintained that Hebrew was actu-

ally spoken in Paradise, and by all the

inhabitants of the world before and after

the Flood, without suffering any ma-
terial modification, for 2,000 years (!),

so that they remained still a people of
1 one lip,' until, at the ' confusion of

tongues,' the one primeval language
was shattered into a variety of different

languages, or, rather, a multitude of dif-

ferent languages were separated at that

time from the parent Hebrew tongue,

which, however, was still maintained

in its purity among the descendants of

Peleg, 'in whose days the earth was

divided,' x.25, in the line of the eldest

son till the time ofAbraham. Delitzsch,
as we have seen (1034), cannot conscien-

tiously maintain this view, but believes

that the transactions in Paradise were
carried on in a different language, so

that only broken reminiscences of what
then took place have been handed down
to us by tradition.

1250. But, however this may have

been, we must suppose, it would seem,
that Abraham, while living at Haran,
xi.31,32,xii.4,5, in his 'father's house,'

which is elsewhere described as the
'

city of Nahor, in Mesopotamia,' xxiv.

10, co?np. xxvii.43, spoke the language
of the country, the Aramaic. We are

told, however, that when Laban, the

grandson of Nahor, Abraham's brother,

gave an Aramaic name to the stone set

up by himself and Jacob, xxxi.47, Jacob

gave to the same stone a Hebrew name of

like signification. From this, regarded
as an historical matter of fact, we should

infer that Jacob spoke Hebrew, as his

mother-tongue, before he left his father

Isaac's house, and that he retained hi

command of that language during the

twenty years of his residence in Haran,

(where, of course, Aramfean was spoken

by everyone else,) and adopted it again
on his return to the land of Canaan.

1251. But this would show also that

Abraham's family, while living in the

land of Canaan, had already changed
their language from Aramaean to He-

brew ; and it is natural to suppose that

they did this by adopting the tongue
of the people among whom they dwelt.

But, since the Hebrew and Aramaic

are merely different forms of the same
Semitic family of languages, this would

imply that the Canaanites spoke the

same tongue fundamentally as the He-

brews themselves, before, as well as

after, the migration of Abraham, in

other words, that the Hebrew tribes

were originally kindred tribes to those

of Canaan, and were not, as they are

represented in G.x, the sons of Shem,
while the Canaanites were the children

of Ham.
1252. By those, who maintain Hebrew

to be the original tongue of Paradise,

or the nearest representative of the

original tongue, it will be assumed that

it was continued in its purity in the line

of Abraham, while Aramaic was a de-

flection from it, a dialectic variation.
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Admitting this, the difficulty will re-

main the same as before, to account

for the fact of the Canaanites and Phce-

nicians speaking Hebrew, or, at least,

a language substantially the same as

the Hebrew, if they were, indeed, des-

cendants of Ham.
1253. That they did this, is clearly

implied in the narrative, where the He-
brews are represented as having had no

difficulty at any time in communicating
freely, by word of mouth, with the

aboriginal inhabitants of Canaan. In

Egypt we find Joseph's brethren speak-

ing with their brother, supposed to be

an Egyptian, by means ofan interpreter,

xlii.23. The Hamite language of Egypt,

then, was very different as, of course,

we know it was from the Hebrew.
But we find Abram conversing freely
with the Canaanite King of Sodom
and with Melchizedek, the Jebusite

King of Salem, xi v. 19-24, (who, how-

ever, has been supposed by some to

have been no other than the Patriarch

Shem, and who, in that case, of course,

would speak Hebrew, if that was the

original tongue,) as also Lot with the

people of Sodom, xix.5-9, Abraham and
Isaac with the Philistine King of Gerar,

xx.9-15, xxi. 22-32, xxvi.7-10, 26-29,
Abraham with the Hittites, xxiii.:'-16,

Jacob, with the Hivites, xxxiv.8-12.

1254. It may be suggested that these

three Patriarchs had, perhaps, lived so

long among the Canaanites, as to have

acquired the power of speaking their

tongue, supposed to be Hamitic, without

having lost their own Aramaean, or that

form of it, the Hebrew, into which it

had become modified among the mem-
bers of their families, who were origi-

nally, for the most part, also Aramaeans.

But then we find also the harlot Rahab
in Jo.ii talking freely with the Hebrew

spies, and the Hivites of Gibeon with

Joshua, Jo.ix.6-13, and the man of

Luz with the spies in Ju.i.24 : so that

these different natives of Canaan are

represented as speaking a language sub-

stantially the same as that of the

Hebrews.
1255. Again, the names of the Philis-

tine King, Ahimeltch, G.xx.2, and of

the Jebusite Kings, Melchizedek and

Adonizedek, G.xiv.18, Jo.x.l, are pure

Hebrew, meaning, respectively, 'father

of the king,' 'king of righteousness,'
'

lord of righteousness,' the last two

being, in fact, identical. So the names
of many of the Canaanite cities in

Joshua, e.g.
'

Kirjath-sepher
' = city of

the book, Jo.xv.lo, and see those in

Jo.xv.21-62, are pure Hebrew. Nay,
in Isaiah's time, the Jews, speaking
Hebrew, of course, since their Prophets
addressed them in that tongue, did

not generally understand the Syrian or

Aramsean tongue, 2Kxviii.26, Is.xxxvi.

11. Hence it is impossible to suppose
that the Hebrew was merely such a

slight modification of the Aramsean, as

might have sprung up among the mem-
bers of one particular family. And, in

fact, we know that the two languages,

though closely allied, are very different

in form, and quite as distinct from each

other, as Dutch from German, or Spanish
from Portuguese ; though, says Mr.

Twisleton, Smith's Diet, of the Bible,

ii.^.863,
It seems to be admitted by philologers that

neither Hebrew, Aramaic, nor Arabic, is de-

rived the one from the other, just as the same
may be said of Italian, Spanish, and Portu-

guese.

1256. In short, there can be no doubt

that the tribes of Canaan themselves

spoke substantially the Hebrew lan-

guage, which the descendants of Abra-

ham adopted from them, and which is

therefore called the '

language of Ca-

naan,' Is.xix.18. And so writes Bleek,

Einl.p.6l :

The geographical position also of Canaan,
between the Aramaic and Arabian tribes,

would lead one to assume beforehand that the

Canaanites belonged to the same family of

nations, and had a kindred speech, which, in

respect of its character and dialectic pecu-
liarities, would lie between the Aramaic and
Arabian dialects, as in fact, the Hebrew does.

That, however, the Canaanites (that is, the

people inhabiting the land before Abraham's

arrival) spoke one and the same tongue with
the Israelites, or, at least, a tongue much
more nearly related to the Hebrew than the

Aramaic was, may be concluded from the

fact, that, so numerous and intimate as were
the relations of the Hebrews with these

people, we find no indication whatever of any
difference in their language, which either

hindered them from mutually understanding
one another, or made an interpreter necessary.

Lastly, the Proper Names of Canaanitish

persons and places are pure Hebrew, and ex-

pressed in Hebrew not Aramaic forms. It

cannot be doubted, then, that the Canaanites
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spoke substantially the same language as the
Hebrews. But it cannot be supposed that

they adopted it from the solitary stranger,
Abraham. Hence it is obvious that he must
have adopted it from them, after settling in
the country, having dropped gradually by
disuse the Aramaic dialect, which he spoke
in his father's house. This language must
the Israelites have taken with them to Egypt,
and brought back again into the land of
Canaan.

1257. But, beside the indications thus

afforded, that the vernacular language
of the Canaanites was substantially
the same as the Scripture Hebrew, we
have other positive proof in the case of

the Phoenicians, who are spoken of as

Canaanites in Obad. 20 :

' And the Captivity of this host of the chil-

dren of Israel shall possess that of the Ca-
naanites even unto Zarephath,' i.e.

'

Sarepta, a

city of Sidon,' Luke iv.26.

So, in Matt.xv.22, we read of the
' woman of Canaan,' who came ' out

of the coasts of Tyre and Sidon
'

; and
Sidon is named in G.x.15 as the first-

born son of Canaan.

1258. Accordingly, Augustine,
speaking of the rural population of

the Phoenician colony of Carthage,
writes as follows, Ep. Meh. ad Rom.
xiii:

Our rustics being asked who they are, an-

swering in Punic '

Chananites,' what else do
they answer than ' Canaanites?

'

So, Hept. quasi. 16, he writes:

Those tongues (Punic and Hebrew) do not
differ much from one another.

And, Tract, in Joh. Evang.xv. 27:

Those tongues are allied, and belong to

neighbouring people, the Hebrew, and Punic,
and Syrian.

And, Locnt.i.24, ad Gen.vin.9,
It is an expression, which I consider to be

Hebrew for this reason, that it is also very
familiar to the Punic tongue, in which we
find many words agreeing with Hebrew.

And contr.lit.Petil.ii.239,

Which word (Messias) corresponds with the
Punic tongue, as do very many other, and,
indeed, almost all Hebrew words.

1259. But our actual knowledge of
the ancient Phoenician tongue has been

greatly extended of late, and leaves no
doubt whatever on this point. It is

derived from the following sources:

(i) Words quoted by old authors as Phoeni-
cian or Punic, such as names of persons,
places, &c, as well as many other words ;

(ii) The passages produced by Plautus,

Posh.v.l-10,ii.35, &c, as speeches of the Car-
thaginian Hanno in the Punic tongue ;

(iii) Inscriptions on coins of the Phoenicians
and their colonies

;

(iv) Inscriptions on engraved stones and
vessels, pillars, votive tablets, and sepulchral
monuments

;

(v) Especially the two very important,
newly-discovered, Phoenician relics, viz. an
altar of the fourth century B.C., discovered
in June 1845, by the fall of part of a house in

Marseilles, the ancient port Massilia, and the

sarcophagus of the Sidonian king, Eschmun-
azar, with a very perfect inscription, dis-

covered at Sidon, Jan. 15, 1855.

And for full proof of the substantial

identity of the two languages refer-

ence may be made to the Phoenician

Inscriptions, lately published by the

authorities of the British Museum.
1260. Prof. Rawxinson, however,

Aids to Faith, p.269, maintains that the

Phoenicians were an entirely different.

race from the other inhabitants of

Canaan, and were, in fact, Shemites,
so that they might speak the same

language as the Hebrews, while the

Canaanites, generally, were Hamites :

As for the argument from the presumed
identity of the Canaanites with the Phoeni-

cians, though it has great names in its

favour, there is really very little to be said

for it. Phoenicia, as a country, is distin-

guishable from Canaan, in which it may,
perhaps, have been included, but of which it

was, at any rate, only a part. And the
Phoenician people present in many respects a

strong and marked contrast to the Canaanites,
so that there is great reason to believe that

they were an entirely different race.

But, if the Phoenicians were She-

mites, what, then, becomes of the

Scripture statement in G.x.15, that

Sidon was the ' first-born
'

of Canaan,
and brother of the Hittite, Jebusite,

Amorite, &c. ?

1261. Prof. Eawlinson seeks to

confirm his view, by noting
-

Whereas between the real Canaanites and
the Jews there was deadly and perpetual hos-

tility, until the former were utterly rooted
out and destroyed, the Jews and Phoenicians
were on terms of perpetual amity, an amity
encouraged by the best princes, who would
scarcely have contracted a friendship with
the accursed race.

But he here only draws attention to

another of the difficulties, which em-
barrass the traditionary view. If the

laws of the Pentateuch, as we now find

them in E.xxiii. 31-33
' I will deliver the inhabitants of the land

into your hand, and thou shalt drive them out
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try, philology, history, geography, mathema-

tics, and especially astronomy. The Arabic

grammarians produce one thousand different

words for
'

sword,' five hundred for '

lion,'

two hundred for '

serpent,' four hundred for
' misfortune.' Bleek, pA2.

from be/ore thee : thou shalt mate no covenant

with them, nor with their gods : they shall not

dwell in thy land, lest they make thee sin

against me :

'

had really been in existence, and re-

cognised as of Divine authority, in the

days of David and Solomon, it can

hardly he believed that these, among
the ' best princes,' would have con-

tracted such close alliance with the

Phoenicians, who are expressly named
in Ju.iii.3 among the nations of Canaan
which were not yet exterminated, but
'
left

'

for a while '

to prove Israel
'

'five lords of the Philistines, and all the

Canaanites, and the Sidonians, and the Hi-
vites that dwelt in mount Lebanon,'

or that, even if Solomon could import
horses for the '

kings of the Hittites,'

lK.x.29, as well as take wives of the
' Zidonians and Hittites,' lK.xi.l,

the prophet Amos, two centuries later,

would have threatened the Tyrians
with punishment, because they
' remembered not the brotherly covenant with

Israel,' Am.i.9.

1262. It is true that in Nehemiah's

time, Neh.xiii.24, the speech of Ashdod
differed materially, it would seem, from

the Jews' language. But this was
after their return from the Captivity,
and when it is highly probable that

their speech at least, that of the

younger people had become consider-

ably modified by so long a residence in

Babylon. As Bleek observes,

We have no means of knowing certainly
what the Jews' language was at that time,
whether the old Hebrew, or the Aramaic
(Chaldee) : nor do we know in what the dif-

ference consisted, perhaps, only in a broader
utterance.

1263. The Semitic dialects are prin-

cipally three,

(i) The Northern or Aramaic, in-

cluding the Chaldee, Samaritan, and

Syriac ;

(ii) The Southern, including the

Arabic and Ethiopic ;

(iii) The Middle, including the

Hebrew, Phoenician, and Canaanitish.

These dialects wonderfully agree. By far the

greater number of the root-words, which
exist in Hebrew, are found in the other Se-

mitic dialects, and with the same, or very
little modified, meanings. But the Arabic

appears to be by far the richest of these dia-

lects, partly because we have so many books
written in this language on all subjects, poe-

CHAPTER X.

THE HEBREW LANGUAGE, WHENCE
DERIVED.

1261. It would seem, therefore, as

we have said, that the language of the

Canaanites and Hebrews was radically
the same, from the earliest times, and
that the former are incorrectly sepa-

rated, as to their origin, from the

latter, and referred to Ham as their

ancestor. Delitzsch, however, writes

as follows, p.'29o :

The Semitic language of the Canaanites is

not opposed to their Hamitic origin; they
have, as other Hamites, become Sanitized.

It is possible that they adopted the language
of the primeval inhabitants of the future

Canaan
; for, to judge from the remains of

Proper Names which have come down to us,
these were Semitic. It is possible also that,
on their way from the East to the West,
they dwelt long among the Semitic tribes of

Arabia
;
whereas the set lement of the primi-

tive Egyptians was comparatively sudden,
and theiefore may not have been attended
with any important intermixture with foreign
elements. The old Hamitic tongues have

certainly succumbed to Semitic, at last, even
in Egypt. where the use and knowledge of

the Coptic have almost entirely died out.

The inability of the Bamitic, and especially of
the Canaanitish peoples, to maintain themselves

in the possession of their natural tongue, cor-

responds to the absence of a blessingfor Ham,
and to the curse of servitude laid on Canaan,

126-5. It is obvious to reply that the

Hamite Egyptians retained the use of

their mother-tongue, long after the

Hebrew had ceased to be the verna-

cular of Palestine. Gesenius says (see
Parker's de Wette, pAol) :

This only is certain that, in Nehemiah'a
time, the people still spoke Hebrew, and that,
in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes and the

Maccabees, the Hebrew was still written,

though the Aramaean was the prevalent lan-

guage ; whereas, about this time, and shortly
after Alexander the Great, even the learned
Jews found it hard to understand difficult pas-

sages in the old writings, because the lan-

guage had ceased to be a living speech.

1266. Again, Nott writes, Types of
Mankind, p.\ 95 :

It is no longer questionable, that theGheez,
or Etliiopic, idiom of the Ethiopic version of
the Scriptures, and other modern books,
which constitute the literature of Abyssinia,
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is a Semitic dialect, akin to the Arabic and
Hebrew.

' There isno reason to doubt,' says Prichard,
that the people, for whose use these books were

written, and whose vernacular tongue was
the Gheez, were a Semitic race.' The Gheez
is now extant merely as a dead language.
The Amharic, a modern Abyssinian, has been
the vernacular of the country ever since the
extinction of the Gheez. . . . It is not a

dialect of the Gheez or Ethiopic, as some
have supposed, but is now recognised to be,

as Pbichard affirms,
' a language fundamen-

tally distinct.' ... It was, probably, an
ancient African tongue, and one of the abori-

ginal idioms of the SB. provinces of Abys-
sinia. Prichard winds up his investigation
with the following emphatic avowal,

' The
languages of all these nations are essentially
distinct from the Gheez and every other
Semitic dialect.'

Ill other words, we have here the
Semitic Gheez language becoming ex-

tinct, while the African or Hamitic

Amharic is still spoken, in contradic-

tion to Delitzsch's theory.
1267. It is, of course, impossible to

disprove the assertion, that the whole

body of Canaanites were Hamites, who
once spoke the same language, substan-

tially, as the Egyptians, but became
Semitised, by dwelling among the

(assumed) aboriginal Semitic tribes of
the future Canaan, or by tarrying long
among the Semitic tribes, through
which they are supposed to have passed
on their way from the eastern districts

westward, much longer than their bre-

thren, the primary founders of the Egyp-
tian race. But the assertion is sup-
ported by no evidence, and is altogether
improbable.

1268. There appear to have been tra-

ditions, to which Herodotus, vii.89,

refers, of the Phoenicians having been
settled originally in the neighbourhood
of the Persian Gulf, from which they
migrated to the coasts of the Mediter-
ranean. The Philistines also are ex-

pressed in the Sept. Vers, by a word
which meant 'Foreigners' or 'Emi-
grants,' and are believed to have come
back to the main land, from the Phoeni-
cian settlements in Caphtor, i.e. Crete,
of whom the Deuteronomist writes,
ii.23

' As to the Avim, which dwelt in the vil-

lages unto Gaza, the Caphtorim, which
came out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and
dwelt in their stead.'

But the fact, (if it be a fact,) that the

Phoenicians had come originally from the

Persian Gulf, would only make it more

probable that they belonged to the Se-

mitic family of nations, and spoke a

Semitic tongue, as did also, most pro-

bably, the other Canaanite nations,

Hittite, Jebusite, &c., whatever may
have been the case with the aboriginal

tribes, whom they may have dispos-
sessed.

1269. But we must here notice ano-

ther point bearing upon the question of

the Mosaic authorship of the story of

the Exodus. That story represents the

people of Israel, when coming out of

Egypt, after a residence there of, at

least, two centuries, speaking perfectly

pure Hebrew, without the slightest inter-

mixture of either Aramaic or Egyptian
idioms. Moses, throughout the Penta-

teuch and not merely in the later book
of Deuteronomy speaks to the people

always in the purest Hebrew, makes his

addresses, writes his song, E.xv.1-18,
and delivers his laws, in pure Hebrew;

nay, the Ten Commandments, as re-

corded to have been uttered on Sinai, are

expressed in pure Hebrew. Throughout
the first four Books, with the exception
of one or two Aramaean words, as La-
ban's expression, yegar shahddutha,
'

heap of witness,' G.xxxi.47, and one

or two Egyptian words, as avrech, 'bow
the knee,' xli.4 3, introduced, however,
with special reference to Aramaean or

Egyptian circumstances, the language
is pure Hebrew, perfectly uncorrupted

by Aramaean or Egyptian peculiarities.

1270. Now let us consider for a mo-
ment the circumstances under which
this perfectly pure Hebrew of the

Pentateuch is supposed to have been

written. We find Jacob, as we have

said (1250), on his return from Haran
to the land of Canaan, returning also

to the use of the Hebrew tongue, which
we may suppose him to have been fa-

miliar with, as the language spoken in

his father Isaac's house, during the

first seventy-seven years of his life, and
not to have lost, though he had but

little opportunity of speaking it, during
the twenty years of his sojourn with

Laban. But his four wives, and all

the servants, male and female, which
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he brought with him into Canaan,
must all have been Aramaeans, must

all have spoken the same language as

Laban, viz. the Syrian or Aramaean

tongue ;
and we must suppose that

the young children, of whom the eldest

was not more than twelve years old,

brought up with their mothers and
these servants, must have spoken Ara-

maean also.

1271. We may, indeed, assume that

during the thirty years which tbey

spent in Canaan, before going down
to settle in Egypt, they may have

changed their language, as Abraham
did, and, dropping the Aramaean, have

acquired the Hebrew tongue of the

tribes of Canaan. But it is not easy
to understand how they should have

changed it so completely, as to have

lost all trace of the Aramaean, or how,

going down into Egypt, as they did,

and living there, under the circum-

stances described in the book of

Exodus, for two hundred and fifteen

years at least, they should have re-

tained the Hebrew tongue, if they took

it with them, in perfect "purity, without

the slightest intermixture of any foreign
element. As to the first point, the

captives in Babylon, we know, had
their tongue soon corrupted, so that

Chaldaisms abound in later Hebrew.
But Jacob's family (we must suppose)

exchanged the Aramaean for the Hebrew

completely in thirty years, although for

every one of those, who came into

Canaan, except .Jacob himself, for all

the adult women and servants, as well

as the young children, the Aramaean
was their mother-tongue, which they
had spoken from their birth.

1272. We will suppose, however, that

Jacob's children, being so young, may
have acquired the new tongue peitfectly,

through intercourse with Canaanites, as

Hamor, G.xxxiv, and others. Thus
Jacob himself, and his sons, and his

daughter Dinah, may have spoken
Hebrew, when they went down into

Egypt. And, though his son's wives,
unless taken from the Canaanites as

Judah's, xxxviii.2, and Simeon's, xlvi.

10 (both these two, however, seem to

be noted rather as exceptional cases)
would not have spoken Hebrew, we may

assume that their children, brought up
among Canaanitish servants, may have
learned from them and from their fa-

thers, to speak the language of the

land. And so the majority of the
'

seventy souls,' who went down with

Jacob, may be regarded as speaking
Hebrew, though scarcely, we should

suppose, pure Hebrew.
1273. But how could this small com-

munity of 70 souls, surrounded, as they
were, by Egyptians, with whom they
were continually in contact, as friends,

in the first instance, during the first

hundred years of their sojourn, as

slaves, afterwards, for (at least) the

last eighty years, have maintained

during all this time that perfect purity
of language, which we find exhibited

in the Pentateuch, uncorrupted by
the slightest influx of Egyptian, or

any other foriegn, idioms ? They may
have intermarried among themselves,
or taken wives from the Egyptians or

other foreigners, or from their old

Syrian home : but they could only
have been reinforced, in respect of

maintaining the pure Hebrew tongue

among them, by marrying Canaanites.

Some Hebrew women may have mar-
ried Egyptians, lCh.ii. 34,35, and their

offspring would be reckoned as Hebrews :

Moses himstlf married an Ethiopian
woman, N.xii.l: a 'mixed multitude'

went up with them out of Egypt, E.xii.

38. The children and grandchildren of

Joseph, we must suppose, at least,

during the 80 years of Joseph's dignity,
must have been brought up under

Egyptian influences, and in intimate

connection with the members of the

high Egyptian family, to which Joseph's
wife belonged, G.xli.4.5. And, indeed,
the expression in G.1.23,
the children of Machir, the son of Manasseh,
were brought up on Joseph's knees,

implies his close relations with them.

1274. Under these circumstances,

during all this time, for more than two

centuries, it would indeed be strange
if they could maintain their language
identically the same pure Hebrew, as

that which their forefathers, Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob, spoke, while

living in daily contact with the tribes

of Canaan. It may, perhaps, be alleged
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that the language of the Pentateuch is

sufficiently explained, if Moses spoke
and wrote Hebrew perfectly. Yet how
should Moses, who, for the first forty

years of his life, was brought up in

Pharaoh's house,
'

in all the learning
of the Egyptians,' who may, of course,

have spoken Hebrew, as well as Egyp-
tian, but could only have learned it

from the speech of his fellow-country-

men, when they had already been liv-

ing in Egypt, under the circumstances

above described, for 130 years to the

day of his birth, and who spent the

next forty years of his life in the

deserts of Midian, have maintained

all along the perfect Hebrew tongue,

pure and simple, without the slightest
adulteration from any foreign influ-

ences, neither vocabulary nor syntax

being in the least degree modified ?

1275. What effect the residence of

150 years in Babylon had had already

upon the language of the captive

Jews, notwithstanding the noble lite-

rature which they had among them,
in the writings of their psalmists, pro-

phets, and historians, may be seen, as

we have said, in the numerous Chal-

daisms, which distinguish the later

Scriptures of the 0. T. The natives

of Natal, though they have lived only

thirty years under European govern-
ment, have already adopted many cor-

ruptions of English and Dutch words
into their common language. Who can

bebeve that the Hebrews, so small a

community at first, only seventy souls,

of whom many were mere children, and

many others did not speak Hebrew as

their original tongue, and who at that

time possessed no literature, main-
tained their language amidst the joys
of their prosperous, and the oppres-
sions of their miserable, days in Egypt,
without adopting a single idiom, or a

single term, even the name of a com-
mon article of food or dress, tool, im-

plement, &c. from the Egyptians, or

from those with whom they may have

intermarried, when they did not marry
Canaanitish women ? Did these foreign
mothers not affect in the slightest degree
the speech of their children ?

It may be said,
'

a special miracle

may have been wrought for this.' But

wrought for what end? To maintain

in its purity among the Hebrews the

language not of the primitive home
of the Hebrew race, but of the idola-

trous tribes of Canaan !

127f>. Upon the whole, the simple
fact, that the Pentateuch is written

in such pure Hebrew, appears to us

a strong confirmation if we do not

press it, as a positive direct proof of

its having been written, not at a time

when the tribes were just fresh from
their long Egyptian sojourn, but at

a much later period of their national

history, when the language of Canaan
had become, after several generations,
the common tongue of the invading
Hebrews, as well as of the heathen

tribes, whom they deprived of their

possessions in Canaan. a"d whom they
were unwilling to ackr.owledge as bre-

thren, although, it is plain, the lan-

guage of the Canaanites belongs to

the same group, as that spoken by
the collateral branch of the Hebrew

family in the '

city of Nahor.' Thus,
in those later days, conversation is

supposed to pass without difficulty
between the Philistine garrison and

Jonathan, lS.xiv. 12, and between the

Philistine Achish and David, lS.xxix.

6-10 ; and we do not read of any in-

terpreter interfering in the colloquy
between David and Goliath, lS.xvii.

43-47.

1277. But what seems to demonstrate

plainly the later authorship of one im-

portant passage, at least, of the Pen-

tateuch, is this, that the prophecies
of Balaam, who was '

brought from

Aram, out of the mountains of the

east,' N.xxiii.7, comp. D.xxiii.4, and
who is represented as speaking in the

ears of Balak, king of Moab, and of

all the princes of Moab, v. 6, are ex-

pressed in the purest Hebrew. His
conversation with the Moabite mes-

sengers, and with the ass, which also

speaks and, apparently, understands

Hebrew, may be supposed to have
been modified, and to be merely de-

scribed and reported in the 'language
of Canaan

"

But the prophecies, to be

worthy of cr.-dence as historically true,

must have been delivered in the form
in which we now possess them, and in
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Cain and Seth, iv.1,25, by Lamech,which we have an Arameean, speaking
in the purest Hebrew, to a company of

Moahit: s.

1278. By whom, it may be further

asked, were these prophecies remember-

ed, or written down, as Balaam uttered

them, and by whom were they commu-
nicated to IMoses? Is it not plain that

we have here a grand composition of a

later age,
'

profitable,' no doubt,
'

for

instruction in righteousness,' but not to

be received as an infallible record of

historical matter-of-fact, involving the

obligation of believing in the story
of the speaking ass, or imputing the

massacre of 68,000 Midianitish women
and children to a direct Divine Com-
mand ?

1279. What missionary, indeed, would
not shrink from reading lither of these

passages, in the ears of an intelligent
class of catechumens, as undoubted

facts. to the truth of which the Di-

vine Veracity is pledged, upon belief

in which depend all
' our hopes for

eternity,' of which to express any
doubt or disbelief, is to shake ' the

very foundations of our faith,' to 'take

from us all our nearest and dearest

consolations
'

?

CHAPTEE XI.

GEN.XI.1-XI.9.

1280. G.xi.l.
' And the whole earth was of one lip and of

one language.'

The Jehovist a person, evidently,
of a very enquiring and philosophical

mind, and, for the age in which he

lived, singularly well informed on geo-

graphical and ethnological matters

wishes, apparently, to account for the

variety of languages, which he finds

existing among the different families

of the human race. He assumes that

from the time of the Creation for

about 2,000 years no diversities of

language had yet arisen. Mankind
was still of ' one lip,' and still spoke
the same primeval tongue, the

Hebrew, we must suppose, which
was spoken by Adam, when he named
his wife in Paradise, ii.23,iii.20 by
Eve, after their expulsion from Para-

dise, when she gave names to her sons,

shortly before the Flood, when he ex-

plained the name of Noah, v.29. And,
indeed, it is obvious that the names of

the whole series of Patriarchs, from
Adam to Noah, in G.v., and from Noah
onwards in G.xi. 10-26, are, in almost

every instance, pure Hebrew names.
1281. On the traditionary view, then,

we must suppose that Hebrew was cer-

tainly the primitive tongue. And so

Willet writes, Hex. in Gen. jo.133 :

Now, if any be desirous to know what lan-

guage this was, which before this confusion
of tongues was used through the world, it is

agreed by the most learned interpreters, that
it was the Hebrew.

(i) Augustine's reason is, de civ. Dei, xvi.

ll,xviii.-39, because the Hebrew is so called of

Heber, in whose family that, which was the
common tongue before, remained : that tongue,
which Heber used before the division of

tongues, was the com . on speech ; but that
was the Hebrew.

(ii) Hierom's reason to prove the Hebrew
to be matrix, the mother of all other lan-

guages, [is] because every tongue hath bor-

rowed some words of the Hebrew.
(iii) Tostatus's reason is, because those

names, which were first given, as Adam, Eve,
Cain, Seth, are Hebrew words, as may appear
by their several derivations in that tongue.

1282. Delitzsch, however, as we have

already seen (1034), finds himself un-

able to adopt this view, and writes aa

follows, p.315:
The Synagogues, the Fathers of the Church,

and many of our orthodox teachers, are, in-

deed, of opinion that Hebrew was the primi-
tive tongue, maintained in the family of Eber,
the tongue alrea.dy used before the Flood, the

tongue of Paradise. It is said that Noah,
(who overlived the event), Shem, and those of

kindred mind, certainly took no part in the

godless undertaking, and, consequently, were
not affected by the ' confusion of tongues.'
Reference also is made to the names of the

primeval history, with some of which the
derivations are given, as 'Adam,' 'Ishah' =
woman, 'Khavvah'=Eve, 'Kain,' &e. But
both these arguments want convincing power.
The family, from which Abram pi'oceeded,
was certainly an Aramaic, not a Hebrew,
family ; it was a family speaking Aramaic, as
the history of Jacob and Laban shows,
G.xxxi.47,co/p.I>.xxvi.o.

' The Hebrew lan-

guage,' says ASTRUC, and his view is incon-

testably correct.
' was the common language

of the Canaanites
;
and Abraham, when he

arrived among them from Chaldaea, needed to
learn it. which was not difficult for him, be-
cause the language of the Chaldreans, which
was his natural tongue, had considerable

affinity with it, and was a sort of dialect of
it.' Hence the assertion of Arabic and Per-
sian writers, that the Syriac or Nabatsean

tongue, that which, after the confusion of
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tongues, was maintained at Babylon itself

was the primitive tongue, is comparatively
more probable. However, dialects are branches
which imply a common stem. We should,
therefore, in place of Hebrew or Aramaic,
have to assume the existence of a Semitic
fundamental language, which later, though
at a very early age, branched into dialects.
But in opposition to this stands the fact that
the Semitic family of languages, setting aside
its peculiar honours, is inferior to others, as
the Indo-Germanic, in richness and expres-
siveness, and does not by any means possess
the completeness which must have belonged
to the primitive tongue, as also the fact,
that the family from whom Abram proceeded,
had fallen away to idolatries just as the

others, Jo.xxiv.2,14, and that the -o-called
'

Hebrew,' which we should rather call
' Ca-

naanite,' Is.xix.18, although, as a sacred

tongue, it has had a very peculiar course of

development, appears originally as the lan-

guage of Canaan, the curse-laden, to whom
it had passed from the equally-heathen abori-

ginal inhabitants of the land.

Also, the proof drawn from the names of
the primeval history so little avails, that, in

point of fact, the ante-Babylonic language
cannot possibly have been the language of
Paradise. Adam says in Dante, Par. xxvi.
124-6:

The speech, which once I spoke, was quite
extinct,

Before that to th' impracticable work
The race of Nimrod set their energies.

How can it possibly have been otherwise?
Certainly, the principle of the '

dispersion
'

was first powerfully energetic after the event
In G.xi.1-9. But the Fall of Man must
have changed their mode of speech as well
as thought : it brought among them ever-

spreading loss of spirituality, materialisa-

tion, and since the nature of sin is false

self-seeking, the destruction of their unity,
though, perhaps, at first, not yet to the ex-
tent of losing the power of mutual intelli-

gence.
' The first man,' asDRECHSLER thence

justly infers,
' was not called Adam, nor the

first woman Eve, nor their sons Cain and
Abel ; only they are so-called in Hebrew

;

their names are all true, but only relatively
true. With the occurrence of G.xi.1-9, the
names of the old traditionary history degene-
rated also in, and with, the general language,
without any damage thereby to th authenti-

city of these names and their etymologies; since
it is the same thing, for example, whether I

say that Adam's firstborn had a name, which
corresponds to the name Rain, from Kanah,
'

acquire,
'

or to the Greek name ktesias

from the Greek word for
'

acquire.' The
veracity of the Law, which imparts to
us here the tradition, viewed in the light
of the spirit, which was inherited to Abra-
ham and Israel, through Shem from the
family of Noah, is not a verbal, but a living,
veracity, it stands not in the letter, but in
the spirit.' So it is The deriva-
tion of all languages from one primeval
tongue tee hold fast upon the authority of the

Scripture. But the possibility of demon-
strating such a primeval language, out of a
more or less close relationship of all existing

tongues, this possibility, before maintained
by us, we now dismiss, as though awakened
from a dream.

1283. It is manifest thatDELmscH's
great difficulty is this to account for
the fact that the primeval Hebrew
tongue, spoken in Paradise, and by-
all before the Flood, and in Noah's

family after it, should have been re-

tained amidst the '

curse-laden
'

tribes
of Canaan, and not in the family of

Abraham, so that the latter must
actually first have learned it, when he
came into contact with them. Not
being able to allow the possibility of

this, he falls back upon the notion
that the names, Adam, Eve, Cain,
Abel, Nod, Noah, &c, are all trans-
lations of the original forms, into
words of similar meaning in Hebrew,

a theory, which requires also to be
swelled by the assumption, that all the

conversations, recorded in G.i.l-xi.9,
are only translations, and that all the
names in G.v are, in like manner,
modified from the original forms into

pure Hebrew words, expressing lite-

rally the same meaning, and not only
these, but also the names in Cxi. 10-25,
at least, till we come to Peleg, in whose
time ' the earth was divided.'

1284. The extravagance of these as-

sumptions, to which this able writer has
been driven in attempting to maintain
the traditionary view, makes it un-

necessary to discuss them at further

length. It is sufficient to remark

that, if the authority of Scripture may
prove the fact of the existence of a

primeval language, it will also prove
that this language was Hebrew. We
have no right to assume a process of

translation, to which the original docu-
ments make no allusion.

1285. Kalisch notes on this point
as follows, Gen.p.318 :

The linguistic researches of modern times
have more and more confirmed the theory of
one primitive Asiatic language, gradually de-

veloped into various modifications by external

agencies and influences. Formerly, the He-
brew tongue was, by many scholars, advo-
cated as the original idiom : for it was main-
tained, both by early Jewish and Christian
authorities, that, as the race of Shem were no
partners in the impious work of the Tower,
they remained in possession of the first lan-

guage, which the fathers of the earliest age
had left to Noah. But this view, like the
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more recent one, that a child, if left alone

without human society, would speak Hebrew,
is now classed among popular error.-. At

present, the scale of probability inclines more
to the Sanscrit, although the disquisition is

far from being concluded or settled.

According to Prof. Max Muli.er
and Baron Bunsent, the Sanscrit and
Semitic tongues are alike modifica-

tions of an '

agglutinative
'

language,
that is, of a form of speech in which
the original compound roots had not

been rubbed down into affixes and
suffixes.

1286. But Kalisch's observation ap-

plies only to the different languages
of one race, as the Caucasian or the

Mongolian. No one would say that

there was any affinity between the

Chinese tongue and the Indo-Euro-

pean family of languages, or between
these and those of the North-Ameri-
can Indians. Card. Wiseman, Lect. ii.,

On the Connection bitween Science and
R< vi ah'd Religion, admits ' a radical

difference
'

among languages :

As the radical difference among the lan-

guages forbids their being considered dialects,
or offshoots of one another, we are driven to

the conclusion that, on the one hand, these

languages must have been originally united
in one, whence they drew their common ele-

ments, essential to them all (?),and on the

other, that the separation between them,
which destroyed other and no less important
elements of resemblance, could not have
been caused by any gradual departure or in-

dividual development, /or these tee have long
tince excluded, but by some violent, unusual,
and active force, sufficient alone to reconcile
these conflicting appearances, and to ac-
count at once for the resemblances and the
differences.

1287- But the truth is, as an able

writer has said, West. Rev. Jan. 1865,

p. 62, that ' the Analysis of Language
has taught some strange lessons.'

It tells us that man had lived, perhaps for

ages, before the process of metaphor had
created a single term to convey an immaterial

conception. It has traced the working of

metaphor, in its conversion of general notions
into personal beings, and in the translation
of phrases applied originally to outward
phenomena into incidents professedly his-

torical. And, thus teaching us, it has brought
us to a point from which we may well
turn to survey the ground which we have
traversed.
The popular theology of Christendom

asserts that man started into being in the
full perfection of his mental powers, and
with the privilege of an immediate inter-
course with his Maker. The Science of

Language has shown that man may at the
first have been mute, and certainly that he
was unable, during a long period, to express
more than the merest bodily sensations. Its

dispassionate analysis has shown that
'It was an event in the history of man,

when the ideas of father, mother, sister,

husband, wife, were first conceived and first

uttered. It was a new era, when the numerals
from one to ten had been framed, and when
words like law, right, duty, virtue, generosity,
love, had been added to the dictionary of man.
It was a revelation, the greatest of all revela-

tions, when the conception of a Creator, a

Ruler, a Father, of man, when the name of

God was for the first time uttered in this

world.' Prof. Max. Muller, Lectures on

Language, second series, p.308.

1288. G.xi.4.
' And they said, Come, let us build for us a

city, and a tower with its head in heaven.'

The story of the '

dispersion of

tongues
'

is connected by the Jehovistic

writer with the famous unfinished

Temple of Belus (Birs Nimroud).
of which, probably, some wonderful

reports had reached him, in whatever

age we may suppose him to have lived.

The language and actions, which are

here ascribed to the Divine Being, are

strangely anthropomorphic. But the

derivation of the name Babel, from the

Hebrew balal,
'

confound,' which seems

to be the connecting point between this

story and the Tower of Babel, is, as we
have already noticed (949), altogether

incorrect, the word being compounded
probably of 'El' or 'II,' so that 'Bab-Il'

means ' Gate of God.' This is sufficient

to show that the story before us is not

historically true. It does not, however,

necessarily imply, as Tuch and Knobel
assume, that the Jehovist himself origi-
nated the story, as he may have received

it in this form from others. Prof. Baw-
linson says, Smith's Diet, of the

Bible, i,p.l49 :

The name is connected in Genesis with the
Hebrew root, balal,

'

confundere,'
' because

the Lord did there confound the language of
all the earth.' But the native etymology is

Bab-Il,
' the gate of the God II,' or, perhaps,

most simply, 'the gate of God.' And thi6,
no doubt, was the original intention of the

appellation as given by Nimrod, though the
other sense came to be attached to it after the
' Confusion of Tongues.'

1289. The following account of Birs

Nimroud is from Kalisch. Ge?t.p.315 :

The huge heap, in which bricks, stone,

marble, and basalt, are irregularly mixed,
covers a surface of 49,000 feet; while the
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chief mound is nearly 300 feet high, and from
200 to 400 feet in width, commanding an ex-

tensive view over a country of utter desolation.

The tower consisted of seven distinct stages or

square platforms, built of kiln-burnt bricks,

each about twenty feet high, gradually di-

minishing in diameter. The upper part of

the brickwork has a vitrefied appearance ; for

it is supposed that the Babylonians, in order

to render their edifices more durable, submitted

them to the heat of the furnace ;
and large

fragments of such vitrefied and calcined ma-
terials are also intermixed with the rubbish

at the base. This circumstance may have

given rise to, or at least countenanced, the

legend of the destruction of the Tower by
heavenly fire, still extensively adopted among
the Arabians. The terraces were devoted to

the planets, and were differently coloured, in

accordance with the notions of Sabsean as-

trology, the lowest, Saturn's, black, the se-

cond, Jupiter's, orange, the third, Mars', red,

the fourth, the Sun's, yellow, the fifth, Venus's,

white, the sixth, Mercury's, blue, the seventh,
the Moon's, green. Merodach-adan-akhi is

stated to have begun it B.C. 1100. It was
finished five centuries afterwards by Nebu-

chadnezzar, who has left a part of its history
on two cylinders, which have lately been ex-

cavated on the spot, and thus deciphered by
Rawlinson. ' The building, named the Pla-

nisphere, which was the wonder of Babylon,
I have made and finished. With bricks en-

riched with lapis lazuli, I have exalted its

head. Behold now the building, named " the

Stages of the Seven Spheres," which was the

wonder of Borsippa, had been built by a

former king. He had completed forty-two
cubits of height : but he did not finish the

head. From the lapse of time it had become
ruined. They had not taken care of the exit

of the waters ;
so the rain and wet had pene-

trated into the brickwork. The casing of

burnt brick lay scattered in heaps. Then

Merodach, my great lord, inclined my heart

to repair' the building. I did not change its

site, nor did I destroy its foundation-platform.

But, in a fortunate month, and upon an aus-

picious day, I undertook the building of the

raw-brick terraces, and the burnt-brick casing
of the Temple. I strengthened its founda-

tion, and I placed a titular record on the part
which I had rebuilt. I set my hand to build

it up, and to exalt its summit. As it had
been in ancient times, so I built up its struc-

ture. As it had been in former days, thus I

exalted its head.'

1290. If the Jehovist lived in Solo-

mon's days, about B.C. 1015-975, and

the Temple of Belus was begun, as

Kalisch has just said, by Merodach-

adan-akhi in B.C. 1100, not more than

a century would have elapsed to his

time, hardly long enough for the un-

finished building, however wonderful,

to have become the subject of a legend.

But, as the tower was apparently an

observatory, and the fact of its being
dedicated to the sever ancient planets

shows that astronomical observations

had made considerable progress among
the Chaldaeans at the time when it was
built, the traditions connected with it

may have embodied stories of a much
earlier date, to which the new building

gave fresh currency.

1291. Prof. Rawlinson, however,

says, Smith's Dict.i.p.159 :

The supposed date [of the building of the

Temple of Mugheir] is B.C. 2300 a little

earlier than the time commonly assigned to

the building of the Tower [of Babel]. Pro-

bably the erection of the two buildings was
not separated by a very long interval, though
it is reasonable to suppose that, of the two,
the tower was the earlier. If we mark ita

date, as perhaps we are entitled to do, by
the time of Peleg, the son of Eber and
father of Reu, we may perhaps place it about
B.C. 2600.

But it is evident that the above rea-

soning is very loose, and based almost

entirely on traditionary prepossessions.
And here the date of the building of the

Tower is carried up beyond 2348 B.C., the

date which the Hebrew Scriptures fix for

the Deluge, though it is still below that

fixed by the LXX, on which point see

below (1303).
1292. Mr. Bevan also gives from

Oppert, in Smith's Diet, of the Bible,

hi. ^5.1554, another version of the in-

scription, agreeing substantially with

the above
;

but instead of the pas-

sage,

Behold now the building, named
' the Stages

of the Seven Spheres,' which was the wondef
of Borsippa. had been built by a former king.
He had completed forty-two cubits of height : but
he did not finish the head. From the lapse Oj

time it had become ruined

Oppert translates:

This i difice, the house of the seven Lights
of the Earth, the most ancient monument of

Borsippa, a former king built it, (they reckon

forty-two ages), but he did not complete its

head. Since a remote time people had aban-
doned it, without order expressing their words.

And this is quoted as '

mentioning
the Tower in connection with the Con-

fusion of Tongues,' though Oppert

says,

This allusion to the ' Tower of the Tongues
is the only one that has as yet been discovered

in the cuneiform inscriptions.

The reader must judge for himself

as to the degree of support afforded to

the probability of the historical reality
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of the Scripture story by the above
translation.

1293. Kalisch describes also the lat-

ter fates of the Temple, as follows,

Gen.p.316 :

The temple of Jupiter Belus with its tower
was regarded as one of the most gigantic
works of antiquity, and attracted the curiosity
of travellers from every country. Herodotus,
who saw it himself, dwells upon it with em-

phasis,i.l81 It was partially destroyed

by Xerxes, when he returned from Greece,
B.C. 490 ; upon which the fraudulent priests

appropriated to themselves the lands and
enormous revenues attached to it, and seem,
from this reason, to have been averse to its

restoration. A part of this magnificent edi-

fice still existed more than five centuries later,

PlIN.vi.30. But the other part was. in the

time of Alexander the Great, a vast heap of

ruins. The ambitious Macedonian determined
to rebuild it, and issued hisorders accordingly.
But, when the work did not proceed with the

vigour and result which he had anticipated,
he resolved to undertake it himself with his

whole army. He lacked, however, the perse-
verance of the oriental despots ; for, when
10,000 workmen were unable to remove the

rubbish within two months, he abandoned his

pretentious designs. However, the portion of

'he structure which was in existence in

1'i.ixy's time was imposing enough to be
still called the Temple of Belus. And Ben-

jamin of Tudela, in the twelfth century, de-

scribed it as a brick building, the base mea-

suring two miles, and the breadth 240 yards ;

he adds, that a spiral passage, built round the

tower, in stages of ten yards each, led up to

the summit, which allows a wide prospect
over an almost perfectly level country ;

and
concludes with the old tradition, that the

heavenly fire, which struck the tower, split

it to its very foundation. More than six hun-
dred years the ruins of Birs Nimroud re-

mained unnoticed and unknown. They were
first rediscovered by Xikbuhr, in 1756, then
more accurately described by Ker Porter,
Bich, Buckingham, kc. : but their examina-

tion, and the discovery of some of the monu-
mental records they contain, were reserved to

the last decennium, 1848-58.

1294. Kalisch also observes, Gen.

p.313 :

Most of the ancient nations possessed myths
concerning impious giants, who attempted to

storm heaven, either to share it with the

immortal gods, or to expel them from it. In
some of these fables the confusion of tongues
is represented as the punishment inflicted by
the deities for such wickedness. And even

Josephus, Ant.l.iv.3, quoted a similar tradi-

tion [in the words of the Sibyl, probably of

very late date, and copied from the Scriptural

story, 'the gods sent storms of wind, and
overthrew the tower, and gave every one his

peculiar language : and for this reason it was
that the city was called Babylon '].

Delitzsch adds, ^.314 :

Actually the Mexicans have a legend of a
tower-building, as well as of a Flood. Xelhua,
one of the seven giants rescued in the flood,
built the great pyramid of Cholula, in order to
reach heaven, until the gods, angry at his

audacity, threw fire upon the building, and
broke it down, whereupon every separate
family received a language of its own. We
will not lay much stress upon it, since the
Mexican legend has experienced much colour-

ing at the hands of the narrators, chiefly
Dominicans and Jesuits ; and we lay still less

upon the point that the Mexican terrace-

pyramid has a great resemblance to the con-
struction of the Temple of Belus : but both
these points deserve to be noticed.

1295. And tipon the credibility of the
whole story, as a matter of history, he
writes as follows, 2?.

314 :

We have, however, other and incomparab'y
more important remains of the event tlnm
those uncertain ruins, [uncertain, only in

respect of the question whether the mound,
Bin Nimroud, does represent the ruins of the

Temple of Belus it is certain that such a

Temple, as above described, once existed, ]

or these scanty reminiscences. They exist in
the languages themselves, standing in more or
less remote connection of consequences with
that event. Each of these languages is, no
doubt, the production and expression of the

spiritual and natural constitution of the

people, to which it naturally belongs, . . .

Certainly, if this wonderful divine influence
had not occurred, the one primeval tongue
would not have remained in stagnating im-

mobility. It would, by virtue of the rich
abundance of the gifts and powers vouch-
safed to man, have gone through a process of

continual self-enrichment, and have gained
in spirit and uniformity. Now, however,
when the lingual unity of the race was lost,

together with their unity in God, together
also with the unity of their all-defining re-

ligious consciousness, instead of a manifold-
ness in unity, there came a splitting-up with
loss of unity, a cleaving-asunder with utter

loss of connection, such, however, as points
back with a thousand fingers to the fact of

the original unity.

If the last statement be true, yet
how does it prove the historical truth

of the narrative in G.xi.1-9 ?

CHAPTER XII.

GEN.XI.10-XI.26.

1296. The following Table exhibits

the variations from the Heb., of the

Sept., Sa??i., and Josephus, in respect
of the numbers which express tbo

parent's age at the eldest son's birth,

in the list of the Post-Diluvian Pa-

triarchs :

B B
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Thus far the possibility of the derivation of

the peoples from one family is established by
Natural Science. Meanwhile, we do not wish

to be silent as to the fact, that the maintenance
of the contrary is becoming more and more

prevalent. The distinguishing characteristics

of the races.it is said, lie not only in the

colour of the hair, but also especially in the

form of the skeleton, and particularly of the

skull. This difference is in the case of the

principal races so great that it is impossible
to account for the variation through any kind

of climatic or other ordinary influence. And
even if such a variation were possible, yet, in

any case, a space of time of about 400 years

(from the Flood to the patriarchal times, in

which the race-development is already an ac-

complished fact) is besides far too short ;
so

that both Natural Science and Chronology

give positive proof of manifold division of

the human race from the very first. As re-

gards the first proof, however, no account is

here taken of the incalculably great, and, in

correspondence with the character of the

primeval time, doubly intensified, influence of

the spiritual and moral tendency of that age

upon the bodily development. And as regards
the second, we await complacently the final

results of the investigation of the monuments,

especially the Egyptian, and of such inquiries

as that about the'age of the by-gone American

especially, Mexican civilisation. Perhaps,
the chronological net of the Biblical primeval

history really requires an extension. . . .

Allowing, however, that the Scripture has in

fact leapt over hundreds, or even thousands,

of years, would that be sufficient to throw
our thoughts into confusion about it ? The
Bible history is the history of salvation : the

history of salvation is, however, the heart

of the world-history. And, as the heart is

smaller than the man, although it determines

his life, so, perhaps, the Bible chronology is

more contracted than the world-chronology,

although this is raised upon the scaffold of the

other (!). For the sacred history, that of the

Gospel, as well as of the Pentateuch, is com-

plex , i.e., it steps from one main-point of the

history of salvation to the next, without

drawiiig marked attention to the interval

between them.

1301. As Delitzsch observes, the dif-

ficulty lies not so much in the question

whether the derivation of all the races

of the earth from one family is possible.

Mr. Darwin's recent investigations, on

the origin of species, have shown us

that such derivation is, perhaps, not

scientifically inconceivable, provided

only that a sufficient lapse of time be

allowed for it. But then this theory

would require thousands or tens of

thousands of years, instead of four

hundred, which is all the Bible allows

us for the development of seventy dis-

tinct nations from the three sons of

Noah : since, at the time when Abram
-im" into the land of Canaan, we are

' the Canaanite and the Perizzite dwelled

then in the land,' G.xii.6, xiii.7.

1302. Accordingly, Prof. Rawunsoh
writes, Aids to Faith, p.29,2 :

Were we bound down to the numbers of the

Hebrew text, in regard to the period between
the Flood and Abraham, we should, indeed,
find ourselves in a difficulty. Three hundred
and seventy years would certainly not seem to

be sufficient time for the peopling of the world,
to the extent to which it appears to have been

peopled in the days of Abraham, and for the

formation of powerful and settled monarchies

in Babylonia and Egypt. But the adoption of

the Septuagint numbers far this period, which
are on every ground preferable, brings the

chronology into harmony at once with the

condition of the world, as shown to us in the

account given in Scripture of the times of

Abraham, and with the results obtainable

from the study, in a sober spirit, of profane

history. A thousand years is ample time for

the occupation of Mesopotamia, Syria, and

Egypt, by a considerable population, for the

formation of governments, the erection even

of such buildings as the Pyramids, the ad-

vance of the arts generally to the condition

found to exist in Egypt under the eighteenth

dynasty, and for almost any amount of sub-

division and variety in languages.

1303. In another place he writes,

^.259:
The date of the Deluge, which we are most

justified in drawingfrom the sacred documents,
is not, as commonly supposed, B.C. 2348, buf

rather, B.O. 309D, or even K.c. 3159. The
modern objectors to the chronology of Scrip-

ture seek commonly to tie down their oppo-
nents to the present Hebrew text. But there

is no reason why they should submit to this

restriction. The LXX version was regarded
as of primary authority during the first ages
of the Christian Church ;

it is the version

commonly quoted in the N.T. ;
and thus,

when it differs fiom the Hebrew, it is, atleast,

entitled to equal attention. The larger

chronology of the LXX would, therefore, even

if it stood alone, have as good a claim as the

shorter one of the Hebrew text, to be con-

sidered the chronology of Scripture. It does

not, however, stand alone. For the period
between the Flood and Abraham the LXX
has the support of another ancient and indt-

pendent (?) version, the Samaritan. It is

argued that the LXX numbers were enlarged

by the Alexandrian Jews, in order to bring
the Hebrew chronology into harmony with

the Egyptian. But there is no conceivable

reason why the Scmiaritans should have

altered their Pentateuch in this direction, and
no very ready mode of accounting for the

identity of the numbers in these two versions,

but by supposing that they are the real num-
bers of the original.

1304. However, even if we adopt
Prof. Rawlinson's extreme estimate,

and suppose the Flood to have oc-

curred B.C. 3099, yet still this is not

sufficient (1-99) to bring the Scripture
s s 2
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narrative into agreement with scien-

tific fact. And thus we have Lepsitjs

writing, Briefe cms Egypten, p. 35 :

We are still busy with structures, sculp-

tures, and inscriptions, which are to be classed,

by means of the now more accurately deter-

mined groups of kings, in an epoch of highly

flourishing civilisation, as far back as the

fourth millennium before Christ. We cannot

sufficiently impress upon ourselves and others

those hitherto incredible dates. The more
criticism is provoked by them, and forced to

serious examination, the better for the cause.

Conviction will soon follow angry criticism ;

and finally those results will be attained

which are so intimately connected with every
branch of antiquarian research.

1305. It is easy, however, to under-

stand why the Alexandrian interpre-

ters may have altered the numbers,
either for the reason above mentioned

by Prof. Rawlinson (1303), or,

perhaps, because they already saw

the difficulty which the smaller num-
bers occasioned. But can any good
reason be conceived for the Hebrews

corrupting their Scriptures, and chang-

ing the numbers in their Pentateuch, if

they had originally the same numbers
as are now found in the Septuagint?
Hales, indeed, says, Elements of Hist.

Chron., i.p.278:
The motive, which led the Jews to mutilate

the Patriarchal genealogies, is most clearly

exposed by Ephrem Syrus, who died a.d. 378.
' The Jews,' says he,

' have subtracted 600

years from the generations of Adam, Seth,
&c, in order that their own books might not
convict them concerning the coming of Christ,
He having been predicted to appear for the
deliverance of mankind after 5,500 years.'

He quotes also Abulfaeagius to the

same effect, the corruption being sup-

posed to have been made after the Chris-

tian era, in order to give more time for

the appearance of the Messiah, who was

expected by tradition to come in the

sixth millenary age of the world.

1306. But, as only 4,000 years had

elapsed from the Creation to the Chris-

tian era, and the Messiah was not ex-

pected for 1,500 years, there would
seem to have been hardly sufficient

reason for the Jews making the altera-

tion in question at so early a time,
if ever they desired to make it. Mr.
Poole says, Smith's Diet, of the Bible,

i.p.320 :

With respect to probability of accuracy
arising from the state of the text, the Hebrew

certainly has the advantage. There is every
reason to think that the Rabbins have been

scrupulous in the extreme in making altera-

tions. The LXX,on the other hand, showssigns
of a carelessness that would almost permit
change, and we have the probable interpola-
tion of the second '

Cainan,' [whose name is

inserted between Arphaxad and Salah in the

LXX, but is rejected by all commentators as

an interpolation into the original text.]

1307. Prof. Rawlinson adds further,

p.264:
Whether the chronology of these versions

admits of further expansion (!) whether,
since the chronologies of the Hebrew Bible,
the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the LXX differ,

we can depend on any one of them (!), or

whether we must not consider that this por-
tion of Revelation has been lost to us, by the
mistakes of copyists, or the intentional altera-

tions of systematisers (!), it is not necessary
at present to determine. ' Our treasure,' as

before observed,
'

is in earthen vessels.' The
revealed Word of God has been continued in
the world, in the same way as other written

compositions, by the multiplication of copies.
No miraculous aid is vouchsafed to the tran-

scribers, who are liable to make mistakes, and

may not always have been free from the design
of bending Scripture to their own views. Still,

at present, we have no need to suppose that the

numbers have in every case (!) suffered.

1308. It is difficult to see what could

have been the object of a miraculous re-

velation of numbers, if there was not to

be also amiraculouspresfryffttoH ofthem.

But, as regards the numbers now under

consideration, it is plain from the Table

given in (1296), that the numbers in the

genealogy to the birth of Terah ' have

in every case suffered,' and been de~

signedly altered, either by the Hebrews

diminishing, or the LXX increasing,
each age by a century. There is no
indication in these lists of any other

than ' intentional alterations of sys-
tematisers.' The question is, who are

most likely to have corrupted the ori-

ginal numbers, the Hebrews or the

Alexandrians ?

1309. Upon the general question of

the possibility that all human beings

may have been derived from one pair,
and that all the now-existing varieties

of the race may have been gradually

developed during a prodigious lapse of

time, through a long succession of ages,
the following remarks of Dr. Nott,

tending to show that there may have
been different centres of creation for

the human race, are well worthy of con-

sideration, Types of Mankind, p.27 3-5.
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These authorities, in support of the extreme
age of the geological era to which man be-

longs, though startling to the unscientific,
are not simply the opinions of a few

;
but

such conclusions are substantially adopted by
the leading geologists everywhere. And, al-

though antiquity so extreme for man's exist-

ence on earth may shock some preconceived
opinions, it is none the less certain that the

rapid accumulation of new facts is fast

familiarising the minds of the scientific world
to this conviction. The monuments of Egypt
have already carried us far beyond all chrono-

logies heretofore adopted ; and, when these
barriers are once overleaped, it is in vain for
us to attempt to approximate, even, to the

epoch of man's creation. This conclusion is

not based merely on the researches of such

archaeologists as Lepsius, Bunsen, Bikch,
Humboldt, &c, but on those also of such
writers as Kexrick, Hixcks, Osborx, and we
may add, of all theologians, who have really
mastered the monuments of Egypt. Nor do
these monuments reveal to us only a single

race, at this early epoch, in full tide of civili-

sation
; but they exhibit faithful portraits of

the same African and Asiatic races, in all their

diversity, which hold intercourse with Egypt
at the present day.
Now the question naturally springs up,

whether the aborigines of A merica were not

contemporary with the earliest races, known
to us, of the eastern continent. If, as is con-

ceded,
'

Caucasian,'
'

Negro,'
'

Mongol,' and
other races, existed in the Old World, already
distinct, what reason can be assigned to show
that the aborigines of America did not also

exist, with their present types, 5,(100 years
ago 1 The naturalist must infer that the
fauna and flora of the two continents were
contemporary. All facts, and all analogy,
war against the supposition, that America
should have been left by the Creator a dreary
waste for thousands of years, while the other
half of the world was teeming with organised
beings. This view is also greatly strength-
ened by the acknowledged fact, that not a

single animal, bird, reptile, fish, or plant, was
common to the Old and New Worlds. No
naturalist of our day doubts that the animal
and vegetable kingdoms of America were cre-

ated where they are found, and not in Asia.
The races of men alone in America have

been made an exception to this general law.
But this exception cannot be maintained by
any course of scientific reasoning. America,
it will be remembered, was not only unknown
to the early Romans and Greeks, but to the

Egyptians; and, when discovered, less than
four centuries ago, it was found to be in-

habited, from the Arctic Sea to Cape Horn,
and from Ocean to Ocean, by a population
displaying peculiar physical traits, unlike any
races in the whole world, speaking lan-

guages bearing no resemblance in structnre
to other languages, and living everywhere
among animals and plants, specifically dis-

tinct from those of Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Oceanica.

Further, in reflecting on the aboriginal
races in America, we are at once met by the

striking fact, that their physical characters
are wholly independent of all climatic or

known physical influences. Notwithstanding
their immense geographical distribution, em-
bracing every variety of climate, it is ac-

knowledged by all travellers, that there is

among this people a prevailing type, around
which all the tribes (north, south, east, and
west) cluster, though varying within pre-
scribed limits. With trifling exceptions, all

American Indians bear to each other some
degi'ee of family resemblance, quite as strong,
for example, as that seen at the present day
among full-blooded Jews ; and yet they are
distinct from every race of the Old World, in

features, language, customs, arts, religions,
and propensities. In the language of Morton,
who studied this people more thoroughly than
any other writer, 'All possess, though in
various degrees, the long, lank, black, hair.

the heavy brow, the dull, sleepy, eye, the

full, compressed, lips, and the salient, but

dilated, nose.' These characters, too, are be-

held in the most civilised and the most savage
tribes, along the rivers and sea-coasts, in the

valleys, and on the mountains, in the prairies,
and in the forests, in the torrid and in the
icebound regions, amongst those that liveon

fish, on flesh, or on vegetables.
The only race in the Old World, with which

any connection has been reasonably conjec-

tured, is the Mongol. But, to say nothing of

the marked difference in physical characters,
their languages alone should decide against
any such alliance. No philologist can be
found to deny the fact, that the Chinese are
now speaking and writing a language sub-

stantially the same as the one they used five

thousand years ago, and that, too, a language
distinct from every tongue spoken by the
Caucasian races. On the other hand, we
have the American races, all speaking dialect*

indisputably peculiar to this continent, and
possessing no marked affinity with any other.

Now, if the Mongols have preserved a lan-

guage entire, in Asia, for 5,000 years, they
should likewise have preserved it here, or, to

say the least, some trace of it. But, not only
are the two linguistic groups radically dis-

tinct, but no trace of a Mongol tongue, dubious
words excepted, can be found in the American
idioms. If such imaginary Mongolians ever

brought their Asiatic speech into this country,
it is clear that their supposed descendants,
the Indians, have lost it, and the latter must
hair acquired, instead, that of some extinct race,
which preceded a Mongol colonisation. It will

be conceded that a colony or nation could
never lose its vocabulary so completely, unless

through conquest and amalgamation, in

which case they would adopt another language.
But, even when a tongue ceases to be spoken,
some trace of it will continue to survive in
the names of individuals, of rivers, places,

countries, &c. . . The appellatives, Missis-

sippi, Missouri, Orinoko, Ontario, Oneida,
Alabama, and a thousand other Indian names,
will live for ages after the last Red Man is

mingled with the dust. They have no likeness
to any nomenclature in the Old World.

1310. He adds also onj?.281 :

The following conclusions were advanced

by Mr. Dupoxceau, as early as 1819, in sub-

stantially the following language :
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(i) The American languages, in general,
are rich in words and grammatical forms;
and in their complicated construction the
greatest order, method, and regularity pre-
vail ;

(ii) These complicated forms appear to
exist in all these languages from Greenland
to Cape Horn ;

(iii) These forms differ essentially from
those of the ancient and modern languages
of the Old Hemisphere. We have no reason
to believe that a race would ever lose its

language, if kept aloof from foreign influences.
It is a fact that in the little island of Great
Britain the Welsh and the Erse are still

spoken, although for 2,000 years pressed upon
by the strongest influences, tending to exter-
minate a tongue. So with the Basque in

France, which can be traced back at least

3,000 years, and is still spoken. Coptic was
the speech of Egypt for at least 5,000 years,
and still leaves its trace in the languages
around. The Chinese has existed equally as

long, and is still undisturbed. . . The lan-

guage of Homer lives in a state of purity, to
which, considering the extraordinary duration
of its literary existence (2,500 years at least),
there is no parallel, perhaps, on the face of
the globe.

Although the nations of Europe and Western
Asia have been in constant turmoil for thou-
sands of years, and their languages torn to

pieces, yet they have been moulded into the
great heterogeneous Indo-European mass,
everywhere showing affinities among its own
fragments, but no resemblance to American
languages.

1311. This question, however, of the

Plurality of Eaees, is independent of
that of the reliance to be placed on
the accounts here given of the Pa-
triarchs after the Flood. And, that
these are unhistorical, is sufficiently
shown by the following Table, where
the numbers express the years after
the Flood of the respective events.
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that Terah's three sons were born be-

fore he was 70. In all the other cases

it is merely said that they
'

begat sons

and daughters,' and it may be supposed
that none, except Shem, had children

at the age of a hundred, or near it.

But this would involve the incongruity
that Arphaxad, Salah, and Eber had no
children born to them, during three-

fourths or even four-fifths of their lives,

which is out of all proportion to the

state of things in the present day, and
conflicts with the notion, usually enter-

tained, of a remarkable fecundity in

those early times, by which the human
race was replenished so soon after the

Flood.

1315. It will be observed also that

the more ancient progenitors, accord

ing to the above list, survived the later

ones. Thus Noah died ten years after

Peleg, and therefore he was living at

the time of the '

dispersion of tongues.'
So also were Shem, Arphaxad, Salah,

Eber, and, perhaps, also all the other

forefathers of Abraham, viz. Reu, Serug,

Nahor, Terah, since Peleg died first of

them all, and we are not told in what

year of his life the dispersion took

place. It is impossible to say whether
the writer supposed that all these Pa-

triarchs, or any of them, took part in

the project of building the tower. We
may suppose that Noah and Shem did

not : but, as to the others, the Scrip-
ture only informs us that Terah and
his family were idolators a hundred

years before the death of Shem, Jo.xxiv.

2
;
see also Judith, v. 6, 7.

1316. The following remarks are

quoted from Dr. Hales by Kjtto,
Hist, of the Jews, p.17 :

Upon this supposition, idolatry must have
begun and prevailed, and the patriarchal go-
vernment have been overthrown by Nimrod
and the builders of Babel, during the life-

time of Noah himself, and his three sons. If

Shem lived unto the 110th year of Isaac, and
the 50th year of Jacob, why was not he in-

cluded in the covenant of circumcision made
with Abraham and his family ? Or why is he

utterly unnoticed in their history? How
could the earth have been so populous in
Abraham's days? Or how could the king-
doms of Assyria, Egypt, &c. have been
established so soon after the Deluge? This
last difficulty was strongly felt by Sir W.
Raleigh, who in his Ilistoi-y of the World re-

marks,
' In this patriarch's time all the

then parts of the world were peopled : all

nations and countries had their kings ; Egypt
had many magnificent cities, and so had Pale-

stine, and all the neighbouring countries,

yea. all that part of the world besides, as far
as India, and these not built with sticks, but
of burnt stone and with ramparts, which
magnificence needed a parent of more anti-

quity than those other men have supposed.'
In another place he forcibly observes,

' If we
advisedly consider the state and countenance
of the world, such as it was in Abraham's
time, yea, before his birth, we shall find it

were very ill done, by following opinion with-
out the guide of reason, to pare the times

ovcr-deeply between the Flood and Abraham ;

because, in cutting them too near the quick,
the reputation of tit* ichole story might perchance
bleed.'

CHAPTER XIII.

SCRIPTURE REFERENCES TO THE CREA-

TION, THE FALL, AND THE DELUGE.

1317. It becomes now an interesting,

and, for the supporters of the tradi-

tionary view, a very important, ques-
tion to consider what notice has been
taken by the later Scripture writers of

these early portions of the Pentateuch.

Do the Psalmists and Prophets refer

to the story of the First Man, to that

of the Garden, the Forbidden Fruit, the

Serpent, the Fall, and the Deluge, as

undoubted facts, the truth of which had
been attested by Divine authority ? Do
they speak of these subjects, or any one
of them, as if they were well-known and
familiar to their own thoughts, and to

the thoughts of all around them ? Do
they quote them freely, as a modern
devout poet or preacher would do, as

any earnest student of the Bible, hold-

ing the traditionary view, would do,

as if they believed in them, as truths

divinely revealed and infallibly certain ?

1318. The reply is easy to be given.

They do nothing of the kind. The

story of the first man is scarcely even

once referred to at all, and only, if at

all, which, as we shall presently see,

is exceedingly doubtful, with a slight

passing notice, enough just to show that

the story was written (as we suppose it

was), and in some measure known to

the writer and his readers. None of

its details are ever mentioned. As
Lengxerke observes, Kenaan,p.xvii:
One single certain trace of the employment

of the story of Adam's Fall is entirely want-

ing in the Hebrew Canon. Adam, Eve, the

Serpent, the woman's seduction of her hus-
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band, &c, are all images, to which the re- Dl\ M'Catjl, however, savs, J0.176

'

mammg words of the Israelites never again
recur.

At all events, there is not the slightest
indication that, in the teaching of the

Hebrew Prophets, the account of the

Fall was quoted and dwelt upon, as we
must certainly believe it would have

been, at least, occasionally, if they
had believed in the Divine authority of

the narrative.

And as to Noah, his name is never
once mentioned, nor is any reference

made to the Deluge by any one of the

Psalmists and Prophets, except in the

latter part of the book ofIsaiah, Is.liv.9,

and in Ez.xiv.14, 20, by writers undoubt-

edly living after the Captivity.
1319. Kuktz, however, i.p.87, endea-

vours to prove that there is, at least,

some reference to the story of the Fall

in the later writings of the O.T., though
he admits that

it is indeed remarkable that special references
to these events occur so rarely.

But the following are the only in-

stances of this kind which he is able

to produce, and they include all which
Dr. M'Catjl has produced.

(i)
' The wolf and the lamb shallfeed together,

and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock,
and dust shall be the serpent's meat.' Is.Ixv.25.

Ans. These words, instead of referring in

any way to the curse pronounced in G.iii.14,

express quite another idea. In the passage of

Genesis, it is pronounced, as part of the curse

upon the serpent, that it should ' eat dust,'
while the venomous creature itself was to re-

tain all its power to sting and injure, to
' bruise the heel

'

of man. But the Prophet's
language implies that the Serpent then, in

the Messianic time, like the wolf and lion,
shall be no longer hostile and deadly to other
creatures or to man, but shall feed contentedly
on 'dust' as they upon straw. The Prophet
merely refers to the common notion of those

times, that the serpent lived partially, if not

wholly, on the substance which it drew from
the dust through which it wriggled. See the
note of Kalisch quoted in (1065

(ii)
'

They shall lick the dust like a serpent,

they shall move out of their holes like creeping

tilings of the earth; they shall be afraid of
Jehovah our Elohim, and shall fear because of

Thee.' Mic.vii.17.

Ans. The cause must have been a desperate
one, indeed, which compelled Dr. Kurtz to

quote this passage, which merely describes

men wriggling along in terror, like worms,
upon the ground, (just as the Zulus used to do,
when approaching their dreaded king Chaka,
and as people still do, when appearing before

an Oriental despot,) as having any reference

whatever to the curse pronounced upon the

terpent. in G-.iii.14.

We have here not only a reference to G.iii.

14, but a quotation of certain words from
D.xxxii.24. The Hebrew word for '

creeping-
things' occurs only here, in Deuteronomy,
and in Job xxxii.6.
Ans. That is to say, because in D.xxxii.24we

find '

creeping-things of the dust,' and in Mic.
vii. 17. 'creeping-things of the earth,' and the
two phrases used in totally different connec-
tions, therefore Micah has made a ' verbal

quotation of certain words' (N.B. one word
at the most) from Deuteronomy ! The alle-

gation reminds one of the ingenious critic

who adduced, as a proof of Shakespeare's
acquaintance with Latin, the verbal agree-
ment between the sentence,

' Jpro?, sequar,' to
be found in Terence, and the corresponding
sentence,

' Go before, I'll follow,' to be found
in Shakespeare. If there is any copying in
the case, which appears to be most improbable,
we apprehend that it is the later Deuterono-
mist, who must have imitated his predecessor
Micah.

(iii)
' Thou hidest Tliyface, they are troubled;

Thou takest aicay their breath, they die, and re-

turn to their dust.' Ps.civ.29.

(iv)
' His breath goeth forth ; he returneth to his

earth ; in that very day his thoughts perish.' Ps.
cxlvi.4.

' All go unto one place; all are of the dust,
and all turn to dust again.' Ecc.iii.20.

' Then shall the dust return to the earth as it

was, and the spirit shall return unto Elohim
who gave it.' Ecc.xii.7.

Atis. There may be a reference in these verses
to G.iii.19. But, surely, the sight or the burial
of a corpse might suffice of itself to awaken
in an}7 pious mind such reflections as these,

even, as we have seen (1074), in the mind of a
heathen. And, in any case, Ps.eiv.cxlvi, are
two strongly Jehovistic Psalms, and were,
perhaps, written long after the Captivity.
And the book of Ecclesiastes does not con-
tain the name Jehovah at all ;

which fact

combines with other internal evidence to show
that it was not written by Solomon, as is

generally supposed, but composed (as most
critics agree) in a much later age, long after

the Captivity, when the name was disused

altogether, it would seem, for superstitious
reasons. There is no doubt that the present
Pentateuch was in existence and well-known
in those days, and therefore might have been
referred to by any writer ; but it cannot be

pronounced with any confidence that there is

actually any refereuce to t in the above pas-

sages.
But even these passages speak only of the

mortality of man. There is no reference
whatever to the Temptation, the Sin, the Fall,
as an article of the Hebrew Faith, either here
or elsewhere.

1320. Ktjetz, however, says :

Equally clear is the reference, Job xxxi.33t

Hos. vi.7, to the history of the Fall.

In the first of the above texts, Job

xxxi.33, the E.V. reads:
'
If I covered my transgressions as Adam,

by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom.'
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In the second, Hos.vi.7, we find:
' But they, like men, have transgressed the

Covenant.'

With the limitation '

equally clear' the

statement of Kcrtz may be admitted
;

for neither in these passages, nor in the

former, is there, as it appears to us.

the slightest reference to the Fall,

though, in the case of Hos.vi.7, we
have Dr. M 'Caul's opinion confirming
that of Dr. Kurtz.

1321. The Hebrew is the same in

both the expressions above italicised;

though our translators have rendered
it differently in the two cases. It

is clear that in the second instance
the word can hardly be translated

'Adam,' since Adam had not trans-

gressed any
'

covenant,' unless it be

supposed (with some commentators)
that, he transgressed a ' covenant of

works' ; and, certainly, in any case,
the sudden allusion to him would be

very abrupt, the more so, as the other

Prophets do not refer to him freely in

this way, nor, indeed, do they ever once
mention his name at all under any cir-

cumstances. Our translators, therefore,
have understood the phrase to mean
'
like men,'

'

after the manner of men,'
as in Ps.lxxxii.7,

' But ye shall die like men, and fall like one
of the princes.'

And this is, no doubt, the meaning
in the other passage also, as will be
seen by the following instances of
translation.

1322. Thus in Job xxxi.33 we have
these:

' If I have hidden, as a man, my sin,' Yulg.;
'If I have concealed, as men, my faults,'

S>jr. ;

'

If, even sinning involuntarily, I concealed
my sin,' Sept. ;

'If I have covered, as Adam, my fault,'
Chald. ;

'

If, as men, I have concealed my faults,'
French, (Cahen) ;

'
If as a man I have hid my sin.' Douau

Vers.

If, as a man, I have covered my roguery,'
German, (Luther) ;

If I have hidden my sin, as men are wont
to do,' Italian, (DlODATI) ;

'

If I have covered, as a man, my transgres-
sions,' (Schmidt) ;

' If I have covered, after the fashion of men,
my faults," (Junius, Themei.l'ius).

Have I ever done any wicked deed, where-
thorow I shamed myself be/ore men ?' Wy-
CL1FFE.

And in Hos.vi.7 we have :

'

They, however, as Adam, have transgressed
the covenant,' Vulg. ;

'

They, however, as a son of man, have
transgressed my covenant,' Syr. ;

'

They are as a man transgressing a cove-
nant,' Sept. ;

'

They are like a man breaking there a
covenant,' Arab.

;
'

They, as the generations of old, trans-

gressed my covenant,' Targ. Jon.
;

'

They, as the common people, have trans-

gressed the covenant,' French (Cahen) ;
'

They, as Adam, transgress the covenant,'
German (Luther) ;

'

They, like men, have transgressed a cove-
nant,' (Junius, Trejiellius).

1323. Kurtz further proceeds to say :

The same remark applies to Is.xliii.27,
where the expression,

'

thy first father hath
sinned," can only refer to Adam, as the best
commentators have shown. However, Hof-
ma.v views the latter passage as an allusion to
Abraham.

But if we consider the whole verse,
'

Thy first father hath sinned, and thy
teachers have transgressed against me,'

it is clear that the reference cannot

possibly be to Adam, whoever may be
meant by it. What had Adam to do

particularly with the people of Israel ?

The reference is manifestly to the

people of Israel itself, when on its

march out of Egypt, which is here

personified as the '

first father
'

of the

present generation. And, accordingly,
the LXX has 'your first fathers,'

which Luther follows, 'Deine vorel-

tern haben gesundiget,' = Thy ancestor?

have sinned.

1324. Kurtz adds:

Let it also be remembered that all the
sacrificial services of the O.T. are based on
G.iii. (!). Nor can we be mistaken in finding
in the expression

'

surely die,' which so fre-

quently occurs in the Mosaic criminal legisla-
tion, a reference to the 'surely die' of the
first legislation in G.ii.l7(!).

If any inference could be drawn from
the occurrence of such a phrase both
in Leviticus and in G-.ii.l 7, it would

only be this, that the same writer was
concerned in both cases.

1325. Finally, Kurtz sums up, as
follows :

If any doubt should still remain, we submit
that the facts, recorded in these chapters, are
chronicled with a child/ike simplicity, and tliat

hence the manifold deep bearing of this
narrative required a lengthened training,
before it could lie perfectly apprehended in
the consciousness of the individual, [even of
such a Prophet as Isaiah or Jeremiah, or of
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any one of the Psalmists, after a '

lengthened
training

'

of so many centuries !] So rich and
deep is always the commencement of a develop-
ment, that the continuation of it is not sufficient

fully to bring its treasures to light. It is

only at its completion that all which had
lain concealed in it appears.

1326. We thus see how very slight,
if any, is the reference to this part of

the Pentateuch, in the writings of the

most devout men of latter days ; though
we find distinct references to the Fall

in the apocryphal book of Wisdom, ii.

24, where also the 'Serpent' is for the

first time identified with the Evil

Spirit, after the Hebrews had come
into close contact with the later Per-

sian mythology :

Through the envy of the Devil came death
into the world.'

And so we read in Ecclus.xxv.24 :

' Of the woman came the beginning of sin,
and through her we all die.'

1327. Tuch observes, p.54 :

This later revival [of the ancient myth in

G.iii] explains itself through the acquaint-
ance, which, while in exile, the Israelites

made with the religion of the Parsees, the
influence of which shows itself plainly in

this, that the serpent is explained to mean
Satan, now incorporated into the Jehovah-

worship. . . . Thus the old Hebrew form of

the myth is brought nearer to the Persian

(1087). The essential difference of the two
mytlis ought to be a sufficient proof against
the derivation of the Hebrew from the Persian,
maintained by Von Bohlex and others, who
deduce from this the later [rather, very late]

origin of G.iii. For why should not, in that

case, Satan appear in actio?!, [i.e. in person, not
in the form of a serpent,] which the later form
of the Hebrew religion allowed t Certainly,
however, these myths stand in a sisterly

relation, having proceeded from one primary
legend, which in different forms has spread
itself over the whole Orient.

1328. But in the older Canonical

Scriptures we find no such references,
no allusion of any kind to the story

of Adam and Eve and the Fall, or to

that of Noah and the Deluge, except,
as we have said,inIs.liv.9,Ez.xiv.l4,20.

Mention, indeed, is made in the Pro-

verbs of the ' tree of life
'

in four pas-

gages :

' She is a tree of life to them that lay hold

upon her,' iii.18 ;

' The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life,'

xi.30 ;

When the desire cometh, it is a tree of life,'

xiii.12 ;

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life,' xv.
*;

and of the ' fountain of life
'

in foui

others :
-

' The mouth of the righteous is a fountain

of life,' x.ll ;

' The law of the wise is a fountain of life,'

xiii.14;
' The fear of Jehovah is a fountain of life,'

xiv.27 ;
'

Understanding is a fountain of life unto
him that hath it,' xvi.22 :

and so, too, we read, Ps.xxxvi.9 :

' With Thee is the fountain of life.'

But these expressions are evidently

proverbial, and drawn at all events

from some other source than G.ii,iii,

which makes no mention at all of the

'fountain of life.'

1329. It is very difficult to explain
this silence on the traditionary view, as

it is stated by Dr. M'Caul, Examina-

tion, &c.,/>.208, viz. that

there never was a time in Israel, from the

days of Moses on, when the Pentateuch was
unknown.

It seems, in fact, with only the above

evidence before us, impossible to be-

lieve, that the devout Prophets, Priests,

and Kings, and pious people all along,

were thoroughly conversant with the

written Law, were deep in the study
of it, and practising its precepts daily,

were reminded annually of its exis-

tence by the sacred ordinances, which

the more religious minds among them

faithfully observed, and were also sum-

moned once in seven years to hear the

whole Law read at the Feast of Taber-

nacles, D.xxxi.9-13.

1330. But it is easy to account for

this phenomenon, if we suppose that

the story of the Fall was, as we have

seen already some reason to believe,

written by the Jehovist, not earlier

than the latter part of David's reign,

and was known to the great and good
of that time as only a narrative, written

for the edification of the people, by
some distinguished man of the age.

Probably, one or two copies may have

been made of it, or, perhaps, only one,

which remained in the charge of the

Priests, and may have been added to

from time to time. But the existence

of this was so little known in after

days, in other words the book, in

the form which it had then assumed,

was allowed, even by the best Kingd,
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Priests, and Prophets, to drop so com-

pletely into oblivion, that in the time
of Josiah, when the ' Book of the Law'
was found in the Temple, the very idea

of any such book being still in existence

seemed quite strange to the king and
to his people.

CHAPTER XIV.

CONCLUDING BEMARKS.

1331. We have now completed the

analysis and examination of the First

Eleven Chapters of Genesis. The

analysis has clearly shown that this

portion of the Pentateuch, at all events,
is not the work of one author, that
the hands of (at least) two distinct

writers can be traced throughout in it,

one of whom, as far as present appear-
ances indicate, must have written sub-

sequently to the other, and with the
older document before him, though
it still remains to be considered

whether the later of the two wrote

merely to fill up the blanks, which

appeared to his mind to exist in

the older story, or whether he com-

posed originally a complete sepa-
rate narrative, which was afterwards,
in a later age, incorporated with
the older work. It is possible, also,

that some of the Jehovistic passages
in these chapters may be due to

the hand of a later Compiler or

Editor. But to anyone, who has fol-

lowed carefully the train of reasoning

by which the above main result has

been obtained, it will be evident, as we
believe, that it does not rest on mere

fancy or conjecture, that it is an un-
deniable fact.

1332. If this be true, there is no
room for the supposition that these

are merely fragments of older docu-

ments, handed down from Jacob, Abra-

ham, Noah, even from Adam,- which
have been worked in by Moses himself
into the narrative, which he was com-

posing in the wilderness for the in-

struction of the people of Israel in all

future ages. Even were this supposi-
tion well-founded, the historical value
of this part of the Bible would be

seriously weakened, and its (supposed)
infallible accuracy impaired, not only
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by the contradictions, which, as we have

seen, it presents throughout to innumer-
able facts of Modern Science, but also

liy the discrepancies which are observed
to exist, when separate statements of

the different authors, whose writings
are hire put together, are compared
with one another.

1333. But the supposition itself is

inadmissible, because the same two
hands can be traced distinctly, not only

throughout the rest of the Book of

Genesis, but also in the later part of the

history, where Moses himself in person
comes upon the scene. Thus all critics

allow that in E.vi.2-7 we have a por-
tion of the Elohistic document, written

undoubtedly by the selfsame hand
which wrote G.i. If, therefore, it be

supposed that Moses himself was the

writer of E.vi.2-7, and it would seem
that Moses must have written it, if he
wrote any part of the Pentateuch,
since no other but Moses could have

given an account, from actual personal

knowledge, of the revelation of the

name 'Jehovah' contained in this pas-

sage, it must be admitted that this

older document, by the hand of the

great Lawgiver himself, has been greatly

enlarged and materially modified, by
the introduction of a number of im-

portant passages by a later hand.

1334. But, whether Moses wrote the

Elohistic document or not, a question
which we must leave to be discussed

in a future Part of this work, it is

plain, from what we have had before

us, that not only is the Elohistic matter

of this part of Genesis at variance in

some important points with the Jeho-

vistic, but they both conflict repeat-

edly, in the strongest manner, with
the undoubted facts of Science, and

neither, therefore, of the two narratives

can be regarded as throughout histori-

cally true. For, as already observed,
the Light of Revelation cannot be at

variance with the Light of Science;
the real Word of God cannot either

contradict itself, or contradict the real

Work of God. It follows from this

that we must not look for the real Word
of God in these contradictory state-

ments of matters of fact, in the

mere outward shell, the letter, of
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the Scriptures. The Word of God, in

the high and proper sense of this

expression, is that in the Bible

the living Word which speaks to

the hearts and consciences of living

men, which stirs within them divine

thoughts, kindles devout feelings, im-

pels to faithful action, awakens holy
desire, reveals to the longing eye and
the pure heart the Living God.

1335. As Prof. Owen has admirably
said, Inaugural Address at Leeds, Dec.

16, 1862, p.8:
Those who contend that such religious

truths rest essentially on the basis of the
literal and verbal accuracy and acceptability
of every physical proposition in the Penta-
teuch, hazard much, and incur grave respon-
sibilities. . . When a physical fact is demon-
strated, and contradicts a canonical statement,
it is sometimes objected that the contradiction
is apparent, not real ; or, if the propositions
are too plainly and diametrically opposed, it

is next said that ' the truth, as it is manifested
in the works, and as it is affirmed in the

Word, of God, must be one, must ultimately
harmonise.' But here the very point at issue

is assumed, viz. whether the ancient state-

ment of a physical fact be truly, as alleged,
a direct verbal inspiration from above, a
literal Word of God . . . whether, I say, the

alleged inspired statements as to these pheno-
mena, in their plain sense, be conformable to

the certain knowledge, which it has pleased
the Author of all Truth to put us in posses-
sion of, by the exercise of the powers He has

given for that purpose, and at the times when,
in His Providence, it was proper that such
truths should be communicated to mankind.
When the canonical statement and the

scientific demonstration do concur, who re-

joices more than the Christian philosopher?
When they do not, and the opposing state-

ments are irreconcilable, who is more bound
than the Christian philosopher [or the Chris-

tian minister] to deliver the truth and declare

the error, and fling from him the sophism by
which the error is salved or veiled, that it mat/
still be reverently cherished, notwithstanding the

admitted demonstration of its erroneous nature ?

1336. It is only, however, a careful,

critical analysis, such as that which we
have attempted to carry out in the

larger edition, the presentation cf the

different portions of the narrative, which
are due to different authors, nuch as

we have exhibited above in (968),
that can dispel effectually from the

minds of many even intelligent persons,
well read in science, the lingering re-

mains of that fancy, with which, per-

haps, they have been thoroughly im-
bued in their youth, that the Bible

eannot be a Teacher a Divinely-given

Teacher for us in spiritual things,
unless we regard it as a part of our

religious duty to receive, with submis-

sive, unquestioning, faith, all its state-

ments of fact, as indisputable, infallible,

words of historical truth, to the accu-

racy of which the Divine Veracity itself

is pledged. So strong, indeed, is the

force of habit, that, while the Penta-

teuch is regarded as wholly or chiefly
the work of Moses, men will still cling
to the notion, or the notion will stdl

cling to them, that it may be possible
in some way to reconcile its statements

with fact. It is only when the work is

resolved into its separate elements that

the charm is broken, the delusion

passes off, and the power ceases to

act, which binds men to the mere letter

of the Scripture as the revealed Word
of God.

1337. And then comes the danger
the result of all this erroneous teaching,
which insists upon maintaining that,
' the very foundations of our faith, the very
basis of our hopes, the very nearest and
dearest of our consolations, are taken from
us, when one line of that Sacred Volume, on
which we base everything, is declared to be
unfaithful or untrustworthy.'

It is this, that, when men's eyes are

opened to the real facts of the case, in an

age like this of great scientific activity,

they may lose their reverence for the

Scriptures altogether, and cease to re-

gard the Bible with that true, devout,

intelligent, affection, with that deep
sense of the blessings, of which in God's
Providence it has been the minister to

man, and that living faith in the Di-

vine Truths, which it has been the

means of maintaining and propagating

through the world, which every reli-

gious mind will feel, and which it is the

desire and aim of such critical labours

as these to develope and foster.

1338. Nay, even in the case of those,

who, having been steeped to the lips in

Bibliolatry of this kind from their in-

fancy, have gradually worked their

way out of it through the greater part
of a life, not without help in various

degrees from this teacher and that,

even in their case there may come at

length a crisis, when the apologies,
the explanations, the transcendental

meanings, the looking for the clearing-
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from which light is to fall on all other

disputed points, when all these are

seen to be needless, mere cobwebs of

men's brains, spun to bridge over a

chasm, which does not really exist

between the Scriptures and other

writings. And when this crisis arrives,

it is nut surprising that there should

often come with it at first a danger of

some revulsion of feeling against that

which has been treated as an idol,

and before which so much anxious

thought, so much painful feeling, has

been offered as incense. Even before

the crisis, it is probable that the study
of that Book will have been growing
less and less general, and the parts

most dwelt upon confined to certain

more favourite passages.

1339. It will by this time, however,

I trust, be apparent to any, who will

thoughtfully consider the evidence

produced in this work, that, whatever

may have been the case in times past,

our religious duty now, our duty to

obey the Truth, and to follow the re-

vealed Will of our Creator, so far from

requiring us to receive any longer the

stories, which we have been here con-

sidering, as true unquestionable facts

of history on the contrary, requires
us to reject them as such. It requires

us all, instead of forcing the Scrip-

ture narrative, in these first chapters
of Genesis, to yield to us lessons,

which it would not naturally teach

us, or trying to evade the conclusions,

which may naturally be drawn from

these and other passages, to be

ready to receive, with devout faith

and humble adoration, that wondrous

Revelation of Himself, which God is

manifestly making in these our days,

by giving us the glorious Light of

Modern Science, those grand lessons

of Eternal Truth, which that Light

displays to us.

1340. Why should not our clergy
be the first to teach these lessons to

their flocks, varying the dry routine

of dogmas, or the stereotyped
' im-

provements
'

of Scripture texts, to

which the discourses of so many of

them are now exclusively confined,
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by bringing before them freely the

ennobling and strengthening, yet, at

the same time, sobering, humbling,

solemnizing views, which the great
scientific discoveries of our own time

unfold to us ? There are, indeed,

many among the clergy, who are

themselves distinguished in scientific

pursuits, and who are so constituted

mentally, that they do not heed the

restraints imposed on such studies by
dogmatic theology, or do not feel them.

It is far otherwise with many others.

They dare not entertain some of the

great questions of the day, or face for

themselves, much less for their congre-

gations, some of the most interesting
and certain conclusions, at which scien-

tific men have unanimously arrived.*

1341. Brought up in that narrow

school of theological training, which

ignores altogether the plainest results

of Biblical criticism, taught to re-

gard every word and letter of the

Scripture as infallibly true and un-

speakably Divine, they dare not, for

their own peace of mind, discuss with

any freedom such questions as that ot

the '

Antiquity of Man,' or the pos-
sible existence of different races of

mankind, not all derived from one

pair of ancestors, but corresponding
to different centres of creation, as do the

animals among which they are found.

They shrink from examining into the

historical credibility of the accounts of

the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge,
from discussing the Scripture account

of the formation of woman, of her

temptation, of the entrance of death

into the world, of the sentence passed
on the dust-eating serpent, the child-

* Brydoxe writes, Tour through Sicily and
Malta, p.9'2 :

'

Eecupero has made use of this,

as an argument to prove the great antiquity
of the eruptions of this mountain (Etna). . .

He tells me he is exceedingly embarrassed by
these discoveries, in writing the history of the

mountain, that Moses hangs like a dead

weight upon him, and blunts all his zeal for

inquiry ;
for that really he had not the con-

science to make his mountain so young as

that prophet makes the world The
Bishop, who is strenuously orthodox, has al-

ready warned him to be on his guard, and
not to pretend to be a better natural historian

than Moses, nor to presume to urge anything'
that may in ihe smallest degree be deemed

contradictor}- to his sacred authority.'
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bearing woman, the labouring man,
of the curse passed upon this blessed

Earth, blooming now as (Geology tells

us) it did of old, when there was no

man upon the Earth to till it, no one

to see its beauty, and to tell out the

Greatness and Goodness of God.

1342. Or, if anyone dares to do this,

he is in danger of falling at once under

the ' thunders of censure,' threatened

by Bishop Wilberfohce in his recent

Charge, or under the weight of his

dictum, Guardian, Nov. 25, 1863

The Church requires of a man a solemn
declaration of his belief in that which he is to

teach, and that engagement must last so long
as he continues to exercise his office. If he
ceases to believe, [e.g. in the literal, histori-

cal, truth of the account of Noah's Flood or

the numbers of the Exodus,] he is bound, in

common honesty, to resign his office ; and, if

the dulness of his spirit does not allow him
to apprehend that necessity, the Church is

bound to remove him.

If the Bishop of Oxford means the
'
belief,' which he speaks of, to include

belief in the literal, historical, truth of

all Scriptural narratives, he is distinctly

at variance with the Court of Arches,
which has now expressly declared that

that is not the law of the Church. Dr.

Lushington said :

To put a particular construction on a part
^>f Holy Scripture, cannot be deemed a con-

tradiction of the Deacon's declaration of his

belief in Holy Scripture. Judgment in Bishop
of Salisbury v. Williams.
As to the right claimed by Mr. Wilson, to

deny the reality of any of the facts contained

in the Scriptures, it is one thing to deny that

the narratives are contained in Holy Scrip-

ture, and a very different thing to main-
tain that such narratives are to be understood
in a figurative sense. Judgment in Fendall
V. Wilson.

1343. Dean Hook has said very justly,

Manchester Church Congress, 1863, that
' the principle of the Reformation (as

distinguished from Medisevalism),' is

the necessity of asserting the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth.

And he added,
The Medisevalist did not deny the necessity

of maintaining the truth ; nor does the Pro-
testant deny that the principle of love is a

principle enforced in the Scriptures of the

New Testament. But the difference is here,
that the Medisevalist, in his desire to enlist

the affections in the cause of religion, could,
when the assertion of the truth was likely to

promote discord, postpone the true to the

expedient ; whereas the Protestant is pre-

pared to sacrifice peace to the maintenance of

truth, or what he believes to be such.

1344. We, then, I maintain, as Minis-

ters of the Church, Ministers, not of

a medieval, but of a Reformed Protes-

tant Church, are at once both exer-

cising our right, and discharging our

duty, in declaring to our people, as

opportunity shall offer,
' the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth,' on these matters, so far as we

already know it. And, when all Eu-

rope is moving on with the advance of

the age, we must refuse, as the clergy
of a great National Institution, to be

held in fetters by the mere word of

any man, or to be forbidden to search

out thoroughly the truth, in respect of

these questions of science and criti-

cism, and to speak out plainly the

truth which we find.

1345. Eor instance, while drawing
from these first chapters of Genesis

such religious lessons as may be fairly

and naturally drawn from them (1021),
we may proceed to show how we here

possess, by the gracious gift of God's

overruling Providence, a precious trea-

sure in these most ancient writings,

some parts of which are, beyond all

doubt, as we believe, among the most

ancient now extant in the world. For

we have here preserved to us a most

deeply interesting and instructive re-

cord of those first stirrings of spiritual

life among the Hebrew people, which

prepared the way for the fuller Revela-

tion, in God's due time, of His Fatherly

Love, in the Gospel of Jesus Christ,

from which also, by the quickening in-

fluences of the Spirit of Grace, has

been developed by degrees our modern

Christianity, not without contribu-

tions from the gifts bestowed on other

portions of the great Human Family,
as the same good Spirit has been re-

vealing all along the Name of their

Creator to the hearts of men, 'at

sundry times and in divers manners,'

by different means, in different mea-

sures, among the various races of man-

kind.

1346. And then, too, while tracing in

these chapters the first imperfect be-

ginnings among the Hebrew people of

cosmological, astronomical, geographi-

cal, ethnological science, we may say

plainly that the accounts of the Crea-
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tion. &<?. there given, cannot possibly be

regarded as historically true, since the

results of Modern Science emphatically
contradict them. But we may go on

to say also that Science itself is God's

precious gift, light coming from the

Father of Lights, and specially coming
in greater splendour in this very age in

which we live, and given to us by His

Grace in order that, by means of it, we

may see more clearly than before His

Glory and His Goodness.

1347. Such teaching as this, which I

venture to quote in conclusion from a

small book, First Lessons in Science,

written by me for the use of Zulus and

others, though not published, is surely
not so very unsound and '

dangerous,'
that it needs to be ' inhibited

'

in all

the pulpits of the land :

(i)
'

Standing on the threshold of this

Science (Geology), we feel almost over-

whelmed, at first, with the awful sense of

the enormous lengths of time which have

passed, since first the world in which we live

was called into being. We obtain from it

such an idea of immeasurable duration, or
what is popularly called eternity, as we have

never, perhaps, realised before. We look in,

as it were, into a dim vaulted chamber, and
see arch after arch, reaching away before us,
till we can see no farther. We follow,

trembling with emotion and dread, through
the still, solemn, halls

;
and when we have a

length stepped on into the gloom, far from
the light of day and the converse of our kind,
we see the interminable range of arched

pillars, stretched out as before, age after age,
Into the Infinite Past. Such is the feeling,
with whic.i any thoughtful person must read

the records of the Earth's past history, written

upon the rocks.

(ii)
' And Man has been living for a few

thousand years at most upon the Earth. We
know this certainly, because, though we find

traces innumerable of other living creatures,
buried up in the older strata of the Earth's

crust, we find none whatever of Man, except
in those of comparatively modern date.

Surely, then, we cannot say that the Earth
was made exclusively for Man. When we
think of the ages full of glory and beauty and
life, which have passed avvny before Man was,
and of the very small portion of the Earth's

surface still less of the Earth's thin crust

which we can even see and examine, we
cannot presume to say that the whole huge
Earth was made only for Man. As well

mi;-rht we say that the Sun was made only to

give him warmth by day, and the Moon and
the Stars to give him light by night.

(iii)
'

Yet, if not made only for Man, these

things have certainly been made, in the Great
Creator's scheme, with express and most gra-
cious reference to Mau. The Sun, that,

hundreds of thousands of years ago, gave

light and heat, under whim rie forests grew
in those primeval swamps, where the coalbeds
were formed, must have shone with some ex-

press reference to such a being as Man, who
should be able to make use of such stores as
these of hidden treasure, to draw them out of
the depths in which they had so long been
buried, to turn them to his uses, to extract
from them metals and medicines, to obtain
from them supplies of light and heat, to con-
trive the mighty engines, that minister so

vastly to the comforts of his daily life, and
afford the means of intercourse and com-
munion with his fellows.

(iv)
' Who but a creature like Man could have

turned to account the coal, and the lime, and
the slate, and the building-stones of various
kinds, the iron, copper, tin, and lead, and a
multitude of other substances, mineral and
vegetable, which the care of the Creator has
provided ? How plainly does the simple fact,
that these things are, and that Man a'oue is

capable of using them, prove to the reasoning
mind that, whatever may be the case hereafter,
whatever may become of the Earth, whatever
creatures may be placed upon it in the ages
yet to come, yet Man was intended from the
first to inhabit this world in his own ap-
pointed time, and all the ages that have past,
whatever else they have done, have done this

also, to fit the Earth to be the home for

time, and the working-place, of Man !

(v)
'

Ah, yes ! Man's working-place a place,
where we must work out that which accords
with the spiritual nature given to us, a work
unto life, or a work unto death. We are sure

that, in the sight of Him who is a Spirit,

spiritual beings, such as we are, must have a
value very different from that of creatures
who have merely soul and body, who have
merely bodily life and those lower instincts,
which distinguish the brute beast from the

plant. They cannot know the right from the

wrong, the good from the evil. We have the
Law of God written within our hearts by the

finger of our Maker. We have the gracious
teachings of His Spirit, the whisperings of

His Love, the sense of His Displeasure. We
have within us the faint reflections of His
glorious excellences. We know His perfect
Truth, and Purity, and Goodness, by that

very power which He has given us, to take

delight in Truth, and Purity, and Goodness,
ay, to love and honour and glorify it in our

very heart of hearts, even when we are giving
way to some vile temptation, and consent to

do what we know to be evil. And there is

that within us which tells us, as plainly as
the Bible tells us, that ' the wages of sin is

death,' that ' he who soweth to the flesh shall
of the flesh reap corruption.' And there is

something too which tells us that to do the
Will of God is life, such life as spirits need
and long for, the life Eternal, which comes
from knowing Him more truly, from whom
all Light and Life are flowing.

(vi) For, even if wo had not the Bible to
teach us, wherein we find the utterances of
men's hearts in other days, breathed into by
the Spirit of God, and answering to that which
we feel within ourselves, breathed by the One
and selfsame Spirit yet the contemplation of
the works of God could show us an Order, also,
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in His universe a steady, constant sequence
of cause and effect the permanence of fixed

laws, from the very first age of the world's

existence until now. Those, who first begin
to study the formation of the Earth's crust,

may be led, as many have been, to imagine,
that only by wild, irregular, convulsive ef-

forts, unlike any which we now see in natm-e,

the rocks were made, and the mountains

raised, and the valleys sunk. They may fancy
that such immense results as these could only
have been brought about by a succession of

violent earthquakes, by mighty volcanic ac-

tion, such as might speak, indeed, of Power
and Wisdom, of a Will working all things to

an end, but would leave upon the mind a

painful bewildering sense of disorder, confu-

sion, insecurity.

( vii)' But True Science teaches us otherwise.

It tells us that there is, indeed, a Living Ruler

of the Universe, who has made His actual

presence felt, and shown forth His Might and

Wisdom, in calling into existence, from time

to time, whether by some law of development
or otherwise, new races of living creatures,

differing in size, and form, and character, in

wonderful number and variety, to fill up their

part in His stupendous whole. But it tells us

also that all things are under Law. It tells us

that even the volcano and the earthquake, the

hurricane and thunderstorm, are all under

Law to God, are all governed by laws such as

even we can turn to account for a thousand

daily uses, when we bind the giant Steam to

do our work by land and by sea, and bid the

Lightning carry our messages. It teaches us

also that far greater results than these, which

have been wrought by the hidden action of

fire and flood, have been produced by slow,

long-continued, action of God's laws, cease-

lessly working with unwavering, unfailing

certainty.

(viii)
' In one -word, it makes us sure that

all things are ruled by Law and Order, under

the government of God, in the natural world ;

and this tells us that the same also is true in

the moral world. We are made to feel that.

if we break God's Order, or lead others to

break it, by acts of sin and fleshly self-indul-

gence, we "shall surely reap the fruit of our

doings, that the results of our actions,

whether eood or evil, are sure and certain,

each answering to its kind, whether completed

by some sudden stroke at once, or long de-

layed, to be brought about after a greater

lapse of time, by the same Eternal Laws.

Some men's sins are open beforehand,

leading the way to judgment ; and others

they follow after. Likewise also the good

deeds of some are manifest beforehand ; and

they which are otherwise cannot be hid.'

(ix)
' This thought makes us feel safe and

happy under the government of God. It

would be a miserable world to live in, if we
could be left alone in sin, if sin did not

surely find us out with judgment, if we were

not sure of this, that things do not go on at

random, bv caprice and arbitrary choice,

under God's government, but by fixed, un-

erring, immutable Laws, the Laws of Right-

eoasness and Trnth, administered, not by
mere Sovereign Authority, but by Fatherly

Love.

(x)
' And the worlds around us are these

inhabited ? We know not yet ; nor, perhaps,
will it ever be given to man to know this cer-

tainly in this life. And one wise man of our
own days has taught us to remember this, that
we do not know,- -that, as far as we do know,
the Moon and other Planets are probably not

inhabited, that the Moon, at all events, pre-
sents no conditions of life, analogous to those

needed for animal and vegetable life on Earth,
that this Earth, therefore, may be the only

body of our system, may be the only body of the

Universe, wherein is placed a creature gifted
with reason and conscience, such as Man. We
dare not say that this is so : nor is it easy to

suppose thai all the hosts of Stars were made
to give us light by night, when a single Moon
would give more light than all the Stars, or

only to gladden our eyes with their glory and

beauty, when few can ever seethe visible mul-
titudes of the Starry Heavens, or know the

awful wonders which they even now reveal to

us, while none can count the number of Suns
which make up the star-dust of a single
nebula.

(xi)
' But this we know, that for millions

of years the Earth was formed, before Man
was placed upon it. Hosts upon hosts of

living creatures were brought into being, and

died, and passed away : their very kinds ap-

pear no more on Earth. But there was no
human eye to note their forms, or take ac-

count of their doings. The forest-tree tossed

its branches ;
the meadow-flowers bloomed ;

bright colours beamed on every side. The
Lord God '

gave rain from heaven and fruitful

seasons
'

for the multitudes of living things
who then looked up to Him for food and

blessing, as they do now. Sweet scents were

spread abroad on every side ;
sweet sounds

were heard. And God was there, to see the

works which He had made, and 'behold!

they were very good.'

(xii)
' Yet one living soul one child of

Man, made in God's image is worth more in

the eyes of a Spiritual Being, than all the

Suns,"however grand and glorious, than all

mere systems of unreasoning, unconscious

matter. Our happy privilege as Christians is

to know and believe this to be able to look

up and say
' our Father,' to Him who made

this mighty whole, taking with us the words,
which Christ Himself has taught us, and be-

lieving that He, who has given us the powers
which we have, for seeing and feeling the

Greatness and Goodness of His works, lias

meant us thus to use them, and will bless us

of a truth, while we devoutly 'ponder these

things,' and seek to
' understand the loving-

kindness of the Lord.' Meanwhile, from each

inmost recess of the great Temple of the

Universe, into which, while here on Earth,
we are permitted to gaze, we may hear, if our

hearts are pure and humble, the same solemn

utterance :

' Stand in awe and sin not ;

' Commune with your own heart, and
in tour ciiamher, and be still.

' Offer the sacrifices of righteousness,
'And put your trust in the Lord-'
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THE

COMPLETE ELOHISTIC NARRATIVE IN GENESIS.

N.B.The sign # denotes that an interpolated passage has been removed.

1.
" In the beginning Elohim created the

Heaven and the Earth. 2 And the Earth
was desolation and emptiness, and darkness

was upon the face of the deep, and the spirit

of Elohim hovering upon the face of the

waters.
3 And Elohim said, 'Let there be light,'

and there was light.
* And Elohim saw the

Mgfrt that it was good ; and Elohim divided

between the light and the darkness. 5 And
Elohim called the light

'

Day,' and the dark-

ness He called
'

Night.' And it was evening,
and it was morning. one dav.

6 And Elohim said,
' Let there be an ex-

panse in the midst of the waters, and let it be

divided between waters and waters.'
' And

Elohim made the expanse, and divided be-

tween the waters which were beneath the ex-

panse and the waters which were above the

expanse ; and it was so.
B And Elohim called

the expanse
' Heaven.' And it was evening,

and it was morning, a second day.
' And Elohim said,

' Let the waters be-

neath the Heaven be gathered into one place,
and let the dry-land appear

'

; and it was so.
10 And Elohim called the dry-land

'

Earth,'
and the gathering of waters called He ' Seas' ;

and Elohim saw that it was good.
11 And Elohim said,

' Let the earth vege-
tate vegetation, the herb seeding seed, the

fruit-tree making fruit, after its kind, whose
seed is in it, upon the Earth

'

; and it was so.
12 And the Earth brought forth vegetation,
the herb seeding seed after its kind, and the

tree making fruit, whose seed is in it, after its

kind
;
and Elohlm saw that it was good.

" And it was evening, and it was morning,
a third day.

14 And Elohim said ,

' Let there be lumi-

naries in the expanse of the Heaven, to divide

between the day and the night, and let them
be for signs, and for seasons, and for days and

years ;

''' and let them be for luminaries in

the expanse of the Heaven, to give light upon
the Earth

'

: and it was so.
1S And Elohim

made the two great luminaries, the greater

luminary for the rule of the day, and the lesser

luminary for the rule of the night. and the

stars.
" And Elohim (gave) set them in the

txpanse of the Heaven, to give light upon the

Earth,
' and to rule over the day and over

the night, and to divide between the light and
the darkness : and Elohim saw that it was

good.
19 And it was evening, and it was

morning, a fourth day.
20 And Elohim said,

' Let the waters swarm
with swarming things of living soul, and let

fowl fly over the Earth upon the face of the

expanse of the Heaven.' 21 And Elohim
created the great monsters, and every living
soul that creepeth, which the waters swarmed
after their kind, and every fowl of wing after

its kind : and Elohim saw that it was good.
22 And Elohim blessed them, saying,

' Fruc-

tify and multiply, and fill the waters in the

Seas, and let the fowl abound in the Earth.'
23 And it was evening, and it was morning,
a fifth day.

21 And Elohim said,
' Let the Earth bring

forth living soul after its kind, cattle, and

creeping-thing, and aniiksl of the Earth after

its kind'; and it was so. " And Elohim
made the animal of the Earth after it<? kii,<i.

and the cattle after its kind, and every creep-

ing-thing of the ground after its kind : and
Elohim saw that it was good.

26 And Elohim said,
' Let us make man in

our image, after our likeness ; and let them
have-dominion over the fish of the Sea, and
over the fowl of the Heaven, and over the

cattle, and over every animal of the Earth,
and over every creeping-thing that creepeth

upon the Earth.'
"' And Elohim created man

in His image ; in the image of Elohim created

He him
;
male and female created He them.

2B And Elohim blessed them, and Elohim
said to them,

'

Fructify, and multiply, and fill

the Earth, and subdue it ; and have-dominica
over the fish of the Sea, and over the fowl of

the Heaven, and over every animal that creep-
eth upon the Earth.' 28 And Elohim said.
' Behold ! I give to you every herb seeding
seed, which is on the face of all the Earth,
and every tree in which is the fruit of a tree

seeding seed ; to you it shall be for food ;

30 and to every animal of the Earth, and to

every fowl of the Heaven, and to everything
creeping upon the Earth, in which is a living

soul, [I give] every green herb for food
'

; and it

was so.
31 And Elohim saw all that He had

made, and behold ! it was very good. And it was
evening, and it was morning, the sixth day.

F F
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2.
' And the Heaven and the Earth were

finished, and all their host.
2 And Elohim

finished on the seventh day His work which

He had made, and rested on the seventh day
from all His work which He had made.
' And Elohim blessed the seventh day, and

hallowed it
;
for on it He rested from all His

work, which Elohim created and made.*
5.

* This is the hook of the generations of

Adam, in the day of Elohim'S creatingAdam ;

in the likeness' of Elohim made He him.
* Male and female He created them, and

blessed them, and called their name Adam in

the day of their creation.
3 And Adam lived a hundred and thirty

years,
and begat, in his likeness, according to

nis image ; and he called his name Seth.
* And the davs of Adam, after his begetting

Seth, were eight hundred years, and he begat
sons and daughters.

5 And all the days of

Adam which he lived were nine hundred and

thirty years, and he died.
6 And Seth lived an hundred and five years,

and begat Enos. 7 And Seth lived, after his

begetting Enos, eight hundred and seven years,

and he begat sons and daughters.
8 And all

the days of Seth were nine hundred and twelve

years, and he died.
3 And Enos lived ninety years, and begat

Kenan. 10 And Enos lived, after his beget-

ting Kenan, eight hundred and fifteen years,

and he begat sons and daughters.
" And all

the days of Enos were nine hundred and five

years, and he died.
12 And Kenan lived seventy years, and be-

gat Mahalaleel.
l3 And Kenan lived, after

his begetting Mahalaleel, eight hundred and

forty vears, and he begat sons and daughters.
14 And all the days of Kenan were nine hun-

dred and ten years, and he died.
15 And Mahalaleel lived sixty-and-five years,

and begat Jared.
18 And Mahalaleel lived,

after his begetting Jared, eight hundred and

thirty years, and he begat sons and daughters.
17 And all the days of Mahalaleel were eight

hundred and ninety-five years, and he died.

18 And Jared lived an hundred and sixty-two

years, and begat Enoch. '' And Jared lived,

after his begetting Enoch, eight hundred years,

and he begat sons and daughters.
20 An 1 all

the days of Jared were nine hundred and sixty-

two years, and he died.
21 And Enoch lived sixty-and-five years, and

begat Methuselah.
22 And Enoch walked with

ELOHIM*, after his begetting Methuselah,

three hundred years, and he begat sons and

daughters.
23 And all the days of Enoch were

three hundred and sixty-five years.
M And

Enoch walked with ELOHIM, and he was not,

for Elohim took him.
25 And Methuselah lived an hundred and

eighty-seven years, and begat Lamech.
26 And

Methuselah lived, after his begetting Lamech,
seven hundred and eighty-two years, and he

begat sons and daughters.
" And all the days

of Methuselah were nine hundred and sixty-

nine years, and he died.
28 And Lamech lived an hundred and eighty-

two years, and begat [Noah].*
30 And

* "We shall print the name thus, in large

capitals, whenever it occurs in the original

with the article.

Lamech lived, after his begetting Noah 8vo

hundred and ninety-five years, and he b"!gat

sons and daughters.
3 ' And all the days of

Lamech were seven hundred and seventy-seven

years, and he died.
32 And Noah was a son of five hundred

years, and Noah begat Shem, Ham, and

Japheth.*
6.

" These are the generations of Noah.

Noah was a man just and perfect in his

generations: Noah walked with ELOHIM.
10 And Noah begat three sons, Shem, Ham,
and Japheth.

ll And the earth was corrupted

before the face of ELOHIM. and the earth

was filled with violence.
1= And ELOHIM

saw the earth, and behold ! it was corrupted ;

for all flesh had corrupted its way upon the

13 And Elohim said to Noah,
' The end of

all flesh has come before my face ; for the

earth is full of violence from before them ;

and behold! I will destroy them with the

earth.
" Make to thee an Ark of cypress-

wood
;
in cells shalt thou make the Ark ;

and

shalt pitch it within and without with pitch.*
17 And I, behold ! will bring the Flood of waters

upon the earth, to (corrupt) destroy all flesh i.'i

which is aspirit of lifefrom under the heaver. ;

all which is in the earth shall die.
18 But :

establish my covenant with thee; and thou

shalt go into the Ark, thou, and thy sons,

and thy wife, and thy sons' wives with thee.

18 And'out of every living thing out of all flesh,

two out of all shalt thou bring into the Ark,
to keep-alive with thee; male and female

shall they be.
20 Out of the fowl after its

kind, and out of the cattle after its kind, out

of every creeping-thing of the ground aft"'

its kind, two out of all shall come unto thee,

to keep-alive.
21 And thou, take to thee out

of all food which is eaten, and thou shalt

gather it unto thee, and it shall be to thee and

to them for food.'
22 And Noah did according to all which

Elohim commanded him ,
so did he.*

7.
s And Noah was a son of six hundred

years, when the Flood of waters was upon
the earth.

' And Noah went, and his sons,

and his wife, and his sons' wives with him,

into the Ark, from the face of the waters

of the Flood. 8 Out of the clean cattle and

out of the cattle which are not clean, and out

of the fowl and all that creepeth upon the

ground,
9 two and two, they came unto Noah

into the Ark, male and female, as Elohim
commanded Noah.*

11 In the six-hundredth year of Noah's life,

in the second month, in the seventeenth day
of the month, on this day were broken up all

the fountains of the great deep, and the win-

dows of the heaven were opened.*
' 3 On

this very same day, (lit. in the bone of this

day,) went Noah, and Shem, and Ham, and

Japheth, Noah's sons, and Noah's wife, and

his sons' three wives with them, into the

Ark ;

li
they, and every animal after its

kind, and all the cattle after its kind, and

every creeping-thing that creepeth upon the

earth after its kind, and all *he fowl after its

kind, every bird of every wing.
,s And they

came unto Noah into the Ark, two and two,

out of all flesh, in which is a spirit of lifts.

16a And those cowing, laaie and female ou*
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f all flesh they came as Elohim commanded
him.*

lB And the waters were mighty, and mul-

tiplied greatly upon the earth,* 19b and all

the high mountains that were under all the

heaven, were covered. 21 And all flesh died,
thai creepeth upon the earth, among fowl,
and among cattle, and among animals, and

among all the swarming-things that swarm
upon the earth, and all man. 22 All in

whose nostrils was the breath of a spirit of

life, out of all which was in the dry land,
died.* 23b And only Noah was left, and
what was with him in the Ark.

- And the waters were mighty upon the
earth a hundred and fifty days.*

8.
' And Elohim remembered Noah, and

every animal, and all the cattle, that was
with him in the Ark

;
and Elohim caused-to-

pass a wind upon the earth, and the waters
subsided. 2" And the fountains of the deep
were stopped and the windows of the heaven ;

* 3b and the waters decreased at the end of
a hundred and fifty days.* 4b in the seventh

month, in the seventeenth day of the month.
* 5 And the waters were decreasing con-

tinually until the tenth month : in the tenth

(month), in the first of the month, the topsof
the mountains were seen.*

13a And it came-to-pass in the six hundred
and fir>t year, in the first (month), in the
first of the month, the waters were dried up
from off the earth: * 14 and in the second

month, in the seventeenth day of the month,
the earth was dry.

15 And Elohlm spake unto Noah, saying,
16 ' Go out from the Ark, thou, and thy wife,
and thy sons, and thy sons' wives with thee.
"

Every animal that is with thee out of all

flesh, among fowl, and among cattle, and

among every creeping-thing that creepeth
upon the earth, bring forth with thee ; and
let them swarm in the earth, and fructify,
and multiply, upon the earth.' ' 8 And Noah
went out. and his sons, and his wife, and his

sons' wiveswith him, 19
Every animal, every

creeping-thing, and every fowl, everything
creeping upon the earth, after their families,

they went out from the Ark. *
9.

' And Elohim blessed Noah and his

sons, and said to them. '

Fructify, and multi-

ply, and fill the earth. - And the fear of

you and the terror of you shall be upon every
animal of the earth, and upon every fowl of
the heaven, among all that creepeth the

ground, and among all the fishes of the sea ;

into your hand they are given.
3
Every

creeping-thing that liveth, to you it shall be
for food : as the gTeen herb, I give to you all.
*
Only flesh with its soul, its blood, ye shall

not eat.
s And surely your blood of your

souls will I require : from the hand of every
animal will 1 require it, and from the hand
of man

;
from the hand of a man's brother

will I require the soul of man. s Whoso
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood
be shed : for in the image of Elohim made
He man. ' And you, fructify and multiply,
swarm in the earth, and multiply in it.'

8 And Elohim said unto Noah, and unto
his sons with him, saying :

9 ' And I, behold !

I will establish my covenant with you, and
with your seed after you,

'" and with every

living soul which is with you, among fowl,
and among cattle, and among all animals of

the earth with you, from all going out of the
Ark to every animal of the earth. " And I

establish my covenant with you, and all flesh

shall not be again cut off through the waters
of the Flood, and there shall not be again a
Flood to (corrupt) destroy the earth.'

12 And ELOHIM said,
' This is thesignof the

covenant which 1 will (give) make between
me and you, and every living soul that is with

yon for perpetual generations.
,a My bow do

I (give) set in the cloud, and it shall be for a
sign ot a covenant between me and the earth.
14 And it shall be, at my bringing a cloud

upon the earth, that the bow shall be seen
in the cloud. ls And I will remember my
covenant which is between me and you and.

every living soul among all flesh
;
and there

shall not be again the waters for a Flood to

(corrupt) destroy all flesh.
' 6 And the bow

shall be in the cloud ; and I will see it, for a
remembrance of the perpetual covenant be-
tween Elohim and every living soul among
all flesh that is upon the earth.'
" And Elohim said unto Noah, 'Th'.s is

the sign of the covenant, which I establish

between me and all flesh that is upon the

earth.'*
28 And Noah lived after the Flood three

hundred and fifty years.
29 And all the days

of Noah were nine hundred and fifty years,
and he died. *

11. 10 These are the generations of Shem.
Shem was a son of a hundred years, and

begat Arphaxad two years after the Flood.
" And Shem lived, after his begetting Ar-

phaxad, five hundred years, and begat sons
and daughters.

12 And Arphaxad lived five-and-thirty

years, and begat Salah. 13 And Arphaxad
lived, after his begetting Salah, four hundred
and three years, and begat sons and daughters.

14 And Salah lived thirty years, and begat
(Heber) Eber. ls And Salah lived, after his

begetting Eber, four hundred and three years,
and begat sons and daughters.

18 Aud Eber lived four-and-thirty year3
and begat Peleg.

" And Eber lived, after

his begetting Peleg, four hundred and thirty

years, and begat sons and daughters.
18 And Peleg lived thirty years, and begat

Reu. '" And Peleg lived, after his begetting
Reu, two hundred and nine years, and begat
sons and daughters.

20 And Reu lived two-and-thirty years, and
begat Serug.

21 And Reu lived, after his be-

getting Serug, two hundred and seven years,
and begat sons and daughters.

22 And Serug lived thirty years, and begat
Nahor. 23 And Serug lived, after Ins beget-

ting Nahor, two hundred years, and begat
sons and daughters.

24 And Nahor lived nine-and-twenty years,
and begat Terah. 2S And Nahor lived, after

his begetting Terah, a hundred and nineteen

years, and begat sons and daughters.
26 And Terah lived seventy years, and begat

Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
2' And these are the generations of Terah.
Terah begat Abram. Nahor, and Haran ;

and Haran begat Lot.* 3 ' And Terah took
Abram his son, and Lot. the son of Haran, his

v f a
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son's son. and Sarai his daughter-in-law, the
wife of Abram his son. and they went out
with them together from Ur of the Chaldees
to go to t\.3 land of Canaan ; and they went
as far as Charran, and dwelt there. 32 And
the days of Terah were two hundred and five

years, and Terah died in Charran. if.

12.
" h And Abram was a son of seventy-

five years at his going out from Charran.
' And Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot
his brother's son, and all their gain which
they had gotten, and the souls which they
had made in Charran, and they went out to

go to the land of Canaan, and they came to

the land of Canaan. - 13. s And the land
did not bear them to dwell together, for their

gain was much, and they were not able to

dwell together. *:
12 Abram dwelt in the land

of Canaan, and Lot dwelt in the cities of the

circuit.*:

16. l And Sarai, Abram's wife, bare not to

him, and she had a maidservant, an Egyp-
tian, and her name was Hagar. # 3 And
Sarai, Abram's wife, took Hagar the Egyp-
tian, her maidservant, at the end of ten

years of Abram's dwelling in the land of

Canaan, and gave her to Abram her husband
to him for wife.*

15 And Hagar bare to

Abram a son, and Abram called the name of

his son, which Hagar bare, Ishmael. I6 And
Abram was a son of eighty-and-six years at

Hagar's bearing Ishmael to Abram. *
17. ' And Abram was a son of ninety-

and-nine years, and [Elohim] appeared unto
Abram and said unto him,

'

I am El-Shad-
dai : walk before me, and be perfect.

2 And
I will (give) set my covenant between me
and thee, and I will very greatly multiply
thee.'

3 And Abram fell upon his face, and Elo-
him spake with him, saying,

" '
I behold !

my covenant is with thee, and thou shalt be
a father of a multitude of nations. 5 And
thy name shall not be called any longer
Abram, but thy name shah be Abraham ;

for I (give) set thee a father of a multitude
of nations. 6 And I will very greatly fructify
thee, and will (give) set thee for nations

;
and

kings shall go-forth out of thee. ' And I

will establish my covenant between me, and
thee, and thy seed after thee in their genera-
tions for a perpetual covenant, to be to thee

Elohim, and to thy seed after thee. " And I

will give to thee and to thy seed after thee the
land of thy sojournings, the whole land of

Canaan, for a perpetual possession, and I will

be to them Elohim.'
9 And Elohim said unto Abram, ' And

thou my covenant thou shalt keep, thou and

thy seed after thee in their generations.
"y This is my covenant, which they shall

keep between me and you and thy seed after

thee, to be circumcised among you every
male. " And ye shall circumcise the flesh

of your foreskin, and it shall be for a sign of

a covenant between me and you.
' 2 And a

son of nine days shall be circumcised among
you, every male in your generations. child

of the house, and purchase of silver from any
son of a stranger, which is not out of thy
seed. " Circumcised shall he surely be, child
of thy house and purchase of thy silver ; and
my covenant shall be in your flesh for a per-

petual covenant. '* And an uncircumcised
male, whose flesh of his foreskin is not cir-

cumcised, that soul shall be cut off from his

people ;
he hath broken my covenant.'

15 And Elohim said unto Abraham,
' Sarai

thy wife thou shalt not call her name Sarai,
for Sarah is her name. 16 And I will bless

her, and also I will give to thee out of her a
son, and I will bless her, and she shall be
for nations

; kings of people shall be out of
her.'

17 And Abraham fell upon his face and
laughed, and said in his heart,

' To a son of a
hundred years shall there be born, and shall

Sarah, a daughter of ninety years, bear?'
18 And Abraham said unto Elohim,

' Would
that Ishmael may live before thee !

' 19 And
Elohim said,

'

Truly Sarah thy wife shall

bear to thee a son. and thou shalt call his
name Isaac

;
and I will establish my cove-

nant with him for a perpetual covenant to
his seed after him. 2 And as to Ishmael I

have heard thee. Behold ! I have blessed

him, and I have fructified him, and multiplied
him, very greatly ; twelve princes shall he
beget, and I have (giveu) set him for a great
nation. 2l And my covenant will I establish
with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear to thee at
this season in the following year.'

-- And
Elohim finished to speak with him, and Elo-
him went-up from Abraham.

23 And Abraham took Ishmael his son, and
all the children of his house, and all the pur-
chase of his silver, every male among the men
of Abraham's house ; and he circumcised the
flesh of their foreskin on the very same day,
according as Elohim spake with him. " And
Abraham was a son of ninety and-nine years
at his being circumcised in the flesh of his
foreskin. 2S And Ishmael his son was a son
of thirteen years at his being circumcised in
the flesh of his foreskin. 2B On that very
same day was Abraham circumcised, and Ish-
mael his son. 27 And all the men of his house,
child of the house, and purchase of silver, or
from a son of a stranger, were circumcised
with him.*

19. 2a And it came to pass, at Elohim'3
destroying the cities of the circuit, then
Elohim remembered Abraham; and He put
forth Lot from the midst of the overthrow,
at his overthrowing the cities in which Lot
dwelt. *

21. 2 And Sarah conceived and bare to
Abraham a son to his old-age, according to
the season which Elohim had spoken of with
him. 3 And Abraham called the name of his

son that was born to him, whom Sarah bare
to him, Isaac. * And Abraham circumcised
Isaac his son, a son of eight days, as Elohim
had commanded him. 5 And Abraham was a
son of a hundred years at Isaac his son's being
born to him.^c

23. ' And the life of Sarah was ahundied
and twenty and seven years, the years of the
life of Sarah. 2 And Sarah died in Kirjath
Arba in the land of Canaan ; and Abraham
came to mourn over Sarah and to weep her.
3 And Abiaham came from before his dead,
and spake unto the sons of Heth, saying,
4 ' A sojourner and a dweller am I with you .

give to me a possession of a burial-place with

you, and I will bury my dead from before me.'
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* And the sons of Heth answered Abraham,
saying,

* '

(Would that) Pray hear us, my
lord ! A prince of Elohim art thou in the

midst of us : in the choice of our burial-places

bury thy dead : no man of us will hold-back
his burying-place from thee, from burying thy
dead.'

7 And Abraham arose, and bowed-himself
before the people of the land, to the sons of

Heth. 8 And he spake with them, saying,
'
If it is your (soul) will for me to bury my

dead from before me, hear me, and (reach)
entreat for me to Ephron, the sou of Zohar ;

and he shall give to me the cave of Mach
pelah, which is his, which is the end of his

field : for full silver shall he give it to me in

the midst of you for a possession of a burial-

place.'
' And Ephron was dwelling in the

midst of the sons of Heth. And Ephron the
Hittite answered Abraham in the ears of the
sons of Heth, before all entering at the gate
of his city, saying,

"
'No, my lord! hear

me : the field I give to thee, and the cave
which is in it, to thee I give it : before the

eyes of the sons of my people I give it to thee :

bury thy dead.'
12 And Abraham bowed-himself before the

people of the land. 13 And he spake to

Ephron in the ears of the people of the land,

sa3"ing, 'Only if thou [art for giving it],

(would that) pray hear me : I give the silver

of the field : take it from me : and I will

bury my dead there. " And Ephron answered

Abraham, saying,
ls '

(Would that) Pray, my
lord, hear me: the land is four hundred
shekels of silver : between me and thee what
is that ? so bury thy dead.'

16 And Abraham hearkened unto Ephron ;

and Abraham weighed to Ephron the silver

which he spake in the ears of the sons of

Heth, four hundred shekels of silver, current
with the trader. " And the field of Ephron,
which was in Machpelah, which was before

Mamre, the field, and the cave which was in

it, and all the trees which were in the field,

which were in all its border round-about,
(arose) stood 1B to Abraham for a purchase
before the eyes of the sons of Heth, among all

entering at the gate of his city.
19 And afterwards Abraham buried Sarah

his wife in the cave of the field of Machpelah,
eastward of Mamre* in the land of Canaan.
20 And the field, and the cave which was in

it, (arose) stood to Abraham for a possession
of a burying-place from the sons of Heth.*

25. ' And these are the days of the years
of the life of Abraham, which he lived, a
hundred and seventy and five years. And
Abraham expired , and died in good gray-hairs,
old and full (of years), and was gathered unto
his people.

" And Isaac and Ishmael, his

sons, buried him in the cave of Machpelah,
in the field of Ephron, the son of Zohar the

Hittite, which was eastward of Mamre,
10 the field which Abraham bought from the
sons of Heth : there was buried Abraham and
Sarah his wife. *

12 And these are the generations of Ishmael,
the son of Abraham, whom Hagar the Egyp-
tian, Sarah's maid, bare to Abraham.

13 And these are the names of the sons of

Ishmael, by their names, according to their

generations : the first-born of Ishmael, Ne-

baioth, and Kedar, and Adbeel, and Mib-
sam, '* and Mishma. and Dumah. and Massa,
15

Hadar, and Tema, Jetur, Naphish, and
Kedemah. 1G These are the sons of Ishmael,
and these are their names, by their villages
and by their kraals, twelve princes after
their folks.

17 And these are the years of the life of

Ishmael, a hundred and thirty and seven

years ; and he expired and died, and was
gathered to his people.*

19 And these are the generations of Isaac,
the son of Abraham.
Abraham begat Isaac. 2 And Isaac was a

son of forty years, at his taking Rebekah, the
daughter of Bethuel the Syrian, out of Padan-
Aram, the sister of Laban the Syrian, to him-
self for wife. 21b And Rebekah his wife con-
ceived

;* * and her days were fulfilled to bear,
and behold, twins in lier womb !

2S And the
first came-out red [admoni, with play on
'

Edom'], all of him, as a mantle of hair,

[sehar, with play on sehir,
'

Seir,' and, per-
haps, also on hesav, Esau,'] and they called
his name Esau. 2S And afterwards came-out
his brother, and his hand grasping upon the
heel {\iakee) of Esau

;
and (he) one called his

name (Yakov) Jacob : and Isaac was a son of

sixty years at her bearing them.*
26. 34 And Esau was a son of forty years,

and he took as wife Judith, the daughter
of Beeri the Hittite, and Basmath, the

daughter of Elon the Hittite. 33 And they
were a bitterness of spirit to Isaac and to
Rebekah. *

28. l And Isaac called unto Jacob, and
blessed him. and charged him. and said to him,
' Thou shalt not take a wife out of the
daughters of Canaan. 2

Arise, go to Padan-
Aram, to the house of Bethuel thy mother'!
father

;
and take to thee from thence a wife

out of the daughters of Laban thy mother's
brother. 3 And El-Shaddai bless thee, and
fructify thee, and multiply thee, that thou be
for a company of peoples,

* and give thee
the blessing of Abraham, to thee and to thy
seed with thee, to thy inheriting the land of

thy sojournings, which Elohim gave to Abra-
ham !

' s And Isaac put-forth Jacob, and he
went to Padan-Aram, unto Laban. the son of
Bethuel the Aramaean, the brother of Rebekah,
the mother of Jacob and Esau.

6 And Esau saw that Isaac had blessed

Jacob, and had sent-him-away to Padan-
Aram, to take to him from thence a wife, in

blessing him too he charged him, saying,
' Thou shalt not take a wife out of the

daughters of Canaan,'
' and Jacob heark-

ened unto his father and unto his mother,
and went to Padan-Aram. 8 And Esau saw
that the daughters of Canaan were evil in the

eyes of Isaac his father. 9 And Esau went
unto Ishmael, and took Mahalath. the

daughter of Ishmael, the son of Abraham,
the sister of Nebaioth. (upon) over-and-above
his wives, to him to wife. *

[There occurs here the first hiatus, aswe sup-
pose, in the Elohistic document, the original
statement of the marriage of Jacob (which
was, probably, as brief as that of Isaac's mar-
riage by the same writer in xxv. 19) having
been removed, to make way for the more cir-

cumstantial narrative of the Jehovistin xxix.
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Still, it would seem some fragments of the
older story have been retained, as below, and
that the births of all Jacob's sons, including
Benjamin, were here given, and their names
derived or played-upon by this writer, as in

xvii.5,15, he has alluded to the meaning of

Abraham and Sarah, in xvii.17,20 to those of

'*aac (' Abraham laughed'), and Ishmael (' I

Kave heard thee') in xx.2-i.26 to those of

Edom and Jacob, in xxxv.10,11,15 to those of

1'srael and Bethel. But these have been much
Overlaid by Jehovistic insertions. It is plain,
that in e.20 the name Zebulun is twice derived,
viz. from zabad,

'

dower,' and zabal,
'

dwell,' as

Joseph is in .23,24,(from asaph,'ga,thef = 'take

away,' and yasaph, 'add,') and that in.l4-16
a different explanation is implied of the name
lssachar (from sachar, 'hire,') from what was
intended by the writer of v.9,18. We may sup-

pose that the Jehovist disapproved of some
of the Elohistic derivations, thinking them,
perhaps, far-fetched or indistinct ; and he has

consequently sometimes added his own. and
sometimes substituted his own for that of the

Elohist.]
29. ** And Laban gave to her Zilpah his

maid to Leah his daughter as maid.* . . .

28 And Laban gave to Rachel his daughter
Bilhah his maid for maid* . . .

32ab And
Leah conceived and bare a son, . . . and she

called his name Reuben.* 33ad And she
conceived again and bare a son . . .

and she called his name Simeon. 34a And
she conceived again and bare a son.* . . .

ssad ^jQd ghg conceived again and bare a

son* . . . and she stood from bearing.
30. la And Rachel saw that she bare not

to Jacob,* 4a and she gave to him Bilhah
her maid for wife. * 5 And Bilhah conceived
and bare to Jacob a son. 6a And Rachel

said,
' Elohim hath judged (clan) me.'* . . .

7 And Bilhah, Rachel's maid, conceived

again, and bare a second son to Jacob.
,ac And Rachol said,

' With wrestlings (naph-
tulim) of Elohim have I wrestled with my
sister,'* and she called his name Naphtali.

9 And Leah saw that she had stood from
bearing ; and she took Zilpah her maid, and

gave her to Jacob for wife. 10 And Zilpah,
Leah's maid, bare to Jacob a son. " And
Leah said,

' A troop (gad) !

' and she called

his name Gad. 12 And Zilpah, Leah's maid,
bare a second son to Jacob. 13 And Leah
said,

' My blessing ! for daughters will

bless (ashar) me :
' and she called his name

Asher.*
" And Elohim hearkened unto Leah, and

she conceived, and bare to Jacob a fifth son.
18 And Leah said,

' Elohim hath given me
my hire (sacha?-), because I have given my
maid to my husband ;

' and she called his name
lssachar. 19 And Leah conceived (yet)

again, and bare a sixth son to Jacob. 20 And
Leah said,

' Elohim hath presented (zabad)
me with a good present,'* and she called his

name Zebulun. 21 And afterwards she bare
a daughter, and she called her name Dinah.

22 And Elohim remembered Rachel, and
Elohim hearkened unto her, and opened her
womb. 23 And she conceived and bare a

son, and she said,
' Elohim hath gathered

(asaph) my reproach!'
"* And she called

his name Joseph. *

31. " And he led away all his cattle, and
all his gain which he had gotten, the cattle

of his property, which he had gotten in

Padan-Aram, to go unto Isaac his father, to

the land of Canaan.*
35. a And Elohim appeared unto Jacob

again [ ? unto Jacob now, as before unto Abra-

ham, xvii.l] at his comingfrom Padan-Aram,
and spake with him :

10 and Elohim said to

him,
' Thy name (is) Jacob : thy name shall

not be called any longer Jacob, but Israel

shall be thy name '
: and He called his name

Israel.
" And Elohim said to him,

'
I am

El-Shaddai : fructify and multiply : a nation

and a company of nations shall be out of thee ;

and kings shall go-forth out of thy loins.
12 And the land, which I gave to Abraham
and to Isaac, to thee will I give it, aud to thy
seed after thee I will give the land.'

13 And Elohim went-up from him in the

place where He spake with him. 14 And
Jacob erected a pillar in the place where He
spake with him, a pillar of stone; and he

dropped upon it a drink-offering, and poured
oil upon it.

ls And Jacob called the name
of the place where Elohim spake with him,
Beth-El.

18a And they set-off from Beth-El, and it

was still a space of land to come to Eph-
rath.*

19 And Rachel died, and was buried

in the way of Ephrath.*
20 And Jacob

erected a pillar upon her grave.*
2=b And the sons of Jacob were twelve :

23 the sons of Leah, Jacob's firstborn, Reu-

ben, and Simeon, and Levi, and Judali, and

lssachar, and Zebulun ;

24 the sons of Rachel,

Joseph and Benjamin ;

2S and the sons of

Bilhah, Rachel's handmaid, Dan and Naph-
tali ;

28 and the sons of Zilpah, Leah's hand-

maid. Gad and Asher. These are the sons of

Jacob, which were born to him in Padan-
Aram.

27 And Jacob came unto Isaac his father,

to Mamre, the city of Arba,* where Abra-
ham sojourned, and Isaac.

2S And the days
of Isaac were an hundred and eighty years.
29 And Isaac expired, and died, and was ga-
thered unto his people, old and full of days ;

and Esau and Jacob, hi? s^ns, buried him.

36. ' And these art the generations of

Esau that is, Edom.
2 Esau took his wives

out of the daughters of Canaan, Adah, daugh-
ter of Elon the Hittite, and Aholibamah,
daughter of Anah, son of Zibeori the Hivite,
3 and Bashemath, daughter of Ishmael, sister

of Nebaioth.
4 And Adah bare to Esau Eliphaz, and

Bashemath bare Reuel,
s and Aholibamah

bare Jeush, and Jaalam, and Kerah.

These are the sons of Esau, which were born

to him in the land of Canaan.
8 And Esau took his wives, and his sons,

and his daughters, and all the souls of his

house, and his cattle and all his beasts, and
all his gain which he had gotten in the land

of Canaan, and went unto the land of Seir

from the face of Jacob his brother. 7 For

their gain was plentiful above living together,
and the land of their sojourning was not able

to bear them because of their cattle. And
Esau dwelt in Mount Seir : Esau, he is Edom.

9 And these are the generations of Esau,
the father of Edom, in Mount Seir,
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' These are the names of the sons of Esau.

Eliphaz, the son of Adah, Esau's wife:

Reuel, the son of Bashemath, Esau's wife.
" And the sons of Eliphaz, Teman, Omar,

Zepho, and Gatam.and Kenaz. 1= And Tim-
nah was concubine to Eliphaz, Esau's son ;

and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek.
These were the sons of Adah. Esau's wife.
" And these the sons of Reuel Nahath

and Zerah, Shammah and Mizzah.
These were the sons of Bashemath, Esau's

wife.
14 And these were the sons of Aholibamah,

daughter of Anah, (daughter) granddaughter
of Zibeon, Esau's wife.

And she bare to Esau Jeush, and Jaalam,
and Korah.

15 These were dukes (? clans) of the sons of

Esau.
The sons of Eliphaz, Esau's firstborn duke

Teman, duke Omar duke Zepho, duke Kenaz,
'* duke Korah, duke Gatam, duke Amalek.
These were the dukes of Eliphaz in the land

of Edom
;
these were the sons of Adah.

" And these the sons of Reuel, Esau's son
duke Nahath, duke Zerah, duke Shammah,

duke Mizzah.
These we*e the dukes of Reuel in the land of

Edom ; these were the sons of Bashemath,
Esau's wi'e.

18 And these were the sons of Aholibamah,
Esau's wife duke Jeush, duke Jaalam, duke
Korah.
These were the dukes of Aholibamah, daugh-

ter of Anah, Esau's wife.

These were the sons of Esau, and these their

dukes : he is Edom.*
31 And these were the kings who reigned

in the land of Edom, before the reigning of a

king over the children of Israel.
32 And there reigned in Edom Bela the son

of Beor, and the name of his city was Din-
habah.

33 And Bela died, and there reigned in his

6tead Jobab the son of Zerah, out of Bozrah.
34 And Jobab died, and there reigned in

his stead Husham, out of the land of the
Temanite.

35 And Husham died, and there reigned in

his stead Hadad the son of Bedad,* and the
name of his city was Avith.

36 And Hadad died, and there reigned in

his stead Samlah, out of Masrekah.
37 And Samlah died, and there reigned in

his stead Shaul, out of Rehoboth of the River

( Broadways on Euphrates).
38 And Shaul died, and there reigned in his

stead Baal-Hanan, son of Achbor.
39 And Baal-Hanan, son of Achbor, died,

and there reigned in his stead Hadar, and the
name of his city wasPau, and his wife's name
was Mehetabel. daughter of Hatred, (daugh-
ter) granddaughter of Mezahab.

40 And these are the names of the dukes

(? clans) of Esau, according to their families,

according to their places, by their names :

duke Timnah, duke Alvah, duke Jetheth,
*' duke Aholibamau, duke Elah, duke Pinon,
43 duke Kenaz, duke Teman, duke Mibzar,
43 duke Magdiel, duke Iram.
These are the dukes of Edom, according to

their dwellings in the land of their possession:
he is Esau, the father of Edom

37. ' And Jacob dwelt in the land of his

father's sojoumir.gs in the land of Canaan.
2 These are the generations of /acob.

Joseph, a son of seventeen yseirs, was tend-

ing with his brethren amonp the flocks, and
he was a boy with the sons of Bilhah and with
the sons of Zilpah, his father's wives * . . .

28 And there passed-by Midianites, mer-
chantmen -X- . . .

3S And the Midianites sold

him into Egypt, to Potiphar, an officer of

Pharaoh, chief of the executioners.* [It would
seem that no part of the dramatic history of

Joseph's being sold into Egypt, and of his

adventures there, is from the hand of the
Elohist. Indeed, it would be strange if he,
who has given us so little out of Abraham's
life, still less out of Jacob's, and scarcely any-
thing out of Isaac's, should have expatiated at

this length in the history of Joseph. But the
critical analysis shows that no part of this nar-
rative belongs to him

, except, perhaps, tr2a,28
a

,

36. which we assign to him, as above, though
with some hesitation. As he knows nothing of

any ill-blood between Sarah and Hagar, Ish-

mael and Isaac, Esau and Jacob, Leah and
Rachel, so he probably knew of none between
Joseph and his brothers, and may have repre-
sented Joseph here as merely kidnapped and
carried off by the Midianites, while out one

day, with only four of his brethren, tending
his father's sheep. It is observable that these
' sons of Bilhah and sons of Zilpah

'

appear no
more in the story. The Elohist may in a very
f w words have described the carrying-off of

Joseph, e.g.
' and there passed-by Midianites,

merchantmen, [and they saw Joseph and
seized him], and the Midianites sold him into

Egypt, &c.' The Elohist must then have stated
how he came to be high in office under Pha-
raoh, and how Jacob and his sons became
aware of his still being alive, and were induced
to go down and settle in Egypt, all which has
been removed, and replaced by the narrative
which now stands in xxxvii. xxxix xlv].

46. 6 And they took their cattle and their

gain which they had gotten in the land of

Canaan, and they came to Egypt, Jacob and
all his seed with him. ' His sons and his
sons' sons with him, his daughters and his

sons' daughters, and all his seed, brought he
with him to Egypt.

8 And these are the names of the sons of

Israel that came to Egypt, Jacob and his sons :

Jacob's firstborn, Reuben :

9 And the sons of

Reuben, Enoch (E.V. Hanoch) and Pallu,
Hezron and Carmi. I0 And the sons of

Simeon, Jemuel, and Jamin, and Ohad, and
Jachin, and Zohar, and Saul (E.V. Shaul) son
of the Canaanitess. " And the sons of Levi,
Gershon, and Kohath, and Merari. 12 And
the sons of Judah, Er, and Onan, and Shelah,
and Pharez, and Zarah.*

'3 And the sons
of Issachar, Tola, and Phuvah, and Job, and
Shimron. 14 And the sons of Zebulun, Sered,
and Elon, and Jahleel. ls These are the sons
of Leah, which she bare to Jacob in Padan-
Aram, and Dinah his daughter all the souls

of his sons and Ms daughters, thirty-three.
lc And the sons of Ged, Ziphion, and Haggi,
Shuni, and Ezbon, Eri, and Arodi, and Areli.
17 And the sons of Asher, Jimnah, andlshuah,
and Isui, and Beriah, and Serah their sister;
and the sons of Beriah, Heber and Malchiel.
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' These are the sons of Zilpah, whom Laban

gave to Leah his daughter, and she; bare these

to Jacob, sixteen souls.
1B The sons of

Rachel, Jacob's wife, Joseph and Benjamin.
,0 And thei'e were born to Joseph in the land

of Egypt, which Asenath daughter of Poti-

pherah priest of On, bare to him, Manasseh
and Ephraim.

21 And the sons of Benjamin,
Belah, and Becher, and Ashbel, Gera, and

Kaaman, Ehi and Rosh, Muppim, and Hup-
pim, and Ard. 22 These are the sons of

Rachel, which were born to Jacob all the

souls, fourteen.
2 And the sons of Dan,

Kushim. * And the sons of Naphtali, Jab-

zeel, and Guni, and Jezer, and Shillem.
25 These are the sons of Bilhah, whom Laban

gave to Rachel his daughter, and she bare

these to Jacob all the souls, seven.
26 All the souls of Jacob that came to

Egypt, coming out of his loins,* all the souls

were sixty- and-six.
27 And the sons of Joseph,

which were born to him in Egypt, were two
souls. All the souls of the house of Jacob,
that came to Egypt, were seventy.
47. ' And Joseph brought Jacob his father,

and stationed him before Pharaoh, and Jacob
blessed Pharaoh. 8 And Pharaoh said unto

Jacob,
' About what are the days of the years

of thy life ?'
9 And Jacob said unto Pharaoh,

' The days of the years of my sojournings are

a hundred and thirty years ;
few and evil have

been the days of t:he years ofmy life, and they
have not come-up-with the days of the years
of the life of my fathers in the days of their

sojournings.'
10 And Jacob blessed Pharaoh,

and went forth from before Pharaoh.
11 And Joseph settled his father and his

brethren, and gave them a possession in the

land of Egypt* in the land of Rameses, *
2, i> and they fructified and multiplied exceed-

ingly.
28 And Jacob lived in the land of

Egypt seventeen years, and Jacob's days of

the years of his life were a hundred and forty-

seven years.*

48. 3 And Jacob said unto Joseph,
' El

Shaddai appeared unto me at Luz in the land
of Canaan, and blessed me,

* and said unto
me,

" Behold ! I will fructify thee and multiply
thee, and (give) set thee for a company of

peoples ; and I will give this land to thy seed
after thee, a perpetual possession."

s And
now, thy two sons, which were born to thee
in the land of Egypt before my coming unto
thee to Egypt, they are mine, Ephraim and
Hanasseh : even as Reuben and Simeon, they
shall be mine. 6 And thy progeny, which
thou hast begotten after them, shall be thine ;

by the names of their brothers shall they be
called in their inheritance. ' And I, at my
coming from Padan Rachel died beside me
in the land of Canaan, when there was yet a

space of land to come to Ephrath ; and I

buried her there in the way to Ephrath.'*
49. la And Jacob called unto his sons,*

29 and he charged them, and said unto them,
'
I shall be gathered to my people : bury me

unto my fathers, in the cave which is in the
field of Ephton the Hittite,

30 in the cave
which is in the field of Machpelah, which is

east of Mamre, in the land of Canaan, which
Abraham bought with the field from Ephron
the Hittite, for a possession of a burying-
place.

31 There they buried Abraham and
Sarah his wife ; there they buried Isaac and
Rebekah his wife

;
and there I buried Leah.

32 The purchase of the field, and of the cave
which is in ft, was from the sons of Heth.'
33 And Jacob ended to charge his sons,
and he gathered his feet into the bed, and
he expired and was gathered unto his

people.*
50. ' 3 And his sons carried him to the land

of Canaan, and buried him in the cave of the

field of Machpelah, which Abraham bought
with the field for a possession of a bury-
ing-place frcm Ephron the Hittite, east of

Mamre.
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